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Chapter One 

CONSTITUTION OF THE PAY COMMISSION 

AND 

A BRIEF SURVEY OF ITS PROCEEDINGS 

1.1 The Government of Karnataka by Order No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74, dated 
13th August, I 974 constituted .a One Man Pay Commission and appointed 
Shri A. Narayana Pai, Retired Chief Justice of the High Court of Karnataka as 
the One Man Pay Commission .. The terms of reference to the Commission are as 
follows: · 

" A. To re.view the existing pay structure of the employees of State Govern· 
ment, Local Bodies and Aided Institutions, taking into account: 

(i} the present economic conditions and financial capacity of the State; and 
.(ii) the need to implement the Fifth Fi.ve Year Plan, and maintain an 

adequate tempo of development, including social &er.vioes, so as to 
benefit all sections of the society to the maximum extent possible; · 

B. To suggest .rationalisation of the Pay structure among the different 
Departments of Government ; ., . 

C. To suggest the criteria for fixation of pay, if new scales of pay are e.volved; 
D. To study the existing structure of the Dearness Allowance, City Compen

satory Allowance, House Rent Allowance, Special Pay, Deputation 
Allowance, Project Allowance, Foreign Ser.vice Allowance and Medical 
Attendance Benefits and recommend suitable changes ; 

E. To stu Jy the existing pattern of pensionary benefits and recommend 
suitable change•; 

F .. To suggeHt iucenti.ves for impro.vement of producti.vity and efficiency of 
work of Government employees, including pro .vision of amenities ; and 

G. Such other matters as the Commission may deem appropriate." 

1.2 The Commission was' ·~equested, to make its recommendations as expedi
tiously as possible. 

1.3 Subsequently, by G.O. No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74, dated the 21st December, 
1974, questions relating to the pay structure, etc., of the officers and the staff of 
the Karnataka Public Service Commission were also brought within the purview 
of the Commission. 

1.4 Shri A. Narayana Pai assumed charge as the One Man Pay Commission 
on the fore-noon of 19th 'August 1974. The Government appointed Shri T. S. 
Narayan Rao, lAS, Director, Bureau of Economics and Statistics as the Secretary, 
to the Pay Commission in Order No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74 (i), dated 13th August, 1974. 
Shri T. S. Narayan Rao took over as the Secretary to the Commission also on 
19th August, 1974. 

Staff: 
1.5 By Order No. FD 4 SRP (3} 74 {1), dated 16th August, 1974, a 

skeleton staff was sanctioned for the Office of the Pay Commission. The Pay 
Research Cell which had been functioning under .the Finance Department was 
transferred to the Pay Commission under Order No. FD 52 SRP {3) 74, dated 24th 
August, 197 4 and it started functioning as a part. of the Secretariat of the Pay 
Commission. The other necessary staff was provided under Order No. FD 4 SRP 
(3) 74, dated 31st August,. 1974. Subsequently, when the ~ommission decided 
upon ev~~;luatic;m of posts (Job~). a separate cell .was set. up m the office of the 
CommissiOn w1th a small add1t10nal staff sanctwned by the Government under 
G. 0. No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74, dated 31st March 1975· The particulars of the officers 
and the staff of the Commission with their dates of functioning are indicated in 
Annex-XXIV. 



Accommodation: 

1-6 Under Order No. PWD 101 BOQ 74, dated 30th August, 1974, Government 
allotted to the Pay Commission 4000 sq. ft. of carpet area in the ground floorof 
the multi-storeyed building opposite to the Maharani's College on Seshadri Road, 
Bangalore-1. The office of the Commission could move into the premises only by 
the end of November 1974 after the necessary partitions and other facilities required 
for the officers and staff of the Commission were got completed through the Public 
Works Department. Till then, however,the office was functioning from Vidhana 
Soudha and the Commission had to function at his residence. 

Issue of Questionnaires : 

1. 7 The practice usually or commonly followed by Commissions is to invite 
Memoranda from various Service Associations on the terms of reference and then 
issue a questionnaire after studying ~he Memoranda thus received. This procedure 
was not adopted. Instead, the Commission decided in favour of issuing the 
Questionnaires straightaway. This procedure, while not depriving the Commission 
of the full benefit of all the views of persons interested, turned out to be less time
consuming and more conducive to tabulation of the replies speedily. Accordingly, 
the following Questionnaires (Annex-H) were issued on 19th October, 1974: 

(I) Questionnaire (General). 
(2) Questionnaire for Local Bodies and Aided Institutions. 
(3) Questionnaire to the Heads of Departments. 
(<l) Special Questionnaire to Secretaries to Government. 

1.8 Copies of the general questionnaire were sent to various Officers of the 
Government, Retired Officers, Leading Members of the Public, as also to the 
various Associations o:f Public Servants. They were also sent to all interested 
individuals on request. While forwarding copies of the relevant questionnaires to 
the persons or associations concerned it was particularly mentioned that while 
their personal reactions to questions or purely personal views would undoubtedly 
constitute good material for moulding the ultimate recommendations of the 
Commission, the application by them of a higher impersonal standard of approach 
to the consideration of the questions from the point of view of the general good of 
the entire body of government servants and the public they serve would add value 
to their answers. 

1.9 In view of the very large number of Local Bodies and Aided Institutions, 
it was felt by the Commission that it may not be practicable to send copies of the 
Special Questionnaire to all the Local Bodies and Aided Institutions. The 
Commission decided to send the copies of the Questionnaire to the Deputy Commis
sioners of the Districts, who were requested (Annex-VII) to send the questionnaires 
in turn to representative Local Bodies to be selected by them. It was also decided 
that in each district the Deputy Commissioner should send the Questionnaire to :-

(I) Two Taluk Development Boards.· 
(2) Two Municipalities. 
(3) Two Village Panchayats. 
(4) Two Aided Educational Institutions. 
(5) Two Medical Institutions. 

1.10 The Commission also felt that it would be desirable to have the replies 
of the Deputy Commissioners on the various issues raised in the Questionnaire to 
Local Bodies and Aided Institutions. The Deputy Commissioners were, therefore, 
requested to formulate their views after discussing the questions at a meeting of 
the Chief Executive Officers of the Municipalities and Taluk Development Boards. 
Thereafter, they were requested to forward their replies to the Commission 
through the concerned Divisional Commissioners. 
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1_.11 With a v!ew t~ having the benefit of different approaches to the matter, 
bes1des one QuestiOnnaire (General) intended generally for all, one was addressed to 
the Departmental Heads and another specially to the Secretaries to Government. 
Th.e Heads of Departments had to send one set of their answers to the Question
naire sent to them to the Secretaries on which they had to offer their comments. 
This was done to have the considered views of the Secretaries and Heads of 
Departments both on the general issues and the ones specially relating to their 
Departments. , 

1.12 The questionnaires were also published in the Karnataka Gazette Part I 
at .Pages 737-753 in its issue, dated 31st October 1974, and copies of the:Question
naue were sen~ to all Tahsildars in the State for giving wide publicity. A Press 
Note was also 1ssued on 2nd November, 1974 (Annex·X) notifying the publication 
of the Questionnaires in the Karnataka Gazette, dated 31st October, 1974. All the 
individuals, A~sociations, Heads of Departments, Secretaries to Government etc., 
to whom the Questionnaires were sent were requested to send their replies on the 
various issues raised in the Questionnaire by the 30th November, 1974. The 
representatives of the Karnataka State Government Employees' Association, who· 
met the Commission on 28th November, 1974, sought an extension of time limit 
by another month. Similar representations were made to the Commission by 
some other Associations and Individuals also, Feeking extension of time for sending 
in their replies. Therefore, the Commission granted an extension of time limit 
upto 31st December, 1974, in the case of Local Bodies and Aided Institutions, 
Associations and Individuals only. The time limit prescribed for furnishing the 
replies by the Government Departments, however, remained unchanged. A Press 
Note extending the time limit was accordingly issued on 29th November, 1974 
for the information of the general public (Annex-XI). Replies, however, continued 
to be received even subsequent to that date. 

Procedure for furnishing the replies : 
1.13 In the conduct of its business, the Pay Commission had to call for infor

mation and documents from Departments of Government and also invite official 
Witnesses to tender evidence before it. The Commission wanted to obtain views 
of the Secretaries to Government, Heads of Departments and other Officers of the 
Government ~n regard to the various aspects of its terms of reference.. '!he 
Government m the Finance Department, at the instance of the Comm1s~wn, 
prescribed a procedure for furnishing replies by the Heads of Departments w1th a 
view to enabling the Departments to supply factual information, etc., to the 
Commission and also with a view to providing individual Government Employees 
the fullest scope to express their personal views on the items placed before the 
Commission, in O.M. No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74, dated 19th October, 1974, as follows:-

"The departments may furnish to the Commission factual information 
and other document.s that may be required by the Commission. 

'The Secretaries to Government may express to the Commission their 
personal views formed in the light of their knowledge and experience. 

Other Secretariat Officers, i.e. Additional Secretaries/Special Secretaries/ 
J ointjDeputy or Under Secretaries as well as Heads of Departments may 
also give evidence orally or in writing to the Commission on matter• 
coming within their spheres of work. · 

Individual Government servants may submit Memoranda, etc., to the 
Commission in their individual capacity, provided that individual 
grievances are not submitted to the Commission. 

Government servant• may appear before. the Commission on behalf of. 
Service Associations with which they are connected. 

The procedure to be followed for furnishing replies to the questionnaire 
will be as follows : 

The Heads of Departments m~y s~nd in their official capacity . their 
replies/remarks to the QuestwnnaiTe to the concerned Secretaries tr 
Government who will arrange to forward such replies along with theio 
comments to the Secretary of the Pay Commission. 
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The Secret.aries to Government and Heads of Departments may send their 
replies to the Questionnaire in their personal capacity di>ectly to the 
8ecretary of the Pay Commission. 

The Subordinate Officers of various Departments will no doubt have an 
opportunity of making their representations through their Serv:ce Associa
tions. However, such of them as are desirous of sending their replies to 
the Pay Commi.ssion may do so directly to the Secretary to the Pay 
Cotnmission. 

The Secretaries to Government and Heads of Departments are also requested 
to extend their co-operation to the Pay Commission in its work." 

1.14 Replies to Questionnaires received from various Heads of Departments, 
Associations, etc., were as given below: 

(1) Heads of Departments and Associations. 430 
(2) Local Bodies and Aided Institutions 109 
(3) Leading Members of the Public and other Individuals.... 310 

Total ... 849 

In addition, more than I, 700 representations containing suggestions for the 
consideration of the Commission were also received from interested persons. The 
replies to .Questionnaires as well as the representations were perused by the 
Commission. 

Nomination of Liaison Officers : 

1.15 The Secretariat of the Pay Commission had compiled certain information 
relating to scales of pay, etc., in respect of several categories of posts in various 
Departments of Government on the basis of available records. This had to be 
verified and up-dated and further factual information as required by the 
Commission had to be collected from the Departments of Government. The 
Chief Secretary to the Government of Karnataka, at the instance of the 
Commission, therefore directed all Heads of Departments demi-officially in letter 
No. GAD 57 MAR 74, dated 22nd October, 1974 to place one or two knowledgeable 
officials in their departments on special duty for this purpose. The Secretary to 
the Commission also addressed the lleads of Departments on 8th November, 1974, 
to nominate an official conversant with these matters, so that the office of the 
Commission could be in continuous touch with the nominee of each department. 
Thereby, the office of the Commission was able to collect all relevant information 
connected with the Commission speedily· from the Liaison Officers directlv 
avoiding unnecessary correspondence. · 

Survey on Consumer expenditure of Government Employees : 

1.16 The Pay Commission soon after entering upon its duties found it 
necessary to have up-to-date data about the normal consumption pattern, 
economic status, family consumption, dependency ratio and the average income 
and expenditure under various categories of Government employees working at 
the State and district level offices. Accordingly, an ad hoc survey on household 
consumer expenditure was conducted in all the 19 district headquarters of the 
State. The field work of the survey was carried out during the period of one 
month commencing from 15th January, 1975. A brief report prepared in the 
Statistical Cell of the Pay Commission is presented in Annex-XIV. 

Job Evaluation : 

1.17 In order to review the exis~ing .Pa;y: structure of the employees of the 
State Government and to suggest ratiOnalisatiOn of pay structure among different 
Departments of Government, the Pay Commission desired to have straight from 
the employees correct and complete factual information regarding the educational 
qualifications prescribed in the Cadre and Recruitment Rules, the duties and 
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~espo.nsibilities laid d.own, the working conditions, etc., in respect of each job (post) 
m different ca?res m ~e Departments. F'or this purpose, a •·Job Description 
Form:' vyas devised and Issued to various departments. The information on job 
descriptiOn wa:s collected from one employee in ,each category of posts including 
the field posts m the departments upto and inclusive of supervisory level (Class II 
posts). The last date prescribed for submitting these Forms was 31st March, 1975. 
They ~ere also received even subsequent to this date. 2,993 Forms were received 
from different cadres. The processing of the data thus collected continued up to 
the end of September, 1975. 

Sittings of the Commission : 

1.18 In order to save time, the Commission decided not to undertake tours 
either within the State or outside for collection of material through evidence, 
Moreover, most of th~ Associations ~nd Unions of employees being located in the 
State headquarters, It was convement for them to appear before the Commission 
at Bangalore, after consulting their Regional Branche~, if necessary. The hearings 
were all accordingly conducted by the Commission in his chambers at Bangalore 
only. The hearings with the Individuals,· Associations, Unions etc., of the State 
Government Employees were started on 17th February, 1975 and completed on 
21st May, 1975. On the basis of the material collected during these hearings, 
short notl)s on the points on which the Commission de~ired to have the views and 
suggestions of Heads of Departments were sent to them well in advance in order 
to apprise them of all the matters on which they were called for discussions with 
the,Commission. They were also requested to tabulate in the forms suggested 
and to furnish latest cadrewise strength position and other relevant data. The 
programme of discussions drawn up for different Departments was also sent to the 
Secretaries to the Government as the Commission desired to have the presenC"e of 
the Secretaries also along with the concerned Heads of Departments during these 
:liscussions so as to have the benefit of their views and comments on the various 
suggestions and other points emerging during such discussions. These discussions 
commenced on 20th June, 1975, and ended on 31st July, 1975. Thus, the 
Commission devoted in all 61 working days for taking oral evidences of Service 
Associations and Individuals, and 47 working days for discussions with Secretaries 
and Heads of Departments and 12 working days for taking evidence from non
official witnesses. A list of witnesses who tendered evidence before the Commission 
is given in Annex-XXIII. 

1.19 Besides recording evidence, as aforesaid, of the Individuals, Associations, 
Unions, Heads of Departments and Secretaries to Government, the Commission 
invited a number 0f prominent Individuals in the field of Education, Industry, 
Science, Economics, Administration, etc., and had the benefit of their enlightened 
and expert views on various issues relevant to its work. 

Subsequent steps : 
1.20 Though the processing of data collected on job valuation forms went on 

till the end of September 1?75, the _repo~ts of econo~ic. surveys and materi~l 
relating to syllabi of educatiOnal qual!ficatwns ~n~ trammg scheme.s 11:nd their 
analysis had been completed by the time the sittmgs of the CommissiOn were 
concluded. Hence the Commission engaged itself in the study of the same and in 
devising for~ulae, p_ri?ciples and pr~cedure for gradiJ?-g and classifying th~ posts, 
for the fixatiOn of mtmmum and maximum remuneration and for constructmg new 
scales of pay. 

J.21 From about the second week o~ Octo be~ 1975, time was almost. en~irely 
devoted to a detailed study of all details relatmg to every cadre of service m all 
departments of the government from ~he_ point of view of _the factors dete~mined 
for job valuation with a view to assigmng them to their proper categories and 
allocating appropriate scales of pay to them. 
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Repatriation of the Sta if of the Pay Commission : 

1.22 When the items of work relating to collection of basic information and 
statistics from various Departments of Government and to the tendering of oral 
evidences by the representatives of the Associations, and other individuals as also 
the discussions with the Secretaries to Government and Heads of Departments 
were completed, it was felt that the office no lo~ge_r required the services !l~ all 
the staff working in the office of the Pay Commission. It was therefore, deCided 
to repatriate some of the staff retaining onlr the minimum number nece~sa:Y· 
Accordingly, the excess members of the staff m the office of the Pay CommiSSion 
were repatriated in a phased manner. 

Chapter Two 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

2.1 The salient features of the proceedings and functioning of the Commission 
and its Secretariat have been recorded in the first Chapter by my Secretary 
Shri T. S. Narayan Rao. I now proceed to deal with the merits of the Reference, 
and record the consideration of the material and the line of reasoning leading to 
my ultimate recommendations. 

2.2 When analysed, the terms of reference to the Commission involve or call 
for consideration and satisfactory resolution of three major questions: • 

{1) rationalisation of the structure of pay scales and allowances of employees 
of the State Government and also those of Aided Institutions and Local 
Bodies; 

(2) a rational revision of the existing pattern of pensionary benefits; and 
(3) Suggesting measures for improving efficiency in the working of govern-

ment employees. · 

2.3 Rationalisation means furnishing a rational basis or an infrastructure of 
sound reason to the scales of pay, allowances and pensionary benefits. Reason or 
reasoning is the process whereby one moves from established facts by steps which 
are mutually related by logic and relevancy to an inference which to the extent 
humanly possible is free from error and is fair to the persons likely to be affected 
by the action or decision taken thereon. 

2.4 The Government is an integrated organisation expected to function in sueh 
a way as to assist the general public to progress in an orderly manner to a better 
and more comfortable life. To discharge those functions the Government 
employs some mem hers of the public and remunerateR them by pay and allowances 
from out of the funds collected from the general public by way of taxes or· 
otherwise. Government servants therefore are in reality servants of the public. 
Hence nothing that is done either by the Government or by its servants can be 
good or valid unless it is done in furtherance of public interest. 

2.5 In relation to public service, two fundamental factors essential for serving 
and furthering public interest are- (1) Employment in public service of only such 
persons as are suitable for the jobs to which they are appointed. (2) That 
remuneration for a job in Government Service is suited to the value of the job from 
the point of view of the service rendered thereby to the public. 

2.6 Suitability of an appointee to the job depends upon or should be measured 
by the competence which he has for performing the functions and discharging the 
duties of the job. The first step for securing it is to prescribe educational or other 
qualifications appropriate to the job in question. But the mere possession of such 
qualification is not sufficient because real competence for performance of a job 
depends not merely upon information or knowledge but also upon the capacity tc 
apply such information and knowledge to the performance of the job. The way 
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of ensuring such application is to take the employee through a prescribed basic 
course of training which in its content and direction is oriented to the functions and 
objectives of the job and generally of the Department of the Government to which 
the said job appertains. 

2. 7 The first factor abovementioned is necessary to ensure competent and 
efficient discharge of his duties by an employee. of the Government. The second 
factor is necessary not only to keep the employee contented but also to enable him 
to maintain a level of satisfaction and standard of efficiency adequate for such 
efficient functioning by him. That lack of competence on the part of a government 
servant is injurious. to public interest is perfectly obvious. A pay structure 
with scales which are either grossly inadequate to the job or disparate in relation 
to 'comparable jobs will breed smouldering dissatisfaction among government 
servants which in the long run can cause serious injury to public interest. At the 
same time, a pay which is disproportionately high in relation to the value of the 
job is demonstrably injurious to public interest. 

2.8 Hence, pay should be related to levels of proficiency required for different 
jobs in government service and of difficulty attendant on their performance. 
Performance of the job may also involve some expenditure which may rightly 
be regarded as necessarily incidental to or consequential upon government service 
either because it is directly related to the performance itself or- because it is 
reasonably necessary to maintain the required level of efficiency. Some of them, 
particularly those in the latter category, are common to all government servants ; 
the best examples are house rent, transport, petty medical expenses, etc. Some 
are special or peculiar to particular jobs or classes of government servants for 
example uniforms, camping, travelling, living away from home or outside 
the State. All such expenses should in fairness be compensated by allowances. 

2.9 Pay may therefore be understood as the value in terms of money of the 
contribution which a government servant makes to administration by devoting his 
whole time to a particular category of governmental work with defined or 
ascertainable duties and responsibilities attached to it. An allowance is in the 
nature Of compensation for expenditure necessarily incidental to or consequential 
upon government work. 

2.10 The retirement benefits or benefits extended to a government servant on 
retirement from service are normally of two types: a lumpsum payment in the 
nature of gratuity for long and loyal service and a pension paid monthly so long 
as the retired government servant is alive. In certain circumstances a smaller 
amount is also paid to the family of a retired government servant after his death, 
called family pension. 

2.11 Rationalisation of 'the pattern of pensionary benefits will involve 
consideration and satisfactory solution of such questions as (1) what should be the 
reasonable relationship between the quantum of pay in service and the quantum 
of pension after retirement; (2) whether and if so in what way changes in the 
pay structure of government servants effected after the retirement of 
a government servant should be reflected in the quantum of pension till 
then received by the retired government servant; and (3) whether any of the 
benefits other than pay received by a government. servan~ while in s~rvic~ by 
way of allowances or otherwise should be extended With or without modificatiOns 
to a pensioner. 

2.12 Measures for improving efficiency in working are partly implicit in the 
reasonableness of pay scales, their structure and operation which assist in r~mo.ving 
dissatisfaction and nurturing contentment, aud relate partly to organisatiOnal 
methods and what may be called man-management, and partly to schemes for the -
welfare of employees. 

2.13 I shall first deal with pay and allowanc~s. then. with ~ensio~ary be!lefits 
and finally with training and other measures for 1mprovmg effimency m workmg. 
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Chapter Three 

EVALUATION OF JOBS OR POSITIONS
PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURE 

3.1. As stated in the last preceding Chapter, pay of a job in Government 
service has· to be related to the value of the service rendered thereby to the 
public, and having regard to the factors considered essential for serving and 
furthering public interests, the suitability of pay to a job has to be secured by 
relating pay to the level of proficiency and difficulty necessary for and attendant 
upon the due and proper discharge of the functions and duties of the job. 
In other words, the process whereby such a result could be achieved is an 
evaluation of the job. 

3.2. All valuation is in the nature of things an estimate. As an estimate it 
necessarily involves a certain amount of guess work. Whatever may be stated in 
almost absolute terms by way of pure theory or ideology, it should be recognised 
as a proposition of practical experience that a minimum of subjective element 
in valuation is incapable of total elimination. For that reason, however 
one cannot reject the necessity of having to make a valuation, nor the 
possibility of reducing the subjective element to the minimum and obviating the 
possible mischief consequent upon the intrusion of the subjective element. By 
long experience man has evolved clearly workable controls intended to secure or 
ensure the elimination of such mischief and for achieving a reasonably fair and 
just valuation. It being assumed that prudence will determine the selection of a 
person who has reasonable competence to make the valuation and is free from 
personal or ideological bias, such control is effectively exercised by the doctrine of 
relevancy. Briefly stated, the said doctrine requires that a valuation should be 
based exclusively on factors which are relevant to the valuation and a total 
exclusion of all irrelevant considerations. Even after selecting the relevant factors 
the doctrine further requires that attention should be paid to all such factors 
because attention paid to one or some only of those factors to the exclusion of the 
other or others will itself amount to importing irrelevancy; it will be noticed that 
factors would be relevant not only because they have a reasonable relationship 
with the matter to be evaluated and the process of evaluation but would also be 
connected by a mutual relevancy which invests them with a common quality 
which contributes to the totality of the relevancy necessary for a proper evalua
tion. The imperative need to exclude totally all irrelevant considerations flows 
from the fact that irrelevancy is really the external manift>station of an internal 
bias and contemplation of irrelevancies generates bias. · 

3. 3 As levels of proficiency and difficulty postulate and lead to a hierarchical 
classification of posts and positions in government service,. which would ultimately 
form the basis for fixing the relative values, guidance may also be had in this 
regard from the principles for classification formulated and developed by judicial 
decisions for the purposes of giving effect to the doctrine of equality enshrined in 
Article 14 of the Constitution of India. Those principles lay down that a classi
fication must be based on intelligible criterion or criteria having a reasonable 
relationship or nexus with the object of the classification. The criterion or criteria 
selected therefore must be clear and intelligible. Secondly, there should be a 
clear reasonable relationship between the criterion or criteria on the one 
hand and the object of the classification on the other. Now, the object of 
dassification of posts and positions in Government service is to secure 
suitability between the level of proficiency and difficulty represented by a job 
and the pay scale determined for it. What is valued is the work and not 
the man. The criteria selected therefore must be those which are relevant for 
determining the value of work. If such a selection of the criteria is made, 
then simultaneously the second principle of reasonable relationship between them 
and the object of the valuation will also have been achieved. 
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3.4. The first step therefore is to determine and clearly define factors which 
are televant to the valuation of a job in government service. 

3.5. As mentioned earlier, public interest requires that a person employed to 
per~orm a particular jo? in government service should possess the competence 
for Its perforl?ance, whwh means that the government as the recruiting authority 
should pr_escnbe educational or other qualifications which it considers appropriate 
to ~he ~ob ... Once such a determination has been made and a particular 
~uahficatwn. Is prescribed for a particular job, such prescription necessarily 
myolves a. JUd&ment. that the mental competence required to acquire the 
said quahficatwn IS necessary and sufficient to pick up the details 
of and perform the job ~atisfactorily. In addition, as I have 
state~, to ensure proper application of such theoretical competence acquired by 
securmg the qualification, a certain basic course of training would also be 
necessary. Hence the qualification and the basic course of training prescribed 
would be the first of the factors relevant for evaluation of a job. 

. 3.6. Once such a stage is reached, the next element would be the mental skill 
and effort necessary for performing the functions and discharging the duties of the 
job. It will be noticed that the acquisition of the competence and the training as 
to the manner of its application represented by the last preceding factor will 
confer upon the employee the skill to select the knowledge and information 
possessed by him to deal with particular items of work or situations or problems 
as they arise and to determine the manner of applying such skill to the perfor
mance of the job. That constitutes his effort. Hence the second factor relevant 
to valuation would be mental skill and effort. 

3.7. Thirdly, every job carries with it a responsibility which may be either 
non-supervisory or supervisory. Non-supervisory responsibility is the responsibi
lity to perform a job satisfactorily. Supervisory responsibility is the responsibility 
of directing and controlling the work of one's subordinates. Responsibility 
therefore is the third relevant factor. ' 

3.8 The three factors stated above are fully descriptive of the different aspects 
of governmental work contributing to its satisfactory performance and may 
therefore be taken as exhaustive of the factors necessary for making a valuation 
of the work performed in the job. 

3.9 But one should also take into account the· conditions in which a government 
servant performs his job. That working conditions have an effect upon the 
efficiency of the worker and the quality of the work turned out by him is almost 
an axiomatic proposition and does not require much argument or persuasion for 
its acceptance. Another way of looking at the same matter would be to recognise 
that adverse conditions or difficult conditions involving risk or hazard call for a 
slightly larger effort than would be otherwise necessary to reach and maintain the 
leyel of efficiency necessary for performing the job. I therefore consider it 
necessary to include working conditions also as a fourth factor relevant to the 
valuation of work in any job or position in government service. 

3.10 The factors relevant for such valuation therefore may be formulated as 
follows·: 

{I) Educational qualification and basic training prescribed for the job; 
{2) Mental skill and effort necessary for performing the functions and duties 

of the job; 
(3) Responsibility whether non-supervisory or supervisory attaching to the 

job; and 
(4) Working conditions including risks and hazards. 

3.11 Whenever one speaks of job valuatio~, the id~a alm?st at once arises of 
what is known as the point rating method of JOb valua:wn whiCh has become very 
popular with industrial establishments. In the said method, after an expert 
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committee or knowledgeable persons who have close acquaintance with the jobs 
or class of jobs being evaluated have determined the factors descriptive of 
the different aspects of the work in the job or class of jobs, the relative 
importance of the factors is adjudged or determined and appropriate weights 
atta<'hed to the different factors. Points are then allotted according to the 
wei"hts making up a total of 100 points. Thereafter, degrees of difficulty or 
imp

0

ortance from the point of view of productivity are expressed in respect of each 
factor by increasing the points allotted to the said factor in a certain progression, 
generally arithmetic. The expert committee then considers each job and after 
discussion allots to it points under each factor at one or the other stage in the 
progression ; the total points so allotted to the job are said to be its point rating. 
Jobs falling within a certain range of points are regarded as substantially similar 
jobs and are therefore allotted the same pay scale. 

3.12 Another method called the bench mark method is used either independently 
or in conjunction with the point rating method. When used in conjunction with 
the point rating method, the bench mark method consists in selecting what are 
called bench mark jobs or jobs which are considered as representative of the class 
taken up for evaluation and in respect of which a certain definite valuation or 
importance is easily ascertainable and the rating of other jobs is related to the 
points allotted to the bench mark job so as to ensure a certain stability in the 
rating. 

3.13 The popularity of the point rating method is due to the fact that an 
arithmetical or mathematical representation of the value of a job gives the impres
sion of a total elimination of the subjective element in valuation. Actually, 
however, such an assumption appears to be exaggerated. Even the selection of 
a bench mark job and the determination of weights by discussion and compromise 
are matters in which the subjective element is undoubtedly and indisputably 
involved. What really happens is that a compromise arrived at after discus
sion among experts or a discussion as between experts and the workers or their 
representatives interested in the job invests the points and particularly the 
weights with a certain finality carrying with it an assurance that disputes will 
not be raised in respect thereof. The real reason for the popularity therefore is not 
the elimination of the subjective element but can only be described as an elimi
nation of disputes likely to be raised on the basis of or on account of the opera
tion of the subjective element. 

3.14 The point rating method therefore has no such outstanding virtues as to 
render less valuable or less reliable a method of valuation based upon the doctrine 
of relevancy and the judicial principles of classification described above. 
Moreover, governmental work involved in public administration is not capable of 
quantitative assessment; even the quality of work cannot be rightly or completely 
judged by taking the work of any one person in isolation because the ultimate 
decision or action of the government in any particular matter is contributed to by 
the work of several persons in different situations and the totality of the image is 
made up of a harmonious blending or mixing of the work of such several persons. 

3.15 It is therefore necessary to evolve a better and more reliable method of 
assessing the relative value of the work as the basis for a hierarchical classifica
tion of government service. While doing so, excessive reliance on beautifully 
worded theoretical or ideological concepts is likely to be misleading if not posi
tively dangerous. Safety lies in keeping close to the facts and realities of actual 
working in government offices and departments, bearing in mind the value and 
importance of co-operative effort or team work in the satisfactory performance of 
government work as a whole. It is also necessary to recognise and as a working 
rule act upon the impossibility of establishing absolute equations. What is 
possible and practicable is to demarcate clearly recognisable broad bands of 
equations placing in each band jobs which are substantially similar in their levels 
of proficiency and difficulty. 
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3.16 It w~ll be .noticed thn.t even in respect of the same job, the effort 
necessary for Its satisfactory completion will never be the same even in the case 
of persons who ha-ye th_e ~arne educational q1Ialification and have undergone the 
same course of basiC trammg. Man differs from man. One man can do a job a 
little faster than another man, a little better than another man. · One person may 
dispose of within the same period a larger number of cases or files or matters than 
·ano~her. Salary for government work is paid by the month and not on piece-rate 
basis. It will be totally unworkable if not positively unjust to try to pay more 
to a man who turns out work faster and in larger quantities than another in the 
same category and less to another who works slower and turns out lesser quantity 
of work. So both in the matter of qualifications and in the matter of amount and 
nature of work turned out, it is never possible to have or prescribe or dole out 
remuneration absolutely equated to work. There is no escape therefore from the 
necessity of having to take each band and strike an average for the purpose of 
fixing a remuneration which is fair to all persons included within the caterrory 
doing the same or substantially the same type of work. 

0 

3.17 This situation does not, however, eliminate the necessity of having to 
determine grades or degrees of difficulty or of importance in respect of each of 
the four relevant factors formulated by me in para 3.10 mentioned above. Nor 
will it be difficult to do so if one keeps close to the facts and realities of actua I 
working and does not deny himself the valuable guidance available therein. 

3.18 The qualifications prescribed or which may be regarded as necessary and 
sufficient for different jobs are clearly capable of being graded into groups by 
studying the syllabi, the content, duration and difficulty of the several courses of 
study leading to the acquisition of the qualification and by placing in each group 
qualifications which are substantially of similar weight or difficulty. 

3.19 The degrees in the factor of mental skill and effort can also be determined 
by examining the essential nature of the work appertaining to a particular job, 
the typical items of work turned out therein, the most difficult of the items among 
them and by identifying them as either mere routine or repetitive or as requiring 
greater mental effort and thought. 

3.20 Responsibility is more easy in the matter of grading. If it is non
supervisory responsibility it can be graded by the extent of control and supervi
sion exercised over 'the worker, the greater and the more detailed it is, the 
smaller being the responsibility of the worker ; if the worker is merely given an 
assignment and asked to perform it and is subjected to general supervision or 
occasional correction and direction, his responsibility is obviously larger. In the 
case of supervisory responsibility, it is clearly capable of being graded on the 
basis of the number of subordinates controlled by the worker, the size of the 
institution or territory administered by him, the extent of jurisdiction or the 
range of power exercised by him and such like considerations. The latitude 
given to a person to take decisions and act on his own independent judgment is 
also an element available for assessing degrees in both types of responsibility non
supervisory as well as supervisory. 

3.21 The last factor of working conditions will involve a consideration of 
such matters as pleasant or unpleasant surroundings, whether work is done 
exclusively indoors or exclusively outdoors or partly indoors and partly outdoors 
and also whether the work involves any hazard or risk to health or life and if so 
whether an employee is continuously exposed to such hazards or risks or only a 
possibility of meetin~ such riEk or hazard with varyin~ degrees of proba?ility. 
The entire question IS a matter for actual assessment m each case, the cucum
stances stated being the salient features influencing the assessment. 

3.22 These are the broad lines on which grading can and should be made.. I 
shall discuss the details of such grading in the next" three Chapters, indicatm_g 
to what extent an analysis of qualifications and of actual items of work contn
butes to the gradi~g a!ld t_o what extent the gene.ral patte:n of g_overnmental 
organisation and distnbutwn of powers and functwns contnbutes to 1t. 
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3.23 By grading posts and positions on a consideration of the relevant factors 
by following the procedure briefly indicated above, it will be possible to establish 
broad bands of horizontal equations and vertical difl'erentials. The determination 
of the pay scales has necessarily to be preceded by t.he fixation of a minimum 
remuneration reasonable in the existing economic conditions of the State and a 
maximum remuneration consistent with accepted principles ofsocial just.ice. If 
the horizontal grades are placed between the said two terminal points of minimum 
and maximum remuneration, the ranges of remuneration appropriate to the 
different horizontal hands would become apparent. The actual pay scales will 
then have to be determined in such a way as to secure public interest; by esta
blishing the best possible suitability between the job and the remuneration. 
Each band will have a scale of remuneration fixed at a point higher than the 
mean or average (nearabouts the mid point between the mean and the top), so 
that it will be substantially and broadly fair to all persons included in the said 
band. The application of such a procedure and the combined operation of the 
hierarchical grading and determination of pay scales reasonably appropriate to 
each horizontal band within the frontiers of the minimum and the maximum 
remuneration is most likely to lead to the nearest possible approach to the 
objective of suiting the pay scale to the job. 

3.24 I have put this formula for grading and valuation to the representatives 
of every one of about 200 cadre associations of government servants as well as to 
individuals and Heads of Departments and Secretaries to Government whom I 
had invited for discussion during the sittings of the Commission. In thA course 
of discussion it was invariably found that whatever was stated as special or 
peculiar to any job could be brought under one or the other of the four factors 
stated in para 3.10 above. All of them have accepted the logic and fairness of 
the formula and the procedure proposed and have expressed the hope that such 
an objective valuation with all subjective elements strictly controlled in the 
manner aforesaid is most likely to lead to satisfactory results. 

3.25 For the purpose of collecting adequate data for proceeding on the lines 
mentioned above, the following steps were taken. 

3.26 Full information about the syllabi, the nature and length of the courses 
of study relating to all the qualifications and training courses which are found 
prescribed in the several Rules of Recruitment prevalent in the State was 
collected, studied and analysed. At all the discussions held by me either with the 
representatives of cadre associations or individual government servants or Heads 
of Departments or Secretaries to Government, opportunity was taken to ascertain 
as accurately as possible the nature of work of and distribution of functions and 
powers as between government servants and different deparbments and cadres. 
Wherever I felt the need for further information or elucidation, I requested the 
representatives in question to put down in writing briefly the nature of work 
done by any particular category of government servants. 

3.27 A Job Description Form set out in Annex-XVII was devised and issued 
to all departments with a request to get the !'arne entered by one person in each 
of the cadres upto Cla~s U level and returned to me with a certificate of his 
immediate supervisor about the correctness and completeness of the facts set out 
therein and the opinion of the Head of the Department about his satisfaction with 
the factual accuracy of the statements of the employee and the comments or 
remarks of the immediate supervisor. The form calls for detailed information 
und~r several head~ s~ch. a~ qualifications, physi_c~l requirem~nts, description of 
the JOb, extent of JUrisdiCtiOn, seasonal pecultantJes of the JOb, machines and 
equipment, if any, handled by the employee, a statement of the most difficult 
part of the work, th_e nature of the guidance received by hi':ll. from the supervisor 
or manu~ls or estab~Ishe~ procedures,. the extent of supervisiOn exercised by him 
or e~ercised ~v.er hi~n, his _contacts w1th _other departments and the general public, 
workmg conditiOns mcludmg type of mdoor or outdoor work, environmental 
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conditions, risks or hazards to health or life, etc. The information so collected 
was.further checked and cross checked with reference to office manuals wherever 
avall~bl~, replies. to Questionnaires from Heads of Departments and the written 
d.escriptwns !ece~ved from representatives during or in consequence of the discus
SIOns I had With them and analysed and tabulated under relevant headinas for 
purpos~ of determining the level of proficiency and difficulty appropriate to" each 
of the JObs. 

3.28 What is . discussed in the Chapters that follow and the results and 
conclusions ultimately arrived at are all based on the study of the material so 
collected in the light of the principles discussed in this Chapter. Such discussion 
cov.ers the three major steps called for by the procedure mentioned above, 
whiCh are :-

(1) Classification and grading of posts and positions in government service; 
(2) Fixing the minimum remuneration in the light of the existinO" economic 

conditions prevalent in the State, and the maximum remgneration in 
accordance with ideas of social justice ; and 

(3) Determination of the ranges of remuneration for the different broad 
bands of posts and constructing pay scales with increments and span or 
spread appropriate to the bands. 

Chapter Four 

GROUPING AND GRADING OF QUALIFICATIONS 

4.1 Having determined the relevant factors for making a valuation of jobs 
and positions in Government service, and indicated the broad lines of the procedure 
for making such a valuation on the basis of those factors, the next step will be to 
examine the aspects and features of each of those factors for the purpose of 
identifying and establishing grades or levels. In this Chapter, I shall take up 
for such analysis the first of the relevant factors, namely, qualifications. 

4.2 At the lowest level, that of a Peon, Dalayat or other worker of a similar 
character, there is practically no educational qualification required or prescribed 
because by the very nature of the work, emphasis naturally is on mere physical 
help rendered by such worker, and hence on a easonable level of physical health, 
and such intelligence or mental calibre as is sufficient to understand the nature of 
the help sought and the simple operation whereby the same may be satisfactorily 
rendered. However, it may be desirable to require at least some rudimentary 
literacy to enable the worker to read at least names and addresses or to identify 
and understand figures and symbols in common use. 

4.3 Though no educational q~alification as such is necessary or prescribed ~or 
this class of employees, the physiCal and mental competence necessary to functwn 
as a helper should itself be regarded as constituting the qualification for recruitment 
at this level. So, it is placed in Group I and may be described as follows:-

GROUP I 

Physical and mental competence considered sufficient to function effici_ently 
as a helper by understanding the nature of the help sought and the simple 
operation whereby the same may be satisfactorily rendered. Rudimentary 
literacy, is desirable. 

4.4 The next higher level also to some extent partakes of the characte_r of a 
helper, but the nature of the help sought ~r ex~ected calls for .t~e. possessiOn of 
some simple skill. Ordinarily though not u;tvanably the acqmsJtiO_n of such a 
skill may necessitate some literacy or some elementary general educatiOn of about 
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or sli(Yhtly below but not exceeding middle school level. but the emphasis is 
lar(Ydy if not Gntirely on the skill. Such skill may have been picked up in some 
cas~s by mere experience or actually engaging in work requiring such skill, and 
in other cases by taking some short course of training either before entering 
service or after. Some examples are cooking; winding or dying yarn; simple 
handicrafts like basket making, mat-weaving, carpentry ; driving motor vehicle; 
operating simple machines; performing some simple mechanical operation ; or 
some broad acquaintance with one or more parts of an integrated process involved 
in any handicraft or manufacture; or the capacity to function as a mutchi, packer 
atteuder in an office, library or laboratory etc. 

4.5 The qualification appropriate to this category of employees may be placed 
in Group II and briefly described as follows:-

GROUP II 

Possession of a simple manual or mechanical skill either picked up 
by experience or actual working or acquired by undergoing a short course of 
training before or after entering service, and may wherever necessary be 
accompanied by literacy or elementary schooling not exceeding middle school 
level. 

4.6 For all levels above these two, the rules for recruitment prescribe specific 
educational or other qualifications. In addition, departmental tests in such 
subjects as accounts, law or other topics related to administrative work of the 
different departments are required to be passed by the recruits within a specified 
period, generally the period of probation. In certain departments, there are also 
specialised courses of training directly oriented to the Work of the department 
expected to be done or attended to by the recruit. It is also my opinion that in 
all departments there should be provision for a basic or foundation course of 
training oriented to the work expected to be turned out in the job in question 
and generally to the functioning and objectives of the department to which the 
job appertains. As pointed out earlier, such a training is necessary in public 
interest to provide the recruit with necessary capacity to adapt and apply the 
knowledge and competence acquired by him by securing the prescribed educational 
qualification to carry out the work for which he is recruited. Logically, there· 
fore, not only the initially prescribed educational qualification but also such basic 
training must be taken as together constituting what is expressed by the broad 
term qualifications for recruitment. I should also point out that the scales of 
pay which I shall ultimately come to recommend are linked, among other factors 
to both qualification and training. 

4. 7 According to the procedure indicated in the last preceding Chapter, the 
various qualifications prescribed for different jobs at different levels in Govern· 
ment service have to be assessed from the point of view of the general mental 
competence represented by them into different groups, each group taking in a 
certain range of qualifications, the idea being to avoid possible inaccuracies and 
injustice likely to flow inevitably from any attempt to make a very close or sharp 
distinction between one qualification and another. For the reasons already 
discussed in the last preceding Chapter namely, the natural differences between 
man and man and the nature of the work turned out in Government departments 
and the varying contribution made by different Government servants to a particular 
action of the Government, safety lies in dividing or grouping the various qualifica
tions into broad groups or ranges of qualifications and by evaluating the mental 
competence represented by each such range at a point higher than the mean or 
average nearabouts the mid point between the mean and the top, because such a 
method or procedure is calculated to eliminate inaccuracies as far as possible, 
level off minor differences and lead one to an assessment which is fair to all 
persons included within the range or group. 



4.8 The first circumstance of which we should avail ourselves or from which 
":e should ~ry to receive guidance is the general pattern of the systPm of educa-· 
twn to which recourse is bad for acquiring the different qualifications. · 

4:9 Broadly speaking, after various changes and reforms effected from time 
to time, general or liberal education now proceeds in certain definite recognisable 
stages. We have, to begin with, the first four primary clasRes or standards and 
thereafter three standards or classes which are re~>pectively called junior primary 
level. and senior primary level or both together called the lower secondary level. 
It will be remembered that there was a time when this stage comprised eight 
standards and the same was called either lower secondary or middle school. For 
our purposes, I think it is reasonable to regard both the old eight standards and 
the present seven standards as equivalent. For uniformity of reference, I would 
refer to them as constituting the Middle School level. 

4.10 Above that we have three more standards by going through which a 
person becomes eligible to take ·what is called the Secondary School Leaving 
Certificate (S.S.L.C.) Examination. This level will hereafter be referred to as 
the High School level. · 

4.11 After completing High School, if one wishes to proceed further with 
general education and enter the university courses of study, one has to pass 
through a course of study occ,1pying two years going by the name of Pre- Univer
sity Course (P.U.C.). As its very name implies, it is only a stepping stone to 
university education. 

4.12 Having completed P.U.C. one may either take to courses of study, 
normally of three years, leading to the acquisition of degrees in humanities or 
sciences like B.A., B.Sc., etc., or take up a professional or technical course 
like engineering, medicine and surgery, etc. 

4.13 It is common experience that a very large number of persons drop off at 
or before reaching the Primary or Middle School level. Some branch off at this 
level and take up occupational or trade or craft courses of varying duration up
to about two years. These are generally referred to as junior certificate courses 
or trade courses. Some proceed upto High School, then branch off into occupa
tional, trade or craft courses of varying duration upto about two years. These 
are generally referred to as. senior certificate, trade or craft courses. Some 
others take up a 1onger course after High School generally of three years duration, 
commonly called diploma course in various subjects to qualify themselves to 
follow any occupation or technical profession or a trade. 

4.14 From what is stated above it becomes clear that there are two broad 
groups of qualifications which may be recognised as lower occupational courses 
and higher university courses whether professional or technical. The lower 
group stops with what may be called the diploma level. The higher group starts 
from what may be called the degree level (like B.A., B.Sc., etc .. ) and extends 
to longer professional courses or higher studies in professional, scientific or 
technical subjects. 

4.15 If one studies the various qualifications prescrj.bed in the different rules 
for recruitment to Government service in this State, one can notice that the 
qualifications falling within the lower occupational level are prescribed for sub
ordinate posts, degree level courses are prescribed for middle levels of service 
and post-degree or professional courses are prescribed for superior posts. That 
represents the general content of the judgment of the recruiting authority about 
the various levels of mental competence necessary for jobs a.t different levels 
in Government service. 

4.16 For dividing or further grouping down these broad levels, the relevant 
circumstances are not merely the length of the course of study leading to a 
particular qualification but also the minimum basic qualification prescribed for 
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admission into that coursP- of study and the content and intensity of the 
syllabus prPscribed thel'Pfor. The basic qualification for admission or for 
acquirin'g eligibility for admission into a cmuse of study represents in the opinion 
of tht> rdncn tionid authorities conducting the course the level of mental compe· 
tPliCt' 11\'Cl'Ssa ry or adequate for going through· the course of study. It is 
obvious that the compPtE'nce will vary according to the level of the basic 
qualification prescribed for admission. One consequence which follows is that 
although the subjects for study included in the syllabi for two different courses 
may be t.he same, the content and intensity of the syllabi necessarily vary 
the highrr course carrying a larger content and deeper intensity than the lower 
course. I have also noticed in the course of my study of the syllabi prescribed 
for various courses that in some cases, the syllabi in their content and intensity 
are more or less equal in two or more courses even though the lengths of such 
courses may vary, with the result that a fair working rule would be to regard 
the content and intensity of the syllabus as an element of greater importance 
or value than mere length of the course in assessing the level of competence 
represented by different coursPs of study. This is another reason why it is 
safer and fairer to group qualifications into broad ranges. 

4.17 Another feature which must be borne in mind is that in the courses 
rrpresented by the level described as lower occupational level, greater emphasis 
is on the subjects related to the occupation, trade or craft in question than on 
the basic general educational qualification prescribed for admission into such a 
course of study. 

4.18 These are among the principal considerations which assist the 
grouping of educational qualifications. 

4.19 Taking up first the qualifications falling within the lower occupational 
level, the considerations relevant to them show that they naturally fall into 
three groups, viz., the post-Middle School certificate courses or junior certificate 
courses, post-High School certificate courses or senior certificate courses, and 
post-High School diploma courses or their equivalents. The stages in the system 
of general education and the features of the courses themselves represent three 
definite stages related to three distinct levels of competence. 

4.20 The certificate courses are of a duration up to two years but a few are of 
one year (those described as of 10 months really representing one academic year) 
or 6 to 9 months. The range, however, to be taken for reasons stated in para 4. 7 
above should, in my opinion, be two years because the essential nature of work 
appropriate to the competence is almost or nearly the same and the differences 
soon get levelled out by on-the-job-experience and individual capabilities. 
Specialised in-service training courses, it need hardly be said, are clear equiva
lents, especially in view of the additional benefit of the orientation towards 
actual work in service. 

4.21 One other matter for special consideration in this connection is whether 
S.S.L.C. by itself or bare High School level should constitute a separate group. 
One possible view may be it represents a definite stage in education and hence a 
distinct group by itself. As, however, we are grouping courses of study not on 
academic considerations but as qualifications for recruitment into Government 
service and as one of the factors for job valuation, along with other factors, the 
actual state of affairs in Government service and the operation of other factors 
for valuation become relevant. Wherever S.S.L.C. is prescribed for posts or 
positions calling for some specialised work or work involving higher skill and 
effort an in-service training course is prescribed already or is being recommended 
by-me. In such cases it would fall into the group of senior certificates. Other
wise, a bare S.S.L.C. with little or no training and related to jobs requiring 
Ieeser skill and effort will fall into the group of junior certificates. 
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4.22 So, the three Groups viz., III, IV and V of lower occupational courses 
will be:-

GROUP III 

Middle School level or standard plus a certificate, craft or trade course or 
an in-service specialised training course up to about two years' duration. Bare 
S.S.L.C. 

GROUP IV 

High School level or standard plus a certificate, craft or trade course or 
an in-service :;~pecialised training course up to about two years' duration. 

GROUP v 
High School level or standard plus a diploma course of about three years' 

duration. . 

4.23 I should here mention that recently education or educational methods 
is/are included among the optional subjects for the P.U.C. Course and I have 
been informed that a person passing such a P.U.C. Course with that special 
subject may if he chooses to be a Primary School teacher be exempted from 
going through the training course prescribed therefor in the case of those who 
enter service on passing S.S.L.C. examination. If such is the situation, the 
said course will fall within Group IV. 

4.24 For the majority of the diploma courses the basic qualification for 
admission is S. S. L. C. There are very few courses which are called either 
certificate courses or diploma courses for which the basic qualification for admission 
is passing the P.U.C. examination. If such courses are of a duration of about an 
year or so, they will naturally fall within Group V but if they are of a duration 
oft NO years or more they may fall into the next higher group. 

4.25 The higher university courses or professional or technical courses can 
also be divided into three groups namely : 

GROUP VI 

Degree courses i.e. degrees in humanities or sciences like B.A., B.Sc., etc., 
with departmental training course of not more than about 6 months' duration ; 
post-High School courses, - either continuous ones or topically connected ones -
of a total duration of 4 to 5 years; post-P. U. C. courses of 2 to 3 years. 

GROUP VII 

A degree of the type mentioned in the last group plus one year post-graduate 
diploma or degree like B.Ed. or post-graduate one year course in special subjects 
like library science, physical education, etc. 

GROUP VIII 

All the higher qualifications such as post-graduate two-year degree courses 
like M.A., M.Sc., etc., professional courses of 4 or 5 years' duration after P.U.C. 
like B.Sc. in Agriculture, Horticulture, Fisheries or the like; Bachelor of 
Engineering (B. E.); Bachelor of Medicine and Surgery (M.B.B.S.); Bachelor 
of Pharmacy ; Bachelor of Textiles ; LL.B. in Law, Bachelor of Suddha 
Ayurved~c Medici:ne ~B.S.A:M.). · This group ~il~ als? take iJ?- post-degre~ 
competitive exammat~ons hke Karnataka Ad~mmst!at1v~ Ser':ICe, Munsdfs 
Examination, etc., whiCh are followed by an mtens1ve m-serVIce course of 
training. Post-graduate qualifications after securing professional degrees will 
also fall into this group. 
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4.26 In distributing the higher qualifications in this way into Groups VI, VII 
and VIII, the actual state of affairs in services and the operation of other factors 
for job valuation have ~~en ~ept i1~ view. Groups· VI and_ VII rela~e directly to 
certain well known pos1t10ns m serviCe as I shall have occasiOn to pomt out later. 
All post-graduate and professional qualifications are placed in one Group VIII, 
because they are qualifications prescribed for superior services where levels of 
responsibility and rules for promotion and for lateral entry effect changes or 
variations in the value of qualifications at different levels, as I shall presently 
point out. In later Chapters, the consequences of combined operation of all the 
factors for valuation will be indicated as occasions arise. 

4.27 The general background of the above grouping of qualifications, as is 
evident from the discussion itself, has reference to prescription of qualifications 
for direct recruitment. In the scheme of administrative structure, a promotional 
post if exclusively promotional does not generally and need not necessarily 
require a higher qualification. Such a higher qualification is prescribed if a part of 
the promotional cadre is required to be filled by direct recruitment. The position 
naturally involves an administrative judgment on the part of the rule making 
authority that in respect of a higher or promotional post, the qualification 
prescribed for the lower post from which promotion is made together 
with the inservice experience of the person promoted represents 
a level of competence which is equivalent to the competence represented by 
a higher qualification if any prescribed for direct recruitment to such a 
post. In certain cases, two qualifications one lower and another higher are found 
prescribed together with a longer professional, teac]Jing or other service experience 
in conjunction with the lower qualification and a shorter period of such experience 
in connection with higher qualification ; in such a situation, the administrative 
judgment implicit is that a lower qualification with a longer experience is 
considered equivalent to a higher qualification with a shorter experience- In a few 
cases where rules were made at a time when there was no particular specialised 
course of study leading to acquisition of qualification completely appropriate to 
the nature of the service, an ordinary general educational qualification is found 
prescribed together with a certain period of experience in some other service or 
occupation of a nature same as or simibr to the nature of work appertaining to 
the job in Government service in question. These peculiarities I shall refer to as 
occasion arises in the course of further discussion in the following chapters. 

4.28 To the Pxtent it has been possible to collect information about the 
various qualifications prescribed for which courses of study are conducted either 
by a university or the Department of Public Instruction, Technical Education 
or Employment and Training, the syllabi of all of them have been examined for 
placing them in one or another of the above groups. The full details of such 
grouping are given in the supplement to this chapter. 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTER FOUR 

(para 4.28) 

GROUP III 

Middle School level or standard plus a certificate, craft or trade course or an 
In-service specialised training course upto about two years duration-Bare 
S.S.L.C. · 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

Basic qualification 

2 

1 Pass in VII Standard 
2 Pass in VII Standard 
3 Pass in VII Standard 
4 Pags in VII Standard 
5 Pass in VII Standard 
6 Pass in VII Stcndard 
7 Pass in VII Standard 
8 Middle School Standard 
9 Middle School Standard 

10 Middle School Standard 
11 Middle School Standard 
12 Middle School Standard 
13 Middle School Standard 
14 Middle School Standard 
15 Middle School Standard 
16 Middle School Standard 
17 Two Standards below 

S.S.L.Cr 

18 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

19 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

20 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

21 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

22 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

23 Two St.tndards below 
S.S.L.C. 

24 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

25 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

N arne of the course 

3 

Junior Certificate course-Tailoring 
Junior Certificate course-Plumber 
Junior Certificate course-Carpenter 
Junior Certificate course-Welder 
Junior Certificate course-Fitter 
Junior Certificate course-Turner 
Junior Certificate con,sc-Monlder 
Craft course-Cane work 
Craft course-Smithy 
Craft course-Wireman 
Craft course-Auto Driver · ·· 
Craft course-Cinema Operator 
Craft course-·Power Loom Weaving 
Craft course-Hosiery Man~i'acture 
Craft course-Hand Loom Weaving 
Craft course-Dyeing and J?r,inting 
National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Cutting 
and Tailoring 

National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Welder 
(Gas and Electric) 

National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Sheet 
Metal Worket 

National Trade Certificate coutse under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Mecha
nic (Tractor) 

National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Mecha
nic (Diesel) 

National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Mecha
nic (Motor Vehicles) 

National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Machi
nist (Composite) 

National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Turner 

National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Carpenter 

19 

·Length of the 
course 

2 years 
2 years 
2 years 
2 years 
2 years 
2 yearo 
2 yea•s 
2 yearo 
1 year 
1 year 

1 yea' 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
1 yeM 

1 year 
2 years 

2 years 

2 years 

2 years 

2 years 

2 years 

2 years 

1 year 

1 year 



I 2 

26 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

27 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

28 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

29 Two Standards below 
S.S.L.C. 

30 V Standard 

31 Pass in VII Standard or 
studied upto IX Standard. 

32 Only candidates working in 
Government Press are 
allowed for the Examina
tion. No qualifications have 
been fixed ••• 

33 do 

34 IV Standard 
35 IV Standard 
36 IV Standard 
37 IV Standard 

38 IV Standard 
39 VII Standard 

Middle School Standard -· 

40 No minimum Examination 
is fixed 

4I Elementary Examination 
in Modelling 

42 Intermediate Examination 
in Modelling 

43 VII Standard 

44 Vll Standard 

45 VII Standard 

i6 VII Standard 
47 VII Standard 
48 VII Standard 
!9 VII Standard 

GROUP 111-(concld.) 

3 

National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftomen Training Scheme-Blacksmith 

National Trade Certificate course nuder 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Fitter 

National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Wireman 

National Trade Certificate course under 
Craftsmen Training Scheme-Machinist 
(Grinder) 

Craft course in Tailoring (Technical 
Examination Board) 

Teachers Certificate (Lower Grade) 

Book Binding (Junior) 

Proof Reading (Junior) 

Machine work (Junior) 
Compositor (Junior) 
Book Binding (Senior) 
Proof Reading (Senior) 
IVIachine work (Senior) 
Compositor (Senior) 
Karnataka Music (:Tunior) 
Hindustani Music (Junior) 
Karnataka Tala Vadya Examination Junior 
Hindustani Tala Vadya Examination 

(Junior) 
Bharatha Natya (Junior) 

(Cham11rajendra Technical Institute, 
Mysore) 

TRADES: 

4 

1 year 

I year 

2 years 

2 years 

I year 
2 years 

10 months 
-

IO months 

IO months 
IO months 
10 months 
IO months 
10 months 
10 months 
1 year 
1 year 
I year 

1 year 
1 year 

Polishing and Upholstring 

Rattan 

•.• 2 years Basic 

..• I Y.ear Advance 
••• 2 years Basic 
... 1 year Advance 

Elementary Examination in Modelling 

Intermediate Examination i·~ Modelling 

Advanced Examinatiou i u Modelliug 
Industrial Arts-
Basic course iu Sandal Wood aud Ivory 
carviug 
Industrial ArtE-
Basic course in Inlay work 
Industrial Arts-

Engraving and Enamelling 
Industrial Arts-Wood Carving 
Industrial Arts-Modelling · 
Industrial Arts-Metal work 
Industrial Arts-Sculpture 

!0 

I year 

I year 

1 year 
3 years 

3 yearo 

3 years 

3 years 
3 years 
3 years 
3 years 



GROUP IV 

High School level or Standard plus a Certificate, Craft or Trade Course or an 
In-service specialised Traini~g Course upto about two years' duration. 

81. 
No. 

Basic Qualification 

1 

1 S.S.L.C. 

2 S.S.L.C. 
:1 S.S.L.C. 
4 S.S.L.C. 
5 S.S.L.C. 
6 S.S.L.C. 
'l S.S.L.C. 

8 S.S.L.C. 
9 S.S.L.C. 

10 S.S.L.C. 

11 S.S.L.C. 
12 S.S.L.C. 

13 S.S.L.C. 
14 S.S.L.C. 
15 S.S.L.C. 
16 S.S.L.C. 
17 S.S.L.C. 
18 S.S.L.C. 

19 S.S.L.C. 
20 S.S.L.C. 
21 S.S.L.C. 
22 S.S.L.C. 
23 S.S.L.C. 
24 S.S.L.C. 
25 S.S.L.C. 
26 S.S.L.C. 
27 S.S.L.C. 

28 S.S.L.C. 

29 S.S.L.C. 

30 S.S.L.C. 

31 S.S.L.C. 

2 

' ... 

Name of the Course 

3 

Senior Certificate Course in Draughts
man (Civil) 

do 
do 

Eleotrician 
Mechanic 

do Radio Mechanic 
do Machinist 
do Auto Mechanic 

National Trade Certificates Courses 
under Craftsmen Training Scheme 

Mechanic (Air Conditioning 
and Refrigeration) 

do Pattern M"ker 
do Tool and Die-Maker (Basic) 
do Stenography in English (in-

cluding correspondences, 
Office routine aud Secretarial 
work) 

do Draughtsman (Civil) 
do Mechanic (Radio and Tele-

vision) _. _ 
do Instrument Mechanic 
do Electrician 
do Draughtsman (Mechanical) 
do Mechanic (General Electr~nics) 
do Electroplater 

Diploma in Commerce of the Board of 
Technical Examination 

Health Visttors (T.B.) 
Health Inspectors 
Junior Medical Laborator:r Technicians 
X-Ray Technicians 

Dental Mecbanlcs 
Dental Hygienist 
Para Medical Workers (Lepro&y Training) 

Pre-Service Training of Gramasevaks 
Training of Village Accountants-cum
Panchayat Secretaries 

Auxiliary Nurse Midwife (Karnataka 
Nursing Council) 

Certificate Coursrl in Library Science 
(Government Library Training School, 
Baugalore) 

C. P. Ed., (Certificate Ill Physical 
Education) 

English Typewriting (Junior) 

21 

Length of the 
Course 

2 Yeuro 

2 Years 
2 Years 
2 Years 
2 Years 
2 Years 

2 Years 

2 Years 
2 Years 
2 Years 

18 Months 
2 Years 

2 Years 
2 Years 
2 Years 
2 Years 
2 Years 
2 Years 

1 Year 
1 Year 
I Year 
I Year 
2 Years 
2 Years 
6 Months 
2 Years 
3 Months 

2 Years 

3 Mouths 

10 Months 

10 Months 



1 2 

32 S. S. L. (plus 
Junior Typewriting) 

33 S. S. L. C. 
34 S. S. L. C. (plus 

Junior Typewriting) 
35 S. S. L. C. 
36 S. S. L. C. (plus 

Junior shorthand) 
37 S. S. L. C. 
38 S. S. L. C. (plus 

Junior Seorthand) 
39 S. S. L. C. 
40 S. S. L. C. 
41 S. S. L. C. 
42 S. S. L. C. 
43 S. S. L. C. (pluo Junior 

Book Keeping and Accoun
tancy) 

i4 S. S. L. C. (plus Elements 
of Commerce-Junior) ... 

45 S. S. L. C. (plus Salesman
ship and l\larketing) 

46 S. S. L. C. (plus Banking 
Practice-Junior) 

47 S. S. L. C. 

48 S. S. L. C. ( plus Kala 
Prathama) 

49 S. S. L. C· 

50 S. S. L. C. 
51 Pass in Junior Music 

Examination with an in
terval of 2 years. 

52 Pass in Junior Music 
Examination with an Ill• 
terval of 2 years. 

53 Pass in Junior Music 
Examination with an In
terval of 2 years. 

54 Pass in Junior Music 
Examination with an Ill· 

terval of 2 years 
55 S. S. L. C. 

56 S. S. L. C. 
57 VII Standard (Industrial 

Art) plus Sandalwood and 
1 vory Carving Basic Course 
of 3 years. • •• 

58 VII Standard plus In- ••• 
dustrial Arts (Inlay 
work-Basic course of 
3 years) 

59 VII Standard plus In
dustrial Arts (Eng
raving and Enamel
ling) Basic course of 
3 years 

GROUP IV-(con!d). 

3 

English Typewriting (Senior) 

Kannada Typewriting (Junior) 
Kanuada Typewriting (Senior) 

English Shorthand (Junior) 
English Shorthand (Senior) 

Kannada Shorthand (Junior) 
Kannada Shorthand (Senior) 

Book Keeping and Accountancy (Junior) ••• 
Elements of Commerce (Junior) 
Salesmanship and Marketing (Junior) 
Banking Practice (Junior) 
Book Keeping and Accountancy (Senior) ••• 

Elements of Commerce (Senior) 

Salesmanship and Ma1keting (Senior) 

Banking Practice (Senior) 

Elementary Drawing and Painting Exa
mination (Kala Prathama) 
Intermediate Drawing and Painting 
Examination (Kala Madhyama) 
Drawing Teachers Certificate Examina
tion. 
Tailoring and Embroidery 
Karnataka Music (Senior) 

Hindusthani Music (Senior) 

Kamataka Talavadya Examination 
(Senior) 

Kathakkali (Senior) 

Certificate Course in Printing Techno
logy. 
Certificate Course in Kannada 
Industrial Arts-( Advance course) 
Sandalwood and Ivory Carving 

Industrial Arts-(Advance course) 
Inlay work 

I udustrial Arts-( Advance course) 
Engraving and Enamelling 

22 

4 

10 Months 

10 Montho 
10 Mouths 

10 Months 
10 Months 

10 Months 
10 Months 

10 Mouths 
10 Months 
10 Months 
10 Months 
10 Montho 

10 Months 

10 Months 

10 Months 

10 Months 

10 Months 
1 Year 

10 Months 
1 Year 

I Year 

1 Year 

1 Year 

1 Year 

2 Years 
2 years 

2 years 

2 yean 



1 2 

60 VII Standard plu" In
dustrial Arts (Wood 
Carving) Basic course 
of 3 years 

61 VII Standard plus In
dustrial Arts (Model

ling) Basic com be of 
3 years 

62 VII Standard plus Indus
trial Arts (MP-tal Work) 
Basic Course of 3 years ... 

63 VII Standard puis Indus
trial Ar~s (Sculpture) Basic 
Course of 3 years 

64 Middle School Standard 
(plus Basic Course of 3 
years in the, Tracie) 

65 Advanced Examination m 
Modelling 

66 S.S.L.C. 

67 S.S.L.C. 
68 S.S.L.C. 

69 S.S.L.C. 
70 S.S.L.C. 

71 S.S.L.C. plus (2 Years' 
Training in Dramatics) ••• 

72 S.S.L.C. with Hindi quali-
fication (Visharada or 
equivalent) 

73 

74 

GROUP IV-(concld.) 

3 

Industrial Arts-(Advance course) 
Wood Carving 

Industrial Arts-(Advance co;1rse) 
Modelling 

Industrial Arts -(Advance Coure) 
Metal Wc;rk 

Industrial Arts- (Advance Course) 
Sculpture 

Trades: 
(i) Carpentry and Cabinet Making 

(ii) Machine Sllop -Fitter and Smithy 
Diploma iu Modelling 

Certificate Course in Sericulture for Seri
culture Demonstrator; Sericulture 
Inspectors and Sericulture Operatives ..• 

Teachers' Certificate (Higher) 
Pre-Primary Teachers' Training (Certi
ficate) 

Diploma in Pharmacy 
Diploma Course in Fine Arts

(1) Karnataka Music 
(2) Bharatha Natyam 
(3) Mridangam 
(4) Drawing and Painting 

Diploma in Dramatics 

Hindi Shikshak Training 

Sanskrit Examination in 
(i) Shastras 

(ii) Sallitya 
(conducted by Karnataka Secondary 
Education Examination Board) 

Sanskrit Examination in 
(i) Vedas 

(ii) Moola 
(conducted by Karnataka Secondary 
Education Examination Board) 

4 

2 years 

2 years 

2 Years 

2 Years 

2 Years 
1 Year 
1 Year 

9 Months 

2 Years 
6 Months 

2 Years 
2 Years 

2 Years 

10 Months 

3 Years 

3 Years 



0 z 
00 

1 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

12 

13 

B 

15 

16 

17 

18 
19 
20 
21 

22 

23 

21 

25 

26 
27 

28 

GROUP V 

High School Level Plus a Diploma Course of about Three years duration 

Basic qualification 

2 

S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 

S S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. (Plus Kala 
Madhyama) 

S.S.L.C. 

S.S.L.C. 
S.S.L.IJ. (Plus Senior 

Typewriting) 
Intermediate in Science 

Name of the course 

3 

Diploma in Civil Engineering (General) •.• 
Diploma m Mechanical Engineering 

(General) 
Diploma in Electrical Engineering 
Diploma in Mining 
Diploma in Civil Engineering (Constru
ction and Draughtsmanship) 

Diploma in Civil Engineering (Sanitary 
Engineering) · 

Diploma in Radio Engineering 
Diploma in Sound Engineering 
Diploma in Ceramics 
Diploma in Cinematography 
Diploma in Mechanical Engineering 
(Machinist) 

Diploma in Mechanical 
(Automobiles) 

Diploma in Mechanical 
(Boilers and Engines) 

Engineering 

Enginee•·ing 

Diploma in Mechanical Engineering 
(Welding and Sheet Metal Technology) ••• 

Diploma in Mechanical Engineering 
(Instrument Mechanic<) 

Length .of 
the course 

4 

·3 years 

3 years 
3 years 
3 year~ 

3 years 

3 years 
3 years 
3 years 
3 years 
3 years 

3 ye:..-s 

:i years 

3 years 

3 years 

3 years 
Diploma in Printing T~chnology ••• 3 years, follow

ed by 6 months 
practical 
training 

Diploma in Constnme De,ign and Dress 
Making 

Diploma in Metallurgy 
Diploma in Sec.etarial Practice 
Diploma in Mining and Mine Surveying 
Integrated course in Midwifery and 

Health Visiting 
General Nursing (indian Nursing 

Council) 
Course in General Nursing and Midwifery .•• 

(Karnataka Nursing Council) 
Advance course in Drawi11.g and Painting •.• 

(Kala Proudha) 
D. A. E., (Diploma in Agricultural 

Engineering) 
Diploma in Textile Technology 
English/Kannada Typewriting (Profici

ency grade) 
Senior Medical Laboratory Technician 

24 

, 3 years 
3 years 
3 years 
3 years 
2! years 

3 years 

3 years 

10 months 

3 years 

3 years 
10 months 

I year 



l'/ GROUP Vl 
• ·. • 1,, ., :I;) .f: ' ' . i ._l, ,, . . 

Degree courses u., Degrees, m ~u~apitieSOf Sci~n,ces 1lik~;J3.A. 1 B.~c., ~tc., 
with Departmental Training Course of not more than about 6_ months' 
duration; Post-High School C:ourses- either continuous . ones or topically 
con'nected ones-of a total duration of 4 to 5 years; Post-P. U. c. Courses·. 
o£2-3 years. .. 

81. 
No. 

, I Basic i ,qua,lification 

... 
l. •: ·I , 

1 :ln~efljl~diate in S~ience t·• ,. 
(Preference given to 
Diploma ··Holders' 1 in' 
Electrical Engineering) 

2 S. S. L. b. (Plus Diploma ..• 
in Radio or Telecommuni
cation Engineering) 

, ,Name_of..the_ 1cours.~ • I ~ ' I I 

.Cer~ified Radi~logical AssistaO.'ts 
·. • Training · · · I .. • 

;•!· ,I t • ' 

Diploma in Conl.putor Engineering.': 

•• I ,,I _:._ 

Post Diploma Course in Machine Tool' 

... Length of 
1 
the 

course 

4 

18 mouths 

<I 

· · 1 year· 1 

): I( 

1 year a S.S.L.C. (Plus Diploma ... 
in Mechanical (General) or 
allied Mechanical Engi
neering Course) 

Technology 1, . , , 1 . :-, 

,, ' 

" 
!l S.S.L.C. (Plus Diploma ..• Post Diploma Course in Boring and 

in Milljing and Mechaui~al ,J?r,illil!g , . . , .1 

• I y~ar 

Engineering)· ' 
5 S.S.L.C~ (Plus Civil ... Po~t Diplori:~ C~u~~~ i~

1

Mine Surveying ..•• 
Diploma iu·Mining Enf:!i" '' · ·' ··· · • " 1 

• ... • 

1 year 
(Sandwich) 

neen-jdg) '• ~ 1 : rl } I! :! 

6 S.S.L.C.' •11 Kannada Pandits Examination. 
(Certificate) 

Hindi Vidwan (Certificate) 7 S.S.L.C. 
8 S.fi:L.C.' 
9 S.S.L.C. 

10 S.S.L.C.; 

• ... ,.. Urdu Munshi (Certifieatb) 
Drawing Master's Examination' 
Aft Master's.Examiua_tion 
~ . J • '' J, ~ '' . ' .• '· •.• 

11 S.S.L.C. (Plus Kala Pra- •.• 
thama+Kala Madhyama 
+Kala Proudha) " . 

D•ploma in Drawing and Painting 
(Kala Nipuna) 

'l . ! ,. . . • ,. I, ,I i' ••' 

. ,. 
\ 1 .II 

. " .... 
12 P.U.C. B'.H.Sc., (Bachelor's Degree· in Hollle 

Science) 
. 1 

13 P.U.C. 

H P.U.C. 
15 P.u.c: 
16 P.U.C. 

17 P.U.C. 

18 S.S.L.C. 

19 S.S.L.C. 

20 

21 

22 S.S.L.C. (Plus 
Shorthand) 

P.C.R.-4 

Senior 

I :B,Sc.,, (Home s~;~nce): ... 
B.Com., (Bachelor of Commerce} 
B.Mus., (Degree in Music) 
B.A:., 
B.Sc., 
Diploma Course Library Science 
Fine Arts (Drawing and Painting) 

Courses of study in Painting Sculpture, 
Commercial/ Applied Arts · 

Sanskrit Examination 
(i) Shastras 

(ii) Madhyama 
Sanskrit Examination 

(i) Vedas 
( ii) Madhyama 

English/Kannada Shorthand 
(Proficiency Grade) 

. .. 

..... : 

,· 4 years 

4. yeall 
:4 years 
4 years 

5 years ;.j 

10 months 

.3 years 

3 years 
3 years 

· S year! 
3 years 
2 years 
5 years 
(Basic) 
5 years 

3 years 

3 years 

10 months 



GROUP VII 

A Degree of the type mentioned in Group VI plus one year Post Graduate 
Diploma. or Degree like B.Ed., or Post Graduate one year course in special 
subjects like Library Science, Physical Education, etc. 

Sl. 
No. 

Basic qualification 

I 2 

I Degree (in addition to 
Proficiency in Sports) 

2 Deg1ee 
3 Degree 
4 Degree 
5 Degree 

6 Degree (Language Pandits 
of Secondary Schools who 
have passed S. S. L. C., 
Moulvis of the same cate. 
gory; Art Teachers who 
have passed S.S.L.C. and 
5 years course in drawing 
and Painting are also 
eligible) 

7 Degree 
8 Degree 
9 Degree 

IO Degree 
11 Pass in Senior Music 

Examination and 3 years' 
gap 

I2 Pass in Senior Music 
Examination and3 years' 
gap 

I3 Pass iu Senior Music 
Examination and 3 years' 
gap 

14 Pa•s In Senior Music ... 
Examination and 3 years' 
gap 

I5 Paos in Senior Music ... 
Examination and 3 years' 
gap 

Name1 of the cob.rse 

B.P.Ed, (Bachelor's degree in Physic'al 
Education) 

B.Ed., (Bachelor's degree in Education) ... 
D.B.Ed., (Diploma in Basic Education). 
D.P.Ed., (Diploma in Physical Education) ... 
B.Lib.Sc., (Degree. conroe in Library 

Science) 
B.Ed, (Degree in Education) 

Post Graduate Diploma in English 
Diploma in Translation . 
Diploma course in Linguistics 
Diploma in Comparative Religion 
Karnataka Music (Proficiency) .. 

Hindustani Music (Proficiency). 

Karnataka Talavadya (Proficiency) 

Hindustani Talavadya (Proficiency) 
,. ~ t 

Kathakk~li (Prnficiency) 

26: 

Length of the 
course 

4 

IO months 

IO months 
IO months 
IO months 

.I year 

I yea~ 

I year 
I year 
I year 

.1 year 
I year 

1 year 

I year 

1 year 

I year 



GROUP VIII 

Will comprise all the higher qualifications such 'as Post·Graduates two-year degree 
courses like M.f\., M.Sc:, etc., Professional courses of four or five years 
duratimi after P.U.C. like B.Sc., in Agriculture, Horticulture, Fisheries or 
the like, Bachelor of Engineering (B. E.), Bachelor of Medicine and Surgery; 
Bachelor of Pharmacy, Bachelor of Textiles; ··LL.B. in law; Bachelor of 
Ayurveda Medicine; Post-Degree competitive examination like K. A. S. and 
Munsiffs' Examination; Post· Graduate qualifications after securing 
Professional degrees. 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

Basic qualification 
' I 

2 

Name of the course 

3 

1 Bacb.elor's Degree 
2 B.Mus. or 3 years B.A. 

with Music as Major 
subject of study 

, M.A.f M,Sc.f M.Com. ... 
'' 

1 
• M.Mus. (Vo~al and Instruuie'ntal-Veena) ••• 

(Master's degree in Music) 

3 S.S.L.C. plus (Diploma 
in Engineering) 

4 Pre-Univer.s.i.ty Course 
6 Pre-University Course 
6 Pre-Univer·;ity Course 

't : "ll.'l 

7 Pre-Univet~ity Course 
8 Pre-U niverei·ty Course 
9 Pre-University Course 

I 

10 Pre-University .Course 

11 Pre-University Course ... 

12 Pre-University ,,Course 

B.E. (Bachelor of Engineering) 
(part-time evening course for employed 

Diploma holders) 
B. So. (Agriculture) r ·· 

. , B.Sc. (Horticulture) 
::.•· B.V.Sc. (Bachelor's degree in Veteri· 

nary Science) 
B.F.Sc., ••• 
B.E·., (Bachelor'& degree in·Engine.ering) ... 
B.D.S. (Bachelor's Degree in Dental 
'' Surgery): 

M.B.B.S. 

B. Pharma (Bachelor'd degree in 
Pharmacy) 

! . B.S. A.M. (Bachelor in the. aysteni of ·•• 
Ayurvedic Medicine) 

13 Pre-U.niveroity Course ;, J, B. Tech. (Tettile) 1 

'I' I 

..• 
U B.V.Sc. degree (Degrel\ •·· Post, rGraduate Diploma in Poultry ... 

in Veterinary . Sciences) .,·, Production , 1 1 • . ' ~ 

B. V.Sc. degree (Degre~. '•·•. · .M. V:Sc .. (Master's Degree in Veterinary,,. 
in Veterinary Sciences)· ( ; · Soaences) 1 

15. 

16 B.Sc. (Agri.) · · · ... ''"l'os~raduate ·:Diploma Course in ••• 
(Degree in Agriculture). ·' Intensive Crop Production 

17 B.Sc., (Agri.) ... , M.llc·• (Agri,) , 
(Degree in Agriculture) · · ' 

1 

••• 

18 M.Sc., (Agri) Ph.D. 
OT ! 'I I 

M.V.Sc. in q Class· 
l ,·, :·.ill 

Length of the 
course 

4 

2 years 
2 years 

4 years 

4 years 
4 years 
6 years 

4 years 
6 years 

4 years plus 
6 months 

Housemanship 
4! years plus 
compulsory 
rotating 

Housemanship 
of 12 months 

4 years 

6 years 

5 year& 
1 year 

2 years 

1 year 

2 years 

3 years 

19 Degree 
20 Degree 

I' 
(I 

.... ... B.L./LL.B, 
B.G.J •. : (Bachelor of .General Law) 

,, 2 years/3 yearA 
2 years 

· LL.B. (Degree in Law) 3 years 

27 
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21 B.D.S. (Bachelor of 
Dental Surgery) 

22 General_ Degree plu~ _ : .,. 
Degree in Law 

23 B. L. Degree (Old Schemel···' 
, or . . 

LL.B.-Degree (New Scheme), 
• ' • ': ·,. \ ! ' 

24 B.Sc., 

25 Degree in-Arts, Science 
ot' Commerce and _ 

B. Ed., or Diploma 
Education 

'! ·,l 

, .. 
j ,, • :: .• 

26 Degree or Diploma in 
Physical E d u c a t i o n 
secured after graduation 
added with Proficiency in 
Sports 

Group VIII (contcl.) 

8 4 

2 years 

. ! i r ..... , 2 years :; 

LL.M. (Post-Gradua~e De.gr~.e in
1
' La~): ; j 2 years 

.J II,_,. . • i , ,j, ' I .. , '· 1 11 t ;, ! I 

I I ) 1\:·i. 
_ M.Sc. (Nou-Medioa~ Sohem.e), 

M.Ji!d; ,(l\Iast~r ,<lf ;E~uc11tion) 

I- .. '' ' 

' ' 

' I' 

' i 

,,. 

,.j, l year for 
· full time 

' l1; students 
and~ years 
for part 
time stu-

.. ' , ' 
M.P.Ed. (Master'• degree in Physical 

Education} 

dents 
10 months : 

<' , :. H 
27 Degree in Arts, Science 

or Commerce i 
1 

.. M.;A. (E~.) ~~st~,y.of Arts.~~ Ed'!"fation·:: 2 yea.rs 
' ' , ' I 

or 
4 years Degree Course in 

Educatio.n of Regional · 
College of Education, 
Mysore 

28 B.Lib.Sc. 

29 B. E. '(Bachelor's Degree ... 
in Engin.eeriag) 1 ,_ 

30 B.E. ... 
31 Graduates or 

Graduates' 

32. M.Sc. in G~~logy 
f \1 ; ; 

33. Pass in final M.B.B.S. ... 
plus one year of compul
sory rotating houseman
ship plus one year's 
Senior housemanship on 
the subj~ct of the specia
lisation. 

,, 

"· 
M.Lib .. Sc. 

Post-Graduate' Diplmna "Course In 
Industrial Engineering 

M.E. (Master's !legr~e in Enginee,dng). ,,. 

M.B .. A ... (Mast~; of, :Jlu•in~~~ Adlpilli-
-

1 
st.ratrop.) :• ,; , 1 , ... , 

M. Tech. (Master's Degree in Hydro 
Geology) 

M.S.fM.D. (Faculty '1of Metloicine~Po~t-' 
graduate degree course) 

'' ,,; I 

. , .. 
, I- , .1 

It ~ l tf 

2 years 
. . ,'I 

2 years 

2•yea~s ~-

1 ·(! 
I year 

3 y~ars (for 1 

those selec 
ted after 
the intern
ship period) 

I 'I l . . f l I I 

34. Pass in fin9-), M.B.B.S ...... 
plus one year of compul
sory rotating houseman
shi~ pill§ on~ :r,ear's 
Semor holi.Semariship 'On 
the subject of the specia
lisation .... · , ; , . , ,·f "; 

·' Diploma:- qourse : i:n :t the ... following r ... , - l year 
( subjects :- , 1 

:I 

(1) l'uberculosis, and .c.h. est , lliseases -- -- DTCD) , ' ,_ 
' ( ' ' 

-' (TDD wit~ b~'r~place~ !Jl., DTCD). 
(2) Dermatology · mcludrng · Venereal ' 

'' ', diseases. awl Leprosy.(DVD) " • ·-
(3) Anaesthesiology (DAt -,-.. -- •, 11 • 

-(4) Oto-Rbino.Laryngology DLO 
(5) Paediatrics (~CH) , _,, 
(6) Ophthalmology (DOMS) 
(7) Orthopaedics (D. Orthl:i) _, _ , 

1 1 (8) Clinical Pathology (DCP) '' 
(9) Public Health (DPH)... I 

(10) Diploma in Bacteriology (D. Bacl.) 
(11) Obstetrics and Gynaecology (DG()) i 

( 12) Radi<!logy-r-Diagnosill.(DMRD) 
(13) Radiology-r-Therapy (DMRT) 

(, _ (~4), F.or~n~i~ M~d!pine (DFM) 

~ years (for: r 
ti!ose, ,sele~
ted'after · 
the' intern
. ship p~riod) 
I ' 
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35. (A) M.S., FRCS in 
General Surgery 

(B) M.D. MRCP, In 
General Medici~e. 

(C) M.D., MRCP in .•• 
Pathology or General 
Medicine. 

' 36. Master's degree and ••• 
Diploma in Translation. 

37, 

38. 

3 

Group Vlll ~~cono!tk)--

4 

M.S.JM.D.-Post-Graduate in higher 
specialities in 11 subjects as nuder: 
(1) Neuro-Surgery 
(2) Thorac Surgery 
(3) Plastic S.:rgery 
(i) GenitoUrinary Surgery 
(5) Castro-Enteriology 
(6) Endocrinology 
(7) Neurology 
(8) Cardiology 
(9) Tuberculosis and Chest Dise~ses 

(10) Clinical Haemotology 
(11) Forensic Medicine 

M. Phil (Mastel' of Philosophy in 
Translation) 

Sanskrit Examination
Shastras 
Uttama 

Sanskrit Examination
Uttama 

29 

2 years 

1 year 

2 years 

2 yean 



(llaptet' Five 

ASSESSMENT OF MENTAL SKILL AND EFFORT AND 
LEVELS OF RESPONSffiiLITY 

5.1 Both these factors, skill and effort and responsibility are taken up together 
for discussion in this Chapter because the considerations bearing on them are 
interrelated and very often dovetail with each other. 

5.2 Now all these concepts of mental skill, effort and responsibility are not 
tangible matters or things which can be seen or physically felt for purposes of 
comparison. They are recognised as intangible factors. If for the reason that 
they are intangible, one proceeds to analyse them by applying merely theoretical 
concepts or ideological opinions or dogma, they will soon become imponderables. 
An attempt to present the imponderables as capable of assessment and accurate 
statement invariably attracts the temptation to resort to extreme refinements 
which, apart from being difficult of comprehension, may also open the way for 
unfairness and inju~tice to creep in. Whenever any such attempt is made and 
an extremely refined statement or description is given, the method by which the 
difficulty of comprehension is sought to be mitigated is to give examples from 
practical life or known things or factors. That very inevitability of having to give 
examples within the range of knowledge, experience or comprehension points out 
the way to escape from such a result. That way is to relate the intangible factor 
either to something tangible or to something that is known and easily understood. 

5.3 In regard to skill, the best guidance and the safest anchor which we have 
is what I have already stated in paragraph 3.5 namely, that the prescription or 
determination by the recruiting authority of a particular qualification for a 
particular job involves and represents its judgment that the mental competence 
required to acquire the said qualification is necessary and sufficient to pick up 
the details of the job and to perform it satisfactorily. As such a prescription 
is made by rules for recruitment which have the status of legislation, we 
have to take the said judgment as correct. I use the word 'skill' in the 
simple sense of practical ability to do something or facility in doing something. 
The above judgment of the recruiting authority amounts to saying that a person 
who has the prescribed qualification has the competence of acquiring the 
practical ability to do the work in the job or post concerned. 
It follows therefore that several persons recruited for a particular job on the 
footing of their possessing the same qualification as is prescribed 
for the job are all treated as having the normal or average competence 
represented by the qualification which is sufficient to enable them to acquire 
this practical ability of performing the work. Such a decision is one taken 
for practical purposes and from the point of view of getting the work in the job 
satisfactorily performed. No difference can be made between one person and 
another on the basis of the difference in their individual personal capacities. 
This. circumstance, as may be remembered, is one of the reasons why the 
qualifications have been grouped by me in ranges and their value is proposed to 
be determined nearabouts the mid point between the mean and the top. 

5.4 I have taken skill and effort as a single factor for the obvious reason that 
effort in real sense is the application of one's competence to the actual perfor
mance of a job which is determined or conditioned by one's skill. It is also 
a known circumstance that skill in doing a piece of work or an operation 
impr.oves by the repeated performance of such work or operation. The natural 
qaa!Ity of the human mind is to reduce the effort by repetitive habit and to 
achieve the result quicker and with greater ease. That is how skill develops or 
improves by experience which is really additional knowledge secured by actual 
observation and practical acquaintance with facts or events. By euch experience 



a person learns or picks up ~ethods of simplifying the manipulations, reducing 
the number ~f ste~s or readJusting the sequences,-all with a .view to reduce the 
effort: What IS a:chieved ?Y ordinary or moderate skill with greater effort is later by 
expenence achieved "'Ith the help of improved or sharper skill with lesser 
effo~t. Hence an experienced person with his skill improved does more work and 
achieves better results earlier and quicker than a person with less experience. 

5.5 As ~e.ntal skill and effort are therefore so closely related to each other 
and the skill Is made possible of acquisition by reason of the competence repre
sented by the qualification prescribed, it will be sa.fe and fair to assess the. 
relativ~ leve_ls of skill and e~ort as the same as the relative levels of the Groups 
of quahficat10ns formulated m the last preceding Chapter. . . 

5.6 It should, however, be added that the length of experience which im
proves.or sharpens t~e skill as afores~id, operates to take it to .the higher or 
next higher level makmg the person sUitable for promotion, which reason is the 
real underlying basis for the common rule that at any rate in lower levels 
suita~ility for promotion should be assessed on seniority-·cum-merit basis, 
That Is also the reason why a lower qualification prescribed for a lower position 
tog~ther with experience gained by service in the said position is regarded as 
eqmvalent for purposes of promotion to the higher qualification, if any, · 
prescribed for the promotio}lal position. 

5. 7 The close correspondence between the levels of the Groups of qualifica
tions and the levels of skill and effort postulated in paragraph 5.5 above is · 
confirmed by an examination of the nature of work appropriate to posts to which 
recruitment is made from persons possessing the qualifications set out in the 
different Groups . 

. 5.8 So far as Groups I and II are concerned, we have seen how the very 
description of the qualification necessarily involves or takes in a description 
of the nature of work appertaining to the posts for which the said qualifications 
are prescribed or required. The feature which distinguishes. Group II from Group I 
is the possession of a simple manual or mechanical skill, which is quite 
unnecessary for the help expected from the latter as the same is peripheral to 
the main stream of Government work. Hence it is obvious that the 
level of the nature of work appropriate to Group II is higher than that of 
Group I. Nevertheless, Group II is still in the category of a helper because 
though the help sought requires the possession of some skill, the actual work 
is simple routine repetitive work or elementary work of a subordinate technical 
character ; its performance rarely, if at all, occasions the exercise of indepen
dent judgment ; and ordinarily, if not invariably, it is done under direct or 
immediate supervision. 

5.9 The posts for which qualifications in Group III are prescribed or 
required are also in a sense those carrying work generally of a routine repetitive 
nature but the performance of the work or the skill necessary therefor has the 
background of a higher educational qualification. That qualification is of ~he 
level of a junior certificate ai\d in a large number of cases related to mechamcal 
processes or handicrafts. The work in this group is ordinarily if not invariably 
done under direct or immediate supervision. 

5.10 The qualifications in Group IV have a higher. background of ed!lcational 
qualifications. n~mely High School standard.. The ImJ?ortance ?f this Group 
and its superionty over the last Group consi~ts more m the ~Ider . range and 
higher quality of the work expected of the vanous p_?sts ~or .which this range ?f 
qualifications is prescribed. The range of posts commg wtthm the sco~e of this 
Group of qualifications is fairly wi.de and the num~er of persons occupymg those 
posts is very large. They comprise both posts. m Governm~nt offices as well as 
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those deployed for :6.eld. work particularly at village level. In offices, 'the best 
example is that of a second division clerk. At the village level, it includes such 
posts as those of a primary school teacher, a village accountant, a gramsevak, 
various types of para-medical staff of the department of health and family 
planning etc. In the offices, it is a level at which the flow of information is first 
channelised and several operations performed to assist in the process of collection 
and collation of facts necessary for taking ultimate decisions thereon. At the 
field level they represent ultimate effective implementation of policies and 
decisions of the Government and involve direct contact with the public in 
almost every important department of life. These posts are subject to either 
immediate supervision or slightly generalised supervision, yet of a fairly 
detailed type, leaving nevertheless some latitude for independent judgment as , 
situations may arise. Such being the general features of the work appropriate to 
this Group, there can be little doubt that the same is superior' to the III Group. 

5.11 The V Group comprises the class of diploma holders. The bulk of these 
diplomas so far as the actual state of affairs in Government service is concerned, 
are in engineering or mechanical subjects, the holders of which work either at 
the actual operational or the last implementational level or as guides and co
ardinators of. lower level workers or in some cases as instructors in training 
centres like those run by the departments of industry and commerce employment 
and trainmg etc. There are, however, cases of employees· who have secured 
diplomas in such topics as physical education, handicrafts or fine arts who gene
rally function as teachers or instructors or directly engage themselves in the handi
craft or art itself as the case may be. The educational qualification acquired by 
them gives them not merely ptactical instruction in the craft, trade or art, but 
also furnishes them with the theoretical or scientific background of the same. 
The nature of the work performed by them involves a slightly wider latitude for 
independent judgment than in the case of the immediately preceding Group and · 
they are mostly subject to general supervision. They may also on occasions 
exercise a lower level of supervision over the subordinate workers to which I shall 
make a reference again later. From these reasons it follows that the level of 
posts represented by the V Group of qualifications is higher than that of Group IV. 

5.12 In the VI Group we have reached the degree level. The degree, not 
merely by virtue of the time required to secure the same but also by the wider. 
and more intense theoretical and informational content of its syllabus, is undoubt- .; 
edly superior to a diploma. The minimum qualification for admission is also i 
superior- The mental skill acquired is also superior. From the fact that a large : 
num her of diploma holders deal with machines or mechanical gadgets whose opera- . 
tion is visible to the eye, it is not reasonable or correct to infer that the competence 
represented by a diploma is higher than that repreEented by a degree. Now the 
outstanding category of posts belonging to this Group is the post of first division 
clerk or a senior assistant or a senior first division clerk as found designated in 
some ?ffices. There are, of course, other comparable posts who do some field or 
executrve work. The work of a first division clerk is somewhat difficult and 
responsible work in office. His homologue viz., an accounts clerk or an audit clerk , 
or ~ clerk at a treasury attends to fiscal and financial operations also. In. offices 
he rs t~e first level at which the actual processing of facts or data commences fur , 
~reparmg the material for and indicating the possible approaches to a considera- , 
twn of the data with a view to taking a decision thereon. A first division . 
clerk, an accounts clerk or an audit clerk etc., is required to have a good working 
knowledge of at least one subject matter appropriate to the office where he 
works and a ge~eral background of other related matters. The posts in this 
Group are subJected to general supervision and carry a wider latitude for .. 
exercising independent judgment than those in Group V. It will be clear,· 
therefore that Group VI is superior to group V and other earlier groups.· 

5.13 In Group VII, the outstanding position is that of the graduate teacher',:. 
in High Schools. In addition to a degree in humanities or sciences, the qualifica
tion that is required is a post-graduate degree or other course of about one year's · 
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dur~~ion in a t~pic or s'!-bjec~ directly related to teaching. Apart from this 
~dd1t10_nal edu<'atiOnal quahfi~atwn, the work requires ability to communicate 
1deas m a manner appropr1ate to the mental calibre of the students at high 
school level and the possession ·of necessary background in the area of the subject 
taught to be able to answer students' questions and resolve their difficulties in 
understanding or picking up the details of the subject. The teacher has also to 
plan a programme of instruction and keep abreast of contemporary developments 
in the subjects he teaches, study the prescribed text books as well as other relevant 
material, for all of which he has to devote time and attention outside working 
hours. They work under general· supervision. Therefore, both on the ground of 
higher skill acquired by virtue of the prescribed educational qualification and on 
the ground of the superior nature of the work and responsibility, I place this 
group above the VI and the earlier Groups. 

5.14 Now, looking back on the analysis so far made, the resultant position 
may be summarised thus: The classes of posts related to the first . seven Groups 
of qualifications naturally and logically fall into seven Grades in ascending order 
of importance and value from the point of view of the mental skill and effort. 
The responsibility attaching to them is primarily non-supervisory, the degrees in 
which have to be assessed on the extent of supervision to which they are subjected 
and the latitude they have for exercise of independent judgment. Those in 
Groups I, II and III are subjected to immediate supervision, whereas IV, V, VI 
and VII to general supervision. There is no scope or scarcely any for exercise• of 
independent judgment in Groups. I, . II' and III ; in Group IV there is a limited • 
latitude; and in V, VI and VII progressively widening latitude. 

5.15 Before proceeding further, this appears to be the proper context to advert 
to certain special' considerdions relating to the common categories of' clerical 
posts, viz., the second division clerks, first division clerks, senior assit~tants and 
typists. · 

5.16 At present, typists are equated to second division clerks, as both are 
S S.L.C. and placed on same pay scale, but the typist is given an allowance in 
addition to pay apparently because he is required to have the additional qualification 
of having passed the senior typing examination. ' 

5.17 This, in my opinion, is an. unsatisfa.etory position. Typing is purely a, 
mechanical type of work, by exclusively engaging in which whatever general 
competence had been acquired. by taking the full High School course of general 
education will surely be lost both to. the person and to the public. A second 
division clerk1s wark, though most)y,of a. routine nature, does· involve or occasion 
the utilisation of the competence acquired from the High• School course, and on 
an overall view it cannot be said to compare unfavourably with typing so as to 
justify the paying of an additional allowance to ·the typist. And a typist who is 
also an S.S.L.C. can, and should from the point of· view of the public, do the 
work of second division clerk.. Further though typist, gets an allowance, he is 
totally denied normal avenues of promotion open" to: his compeer the second 
division clerk. 

5.18 This position'. should : bCt remed~ed;. The ~est solution which ~ould 
eliminate these anomahe11 and serve pubhc mterest IS to amalgamate both mto a 
single cadre with like opportunities !lr cha~nels of pr?mo~ion and to requi.re all the 
recruits to the cadre to pass the semor typmg exammat10n before recrUitment or 
do so after recruitment within the period 'ofprobation or otherwise learn typing 
within the same period and acquire a speed ·~fat l~ast 30 words per minute in 
English or 20 words of Kannada. Those now In' serviCe below the age of 40 years 
at the end of 197 5 may· be required to acquire the said competence. within a 
reasonable period, I am constructing the relevant pay scale on this footing. . 
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5.19 Direct recruits to the cadre of first division clerks inc~uding those ~!ready 
in service below the. age of 40 as at end ?f 197~ may.be requued to acq~ue the 
competence of typmg ~0 words ~er m~nut_e m Enghsh or 20 words of !\.annada 
within a reasonable penod. The mtentwn IS not that they should type always, 
but that for occasions or emergencies or for reasons of secrecy, know ledge of 
typing will be immensely useful. 

5.20 'l'he category designated senior' assistants ·exist.s only at the secretariat 
and couple of other offices. It appears to have been created to provide 
promotional opportunities· Almost similar if not the ~arne consideration appears 
to have prompted the creation of a category called senior clerks and another 
of II grade superintendent in other offices. The nature of work done by any of 
these categories is in no sense different from or more onerous than that done by a 
first division clerk, nor dothey represent a higher level of responsibility, and 
impro~ed skill, if any, is ~holly attribu~able to longer. expe~i~nce by v~rtue of 
senionty. Hence, regardmg these as different categories militates agamst the 
process of rationalisation. On assessment made for the said purpose on the 
factors determined as relevant therefor, all these categories fall into Grade VI. 
I am therefore placing them in the said Grade. Ofcourse, the pay scale to be 
allocated to them will be constructed so as to provide for the progressive 
improvement in skill by experience. 

5.21 The first seven grades so far dealt with are primarily direct recruitment or 
entry grades respectively for persons with the qualifications included in the seven 
Groups. But a higher grade may, in accordance with recruitment rules applicable 
to the department in question, be also promotional to one or other of the lower 
Grades. 

5.22 Before taking up the VIII Group of qualifications, it is necessary to 
advert to levels of responsibility aud varying degrees of supervision. The first 
matter to be examined in this connection is the general structure of the adminis
trative machinery of the Government manned by different categories of services 
and the distribution of powers, responsibilities, jurisdictions etc., because they 
are backed by generations of administrative experience closely related to the 
management of the affairs of the State. 

5.23. The commonest and generally accepted way of describing the structure 
of Government is to regard it. as composed of four levels descriptive of the 
character or features of the work turned out in each of them. 

5.24 At the top, there is what is called the top governmental or management 
level where policy making or the taking of policy decisions, settling of broad 
features of programmes, organisation or co-ordination are considered and settled 
and final decisions are taken or directorial powers exercised. 

5.25 Below it is what is called the' middle management level where the 
interpretation of policy and the allocation of different tasks to subordinate levels and 
either co-ordination or instructions for co-ordination for the purpose of implemen
tation ~f the policy take place. This level also exercises general supervision over 
subordmate levels by way of directions and control and takes decisions of fairly 
wide amplitude. Within the frontiers of the policy set or indicated by the top 
most level, the powers, functions and responsibilities of this level may be regarded 
as plenary. 

5.26 The third level is referred to as either the ministerial or operational level 
or the level of assistants. The persons in this level assist or minister to the . 
administration represented by the first two levels and start the process of imple
mentation. In the field of administration which partakes of the nature of 
technical or professional work, the level comprises assistants qualified to render 
the· same by virtue of their educational qualifications and departmental training. 
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5.27 Finally at the bottom there is the level of subordinate helpers. 
' 

5.28 . A:lthou~h the above description is expressive of the general functioning 
of a~mmJStratwn and exercise of the powers of governance of the State, the 
frontiers between the levels need not be regarded as absolutely fixed or rigid but 
may be flexible. · 

5.29 There is no difficulty so far as the lowest level of helpers is concerned. 
Those represented by Groups I and II of the qualifications constitute this level. 

5.30 Group III-VII may broadly be regarded as constituting the ministerial 
or . operational !eve! of assistants. Although they may be broadly called 
aslnsta~ts, _certam amount of subordinate or subsidiary type of supervision can be 
recogmsed m some of these levels. In the lower regions, of the two consecutive 
levels repres.ented by the Groups of qualifications, the next higher Group may be 
regarded as mvested with some duties of guidance, instruction, resolution of 
d~fficulties. or correcti~g errors in the working of the next lower _level. · In the 
higher .r~gwns, the higher of the two consecutive levels may exercise the type of 
supervisiOn represented by such acts as allocation of items of work among the 
members in the lower level, review of progress of work with a view to observe 
time limits or achieve the immediate object of a programme of work etc. 

5.31 The supervision above referred to is clearly of a subordinate typP. 
Supervision in the real sense, which for better clarity may be called admini
strative supervision, consists in actual direction and control of the subordinate 
staff. It is an attribute of the posts in middle management and top management 
levels. The former level may be partly fille4 by promotion from the ministerial 
level and partly by direct recruitment of persons possessing qualifications grouped 
in Group VIII. The top management level is filled to some extent by promotion 
from the middle management level and for the rest by direct recruitment of 
persons possessing qualifica.tions in . Group VIII or by promotion from among 
them. ,. 

5.32 These are vertical levels. Looking at the administrative structure 
horizontally, it is seen that government functions in departments each dealing 
with a single subject or a group of co-ordinated subjects. But not all the depart
ments are of the same size or importance nor can it be said that the work in each 
department is as heavy or its activities as extensive as in every other depart
ment. From the point of view, therefore, of the weight of responsibility and the 
extent of supervision and ramification of details, departments themselves will 
have to be graded before the top management personnel of the departments can be 
graded. After a detailed examination of various aspects or details relating to 
the different departments like the nature of the objectives, the extent of 
activities, the amount of budget allotment, the strength of the staff, etc., it will 
be possible to divide the departments into three main categories-very heavy 
department, heavy department and medium sized department. Anything below 
that will only be a unit or an institution or a small estalishment. 

5.33 There are certain objectives of the State which must be regarded as 
permanent objectives. The first. among them are stability and law and 
order. Law and order would include administration of justice. On par 
with them are revenue and taxes, agriculture, animal husbandry, health, 
public works, communications, education etc. As the State exists for the 
benefit and welfare of its citizens, with stability and law and order assured, 
the permanent needs of the citizens are food! health and educat~on and related 
public works .. Agriculture and connec~ed subJects play_ a very 1mport~nt part 
in our. economy. Hence, when India emerged as an mdependent natiOn, the 
purely law and order and revenue collecting functions of the State got enlarged 
and Phe new State born out of the old law and order, State has necessarily 
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extended its activities so as to subserve . the permanent. nee~s of the social 
and political life of the citizens. The departments de~hng ~~~h. these relatP.d 
matters neeessarily grew in size and in the extent of their actiVIties. ~here. IS 

little difficulty therefore, if at all, in recognising the departme.nts deahng With 
these subjects as-very heavy departments· They are the followmg : 

Judiciary, and the Departments of Revenue, Police, Health! Public 
Instruction, Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Forests, CommerCial Taxes, 
Excise, Public Works. 

5.34 Then there are certain other departments which, though not of a nat11re 
or character which would take them to the level of very heavy departments 
mentioned in the last , preceding paragraph, ar~ nevertheless of co.n~idera~le 
importance either from the point of view of their value to the admmistratwn 
or their utility to the public. On the assessment made of the departments from 
the point of view of considerations set out in paragraphs 5.32 and 5.33, I 
classify the following departments as heavy : 

Collegiate Education ; Co-operation ; Drugs Control ; Bureau of Economics 
and· Statistics · Industries and Commerce ; ·Employment and Training ; 
Fisheries ; Ho~ticulture ; ·Food and Civil Supplies ; Marketing ; Mines 
and Geology ; • Motor Vehicles ; Ports ; Printing and Stationery ; Prisons; 
Social Welfare ; State ·Accounts ; Treasuries ; Survey, ·settlement and 
Land Records ; Women and Children's Welfare ; Technical Education ; 
Text Books. · 

5.35 On similar comiderations, I classify the following departments as medium 
sized departments : 

Archaeology and •Museums; Archives ;'Electrical Inspectorate; Endowments; 
Factories and Boilers; 'Indian Medicine; Indo Danish Project ; Infor
mation and Publicity; Insurance; Labour; Languages and Development 
of Kannada; 'Pre-University 'Education; Sericulture ; Stores Purchase ; 
Tourism; Town:Planning; ·Youth Services. 

5.36 There are certain departments or establishments the top posts in which 
are filled either by deputation of officers' of the Indian Administrative Service, 
Indian. Police Service, Ka·rnataka :Administrative Service, Judiciary, etc., or by 
employing men in Defence Services whether in service or retired. The examples of 
departments whose top• posts are filled by dep•1tation from other departments are: 
The Comn.and Area Development Projects in the Basins of Kaveri, 1\Ialaprabha and 
Ghataprabha, Tungabhadra and Upper Krishna, the Quasi Judicial' Tribunals like 
Industrial Tribunals, Labour'Courts, Appellate Tribunals of Revenue, Co-opera
tion, Motor Vehicles,• etc., special departments like .the Directorate of Prosecu- · 
tions, Sugar, etc. Example of the latter is the National Cadet Corps. Then there 
are r,ertain other departments, the·top position in which is held ex-officio by the 
top man or Director of aMther department. 'For example, the Director of Survey, 
Settlement and Land Records is ex-offioio head of the Department of Registration 
and Stamps ; the head of the :Marketing Department viz., ·the Chief Marketing 
Officer also functions ex-officio as ·the head of the .Department of Weights and 
Mea~ures. There are certain other departments like the Department of Com
mu~u~y Development; ·Small Savings and ·State Lottery in which the peculiar 
positiOn is that the posts appropriate to the ·Secretariat establishment like 
Secretary and Deputy !Secretary. get combined with posts appropriate to the 
organisation·.of a department like Director, Joint Director, Deputy.Director etc. 
As· I shall pomt out later• in this chapter; the Hassifioation of departments becomes 
necessary for determining the Grade into ·which . the·· top· man should be. fitted. 
Where, however, as in the cases mentioned, the top positions filled by· deputation 
or other type ·of employment. the actual classifications is not necessary 
for my purposes because the · Grade ·of the , perso"l who heads that depart
ment is separately . determined by "me while dealing with the 
department from ·which the deputation is made. r•Excludi·ng departments 
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of this nature, there are various units, institutions, establishments in 
tihe State the t~p me~ . in which are declared beads of departments. 
~xamp~es are Flpng_ Trai~ung School, Computer Centre, Law College, Mining 
Educati?n, Pubhc Libraries, Soldiers', Sailors and Airmen's Boards, Silk 
Industr!es,_ Sandalwood Oil Factories, etc. It is unnecessary to make a separate 
categorisatiOn of these units, establishments or institutions because it will be 
simple.r to ref~r to th.em as. occasions arise, for purposes of allocation of new scales 
based on special consideratJOns attaching to each such individual unit which will 
be done in Chapter Twelve. ' 

5.37 Government no doubt has the power and liberty to reorganise departments, 
amalgamate two or more dPpartments or split up one department into several 
d~par~ments accord_ing to the exigencies of administration. Normally one could 
VIsualise that havmg ·regard to the permanent nature of· the objectives and 
observed tendency for activities ·to get enlarged, departments listed as very 
heavy will continue to be very heavy as far as one can look into the 
future. It may be that some of the heavy departments may become very 
heavy or more probably exigencies of administration may suggest their 
splitting up into medium sized departments for better and more effective 
work. Likewise, two or more medium sized departments may having regard to 
the interrelation or interdependence of the subjects dealt with by them be 
conveniently grouped into one heavy department. But whatever may be the 
position obtaining at any particular point of time, it should not be difficult for 
the government or its superior administrators to compare the new depart
ments whether freshly created or brought about by amalgamation or splitting up 
of existing departments with the very heavy, heavy and medium sized depart
ments as now listed by me and decide into which category they should be 
placed for purposes of deciding upon the pay. scales of top management and/or 
middle management personnel. 

5.38 If we survey the pattern both ,at . the Secretariat as well as in the 
departments we find one common. feature namely, two levels in top management 
and two levels in middle management or no more than four management levels. 

5.39 At the Secretariat, below the Chief Secretary "'ho represents the top most 
level, we have three levels of Secretary, Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary. 
The first two participate in formulation of policy and making high level decisions. 
The second two are in the middle level ; from one point of view they attend to 
data processing ~s an aid t? ~ecision-mak!n_g and from ?'notber point of view start 
the implementatiOn of policies and · demswns and direct them . to the lower 
levels. In certain circumstances a Deputy Secretary may also. be regarded 
as part of the top level also. I· do not regard the designations of. Special 
Secretary, Additional Secretary or Joint Secretary as represe~~:ting any 
distinct levels· I am told that an I.A.S. officer of 13-16 years service and an 
officer of any 'other service of 15-18 years of service is designated as Joint 
Secretary and officers with longer service are generally designated Additional 
Secretaries, each working on his own pay scale, personal to him. Special Secretary 
is a post from time to time Created by the gov-ernment according to th~ needs of 
the moment. This circumstance does not alter the, position that there are really 
four effective levels as stated above. 

5.40 In the departments also we have four levels determined either on the 
basis of extent of territory administered or attended to or on a functional basis. 

5.41 In the , revenue , department we have the Divisional Commissioner and 
below him the Deputy Commissianer, Assistant Commissioner and Tahsildar. In 
the police department, we have·· the .Jnspector General, Deputy Inspector General, 
Superintendent, DeputySuperintendent. In.·th_e judiciary .b~l~w th? High Court 
(which is the top. most level) we have the district co~rts, m_vll JUdg~ ~ cour~s ~nd 
munsiff's courts, the officers_in the second and the third while exercising cr1mmal 
jurisdiction being called magistrates. 
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5.42 In other departments, the most common nomenclature is one which 
describes t.he levels as Director, Joint Director, Deputy Director and Assistant 
Director. In the Forest Department the word used is Conservator, in the State 
Accounts Department Controller, in Sales Tax Department it is Commissioner, in 
Co-Oper<\tion it is Registrar but in substance there is no difference, the es8ential 
position being that there are four levels. 

5.43 If we analyse the nature of the functions we can see a connection 
between two officers in each group. At the top, although both of them may 
participate in decisions and in formulation of policy for the department or assist 
in the formulation of the policy by the government, the higher authority may be 
looked upon as having the functions of co-ordination in addition to decision 
making. Same is the position in the middle level. Of course from one point of 
view the duties of every higher authority or functions of every higher level may 
comprise co-ordination in addition to decision making. 

5.44 Although there should thus be a difference in Grades and consequently 
Pay S,'ales of the heads of thesl' three catPgories of departments, the 
level of responsibility of a Joint Director need not and does not vary or be 
different whether the department is very heavy or merely heavy. The activities 
of a medium sized dt>partment may not require a Joint Director at all. The 
DPputy Director and Assistant Director who are at the commt>ncement of 
impl<>mentation level below the top management can also be r<>gardcd as of the 
same lt'vel in all three catt>gories of departments. The basis for this view is that 
the wright of administration involving policy making, the taking of high Ievd 
decisions, conceiving plans, programmes, organisation of work etc., is undoubted
ly the exclusive responsibility of the top man, the head of the department. 
Whatever may be the assistance available to him of the hierarchy of offieers 
under him, he cannot absolve himself of the core of administrative responsibility 
r<>presentE>d by the functions enumerated by me. Hence the difference between 
department and department on the basis of the categories can reflect itself only 
at the top .• The three levels below the top man are the levels ~hich either 
rendE>r assistance to the top man at various levels or participate in the 
implementation of the objectives and policies of the department. Such responsi
bility at a, certain level in one department cannot therefore be different in 
weight from the responsibility attaching to the same lPvel in another department. 
The extent of the territory administered or attended to by him, the stre1~gth of 
the staff controlled by him or subordinate to him or such other considerations 
cannot be pointed out or depended upon for making a difference because the 
essential and prudent administrative procedure from the point of view of achieving 
best results is to increase or decrease the number of 'officers in the hierarchy 
below the top man in such a way as to divide the responsibilities and functions 
equitably and enable officers to give of their best without permitting their 
~fficiE>ncy to suffer by placing on them a burdcD; beyond the normal optimum. 

5.45 From what is stated abon it would be apparent that for the manage
ment. or administrative part of the GovP.rnment, four Grades should normally be 
sufficient. But to provide for the situation arising out of the grading of depart
ments one more grade is necessary. The top most three grades will be respecti
vely the head of a very heavy department, the head of a heavy department and 
the head of a medium sized department in that or.ler. . . 

5.46 There is a practice in the State of creating the position of' an autho'rity 
designated Additional Director for a very heavy department. It appears to me 
to be superfluous, because as stated above the .ultimate undivided responsibility 
for the whole department should be of a single authority the Director, and he can 
always be given the assistance of a sufficient number of. Joint Directors. If 
however, the practice is continued for any reason, the Grade of such Additional 
Dire~tor Rhould only be the Grade <'f the head of a heavy department and not 
equal to that of the head of the very heavy department. 
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· 5A7 The Grade of the Joint Director of both very heavy and heavy 
d_epartment should be the same- equivalent to the Grade of the head of a medium 
sized depart~ent .. The dep~ty dire:tors of all departments should have the ~arne 
Grade, and hkewise the assistant directors of all departments should have the 
same Grade. The said Grades will be below the first named three Grades. 

5.48 Of the five Grades referred to· above relatin" to the management or 
a_dministrative part of the government, the top three Grades are largply promo
tiOnal only. The lower two Grades which I described as middle level Grades nre 
filled by direct recruitment of persons holding qualifications <Trouped within 
Group Vlll in Chapter Four. b 

5A9 The four sources of direct recruitment are: 

{1) Holders of post-graduate degrees in humanities o1· sciences. 
(2) Holders of professional degrees. 
(3) Competitive examinations for recruitment to administrative services 

ud · 
U) Competitive examinations for recruitment to judicial services. 

' ' 

5.50 For a clear a.nd easy understanding of the distribution' of the levels it 
will be convenient to start the examination of· the position with respect to the 
revenue or general administration department and the judicial department which 
have a traditionally well set frame and levels of rcsponsibilites well understood 
by all administrators as well as the public. · 

5.51 The competitive cxamimations for recruitment to administrative services 
are now held in the State in two levels known as Gazetted Proba.tioners Class II 
and Class I. By the examination related to Class II, the outstanding posts to 
which such recruitment is made are those of a Tahsildar, a Block Development 
Officer and a headmaster of a·' High School. The outstanding post to which 
recruitment is made by the Class l examination is that of an Assistant Commis- · 
sioner on what is known as the Class I junior scale of the Karnataka Administra
tive Service. The said two levels fully and 'clearly describe the two middle 
levels of direct recruitment referred to above. The Tahsildar's position 
corresponds to that of an Assistant Director of a department and the Assistant 
Commissioner's po'lition corresponds to that of · the Deputy Director of a 
department. · 

5.52 The level of responsibility and the heavy aiid extensive nature of the 
work attaching to the post of a Tahsildar is so well known that the same has 
almost been referred to as a bench mark position· by many of the cadre assooia
tions who appeared before me. There "~>as a time when though primarily concern
ed with revenue and land records ·work, · the position of the Tahsildar was 
utilised by the administration for dealing with several other matters normally 
connected with co-ordination . work in connection with any programmes or 
projects or other similar items of work in which the government was for the time 
being specially interested. The question whether the creation of additional 
departments or streams of cadres in connection with plan schemes included in one or 
other of the Five Year Plans has made any difference was discussed by me with 
.the Secretary and Commissioner for . Revenue and the Divisional Commissioners· 
They were unanimously of the ·opinion that far from the new departments or 
cadres connected with plan work reducing or depleting the extent of work of the 
Tahsildar or reducing his importance as one of 'the co-ordinating authorities at 
taluk level, his activities and responsibilities in that connection have ~ot enlar
ged and diversified. There can be no doubt therefo.re that. not merely fr?ll_l.the 
point of view of skill and effort but ~!so from the po_u~t of vieW of ~esponsibi!Ity, 
non-supervisory as "~>ell as ·supervisory, the pos1t10n . of a Tahsildar must be 
regarded as appropriate to a grade superior to that of a Ministerial Superintendent. 
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5.53 By Ministerial Superintendent, I mean the Superintendent at the top 
of the operational or ministerial level, represented ?Y the first seven Gr~des 
already diseussed by me. · Such Superintendent Is referred to by various 
desianations in different departments- as Superintendent Grado I, 1\Ianrger, 
Sup~rvisor and at some places occasionally as Registrar, etc. Such persons are 
found to exercise administrative supervision in respect of a compliment of 
clerks or assistants ranging from 5 to about 20 depending upon the nature of the 
work in each section or distribution of the work in an office with intermediate 
minor or subordinate supervisory levels. There is scarcely any office in which 
any number noticeably above 20 is put in charge of such a superintendent. It 
\\ould therefore be reasonable norm to suggest that depending upon the nature 
of the work and its allocation and distribution among the assistants in an office, 
there may be a superintendent in charge of clerks not being less than 5 or more 
than 20. In cases where upon such allocation a larger or a smaller number of 
superintendents will be necessary or be sufficient for an office, such adjustments 
should be made administratively. For the purpose of determining a Grade, I am 
keeping in view the said norm. Now, such a superintendent does principally 
office work. The co-ordination that he would exercise is also in respect of office 
work and occasionally in respect of any executive work or field work done 
by any one or more of his assistants. I am clearly of the opinion that it does 
not bear any substantial comparison with the work and responsibility attri
butable to the position of a Tahsildar. In one seme, the supervision 
exercised by such a ministerial superintendent may perhaps be described 
also as ministerial in nature because t.he entire ministerial establishment 
complete with the supervision at the level of the superintendent is together 
rendering assistance to the administration in the higher levels. 

5.54 Therefore, there should be a Grade for such a superintendent above Grade 
No. VII but below the Grade appropriate to the Tahsildar:' 

5.55 According to the scheme already discussed, the said level must be the 
same in all departments but it has been strongly urged by the cadre associations 
of the Karnataka Government Secretariat that there is some noticeable superiority 
in the work and responsibility attaching to the· position of a section officer as 
well as of a first division clerk called assistant at the secretariat which justifies 
the allocation of a higher scale to the section officer than that of superintendent 
in other offices and a higher scale to the assistant in the secretariat than to his 
homologue in other departments. Barring the fact that it has been somehow the 
practice or habit of considering the secretariat as superior to the departments, 
the State level offices as superior to district level offices and district level offices 
as superior to those at taluk or lower levels and . to regard even the ministerial 
and subordinate staff at those offices as belonging to different levels, the principal 
argument is that the section officer and the first• division clerk at the secretariat 
contribute greatly to the formulation of policy decisions and for the purpose of 
processing data they can call for information from the departments and correct 
and edit them and test them in the light of precedents and other policy consi
derations and that for all these reasons. there is a certain distinct superiority 
attributable to their work. As I have already explained, the weight of responsi
bility or variations in it from office to office or department to department can 
rightly be regarded as reflected only. at the top,. level, that of the head of the 
department or office, and that so far as the levels below the said position are 
concerned, such an inference would be inaccurate. Indeed even at such high 
level as that of a Joint Director and the middle administrative levels represented 
by a deputy and an assistant director, the· level of responsibility is the same 
whichever be the department. The fact that a person is. close to the seats of 
power does not necessarily mean• that there is or there should be any difference 
in the nature of the work which he turns out from that of a person of a similar 
position in a subordinate office where a lesser range of power is being exercised. 
Though it may be human to feel and· .. entertain a certain, higher sense of impor
tance by reason of one's. proximity to a. person of high or superior position or 



power,-b~sking in refle?ted glory, as the common saying goes, it is obvious that 
such a feehng adds nothmg to the stature of the person. From an analysis of 
the w~r~ ~urned ou~ or expected to be turned out from a superintendent and a 
fi_rs~ division clerk In offices other than the secretariat and that turned out by 
similar pos~s at the secretariat, I am •mabie to discover any feature or circums
tance relatmg to the work to pursuade me to accept the contention that there is 
any- ~hade of superio~ity at the secretariat level. I am therefore clearly of the 
opm10n that the sectiOn officer at the secretariat should be on the same Grade 
as the superintendent in other offices on the norms already stated in paragraph 
5.53 above and that a first division clerk and a senior assistant should be on 
the same Grade as that of a first division or senior clerk or superintendent grade 
II of any of the ot)ler departments. 

5.56 The competitive examination for recruitment to the lowest position in 
the judiciary, viz., that of a munsiff is clearly above the level of the tahsildar. 
one thing, the initial qualification for eligibility to take the competitive exami
nation is not merely a professional degree in law but a certain minimum period of 
practice at the bar. Secondly, in addition to administration of his own office, 
the essential and principal work of a mun~iff is judicial work. Besides, knowledge 
of the basic principles of law and of procedure and evidence and experience of 
human nature, the weight of responsibility in coming to a judicial decision is 
undobtedly superior to responsibility attaching to administrative orders. No 
doubt, where rights of public are involved or affected, administrative orders are 
also tested as those made in exercise of a quasi judicial function., The regular 
judicial officer, however, is by his position required to take a decision on his own 
judgment and without the assistance of any subordinate or other person which the 
administrative officer may, his sole assistance being the arguments that the 
lawye:ts advance before him. The munsiff therefore must be allocated to the 
grt>de equivalent to the grade represented by Class I Gazetted Probationers' 
Examination, viz., that of assistant commissioner. 

5.57 The civil judge, the position next above the munsiff is a promotional 
· position. His jurisdiction is v. ider. The territory in respect of which he exercises 
jurisdiction may be a whole district. There is no limit for monetary jurisdiction 
as under the present Civil Courts Act prevalent in the State. The proper Grade 
to be allocated to him should therefore be not less than the promotional grade. 
now called the Senior Class I K.A.S. scale. That is the grade which according 
to the foregoing discussions should be the Grade appropriate to a Joint Director. 

5.68 The district judge is either promoted from the cadre of civil judge or a 
direct recruit from the bar. He is in charge of the judicial administration of the 
entire district and is responsible to the High Uourt for the due administration 
both in judicial matters as well as administrative matters of all subordinate 
courts in the district. He exercises appellate jurisdiction over those courts and 
also original jurisdiction under certain important statutes. His judicial functions 
are of a wider and heavier character than those of any subordinate courts. The 
question is which is t.he Grade appropriate to him. Although as I have already 
indicated the judi_cial de~artment is a ':"er;r heavy dep!l'rtment,_ the top most 
authority thereof IS the High Court consistmg of. the Chief Justice and J ~dges 
and the district judge's position is clearly ,subordmate to them. He can neither 
be given the Grade of a Director of a very heavy aepartment nor ~an he be 
brought down to the position of a Joint :Oirector. The most appropnate Grade 
therefore to be given to him would be that of the head of a heavy department. 

5.59 We can now take up the case of direct recruitme~t of_ professi~mal 
graduates in Medicine and .Surgery, Ayurveda, Pharmacy, Engmeermg,_(Agr~cul
ture Horticulture Fisheries Textiles etc. In regard to these several quahficatwns, 
pers~ns holding them coming from several. cadres in government ~ervice who 
appeared before me have urged two contradictory cases-one contendmg that they 
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are equal or f.hat they must be regarded as equal and the other trying to sho~ on 
the basis of short differences between the length of the courses or on the b~sis of 
what in university parlance. is called credits one qualification is supenor to 
another qualification. I have carefully considered the reasons and ar~uments 
stated in support of these rival contentions. It seems to me that ~ga_mst the 
backo-round of the general scheme of graduation ev<ived upon the pr!nCIJ?les set 
out a

0
nd the line of reasoning pursued in the foregoing Chapters, the weight of 

principle or reason is in favour of placing all these qualifications in one ~road 
band rather than trying to make sharp distinction between them on the basis of 
considPrations which appear on the surface but may not touch the core of the 
matter. It will be seen that each one of these different professions serve or 
supply a certain need of mankind. None of those needs can be said to be greater 
or smaller than another. Every one of them is necessary; food, health, agricul
tural development, cattle wealth are all necessary for human welfare. The fact 
that during illness a doctor appears to be more important than anybody else or 
when one is faced with litigation a lawyer appears to be more important than 
another, each one of which feelings is conditioned by the circumstance and 
intensity of the sense of need at the moment, does not constitute a reason or 
valid ground for saying from an objective point of view that one is greater than 
the other or more important than the other. The general calibre of the compet
ence conferred by these qualifications and the nature of the skill which can be 
developed by and through it when related to the actualities of life from the point 
of view of needs met by these different professions can only be regarded as 
falling into the same level rather than in different levels. Further, by placing 
them in the same level, a very healthy and desirable consequence which will flow 
is the removal of unncessary yet almost inevitable feeling of frustration and 
inferiority on the part of some and of superiority on. the part of some others 
Social good, political "'isdom as well as general human welfare all require and 
~ill stand enhanced and enlarged if by placing all of them in the same grade they 
deve_lop a feeling of mutual respect and a sense of common purpose in public 
service. 

5.60 The recruitment of these professional men in government service is not 
confined to the top level alone but extends into the middle level also. The 
latter level is the entry level. The question is where this ent.ry level should be 
located. Now from the point of view of the educational qualifications and the 
skill and effort attributable to the work expected from such professional 
graduates, there can be no doubt tha~ the same is at lea~t to some appreciable 
degree s~p_erior _to the position of a ministerial superintendent. At the same time 
the admmistrati:re or supervisory responsibility attaching thereto is not so high 
as that of a tahsildar. Hence, this entry grade of professiona:I graduates of the 
categ~ry described above should be placed above the Grade of the ministerial 
su perm ten dent and belo"' the Grade of the tahsildar. 

5.61 So the four Grades immediately above the first seven Grades would be 
Gra~e No. VIII appropriate to ministerial superintendent, Grade No. IX 
attnbutable ~o the entry level of professional graduates, Grade No. X attributa
ble ~o a tahsildar _and assistant director of departments and Grade No. XI 
attri~utable to assistant commissioner, deputy director of a department and a 
munsiff. 

5.6~ It may be pointed out here itself that Grade No. X will be appropriate 
to the headmaster of a High School also. He is a promotee from the position 
of a _graduate trained teacher at the High School who is at Grade No. VII. 
Ha vmg regard to his functions as a teacher and the additional skill he acquires 
by se~vice experience before promotion, he is certainly superior to an office 
supennte ndent. From the point of view of his administrative responsibilities in 
relati en not merely to the staff and students of the school but also as the 
Sec~e.tar:y- of the_ Board of Management of the School in aided institutions, his 
pos1t Ion IS superiOr to that of the professional graduates at the entry Grade. 
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5.63 The remaining source of direct recruitment included within Group VIII 
of the qualifications is that of post-graduates in humanities and sciences. The 
best examples are those of lecturers in junior colleges i.e. colleges which run the 
P.U.C. course and senior colleges which run post P.U.C. degree courses. The 
latter m_ay perhaps be_ also pr<_>m?tional to the former. Taking the lecturer at 
the Jumor College, his superwnty over a teacher in the High School and the 
entry_ Grade professional _degre~ holders is the principal nature of his work viz. 
teachmg students of a cahbre higher than those at High School level. But he has 
no .s~pervisory responsibilities as those of a headmaster. Taking both these 
posit~ve and negative aspects together into consideration, the proper placement 
for him would be the headmaster's Grade No. X. The Principal of the Junior 
College naturally therefore must be placed in the next higher Grade No. XI. 

5.64 With regard to the lecturer at the Senior College, the points for 
comparison a.re similar as between a lecturer at the Junior College and a teacher 
and headmaster of a High School. The result is that his logical placement must 
be in the same Grade as that of a Principal of the Junior College viz. Grade 
No. XI. Now there is another category called readers. They are also post
graduates and they also do teaching work. Although it has been regarded as a 
sort of a continuous tradition in university circles to see a distinction between a 
lecturer and a reader, on the analysis made by me for job valuation, I have not 
been able to see any reason to make a difference or distinction between 
them from the point of view of any of the four factors determined as relevant for 
making such a job valuation. I have specifically discussed this matter with the 
representatives of cadre associations college lecturers and educational authorities 
and they have not been able to pursuade me that there is any such difference. 
I would therefore place both a lecturer and a reader at Senior College in the 
same Grade No. XL 

5-65 Above them there are the professors and principals of Senior Colleges. 
At lower levels, in the hierarchy of educational institutions, there is a higher 
administrative position like head master above teachers, a principal above 
lecturers, but in Senior Colleges the principal and professor are placed in the 
same scale. Actually there is no separate cadre of principals. Representations 
have been made to me that a similar differentiation is necessary for Senior 
Colleges also because the principals in addition to teaching work have to attend to 
considerable administrative work also. There are of course two views. One is that 
with the increase of administrative re&ponsibility, there is a corresponding 
diminution in respect of teaching work, and that it might perhaps be a healthy 
practice to giw the. posi~i.on of a principal t.o all_professors in. r?tatio.n as is don.e 
in some western universities. The other VIew IS that admmistrative responsi
bilities must in the nature of things and in the actual circumstances prevalent 
in colleges be regarded as a d_istinct additi_o~ to the extent of responsibi.lity and 
that it may be too ~ar.ly m our conditiOns to embark O? the experiment of 
rotating the post of prinCipal. among the pr<_>fessors because It has. ~een frankly 
admitted that one cannot 1gnore the existence of personal vamtles, whether 
pardonably mild or objectionably obtrusive, which . n:ight _lead to a clash <_>f 
personalities and consequent adverse effect on the admmistratwn and academic 
atmosphere at colleges. Having considered the matter carefully, I think it will 
be advisable to have two grades. 

5.66 Accordingly, the principal of a Senior College may be placed on the 
same Grade as that of a joint director of a department and the professor on a 
Grade below it but above that of lecturer of such college which is the same as 
that of a principal of junior college or deputy director of a department. 

5.67 So the Grade appropri~te to the pr?f.essor. will be Grade No. XII an~ the 
Grade appropriate to the principal and the JOint director of a department will be 
Grade No. XIII. Naturally, the Grade of the d~rector of a heavy department or 
additional director of a very heavy department will be GradeN o. XIV ~nd the Grade 
of the direetor of a very heavy department the number next above It, No. XV. 
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' 
5.68 We have next professional colleges viz. Medical Colleges and Engineering 

Colleges. From the .subje~ts in which instr.uction is imparted in those colleges, 
the amplitude and mtens1ty of the syllabi of such subJects and other relevant 
factors, these colleges ha,·e to be placed in the hierarchy ?f educational institu
tions at a higher point. The work of these colleges reqmre four levels namely 
those of lecturer, assistant professor', professor and principal. The lecturer in 
roy opinion should have a post graduat,e professional degree i.e. a degree secured 
after the Bachelor's Deuree course in these professions. Now the entry Grade 
for such bachelor's drgr"ee holders has been determined as No. IX. From the 
said Grade there may be promotions in the professional line to Grades X and XI 
and upwards according to the rules o! the department. The additio~al ~eve.! of 
responsibility represented by the essential nature of work namely teachmg J ust.lfies 
in my opinion the placing of the lecturers in Grade No. XL He can be giVen 
that Grade only if he has such a post graduate qualification, if the recruitment 
to the post, is direct. If there is any proposal to promote t~~ ~rofession~l 
graduates holding only bachelor's degree on the ground of acquisitiOn of addi
tional skill by in-service experience, my suggestion is that the length of such 
service should not be less than six years. Once the lecturer is placed in Grade 
No. XI, the natural consequence or logical sequence would be to place the assistant 
professor on Grade No. XII, professor on Grade No. XIII and the principal on 
Grade No. XIV. 

5.69 The sequence mentioned above is in my opinion correct, in the light of 
the analysis made by me for job valuation. Only one matter should be referred 
to as requiring some explanation. In a very heavy department like the depart
ment of health and family planning to which Medical Colleges are attached, the 
director who is in overall charge, will be as already stated in Grade No. XV but 
the additional director who is said to be specially in charge of Medical Education 
has to be placed on Grade No. XIV which is the same as that determined for the 
principal above. In the department of technical education which I have classi
fied as only a heavy and not very heavy department, the director is put on Grade 
No. XIV which is the same as the one determined for the principal of Engineering 
Colleges. As thus the purely administrative position of the director or additional 
director as the case may he and of the head of an educational institution get 
equated, it may be suggested that such equality may to some extent result in 
embarrassment in the course of administration. If, however, one reflects 
objectively on this matter, no such embarrassment should arise. Though the 
adminiRtrative position is undoubtedly high, the position of the head of an 
educational institution is not only one of a teacher but also one of an administ
rator.. As both are administrators and one has the additional responsibility of 
teachmg or guiding research in some cases and the other the additional responsi· 
bility. of co-ordination, the two posts really level of to the same level. At such 
~uperwr levels, the interest of administration and the interest of the public 
mvoke the principle of prim us inter pares which is the soul of team work necessary 
and expected at such levels. Similar situation may be seen in such positions as 
those . o~ a deputy secretary and deputy commissioner and a special deputy 
c?m£?ISs!oner, of revenue commissioner and revenue divisional commissioner, of a 
d1stnct JUdge and an additional district judge in the same court, etc. 

5. 70 The discussion so far made in this ClJ.apter leads to the ultimate conclusion 
that all c~asses or cadres of Government Servants can be logically and clearly 
grouped mto no more than 15 Grades. In the course of the discussion it would 
have b~e~ . noticed that both the analysis of qualifications, skill and effort and 
respons1b1hty and the guidance received from the existing pattern for distribution 
of powers a~d responsibility, have contributed to the ultimate result. For a clear 
underHtandi_n~ an~ appreciation of the position, I have referred to well known 
posts. ~r po~1t10ns m the administration. After discussing the factor of working 
cond1twns m the ~ext Chapter, I shall summarise the result by giving the final 
fr~me of Grades ~~ the ~hapter ne~t after that. The said Chapter read along 
With the further d1scusswn of particular posts in Chapter Twelve dealing with 
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all?cation o_f Pay Sc~.tles, will give a complete picture of the ultimate result of all 
this analys1s. 

l 

5.71 Th~re are, however,_ a few matters to which I should refer in this Chapter 
because I Will have no occasiOn to do so in the subsequent Chapters. 

5.72 At present, at the Elementary School level we have a largo number 
manned by a single teacher but there are some which have a complement 
of 6 _or more teachers but there are no headmasters. The only headmasters 
are. m what are called Model School_s which cadre is now filled by transfer of 
tramed graduate teachers from H1gh Schools. There has been a complaint 
pressed ~efore ~e as leading to serious incongruities against this practice of 
transferrmg tramed graduate teachers as headmasters to Model Schools. It is 
said that the experience necessary for running a Primary School is quite different 
from what may be expected from such a graduate teacher from a High School. 
It has also been pointed out that in certain cases his length of service is less than 
the service put in by the Primary School teachers over whom he presides as the 
headmaster. My discussions with departmental authorities have also confirmed 
the view so pressed before me by cadre associations, I also gather therefrom 
that there is an administrative necessity of creating a cadre of Elementary 
School headmasters with a pay scale higher than the one allocated to the 
Primary School teacher. Such a post will be necessary only in cases where the 
strength of the teaching staff is six or more. 

5. 73 I therefore suggest the creation of the post of Elementary School 
headmaster in respect of Elementary Schools, strength of the teaching staff at 
which inclusive of &uch headmaster is 6 or more. The appropriate Grade for 
him is Grade No. VI. As already indicated by me t.he Primary School teacher 
will be on Grade No. IV. 

5. 74 There is then the case of stenographers. Their importance in superior 
administrative offices and courts is undoubted and well recognised 
by all administrators. At present, the old cadre of junior or second grade 
stenographers has been abolished and all stenographers are required even at the 
lowest level to have passed at least S.S.L.C. with senior typewriting and senior 
shorthand courses. They are now placed on a grade eguivalent to that of a first 
division clerk. The next higher position open to them 1s what is called selection 
grade stenographer. Whether it is a promotion or merely the selection of some 
out of the same cadre for a higher salary on the grounds personal to them is 
not quite clear to me. They have frequently made a grievance which has been 
repeated before me by their associations that they have no promotional 
opportunities normally open to other ministerial staff. Apparently, in partial 
mitigation of the same, provision bas been made in recruitment rules of some 
departments giving them some limited opportunities of promotion to higher 
ministerial posts or executive posts. The solution docs not appear to have brought 
either satisfaction to the stenographers or any appreciable benefit to the admini
stration· The interest of administration requires that the competence which they 
have acquired should be utilised ~or the purpose for which it is i?tended. The 
interest of the stenographers reqmres that the pay scales detcrmmed for them 
should reflect the competence and skill represented by their qualification and its 
utility to the administration· 

5. 75 The best solution from the point of view of both· appears to me to give 
them a three tier hierarchical cadre logically related to the nature of their work. 
In higher situations they work as personal assistants of superi_or administrators. 
Such a position requires or ?alls for not me~e~y competence m stenography ?ut 
also other qualities appropr1ate to the pos1t10n of a personal secretary, wh10h 
is a position of confidence. 

5. 76 My suggestion is that the initial entry cadre may be merely designated 
as stenographer and on the presen~ pre~cribed minimum 9ua\ification ~hich would 
fall within Group VI of the qualificatiOns, the appropr1ate Grade wlll be Grade 
No. VI. 
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5. 77 The next two promotional stages may be designated personal assistant 
(junior) and personal assistant (senior). The recruitment to the former may be 
partly by promotio~ and partly by direct recruitment. ~ut in eithe! ca~e t~e 
recruit must be requued to have already passed the profiCiency exammatwn m 
stenography or acquired a general bachelor's degree or taken and successfully 
completed a secretarial co~rse and in all cases he must ~e given a .short foun.rlation 
trainina course on secretarial work. Both the promotwn and direct recrUitment 
may al~o be preceded by a test not only in speed and spelling but also in letter 
writing, precis writing or descriptive composition. Those in service at present in 
the selection grade may be placed in this position and those in the entry cadre of 
stenographers may be promoted to this if they .h~ve put in at !east l 0 .Ye~r~ of 
service and both should be taken through the trammg course without msistmg 
11pon their acquiring a degree or a pass in the secretarial course run by the 
department of technical education. 

5. 78 The next higher position of personal assistant (Senior) should be only by 
promotion by seletion. The government may fix the relative strength of the 
cadres. 

5·79 On this basis and on the above conditions, I place the stenographer in 
Grade VI, personal assistant (junior) in Grade VIII and the personal assistant 
(senior) on Grade X. 

5.80 My id~a is that a junior personal assistant should be attached to a junior 
or middle level officer and a senior personal as~istant to a senior or top level 
officer,-the level of officers being determined either by the government or by 
the departmental head. As, however, the position of a personal assistant is one 
of confidence, if a senior officer entitled to have a personal assistant in the senior 
grade desires on considerations of special personal confidence that his junior 
personal assistant may continue with him or selects a junior personal assistant on 
such grounds. in preference to senior personal assistant, there should be no 
objection; but the personal assistant will draw pay appropriate to his Grade and 
no additional emoluments. 

5·81 The associations of librarians have stressed the necessity of creating a 
separate cadre of librarians, in view of the growing importance of libraries and 
advances made in library science. Though in existing circumstances, it may 
not be quite essential to act on this suggestion in all its details, the matter is of 
sufficient importance. At present in most offices clerks are put in charge of 
libraries. In some schools a teacher is detailed for this work. In such an event 
I see no reason to place them in Grades other than those appropriate to them 
as clerks or as teachers as the case may be. However, at least in the case of 
larger libraries in bigger offices or courts or in educational institutions, it will 
be advantageous and conducive to better and more efficient handling of library 
work, if persons qualified in library science are recruited for such work. 

5.82 At present there are the following courses of study in library science : 
(1) A three month's certificate course after S.S.L.C. 
(2) A post P.U.C. diploma course whose duration which used to be 18 months 

has recently been enhanced to 2 years. 
(3) A degree course (Bachelor of Library Science: B. Lib. Sc.) of one year's 

duration, the eligibility for admission into which is the possession of a 
general degree. 

(4) A Master's degree course of one year after taking B. Lib. Sc. 
5.83 I do not think the possess.ionof Master's degree will be necessary for any 

post under the Government or in local bodies or aided institutions. 
5.84 The appropriate Grades for persons possessing the other qualifications 

when prescribed would be as follows : . 
(I) The certificate course if taken by a person in Grade IV or Grade VI will 

not take him out of his Grade because it would get included in the 
qua.lification for the post as in the case of other posts in those Grades. 

(2) A Diploma holder will get into Grade VI. 
(3) A B. Lib. Sc. will get into Grade VII. 
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Chapter Six 

WORKING CONDITIONS 

6.1 -!>-s indica~ed in paragraph 3.9, working conditions become relevant from 
two. :pomts of VIew, vtz., the effect they may have on efficient vvorking and the 
add1~10nal. effort t~ey may entail on the part of the worker. The several 
consideratiOns .bearmg ?n the same have also been related in paragraph 3.21. 
Before J?roceedmg to d1sc~ss the ~~tter, it is, however, necessary to point out 
that. this f~ctor ~f workmg conditiOns does not loom so large in Government 
Serv~ces as It does m the case of industrial workers. From the point of view of 
gradmg of posts on the basis of broad bands of horizontal equations, some of the 
less important considerations get smoothened out or fully provided for in the pay 
scale determined for the band which as already pointed out would be at a point 
above the average and nearabouts the mid point between the mean and the top. 
Actually as I shall point out later in this chapter the positions of high physical 
strain andjor risk or hazard to health in Government Service are very few. 

6.2. While pleading for what normally goes by the name of risk allowance or 
for a higher remuneration on account of risk, the normal tendency is to mistake 
the difficulty or the need for close attention attendant upon work as strain and 
the possibility of the employee being made responsible under the rules for any 
loss caused to the government as a risk. It is necessary to point out that such an 
approach to the problem is misconceived. 

6.3 By and large, government work is done in fairly pleasant and comfortable 
surroundings or circumstances. Within offices the surroundings are generally 
not unpleasant nor are contacts with either colleagues or superiors or the public 
necessarily unplesant. There are cases where either the condition of the 
building or not quite adequate provision for ventilation or occasional overcrow
ding of staff within small areas operate to slightly vitiate the surroundings or 
working conditions. Those, however, are matters for cor·rective action in the 
way of improving the nature of the accommodation, ventilation and distribution 
of staff and seating arrangements and not for additional remuneration on account 
of difficult working conditions. 

6.4 Outdoor work in the case of some executive posts especially in higher 
grades is certainly not a factor which may be regarded as making working 
conditions more difficult. On the contrary, they may help to relieve the tedium 
of routine office work. 

6.5 The overall picture, therefore, excluding the few cases to which I shall 
make a reference later, is that the normal working conditions in government 
service are not different from nor more difficult or unpleasant than in private 
professions, occupations or trades. The normal inconveniences of life in the 
matter of securing accommodation, prompt and speedy transport services or 
reasonably comfortable travelling c?nditions are. universally tr~e and apply. b?th 
to government s~rvice as well as pnvate professiOns or ?ccupa~wns. ~n ex1stmg 
conditions all these will have to be regarded as difficulties havmg a very 
marginal ~ffect and not vvorthy of being elevated to the position of a specific 
factor operating to enhanced remuneration. 

6.6 Clerks handling cash, particulary those working in Treasuries have 
strongly pressed that they are obliged to work under ~reat .str~in both because· 
they deal with or handle cash and also because there Is penodiCal and seasonal 
enlargement or accentuation of thei.r wor~.. Store Keepers a~d Godown .Keepers 
have also similarly pressed that the1r pos1t10ns are fraught w1th grave nsk. If, 
however, one looks at the matter objectively, the so called strain and risk are 
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mistaken expressions of an impression which in reality is created by a short of 
fear comph•x. It is not as if that attention and alertness is necessary only when 
one deals with cash or fiscal matters and that it is open to be little less alert or 
attentive while doing other type of work. The essence of the matter is that all 
work in government service is intended to subserve and enhance public interest 
and all attention and alertness is necessary to avoid loss or harm to the public. 
Cash Clerks are afraid or more afraid than other Clerks becauRe should they by 
their negligence or the exercise of less than expected standard of care and prudence 
incur loss, the matter can be easily proved and they will be held responsible. But it 
is not as if that mistakes on the part of clerks in office<> who write inaccurate 
notes or the clerks who prepare maps or road alignments in offices 
of town improvement organi8ations are less costly or less dangerous 
from the point of view of their consequences on public. Seasonal 
increase in work is not a matter which is peculiar to one or two or a 
few departments or cffices. Almost every department faces these situations 
on account of such circumstances as the dates fixed by law for payment of taxes, 
renewal of licences, permits etc., monthly or quarterly or annual closing of 
accounts, excessive filing in courts after a long vacation like the summer vaca
tion, the occurrence and spread of ailments or diseases at changes in seasons, 
movement of large sections of population during religious festivals or fairs and 
exhibitions etc. These are matters for administrative adjustment of work within 
each office or unit which could and should be made because these are not 
unforeseen circumstances but factors clearly foreseen and within the administra-
tive reach of the department or unit or office. · 

6.7 Hospital staff and health workers detailed for domiciliary treatment of 
certain diseases like tuberculosis have pressed that they are greatly exposed to 
infection and consequent deterioration in their health. The exaggerated picture 
painted by the staff is not supported by the departmental authorities nor could 
any great support be found for it because the cases of contraction of any 
virulent infections are few and far between and when they do occur it cannot 
~e ~l~arly asserted th~t the negligence or lack of care on the part of _the 
Individual concerned did not contribute to the result. Further, In medical 
institutions, special care is taken to disinfect wards where sick persons are 
accommodated and maintain perfect aseptic conditions in surgical theaters and 
other places of similar nature in hospitals. The staff are trained to avoid 
e~posure to infection and are also given the benefit of prophylactic or immunisa
tiOn treatment. 

' 
6.8 In the case of Government servants in higher grades particularly from Grade 

IX ?~ even Grade VII upwards, there is scarcely any need to consider any 
addi~I~n to the remuneration on account of any specific or difficult working 
conditiOns ~r risks. For one thing, the higher qualifications secured by them will 
not only bnng them a higher pay scale consistent with the standard or level of 
comp~ten~e re_Presente~ by them but also provide them with sufficient knowle_dge 
or SCientific mformatwn or instruction to enable them to take appropnate 
precautions to avoid risks. The competence and the skill which are taken into 
ac?ount f~r placing them in higher grades necessarily include the instruction and 
skill pro:nded by the qualification in the matter of avoiding risks which therefore 
neces~anly g~t valued. The real cases where difficult working conditions or 
physi~al strain or exi~tence of risks and hazards wherever they occur are found 
only . m .t~e 10\~er operat~onal grades of I to V and probably VI. Eve~"!- there, 
the .m.d.Ividu~lis not contmuou11ly exposed to risk or hazard. There IS only a 
possibihty Wit_h _a probability which is not very hi~;h and which can be greatly 
reduce~ by ~rammg and precaution in the matter of meeting with risks or hazar
dous sJ_tua~IOns .. Even in regard to those grades, some considerable amount of 
neutralisatiOn Will be provided for in constructing the pay scales for Grades 
IV, V and VI. 

6.9 .T~~ best an~ the outsanding PXamples of posts where high physical s~rain 
or possibility of fatigue and of risk and hazard exist are in the lower operational 
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grades in the departments like Forests, Ports, Printing Press, Fire Force and Mines. 
In such cases, I propose to take the posts to a Grade next above the Grade which 
would have been appropri!l'te to them on considerations limited to qualifications 
and :pa~ure of work ex~lus1ve of the existence of strain or risk. The proper or 
c~nvem ent place to. d1scuss those posts and to indicate the manner of dealing 
With them would be Chapter Twelve. In the next Chapter g1vmg the General 
Frame of Grades or Levels, I shall also indicate these posts while listincr 
illustsative posts in each Grade. " 

Chapter Seven 

GENERAL FRAME OF GRADES OR LEVELS 

7.1 The manner of identifying grades or horizontal levels of equations on the 
basil! of qualifications, skill and effort and the levels of responsibility has been 
discussed fully in Chapter Five. The ultimate position reached is that all posts or 
positions in government service can be placed in fifteen hierarchical grades. It 
was also noticed that the grading in the first seven grades closely follows upon 
the qualifications and that the .related factors of skill and effort are closely related 
to or nearly commensurate with the competence represented by the qualifications. 
In one sense, the qualifications may be regarded as the outstanding guiding factor 
in recognising the Grade and may operate as more or less decisive in the absence 
of special circumstances. Such special circumstance may be something special or 
peculiar about the work or the existence of high physical or mental strain or son1,e 
risk or hazard. Although I must postpone t.ill Chapter Twelve any detailed 
discussions about how these special factors operate to lift certain posts to a higher 
Grade, I may point out here itself that the safest way in identifying the appropri
ate Grade for a post in the first seven Grades would be to start with the 
qualification. . · , 

7.2 In the higher Grades the guiding factor is the existing pattern of distribu
tion of responsibility particularly supervisory responsibility. As pointed out 
earlier, supervision af a subordinate type may be recognised as existing even in the 
lower Grades IV to VI. The VIII Grade is the top of the ministerial Grade to 
which iEI to be attributed what may rightly be described as ministerial supervision 
with, however, the possibility of hs including a shade of administrative supervi
sion also in the shape of ~irection and control over the subordinates. The common 
pattern is of four levels m very heavy and heavy departments represented by the 
posts of Director, Joint Director, Deputy Director and Assistant Director. In 
medium sized departments, three levels are sufficient tJiz., those of a Director, 
a Deputy Director and an Assistant Director. 

7.3 It would also have been noticed that Grade IV represents posts equivalent 
to those of a Second Division Clerk and Grade VI posts equivalent to those of a 
First Division Clerk. The VII Grade is outstandingly appropriate to the 
position of a graduate trained teacher of a high school. The bulk of the men in 
that Grade are such teachers. There may be a few other posts equivalent thereto. 
Grade XII is exclusively a Grade appropriate to teaching posts in higher colleges. 
The administrative Grades, therefore, are X, XI, XIII, XIV and XV. 

7.4 Specific and individual consideratio~ in sufficient detail . of the various 
positions in different departments of the government an~ allocstmg them to the 
different Grades will be done in Chapter. XII. In this Chapter I propose to 
summarise the result arrived at in the foregoing chapters and give a description of 
each of the fifteen Grades mentionin~ the qualification or range of qualifi~ations 
appropriate thereto and the essential nat~re of the wor.~ turned out Ill the 
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-diff~rent posts' placed- within th~t Grade .. 
1 

:i'he de~cripti.on of the nature of t~e 
work has necessarily to be such as to take lll the essential ~eature of ~he work. m 
every one of the posts included within a Grade. Absolute mathematical equatwn 
being impossible in the nature of things as already explained, posts placed within 
a Grade should be those which are sub::tantially similar from the po~nt of view 
of proficiency and difficulty. So the partioular nature of the work w!ll make no 
difference. What will make a difference is the weigh~ of the work, its difficult-y 
and the level of proficiency necessary to carry out the same. 

7.5 All work in government services can be described as falling within one 
or the other of the following fields namely; judicial, administrative, executive, 
professional, scientific, technical, instructional or teaching. I have therefore 
used these terms wherever necessary in describing the nature of the work. I 
have also added in each Grade a list of a few illustrative posts coming within 
the same. The posts so selected ... by me are- well known to administrators and 
observant members of the public. The result would be that a study of the 

. description of the nature of the. work bearing in .mind the illustrative posts 
, will indicate how the description takes in .all those posts and a consideration 
of the work in different posts in the light of the description of the nature 

· of the work will indicate why all those posts get included within the same 
Grade. · . · . . . .· . , 

7·6 I have'scrupulously avoided unnecessary refinement in terms and have 
- tried to choose simple well' understood ·words in summarising the essential 

features of posts placed in each Grade. -'There is a certain amount of repetition 
of words or expressions. I have not tried to avoid such repetition, with a 
'view to see that the description of each Grade is complete in itself and that the 

· difference between one Grade and the neighbouring Grade can be easily located 
or identified. The association of well 'kho\vn posts with the description is also 

. i_htend~d to assist and lead to clear under~ta~ding of the baslc principles of 
gra~atwn. ' · · ' ' 

'l-_1 ; I , ;, , , , .' , , 

7.7 I now proceed to describe the Grades one by one. 

Grade ii 
7. 8 Quali.ft.cO.tions : 

' 'r.o 1, ' 

· Far direct recruitriulnt: · GRouP :_r 

, , , Physical and mental' ~ompete~ce',considered sufficient to function efficiently 
.as a helper by understanding the nature of the help sou~ht and the simple operation 
wh~reby the .~am!), may be satisfactorily rendered. 'Rudimentary literacy is 
desuable. · . · · ' 

' 1 ' • I i: I i 

'. Nature of. work :-Performing under immediate directions or supervision, with 
h~tle or no latitude for the exercise of any independent judgment, simple subor
dmate w~rk as he~per, invtJlving primarily or principally manual or physical 
labou~, hke ca~rymg or moving {If arrangi-ng things, dusting, cleaning, washing, 
sweepmg, runnmg errands, keeping watch, gardening etc!, · ' 

' ' . ' I ' . I ~ - ' ; ) . I l I 

· . Illustrative-posts :-Peon; Dalayat; Bear~r; Watchm~n; Orderly; Sweeper; 
Cleaner; Gardener., : 

7.9 Qualificatiqns ·:-· - ; ·
1
:. : ' Grade' ':li: 
' 

Fo,r direct recruitment and promotion: 
0 

I ' , ' · 1 ' i j , . ~ 1 ' ' H I 

!'. r. I GROUP n-
' b ·., ' P~ssessionof a simple' mariual or mech~n~eal skill which is either picked up 
' y .e"':peneuce or .actual working or acquired by undergoing a short course of 
trammg b~fore o~ .after entering servtce,. alJ.<l which may~ wherever necessary, be 
accompamed by hteracy or elementary schooling not exceeding ruiddle school level. 

~ ' ' 
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_Nature of f!lork :-Performing under direct or immediate super_vision simple 
routi_n~ repet1t1v~ work or elementary work of a. subordinate technical character,· 
requmng some simple manua:l •of mechanical • skill but rarely, if ever, giving 
scope for the exerciSil of any Independent judgment except in the application or 
the mode or, mann~r of application of the' skill to the job on hand. The overall 
value of the work ts. ~s that of,~ he)p!lr, possessing 'a simple skill. . · 

JJxampZes :-Coo_king; winding. O.ll dying ya~n; si~ple handic~afts like bask~t' 
maku;g, ·mat weaymg,. carpentryndriving motor vehicles; operating simple 
machmes; perfor~mg some simple ; _roechanic~l operatio~; attending to one or. 
more parts of an. mtegrated process mvolved m any handicraft or manufacture; , 
the .. work of a mutchi, packer, atten:der in an, office, library or laboratory. . . 

Illustrative po~ts :-Office 'l\.ttender; Jam~dar;; Mutcb:i; Packer; Driver;· 
Cook; Plumber; .LJft Operater. : , , · : .. . . . · ·. , ; . . , . · . . 

. Illustrative 'Posts oj ~ower Gr~ brought"ti> ';this. Gra~e on consideratiqns · oJ' 
difficult or hazardous working cond~hons :-Followers m Karna.taka State Reserve-' 
Police; Khala.sis in Police Launch; Insect Collector; X-Ray Attender in the' 
Department of Health and Family Planning; Fisheries Watcher and Fisherman; 
Forest Guards; Game Watchers;. Apiary man and Bee Mazdoor in Industries 
Department; Seamen and Wharfmen m the Department of Ports; Excise Guards •. 

• I ' " ' I' 
7.10 Range of Qualifications : Grade III 
For direct recruitment and. promotion : .· •... , , ' 

. . G:RoiD> III . ' . 
. ' I ; . I l . ' . • . .. . I • ~ • i . 

. . Middle School level or standard plus a' certificate, craft or trade courl\6' 
or an in-service: specialised training .course up t0. about. two years duration •. 
Bare S.S.L.C .. · · , . i ' , , , , . ·, · 

Nature of work : Performing under direct or. immediate supervision routine 
repetitive workl·or subordinate technical work requiring skill which is supported 
by theoretical., information ·or knowledge conferred by , the qualification. and 
therefore superior to that of Grade ll, but rarely,if ever, giving scope for the 
exercise of independent. judgment except .in. ,the application ,or the 1 mode. ,or: 
manner of application of the skill to the job on hand. In workshops or. i111 
teaching or training or vocational institutes or centres, the work may involve 
imparting instructions to students or lfrainees or inmates in any craft, trade or 
the like. .•·' , ·:. 1 , 

Illustrative posts : Skilled woDk~r~. of junior certificat~., ,,sta~dard in· 
workshops ; J onior level Craft Instructors ; ;Me~er Readers. 

Illustrative .pp;ts of lowe~ dra)i~· b;.ougnt, ~q ·~hi~' Gr~de on' co~~atio~s of rl{fficult. 
or hazardous working conditions : Hehnsman and Dingy Drivers in Police Launch; 
X-ray Dark Room Assistant !n the Depar.tme,nt of He~lth and F~mily. Planp.ing; 
Assistant Type Cast~r; Ass1sta~t Mon.o Cast~r; Jumo~ C?mpos1tor; Ass~sta~t 
Plate Maker ; Assistant Maehme · Mmder m the Prmtmg· Presa ; · Dnller s 
HelperinMines.·''.' ' 1 '" ' •.· •, ,.,. '· • ,., .•• ,,. 

;;l ;'1,' • I 10 

·· .. Grade IV 
7.11 Ra-ilge of Qualifications.: 

: 1 II • • I 0 " ; 0 l • ' ' 

For direot recruitment : · , . , · 
• ' • j 

! .• ·, 

,. 
GROl::Jl' IV-. 

. Hicrh SQhoollevel oJJ,standard .p1us-a certificate, craft· or trade course 
or an in-s~rv:ice specialised training coul!se .up to about two year's duration.. , . 

(Note :-In. the case of Primary ~chool . Teachers; 'P.U.C. ·with educa~iont 
' educatiOnal methods as.ia s!pe<Ual. subJildt may: be equated to S.S.L.C. plus 

in-service Primary School: Teachers' training· oourse).. · ' 
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For pmmotion : 
GROUP III 

Nature of work.: Per~or~ning UJ?der direct or fair!y detai~ed general 
supervision, and with a hmited latitude for the e~ercise of. md~pend~nt 
judgment-(1) routine work of a subordinate na~u.re m conn~ctw_n WitJ: offwe 
transactions, fiscal operations, revenue, survey, pohc~ng~r ~he hke, I_nvolvmg_the 
gathering, scrutinising, classifying, sorting, filing, mamtammg etc., tnform~twn, 
facts, figures, papers, records, forms, statem~nts, books, a:ccounts, reg1s~ers 
etc. in relation thereto. (2) comparable subordmate professwnal or techn.wal 
work of a limited scope in specified professional, instructional, teachmg, 
scientific, technical field or ~andicrafts or fine art. 

The work requires some training in and working knowledge of the s~bject 
or topic relevant to the· position and. acquaintance with the rules, practiCe or 
procedure goveming the same and the handling of tools or appliances used 
for the same. 

There is always the duty to render assistance to superiors in higher grade 
or grades, and as one advances in service and experience, one may have to 
guide, instruct or supervise the work of subordinates in lower grade or 
grades, and may he called upon to do some items of work appropriate to the 
next higher grade. 

Illustrative posts-Second Division Clerk; Primary School Teacher ; 
Senior Certificate Craft Instructors ; Village Accountant ; Grawsevak and 
other Village Level Workers of the Agricultural bepartment; Veterinary and 
Livestock Inspector and other Village Level Workers of the Animal Husbandry 
Department; Pharmacist; Auxiliary Nurse 1\fidwives ; and Basic Health 
Workers of the Health and Family Planning Department ; Police Constable. 

Illustrative posts of lower Grade bro'I11Jht to this Grade on considerations of difficult 
or hazardous working conditiom-Constable of Armed Reserve Police and Lance 
Naik of Karnataka State Reserve Police ; Launch Driver and Sarang in Police 
Launch ; Fireman and Fireman Driver, Driver Mechanic in Fire Fighting 
Force ; Foresters, Game Supervisors, Elephant Jamedars in the Forest 
Depart-ment. 

Grade V 
7.12 Range of Qualiflcaiions : 

For direct recruitment : GRoUP V · 

~igh School level or standard plus a diploma course of about three years' 
duratiOn. Post--P.U.C. courses of a duration of about one year. 

For promotion : GRouP IV 

. Nature of work :-.Perfo~ming under. general supervision and with wider 
l~titude for the exe~c1se of mdependent JUdgment than in Grade IV, somewhat 
difficu~t and resp?ns1ble. wo~k of operational, technbal or professional nature in fi specified techmcal, SCientific, instructional or teaching field or in a specified 

eld or are~ .of la~-e.nfo~cement or in specifie.d subjectjs, handicraftjs or fine 
a:s, .req,umng tram;~ng m and possession of an organised body of knowledge of 
t / prmC!ples, materials, tools or appliances associated with the particular type 
o work and other work of comparable nature or difficulty. 

1 .The work may either be at the operational or implementational level or may 
a sbo md':olve t~e duty to guide, instruct or co-ordinate or supervise the work of 
su or 1nates 1n the lower Grades. . 

IUuatrative po&ts -Diploma holder Junior Engineers of the Public Works 
Department and equivalents ; diploma holder Craft Instructors or Teachers or 
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Demonstrators in any craft, trade or fine art · DrauO'htsman · Staff Nurse · Police 
Head Constable. ' " ' ' 

Illustrative po~ts of low~~ Grade brou_qht to this Grade un considerations of difficult 
or haz'!rdous worktng cond2twns :-Leading Fireman and Assidtant Sub-Officer in 

P
tb

1
e FI.re Force ; X-Ray Technician in the Department of Health and Family 
anmng; Forest Surveyor; Assistant Driller in the 1\iines. 

Grade VI 
7.13 Range of Qualifications: 

For direct reeruitment : GROUP VI 

D~gree courses i.e., degrees in humanities or sciences like B.A., B.Sc., 
etc., :VIth depart~ental training course of not more than about six month's 
duratiOn. Post-high school courses-either continuous or topically connected 
ones-of a total duration of about four to five years. Post-P.U.C. courses of 
two to three years. 

For promotion.-This Grade is promotional generally to Grade IV and may 
occasionally be promotional to Grade V . 

. Nature of work.-Performing under general supervision and with a "idcr 
I~~:tJtude for the exercise of independent judgement than in Grade IV, somewhat 
difficult and responsible work of ministerial or executive nature in connection 
with office transactions, fiscal operations, revenue, survey, policing or the like 
involving study, scrutiny and collection of facts, data processing, investigation, 
picking up or collecting or identifying rules, regulations or legal provisions or 
precedents applicable to or governing the case on hand, preparation of notes or · 
drafts and generally rendering assistance in the disposal or decisions of matters 
or questions, requiring good working knowledge of the subject or topic 
appropriate to the particular work and of the rules of practice or procedure 
governing the same and other work of comparable nature or difficulty. 

The work may involve the duty to guide, instruct, co-ordinate or supervise 
the work of subordinates in lower grades. 

J 

Illustrative posts.-First Division Clerk, entry level Stenographer, Steno
grapher Reporter of the Police Department; Revenue Inspector; Commercial Tax 
Inspector; Copyist Examiner of Judicial Department; Assistant Sub-Inspector of 
Police; Health Visitors and Health Supervisors and Senior Pharmacist of the 
Department of Health and Family Planning; Headmaster of Primary School 
(cadre to be created); Artists of degree level competence. 

Illustrative posts of lower G,.ade brought to this Grade on considerations of 
difficult or hazardous working conditions.-Radiographer in the Department of 
Health and Family Planning; Mining Assistant; Mines Foreman and Driller in 
the Mines Department. 

7. 14 Range of Qualifications :

For direct recruitment :-

Grade VII 

GROUP VII 

A degree of t.he type mentioned in Group VI plus one year post
graduate diploma or degree like B. Ed., or post-gr~duate one year course in 
special subjects like Library Science, Physical EducatiOn, etc. 

Not ordinarily a promotional grade. If necessary promotion may be made 
from subordinate or junior teaching grades. 

Nature of work.-As this is prima.rily or almost exclusively a grade appr.opriate 
to graduate trained teachers at h1g~ school .and other teachers of t~e said leyel 
the essential nature of the work IS teachmg students of the calibre of high 
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school level. It would therefore require t.he qualification and. training mention
ed above and the ability to conununicate ideas to students of said m<'ntal 
calibre and t hfl necessary background knowledge in the area of the subject 
taught to be able to answer st.udents' questions and solve their difficulties; the 
\York would involve planning programme of inst.ructions a'! well as the need to 
kl'ep abreast of contl'mporary developments in the subject taught. Teaching 
necessarily involvL'S administering of periodical tests or examinations, setting 
questions, correcting answer papers and also guiding students in extra curricu-
lar activities. ' 

Illustrative posts.-High School trained graduate teachers ; Language 
Teachers, Physical Education Teachers, Librarians etc., with comparable qualifi
cations; Teachers whether called Instructors, Lecturers or Assistant Lecturers 
with comparable qualifications in Polytechnics or training institutions or similar 
institutions who teach subjects like Secretarial Practice, Library Science, 
Costume Designing, Dress 1\Iaking. Nursing etc. 

Grade VIII 
7.15 Range of qualifications : 

This is primarily a promotional Grade in relation to either Grade· VI or 
Grade V (or may rarely be to Grade VII). Hence the qualifications would be 
those of one of the said Groups plus prescribed in-service experience according 
to rules applicable. If direct recruitment by way of lateral entry is to be 
r<'sorted to, the qualification should not be less than those in one of the said 
groups together with experience, t~sts or examination of a type sufficient to 
measure up to the in-service experience for promotion and to reach an overall 
compett'nce beyond and above_ Group VI. 

Nature of work.- Performing under general administrative supervision 
with a wider latitude for exC'rcise of independent judgment than in Grades IV, 
V or VI work primarily of a ministerial :>Upervisory nature, involving distri
bution of work among &ubordinates, providing or furnishing guidanc<', corr!'c
tion, co-ordination to their work, ensuring due observance of time limits, 
targets or the like for expeditious disposal of the said work, f'nsuring accuracy 
of notes or drafts prt'pared by the subardinates; Stiggesting appropriate or 
alternative possible solutions or answers or disposal of the matters on hand. 
In certain respects, the work may partake of the nature of administrative 
supervision involving direction and control of subordinates or taking of final 
decisions in routine matters· of a specified character and ambit. In offices the 
number of aubordinates may vary from 5 to 20 clerks depending upon: the 
nature of the work or a larger number of workers of lower Grades I, I [ or III. . 
The number may be slightly different in the field depending upon situations. 
On an overall assessment, the work is more difficult and responsible than in 
Grade V or VI and requires traininO', experien:oe and close acquaintance with the 
details of the work supervised, the"rules of practice or procedure or provisions 
of la'! governing such work and the principles, materials, tools and appliances 
used m the work, and other work of comparable difficulty and responsibility. 

Illustrative posts:- Section Officer at the Secretariat ; Ministerial 
Sup~rintendents in other offices whether called Manager, Superintendent, 
Registrar, Lay Secretary or the like; Sheristedars ; .) Head Munshis; Head 
Clerks in Courts; Deputy Tahsildar and Taluk. Sheristedar of Revenue 
Department; Sub-Inspector of Police; Promotional .cadre of Stenographers 
(promoted from Grade VI). 

Grade IX 

7.16 Range of Qualifications.- GROUP VIII 
-~ 1 I> • f.- I '\ 

· f'ost graduate or Master's 
etc. Post P. U. C. professional 

degree courses of two years like M. A., .. M. Sc. 
degree courses· of about four to five years like 
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B. Sc. in Agricu_lt~re, Horticulture, Animal Husbandry, Fisheries or the like; 
Bachelor of Medwme and Surgery (i\I.B.B.S.); Bachelor of Engineering (B. E.); 
Bachelor ?f Pha.rmacy; ~~chelor of Textiles; Bachelor of Law (B. L. or LL. B.); 
~achelor In Indian lV~e.dwme or Ayurveda (B. S. A.M.); competitive examinations 
hke Karnataka Adimmstrative Service Examination, DJunsiffs Examination etc. 
Post-15raduate professional qualifications after securing profes~ional degrees 
mentiOned above. 

This. is primari·~Y. direct r~cruitment or entry grade for holders of Masters' 
degrees 111 humamties or .science~ and post P. U. C. bachelors' de()'rees in 
professions detailed above. May ordinarily be promotional to Grade v"'or very 
rarely or occasionally to ot4er higher Grades VI or VII. 

. Nature of work.-Pcrforming under general administrative supPrvision and 
·with a wider latitude for the exercise of independent judgment than in Grades 
V and VI, difficult and responsible work in a professional, scientific, technical 
field of defined scope or ambit, requiring special knowledge and training in a 
professional, scientific or technical subject conferred by th~ Master's or 
professional_ degree mentioned f1hove. The work may involve in addition to 
actual application of the competence or skill acquired by the qualification, the 
duty of providing guidance, correction, co-ordination and supervision of the 
work of subordinates and when: put in charge of a unit or small institution 
functions appropriate to official or fiscal administration of the same. 

. Illustrative p~sts.-Assistant Surgeon in the Department of Health and 
1\amily Planning; Physician in .Indian Medicine; entry level Agricultural Officer ; 
Assistant Agricultural. Officer or Agricultural Extension Officer ; Veterinary 
Assistant Surgeon/Extension Officer, Aninunal Husbandry; entry level Graduate 
Officers in Hor~iculture, and Fisheries Departments :Graduate Junior Engineer 
in Public Works Department ; Assistant Geologist or Assistant Geo Physicist in 
the Mines Department. · 

"' Grade ~ 
7.17 Rangeof Qualifications : 

For di~ect recruitment : GROUP VIII 

Master's or prof~~sio'n~l degree in the case .~f' professional, scientific, 
technical or teaching streams and competitive examinations after general 
educationa) qualification not below: J;he standard of Group VI followed by in
service training. Promotion may be from Grades VII, VIII or IX with 
in-service experience according to the rules applicable. ' 

Nature of work.~Performing under general administrative supervis~on and 
with a latitude for the exercise of independent judgment wider than in Grades 
VII, VIII or IX difficult and responsible work in an administrative, executive, 
professional, scientific,' technical. o_r teachi~g field ~f. an area or ambit wid~r than 
in Grades VII, VIII or IX requmng special trammg and knowledge 111 the 
subject or topic appropriate to the . ~ork in th~ position and the. rules. of 
practice or procedure: or legal provisions governmg such work and mvolvmg 
the exercise of administrative supervision over the staff, office, ipstitution, area, 
territory, scheme, programme or project allotted to the position. Power to 
take decisions in accordance with .the policy and within the limit of authority 
attaching to the position. 

Illustrative posts-.Assistant Director of a Department (Fou~·th level 
admiriistrative officer in a very heavy· or heavy department and thud level 
administrative officer in a medium sized department); Tahsildar; Block Deve. 
lopment Officer; Chief Administrative Officer of a _Distri~t Court; Inspec~or of 
Police; Headmaster of a High School; Le~turer of a J~mwr College; Assistant 
Surgeon at the. head of a Taluk level. h~sp1tal (proi?otwnal post to be created); 
Nursing Supermtendent Grade I; Prmcipal of Nursmg School. 
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Grade XI 

7.18 Range of Qualifications: 

For d·irect recruitment.-ln the case of Judicial, administrative and 
executive positions--:compet.itiye e~aminations higher than the one in Grade X 
with aeneral educatiOnal quahficatwn not below the standard of a bachelor's 
degre~ in law in the case of judicial posts and not below the standa!'d of a 
Bachelor's or Master's degree as may be determined in the case of administrative 
or executive posts. In the case of Lecturer of a professional college, post
graduate profe~sional degree is nec~ssa_ry. If direct. recruitment to this Grade 
is proposed m the case of professiOnal or techmcal posts also, the general 
educational qualification should not be below the standard of a post P.U.C. 
Bachelor's degree in the particular professional or technical subject. In all 
cases of recruitment after competitive examination, there should be an intensive 
in-service training course. 

·Promotion may be from Grade X; in the case of lecturers of professional 
colleges if promotion is made from Grade IX or X of persons holding a 
Bachelor's Degree, they must have put in at least six years of service. 

Nature of work.-Performing under general administrative supervision and 
with a latitude for the exercise of independent judgment wider than in Grade X, 
difficult and responsible work in a judicial, administrative, executive, 
professional, scientiffic or technical field of an area or amplitude wider than jr_ 
Grade X, requiring special training and knowledge in the subject or topic 
appropriate t.o the work in the position, and the rules of practice or procedure 
or legal provisions governing such work and involving administrative super
vision over the staff, office, institution, area, territory, scheme, programme or 
project allotted to the position. Power to take decisions within the ambit of 
policy, authority or jurisdiction as the case may be attaching to the position. 

IUustrative posts.-1\Iunsiti; Under Secretary at the Secretariat; Assistant 
Commissioner of Revenue; Deputy Superintendent of Police; Deputy Director 
of a Department (Third level administrative officer in a very heavy or heavy 
department and second level administrative officer in a medium sized depart
ment); Principal of a Junior College;· Lecturer/Reader of a Senior College; 
Lecturer of a Professional College; Head of Section or Principal of a smaller 
Polytechnic; Head of District Level Hospital; Principal of the Nursing College. 

Grade XII 
7.19 Range of Qualifications: 

This Grade is restricted to a few teaching positions m higher colleges 
and is promotional to Grade XI. 

Nature of work.-Middle level teaching position in senior and professional 
colleges above the Lecturer and below the Principal in Senior Colleges and 
below the Professor in Professional Colleges may involve the duty of guiding 
research, comparable teaching positions in large sized teaching institutions. 

_Illustrative posts.-Professor of Senior College; Assistant Professors of 
Medical and Engineering Colleges; Principals of larger Polytechnics. 

Grade -Xlll 
7.20 Range of Qualifications: 

This Grade is promotional to Grade XII m the teaching stream and 
Grade XI in other streams. 

_Direct recruitment to this Grade if proposed should be by special selection 
on ngorous assessment with qualifications and experience of a standard higher 
than required for Grade XI and not below doctorate standard in teaching 
streams or specialist standard in professional streams. 
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~ature of work.-Performing und~r general administrative direction, with 
a latitude for the exercise of independent judgement much wider than in 
Gra~e XI, very difficult and -responsible superior work in a judicial, adminis
trative, executive, professional, scientific, technical or teaching field of an 
a~ea or amplitude wider than in Grade XI, requiring special knowledcre and 
'"Ide expenence in the subject or topic of the work appropriate to the pgsition, 
~·ules of practice or procedure or legal provisions governing such \'iork and 
mvolving part~cipating in ~r c?ntributing to the formulation o~ policies, pla_nning 
an~ ~rogrammmg of orgamsatwnal details and procedures for Implementation of 
pohc1es, and administrative control over the staff, office, institution, 
dep.artment, area, territory, scheme, programme or project allotted to the 
position. Power to take decisions within the ambit of the policy, authority 
or jurisdi3tion as the case may be attaching to the position. 

Illustrative posts.-Deputy· Secretary at the Secretariat; Civil Judge, Chief 
Judicial Magistrate or Chief Metropolitan Magistrate; Deputy Commissioner 
of Revenue ; Superintendent of Police of a District; Deputy Commissioner 
of Police at Bangalore ; Joint Director or second level Administrative Officer 
of a very heavy or heavy department; Director or Head of a Medium Sized 
Department; Principals of Senior Colleges, S.K.S.J. Technolo~ical Institute, 
S. J. Polytechnic, College of Pharmacy, College of Indian Medicme; Professor 
of Medical or Engineering College ; Head of a Teaching Hospital. 

Grade XIV 

7.21 Range of Qualifications: 

Promotional to Grade XIII.-Direct recruitment to this Grade, if proposed, 
should be by special selection on rigorous assessment with. qualifications 
and experience of a standard above those required for Grade XIII and very 
mucli above those required for Grade XI. 

Nature of work.-Performing under general administrative direction, with 
a very wide latitude for the exercise of independent judgment, superior work 
of unusual difficulty and responsibility in a j11dicial, administrative, executive. 
profe~sional, scientific, technical or teaching field of an area or amplitude wider 
than in Grade XIII, requiring special knowledge and wide experience in the 
subject or topic of the work appropriate to the position, rules of practice or 
procedure or legal provisions governing such work and involving participating 
in or contributing to the formulation of policies, planning and programming of 
organisational det.ails and procedures for implementation of policies and admini
strative control, over the staff, office, Institution, department, area, territory, 
scheme, programme or project allotted to the position. Power to take decisions 
within the ambit of the policy, authority or jurisdiction as the case may be 
attaching to the position. 

Illustrative posts.-Additional Secretary at the Secretariat ; District 
Judge ; Deputy Inspector General of Poliue ; Additional Director of a very 
heavy department (a position sometim~s created below the Director or Head of 
the department but above the second level administrative officer the Joint 
Director) ; Director or Head of a heavy department ; Principals of Medical or 
Engineering Colleges. 

Grade XV 

7.22 · Range of Qualifications : 

This Grade 'is promotional to Grade XIV or may occasionally be 
promotional to Grade XIII. 

Nature of work :-Peforming under general administrative direction, with a. 
very vide latitude for the exercise of independent judgment, superior work of 
unusual difficulty and responsibility in a.dministrativ~, executive, professional, 
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scientific or technical field of an area or amplitude wider than in Grade XIV, 
requiring ~pecial knowledge and wide experience in the subject or topic of th_e 
work appropriate to the position, rules of practice or . procedure or legal provi
sions (Yoverning such work and involving participating in or contributing to the 
formulation of policies, planning and programming of organisational details and 
procedures for implementation of policies a11d administrative control over the 
staff, office, iustitution; depar<.ment, area, territory, scheme, programme or 
proj)lct allotted to the position. Power to take decisions within the ambit 
of the policy, authority or jurisdiction as the case may be attaching to the 
position. 

Illustrative post1 :-Secretary at the Secretariat ; Divisional Commissioners 
of Revenue Department ; Inspector General of Police ; Head of a very heavy 
department. 

Chapter Eight 

HIGH COURT 
8.1 The rationalisation or revision of pay scales of the High Court staff is 

beyond the purview of the terms of reference made to me. It is necessarily so 
because Art. 229 of the Constitution of India makes it inappropriate for Govern· 
ment themselves to-make a direct reference to the Pay Commission in respect of 
the pay scales of the High Court staff. 

8.2 As the scheme for rationalisation by grading posts on the basis of the 
relevant factors of qualifications, skill and effort, responsibility and working 
conditions is a new or fresh approach, on which I was anxious to have the 
benefit of the views of as many persons of experience and learning as possible, I 
discussed the matter with the Chief Justice also. I told him that I propose to 
proceed on the lines stated above for grading 'posts and that the result of such 
gradation would from the basis of my recommendations regarding pay scales. 
In the course of discussions, the topic arose that if any action is taken by 
Government to rationalise the pay scales on the basis of the report that I may 
~ake, it is not unlikely that the Chief Justice may feel the necessity of making 
s1mil~r or corresponding revision in the pay sca)es of the High Court staff and 
that m such an event it might facilitate matters if he is provided with relevant 
material for making the readjustment appropriate. · The Chief Justice then · 
suggested to me that because in 11ddition to my study of the general structure 
of the services and pay scales in the State I have had the added advantage of 
~xp_erien?e as Chief Justice, it would be ~f great assistance to him if I could 
mdiCate m my ~epor_t separately in an . appropriate chapter or supplement the 
grades and equatiOns m respect of the High Court staff also. 

8.3 The Registrar of the High Court under the directions of the Chief Justice 
has ~urnished. m~ with the relevant rules, manuals and other material and also got 
the JOb descr1pt10n forms completed by the different categories of staff at the 
High Court and forwarded the same to me. 

8.4 I am therefore proceeding to indicate briefly such Grades. 

8.5 The s~ructure of the High Court staff follows more or less the general 
pattern. It Is mostly administrative and ministerial staff of the common type. 
Hence~ even in the absence of my writing this Chapter, the discussions in the 
foregomg Chapters would be sufficient to indicate the Grades into · which the 
different categories of the High Court staff may be fitted. 

8.6 The Registrar, Joint Registrar and SpeciarOfficer of the Vigilance Cell 
are all District Judges. So they will be in Grade XIV. The appropriate Grade 
for the Deputy Registrar would be Grade XIII. In the case of the Asisstant 
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Registrar, my opinion is that he is of the level of an Assistant Director of a 
Department a~d should therefore be placed on Grade X, and not in the higher 
grade appropnate. to a Munsiff. The work of a Munsiff is superior to that of 
the As~1stant Regi~trar of the High Court. It may also be not administrati,vely 
con~ement or desnable to get a Munsiff to do the work of an Assistant 
Registr~r although when the post was first created a Munsiff was brought on 
deputatiOn from the Subordinate Judiciary. The Accounts Officer who is 
deputed from the State Accounts Department is of the level of an, Assistant 
Controller of State Accounts i.e. an Assistant Director of a Department; the 
appropriate Grade for him is Grade X. 

8.7 Court Officers, Court Fee Examiners, Indexers are law graduates which 
qualification comes within the scope of Group VIII of the qualification. The 
Grade therefore will be Grade IX. Section Officers, Audit Superintendent and 
the Senior Copyist Examiner who is the supervisory head of the Copyists Section 
are all of the level of a ministerial Superintendent, the appropriate Grade for 
whom is Grade Vlii. Senior Assistants, Accountants and First Division Clerks 
and Copyist Examiners are all of Grade VI. Second Division Clerks, Typists 
and Copyists of every description are all of Grade IV. 

8.8 Among Stenographers there are three grades in the High Court, viz., the 
. entry grade, selection grade to which is equated the grade of Judgment Writers 

and above them the grade of Senior Judgment Writers. The entry level Steno
graphers are of Grade VI and the next higher level Grade VIII. The Senior 
Judgment Writers who function as Personal Assistants to Judges may be 
appropriately placed in Grade X. 

8.9 The Private Secretary to the Chief Justice used t.o be a Munsiff. At 
present the post is held }?y a Senior Judgment Writer. Apparently in the opinion 
of the Chief Justice, with which I agree, a Munsiff need not be brought in for 
the said post because he can do much superior work while functioning as a judicial 
officer. Hence, the post of the Private Secretary may be placed in Grade X. . 

8.10 The police personnel of the Vigilance Cell is deputed from the Police 
Department. They will be "in the grades which they ,occupy in the parent 
department. 

· 8.11 Muchis, Lift Attenders, Daftar Bunds, Van or Motor Vehicle Drivers, 
Jamedars and Wiremen are of Grade II. The rest of the staff namely, Peons, 
Cycle Orderlies, Care Takers, Watchmen, Sweepers and Scavengers are all of 
Grade I. 

8.12 Before closing this Chapter, I invite the attention of the Chief Justice 
to my discussion· about the First and Second Division Clerks contained in 
paragraphs 5.15 to 5.20; about Stenographers in paragraph_s 5.74 to 5.~0; and 
about librarians in Paragraphs 5.81 to 5.84' and request· him to consider the 
desirability of making appr?priate changes or modifications in the rules for 
recruitment to these categories of st~ff. 

Chapter Nine 

·MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM REMUNERATION 

9.1 The first step in devising_ a salary structure is the determination of ~he 
minimum remuneration to be pa1d to the lowest clas~ of emplo_Yees. Havmg 
regard for the importance of the matter! ?ne questiOn set out m the _general 
questionnaire was what according to ~h~ opmwn of th~ person a:nswerm_g the 
questionnaire would be reasonable mm1mum remuneratwn. Varymg estimates 
have been stated in the answer11 ranging from Rs. 150/- per month to Rs .. 400/
per month, a few of them, stating a hi.gher figure. Large number of the estimat(js 
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fall between Rs. 250-300. In t.l1e nature of things, the answers constitute 
personal estimates of the persons furnishing the answers and do not contain 
any dear guidance for choosing one figure in preference to another. The general 
trend noticeable, however, was that the remuneration must be adequat,e to meet 
the cost of what may be regarded as the minimum needs of a family. 

9.2 The Karnataka State Government Employees' Association in their first 
memorandum dated the 29th December 1974 in answer to the questionnaire 
discussed the matter at some length giving reference to the discussion of the 
topic in the report of the third Central Pay Comission as well as the. last 
Pay Commission of this State. When their representatives appeared before me 
for general discussion on the 19th of May 1975, they stated that their opm10n 
then may be taken as having crystallised into what is started in their memo
randum dated the 9th may 1975 presented to me. In the said memorandum, 
while referring to the fact that they had originally submitted Rs. 266-50 as the 
minimum os an 1st September 1974, set out the basis therefor to be that the 
sum represents the pay determined by the Third Central Pay Commission for 
the lowest employee of the Central Government Rs. 196.00 as on Jst November 
1972 with dearness allowance thereon calculated upto 1st September 1974. 
Rounding off that figure at Rs. 270.00 the memorandum suggested that the 
lowest pay scale may be fixed at Rs. 270-3-300-4-320~ In the course of oral 
discussions they said that the said amount must be regarded as the lowest 
subsistence level but that what they called the need based minimum wage 
(which they explained to mean subsistence level plus reasonable comfort) 
should be somewhat higher. By way of guidance in that regard they drew my 
attention to the table of calculations set out at page 55 of the First Volume of 
the Third Central Pay Commission's Report which is a Calculation based on the 
norms suggested by the 15th International Labour Conference. That calcu
lation gives the total expenditure equated to need based minimum wage at 
Rs. 343.69 if Dr. Akroyd's balanced diet sheet of 3000 calories is adopted and 
Rs. 313.10 if Dr. Akroyd's balanced diet sheet of 2700 calories is adopted. 
They said that for Indian conditions 2700 calories may be regarded 
as sufficient and that therefore Rs. 314.00 in round figures· may be regarded as 
the need based minimum wage as on 1st November 1972 which as at 1st 
September 1974 would be Rs. 427.00. Their ultimate position was that as on 
1st September 1974 when the cost of living index figure stood at 311 corres-

. ponding to 12 monthly average figure of 272, Rs. 270.00 ~hould be regarded as 
the subsistence level anlf Rs. 427.00 as the need based minimum wage and that 
therefore the basic minimum for the lowest pay 15cale should not be less than 
Rs. 270.00 and that attempt should be made to reach the need based minimum 
atleast at the end of 15 years· 

9.3 They saw me again in September 1975 to tell me that with further 
instalments of dearness allowance granted by the Central Government up to 
the twelve monthly average index figure of 312, the basic minimum pay of the 
lowest employee works up toRs. 301 per month. 

9.4 These calculations and final submissions were intended not only as a. 
statement of their case but also if possible to help me come to a conclusion on 
the question of :minimum wage without myse.Jf undertaking any detailed inde
pendent investigations. While a clear statement of the case is undoubtedly 
commendable, I cannot_of course absolve myself of the duty of making such 
independent investigations as may be necessary for the purpose of arriving at a 
reasonable conclu"sion on the question. 

9.5 As a minimum wage is undoubtedly related to level of prices, a statement 
thereof is not complete unless one also indicates the date with reference to which 
the same is to be fixed or determined. 
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9.6_ This Com!llissi~n was. constituted about the middle of August 1974. 
Though the questiOnnaire was Issued about mid-October 1974 the time fixed for 
receiving replies had to be extended from the -entl of Nove~brr to the end of 
December 1~7~ . at the request of parties interested. For the said reason and 
because the m~t1al work in connection with the settin<> up of the Commission's 
office and completing its allotment of staff took some little time active investi
gations ~onld not be started before January 1975. 1st January w~s also the date 
f~om ,whwh the pay scales recommsnded by the previous Pay Commission were 
given effect to. From about November 1974 the cost of livin" index started 
showin~ a tendency to come down slowly and it appeared that ~t any rate any 
steep rise of the index figures may not occur in the near future. Having regard 
to all these considerations, I selected 1st January 1975 as the date w1th reference 
to which investigations for the purpose of determining the minimum wage may 
be made. .. 1·· 

9.7 Because the mininu~m wage which I have to determine is for an employee 
of the Government of the State of Karnataka, the correct field for investigation 
would be the State of Karnataka itself,-the levels or trends of prices prevalent 
therein and the living conditions of the families of its employees for whom the 
pay structure is to be devised· 

9.8 In order to have as broad a picture as possible, in addition to calcula
tions normally made on the basis of minimum nutritional standards in respect 
of food and the minimum clothing needs, a separate investigation was also made 
on a survey of about 5,000 families of government servants in different ranges 
of pay to ascertain the total expenditl!-re; and the pattern of expenditure, and 
salient features of living conditions. . 

9.9 For the first calculation, the balanced diet tables given in the special 
Report No. 6 of the Indian Council of Medical Research entitled "Dietary 
Allowances for Indians" published in 1974 were used. 2700 ~alories were taken, 
as the standard minimum for one adult ·who is engaged in moderately active 
work which is regarded as the correct description of a government employee. 
For a non-working or sedentary adult 2,350 calories were taken as the standard 
minimum· In the calculation commonly made, a. normal family for purposes of 
stlCh calculation is taken to be composed o£ 3 · adult consumption,· units. It is 
also, however, the known statistical position that the average strength of a 
normal family in India is 5 members. In this State it is said to be slightly 
higher viz., 6; ~n the survey made of the 5,000 households of g?vex:n~e~t 
employees mentiOned above, it was actually found that the average ~tr~ngth IS 
6.3. Now, all the members pf a family need not be adults. In a fai111ly'of 6, 
t-here may be 2 to 4 children of ages ranging from infancy to adolescen~e. 
According to the balanced diet tables given in the above mentioned special 
report of the Indian Council of Medical Research, the average food require~ents 
of children between the ages of infancy and adolescence may be taken at around 
half the requirements of an adult. In the light of these considerations, it was 
considered desirable and useful to construct data in respect of a family of 4 or 5 
members representing approximatel:y 3 adult consumption units one. moderatel,r 
active and 2 sedentary and of a family of 5 or 6 membl'rs representing appr?xi
mately 4 adult consumption units 2 moderately' active and 2. sedentary. ~nces 
prevalent at the end of December J 974 at four representative centres m the 
State, viz., Bangalore, Gulbarga, Mangalore and Davanagere were ta~e.n for 
purposes of calculation. In addition to the cost of food at t-he standard m1mmu_m 
nutritional level and clothing requirements at the rate of 18 yards per cap,ta 
per year for 4 and 5 members respectively was calculated and to the same was 
added on account of house rent and miscellaneous expenses I 0% and 20% of the 
total respectively. ' · · 
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!l.IO On this basis, the expenditure was found t.o be as follows: 

Ex]WIHliturp in RupMs per month in different centres : 
I Moderate Unit and 2 Sedentary Units. 

81. 
ltPlll 

Ban gil- Mai1ga- Gulbarga Davan- Avearage of 
No. lore lore gere all the four 

centres 

I Food 2I6.47 230.67 2I5.59 I96.92 214.91 
2 * Clothing @ Rs, 5. 77/ Rs. 3.99/ 31.74 21.95 23.05 28.99 26.43 

Rs. 4.I9/ Rs. 5.27 
3 House Rent @ IO% of the t~tal 35.46 36.09 34.09 32.27 34.!8 

Miscellaneous expenditure @ 20% 
of the total 

70.92 72.I8 68.I8 64.54 68.96 

Tot.al 354.59 360.89 340.9I 322.72 344.78 

RUPEES IN RoUND FIGURES 355.00 361.00 341.00 323.00 315.00 

* Co•t of clothing is for four persons. 

Expenditure in Rupees per month in different centres : 
2 Moderate Units and 2 Sedentary Units. 

81. Item 
No. Banga- Manga- Gulbarga Davan- Average of 

lore lore gere all the four 
centres 

I Food 295.03 3I4.88 294.45 268.84 293.30 
2 *Clothing@ Rs. 5.77/ Rs. 3.99/ 39.67 27.43 28.81 36.23 33.0!l 

Rs. U9f Rs. 5.27 
3 Hou>e Rent @ 10% of the total 47.81 48.90 46.18 43.58 46.62 
4 Miscellaneous expenditure@ 20% 95.62 97.80 92.36 87.16 93.24 

of the total 
'' 

Total 478.13 ' 489.0I 461.80 435.81 466.20 

RurEEs IN RouND FIGURES 478.00 489.00 462.00 436.00 466.00 

*Cost of clothing is for five pers?ns. 

9.11 The ayerage of the expcnd~ture of a family of 3 aduH consumption units 
one active and two sedentary comes to about Rs. 345 and that of the family of 4 
adult, consumption units 2 active and 2 sedentary comes to Rs. 466. 

9.12 For ·the second survey of 5,000 families for ascertaining the total 
expenditure and the pattern of expenditure, information was collected under 
the following heads of expenditure: (1) food (2) fuel and lighting (3) clothing 
and footwear (4) house rent (5) education (6) medical expenses (7) expenses 
on entertainments and festivals (8) expenses on transport (9) miscellaneous 
expenses and the percentage of each to the total was worked out. The four 
groups of employees in different ranges of pay taken up for investigation were 
the following : , · · · 

Group I 
Group II 
Group III 
Group IV ..... 

Basic pay Rs. 65·109 (with D.A. as on 1-10-1974 Rs. 200-267) 
' . 

Basic pay Rs. 110-149 (with D.A. as on lr10-1974 Rs. 299-346) 

Basic pay Rs. 150-720 (with D.A. as on 1-10-1974 Rs. 373-1035) 

Basic pay from Rs. 721·1800 
Rs. 1036-1981). 

(with D. A. as on 1-10-1974 

The survey ~as made at Bangalore and at all district headquarters in the State. 
The full report of the survey with various tables relating to each of the groups 
as well as all the groups put together_is given in Annex XIV. 
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9.13 The consolidated average figures stand. as follows: 

81. Item 
Percenl~ge to total exp<'n<Liture 

---------No. Group 1 Group II Group Ill Group IV 
(Rs. 65- (Rs. 110- (RR. 150- · (R". 721- All Groups 
109) 149) 720) 1800) 

1 Food 61.1-1 56.53 53.15 43.16 56.00 
2 Fuel and lighting 7.22 7.01 6.73 5.72 6.92 
3 Clothing and footwear 7.80 8.23 8.39 9.93 8.24 
4 House Rent 8.52 10.02 11.80 H.27 10.H 
5 Education 1.81 3.13 4.22 6.26 3.30 
6 Medical expenses 1.65 1.82 1.75 1.69 ' 1.75 
7 Expenses on entertainment and 3.80 4.2•1 4.36 4.24 4.18 

festivals 
8 Transport 2.18 2.96 3.U9 8.22 3.20 
9 Miscellaneous 5.88 6.06 5.91 6.51 5.97 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total co11Sumer expenditure in 454.79 600.44 753.36 1251.17 608.23 
Rupees 

. 9-.14 Taking the first group which comprises employees at the lowest level, it 
IS seen that the total expenditure-comes to as much as Rs. 454.79 which discloses 
an expenditure of 42.60% over the average· income per household inclusive of 
other incomes disclosed, if any, which comes to Rs. 318.92 and may be more if 
we take only the salary income. They,spend 61.14% on food which works out to 
about Rs. 275.00 which is slightly less than the cost worked out in the first 
ClJ.lculation of food at the standard minimum nutritional level for a family of 4 
adult consumption units 2 active and 2 sedentary. They spend 8.52% on house 
rent whereas for the first calculation We have taken the figure of 10% for total 
expenditure. They spend 7.80% on clothing and footwear which is very nearly 
the cost of clothing arrived at for our first calculation· 

·9.15 From these figures one remarkable inference which follows is that the 
total expenditure of a family in Group I viz., Rs. 454.79 is much above t.he total 
expenditure of a family with 3 adult consumption units one active and 
2 sedentary and comes close to the expenditure of a family of 4 adult consumption 
units 2 active and 2 sedentary. At the same time we find from the second survey 
that whereas the consumption of cereals agrees with the quantity calculated for 
the nutritional minimum, consumption of milk and milk products, fats and oils 
is below the standard. · It is also not unlikely, but on the other hand hi<thly 
likely, that figures for expenditure are slightly exaggerated and those" for 
income stepped down, regard being had for the normal human tendency and the 
well known fact that this survey wa.s being made by the Pay Commission 
engaged in revising the pay scales. It is also a highly probable if not almost 
irresistible inference that a.t the current ·level of prices a family of the type 
or class under reference cannot meet even its minimum needs with the salary 
received by a single member _thereof ~rom the Goverument. · Either it has som~ 
other source of income not d1sclosed m the course of the survey or either the 
government servant or some other member of the family does some other work 
in order to supplement the income of the family. The total expenditure 
disclosed even thoucrh it might have. been exaggerated also comes close to the 
calculated expendit~re under the 'first calculation of a family with two active 
adult members. It is a reasonable inference, therefore, in my opinion, that it is 
common or usual for a family in this class to look to some other source or the 
work or labour of another member to supplement the income brought by one of 
its members a.s a government servant. Not to draw such an inference would 
be to make it inevitable to infer that a government servant or some member of 
his family resorts to sources or met)lods of making money which are not lawful. 
It is uncharitable to draw such an mference. 
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9.16 There is of course a school of thought which insists t.hat in fixing a 
minimum wage for any person, no notice should be taken of any source of income 
for the family other than his wage. Though such a proposition may be expedient 
to make from the point of view of the wage earner, if may not be quite proper 
to act upon it in cases where the wage in question comes not from a profit 
making concern but from public funds collected by levying taxes on the general 
pttblic. 

9.17 Hence, not only on the basis of observed facts or the st.ate of affairs 
in actual life and the inferences available therefrom and from the point of view 
of being fair both to the public and the public servant, I think it is fair and 
reasonable in the circulllStances detailed above to infer that in addition to salary 
received from government by one of the members of the family, the family has 
some other income either arising out of a source other than such salary or 
earned by one or the other member of the family otherwise than by government 
service. The averages disclose that the excess is about or over 40% of the total 
and may even approach 50%. In Bangalore it is very much higher,-apparently 
because opportunities for gainful employment are larger there. It may not be 
unfair therefore to think that such other income may be of the order of not less 
than about 1/3 of the total income·. If the total income is taken as equal to the 
total expenditure of Rs. 454.00 the reasonable minimum remuneration for the 
Government servant may be Rs. 300 per month, which together with the other 
income is adequate to keep the family above subsistence level and free from 
discomfort if not with some little comfort. 

9.18 This inference can be tested by an inference available from per capital· 
income determined for the State. According to quick estimates made on the 
figures available for the year 1973-74, the per capita income in the State at 
current prices was Rs. 703.00 per year .. Subsequent estimates are not available. 
But if regard be had for the steep rise in prices during the months of April to 
September/October 197 4, we may not be far from the correct figure if we estimate 
the per capita income as at the beginning of 1975 at Rs. 800 per year*. As 
the denominator for determining per capita income includes both employed 'and 
unemployed persons, if a family receives income or remuneration not exceeding 
the amount arrived at by multiplying the per capita income by the number of 
its members, it does no more than take its own share of the total income of the 
State. If the average strength of the family is 5, such amount would be 
Rs. 4,000 per year and if the strength is 6, it would be Rs. 4,800 per year-work
ing out a monthly income of Rs. 333 and Rs. 400 respectively. If the same 
is regarded as made up of salary received by one of the. members as a Govern
ment servant and other income in the manner and proportion aforesaid, the 
reasonable minimum remuneration for the Government servant member of that 
family would be below Rs. 300 per month, which lends support to the inference 
that Rs. 300 per month would be at least the subsistence level if not a little 
higher than that. · 

9.19 Another circumstance which must be borne in mind is that a person in 
the lowest rank of Government service enters service at an age below 20 or even 
18. He would not be married at that age. It is also not unlikely that his 
parents might be still living and at least one of them would be still capable of 
working and earning. Hence, parents instead of being dependents of the, 
Government servant might themselves be a source of assistance to the Govern
ment servant himself. Hence a total remuneration of Rs. 300 to begin with 
cannot be regarded as either low or unreasonable. ' 

9.20 On a careful consideration of all these circumstances, I determine the 
total emoluments amounting to Rs. 300 per month as a fair and reasonable 
minimum remuneration for the lowest category of Government servants of this 
State. 

•.\ccording t.o the quick estimate of Stat'e income ·for 19H~75 prepared by the Bureau of 
Economws & Statistics the per capita income for the State is estimated at Rs .. 783-96. 
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. 9.21 Now it has been poi~ted in Chapter II above, that remuneration 
give~ to a Government servant IS made up o_f two items- a pay being the value 
of his work a!ld an allowance or allowances mtended to be compensation to him 
for such of his e-~penses as may be reasonably regarded as necessarily incidental 
to or consequential upon Government service. It has also been pointed out 
that there. are certain itelll;s of expenditure such as house rent, transport and 
petty medtcal expenses whiCh are common to all Government servants· this is 
so whatever may be the class to which the Government servant belo~gs and 
whichever may be the place where he is working. 

9.22 It is a common feature of all pay structures for Government servants 
in this country to_provide for additional allowances going by the name of house 
rent allowance, city _compensato.ry allowance etc., when they are working in 
what are called costher places, mtended to compensate them for additional 
expenditure on certain items necessitated by higher prices or costlier services at 
those places. The selection of such costlier places is based on considerations 
which are admittedly the subject of much controversy. Population of the 
places has been invariably regarded as one of the tests for determining whether 
the place may be regarded as costlier than another place, but it has also been 

. invariably pointed out that it is not a sufficiently reliable test and that a place 
with a S!fiallerpopulation may p~rhaps be as costly as the one with a larger 
populatiOn. So far as house rent Is concerned and perhaps also transport, it has 
been frequently and constantly pressed that tendency for rents and transport 
charges to rise is not limited to so called costlier places but extends to several 
other towns, small .or big. Indeed the most frequent complaint or grievance 
voiced before me by representatives of several cadre associations as well as 
individual Government servants coming from mofussil places was that it is an 
unreasonable and unsupportable proposition to state that difficulties of 
finding accommodation, the necessity of having to pay high rents and high 
transport charges are limited to a place like Bangalore and few others selected 
for payment of house rent allowance or city compensatory allowance. Village 
level workers particularly complained that quite apart from the difficulty of 
finding accommodation in villages and the necessity of their having to find 
accommodation in towns at some distance from the villages where. they work, 
they are exposed to other items of expenditure arising out of the necessity of 
having to place their children with relatives or hostels for purposes of education 
or to transport necessities, to carry food or to purchase food outside etc. It is 
also pointed out that whereas in cities like Bangalore, most amenities and 
necessities of life are available within a short walking distance from residences, 
in smaller places in the mofussil and villages they have to wait for weekly 
markets or shandies or walk or travel by some transport to another place for 
making their purchases and prices of food articles and other necessaries are 
liable to uncertain inexplicable rises. 

9.23 On the whole, the position appears to be that in the matter of level of 
expenses broadly relatable to house rent and transport, together with other 
trends or uncertainties in the supply and movement of articles of food and 
other necessaries, the predicament of Government servants at all places in the 
State seems broadly to level out, making it unreasonable or illogical to make a 
definite categorical statement that life in one or more of selected places in the 
State is necessarily costlier than life in the rest of the places. 

9.24 Regarding petty medical expenses, the universal complaint made 
before me is that the procedure pre:valent for securing reimb_ursem~nt o~ f!ledical 
expenses is so cumbersome and subJect to sue~ del~ys and di~cultie~ ar1smg out 
of the unhelpful attitude of those whose certificatiOn of partiCulars Is necessary, 
that the bulk of Government employees are virtually denied the benefit ?f this 
relief. The complaint receives strong support from the fi~res and particulars 
obtained from the various departments of Government which go to show that 
less than 30 or 25% of the staff seek reimbursement of medical expenses. 
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9.25 Having regard to all these considerations, it occurred to me that it 
would be a fair, reasonable and equitable arrangement to provide for one 
consolidated general allowance for every Government servant every where called 
the General Purposes Allowances (hereinafter referred to as G.P.A.) made up of a 
subsidy on account of house rent, expenses on transport and medical expenses. 
I put this proposition to the several representatives of cadre associations and 
others who appeared before me, and the same was welcomed with general 
approval and sat.isfaction. 

9.26 For determining the quantum of G. p. A. the tabulation of the results 
of the survey of 5,000 families of Government servants is of considerable 
assistance. The consolidated average figures given in para 9.13 above show that 
average percentage which house rent bears to total income is 10.44, transport is 
3.20, medical expenses I. 75. Before accepting and acting upon these averages 
it should be borne in mind that "the survey was an ad-hoc survey and though 
made with a certain logic behind it, was not made with any defined or definite 
sample frame· One should therefore be careful before making any large 
inferences therefrom. It would be useful as indicative of certain general 
tendenciei!, but the firmness and accuracy of an inference drawn therefrom must 
depend upon the extent to which the inference ' receives support from general 
experience of what is really the true state of affairs in actual life. 

9.27 Now, two tendencies are clearly noticeable. As one goes from Group 
No. I up to Group No. IV, the percentage of the expenditure of food to total 
expenditure slowly gets reduced. It is respectively 61.14, 56.53, 53.13 and ·43.16, 
From this one should not jump to the conclusion that persons in higher brackets 
of salary income eat less or less nutritious food. Though the percentage may 
be smaller, total income and total expenditure are larger, which means that the 
persons in higher brackets of income actually spend and are in a position to 
spend more money on food, which being a smaller percentage of their total 
income than the percentage spent by those in lower income groups, they are in 
a position to spend larger sums on other items of expenditure like house rent, 
transport, entertainment, etc. The same or similar is the tendency if we see 
the percentages of expenditure under several heads in a place like Bangalore or 
Dharwar or Gulbarga or 1\fangalore or Mysore and compare the same with the 
relative percentages in other places. Taking the figures for Bangalore, the 
percentage of expenditure on food of 52.55 is smaller than the average for all 
centres. The total expenditure of Rs· 673.78 is also higher than the avera.ge. 
Correspondingly, the expenditure on house rent and transport is higher than the 
average of all the centres for these items. The inference, therefore, is similar. 

9.28 So, the determination of one uniform percentage for computing the 
G.P.A. applicable to all places will not work any injustice or unfairness. To 
the person in a higher bracket or so called costlier place it will be in the nature 
of a subsidy ; to a person in lower brackets or in other places it will be in the 
nature of a cushion which, besides meeting rent, transport and medical 
expenses, will help him make good deficiencies if any in the matter of food and 
other necessaries, which for reasons already stated may be a little more difficult 
to secure and may have their cost enhanced either by uncertain trends or by the 
travel- or effort necessary to secure the same. 
ca-.-.; . 

9.29 So far as house rent is concerned, the survey discloses that a good num
ber of the households surveyed either have their own houses or occupy rent
free quarters provided by the Government or rented quarters provided by the 
Government for which rent is charged at 10% of the salary. It is likely there
fore that the consolidated averaae of 10.44 may be a little low and the lower 

b 
0 • 

averages. etween 7 and 8% in certain places may be· deceptively low. It Is seen, 
however, that the percentage which house rent bears to total expenditure rises 
with the rise in income which may be accounted for by the reason already 
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stated. t~at a smal~e~ percentage required for food which is good and well above 
the. n:Immum nutntwnal standard places, Government servants in that class in a 
pos1twn to spare larger amount for larger and more comfortable accommodation. 

9.30 A~other aspect of house rent which should not be lost sight of is that 
the necessity for accommodation is not wholly dependant upon or exclusively 
relatable to Government service. Everybody requires a house or a place to stay 
whether owned or rented. To the extent the nature of the house or distance of 
the house from place of work or the higher rates of rent prevalent in towns 
where the Government servant works may necessitate a larger outlay on house 
rent, the same may be said to be reasonably incidental to Government service. 
An allowance therefore for rent is largely in the nature of a subsidy. 

9.31 For these reasons, I consider that a round figure of 10% may be a fair 
and reasonable subsidy on account of house rent. 

9.32 Coming now to transport, the survey discloses that about 28% of 
Government servants live within I kilometre of their place of work, 34% between 
1 to 3 kilometres from their place of work, 17% from 3 to 5 kilometres and the 
rest more than 5 kilometres away. It also shows that 41% of Government 
serv~nts walk to. their place of work, about 30% use bicycles and 25% use 

· pubhc transport hke a bus. Those who use cars are less than half a per cent and 
those using motor cycles pr scooters and the like are 3%. It should also be 
remembered that though the persons in higher brackets of salary spend a larger 
percentage of their total expenditure on transport, much of it might be for 
personal use only and not necessarily for travelling to the place of work or 

·exclusively on Government work.· The percentage which is between 2 and 3 in 
Groups I and II rises to the level of 3 to 8 per cent in Groups III and IV. The 
reasonable inference is, the expenditure on transport incurred by the Groups I 
and II is probably wholly incidental to Government service and that in the case 

. of Group III, bulk of it may be related to Government service, whereas the 
·proportion of the expenditure between Government service and private use in 
the case of the IV Group may not be more than 50-50. 

. 9.33 I therefore determine 4% as a fair percentage for transport charges in 
computing the G. P. A. 

9.34 The average expenditure on health (petty medical expenses) is only I. 75. 
The figures receQved from departments regarding reimbursement of medical 
charges also work out a drawing of about or around 2% of the total emoluments. 
The question is whether the said worked out percentage represents the true 
state of affairs or atleast approximates thereto. Two clear circumstances may 
be taken into account. One is that in lower income groups, some of the minor 
illnesses or physical discomforts may go unattended to either on account of 
lethargy or difficulty in the matter of securing medical attention or medication 
or for sheer lack of ready money at the time. The other circumstance is that 
the general feeling that minor ailments are not a matter of great moment makes 
a man get rid of them quickly and think no more of them, and when asked 
ab~ut percentage of expenditure !ncurre~ for t~em, h~ may give ~n offhand 
~stlmate slightly coloured by a desue. to give _the Im:presswn that he IS generally 
m good health and takes no great 'notiCe of mmor. ailments. 

' 
9.35 Considering these J?atters a;nd po_ssibilities! I. think. a reasonably 

adequte attention to minor ailments With a v1ew ~o mamtam a. fair level of good 
health and thus of efficiency for work would require an expenditure of about 3%. 

9 36 Apart from these three broad categories of expenditure, which may be 
reg~rded as reasonably mcidental to Government service, there may be other 
11nforeseen or unexpected items. of expenditure as for example occasional food 
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outside home, occasional necessity to hire a costlier mode of transport to save 
time etc., which are not capable of exact statement. On account of these, I 
would add another 3%· 

9.37 Hence, the G. P. A. should be composed of 10% of the basic pay as a 
subsidy for house rent, 4% of the basic pay on account of expenses o~ transport, 
3% of the basic pay for petty medical expenses and 3% of the ba~lC pay for 
other types of expenditure. The total percentage of the G. P. A. w1ll therefore 
be 20% of the basic pay. 

9.38 Now, in determining Rs. 300 as the minimum remuneration or total 
emoluments at the commencement of service at the lowest level, all these 
expenses have been taken into account. Hence the correct way in m.y opinion 
in which the said total remune,ration should be split up or expressed 1s that the 
basic pay is Rs. 250.00 and G. P. A. Rs. 50.00 making a total of Rs. 300.00. 

9.39 The said 20% as G. P. A. should of course be made available at every 
incremental stage of avery scale to be constructed and to every Government 
servant whichever class he may belong to or whichever place he may work at 
but will be subject to a maximum of Rs. 500. 

9.40 Regarding the maximum remuneration, the same is expressed by every 
body as a multiple of the minimum remuneration. Though some persons in 
reply to the general questionnaire have gone to the extent of saying that the 
maximum should not exceed 4 or 5 times the minimum, the general trend of 
opinion is that in existing circumstances with a view to narrow down the gap 
between the lowest and the highest level of salary income as a measure of 
so~i~l justice the maximum remuneration may be limited to 10 times the 
mm1mum. 

9.41 The Karnataka Government Employees' Association has stated that the 
proportion may be 1:10 post-tax. They have in mind, of coarse, the salary of 
the Chief Secretary which is Rs. 3,500 per month. The Chief Secretary being 
a member of an All-India Service his salary is not within my purview. However, 
even if the same is taken for the said limited purpose of comparison and even if 
inclusive of whatever allowances he may get his total monthly emoluments are 
estimated at Rs. 4,000 at the optimum, under the prevailing rates of income
tax the same at post-tax level would amount to Rs. 2,654 per month which is 
8.84 times the minimum of Rs. 300 determined by me. 

9.42 There is another school of thought which prefers to make a pre-tax 
comparison between the minimum and the maximum, taking the view that the 
structure of income-tax in our country is so framed as to narrow down dispari
ties in personal incomes and to assist in establishing an egalitarian society and 
that therefore a pay structare constructed on a pre-tax comparison will auto
matically get adjusted to changes in taxation policy. 

9.43 I should, however make mention of a couple of considerations which 
are generally forgotten or are not adverted to in this connection. To say that 
the objective or intended operation of the income-tax structure is limited to 
what is stated in the last preceding paragraph' would be to take a truncated view 
of ~he formulation and working out of State polici~s. A system of taxation 
rabo!lally conceived should be related not only to prevailing economic 
cond1tions ~ut also to general national objectives of securing the welfare of all 
claasess of c1tizens. Government servants who are also citizens will as such 
citizens receive the impact and the benefit of such policies. Hence, in relation 
to a pay structure limited to them and determined with reference to a 
particular date or period of time, a post-tax comparison would present a 
clearer and fairer picture because it thus takes into account existing taxation as 
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an essentia.l element in .the prevailing economic situation in the same way as price 
~rends wh~ch. are considered in determining the pay structure reflect the total 
lmpact of I;nd1rect t~xes ~ike excist>, sales tax, taxes on transport. Secondly, 
as the ~ay Is determmed In the shape of time scales, better points for a fair 
companson would be the mean point.s of the scales rather than the bottom of 
one and the top of another. 

9.44 . Ravin~ .cons~dered th~se several points of view as well as the prevailing 
ec~nO~lC condJtJ~ns m all thCJr aspects and keeping in mind the principal 
obJect.Ive of sect;nng reasonable suitability between the levels of proficiency 
and difficulty With respect to different jobs in Government service and the 
scales ?f pay to be . respectively dct('rmined for them, I have reached the 
conclusi.on that a maximum remuneration inclusive of G. P. A. of Rs. 3,250 per 
month IS ne~essary to achieve the saiu objPctive with respect to the pay 
structure whiCh I am to construct. 

9.45 Hence, I determine t.he minimum remuneration or total emoluments at 
Rs. 300 per month made up of a basic pay of Rs. 250 and G. P. A. of Rs. 50 
and the maximum remuneration or total emoluments at Rs. 3,250 per month 
composed of a basic pay of Rs. 2,750 and G. P. A. of Rs. 500. 

Chapter Ten 

PAY SCALES 
GENERAL. PRINCIPLES 

10.1 Except in respect of some'very superior posts for which an invariable 
lumpsum is determined as pay, the general or universal practice is to express 
pay for posts in Government service as a time scale, the initial pay rising in 
stages called increments every year, and running for a specified number of years. 
Various reasons are stated for adopting such a procedure. All of them, however, 
are related to or inferred from the essential fact that pay is value of work. One 
theory is that in a time scale the mean of the scale must be regarded as repre
senting the full or correct value of the work and that in the earlier periods 
when the employee is picking up work, he is given a pay which is lesser than 
the real value of the work and that he is compensated for this lower payment 
by getting more than the value during the second period of the time scale. In 
another theory, the reason stated for giving incremt>nts is that as a person 
advances in life his domestic expenses are likely to go up and that therefore it 
is necessary to provide him with larger funds to meet those expenses so that he 
may be free from worries which might adversely affect his efficiency in turning 
out work. It appears to me, however, that neither of these theories correctly 
or completely explains the real position. As mentioned in Chapter Two itself, 
pay exclusively represents value of work; and expenses of the employee which 
are to be compensated by allowances should be expenses which are incidental to 
or consequential upon Government service. Hence a more acceptable and more 
logical explanation would be that the entire time scale taken as a whole represents 
the value of work and that the increments reflect the development or improve
ment of skill by experience, 

10.2 As, however, total remuneration should satisfy both the elements 
namely value of work and expenses incidental to it, the scheme for eKpressing 
the total remuneration as made up of a basic' pay and General Purpose Allowance 
has been evolved in the last preceding Chapter. The purpose underlying the 
payment of G.P.A. is to see that the value of work represented by the basic pay 
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is not depleted by the employee having to incur expenses which he wo~ld n?t 
hlwe to except as incidental to his work and that he should be assJst.ed m 
maintaining a standard of health and efficiency necessary to enable h1m to 
perform his functions and duties satisfactorily. As the G. P. A. is so closely 
related to work and is intendl'd to maintain parity between the value of work 
and basic pay, G.P.A. should be regarded as an adjunct to the time scale of 
basic pay. That is the idea underlying my proposal that G. p. A. should be 
paid at every incremental stage in the time scale of basic pay as a percentage 
of the basic pay from time to time increased by addition of increments. The 
total result of such a scheme is, throughout the period covered by the time 
scale the employee gets not only progressively increasing pay corresponding to 
progressive acquisition of better skill and a similarly enlarging G.P.A. t? meet 
incidental expenses in such a way as to avoid the contingency of basJC pay 
falling short of real value of work. The overall idea is that basic pay together 
with G. P. A. should ensure the original principle with which we started that 
pay must be suitE>d to the lE>vel of proficiency and difficulty appropriate to the 
post or position in question. Once that position is achieved, there can _no 
longer be any justification for continuing the practice now prevalent of addmg 
further payments by way of special pay or selecting a few persons of the same 
grade or cadre and giving them higher pay scales called selection grades. 

10.3 The reason ordinarily stated for payment of special pay is that it is 
intended to cover what are described as specially arduous nature of the 
work and added responsibilities of a particular post. It assumes that the pay 
which the person appointed to such a post carrying the special pay is at th~t 
time inadequate payment for the weight of work and responsibility of the sa1d 
post. Where, however, in the scheme we are now evolving, pay and G. P; A 
are exh~usti~e ~f the value of work and a provision for saving it against e~os1~n 
by expenses mc1dental to the work, the reason stated disappears, The h1sto_nc 
reason for this system of special pay appears to be that in superior services h.ke 
the Indian Civil Service in former days and the Indian Administrative ServiCe 
at p~esent, a pay scale is regarded as personal to persons recruited to th~se 
servJCes and the administrative practice was and continues to be to requue 
those persons to work in different posts of varying quantum and nature of work 
and of varying responsibilities. Even there, by the determination of differ~nt 
scales called the junior scale, senior scale, selection grades and super-t1me 
scales and trying to maintain a certain appropriateness between these differ~nt 
scales and the levels of posts by dividing posts into junior duty posts and sem~r 
duty posts, a correspondence between the particular scale on which a person 1s 
p_laced ~nd ~he leyel of the post to which he is posted is maintained .. So what 
~~t~le ~Jstor~c bas1s there may be or may have been possible of being pomted out 
m JUStJficatwn of the system-of special pay must now be taken to have disappeared 
or bec~me unrelated to actual state of affairs. In the pay scales that I am 
propo~mg to construct, acting on the principle of suiting pay to the levels ~f 
profic1ency and difficulty, it is not possible to provide for special pay nor is 1t 
!lecessary to do so. Indeed, having fixed scales appropriate to the value of work 
~n the manner aforesaid, to pay anything more would be injurious to public 
mt.erest because such payment would be in excess of the real value of the work. 

10.~ It has been suggested in the course of discussions that on certain 
occasiOns there is in certain departments a sudden increase in work load and 
pressure for time, especially in connection with such matters as the preparation 
of the ~udget or certain more than usual expedition found necessary in 
executmg any particular programme or project, when it becomes necessary to 
pla?e t~e employees on special duty obliging them to work longer hours than 
?rdi_nanl.y an_d that therefore at least in such circumstances there may be 
JUBtificatwn m paying special pay. I find it difficult to accept this position. 
When a person is placed on special duty, he is relieved of his ordinary duties. 
If more work than usual is expected to be turned out during particular periods 
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or. for. certain special reasons, ther~ is no dificulty in drafting m"ore men to deal 
with Jt transferred from other sectwns of the office the nature and volume of 
work in which permits of sparing some men allotted to the section or the work 
itsel~ l_>eing _postp~n~d for some _time without causing either inconvenience to 
admmistratwn or InJury to the mterest of any member of the public. 

10.5 The idea of giving special Selection Grades to a few persons selected 
out of a cadre is not supported by a large number of persons, but where some 
support is expressed it is sought to be justified on the ground that certain 
persons selected special!y for their outstanding abilities deserve a higher 
paym~nt than . others m th~ sa~e cadre and that the prospect of getting a 
selectiOn grade Is a necessary mcentive to all persons to put forth their best in 
Government work. . Apart from the fact that the selection of such persons is a 
matter of extreme difficulty and capable of much difference of opinion, honest 
or otherwise, in the matter of making such selection, there can be no doubt 
that human nature being what it is, the possibility of such doubts and the 
tendency of a person not selected to question its propriety will operate as 
disincentives to a greater extent than the granting of grades is expected to 
operate as an incentive. Farthe·r· the scheme of job valuation as a basis for 
constructing pay scales necessarily excludes the possibility of giving higher 
Selection Grades to persons in the same cadre and working in the same posts or 
in posts of same level. · 

10.6 There is a practice now prevalent in cases of some cadres or some 
departments which also necessarily gets excluded for the s1me reason and that 
is the practice of giving additional increments or advance increments to persons 
who acquire qualifications higher than those prescribed for the post. The 
theoretical basis for this is that his efficiency improves by taking a higher 
qualification appropriate to the nature of the work. Firstly, the prescription 
of a lower qualification by the rule making authority means that competence 
represented by it is enough and that therefore any higher competence represen
ted by a higher qualification is not necessary. Secondly, the basic assumption 
that efficiency improves by taking a higher qualification is open to doubt. Very 
often if not invariably, efficiency is personal to an individual in the same way 
as a spirit of dedication to work and deep interest in it is personal. Thirdly, 
if a person actually acquires a higher qualification by passing an examination, 
one should necessarily assume that he has the capacity to acquire that qualifi
cation even in the absence of his doing so. Unless therefore one is deliberately 
dishonest, it is humanly impossible for him to withhold his capacity or 
efficiency from his work and the normal rule in all public services, indeed in all 
work of any type, is that a person should put forth his best. 

10.7 There is another practice which is more unjustifiable if one may use 
such an expression and that is of giving advance increments for passing pres
cribed departmental tests. Now, departmental tests are really m the nature 
of necessary qualifi?ation to ena~le a p~rson_t'? do the :wor~ of the department 
efficiently. It is. mdeed .a part of basi? _trammg. I_t Is difficult to l~ndersta~d 
how a test which Is prescribed as a conditiOn of recruitment and contmuance I_n 
service can entitle a person for larger payment when every one of the persons Is 

_expected to pass the s~me test .. This also is ~escribed ~s an incentive. But 
when a qualification IS p~esc~Ibed for recrmtment whwh ~cans t~at the 
possession of such Cluali~cl!'ti<?n IS a~solutely necessary for r~crmtment mto and 
continuance in service, It IS Impossible to agree that anythmg more than the 
prospect of entering and continuing in service is necessary or can be expected 
as an incentive. . . 

10.8 In respect of both the matters referred to in the last two preceding 
paragraphs, one common feature which mu~t. ~e rem~mbe~ed is tha_t in the 
scheme of job valuation here followed, the Initial quahficatwn ptescnbed for 
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recruitment, training and tests intended to help. in acquisition of the necessary 
skill as well as the skill and effort are all taken mto account as factors relevant 
to valuation. Hence the practice of giving advance increments in these circum• 
stances necessarily gets excluded. 

10.9 As a mitigation for delayed promotion, there is now a proviSIOn 
made for extending the benefit of a higher pay scale either without upgrading 
the post, or by upgrading a specified number of posts in a cadre, atta~h~ng 
a higher pay scale to them and promoting persons to the same on senwnty 
basis. In either event there i~ no change in the nature or weight of 
work or du~ies. Logically in the scheme no\\' pursued where a pay scale 
is directly related to the levels of proficiency and difficulty represented by 
the post, it is not possible to give l!' person _while continuing in the same Grade 
a scale hiuher than the one determmed for It. It suffers from the same legal 
and ethic~! defect as the Selection Grades do. According to the norms followed 
for giving such selection time scales, no person becomes eligible for such higher 
scale unless he has remained in a cadre or post for at least ten years without 
promotion. Apparently, it proceeds on the footing that a person may reasona
bly expect to be promoted within 10 years and that on the footing that the total 
service is about 30 years, a person may reasonably expect at least two promo
tions and to occupy three levels before he retires. It has also been suggested 
to me that a person in service must have what is called a jump at least once in 
ten years if not in shorter periods. It has also been stated before me by some 
officers of the Government that this system of giving selection time scales 
where promotion is difficult or delayed has by and large brought about 
satisfaction. But the dear impression amounting to an actual finding of fact 
which I gathered from the discussions with representatives of nearly 200 Cadre 
Associations is that the system has le:l to extensive dissatisfaction. The 
universal complaint was firstly, that norms have not been or are not capable of 
being fully and effectively applied and that therefore there have been conside
rable delays in certain departments in the matter of granting the scales and 
secondly, that even if the next higher time scale is given as selection time scale 
a considerable portion of the same would have already been traversed by the 
person concerned in the lower time scale itself with the result that it makes no 
appreciable difference to him whether he gets the scale or not. The only norm 
stated viz., ten years' service in a cadre without promotion is a norm expected 
to apply to every one. If so, the result eould and should be achieved by so 
constructing the scale that everyone beyond ten years gets a uniform increase 
in pay. The process by which such increase is given is the system of increments. 
The so called jumps which are expected in ten years or in shorter periods can 
also be provided by prescribing reasonably short periods for incremental stages 
and giving increments on a rising scale. Secondly, in cadres or posts in 
respect of which promotional opportunities arc meagre, the time scale prescribed 
for them can itself be extended beyond the maximum be 4 or 5 years so that 
the loss of promotion does not mean great loss financially and the difference 
bl)tween the maximum of the lower scale and the maximum of the higher scale 
is narrowed down progressively. 

10.10 This brings me to a consideration of what should be the proper length 
of a time scale and what should be the ranges for and rates of increments. 

10. t1 On the first question, assuming that in existing conditions of cadre 
strength in different departments, all that one could expect is one certain 
promotion and another reasonably probable and the length of service may be 
taken at about 30 years, the proper length for time scale appears to be not more 
than 15 years after completing probation. Hence the longest period within 
which the maximum determined for a scale should be reached should not 
exceed 17 years. In higher cadres, the length may be shorter ; because those 
are reached by promotion by which time some considerable period of service 
would have been already put in, there must be reasonable prospect of the 
promotee to'a higher scale reaching the maximum before retirement. 
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. 1~.12 . As t? i!lcremen~s; there has been a complaint, in my opmwn fully 
JUStified m existmg conditiO~s, in respect of such small increments as Rs. 2, 
~s. 3, Rs. 4 or odd figures hke 6 '· 7, 8 etc. The suggestion is that the minimum 
mcrement s_hould be Rs. 5, that S?-~sequ_ent increments should be multiples of 
5 an~ that u~crements must. be_nsmg m quantum as a person progresses in 
serviCe. ~ ~hmk the sugges.twn Is good and should be . accepted. Selection of 5 
as th~ mi~Imum and II1Ul~1ples of 5 subsequently will also greatly assist in 
reducmg tune for c~lculatwns because we are following the decimal system of 
currency .. To provide for what are called jumps, it is better to provide shorter 
ranges for mcremental stages. ' 

10.13 On these considerations, I propose to provide for increments as 
indicated in the following table : 

Range 

Rs. Rs. 
250~ 300 
30Q- 340 
340- 400 
400- 500 
500- 600 
600- 750 
750-1000 

1000-1300 
1300-1900 
1900-2500 
2500-2750 

TABLE 

No. of 
years 

10 
4 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
5 
s 
6 
4 

Rate of 
increment 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
50 
60 
75 

100 
125/2 

'10.14 Excepting the lowest.range ·which runs for 10 years and the range 
between 1300-1900 which runs for 8 years, the rest of the ranges are of 4, 5 or 
6 years only. At the bottom such a length becomes necessary for reasons which 
I shall explain fully in the next Chapter dealing with construction of pay scales. 
Regarding the higher range of 1300-1900, the annual jump of Rs. 75+ 
G. P. A. is itself large. ln the first three ranges comprising 250-400, the 
increments work out to a percentage of 2-4 if the increment alone is taken 
into account and 2t~5 if the G.P.A. is also taken into account. In the other 
ranges the percentages are: 4!-5 if increment alone is ·taken into account and 
about 5l-6 if G.P.A. is also taken into account. 

10.15 The next important matter which should noV~- be considered is whether 
the scales may be telescopic or should every ·higher scale start 'from the top of 
the next below scale, I have decided in favour of telescopic scales for two reasons. 
The first reason in that experience in a >lower ~cadre increases skill and makes 
the person suitable for promotion to the next higher cadre. The promotional 
policy implicit in the recruitment rules also is that the lower qualification 
prescribed for a lower cadre together with some experience in that cadre confers 
upon a person a competence which is equivalent to the competence represented 
by a higher qualification prescribed for direct recruitment to the promotional 
cadre. Promotions, however, are not always certain. They depend upon various 
circumstances such as relative strength of cadres and the relative age group of 
persons in different cadres. Hence there must be an attempt to give a person 
after some time in a lower cadre a pay which may be appropriate to at least the 
lower reaches of the scale prescribed for the promotional cadre. Secondly, it 
is a known fact in Government offices that a person who has put in some length of 
service in a lower cadre is generally entrusted with heavier or more difficult 
work which is in more respects than one appropriate to the work of the higher 
cadre. Hence the acquisition of better skill by experience and the actual 
practice normally followed in offices and the principle of suiting pay to levels 
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of proficiency and diffi~ulty all point to the _ne?essity of constructi.ng scales. of 
pay which are telescopic. Such a procedu!e will Itself go a long way m rem_ovmg 
frustrati~n by reason of delayed prom?t10n. A further step to be taken In th.e 
same direction as already pointed out Is to extend the .scales .bey.on~ the maxi
mum by a period of 4 ~r 5 years in t~~ case of cadres m whwh It IS seen from 
experience that promotwnal opportumties are meagre. 

10.16 The last point or matter is the qucst.ion whether there shoul~ be or 
should not be efficiency bars provide~ in time scales of pay. The ~e~ght ~f 
opinion expressed by the representatives of almost all the cadre associa~wns Is 
that efficiency bars in actual practice do not serve the purpose for which they 
are theoretically intendt>d and may succeed m operating as irritants if not 
actual occasions for harassment on personal or individual predilections and 
prejudices. Even among the officers of the Government, those in lower age 
groups are inclined to take the same view: A few st>nior officers have, however, 
strongly pressed that the automatic movement on a time scale of pay in the 
event of there being no efficiency bars provided therein at appropriate stages 
is most likely to lead to a certain amount of complacency on the part of the 
employees and indifference if not distaste for discipline. They cannot and do 
not however deny that in actual practice in majority of cases well exceeding 
90% if not 95, the granting of sanction or permission to cross the efficiency bar 
is dealt with as a routine matter with little or no active or effective considera
tion of the objective which such bars are supposed to subserve. Realising this 
position, they amplify their suggestion for continuance of the bars by making a 
further suggestion that along with the provision for effiC\iency bars, there 
should be simultaneous provision for some procedure by way of tests or 
interviews or the like for an objective consideration of the question whether the 
person is fit to cross the bar. Taken as a whole, this opinion must be regarded 
as a confession that experience discloses that effici-ency bars have never actually 
served their purpose. The remedy suggested by way of the above additional 
suggestion is in my opinion open to the same infirmities and undesirable features 
as those which I have briefly expressed in connecti~n with Selection Grades in 
paragraph 10.5 above. Having considered the matter carefully and in all its 
aspects, I am firmly of the opinion that no good purpose will be served by 
providi_n~ fpr efficiency bars m time scales of pay but that on the contrary in all 
probability, they may occasion mischief which is destructive of the original 
good purpose. I am therefore not providing any efficiency bars in the scales 
I propose to construct in the next Chapter. . 

10.17 Though it is quite obvious and requires no specific mention, I record 
for purposes of ~ompleting the statement of the subject that increments are 
annua~, e~cept m the top most range where biennial increments are necessary 
t? mamtai~ the spread without exceeding the limit of the maximum remunera
tion fixed m the last preceding Chapter. 

·I. 

Chapter Eleven 

CONSTRUCTION OF PAY SCALES 

11.1 Having fixed the minimum and maximum remuneration and settled 
:,he general principles to govern the structure of the pay scales the next step 
IS t? pr~ce~d to. actual construction of the pay scales. In accordance with the 
basic principle Implicit in our scheme, all posts included within each horizontal 
Gra~e are to get the same pay scale. As the posts have been graded into 15 
honzont~l Grades, 15 scales included within the terminal points of minimum 
and maximum remuneration have to be constructed. , 



. 11.2 _The result. of the discussion in Chapter Five is that there are four broad 
hierarchical leve~s .I!-1 t~e structure .of the administrative machinery and the 
levels of responsibility m each of those broad levels in any given stream of 
cadres. need not _exceed four. Of course, the lowest level of helpers or 
s~bordmat_es cont~m only two levels depending upon the possession or other
WISe of~ Simple skill. In each of the remaining three levels the said feature or 
t~e~e be~ng no more t_han four levels is evident. In the operational or 
mm1stenal level_ of Assistants, it is not necessary in any stream to have more 
than two operatt?nal Ie_vels and two supervisory levels. The proliferation of 
sue~ l~vels occ~s10ned. m some departments or streams of cadres for providing 
or givJn~ th~ Imi_>resswn of enlarging promotional opportunities, nece-ssarily 
gets ratwnahsed m the scheme of job valuation discussed earlier. To o·ive 
effect. to the principles already discussed and to achieve the objective of sui~ing 
pay to levels of proficiency and difficulty and devising a scheme of increments 
in such a way as to reflect the improvement in skill on · account of service 
exp_erience, the pay scales should accordingly get improved and widened in 
thmr scope. 

11.3 As the relative value of work in different hierarchical levels is fixed by 
the process. of grading, the economic value is to be achieved by arranging 
them in the said order between the minimum and maximum remuneration as 
fixed in Chapter Nine. Excluding the two lowest grades of helpers, where the 
emphasis should be more on the employee moving quickly or rapidly from 
subsistence level to the level of a need based minimum wage, in the remaining 
three levels, the emphasis is m:ore on the competence or level of responsibility 
represented by the different Grades. The logic of the grading will be broadly met 
if the pay scales determined for each of the three said levels cover a range of 
about or near-abouts one-third of the entire range of 3,000 between the minimum 
and the maximum remuneration. As we have preferred to have telescopic scales 
for reasons set out in the last preceding Chapter, the bottom of the lowest scale 
of any level will naturally dip into a pa.rt of the range of the immediately next 
below level, may be to a point around the mean of the range of the lower lcve 
although it need not necessarily be the exact mean. : 

11.4 Now taking up the lowest scale for Grade I it has already been pointed 
out that it has to start with a basic pay of Rs. 250/· and G. P. A. of Rs. 50/
It represents in my opinion, fol' reasons discussed in Chapter Nine, not merely 
the subsistence level but a step above it as including some level of comport. 
The need based minimum wage suggested by the Karnataka Government 
Employees' Association is in the region of Rs. 420-430. The. result of the 
surveys conducted by me is that the expenditure on the basis of minimum 
nutritional standards of a family of 4-5 members is Rs. 345/- per month and 
that of a family of 5-6 members is Rs. 466/- We have also seen in Chapter 
Nine that the survey of 5,000 families disclosed a monthly expenditure of about 
Rs. 454/- which indicated that the average membership of the family is_ nea!er 
six with atleast one person in addition to the Government servant contnbutmg 
to family expenditure. So, if we take the average of 345 on one hand and 
either 466 or 454 on the other, the need based wage may be located somewhere 
around 400-410. To provide · against ·deficiencies possible in acting upon 
averages, we might take 420 to be a reasonable estimate of the ne_ed based 
minimum at the beginning of the year· 1975. So the total remuneratiOn at the 
top of the scale can be reasonably taken at Rs. 420/- which would mean a basic 
pay of Rs 350/- and a G. P. A. of Rs. 70/-. The length of the scale may be 15 
years. Although the average membership. of the family may be taken as 6, at 
the time recruitment takes place the recruit may be of the age of 20 or less and 
unmarried ; a period of 10 years m~y be regarded as reasonable f?r the member
ship of the family to rea?h the optimum and another . .:; years IS a reasonable 
addition to reach the pomt when the level of expend1t•ue rea?hes the need 
based minimum of Rs. 420/-. So the scale would be the followmg : 
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· (1) Rs. 250-5-300- 10-350 . . . 
The last increment of Rs. 10/- is Rs.5/- less than the u;terem~nt mdicated by 
me for the range bet'l\'een 340 and 400. But on the consid~ratwns adverted to 
above, this small departure fro~ the general scheme for mcrements does not 
aff('ct the total result. By the tune the employee reaches the age of 35, he 
will have reached the need' based minimum wage ~n~ may, t hercfore, be 
expected to live in resonable comport for the rest of his hfe. 

11.5 For the next higher Grade No. II, the possessio~ ?fa simple skill calls 
for a shorter period within which the need based mm1mum ~age should be 
reached; it is also reasonable that the top of the scale shoul~ be httle above the 
need based minimum. So I propose to star~ the scale ~IX stages above the 
minimum of the first scale at Rs. 280/- and take It to the ba.siO level of Rs. 420/-. 
With the G. P. A. it will run from a total remuneratiOn of Rs. 336/- to 
Rs. 504/·· The scale will be : 

(2) Rs. 280-5-300-10-340-15-400-20-420 
The lengoh of the scale is 13 years. In this scale the employee w.ill reach or 
cross the need based minimum wage in• about 8 or 9 · years when he IS less than 
28 years old and cross the total of Rs. 500/- when he is less than 33 years ?f 
age. There is a limited scope for. one i~ the first G!ade ~o .get promote~ to this 
Grade by acquiring some skill whi?h will make him ehg~ble to ge~ mto ~he 
second Grade. Even if he takes SIX years or more to acquue that skill, he will, 
if he is promoted, skip two years by earning two increments by the operation of 
Rule 42B of the Karnataka Civil Service Rules with the result that he will 
cross the level of need based wage in about 12 or 13 years and reach and cross 
Rs. 500 in about 17 years. 

11.6 For the next two Grades III and IV, I propose the following scales: 
(3) Rs. 300-10-340-15-400-20-500-Extension-10-550. 
(4) Rs. 300-10-340-15-400-20-500-25-600-Extension-20 -700. 

Now these two scales relate to Grades Ill and IV for recruitment to which the 
educational qualifications are respectively of the standard of Junior Certificate 
courses and Senior Certificate courses. Although the minimum general educational 
qualification for these is Middle School and High School respectively, in the 
case of holders of certificates in craft or trade, the emphasis generally is more 
on the craft or trade subject than on general education. But Grade IV also 
includes categories like Second Division Clerk, Primary School Teacher, Gram 
Sevak, Village Accountant, para. medical staff etc., where undoubtedly the 
emphasis is largely on general education and in-service training courses. So far· 
as the certificate courses are concerned they are of varying duration and the 
~et~e~ skill acquired by experience in se~vice and better personal capabilities of 
mdividuals may operate to reduce. the differences or eliminate them altogether. 
T.h~re is also the likelihood of new. courses being devised by educational autho· 
nties. or the courses being. condensed with a view to improve employment oppor
~uniti~s.. All ~hese circumstances may in course of time present some difficulti~s 
m d~cidmg whiCh of these two Grades may be appropriate to a particular quah
ficati~n. In the case of certificates related to mechanical operation or operating 
!fiachmery or.gadgets, it is not unlikely· that the course of circumstances might 
mvest the thud scale with the character of being itself a sort of training ground 
and the 4th scale with the character of the real basic scale. For all these reasons 
after anxious consideration l have thought it best to begin both the scales at 
Rs. 300/- a~d make the higher scale longer taking· it to a higher maximum. The 
4th scale Will serve both the purpose of meeting the above contingency in the 
?ase of some .craft or trade cer.tificates and have the necessary amplitude to take 
m ~he more Important posts appropriate to general educational qualifications of 
whJCh the posts enumerated above are illustrative. As already indicated, these 
scales will apply to a very large number of government employees and expe~Iience 



discloses .t~at the cadres represented by them have meagre promotional 
oppo~tumt1es. I have therefore extended both the scales. It should be added 
that m both the scales the need based wage is reached within 4 or 5 years and 
the subsequent movement of the scales is more rapid. The third scale has a 
length of 13 years and an extension of further 5 years. The fourth scale has a 
sprea~ of 17 years. and an extension of further five years. The reason for 
adoptmg_ the maxu:~um length considered to be reasonable in the last precedin" 
Chapter IS once a&am the pa:ucity of promotional opportunities in the cadre~ 
~epr~s~nte~ by this scale; with a view t,o seeing that maximum provision is made 
1~ I!lltigatwn of the same, I thought it best to lengthen the scale itself to the 
hmi~' and also e_xtend it. The last point to be mentioned in this case is that 
the m?rements m the extended portion of the scale are smaller than those 
:p.rescnbed ~or the same ranges in the regular scales, the reason being that the 
!JlCrements m the extended portion of the scale are in the nature of stagnation 
Increments . or increments as a relief against stagnation. 

11.7 The subsequent or higher scales will naturally be much above the need 
based minimum wage. Considerations relevant to them will therefore be 
exclusively those related to the factors for job valuation. 

u.s The next two scales No. 5 and 6. related respectively to Grades V and VI 
will be the following : 

{5) Rs. 400-20-500-25-600-30-750-Extension-25-850. 
(6) Rs. 440-20-500-25-600-30-750-50-900. 

It will be remembered· that the persons in Vth Grade are diploma holders and 
those in Grade VI are graduates. I have already detailed the reasons for 
placing the graduates in a higher Grade. Assessing the relative positions and 
the circumstance that length of experience in service has the effect of reducing 
or eliminating differences in levels of competence, I have provided a difference 
of only two steps at the bottom and reduced the difference at the top by extend
ing the 5th scale. The extension, of course, also serves the purpose of providing 
against delay in securing promotion. . 

11.9 I am not proposing any extension from scale No. 6 upwards because at 
the top of the 6th scale, the remuneration together with G. P. A. goes beyond 
Rs. 1 ,000. A grievance of stagnation is reasonable only in lower regions. Once 
a person crosses the level of Rs. 1,000 per month by way of remuneration, any 
justification for complaint of stagnation must be taken to have disappeared. It 
is a fairly comfortable level and commensurate with the level of skill, effort 
and responsibility attaching to the post. There are also reasonable chances of 
further promotion. Although the reason for not extending the first two scales 
is apparent from what I have stated in paras ll.3, 11.4 and 11.5 above, it will 
be worthwhile repeating it in this conte~t. A-t the lowest level, the dominant if 
not the sole consideration is that the employee should be placed above subsis
tence level and should be enabled to reach the need based minimum wage in as 
short a time as is reasonably possible, and that when the sa.me is. reached the 
purpose is fully achieved. 

11.10 Before proceeding to deal with the other scales, I wish to add a few 
words about scales 4 and 6. I regard them as very important if not the most 
important scales in the ministerial level. or the level of assistants. The 4th scale 
particularly covers a large numb~r of VIll~ge level wor~ers _also who ar.e all of 
great importance from the pomt of vieW: of ~ff~~tJVe Implementati?~ . of 
government's policies. In the offices, both Flist DiviSIOn and Second DIVISIOn 
Clerks occupy positions of great value and properly ~a:ndle~ they may be 
regarded as constituting almost the . backbone of adm1mstra!wn. Bulk ?f ~he 
work relating to collection and collatiOn of facts, data processmg and ass1stmg 
the administration in coming to proper decisions is attended to by them. I have 
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therefore devoted much thouaht to the construction of both these scales. Tho 
sprPad of the 4th scale has b~cn specially taken to the optimum of 17 years and 
also extended so that maximum provision may be made against possible frustra
tion at that level. The 6th scale has been taken right beyond Rs. 1,000 together 
with G. P. A. because the imperatives of rationalisation brought within this 
Grad<J the entire class of First Division Clerks now split up into various cadres 
going by the name of First Division Clerk, Assistant, Senior Clerk, Senior 
Assistant., Superintendent Grade II etc., all of whom on job valuation appear 
to represent one single level. The 6th scale, therefore, has necessarily to be so 
constructed as to provide for the competence and the progressive growth of 
skill by lengt.h of experience of all these differently designated Clerks within a 
range of 15 years. 

II.IJ The 7th Grade as I have already indicated relates primarily to trained 
graduate teachers of High Schools. By reason of their having a higher quali
fication than the one related to the previous lower Grade, the scale has to start 
at least one step above the previous scale. As the only promotional position 
open to them is that of Head Master and a large number of them may not reach 
that position, it is also necessary to take the spread of thatJ scale to such a 
length as to take it beyond the stagnation level and also see that in the event 
of a teacher getting promoted as a Head Master, he may have a reasonable 
chance of reaching the maximum of the Head Master's scale. The scale const
ructed on these considerations is the following : 

(7) Rs. 460-20-500-25-600-30-750-50-1,000 
11.12 The next scales 8, 9, 10 and 11 appropriate to Grades of same number 

falling within the middle management level do not stand in need of much 
explanation. As two of these scales Nos. 8 and 10 will under the rules by 
promotional to 6 and 7 respectively and scales 9, 10 and 11 in the case of direct 
recruitment are intended for persons joining service after a long course of 
education about or around the age of 25, those scales have to be of shorter 
lengt.hs. . Those scales would be : 

(8) Rs. 600--30-750--50-1000-60-1240 
(9) Rs. 660-30-750-50-1000-60-1300 

(10) Rs. 750-50-1000-60-1300-75-1450 
(11) Rs. 900-50-1000-60-1300-75-1750 

As 8 is promotional to 6, it begins at about the mid point of 6. As 9 and 11 
may be entry scales, their spread is limited to 13 years. As promotion is 
possible from 10 to 11, within about 10 ye·ars, their common spread is made 
fairly wide. 

11.13 The remaining four scales 12, 13, 14 and 15 are shorter. They are: 
(12) Rs. 1300-75-1900 
(13) Rs. 1450-75-1900-100-2000 
(14) Rs. 2000-100-2500 
(15) Rs. 2500-125/2-2750 

Scale No. 12, it may be remembered, is primarily intended for a Professor of a, 
Senior College and Assistant Professor of a professional college. It is short' 
because it may be promotional to 11, and the difference between its maximum 
and the maximum of the next scale No. 13 is small because in the case of 
Professors and Pr~ncipals of senior colleges to whom these two may apply, the 
chances of promotiOn of a Professor to the position of a Principal may not always 
b~ ~ertain ~n?- on an overall view the difference between th~ weight of responsi
biltty attac'lnng to the two posts is not of any large amphtude. The last two 
scales 14 and 1.!) are particularly short and are not made telescopic with each 
other for the reason that very few persons will reach the top Grades of XIV and. 
XV to which these scales apply and when they do reach them, they may be at 
the very fag end of their service. 
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11.14 For convenient reference, all the 15 scales are listed at the end of this 
Chapter. 

11.15 Although pay sc~les are sometimes referred to as grades and sometimes -
as scales, for sake of clanty I have adopted throughout this Report a uniform 
nome_nclature namely "Group" for the groups into which qualifications are 
classified and grouped, "Grade" for the hierarchical categories of Government 
servants graded upon job valuation and "Scales" or "Pay Scales" for the time 
scales constructed by me. As each of these scales is intended according to the 
scheme to apply generally to cadres of posts or positions falling within one 
horizontal Grade, I propose to call them General Scales and for short they will 
be referred as GS. 1, GS. 2, GS. 3 and so forth. 

11.16 The scheme of job valuation adopted for the purpose of 'determining 
appropriate scales has necessarily led to a definite correspondence between the 
Grade into which a post falls and the scale determined for it. In other words, 
each General Scale applies to all posts falling within one Grade. We have, 
however, in the State the Karnataka Administrative Service in which on the 
pattern of the Indian Administrative Service the scales are primarily personal to 
the officer and within the service promotions are from one scale to the next higher 
scale. It is necessary, therefore, to indicate my allocation of the scales to the 
Karnataka Administrative Service. In connection with the said service my idea 
is that GS. 10 and GS. 11 should be called Karnataka Administrative Service 
Junior Administrative Scales (1) and (2) respectively; GS. 13 should be called 
Karnataka Administrative Service Senior Administrative Scale and GS. 14 and 
GS. 15 should be called Karnataka Administrative Service super time scales (1) and 
(2) respectively. I need hardly add that the allocation of scales to Karnataka 
Administrative Service as aforesaid is not conceived by me and should not be 
construed by any one as a departure from the basic feature of the pay structure 
devised by me of establishing correspondence between a post and the scale 
determined for the said post and not for any man. Hence the allocation as 
aforesaid involves the qualifying suggestion that personnel for the time being 
placed on one or other of the said scales can be properly deployed only in posts 
belonging to the corresponding Grade. In other words, a person on GS. 10 can 
be appointed only to posts in Grade X, one on GS. 11 to posts in Grade XI, one 
on GS. 13 to posts in Grade XIII, one on GS. 14 to posts in Grade XIV and one 
on GS. ·15 to posts in Grade XV. 

Rs. 250-5-300-10-350 

List of General Scales 

GS. 1 

(spread 15 years ; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 300 to 420) 

GS. 2 
Rs. 280-5·300-10-340-15-400-20-420 

(spread 13 years ; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 336 to 504) 

GS. 3 

Rs. 300-10-340-15-400-20-500-Extension-10-550 

(spread 13 years plus extension 5 years; with the G. P.iA. the scale runs 
from 360 to 600 and thence to 660) 

GS. 4 
Rs. 300·1 0-340-15-400·20-500-25-600-Extension-20-700 

(spread 17 years plus extension 5 years; with the G. P. A. the scale runs 
from 360 to 720 and thence to 840) 
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GS. 5 
Rs. 400-20-500-25-600-30-750-Extension-25-850 
(spread 14 years plus extension 4 years ; with the G. P. A. the scale nms 

from 480 to 900 and thence to 1020) 

GS. 6 

Rs. 440-20-500-25-600-30-7 50-50-900 
(spread 15 ye:\rs ; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 528 to 1080) 

GS.7 
Rs. 460-20-500-25-600-30-7 50-50-1000 
(spread 16 years; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 552 to 1200) 

GS. 8 
Rs. 600-30-750-50-1000-60-1240 
(spread 14 years; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 720 to 1488) 

GS. 9 
Rs. 660-30-7 50-50-1000-60-1300 
(spread 13 years ; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 792 to 1560) 

GS. 10 
Rs. 750-50-1000•60-1300-75-1450 
(spread 12 years; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 900 to 1740) 

GS. 11 
Rs. 900-50--'1000-60-1300-75-17 50 
(spread 13 years ; with the G. P A. the scale runs from 1080 to '2100) 

GS. 12 
Rs. 1300-75-1900 
(spread 8 years; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 1560 to 2280) 

GS. 13 
Rs. 1450-75-1900-100-2000 
(spread 7 years; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 1740 to 2400) 

GS. 14 
Rs. 2000-100-2500 
(spread 5 years ; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 2400 to 3000) 

GS. 15 
Rs. 2500-125/2-2750 
(spread 4 years ; with the G. P. A. the scale runs from 3000 to 3250 

Olapta: Twelve 

ALLOCATION OF SCALES 

12.1 :rhe development of the subject in the foregoing chapters and the 
elaboration of the scheme of rationalisation therein have, as already indicated, 
r~sul_ted in the first or basic allocation of the scales to posts. That basic alloca
tJ?n 1s that posts in Grade I will have GS.l allocated to them, posts in Grade II 
Will have GS.2 allocated to them and so on until Grade XV will have GS.15 
allocated to it. For the process of allocation "tO get completed and ultimately 
reach every employee of the government, ·three 'further steps have to be taken. 
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They are: (1) Allocation of the posts in different departments to appropriate 
Grade~; .when the posts are so allocated to the Grades, the appropriate scale of 
pay w1ll simultaneously get allocated to the post (2) Allocation of the person to 
the post and (3) Placement of the person at the appropriate stage in the new scale . 

. 12.2 Thi~ chapter will. deal exc!usively and fully with the first step. The 
thn·d step wlll be dealt w1th exclus1vely in the next succeeding chapter. 

12.3 Th~ reasons .for taking the second step mentioned above, are that on 
the dat.e th1s report 1s recommended to be given effect to, a person may be 
occupymg a post in circumstances which are purely fortuitous which do not 
confer upon him any indefeasible right to hold the post or, a person may be 
officiating in a higher post while his substantive post is another lowrr post or, 
as a result of the process of rationalisation certain cadres may get split up or, 
two or more cadres may get amalgamated into a single cadre or, for the purposes 
of rationalisation I might suggest the creation of a new cadre indicating the 
manner in which existing porsonnel should be placed on it. The considerations 
bearing upon these matters which are all relevant for determining the real 
incumbent of a post for purposes of allocation of pay scale have necessarily to 
be discussed partly in this chapter and partly in the next succeeding chapter. 
I shall, however, formulate a principle or guide lines in 1;hat regard finally in 
the next chapter itself. 

12.4 In relation to the first step, I have exan1ined the particulars relating to 
every cadre or post in every department of government and allocated the 
different posts to the appropriate Grades as determined already in the previous 
chapters. For ready reference, and with a view to assist and expedite the 
process of implementation, I have tabulated the result in the supplement 
annexed to this chapter. The posts in different departments are separately 
tabulated department by department. Each of the Tables contains the designa
tion of the different posts in the department to which it relates, the existing 
pay scale applicable to each and the new scale recommended to be applied to it. 

l~.5 The discussion in this chapter, therefore, is in effect an explanation of 
how the grading of posts and allocation of scales have been done, and how far 
the said purpose, the principles of vc~,luation and rationalisation fully discussed 
in the previous chapters operate. There are, as is well known, some common 
categories of posts which occur in all departments. There are some others 
which, though not found in all departments, do occur in more than 2 or 3 
departments and have common features. It is also well known that the 
personnel in different departments is to some--extent made up of persons deputed 
from other department or departments. I propose the:cefore first to discuss 
these common categories and deputation posts before proceeding to discuss t.hc 
posts department by department. In the course of such departmentw.Jsc 
discussion, the order in which the departments are taken up for consideratwn 
has been det,ermined by me on the following considerations. Departments in 
which the structure is traditionally well established and the levels of posts in 

· which, in one sense, operate as guide posts for understanding the levels in 
other or newer departments are taken up first. These are followed by depart
ments in which the proliferation of staff and multiplicity of cadres are such 
that the discussion of the process of rationalisation in regard to the~ w.ill assist 
in the acquisition of a clear and sound grasp of the backgr~und of prme1~le and 
the manner in which the principles ~an be acc~rately apphe~: Once th1s.stage 
is reached, subsequent discussion w1ll become s1mpler and bnefer. Even. m the 
earlier portions, the elaborate ~iscussion of ~he principle~ alr~ady made m. the 
previous chapters makes. it poss1ble to .d~al w_1th matters m th1s chapter bnefiy. 
I shall go into so~e de.tall onlr where 1t 1s qmte neces.sary. .In each departme~t 
particular attentwn Wlll be pa1d to posts or categones wh1eh arc engaged m 
work which is specially appropriate to .the department. Apart from the top 
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managerial levels which as me1~tion~d earlier confor!ll to a kJ?owu p~ttern, it is 
possible in each department to Identify and follow difi~rent hierarchiCal streams, 
or units or institutions with a pattern of staff either common to all s~ch 
units or institutions or groups of the same. Such factors naturally determme. 
the line of discussion. 

CoMMON CATEGORIES 

12.6 Startin(J' from the bottom the commonest categories which are met with 
in all the depart~ents are those now placed on the existing scales of Rs. 65-95 
and Rs. 80-145. By and large, in the absence of special or particula~ consider
ations to which I shall refer presently, the placement of these categories on the 
new scales also conforms more or less to the same pattern, viz., that those on the 

-present scale of Rs. 65-95 will have to· be placed on GS.1 and those on the 
present scale of Rs. 80-145 have to be placed on GS.2. 

12.7 There are, however, a few posts now on Rs. 65-95 which having regard 
to the possession of a skill coming within the scope of Group II of the 
qualifications have to be lifted to GS.2. On an examination of necessity for such 
a skill and on being satisfied as to such necessity, I have placed certain selected 
categories on GS.2. Likewise the existence of risk may take one from GS.1 to 
GS. 2 or from GS. 2 toGS. 3 

12.8 The next well known common category is th(group of posts which now· 
goes by the name of and is well understood by the description of ministerial 
posts. They are the Second Division Clerk, the First Division Clerk and the 
Ministerial Superintendent. As to these posts, I have made a specific suggestion 
in chapter Five for combining the Second Division Clerks and Typists into a 
single cadre and insisting upon the knowledge of typing, whether acquired by 
going through a course of instructions or otherwise, as a necessary qualification 
for the said cadre, and a similar suggestion in regard to direct recruitment to 
the next higher cadre of First Division Clerks. As this matter 'has been fully 
discussed in paragraphs 5.15 to 5.20, it is not necessary to repeat the same 
here. From the point of view of allocation of scales it is sufficient to say that 
the first named category which has been placed in Grade IV in the said chapter 
will be placed on GS.4 and the second category which has been placed in Grade VI 
has to be allocated GS.6. 

12.9 The considerations relevant to the post of :Ministerial Superintendent 
have been fully discussed in paragraphs 5.53 to 5.55. These Superintendents 
who are graded as coming within .Grade VIII will naturally be placed on GS.S. 

12.10 In this connection one matter for special mention is the grading of a 
class of posts which are designated either as Gazetted .t_\ssistants or Headquarters 
Assistants or other designations conveying the same meaning or impression as 
the said designations. The question for consideration in that regard is whether 
these posts are not in substance and in reality posts of the same level as of an 
~dministrative superintendent. As I have already pointed out in Chapter Five, 
m assessing the levels of responsibility a distinction has to be made between real 
or administrative supervision and supervision which is in essence of a ministerial 
nat~re only. It has also been pointed out that administrative supervision is an 
attnbute of superior post, ti. e., posts in the top management and middle 
management levels. The lowest grade of posts to which such administrative 
supervision can be attributed are posts of Grade X. A close examination of the 
nature of the work expected from posts designated as Gazetted Assisr.ants or 
Headquarter~ Assistants, etc., leads to the conclusion that in essence the 
supervision which can be attributed to them is ministerial aupervision. In the 
case of a handful of such posts it may perhaps be pol.'sible to discover some 
administrative supervision also as appertaining to the post. For the first 
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implementation of the report therefore, I consider it fair and in the circumstances 
necessary to gra~e all these posts as posts falling within Grade VIII and I am 
therefore allocatmg to all such posts GS.8. I would, however, add that if in 
large! department!! or larger offices exigencies of administration require the 
creatwn of a post for administrative control o£ the department of the level of 
an Assistant Director, the department or office concemed may refer to the 
gov~rnment. for consideration proposals for creation of a post of the level of an 
Assistant Director and should the government on an examination of the position 
accept the proposal, such a post when created may be placed on GS.10 

' J . ,I , 

1~.11 The next will known common category is that of Stenographers. 
Their case as well as my suggestion for creating a separate three-tiPr cadre for 
t~em has been discussed in paragraphs 5.74 to 5.80. The result of that 
discussion is Stenographers at the entry level (inclusive of the few who are still 
on the abolished category of Junior Stenographers) will be placed on GS.G. 
The present Selection Grade Stenographers will be placed on GS.8 and to the 
said category promotions may be made from the entry level of Stenographers, 
on the lines suggested in the said paragraphs. That said promotional caterrory 
it will be remembered has been suggested to be designated PerRonal Assistant 
(Junior). The next higher category to be newly created as suggested in the said 
paragraphs is to be designated Personal Assistant (Senior) and to be placed on 
GS.IO. · 

12.12 The case of the Librarians has also been fully discussed in paragraphs 
5.81 to 5.84. So far as the allocation of scales to them is concerned, Second 
Division Clerks or First Division Clerks or Teachers who are now entrusted with 
library work and are called either Librarians or by some other name will as 
already indicated therein continue to rdmain in the grades appropriate to them 
namely Grades IV, VI and VII and will be allocated new scales GS. 4, 6 and 7 
respectively notwithstanding the fact that they might have been required to go 
through a few weeks' course at the Documentation Centre at Bangalore or the 
Department of Public Libraries. But the holders of diploma in Library Science 
who in the said paragraphs have been included in Grade VI will be placed on GS. 6 
and the holders of Degree in Library Science who have been included in Grade 
VII will be placed on GS. 7, when necessary rules are made. In' some Rules the 
qualification prescribed is a general degree and a degree or diploma in Library 
Science. In effect it means B.Lib.Sc. and is treated as such. 

12.13 There are then a few ·categories of posts which though not common 
categories in the sense they occur in all departments exis~ in more departments 
than one. It will be convenient to deal with them in the present context itself 
instead of my having to repeat the same on two or more occasions hereafter. 

12.14 The general approach to all these categories has already been indicated 
in sufficient detail in the previous chapters particularly Chapter Four dealing 
with Classification and Grading of Qualifications and Chapter Eleven dealing 

·with Construction of Pay Scales. The one outstanding feature which should be 
recognised is that the examination of all rei evan~ _factors !elating t.o ,the first 
six or seven Grades has taken us to the clear positiOn that m the said Grades, 
qualifications operate more or less as a decisive factor in .ascertaining the Grade 
to which any post should be allocated ; the fact?rs of skill and effort as well as 
responsibility whether non-supervisory or supervisory also stand closely related 
to or nearly commensurate with qualifications, not merely ~m considerations 
relevant to the quali~cation but al~o on acco~nt ?f the recogmsable features of 
the existing pattern Itself. A detailed ex.ammatwn of the natu~e of. the. work 
and working conditions, however, occasiOnally leads. to the I~cnoificatwn of 
certain special features and consequently to the necessrty of havmg to allocate 
to a post a scale next above the sca:le which would haye been appropriate in t~e 
absence of those special consideratiOns. Another specml feature to be borne m 



mind.-\\·hich arises for considerat.ion sprcially in ~·rgard to Gr~td!'s III a~d IV. or 
somPtimes in regard to Grad!'s ~I, III and ~V ,-Is that whrre the qn~hficahon 
consists of not merely the passmg of certam standards or cla~ses m genrral 
education upto high school level but also what ~re calle~ certi~cate cour.ses, 
specially related to any trade, ~raft or mechamcal or mdustnal operatiOn, 
emphasis should be on such special competence t.ha~ on the l~vel of general 
education. In certain cases it is seen that even Without passmg. throng~ ~ 
certificate course in those subjects, greater value is att.ached to expenen?e gam
ed by actually engaging in such type of. work (the best example bemg the 
Printing Press) ; in such cases, regard bemg had for the bac~g:round of general 
education, the experience will have to be. equate~ to the ad~Itwnal competence 
attributable to a certificate and the post m questwn placed m one or other of 
the GradE's II, III or IV. 

12.15 In the region of Grades II, III and IV, I find in the recruit.ment rules 
of diffE>rE>nt dE>partments prescription of a crrtificate and a diploma as alte.rnative 
qualifications. Certificates as already stated are of upto two years' dur~t10n and 
admission into courses of study leading to the same may be open either to a 
middle school lE>vel person or a hig·h school level person. Diplomas are generally 
granted after a three years' course subsequent to completing high school. Prima 
facie there is a difference in the competence represented by a certificate and a 
diploma. The prescription of these two differing qualifications as ahernativt>s 
therefore causes some diffic11lty in interpretation if it does not in particular 
cases lead to actual incongruity. With a view to resolve the difficulty, I have 
examined in such cases the natu:.:_e of the work and the level of responsibility, 
if any, expected in respect of the job in question and wherever I could fairly 
come to the conclusion that the level of competence represented by the certifi
cate is sufficient for the satisfactory discharge of the duties and responsibilities 
of the job, I have graded the job on that footing and allocated the scale 
appropriate thereto. 

12.16 Subject to the above special considerations the normal position would 
be as orginally indicated that the qualification makes the greatest contribution 
to the decision. 

12.17 I shall now refer to a few of such categories. 

12.18 The first of them falls within the general description of Laboratory 
!\~en. There is no difficulty so far as persons required by the rules to possess 
either a' degree gualificatioD; or a post graduate qualifi?ation are. concerned. 
They can be easily l'·~>.ced e1ther on GS. 6 or GS. 9 accordma to the situation. At 
the bottom of this category there are posts going by vartou~ names like Labora
tory _Attender, Laboratory Attendant, Laboratory Men etc., on qualifications 
varymg from mere literacy upto about Middle School level, together with, in 
some cases, some specification of experience. They are found on the present 
scales of Rs. 65-. 95 and Rs. 80-145. Having regard to the necessity of placing 
grea~e~ _emphas~s on actual experience in functioning as such Attender and the 
possiblhty of nsk on account of total lack of theoretical knowledge in the· 
matter of handling either chemicals or laboratory equipment, I have placed 
them on GS. 2. 

12.19 The !lext higher group is commonly or generally referred to as 
Laborat~ry Assistants or Technimans with qualifications ranging between Middle 
School r1ght u pto P. U. C. in some cases together with either training or a specified 
length of experience. These are now placed on different scales of Rs. 80-145, 
Rs. 90-200, Rs. 100-220. All these I have placed on GS. 4. 

12.~0 ~he grade promotional to the last preceding grade is generally a grade 
to whiCh direct rectuitment is of graduates; that grade would naturally be Grade 
VI. They are at present either on Rs. 130-290 or Rs. 160-350. I place 
them on GS. 6. 
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D~!!:l~tsJa~ nW~ category cons!sts of su~h categories as Tracers, Cartographers, 
is no d'ffi It . ere .the quahficat10n Is clearly a post S.S.L.C. diploma, there 
lower l:vZ~ Y f m )l.fiCin~ th~m on. GS. 5. The need for rationalisation is at the 

It' I' 't .0 qua 1 catwns, havmg regard for the course of events and 
m.~h 1P IC!- Y 1~ the matter ~f prescribing qualifications, the group of persons 
WI q~a Ificatwns or experience approximating to or capable of beincr 'l'errarded 
bs eqUivalent to S.S.L.C. standard plus traininrr or a certificate co"'urse"' have 

een toget.her placed in GS. 4,-taking into account!enrrth of service as operating 
to neutrah~e th~ difference if any capable of being su:aested on the basis of a 
lower qualificatiOn. ~" 

DEPUTATION PosTs 

12.22. In several departments there are some posts which are filled by 
deputatiOn o~ persons from other departments. The administrative necessity for 
the sa~e ar~ses where a department feels the need for such posts not in 
, co~nect10n With. ~he regular work of the department but for certain types of work 
~hiCh are auxih~ry to it.s main work. If posts of similar nature are available 
m larger number m another department as the work attachincr to those posts is 

. h ' " appropnate to t e general work in that department, deputation is sought of 
persons from such o~her department. The principle, however, is that deputation 
I!! generally to equivalent pos~s carrying the same pay. Though the matter is 
generally referred to as deputatiOn from one department to another department., 
the actual legal position is that the deputation is from one post to another post. 
Hence the department feeling the need for such posts and deputation of personnel 
from another department must first create the necessary posts in its cadre 
strength which are equivalent to the posts in other departments from which 
dep~tation is sought. Acting on this principle and notwithstanding the fact 
that in some cases designations diflerent from the one available in the deputing 
department is given (I suggest that this practice may be discarded and the 
identity of d!>signation continued) I have assessed the level of the post and the 
grade into which it could be appropriately fitted on the basis of the nature of the 
work appertaining to the p<Jst and the existing scale now applied to it and have 
allocated to such post pay scale which would have been allotted to it if the post 
had formed part of the equivalent cadre in the deputing department. There 
are, however, a few situations which make a difference to the application of_this 
general principle. As stated earlier in paragraph 12.3, the process of rationalisa
tion bas resulted in splitting up of existing cadres in some cases, amalgamation 
of two or more cadres in some other cases and has also led me to suggest the 
creation of new cadres indicating the manner in which the existing personnel 
have to be fitted into such new cadre. In such cases of deputational posts, I 
have allocated either the common scale applicable to the combined cadre or the 
lowest of the scales in the even·t of splitting up of cadres and in cases where new 
higher cadre is proposed to be created. In such cases the department in 
consultation with the government will after the implementation of the report 
either upgrade the post if deemed necessary and seek deputation of a person 
belonging to that grade or repatri.ate the inc~Imbe_nt to the parent department 
if he happens to be placed on a higher scale m hi.s parent departme_nt and seek 
deputation of another person on the scale approprtate to the deputatiOnal post. 

12.23 There are a few posts in certain department<J like Sisters of Charity in 
Health and Family Planning Department and Skilled. Workmen, Mechani.cs, 
Engineers, etc., in Public Works Depa.rtment and E.lectncal Inspectorate, which 
are filled by taking persons on deputatiOn from outside Govcrnmen~ Department, 
i.e., from private philanthropic organisations or stat.utory Boa.rds hke Karnatak,a 
State Electricity Board. There are also certam p?sts ~~ the Govern~r s 
Secretariat which are filled by persons of Governors choiCe from outside 
Government Departments at the disc:etion of the G~vcrnor. Furthe~, there 
are certain posts in the Accounts ~s~a.bhshment o~ ~ertam departments hke the 
Commercial Taxes Department, DIVISIOnal CommissiOner, Bangalore, Karnataka 
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Gov<'rnlll<'nt Secr<'tarint. which ar<' fill<'d up by deputation of officers of the 
Accountant GrneraL For nil such posts, I have not allocat.<'d any scales for 
lnck of actequnte information to assrss the jobs on the criteria adopted by me 
for the purpose, as also for the obvious reason that such deputationists are to 
be p11id their own pay drawn by t.hem in their parent departments or 
organisations. However, the government may if thought fit allocate 
appropriate scales out. of the 15 General Scales to these posts on a valuation 
made on the principles enunciated by me in this Report to he given to officers 
of the governm<'nt if deputed to those posts or to persons directly recruited 
thereto by prescribing suitable recruitment rules for filling up the posts. 

SECRETARIAT 

12.24 The hulk of the top posts are occupied by officers of the Indian 
Administrative Service. But there are some posts including the high post of a 
Secretary which are occupied by officers of the State Services. It is therefore 
necessary to make an allocation of pay scales in respect of such posts. As 
indicated by me in Chapter Five, the clearly distinguishable levels of responsibility 
are three represented by the positions of Secretary, Deputy Secretary and Under 
Secretary. The appropriate scales for them are GS. 15 for the Secretary, GS. 13 
for the Deputy Secretary, and GS. 11 for the Under Secretary. But there are 
two other designations also in common use viz., Joint Secretary and Additional 
Secretary. So far as the Joint Secretary is concerned, there appears little 
difference between his position and that of the Deputy Secretary. I would there 
fore place the Joint Secretary also on GS. I 3. Regarding the Additional Secretary 
my view is the same as the one expressed by me about the position of an 
Additional Director in a very heavy department and for the reasons stated in that 
connection I place the Additional Secretary on GS. 14. There is now a practice 
probably representing a trend in government policy of taking senior men from the 
departments to the secretariat to occupy positions designated as Special Secretary. 
From the use of the word Secretary, one has to infer that the position is intended 
to be equivalent to that of a Secretary. When such a . position is created and a 
person in State Services is inducted into it, my view is that he should be placed 
on GS. 15. It is also possible that such induction may take place in posts 
equivalent to either Additional Secretary or a Joint Secretary or Deputy 
Secretary or an Under Secretary. In such an event the person will, of course, 
be placed on the appropriate scale, ~:.e., the scale appropriate to the equivalent 
position in the regular set up. 

12.25. The structure of the Law Departmf'nt at the Secretariat, however calls 
for spemal consideration. A District Junge is now deputed from the Judicial 
Department for appointment as the Law Secretary the full designation being 
Secretary for Law and Parliamentary Affairs. On such appoiutment he will move 
from the District Judge's scale of GS. 14 to a Secret11.ry's scale of GS. 15. I 
suggest ~or consideration by the Government and the High Court that a healthy 
conventiOn may be adopted of selecting for the position a District Judge who has 
wor~e~ as such at least for five years. The District Judge brou~ht in as an 
:\dditiOnal Secretary may continue on scale GS 14. At ;present, a District Judge 
1s als? brought in to the Secretariat and designated Jomt Secretary. I suggest 
that 1f a. District Judge is to be brought to such a position, that position must 
be redesignated Additional Secretary because according to the opinion already 
<'xpressed a Joint Sec~etary and a Deputy Sf'cretary are of the same level next 
b~l~w the Additional Secretary. The position of Solicitor is one to which a 
Clv~l_Jud~e may be brought on rleputation and the position of an Assistant 
Sol!c~tor IS one to which a Munsiff may be brought on deputatio,n ; to these 
pos1t10ns I allocate GS. 13 and GS. 11 respect.ively. So far as the Under 
Secretaries are concerned, th<'y will of course be on GS 11. A separate section 
called Drafting Section has been recently organised in the Law Department. The 
two top posts ~f Draftsman and Joint Draftsman arc both placed on the same 
scale now apphc_able to a District Judge' I place both of them on GS. 14 and 
suggest that a s1ngle nomenclature may be adopted. The Assistant Draftsmen 
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are ~f .two grades one .on a senior .scale and the otLer on a junior scale wit.h a 
provision that after six years he will automatically get iuto the Senior scale. 
I am clearly of the opinion that these positions should be held only by a person 
of t~e stat~s of senior Civil Judge and if directly recruited by a person 
w~<! IS recrmted from the bar with qualification appropriate to the position of a 
C~v1.l Judg\ .. I therefore allocate a single pay scale GS. 13 to this posit.ion. 
Srmilarly, 1~ Is not ~ecessary to have two levels of a Section Officer Drafting 
and a Draftmg Assistant. Both of them whether transferred from other 
departments of the Secretariat or directly recruited are re<]Uired to be law 
g~aduates. I therefor~ suggest a single pay s~ale GS. 9 to these two positions 
w1th the recommendatiOn that a common designation may be adopted. The 
Rules may be amended accordingly. 

12.26 The staff of the establishment of Ministers is drawn either from the 
Secretariat or from other departments of the governmeJ1t. They will, of course 
carry the salary allocated to their respective positions in the Secretariat or the 
departments as the case may be. 

12.27 Attached to the Secretariat is what is commonly referred to as the 
Hospitality Organisation which includes the Guest Houses run by the government 
at Bangalore and Ootacamand. At the head of the organisation there is a 
Superintendent now on Rs. 300-700. He is placed on GS. 10. Managers Grade I 
and II are both placed on GS. 8. In this establishment there are Cooks of three 
grades and Butlers on two grades and below them Waiters and Caretakers. The 
lowest category of Waiters and Caretakers is placed on GS. I. Butlers in both the 
grades are placed on GS. 2. Among the Cooks, those on Grades II and III are 
placed on GS. 2 and those in Grade I are placed on GS. 3. The Drivers will be 
on as. 2. 

12.28 The rest are common ·posts. 

GoVERNoR's SEcRETARIAT 

12.29 As stated earlier I am not allocating any pay scales to the posts in this 
Secretariat which are filled by persons appointed on personal selection made by 
the Governor himself. 

12.30 One post of Under Secretary and another of Deputy Controller of the 
Governor's household are both of the level of an Under Secretary of the Secre
tariat. They will be on GS. II. 

12.31 Following the pattern applied to the Hospitality Organisation, the Head 
Cook is placed on GS. 3, the other Cooks as well as the Head Butler and Butlers 
are all placed on GS. 2. There is, however, an additional post of Steward which 
is placed on GS. 4 .. 

12.32 Thexe is a post d-esignated Head Driver who is said .to be in charge of 
the management .of the vehicles in the Governor's establishment. In view of 
this supervisory function he is ,placed on GS. 3. The other Drivers ·will, of 
course, be on GS. 2. 

12.33 The rest are common posts. 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

12.34 The top levels of this department have already figured in the detailed 
discussion in Chapter Five while determining the Grades into which posts and 
positions should be graded. 

12.35 The posts of the Divisional Commissioners are 110w occupied ~y members 
of the Indian Administrative Service on super time scale (correspond111g to our 
Grade GS. 1 ~). The next levels of Deputy Commissioner, Assistant Commissioner 
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and Tahsildar and other ('quivalent posts held by them as Gazetted Assistants, 
Special Deputy Commissioners o~ Special As~i:;tan~ C_ommissioners ~tc., will be 
allocated the following scales, v·~z., Deputy Commissioner and equivalent posts 
GS. 13, Assistant C~mmissioner and equivalent posts GS 11, Tahsildar and 
equivalent po~itions GS. 10. 

12.36 Deputy Tahsildar and Taluk She~istedar are posts equivalent to that 
of a ministerial ;;uperintendent and they will go on GS. 8. · 

12.37 Belo1~ them we have (1) First Division Clerk and First Grade Revenue 
Inspector, (~) Second Division Clerk and Second Grade Revenue Inspector and 
(3) Village Accountants. 

12.38 So far as the Village Accountants are concerned, the. general position 
now is that they should be S.S.L.Cs and must undergo the prescribed training 
course for Villacre Accountants. They naturally get into Grade IV to which is to be 
allocated GS. t There are a few non- S.S.L.Cs now. But taking into account 
the length of service already put in by them I consider it unfair to place them 
on a. separate scale. So I place them also on GS. 4. 

12.39 The First Division Clerk and Second Division Clerk will, of course, go 
on GS. 6 and GS. 4 respectively. So far as the Revenue Inspectors are concerned, 
I am unable to see any difference between the nature of the work performed and 
duties and responsibilities discharged by the Revenue Inspector Grade I and 
those performed and discharged by the Revenue Inspector Grade II. There is 
therefore no justification to place them on two different scales. The principles 
and logic underlying the grading of positions necessarily lead to the conclusion 
that both of them be placed on a single scale. Before doing so, however, one 
important circumstance which has to be taken into account is that at present 
the position of First Grade Revenue Inspector and that of the First Division 
Clerk are interchangeable and likewise the position of the Second Division 
Clerk and second Grade Revenue Inspector are interchangeable. As the posts are 
interchangeable, whether one functions as second Grade Revenue Inspector or 
not depends upon exigencies of posting. It may be therefore that in the 
combined cadre of second Division Clerks and Second Grade Revenue Inspectors 
a person of lesser seniority might have functioned as a Revenue Inspector. If 
therefore Revenue Inspectors of both the grades are at once placed on a single . 
scale, a junior in the second division cadre may get a lift in the nature of 
promotion in circumstances which must be regarded as purely fortuitous. To 
avoid such a situation, I make the following suggestion. There should be a 
single cadre of Revenue Inspectors to which GS. 6 the scale appropriate to First 
Division Clerks should be allocated. All Revenue Inspectors in Grade I shall 
get into that scale. The seniority of these categories is counted districtwise. 
The number of posts in each district designated Revenue Inspector Grade II 
should be added to the cadre stre-ngth of the single cadre of Revenue Inspectors 
sugge~ted by me and to these posts promotions should be made from the 
combmed cadre of Second Grade Revenue Inspectors and Second Division 
Clerks on the basis of seniority. Upon such promotion he will, of course, be 
placed on GS. 6. 

12.40. Other categories do not require any particular mention or discussion. 

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT 

12_.41 T_he top posts in this department have. already been the subject of 
d~t~Iled discussion in Chapter Five. The District Judge ·will be on GS. 14, 
Civil Judge on GS. 13 and the l\1unsiff on GS. 11. 

12.42 Recently, a cadre of Chief Judicial Magistrate inclusive of the Chief 
1\Ie~ropolitan ~la.gistrate was created on a new pay scale of Rs. 1100-1200 to 
whiCh promotiOns were made from the cadre of Civil Judges. Except that the 
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Magistrates do criminal work, there is no apparent or statable reason why they 
should be placed on a level different from or hi~her than that of Civil Judgrs· 
In fact the work of a Civil Judge's court is likely to be and in majority of cas2s 
actually is heavier than the work of a Chief Judicial Magist.rate or a Chief 

. Metropolitan Magistrate. Even from the point of view of more efficient working 
o~ t.he Judicial Department, the maintenance of a single cadre comprising both 

,Civil Judges as well as the Chief Judicial Magistrates and Chief Met.ropolitan 
' Magistrates is conducive to better out turn of work. A combined court exercising 
b~th civil and criminal jurisdiction with mon' officers than one in larger dist.ricts 
Will be ~ better arrangement from the point of view of the distribution of work 
and attaining targets for disposal of work without waste of judicial time. 
I therefore place the Chief Judicial Magistrate and the Chief Metropolitan 
Magistrate on th(l same scale as that of the Civil Judge, viz., GS. 13. The lower 
rank of Judicial Magistrate and Metropolitan Magistrate will be placed on the 
same scale as that of the Munsiff GS. 11. 

12.43 For the Chief Administrative Officer at the District Court the appro
priate scale is GS. 10 and I allocate the same to· that post. Sheristedars, Head 
Munshis and Head Clerks whether working at the Distrit't Court or the Civil 
Judge's Court or Munsiff's Court are all persons performing duties of the level of 
a ministerial superintendent. I place all of them on GS. 8. 

12.44 As in other departments, the Selection Grade Stenographer will be on 
GS. 8 and Stenographer Grade I and Grade II will be on GS. 6. First Division 
Clerks inclusive of Cash Clerks will be on GS.6. Copyist Examiners Grade I and 
II are both placed on GS.6. All Copyists whether Typists or not whether 
classified a.s Grade I or II will be placed on the same seale GS. 4. 

12.45 :From the point of view of exercising better control over execution staff 
and process staff, there appears to be no good ground to have two categories of 
them called Bailiffs and Process Servers. The entry cadre is the latter, the 
qualification for which is eighth standard and the former is promotional thereto. 
The nature of the work done by them and its importance to judicial administra
tion justify the placement of both these on a single scale GS. 3. 

12.46 Jamedar, Record Attender, Book Binder, .Mutchis, Dafter Bund will 
all be placed on GS. 2. Attenders are in two grades I and II the former said to 
be promotional to the latter. Two grades do the same type of work. Both are 
therefore placed on GS. 2. The cadres my be merged. 

ADVOCATE GENERAL 

12.4 7 The office of the Advocate General though called a department is only 
a single office with a small staff. The stat<1s of the Administrative Officer nee(I 
not be higher than Grade X. I allocate to the said post GS. 10. The Assistant 
Administrative Officer is really in the position of a ministerial superintendent. 
He as well as the ministerial superintendent will both go on GS. 8. 

12.48 The rest of the staff belong to common categories. 

DIRECTORATE OF PROSECUTION 

12.49 As at present constituted, the Directorate is headed by two District 
Judges deputed from the Judicial Department. Their designations are Directors 
of Prosecution. Depaty Directors are Civil Judges of the Judicial Department 
deputed to this department. T.he rest of the sta.ff is ~ini~terial or subordinate 
staff belonging to common,· categories. Hence no discussiOn IS necessary so far as 
the allocation to the staff is concerned. 

12.50 It is now proposed to reconstitute the Directorate by. providing for 
direct recruitment to both the posts of Director and Deputy Directors. The 
government order specifically provides that the Director shall be on the pay 
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scale of a District Judo-c and the Deputy Directors on the pay scale of a Civil 
Judae. So the scales fixed for these respective posts in the Judicial Department 
will"automatica.lly apply to them. Their staff for the most part is made up of 
common categories to be drawn from other departments and therefore does not 
call for discussion. . 

1:! .51 The Assistant Public Prosecutors who arc controlled by this depart
ment are directly recruited from practising members of the bar. The said 
Assistant Public Prosecutors will be working at .Magistrate's courts. Considering 
their qualification and the fact that they are going to be selected by a competi
tive examination and the nature of the work appertaining to the post of a 
Prosecutor in .Maaistrate's court, I co~1sider the appropriate scale for them to be 
GS. 10. I allocate the same to them. The Senior Assistant Public Prosecutor 
which is expected to be a promotional post will be placed on GS. 11. 

PoLICE DEPARTMENT 

12.52 This is a very heavy department. It is headed by the Inspector General 
of Police who is a member of the Indian Police Service on the pay scale of 
Rs. 2500-2750 (which corresponds to our GS. 15). The next level of Deputy 
Inspectors General of Police is also filled by members of the Indian Police 
Service on the pay scale of Rs. 2000-2250 (which :)Orresponds roughly to 
GS. 14). 

12.53 The next two levels, Superintendent of Police/Deputy Commissioner 
of Police and Assistant Superintendent of Police/Deputy Superintendent of 
Police, are filled partly by members of the Indian Police Seryice and partly by 
member of the State Service. So far as the State Service men are concerned, 
following the pattern in respect of superior managerial levels, I allot GS. 13 to 
the Superintendent of Police/Deputy Commissioner of Police and GS. 11 to 
Assistant Superintendent of Police/Deputy Superintendent of Police. 

I 

12.54 For the lower levels taking into account the qualifications prescribed 
for direct recruitment, the nature and length of departmental training as well 
as the l)ature of work and responsibilities attaching to the different posts, I 
allot G.S. 10 to the Police Inspector, GS. 8 to the Sub InspeJtor, GS.6 to the 
Assistant Sub Inspector, GS. 5 to the Head Constable and GS. 4 to the Police 
Constable. 

12.55 The ' above hierarchy has reference to the categories generally 
referred to as -the civil police. There are two other categories namely the Armed 
Reserve Police and the State Reserve Police which do regular police work and 
the Wireless men who do technical work. Considering the nature of the duties 
besides the qualification and training and also taking into account the equations 
suggested by the Inspector General of Police, on the basis of his administrative 
experience, I make the following allocation of scales. 

12.56 The Commandant of the Armed Reserve Police will go on GS. 13 and 
the Deputy Superintendent of Police on GS. 11. The other ranks correspond 
to those in the civil branch and will get the following scales: Inspector GS. 10, 
Sub Inspector GS. 8 ; Assistant-Sub Inspector GS. 6; Head Constable GS. 5 ; 
Police Constable GS. 4. 

12.57 The State Reserve Police which contains similar ranks but with 
different designations will get the following scales : 

Commandant GS.13; Assistant Commandant GS.ll; Subedar Major and 
Subedar GS.10; Jamedar GS.8; Havildar Major GS.6; Havildar and Nayak GS.5; 
Lance Nayak GS.4. The Reserve Police Constable which rank is said to 
include P.C. Wireless, P.C. Cleaner and P.C. Bandsman are all placed on GS.4 
as Constables. 
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12.58 I? both classes of Reserve Police the educational qualification for 
Constable Is less than that for Constable in Civil Branch. But as these are 
used more as riot police the difference may be said to have been made good by 
the more strenuous nature of their work. 

12.59 In the State Reserve Police there are what are called Followers. 
There was a .suggestion made to me that they should also be equated with the 
lowest rank Ill the regular police namely Constable. But I am not satisfied 
that the .nature of their duties can with any logic be regarded as equal to or 
substantially equal to those of the regular police. A Follower is definl'd in 
claus: (c) of section 144 of the Karnataka Police Act, 1963 as "a person 
appomted to do the work of a cook, me'ss servant, wa.sherman, cobbler, 
bar?er, tailor, sweeper or an orderly in connection with the State RPserve 
Pohce Force". This description of the work which a follower is expPcted to 
do :places it completely outside the range of the normal work and statutory 
duties of a police constable. The appointment is to a post in connPction with 
the Force and not into the Force itself. According to Section 2(9) a Constable 
means a Police Officer of the lowest rank. A follower is clearly below him. 
Conceding, however, that their work may involve little more exertion and 
strain than in the case of corresponding categories in non-police civil depart
ments, I allocate to them GS.2; there is a J amedar Follower wh<1 exercises 
supervision and control over the Followers and has some additional duties. 
I place him on GS. 3. 

12.60 The Wireless Establishment requires staff which has had education or 
training in tele-communication. Taking the same into account as well as the 
working conditions, I allocate the following scales to the staff in the Wireless 
Establishment : 

Superintendent of Police Wireless will go on GS.l3; Deputy Superintendent 
of Police Wireless as well as Cryptography will both go on GS.ll; . Inspector 
GS.10; Sub Inspector on GS.8; Senior Radio Mechanic, Assistant Sub Inspector
Radio Mechanic, Wireless as well as Electrician,-will all go on GS.6; Head 
Constable and the Constable will go on GS 5 and 4 respectively. 

12.61 Attached to the Police Department and closely related to investi
gation there are two other sections or establishments namely the Forensic 
Science Laboratory and the Finger Print Bureau. 

12.62 In the Forensic Laboratory, Serologist, Experts in questioned 
documents and ballistics, as well as physicist and toxicologist are all required 
to have post graduate qualification in science with a provision made for 
alternative qualification of lVLB.B.S. for the Serologist. All these posts will 
naturally get into the appropriate entry scale .for post .grad~ates and 
professional graduates namely GS.9, ~xcept S.erolog1st ~ho ?emg m c~arge 
of a section is placed on GS.10. Assistant Director whiCh IS a promotiOnal 
post will go on GS.lO. 

12.63 Regarding the Director~ there is a special case s~ated. by the Inspector 
General of Police that regard bemg had for the growth m sc1entfie method~ of 
criminal investigation and the pr~p~sed or contemplated. sche~e _for ~xpans~on 
in the direction of greater sophistiCated !llethods of mvest1gatwn Inv?lvm.g 
scientific analytical work, I place the Dtrector on GS.13, a scale whiCh IS 
equivalent to that of the Superintendent of Police on the one hand and the 
Principal of a Senior College on the other. 

12.64 In the Finger Print Bureau t)le Direc!'or and the !nspector are 
promotional posts. The Sub !1~spect?r (~mger .Prmt Bureau) I.s ~ gr~duate 
like the Sub inspector in the ~1vll pollee ~Ith aptitude for and trammg m the 
subject of examining finger prmt.s but he IS not called upon. to do the usual or 
normal type of police work reqmred of a Sub Inspector Ill actual fielu work. 
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Hence GS.S appears to be the appropriate scale for him and ~he same is 
allocated to him. But the Sub Inspector who is a Photographer IS only an 
S.S.L.C. with a Diploma in Cinematography and therpfore he c~n he allocated 
onlv GS.5. The promotional posts of Inspector and Direc.t.or Will naturally go 
to GS.lO and GS.ll respectively. 

12.65 In the Police Band establishment, the lowest position of ~Iusiciall: is 
one for which the qualification prescribed is of the standard of a Semor C_crtifi
cate. ·Thl' appropriate scale for that post there would beGS. 4. The Ass1sta1~t 
Band llblster's qualifications are. equivalent to p~·oficiency. s~andard of ll~ustc 
Mash'rs. So he is placed on GS. 7. The promotiOnal pos~twn of tlw Band 
l\Iaster will go on Gq. 8. There is attached to this establishment a D,:ffedar 
I am told that it is proposed to abolish this post but that the prcsPnt meum
bent is a Head Constable of Police. On that footing, I allot to hun GS. 5. 

12.66 The Police Department has a fleet of at least 800 mot~r ' ve~icl;s. 
For repairs and maintenance of these vehicles, the department IS mamtam
ing two Workshops one at Belgauin and the other at Ba~wllo~·e. The 
staff at these workshops are of the type commonly met w1th m a uta
mobile workshops, the bulk of them having little or no litrracy or educa
tion and a::e in a position to do ,subordinate types of mechanical assistance on 
the strength of the experience picked up by them. A few of th"m have SOI_Ile 
skill like Fitters, Carpenters, L:pholsterers, Painters etc. In the cadrew1se 
statement given to me the short descriptive designations of thpse workmrn 
called tradesmen and divided into four classes is given with respect to the work
shop at Belgaum. As to the corresponding posts at the Bangalore works~op, 
there was no specification of cadres but in the course of the memorandum given 
to me by way of reply to the questionnaire, there is an observation that the 
workmen at Bangalore are absorbed into different police ranks like Constable, 
Head Constable, Assistant Sub Inspector and Inspector and therefore there is 
no separate mention made of them with details as in the case of Belgaum 
workshop. Whatever may be the administrative convenience from the point of 
view of the department of appropriating the description of these personnel with 
the common well accepted nomenclature used in the case of regular police ranks, 
it was not possible for me to proceed on the basis of said nomenclature for 
purpose of allocating appropriate scales which according to the scheme of 
rationalisation I am pursuing have to be related to relevant factors determined 
for the purpose. Hence further detailed information was called for from the 
department and has since be(m furnished. 

12.67 From the detailed information now furnished it appears that the 
actu~l subordinate personnel working in these workshops has little or no 
educational qualification, their utility to the workshop beiri" determined 
entirely U£on experience gained by actual working. I am told that'it is proposed 
to feorgamse these workshops by prescribing regular qualifications for different 
categories of workers. On the basis of the information now furnished as well as 
the qualifications proposed to be prescribed, I proceed to allocat~ pay scales 
as follows: 

12.68 ~s the pattern in Belgaum as well as Bangalore is the same, both can 
be ?ealt WI~h togethe_r. At the top there is a ~o:eman called P9lice Inspector 
which post ts promotwnal to that of the Techmcian called Police Sub Inspector. 
There IS a Store Keeper and then there are four categories of tradesman. 
T:adesmal?- Class I includes Blacksmi~h, Electrician, Carpenter, .Motor Vehicles 
Fttter, Pamter and Turner. Class II mcludes Upholsterer, Motor Vehicles Fitter, 
Be1:1ch Fitter, El~ctrician, Tin Smith, Vulcaniser, Turner, Carpenter, Black
smtth. Class III mcludes the same categories of workmen plus a Greaser and a 
Clean~r and Class IV an Assistant Greaser. (There is another category generally 
descnbed as Tradesman Class IV payment to which is shown as beiiJ.g made out 
of contingency. I do not deal with thPm). 
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12.69 . The low~st category of Assistnnt Greaser as well as the Greaser and 
eaner Included m Class III are charly the lowest cakgory, the level of whose 

hork fcannot tftke the~ beyond or abovn the lowr·st scale GS. 1. To them 
t ere ore I allot the srud GS. l. Tlw r.·mainin~ persons in Class III as well as 
Cl~ss .II of the Tradesman have as I said a skili which supports the ease for 
brmgmg them within_Grade ~I. They ar0 therefore placed on GS. 2. I should 
add ~hat from the pom~ of view of the nntllrfl of work done by them it is not · 
poss1J;lle to place them Ill two categories, one promotional to the othPr and 
that Is :-vhy only one scale GS. 2 is alloe<JtPd to tlH·m. But the nrxt higher 
categor~!JS of Tradesman Class I may bn allottt:d thn higher scale GS. 3 as the 
vromotwn depends ~pon length of s.~rvice and exp•lri<ln~e. The Store Kopper 
lS an S. S. L. C. with expeTiencc in writil1g accounts etc. He is equated to a 
Second Division Clerk and placed on Gs. 4. · 

·12.70 For the ~ext _two posts Techn~cian (Sub-Inspector) and Foreman 
(Inspecto~) the q~ahfi?atwn proposed is a pass in P .U .C. and a diploma in 
Automob_Ile ~ngmeermg and certain experience. Now for admission into the 
automobile diploma course the educational qualification prescribed is only an 
S. S. L. C. and the value of the qualification from tho point of view of the 
work expected from the recruit is relatable exclusively to the diploma. The 
ref~r~nce to P. U. C. therefore is unnecessary and superfluous. Accepting the 
positiOn that the proposed qualification is a diploma in automobile engineering 
~ay be regarded as the department's opinion of the level of competence of the 
Incumbent, I allot to the Technician (Sub-Inspe~tor) GS. 5. Not only because 
the Foreman's post is a promotional post but also becaust~ the Foreman is in 
overall charge of the workshop and exercises supervision, I place him or GS. 8. 

12.71 There is a Launch establishment run by this department which 
operates as a sea patrol for prevention and detection of smuggling. The lowest 
position there is that of a Khalasi who is expected to have passed the fourth 
standard. Though the nature of the work may not make it obligatory to 
prescribe any educational qualification, regard being had for the working 
conditions he is placed on GS. 2. The next promotional positions of Helmsman 
and Dingi Driver are placed on GS. 3. The next higher positions of Launch 
Driver and Sarang are filled by promotion and the latter also by direct recruit
ment for which the qualification prescribed is of the level of a junior certificate. 
Taking into account the working conditions, the Launch Driver and Sarang 
are placed on GS. 4. 

12.72 There are a few Women Police about SO Constables, 13 Head Consta
bles and one Sub Inspector (which is expected to be increased to 5); there are 
no Assistant Sub Inspectors. So far as the Constables and Head Constables 
are concerned, as their educational qualification prescribed is S. S. L. C. and 
they go through the regular training courses prescribed for them, they can be 
placed on the same scales as have been allotted to men Constables and Head 
Constables namely GS. 4 for the Constable and GS.5 for the Head Constable. 
The qualification for the Sub Inspector, however, is only a P. U. C. where~s 
the men Sub Inspectors are required to be graduates. I am informed that it IS 
proposed to raise this to the level of a degree in the case of women police also 
and that a necessary amendment to the rules iR being proposed. It is also 
stated that at present there iR no dearth of graduates nor any necessity to 
prescribe a lower qualification to att.ract pPrsons and that even. if it may _t[lke 
some time to put through the amendment only graduates Will be recrmte_d. 
There is, of course, not going to be any difference between the nature of dutws 
as between men and women .. Considt'ring all these, I allot to women Sub 
Inspector the same scale as I hnve to mnn Sub Inspector namely GS. 8. 

12.73 In the ministl'rial establi,;hm,~nt, most of the posts are common posts 
and do not require any specirtl m0ntion. 1 would n·fer only to ReportPrs and 
Chief Reporters. Reporters on tlwir" qualific;ttion'' an1 homologurs of Steno
rgaphers and are therefore to be placed on GS.6. The Chief Reporters are in 
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the position of Selt•etion Grade Stenographers in other civil offices and w_ill 
t.hcn·fon' go on GS.S. I would only add that in the event of the Pohce 
Dep<ntment taking steps to reor~:mise or strengthen this section, they may 
follow the three tier cadre suggested by me generally in the case of Stenog:a
pht•rs subjt>ct to the same spPcifications as to qualifications with such special 
departmental training as the police work may require. 

FIRE FORCE 

12.74 The Din•ctor and Deputy Directors are officers of the Indian Police 
~etTice on the supPr time scale and senior scale respectively. There was a 
temporary post of Dt>puty Director (T"chnical) which I am informed lapsed on 
5th October 1974. 

12.75 Three str,•ams can hP rPcognised in this establishment, the operatiov• 
a! stream. the training or instructional stream and the maintenance stream 
or workshop. 

12.76 The hierarchy in the operational stream is made up of the Chief Fire 
Officer at the State level, Divisional Fire Officers at divisional level, Station 
Officer who is in charge of three fire stations, Sub Officer in charge of a fire 
station with an Assistant Sub Officer under him, Leading Fireman, Fireman 
Drivers and Fireman. Of thes,•, the first three the Chief Fire Officer, the 
Divisional Fire Officer and Station Officer represent the supervisory level. The 
a~tual operational level is the fire fighting party headed by the Leading 
Fueman. 

12.77 In uspect of the first two, the nature of the qualification prescribed, 
training and experience required taken along with the supervisory responsiblity 
justi!y t~eir plac<'ment on GS.ll and GS.10 respectively. The Station Officer 
eonsidenng his area of supervision is placed on GS.S. 

12;78 As to members of the actual fire fighting party, the most important 
fa9t?r to be borne in mind is the <'lement of risk which outweighs considerations 
ar1smg out of rather low educational qualifications. Physical standards and 
continuous alertness or state of readiness expected of them while on duty is 
also a matter to be taken into account. Giving due value to these factors, _the 
lowest cadre of Fireman should in my opinion be placed on GS.4. Dnver 
.Mec~anics though primarily required to attend to maintenance and repair of 
vehwles, are also required in an emergency to work as drivers in the actual fire 
fighting party. So they are also placed on GS.4 along with Fireman Drivers. 
The Leading Fireman is therefore placed on the next higher scale of GS.5. The 
"(lOSt of Assistant Sub Officer although now shown as promotional to that of 
Leading Fireman, is in my opinion of the same level and therefore placed on· 
GS.5. The Sub Officer who is above him will be on GS.6. 

12.79 The training stream imparts training not only t9 the men in this force 
bu~ to others also particularly persons deputed by industrial establisnments 
besides the members of the police force. At the head of the stream is the 
Commandant which post is interchangeable with that of Chief Fire Officer 
apparently because some considerable ·experience of actual operations is also 
necessary before one could impart instructions. He is therefore placed on 
GS.1l. Under him are the Chief Instructor, Instructors and Demonstrators. 
Demonstrator is an S.S.L.C. with 10 years experience in a fire brigade. He is 
placed on GS.5. The lnsLructor above him is placed on GS.S. The Chief 
Instructor who is required to be a graduate with 1.0 years experience is placed 
on GS.10. 

12.80 In the workshop at Bangalore which is the third stream, the Enginee
r in~ Sub Officer who is at the head and virtually function~ as the Foreman is 
tL;, bolder of a diploma in automobile engineering. He is placf\d on GS.5. 
Driver-cum-Mechanic should ordinarily have been placed on GS.3 but in an 
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emergency.he l~ke the Driwr MPchanies already referred to may b(\ required to 
work as d.nver man actual fire fighting party. I therefore place him on GS.4. 
Among F1tters there are three classes. However, excepting Fitter Class I which 
m.ay be regarded as capable of being placed in a higher position, in respect of 
Fttters Class II and Ill there does not appertr to be any difference in the nature 
?f the work. Therefore, while placing Fitter Class I in GS.3, I place Fitters 
m Class II and III on GS.2. The Cleaner is a mere helper and is therefore 
placed on GS.I. 

12.81 Other staff docs not call for discussion. 

HoME GuARDS AND CIVIL DEFENCE 

12.82 The posts of Commandant Gener.al, Deputy Commandant General and 
Commandant at the Combined Central Home Guards and Civil Defence Training 
Institute are posts filled by officers of the J ndian Police Service. If an officer 
from State service is posted to the third of the positions, he should be on 
GS. 13. The provision for direct recruitment in respect of the last mentioned 
post is for such recruitment on contract basis. 

12.83 On the Civil Defence side the staff Offieer-oum-Personal Assistant to 
the Commandant General and Ex-officio Assistant Director of Civil Defence is a 
post filled by an officer of the Karnataka Administrative Service of the rank 
of an Assistant Commissioner (equivalent to our GS. 11). 

12.84 The staff which requires consideration is the staff at the combined 
Home Guards and Civil Defence Training Institute. We have a Chief Instructor 
at the top and under him Instructors in different subjects like rescue, fire 
fighting, use of weapons, tele-communications etc. There are demonstrators to 
assist the instructors at Bangalore. In the districts there are Assistant Instruc
tors to assist the Instructors. Some of these posts can either be filled by dPpu
tation of personnel from the Police Department or from the Fire Force. The 
general structure is more or less analogous to the training wing of the Fire Force. 
The Chief Instructor is a post which can be filled by deputation of a Police 
Inspector. If filled by direct recruitment, the qualification prescribed is a 
general degree plus 5 years teaching experience. A'l the Chief Instructor is the 
head of this Training Institute, the direct recruit may be regarded as equivalent 
to a Headmaster. From either point of view GS. 10 appears to be the 
appropriate seale which it may be pointed out is the same scale which has been 
allocated to the Chief Instructor in the Fire Force. The Deputy Chief Instructor 
though so designated is of the same rank as other Instructors and is now 
placed on the same scale as the one applied to Instructors. For t.he post of 
Instructor in Fire Fighting, a Station Officnr from Fire Force can be got down 
by. deputation. Hav:ing regard to. th.e natur? of the subj.ects in which· instruction 
is 1mparted and th.e1r close assoc1atwn w~th ~re fightm& work, I place all the 
Instructors includmg the Instructo~s at drstrwts on 98. 8. J:?~m.onstrators at 
Banaalore institute and the Ass1stant Instructors Ill the d1stncts are now 
plac~d on two differe~t scales, the former _rosit.ion be~ng regarded as promotio
nal to the latter I thmk, however, there IS no real dtfference between the two. 
They are therefdre b?th placed on GS. 5. Fire E~rginc Driver.is placed on GS. 4. 
The Chief Armourer 1s Head Constable of Pohce. So he Will be placed on the 
same scale already allotted to Head Constable GS. 5. Sainiks and Assistant 
Armourers are of the level of Police Constable. They will therefore be placed 
on GS. 4. Rest of the categories are common categories. 

PRISONS 

12.85 This is a heavy department. Therefore, the Inspector General and 
Deputy Inspector General are placed on GS. 14 and GS. 13 respectively. 

12.86 The next two levels are of Senior Superintendents who are in charge of 
the Central Prisons at Bangalore and Belgaum now placed on the present seale 
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of Rs. 700-llOO and Superintendents of the ot,hrr three Central Prisons at 
Gulbarga, Bdlary and Dhurwnr who arc persons on the present scale of 
Rs. 400-950. The reason for the difft>rence is said to be that the prisons in 
Bano-alore and Belgaum are larger. However, from the point of view of the 
nor~al cateo·orisation of prisons, all Cl'ntn!l prisons should in my opinion be 
rroarded as ~f the same level; in largrr prisons the Superintendent may be 
as~isted by a larger number of next levrl officers. . I therefore place both t_he 
Senior Superintendents of Belgaum and Bangalore pnsons as well as the Superm
tendents of the Bellary, Gulbarga and Dhurwar Central Prisons on GS. II. 

12.87 The Assistant Suprrintendent who figures as the second in command 
in laro-er jails (excepting in the case of Koramangala Open Air Jail and District 
Priso~, Shimoga at which he is now said to be in overall charge) and the 
Supc>rintmdent of the District Prisons who are substantially of the same level 
are placed on GS. 10. 

12.88 Below them there are the Chief Jailers and Jailers. Jailers when placed 
in charge of District headquarters Sub Jails or Special Sub Jails or some time 
Taluk Sub Jails are called Jailer-cum-Superintendents. The Chief Jailer is 
ordinarily not placed in independent charge but is a second ranker in larger jails 
and is now treated as promotional to a Jailer. Only in one place namely 
District Prison at Karwar a Chief Jailer is now reported to have been placed 
in charge as Superintendent. From the point of view of weight of work or 
responsibility there is scarcely any noticeable difference between the Chief Jailer 
and a Jailer. I would therefore place both of them on the same scale GS. 8. 

12.89 I should add that in view of the fact that all district prisons must be 
regarded as of the same levrl, the district prison at Karwar · alw should be 
headed by an officer of Grade X namely, either a Superintendent or an Assistant 
Superintendent. 

12.90 The ranks next below these are Chief Warder, Head Warder and Warder. 
The Warder may be regarded as the entry level for which from the year 1970 the 
educational qualification has been raised to S.S.L.C. Having regard to the 
nature of his work he should be rcgardc>d as on par with a Police Constable. 
He is placed on GS. 4. The other two positions are promotional. There appears 
to be no particular administrative reason why there should be two superviosory 
Ieve Is in this class of Warders. I then'fore place both the Head Warder as well 
as the Chief Warder on the same scale GS. 5. 

12.91 This complctc·s the speial staff appropriate to this department. There 
are, however, a few other posts which may be briefly referred to. 

12.92 The post of Technical Assist.lllt at Rwgalore and that of the Factory 
l\Ia1'ager in 13elgaum arc of th~ same L·v< 1 of rl'sponsibility. The latter is part 
of the cadre of Assistant Sup,,riut"nclcnts vf Jails and the former a holder of a 
degree in enginclc'ring or a diploma in engineering with additionol experience 
prescribed o~ the length considered snffiei<mt by the rule making authority to 
equate the d1ploma to the degree. Th•~y also exercise supervisory functions. 
Both of them are therefore placed on the same GS. 10. 

12.93 There is a post designated Research-cum--Statistical Officer at 
Bangalore. It is said to be promotional to District Jail Superintendent. The 
actual work is related more to research and analysis of statistical data than to 
actual administration of jails. I find it difficult to place it on par with the 
duties and responsibilities of a Superintendent of Central Prisons .. I therefore 
place this post on GS. 10. 

12.94 There is a Drill Instructor at Bangalore. His qualifications appear to 
be very low, viz., eighth standard. It is, however, stated that besides attending 
to J?hysical training of ;prisoners, he is also _expected to give rifle and musketry 
trammg to the guardmg staff of the pnson. In these circumstances, the 
fairest way of assessing this post is to treat it as equivalent to that of a Police 
Constable and Warder. He is therefore placed on GS. 4. 
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12.95 The other categories do not require any special mention. 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND FAMILY PLANNING 

12:96 T~e work of thi~ department is ~rimaril~ directed towards providing 
medtcal rehef to the pubhc by treatment etther as m-patients or out-patients in 
the several hospitals and medical institutions. At the same time it is in charrre 
of medical education also. The practical part of such educa'tion is closely 
connected with treatment of patients at the hospitals or medical institutions. 
The top levels of both medical relief as well as medical education are manned 
by professional. graduates. Hence, though two clear streams one related to 
medical service and· other related to medical education can be recorrniscd, the 
two streams coalesce at different points. " 

12.97. A~ a first step _in identifying. the levels of responsl.bility at these top 
levels, 1t Wlll be convement to deal w1th the case of professiOnal graduates in 
service. As the meeting point of both the streams are hospitals or medical 
institutions, the most logical and also the safest line of approach V~-ould be to 
first settle the levels of such institutions from the point of view of not only 
the quantum of work but also the nature and extent of activities related to 
both the streams at these various institutions. 

12.98 At the top we have. institutions which are recognised as teaching 
hospitals and are regarded as more or less attached to teaching institutions 
called colleges. At present there are the following teaching hospitals : 

Victoria Hospital, Vani Vilas Hospital, Bowring & Lady Curzon Hospitals, 
S.D.S. Sanatorium at Bangalore, Cheluvambha Hospital and P .K.C. Sanatorium 
at Mysore, Karnatak.a Medical College Hospital at Hubli and Headquarters 
Hospital also callad Medical College Hospital at Bellary. At all these hospitals 
the bed strength is more than 500. 

12.99 The next lower level is the level of District Hospitals, also sometimes 
called major hospitals with a bed strPngth exceeding 250 but not expected to 
go beyond 500 in the near future. The same category will take in hospitals 
which are called Civil Hospitals particularly in Coorg and old Bombay Area 
which are really District Hospitals with a bed strength averaging 250 or a little 
more, except that in taluk headquarters in Coorg, the strength may be around 
150 or at any rate may not exceed 150. To the same category may be added 
special hospitals like Mental Hospital, Tuberculosis Hospital, Infectious Diseases 
Hospital and Leprosy Hospital, in which the bed strength may vary with t.he 
incidence of the special diseases treated at them. The Mental Hospital at 
Bangalore is now taken over by the Centre. The Mental Hospital at Dharwar 
with a sanctioned bed strength of 379 is now regarded as a teaching hospital 
and in a sense attached to the medical college as well as the general medical 
college hospital attached to it. So the Mental Hospital at Dharwar will have 
to be taken to the first category of teaching hospitals. 

12.100 The third level comprises hospitals called General Hospitals in old 
Mysore Area, which function below the district level with a bed strength of 
50-100 and Cottage Hospitals in Bombay Karnatak. Area with an average bed 
strength of 50. 

12.101 Last comes the category of hospitals below the taluk level and mostly 
at vill.age level. The said institutions are called by various namf's like 
Combined Hospitals, Local Fund Hospitals,. Pri~ar.y Health Centres! Health 
Unit Type Dispensaries etc. Wherever there 1s lymg-m arra1~gement m these 

.institutions, the bed, st-rength varies between 10 and 30 and Is never known to 
exceed 50· but there are also some institutions in this category where there are 
no lying-in' arrangements, but only out-patient or field work is done. 

12.102 In the first category of hospitals namely- teaching . hospital.s, professi
onal men do both teaching as well as the rendermg of medical serviCe. Hence 
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it has been suggested that the top men in those institution~ should ~e of the 
t tatus of teaching professors. In the second categ?ry of hospitals whiCh. m~y 
briefly be called Distrir.t Hospitals, the top man 1s of the s.tatus of a D1stnct · 
Surueon sometimes also called a Superintendent. In the thud and the fourth 
categories, the top man is an Assistans Surgeon. 

12.103 At the top of the department, there used. to be a ~ingl; H~ad of the 
Department called the Director of Health and Famtly Plannmg :Services. The 
work relating to the supervision and cont~ol of medi?al educati?n used to be 
allotted to an officer called the Joint Duector (l\IedlCal EducatiOn). The post 
was later redesi()'nated as Additional Director and placed on the same pay scale 
as of the Director

0 
(Rs. 1300-1800). As t~is is a very, heavy department, t~e 

Director has to be placed and I place him on GS. 15, but for reasons stated m 
paragraph 5.46 the post of the Additional Director could be allotted only 
GS. u. 

12.104 There are five Joint Directors at headquarters dealing with the 
subjects of Health, Family Planning, Malaria and Filaria, Medical and 
Employees State Insurance Scheme. They are at present on the scale of 
Rs. 1000-1500. They will be allotted GS. 13. 

12.105 Out of the eight Deputy Directors functioning in the department, two 
are d~puted from other departments and the remaining six are regular 
departmental men. Out of the latter, four designated Regional Deputy 
Directors are in charge of four regions of the State coterminous with Revenue 
divisions. On the general administrative principle that the distribution of work 
among the Joint Directors whether territorially or on functional basis is or 
should be equal in weight and responsibility, these four Regional Deputy 
Directors should be redesignated as Joint Directors and placed on the Joint 
Director's scale GS. 13. Of the remaining two Deputy Directors at 
headquarters, one is at the head of the Public Health Institute and the 
Laboratories, and the other is in charge of Medical Stores. Though the nature 
of the work is difi'erent, the level of responsibility of both is substantially equal 
and can reasonably be equated to the level of responsibility of a Joint Director. 
These two posts also must be redesignated as Joint Directors and allotted 
GS. 13. 

12.106 · All the Assistant Directors in charge of various subjects or categories 
of work and all the District Level Officers whether called District Surgeons or 
District Officers of Health and Family Planning are in my opinion of the level of 
Dep\lty Directors. They should be placed on the Deputy Director's scale GS. 11. 
Dental Surgeons who are now on Rs. 700-1100 should also be placed on the same 
scale GS. 11. 

12.107 All the posts going-by the name of Assistant Surgeons whether Class 
I~ or Class III as they are now called and whether they are graduates or licen
tiates, actually fall into one large category which in actual event is the entry 
level of professional men whether graduates or licentiates. The licentiate quali
fications were discontinued from about 1964-65 and the last recruitment of such 
licentiates was sometime in 1966. 'As these licentiates have therefore now put 
in nearly ten years' of service, for the purpose of this revision of pay, I do not 
find sufficient grounds to treat them separately or place them in a separate 
lower category. I therefore regard the entire class of Assistant Surgeons as one 
class represe~ting the entry level of professional graduates. The scale appropri
ate to them IS GS. 9. 

12.108 ~he said category of Assistant Surgeons are deployed at almost all. 
levels workmg under the top man of the institution concerned. The depart
men~a~ authorities have suggested·· that both from the point of view of 
a.dmmtstrative convenience and better distribution of supervisory responsibili
ties as w~ll as from the point of view of mitigating stagnation consequent upon 
the pauc1ty of promotional opportunities, it is advisable and highly desirable 
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to create an intermediate _level between the Deputy Director's level nnd this 
level. I accept the suggestion backed as it is by administrative experience of 
dep~rtmental officers and recommend the creation of an intermediate !eve 
equ~valent to that of an Assistant Director of a department on GS. 10 but 
subJect to the following conditions . 

. 12.109. It ~ust be~ promotional level to be filled by promotion on seniority
cum-merit basis ; and It should be made compulsory that the position of the top 
mal!- at taluk level hospitals is occupied only by such promotees on GS. JO. The 
:tsst~ta~t Surgeons, .I am told, as at present are deployed as assistants in medical 
mstitutwns or hospitals at all levels; when such an intermediate promotional 
level is created and promotions are made thereto, such promotees on GS. 10 alone 
sho_uld be posted as Assistants in teaching hospitals, though at district level 
assistants on both the scales GS. 10 and GS. 9 may be appointed. Another 
suggestion I. ~ish to make in this connection is that having regard to the 
prevalent pohe1es of the Government to improve the standard of medical services 
at village level, rules should provide for a certain minimum period of service 
at village level as necessary for acquiring eligibility for promotion toGS. 10. 

12.110 The suggestions and recommendations in the last preceding para
graph, it will be evident, can be given effect to only when steps are taken to 
frame rules and make promotions to the intermediate position on GS. 10 on the 
considerations set out in the said paragraph. Pending such action and in the 
course of the initial implementation of these recommendations all Assistant 
Surgeons of all descriptions referred in paragraphs 12.107 to 12.109 above, 
should be placed only on the entry scale for professional graduates viz. GS. 9. 

12.111 Regarding Assistant Dental Surgeons, no suggestion l.ike the one 
made in the case of other Assistant Surgeons for creation of an intermediate 
promotional grade has been made to me by the representatives of the depart
ment, obviously because the total number of such Assistant Dental Surgeons is 
at present small and the extension of dental service is just reaching the taluk. 
level in a small measure and also because there is not at present the possibility 
of an Assistant Dental Surgeon being the head of an institution like a hospital 
at taluk level where a general Assistant Surgeon on GS. 10 is expected to work. 
If, however, the cadre should be developed or expanded further, the matter 
may then be considered by the Government whether the creation of an inter
mediate cadre on GS. 10 is called for. At present I do not make any 
suggestions in that regard. 

12.112 Before going to the teaching stream there is another suggestion I 
wish to make. There is a position called Resident Medical Officer at some 
hospitals generally bigger hospitals. I suggest that the Resident Medical 
Officer at teaching hospitals ·should be of the level of a Deputy Director or 
District Officer on GS. 11. In other hospitals, he may be an Assistant Surgeon 
but when the intermediate position on GS. .10 is created, it would be desirable 
to post only men on GS. 10 as Resident Medi?al Officers at District hospitals. 

12.113 So far as the superior teaching posts are conceriled, the position has 
been discussed in fair detail in Chapter Five dealing with grading. To 
summarise what has been stated there, · the Principal of the Medical College 
will be placed on GS. 14, the Professor and Associate Professor will together be 
placed on GS. 13, Assistant Professor and Assistant Associate Professor will 
together be placed on GS. 12. The Lecturer will be placed on GS. 11 subject to 
the condition that a direct recruit Lecturer should possess a post graduate 
degree and a promotee from service who enters on GS. 9 should have at least 6 
years service befor~ promotio~. I use th_e wo!d Lec.t~rer as i!lcluding both the 
designati?n. of Registrar l!s~d m · c~nnectwn with chmcal subJects and of Tutor 
in non-chmcal or para chmcal subJects. 

12.114 There are at Medical Colleges· certain other categories going by the 
name of Resident Pathologist, Museum Curators, Epidemiologist-cum-bio 
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Statistician, Pathologist for P. G. Course_ who are. now treated on par wit_h 
Lecturl'r but from the description or designations It would appear that _their 
work is not of the level of a Lecturer; they are also l~olders of ordmary 
Bachelor's Degree in Medicine and Surgery. The appropnate scale for them 
is GS. 10. 

12.1J5 Administrative and Accounts Staff: The Administrative Officer who is 
now a person on Senior Karnataka Ad~inist.rative. S~rvic~ scale of Rs. 10~0-1~00 
will be placed on GS. 13. The Assistant Admmistrative . Officer which Is a 
promotional post to a Lay Secretary and a Gazetted Ass1~tatnt (the former 
name used in Medical wing and the latter in the Health wmg) at present on 
Rs. 400-950 will be placed on GS. 11. The lower lev~! of L~~;y Secretary on 
Rs. 275-550 will be placed on GS. 10. i~ th~ case of teachu~g hospi_talP; the corres
ponding post of Lay Secretary at District Level hospitals will, however, be 
placed on GS. 8. The post by the na~e Food Supervisor. will be place~ on 
GS.6, and the Assistant Food Supervisor on GS. 4. Medwal Record Clerk
Cilm-Typist will go toGS. 4. 

12.116 Para :Medical Staff. (Nursing Cadres) : There are no clear _Cadre 
and Recruitment Rules applicable to these cadres and most of them accordmg to 
the departmental practice are filled by promotion or transfer from other cadres. 
It will be safe to start with the entry level of a Staff Nurse. 

12.117 The qualifications for a Staff Nurse are S. S. L. C. plus three years' 
course of specialised training which may be equated to a diploma. The present 
scale is Rs. 175-450. The post can be placed on GS. 5. 

12.118 The next promotional post ·is that of Nursing Superintendent Grade 
II for which the rules seem to require at least 8 years experience as a staff 
Nurse. The existing scale is Rs. 275-550. Lecturers and Nursing Tutors are 
also posts promotional to a Staff Nurse and are placed on the same scale Rs. 
275-550. There is another catego~y called Assistant Superintendent/Sii'tcr 
Tutor on the same scale. All these can be placed on GS. 7. 

12.119 The next higher promotional post is basically that of a Nursing 
Superintendent Grade I on the present scale of Rs. 350-900. The other posts 
on the same scale are - Principal of the School of Nursing, Assistant Professor 
in the College of Nursing, Senior Clinical Nursing Tutor, Superintendent of 
Health Visitors School, Public Health Nurse Instructors, District Nursing 
Superyisor, all of which posts are filled either by •promotion from a Nursing 
Supermten~ent Grade II or by transfer of a nursing Superintendent Grade I. 
For the Prmcipal of the Nursing School there is also a proposal to prescribe 
a post P.U.C. degree in Nursing. All these posts can reasonably be placed on 
GS.lo. 

12.120 At the top, there are two posts one of the Principal of the Nursing 
College_ and the other designated Assistant Director (Nursing) which is a new 
name given to the old designation Superintendent of Nursing Services. Both 
of these are at present on the scale of Rs. 500-1000. The Assistant Director 
is a position which I have suggested should be redesignated as Deputy Director 
andp_laced on GS.U. The Nursing College though called a College is for all 
practical purpo~es an in-service training section of the department. It is stated 
that a !ew ~uts1ders are also admitted to a four years' course run there leading to 
the umversity ~egree of Bachelor in Nursing. Having regard to the main 
purpose of the mstitution and its size and the very small amplitude of supervision 
~hat may be attributed to the Principal who may be regarded as the head of 
It, the proper scale for the position of the Principal also will be the same 
GS.11. . 

1~.~21 Lady Health Visitors were formerly requ~red to undergo a specialised 
trammg cour.se of 2! years' duration after passing High School. In the course 
of recent review .of the position for strengthening the medical services at village 
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!~vrJ, the qualification for admis~i?n into the tr!l'ining _course has b!'l'n enha!1CI'd 
.U.C. The Lady _Health VIsitors already m serviCe must have put mat 

least two years of serviC~. It therefore appears to me fair to treat all of t.hem 
als? on par and allot a sm~le seal~ which should cover both previous qualifi
catiOns for persons already m ser~ICe and the higher qualifications now prescribed 
fo~ n~w entrants. ~~at sca~e. Will be GS.6. In the case of Auxiliary Nurse 
Midw_Ife also the_ origmal ~m1mum educational qualification of Middle School 
has smce been ra!s~d to High School. . They have to undergo a specialised 
departmental tr~mmg course of a duratiOn of two years. On considerations 
Sam~ as set out m the last case, this category will also be allotted a single scale 
a~phcable to both those in service as well as to the new entrants. That scale 
will be GS.4, 

12.122 Basic Health Wm·kers and Field Workers: There is considerable 
diver~ity in the pay sc~les and the qualifications and training prescribed for 
recrUitment to the variOus categories of workers coming undt>r this group, and 
for a few cadrC's thereof there are no recruitment rules. It is seen. howev<'r, 
that ~>Uik of the~ are either of high ~c~oollevel or a slightly lower level and 
are given a certam departmental trammg. The representatives of the depart
ment told me _recently that after reviewing the position, a decision more or 
less at all India L~vel has been taken to train all Basic Health· Workers as 
multi-purpose workers and prescribe a uniform educational qualification of 
high school standard and give them a multi-purpose training of a duration of 
about 18 months. The persons now at this level which may be regarded as 
the lowest field level are placed in various pay scales ranging from Rs. 90-200 
up toRs. 160-350. In view of the uniformity in qualification and trainina now 
proposed, and taking into account the in-service experience of persons al~eady 
in service, the proper course consistent with the sc!;teme of rationalisation 
now pursued, will be to place all these workers on GS.4 .. 

12.123 The next higher level workers are either graduates or exercise 
subordinate supervisory functions over the field workers, as well as persons 
whose qualification for recruitment is P.U.C. plus a diploma or other course of 
two years duration. Most of these persons are at present on the scale of 
Rs. 200-450 and some are designated non-gazetted Health Supervisors. A few 
of them amounting to about 20% of the above are designated gazetted a.nd are 
placed on the scale of Rs. 275-550. The exact content of the administrative 
decision for making this distinction between gazetted and non-gazetted is 
difficult to ascertain. From the information which can be gathered from the 
individual job charts originally sent by the department with their repliC's to the 
Questionnaire and the job description forms subsequently received, it is seen 
that only non-gazetted officials exercise supervision over the field workers, but 
those designated gazetted do not exercise such functions. The gazetted 
personnel do ~orne work whic~ ~ay be r~g3:rded as speci~lised work in a li_mited 
fleld like makmg surveys, bUildmg statistics upon vanous matters relatmg to 
public health and prevalence and control of diseases in which they take the 
assistance of the field workers. From one point of view the actual or technical 
nature of the work done by the gazetted personnel may be described as slightly 
superior to the work of the non-gazetted personnel, but the latter have the 
additional function of supervision. This is all that can be gathered from .the 
material which could be collected from the department or otherwise. On this 
material, the only fair and reasonable infer~n_c~ whir.h ca~ be drawn on a 
consideration of the skill and effort and responsibility appropnate to the two 
positions is that they must be regarded as substantially of the same level. 
Both of them are therefore placed on GS. 6. 

12.124 Under the Leprosy sche!fie, there a:e two posts. designated Senior 
Non-Medical Supervisor and Jumor Non-Medwal Supervisor. The latter 

·appears to be a direct entry level with P.p.c. as qu~lifica.tion. The forme~ is 
said to be promotional and also open to direct recrUitment to persons holdmg 
a degree plus a diploma in Social Science. These are said to be vanishing cadres 
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with only two plus three persons now in service .. On the basis ?f the qu~~;lifi
cation, the SeniQr Supervisor may be placed on GS. 7 and the J umor Superv1sor 
on GSA. 

12.125 Entomolog·ists: Among Entomologists, it is seen that direct recruit
ment qualification is only a degree in zoology and as many as three superior 
cadres are devised as promotional cadres. The entry levels are Junior 
Entomologist/Entomological Assistant and Research Assistant at the Virus 
Diaanostic Laboratory at Shimoga, both of whom are graduates in Zoology. 
Wh~reas the Junior Entomologist is given .the scale of Rs. 130-290, the 
Research Assistant is given the scale of Rs. 200-450. Both of them in my 
opinion should be placed on the same scale viz. GS.R. Among the promotio
nal cadres in Entomologists there are two-Assistant Entomologist/Biologist 
on Rs. 275-550 and an Entomologist on Rs. 300-700. There is no difference 
between the nature of their work, functions and responsibilities noticeable 
from the description and information received. Both of them should there
fore be placed on the same scale and that will be GSoS. 

12.126 The Senior Entomologist who is attached to the Communicable 
Diseases Investigation-cum-Training Centre, Mandya, presided over by an 
Assistant Director should therefore be naturally placed on scale GS010. 

12.127 The Insect Collector in this establishment who is now on Rso 65-95 
will be placed on GS.2 which is appropriate to his work. 

12.128 Family Planning and Health Education:-This section also is not 
completely covered 'by Cadre & Recruitment Rules. Here also for no clear 
reason except a desire to create several ·promotional ladders without clearly 
noticeable difference between the nature of work or responsibility, there are 
several levels which have to be reduced upon rationalisation. At the bottom 
there is a Family Planning Health Assistant who is an SOSOL.C. and placed on 
the scale . of Rs. 100-200. The proper scale among the new scales for him 
is GSA. 

12.129 Above them there are graduates, Social Workers (V.D.) Social 
Workers (Health Education) placed on two different scales Rs. 160-350 and 
Rs. 200-450. Both of them will have to go to the appropriate new scale GS. 6. 
So also Block Extension Educators who are graduates and now on the scale of 
Rs. 160-350 will be placed on the new GS. 6. 

12°130 Then there are District Extension Educators who are either promotees 
or if direct recruits postgraduates in Social Sciences as well as the District Mass 
Education and Information Officer now said to be promotional to the former. 
Both these having regard to. the qualification for direct recruitment will be 
placed on GS. 9. 

12.131 Then there are a la~ge number of posts designated Lecturer in Health 
Education and Family Planning, J,ecturer in Demography and Statistics; Health 
Education Officer; Social Science Instructor; Health Education Instructor; 
Technical Officer (Students Health Education Unit); Technical Officer (Field 
S~udy and Demonstration Centre) (Social Scientist); Assistant to the Assistant 
Duector (HE & SH) (Social Scientist); Planning Officer (Social Scientist) in 
Planning and Education Cell; Social Scientist (Family Planning); All these 
except the Lecturers are on Rs. 350-900 but the Lecturers are on Rs. 400-950. 
There is no noticeable difference between the nature of work or the skill and 
effort necessary for it or the responsibility attaching thereto in these various 
posts. Some of these posts are governed by recruitment rules but the rest not. 
Tohe reason for giving a higher scale to the Lecturer is noted in the papers 
given to me by the department to be that the Lecturer's post is promotional to 
the Health Education Officers etc. If the provision for direJt recruitment for 
some of these posts is for the said reason regarded as a case 'of lateral entry, the 
prescription of some experience in addition to a post graduate degree would get 
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neut~alis.ed by actual in:service _ experience of a person in the lower cadre. 
Considermg all these Circumstances, the. only fair allocation to be made in 
re_sp~ct of all these posts would be to regard them as appropriately falling 
Withm Grade IX. I therefore allocate to all these posts GS. 9. 

12.132 Other Para Medical Staff: Pharmacist: In this category of para 
medical staff th~re is at present at the b_ottom the post of a Compounder now 
called Pharmacrst who. IS an S.S.L.C. With one years' training as Compounder 
on R~. 100-220. A ~emor Pharmac!st said to be working at Dispensaries is 
descnbed as a selection grade post m respect of the first one and is placed on 
Rs. 130-290. At the hospitals, Junior Pharmacist is equattd to the Senior 
PharmacJst of Dispensaries and there is a ~romotional post called Senior 
Pharmacist on Rs. 160-350 .. Above them there IS a Graduate Pharmacist. In 
the draft amendments now propsed to the rules, the scheme is to have a 
Pharmacist at the bottom with the qualification of S.S.L.C. and a Diplma in 
Pharmacy, a Senior Pharmacist Grade II who is required to have 10 years' 
service as a Pharmacist and a Senior Pharmacist Grade I who is required to 
have two years' experience as a Senior Pharmacist Grade II and above them is 
the Graduate Pharmacist who is required to have a degree in Pharmacy. 

12.133 From the point of view of qualification and nature of work, I see no 
reason to make a distinction between Pharmacists working in hospitals and 
Pharmacists working in dispensaries. So the entry cadre at the bottom would 
be that of a holder of a post S.S.L.C. diploma in pharmacy. That diploma has 
a course of study extending for 2 years. Under the relevant statutory 
provisions those in service are permitted to acquire the diploma on a one 
year's condensed course now being conducted by the Government College of 
Pharmacy run by the Drugs Control Department. Though called a diploma 
and the subjects listed' for study are more or less the same as those-listed for 
the post P.U.C. degree course of B. Pharma, the lower standard for e1igibility 
for admission and the shorter course suggest an equation in competence with a 
two years' certificate course after S.S.L. C. commonly called the Senior 
Certificate. So I would place the Pharmacist on GS. 4. So far as the next 
higher post of Senior Pharmacist is concerned, the proposal to have that cadre 
split into two-Grade I and II has no basis other than length of service the 
difference between the periods being only two years. I would place therefore 
both of them on the same Grade which having regard to the minimum length 
of 10 years' service proposed to be prescribed should be GS. 6. The Degree 
in B. Pharma is a qualification falling within Group VIII of the qualifications 
and therefore the appropriate scale for the Graduate Pharmacist would be 
GS. 9. The two higher posts of Chief Pharmacist and Deputy Director 
(Pharmacy) are respectively of the status of an Assistant Drugs Controller and 
Deputy Drugs Controller and hence the appropriate scales for these two 
categories are GS. JO and GS. 11 respectively. 

12.134 In X-Ray Technicians there are two levels one at the bottom with 
S.S.L.C. and one year's training on Rs. 100-220 and a Radiographer which is 
promotional to the former with also direct recruitment. of P.U.C:'s with 18 
months' training. They are at present on Rs. 130-290 With a selection grade of 
Rs. 160--350. Below the Technician there are two posts now classified as Class 
IV one of an X-ay Attender on Rs. 65--95 and . the other of a Dark Roo~ , 
Assistant (who is also said to work as an Attender) on Rs. 80--145. If quah
fications alone is taken into account, the Attendar will have to be placed on 
GS. 1, the Dark Room Assistant on GS. 2, X-Ray Technician on GS. 4 and the 
Radiographer GS. 5. But having ~egard to the ~act that t~ey are at the 
actual operation level in an X-Ray Plant fraught with ~nownriskto the health, 
they will have to be placed and I place them on h1gher scales as follows: 
The Attender will be placed on GS. 2, Dark Room Assistant on GS., 3, 
X-Ray Technician on GS. 5 and the Radio-grapher on GS. 6. 
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12.13.3 General PhYsio Therapist who is a P .U.C. with two years diploma in 
l'hvsio Therapy has to be placed on GS. 6. Leprosy Physio Therapist who is 
oniy an S.S.L.C. with 9 mouths' to one year's training has to be placed on 
GS. 4. 

12.136 Psychologist, Teacher in Child Psychiatry and Psychiatric Social 
W orhr who arc post-gradudtes with a diploma in medical psychology or social 
seiencl.' get into the entry scale GS. 9. 

12.137 The post of Speech Pathologist and Audiologist who is also a post 
graduate would for the same reason get into the same scale GS. 9. 

12.138 Dietician and Home Science Assistant· who are both required to possess 
a dr<Tree but now pbced on two different scales Rs. 250--500 and Rs. 200--150 
should both be placed on the same grade appropriate to them viz., GS. 6. 

12.139 Dental Mechanics and Dental Hygienist who are both S.S.L.C. with 
2 years training "'ill be placed on the same scale GS. 4. 

12.140 In Optics, only the Optical Mechanic who is an S.S.L.C. with only 
some practical experience in an optical workshop will be allotted GS. 3. The 
others namely Senior Refractionist on Rs. 160--350, Refractionist 011 
Rs. l:~0--290, Ortho Optist and Optician on Rs. 130--290 will all be placed on a 
single scale GS. 6. 

12.141 There are two posts of Engineers intended to be filled by recruitment 
of holders of Engi11eering Degree which are treated as direct recruitment posts 
though perhaps administrative convenience would well have been met by 
deputation from the Public Works Department. One of them is to be filled 
by recruitment of a holder of a Bachelor's degree with Electrical Engineering 
as a Special subject to attend to the maintenance and repairs of X-Ray 
equipment. The recruitment rules specially intended for these were issued only 
in September 1975. In addition to the degrel) the rule requires that the 
recruit should have 2 years' experience in maintenance and repairs of X-Ray 
equipment. The other position intended to be fi.Iled by an engineering 
graduate for similar work in connection with Refrigeration plant is not covered 
by any rules. These are both direct recruitment posts, the qualifications for 
which fall within Group VIII. Hence, logically and naturally they fall into 
Grade IX which is appropriate to professional graduates to which is allocated 
entry scale of GS. 9. The specification of experience appears to me to be 
inoperative for the purposes of valuation because the description in the rule 
clearly in~icates the acquisition of a skill for which the educational qualification 
of an Engmeering degree is sufficient. When the degree therefore is taken 
for purposes of valuation, the skill meaning thereby the ability to do the 
functions appropriate to the post is also valued. Hence to both these posts 
I allocate GS. 9. · 

~2.1_4~ . Medical Records Section: This section is more recent and steps are 
bem~ JUittated or have just been initiated to expanrl its activities from the point 
of VIeW of compilation of medical statistics which miaht assist both in the 
formulation of any policy or contain indications or"' ideas for commencing 
research. 

12.143 . At _the top of the section, there is a post designated Medical Records 
Officer whw~ Is promotional to the post of Assistant Medical Records Officer. 
It was ~cntwued t? me that it was pr'?posed to prescribe at least a' general 
?egree Ill art~ '?r science for these. It 1s seen that rules have actually been 
Issued prcs~nlnng tha_t the Medical Records Officer should be promoted from 
among Assi_stant ~edtcal Records Officers ap.d if no suitable person is available 
for ~romotwu, duect recruitment must be resorted to from among those 

, holt~mg a ~ache~o~'s Degree in arts, science or commerce and also possessing a 
ce~t.Ifi?ate Ill t_raming for Medical Records Technician's job granted by the 
ChiJsttan Medical College Hospital, Vellore or equivalent qualification as also 
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five years' experience either as an Assistant Medical Records Officer or Medical 
Records Technician. Having regard to the qualification as also the fact that 
he has to exercise supervision over a section consistinrr of about 10 or more 
persons working under him, I consider that the approp~iate scale to be allotted 
to this post is GS. 8. 

. 12.144 The Assistant Medical Records Officer and the Medical Records 
Technician who are now placed respectively on the scale of Rs. 200-450 and 
Rs. 160-350 may conveniently be combined into a single cadre from the point of 
view of substantial equality in the nature of work and allotted GS. 5, because 
the qualification proposed is P.U.C. plus a special training in documentation of 
mPdical records meaning apparently the training course conducted at V ell ore 
and referred to above. • 

12.145 Department of Experimental Medicine: This department was quite 
recently created as !J> section of the Bangalore Medical College. The 
department is to be manned by one Professor, one Assistant ProfPssor 
and one Lecturer in the Medical College with the supporting staff of Lecturers 
in pre-professional courses redesignated as Technical Assistants in such subjects 
as Bio-Chemistry, Botany, Veterinary Science, Physics, Pharmacy an1l 
Statistics. 

12.146 The Professor, Assistant Professor and Lecturer who are obviously 
expected to take active part in research specially related to the indigenous 
drugs have to be naturally accorded the status of the superior teaching staff 
because such posts as those of Professor and Assistant Professor are also 
expected to function as guides for research students. So the post of the 
Professor is allocated GS. 13, that of the Assistant Professor GS. 12 and that 
of the Lecturer GS. 11. All the post of the Technical Assistants merely assist 
the top personnel and do not do any teaching work which may be regarded as 
equivalent to teaching in a medical college. The qualifications in the case of 
all of them is the possession of a post graduate degree in the relevant science. 
So they will go into the entry scale for persons possessing those qualification; 
viz. GS. 9. -

12.147 Special mention has now to be made of 3 posts or groups of posts. 
Sometime ago 40 posts to be designated Medical Officer of Health (Family 
Planning and Maternity and Child Health) to be on the present scale of 
Rs. 500-1000 were sanctioned but, in the absence of rules .vhich do not appear to 
have been framed so far and for whatever administrative difficulties the 
department might have had, have not yet been filled up. More recently 
about October-November 1975 one post of a District Leprosy Officer on the 
same sca.le was also sanctioned. From the information available to me from 
the departmental authorities it would appear that all these 41 posts are to be 
under the administrative supervision and control of the District Health Officer. 
Probably, if not certainly, the posts are capable of being filled by promotion 
from the cadre of Assistant Surgeons. My suggestion is that these posts may be 
added to the proposed intermediate promotional cadre for Assistant Surgeons 
to be placed on GS. 10. 

12.148 There are five posts designated 'Sisters of Charity' and placed on the 
present scale of Rs. 90-200. No job description form filled by any one of the 
persons working as such has been sent to me. It is not possible to ascertain 
where they work and what type of work they do. The only piece of information 
furnished in the papers is that these posts are filled by deputation from philan
thropic organisations. There is a well known philanthropic or charitable 
organisation called the Sisters of Charity who among their activities also 
render service to the sick and infirm. In the absence of clear and full informotion, 
I am unable to allocate any scale to these posts. All that I can suggest is that 
the proper procedure for the Department of Health to take advantage of the 
philanthropic activities of this organisation would be either to remunerate them 
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on a contract basis or directly pay the estimated value of the services to the 
organisation itself. 

12.149 Most of the remaining posts are filled by deputation from other 
iepartments with an alternative provision for ~lirect. recruitment in a few ~ases. 
The rest are clearly recognisable general categories. Neither of these groups 
calls for any spE'cial mention. 

DRuGs CoNTROL DEPARTMENT • 

12.150 Having regard to the importance of the department and its growing 
activities, the department is classified as a heavy department. 

12.151 At the top there ie a Drugs Controller and t-here is also a Director of 
Dru<rs Testing Laboratory both on the present scale of Rs. 1000-1500. The 
Dru~s Controller is undoubtedly in overall charge of the department including 
the "'Drugs Testil:lg Laboratory. I ~herefore place the. Drugs Controller on 
GS. 14 and the Director, Drugs Testmg Laboratory on GS. 13. The Deputy 
Controller will go to GS. II and the Assistant Controller to GS. 10. 

12.152 There are three clearly distinguishable streams in this department. 
viz. the enforcement stream, the drugs testing laboratory and the Government 
College of Pharmacy. 

12.153 In the enforcement stream, the only cadre is that of Inspectors some 
of whom are at Bangalore and others in district headquarters. They are all 
holders of the Bachelor's Degree in Pharmacy and are now on the seale of 
Rs. 300-700. As the qualification falls within Group VIII of the qualifications 
and the cadre is the entry cadre, the Inspectors will be placed on GS. 9. 

12.154 At the Drugs Testing Laboratory below the Director there is first a 
Superintendent the qualification for direct recruitment to which is a Master's 
degree in Pharmacy and the post is promotional to several cadres recruitment 
to which is from holders of Bachelor's degree in Pharmacy. I therefore place 
him on GS. 11. The lower cadres of technical staff are of posts designated 
Senior Chemist, Bio Chemist, Pharmacologist, Bacteriologist, Pharmacognosist 
and Research Chemist. They are all as already stated holders of bachelor's 
degree in pharmacy or connected subjects. They are now ·on the scale of 
Rs. 350-900. They will also be placed on GS. 10. 

12.155 The post called Veterinarian is a deputation post from the Depart
me!lt of Animal Husbandry. Instructor and Assistant Instructor are new posts 
which are proposed to 'be filled by transfer of Lecturer and Demonstrator 
respectively working at the College. The Junior Chemist is the holder of a 
post graduate degree in Chemistry. As the qualification falls within Group 
VIII and the level is entry level, he is placed on GS. 9. 

12.156 Supervisors is a diploma holder now on Rs. 175-450. He is placed 
on GS .. 5. Air Conditioning Mechanic is also now on Rs. 175-450 ~ it appears 
there Is a proposal to prescribe a degree in Engineering for this post which 
appears. to me to be disproportionate to the work of a mechanic. Therefore, I 
place h1m on the scale appropriate to diploma holders namely GS. 5. 

_12.157 The qollege of Pharmacy i_mparts instruction in both degree and 
diploma _courses m pharma_cy of .a d1;1rat~on o_f four and two years respectively. 
In the hierarchy of educatiOnal mstitutwns It cannot be equated with Medical 
Colleges_ or Engineering Colleges. The Principal is placed on GS. 13. Reader 
and Assist_ant Professor are both persons having post graduate qualification, the 
former ben:g treated as promotional to the latter (this is a d~parture from the 
normal, umversity practice of placing the Re3;der ~elow the Professor). It 
appear, to me that both the _cadres can be combmed mto one and designated 
Professor; to such a combmed cadre I allot GS. 12. All the Lecturers in 
Pharmacy and the Demonstrator are both required to have a degree in 
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Pharmacy· The .Lecturers in other subjects are post graduates in the su bjccts 
they teach. As m other similar institutions, Lecturers in Pharmacy should be 
holders of a post graduate degree in the subject ; GS. 11 could be allocated 
only to holders of such post graduate qualification. Those that are in service 
but h?ld only a bachelor's degree in Pharmacy can, however be placed on that 
sc.ale If they have completed at least 6 years of service and tho department 
'-"Ill take ~teps to fill the posts with only post graduate's or bachelor's dPareo 
holders With 6 years' experience. Lecturers in other science subjects who hold 
post graduate degrees in their particular subjects will, .of course, be placed on 
GS .. 11; for the present I am treating honours degree as equal to a Master's 
degree, but suggest that in future, recruitment should be limited to holders 
of master's degree only. The Demonstrator, however, who is only a holder of 
a bachelor's degree in Pharmacy and not required to possess post graduate 
qualification will be placed on the entry scale GS. 9. 

12158 The Supervisor at the College who is a diploma holder will be placed 
on GS. 5 on a par with Supervisor at the laboratory. 

12.159. There is a post called Special Officer at the College. It is stated 
that it is intended to have a unified effective control in respect of the traininrr 
scheme of a condensed diploma course for persons in service and expe;;ted to b~ 
completed within the Fifth Plan period. As it is said he does teaching work 
also, he is placed on the Lecturer's scale GS. 11. 

12.160 The rest of the posts in all the streams are common cadres and do 
not require any special mention. 

DEPARTMENT oF INDIAN SYSTEMS OF MEDICINE AND Hor.wEOPATHY 

12.161 This department which formerly formed part of the Department of 
Health and Family Planning Services was separated from it with the object of 
strengthening the services in Ayurvedic and other Indian systems of medicine 
and Homoeopathy, and expanding the reach of these systems to a larger section 
of the public pursuant to or in the light of the recommendations of the Melkote 
Committee. There is also a body called the State Level Advisory Board for 
Indian Medicine and Homoeopathy constituted for this purpose with the Minister 
for Health as Chairman and the Director of the Department of Indian Medicine 
as its Member-Secretary. At present the important institutions attached to the 
department and run by it are the Government Colleges of Indian Medicine at 
Mysore and Bangalore, the Ayurvedic Hospital attached to the Mysore College 
and the Shri J ayachamarajendra Institute of Indian Medicine at Bangalore 
"'ith a bed strength of 160 and 250 respectively. Another hospital where 
homeopathic treatment is to be given is being started at Bangalore with a bed 
strength of 25. A 25 bedded hospital of Indian Medicine is expected to be 
started at Bijapur shortly. There are several ayurvedic dispensaries in the 
mofussil particularly in rural areas, the work of ~hich ·is ?ontrolled through 
the District Health Officer of the Health and Family Plannmg Depart-ment by 
the Director of the Department of Indian Medicine. There are private colleges 
.conducting courses of study in Indian Medicine at Boilary, Belgaum, Udipi, 
Bii,..pur, Hubli which are aided institutions. 

12.162 The old licentiate courses in ayurvedie and unani medicine (L.A.M.S. 
and L.U.M.S.) were discontinued in or about 1958 but a slightly expanded 
diploma course called G.C.I.M. continued till ~bout 1967. At present the 
emphasis is on conducting_ degre~ ~ourses of a duratiOn of . 5t ye.a~s,-Bachelor 
in the System of AyurvediC Medtcme and Bachelor of Unam MediCme & Surgery 
(B.S.A.M. and B.U.M.S.). There are also post grad~ate c;ourses in Ayurveda; 
at present those courses are confined only to two subJects namely pharmaJology 
and general medicine. 

12.163 Although the policy or expectation is that this department should be 
enlarged and greater encouragement extended to Indian systems of medicine, 
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the size and operation of this department at present are not very large,- The 
number and sizes of the teaching institutions as :-vel! as the num~er and sizes of 
the hospitals are small. So for the present, this department wil~ have to be 
da~sified as a medium sized department and the pay scales determmed on t~a·t 
basis. When the department grows it will be for the government to decide 
whether and if so at what stage it may be reclassified as a heavy department 
·or a n'r;· heavy d~partment and upgrade the pay scales accordingly. 

12.164 I therefore place the Director on ~S. 13. The Assista~lt Director 
should for uniformity in nomenclature be redesignated as Dpputy Director and 
placed on GS. No. 11. 

12.165 The rest of the staff can be looked upon as made up two broad 
groups, those relating to the hospitals or dispensaries and those to the teach
ing institutions. 

12.166 The first group now consists principally of physicians. Junior 
physteians who are diploma holders on the present scale of Rs. 200-450 with 
the exception of Junior Unani Physician or Tabib who is on Rs. 250-500. The 
Senior Physicians are also diploma holders but with more than 10 year's 
service and are therefore regarded as equivalent to degree holders and are 
placed on the scale of Rs. 300-700. Out of 55 Junior Physicians, I am told at 
least or about 1( have put in mon than 10 years' service and 14 are graduates. 
Tht·re was an arrangement start~d with the concurrence of the University of 
Bangalore for a condensed two years course to assist the diploma holders to 
acquire degrees conducted at the college at l\Iysore. Admissions into this 
course have since been discontinued. 

12.167 The suggestion of the department is that diploma holders must be 
designated Junior Physicians on a lower scale of pay and degree holders 
designated as Senior Physicians on a higher scale of pay. But I am also 
informed that so far as the actual nature of the work or the place where they 
might be working are eoncern~d, there is no difference. As a working arrange
ment it would appear that the category of Senior Physicians is regarded as 
promotional to the category of Junior Physicians. The arrangement appears 
to me to be unsatisfactory. There is no point in making a distinction in the 
same cadre of public servants doing the ·same type of work. There is no doubt 
a clear di~;tinction between a degree and a diploma. If a degree and a diploma 
inspite of such difference are prescribed as alternative qualifications for 
recruitment, it leads to incongruous situations or difficulties. In the peculiar 
circumstances of this department and the radical changes made, not very long 
ago, in the courses of study, the best solution would be to prescribe only a 
degree as minimum qualification for recruitl'(lent (specially in view of the 
present policy of strengthening the position of the systems of Indian medicine) ' 
and to treat the diploma holders in service as equivalent to degree holders if 
they have put in 10 years of service and to take steps to continue for the 

_ bene~t of those with lesser service the arrangement of the condensed course 
mentiOned above. Upon enquiry with the departmental authorities, I under
stand that it may not be difficult to secure the concurrence of the university 
for such a course; even otherwise as such a course has been conducted at the 
Mysore College within the control of the department, the diploma holders by 
rule mar: be required in batches to go through that course: On that basis, both 
the ~u.mor and Senior Physicians may be combined into a single cadre of 
Physicians and placed on the 'lame scale of pay. I would place them on GS. 9. 

12.168 ~arious other posts designated Resident Medical Officer, Research 
Officer, Assts~3:nt Res~arch ~ffi~er, Assistant Supervisor, Superintendent 
are all physiCians semor or JUlllor. Those posts also will be placed on 
GS.9. 

12.169 Nursing Staff till qui.te recently was entirely composed of those 
deputed from the Department of Health and Family Planning but now there 
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is a fair percentage of dinct recruits of this dq)artment itself and the depart
ment has also started a training course of 3 years for Nurses who for rPeruit
mcnt must have passed S.S.L.C. examination with an additional six months' 
course in :Midwifery. 

12.170 There is at present above the Nurse or Staff Nurse only one cadre 
designated Nurs.ing Su~erintendent G~ade II. I am told that ~ith the expansion 
of the strength m n~rsmg staff,. need IS felt for a Grade I Superintendent also. 
These three categones are eqwvalent to catcctories of same desirrnation in the 
Department of Health and Fa~ily Pla~ning. b Hence, I place the Nurse or 
the Staff Nurse on GS.5, Nursmg Superwtendent Grade II on GS. 7 and Nursinrr 
Superintendent Grade I (if and when created) on GS.IO. b 

12.171 Among Pharmacists there are two cadres; Grade II on Rs. 100-
220 and a promotional GradG I on Rs. 130-290. As in the case of the Depart
ment of Health and Family Planning, Grade II will be placed on GS.4 and 
Grade I on GS.6. 

12.172 In the teaching staff there is first the Principal and after him the 
Professor, Assistant Proiessor (which now includes the post formerly called 
Reader now redesignated Assistant Professor) and Lecturer. The sizes of the 
colleges, the student strength, subjects taught (it may be noted that there 
is t~o major surger r) do not justify placing these colleges on a par with 
medical colleges. The Principal and Professors are required to have post 
graduate qualifications but the Lecturer only a batchelor's degree. As the 
course of study is a long and specialised one, the Lecturers also should in my 
opinion be post graduates as in the case of medical colleges. On the above 
basis, I place the Principal on GS.13, Professor on GS.12, Assistant Professor 
and Lecturer together on GS.11. 

12.173 There is a Government Central Pharmacy at Bangalore. The 
officer in charge of it is equated to the position of a Deputy Director and 
placed on GS.1 I. 

12.174 Other posts are common posts and do not require any special 
mention. Very recently an Under Secretary appears to have been deputed 
to this department to function as its Administrative Officer. The appropriate 
scale for him would be GS.ll. 

DEPARTMENT OF PuBLIC INSTRUCTION 

12.175 In the educational field there are now four departments, viz. Public 
Instruction, Pre University Education, Collegiate :Education and Technical 
Education. One more is going to be :Tea ted out of these to which I shall . 
make a reference presently. To some extent, matters for discussion are 
common. As far as possible those will be dealt with in connection \\'ith the 
Department of Public Instruction. 

12.176 The Departmell:t of Public 1?-s~ruction is a very heavy department. 
Hence the Director who IS at the top of tt IS placed on GS.15. There are two 
Additi~nal Directors; one deals with Primary J~ducation ~nd ~he other function 
as the Chairman of the Secondary School Leavmg Exammatwn Board. They 
are both pfaced on GS.l4. There are ei15~t. Joint Director~, four of whom are 
at four divisional headquarters,-rhe d1v1stons correspondmg to the revenue 
divisions. They will all be placed on GS.13. 

12.177 Another post, Director, State Institute, of Education has been till 
quite recently of the same status as that of a Joint Director of this Department. 
By Government Order No. ED 5 :MTI 75, da~e.d 2-12~1975, the Government 
have upgraded this post of the status of AddttiOnal DHertor and ordered that 
he be the head of a separate department whi~h will deal w:ith all academic 
units going by the name of {1) The State lnstttute ~f Educato.on, (2) The State 
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Institute of Science, (3) The Educational Vocational Guidance Bureau, (4) The 
State Evaluation Unit, (5) The State Survey Unit, (6r The Audio Visual Section, 
(7) The Educational Technology Cell, (8) Teachers' Training Institutes and 
(9} B.Ed. ~olleges, with which h_e ~as bee~ dealin_g so far as one of the officers 
of the roam department of pubhc mstructwn. Till he takes charge of the post 
of the head of the new department, his pay should be on GS. 13. From the time 
he starts functioning as the head of the new department, he should be placed 
on GS. I4 as I consider the new department placed under his charge as a heavy 
department. The pay scales of the sta~ ~f the ~ario~s institution~ w~ich ~s 
till no .v part of the department of public mstructwn will be dealt With m th1s 
part itself. 

12.17R Deputy Director's is the next level. There is another level desig
nated Senior Assistant Director which in my opinio~ is equivalent to the level 
of the Deputy Director. Hence both these posts are placed on GS. II. 
Assistant Directors will go on GS. IO. 

12.I79 Administration at the district level is headed by a Deputy Director 
Other officers at the level are Education Officers each of whom is expected to 
inspect 50 high schools and Subject Inspectors who conduct inspection in 
respect of particular subject taught in high schools. At taluk level there i& 
the Assistant Educational Officer 'll>ho inspects primary schools. So far as the 
Subject Inspector and the Assistant Educational Officer are concerned, there 
is no difficulty as their level is the same as that of an Assistant Director and 
I therefore place them on GS. IO. At present the Educational Officer is at a 
higher level to which promotions can be made from the other two levels which 
are filled at present by headmasters of schools of selection grade and the 
ordinary grad e. The auestion therefore is whether the Educational Officer 
should be placed on GS. 10 or GS. II. One view may be that because his 
work is subjec~ to general review and control by the Deputy Director of Public 
Instruction, he should be below him in the matter of pay scale. Another 
approach would be that because he inspects the high schools inclusive of 
administration for which the headmaster is responsible, he should be higher 
than the headmaster. .As the first view, there is the further circumstance 
that in inspecting schools he functions almost as an independent authority and 

. the Deputy Director himsdf is expeeted to inspect at least 15 schools. Having 
thought over the matter, it a.ppears to me that the balance of considerations 
is in favour of placing the Educational Officer on GS. II. I therefore place him 
on GS. 11. 

12.180 With reference to the rrmaiuing staff in the department, it will be 
convenient to discuss them in streams which disciose a definite hierarchy. 

12.181 The most important str<'am is undoubtedly the general stream of 
teaching. In Chapter Five while dealing with the question of grading posts in 
government service, my diseussion has eov<'red in fair detail the hierarchy of 
teaching institutions and the teaching staff working at those institutions. As 
a result of the discussion I have placed the Primary School Teacher in Grade IV, 
the proposed new cadre of Headmaster of Priml,try Schools whose teaching 
str~ngth inclusive of such headmaster' is six or more in Grade VI, graduate 
tramed teacher in high school in grade VII, the headmaster of a h~h school 
and the lecturer of a Junior College in Grade X, the Principal of a Junior College 
and Lecturer and Reader of a Senior Coll('ge in Grade XI, Professor of a Senior 
College in Grade XII and the Principal of a Senior College in Grade XIII. 
The eonsequence would be that these posts will have to be allocated 
GS. Nos. 4, 6, 7, IO, 11, I2 and I3 respectively. 

_I2.182 At the Primary Schools the teachers are now split up into four 
differ.ent categories viz. S.S.L.C. trained, non-S.S.L.C. trained, S.S.L.C.
untram~d. non-S.S.L.C.-untrained and placed on four different scales l'ith a very 
small difference between one scale and another. On information gathered from 
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the department it is found that by_ th•' end of Ju n~ 1975, 87% of Primary School 
Teachers have got themsP;lves tramed and the training facilitiPs available in 
the department are suffi.cten_t to complete the training of the remaining in less 
than two years. The recrmtme:n~ of nnn-S.S.L.C•s was stopped in the yPar 
1964. The dep~rtmcn~ author!tr.:~s ass_u~·c me t_hat the training is n''erssary 
and that t~ere IS no dtffi.?ulty ~n recrmtmg tramed personnd. Consid <'ring 
a~! these ~ucumstances, mcludmg the length of srrvice which the few rrmai· 
nmg untrai!Ied teachers have already put in, I am firmly of the opinion that 
the. only fa1r course to follow is to placP- all thrsr Primary School TPaclH•rs on 
a smgle scale and that scale. as alrPady stated will be GS.4. 

_- 12.183 At the high school also, the trained teacher means a teacher who 
ts a grad~ate and has also after graduation gone through the B.Ed. course. 
Here agai~ the ed~cational authorities are clear in their mind that the passing 
of B.Ed. _1s esse~tial and that there is no administrative difficulty in requiring 
teachers m servwe who have not yet passed the said course to do so within a 
reasonable time say 4-5 years. The faGilities for rroinrr through that course 
are also widened now because in addition to the rerr~lar ~otuse available at the 
B. Ed .. College run by the government there is also provision now made for 
what IS called Summer-cum-Correspondence Course. So on the same principle 
as I have applied in the case of Primary School Teachers, I place all the 
graduate teachers at the high school on GS.7 with the suggestion that those 
that have not yet passed the B.Ed. should be required to do so within a reason
able time. 

12.184 Then there are other categories of teachers in arts, crafts and physi
cal culture. 

12.185 So far as the craft teachers or instructors are concerned, they would 
be holders of either a junior certificate or a senior certificate or a three year 
diploma. They may be placed respectively on GS.3, GS.4 and GS.5. ' 

12.186 In the arts of dance, drama and music, there is at State bead
quarters of the department two posts of Music Advisers who are now of the 
same status as that of a Deputy Director. It seems to be the opinion of the 
department and perhaps the government also that these posts should be 
manned by men of scholarship and repute in those fine arts. If so, it is open 
to the government to appoint such outstanding men on contract basis. If such 
men are not available, the posts in my opinion should continue to be of the 
status of Deputy Director and placed on GS.Il. 

12.187 Superintendent of Dance, Drama and Music may also be placed on 
the same scale GS.ll. The Divisional Superintendent who are required to be 
Vidwans with three years' teaching experience should be placed on GS.IO. 

12.188 Then there are the teachers in these subjects. The qualifying 
courses are a junior course .of one year, a senior course of one year and a 
proficiency course of one year with the stipulation that there should be a gap 
of two years between. two consecutive cour~es during wbich._the stu~ent is 
expected to improve his knowledge and profiCJency of the art m quest10n by 
practice. Although eligibility_ for admission into the~e courses or. for taking 
the examination without gomg through any course IS not any high general 
educational standard, for recruitment as teachers the rule requires that they 
must have passed at least S.S.L.C .. So in the place of the different scales either 
described as Grade II or I or selectiOn grades prevalent at present, I allocate 
GS.4 to a teacher in music, dance or drama who has passed the higher examina
tion and GS. 7 to such a teacher who has passed the proficiency examination. 

12.189 Instructors or Teachrrs in Physical Education or Physical Culture 
are the next category. The qualifi_c~t!ons for doing _such. teaching work or 
course of study leading to th_e _acqUisition of su(;h. quahfip,atwn have h_ad a long 
history but the ultimate pos1twn now reachrd JS that we have e1ther a 10 
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months' or one academic year's course open to S. S. L. C.s' or a post-graduate 
diploma or degree course of 10 months or one academic year's duration 
admission into which is restricted to holders of general bachelor's degrees. It 
would appear that the said post graduate degree (B. P. Ed.) is the old pos~ 
~raduate diploma renamed a degree. There is, however, the Jhansi Lakshm1 
Bai College at Gwalior which conducts a post P. U. C. degree course of three 
-,ears' duration in Physical Education. The said course may be equated to 
the above B.P.Ed. Although for the certificate courseS. S. L. C. is sufficient, 
the departmental rules for recruitment of Physical Instructors in Colleges 
require that they should have passed P. U. C. also. Although normally one 
should pay attention to the special subject, it is possible to suggest that the 
education authorities consider that for physical instructors at college level it 
is desirable to require of them a higher general educational standard. So we 
have three categoriPs: (1) S. S. L. C. plus certificate. · (2) P. U. C. plus 
certificate. (3) D·~gree. On 1-4-1975 government issued an order directing 
that all graduates in physical education in under-graduate colleges and 
collPges under the control of the departmPnt of technical education should be 
placed on a uniform scale and simultaneously directed that rules should be 
amended by prescribing the degree course of physical education as a minimum 
qualification for Physical Educl}tion Teachers in such colleges. According to 
the staffing pattern for schools prPscribed by the DPpartment of Public 
Instruction, there is a provision for recruitment of both certificate holders 
and dPgree holders. 

12.190 As the position has therefo~e now got fairly crystallised, in the 
place of the varying scales now prescribed for teachers of this category, 

I allocate GS. 7 to persons holding a degree in physical education, GS. 5 to 
certificate holders with P.U.C. and GS. 4 to the other certificate holders. In . 
the last category, I include all persons now in service in schools who had 
acquired varying qualifications or undergone varying courses of training 
conducted in earlier days either by the govPrnment or a university or the 
Y. l\1. C. A. taking into account the experience undoubtedly gained by them 
by putting in long years of service so far. 

12.191 There is a separate Inspecting Section with reference to Physical 
Education. There is a Superintendent at State level and there are Superin
tendents at district level. So far as the latter are concerned, they must be 
placed on a par with Subject Inspectors. I therefore allocate to them GS. 10. 
At present, all Superintendents whether at district level or State level are on 
the same pay scale. A representation has been made to me that the State 
!evel superintendent must be placed on a higher level. I think the suggestion 
Is reasonable and should be accepted. The State level superintendent is 
therefore placed on GS. 11 . 

. 12.192 I _will next deal with Drawing Masters. There are three qualifica
tiOns prescnbed for them in addtion to S. S. L. C. namely Drawing Teacher's 
course of one year, Drawing :Master's course of 4 years and Art Master's course 
o~ 5 years and persons recruited ivith those qualifications are placed on three 
dlii_erent scales. Having regard to the competence represented by the qualifi
catwns, I place the persons who have gone through the Drawing Teacher's 
course on GS. 4 and those who have gone through the other two courses on 
GS. 7, the scale equivalent to that of graduate teachers. 

12.193_ The inspection in respect of this subject of instruction is entrusted 
to a Semor Inspector of Drawing who functions at divisional level. He should 
be placedo~ the same scale as that of a Subject Inspector nam~ly GS. 10. The 
A~s1stant D!rer·tor and the Senior Assistant Director (to be redesignated Deputy 
Director) will, of course, be on their respective scales already indicated. 

12.194 Language Teachers are either those that teach Sanskrit or one of 
the modern languages, Kannada, Hindi or Urdu. These teachers function in 
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h~gh schools a!ld the qualification requir_ed of the~ is either a general drgree 
with the partwular language as an optional subJect or such examinations as 
Vidwa·1, Madhyama in Sanskrit, Pandit in Kannada, Moulvi in Urdu and Vidwan 
in Hindi. The syllabi of all these courses I find are clearly of the standard 
of general bachelor's degree. There can be no difference therefore between 
these Language Teachers and ordinary trained graduate teacliers. A trainino
course for them is now being devised. 'All these Language Teachers ar~ 
therefore placed on GS. 7. 

' 12.195 Apart from schools there are certain other institutions controlled 
by this department. The general hierarchy of educational institutions as 
already indicated is the Primary School at the bottom with- the High School, 
Junior College and Senior College in ascending degrees of importance. Among 
the institutions, the Sanskrit College is undoubtedly of the status of a senior 
college because the courses of study conducted there are of graduate and post
graduate standards. The opinion of educational authorities and scholars in 
Sanskrit is clear on the point that Sahitya course is equivalent toP. U. C., 
Vidwan Madhyama is equivalent to B.A. and Vidwat Uttama is equivalent to 
M.A. So, there is no doubt that the Sanskrit College must be treated as a senior 
college. Its principal, therefore, will be placed on GS. 13. Below him there 
are four levels, Senior Professor, Junior Professor, Assistant Professor and 
Literature Assistant. All the Professors are persons who have taken the Vidwat 
Uttama examination in at least two special subjects. The Literature Assistant 
is an M.A .. in Sanskrit. Therefore, it appears to me that there is neither logic 
nor any administrative reason for having four such levels. In conformity with 
the pattern in other senior colleges, it is enough to have two levels Professor 
and Lecturer. The present posts of Senior Professors may be retained as those 
of Professor and the rest may be designated as those of Lecturers. In accor· 
dance with the gradation already indicated, I allocate GS. 12 to the Professor 
and GS. 11 to the Lecturer. 

12.196 The College of Physical Education is also a senior college. It has a 
· Principal, a Vice-Principal, a Lecturer and an Assistant Lecturer. The Principal 

is placed on GS. 13 and the Vice-Principal on GS. 12. The Lecturer and Assistant 
Lecturer are both B. P. Eds. It appears to me, however, that the normal 
educational standard required of teachers in senior colleges must also be a post 
graduate qualification, and according to the pattern suggested for other senior 
colleges there need not be more than three levels. We already have here two 
levels a Principal and a Vice-Principal. The third level of Lecturer is placed 
on GS. 11 subject to their acquiring the higher qualification of M.P. Ed. unless 
they have already put in 10 years' service. · 

12.197 The B.Ed. College, the State Institute of EdLication and the State 
Institute of Science must be treated as senior colleges and the Training Centres 
for Primary School Teachers must be treated as junior colleges and therefore 

· the qualification and pay scales for the members of the teaching staff at these 
institutions are determined accordingly. 

12.198 In posting teaching staff to these institutions, care should be taken 
to send only persons possessing post-graduate qualifications. Regarding those 
imparting education in physical culture (sometimes called Physical Directors) 
the general pattern regarding such Instructors in Schools and colleges already 
discussed may be followed. 

12.199 In case there are at present any persons who do not possess the 
necessary qualifications at these institutions, the department will no doubt 
take steps to withdraw them to the other sections of the department and post 
only qualified persons. 

12.200 Pre-Vocational Training Centres are treated on par with high schools 
and the salary of the teaching staff or craft instructors are determined accor-
dingly on the lines already indicated. ~. . 
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12.201 There is an institution called the State Bureau of Education and 
Vocational Guidance. It is in charge of a Senior Assistant . Director (to be 
redesignated Deputy Director). The staff consists _of Counselling Instruc.tors, 
Ps,·cholocrist, Technical Assistant and Research Ass1stant. From the qualifica
tions pre~cribed for all these posts, it is clear _that every one ~f them h_as. to 
have qualifications of post-graduate leve I. It IS seen from the JOb desCri_PtlO_n 
forms that the work of the Counselling Instructor and Psych_olog1st. IS 

of a supPrior charactor involving planning, some research and also 1mpartmg 
instruction and assisting in orientation programmes. So they are glaced on 
GS. 10. The other two posts of Technical Assistant and Research Assistant are 
placed on the entry scale for post-graduate GS. 9. 

12.202 There are in some schools and training institutions some Agricultural 
Licentiates who are functioning_ as Teachers or Instructors .. But. I u~derstan~ 
from the departmental authorities that with the present mod1ficatwns 111 syllabi 
agriculture has ceased to be one of the subjects of instruction and that there 
is a proposal to transfer them to the Department of Agriculture. I suggest that 
this may be done and their pay scales determined as for agricultural graduates 
at entry level GS. 9. 

12.203 There is a post of Inspector (Storage) which is purely a post of a 
ministerial superintendent. It will go on GS. 8. The present practice of posting 
a school teacher to this post may be discontinued. 

12.204 There are 35 Deputy Inspectors of Schools who are promotees from 
the cadre of Primary School Teachers with a specified length of service. I am 
told that this cadre is being abolished and no further recruitment is being made 
thereto. To those in service I allocate GS. 6. They may perhaps be absorbed 
in the new cadre of Primary School Headmasters suggested by me. 

PRE-UNIVERSITY EDUCArroN DEPARTMENT 

12.205 As this department deals with only one Government Junior College 
and 63 such aided colleges, I think the proper classification for this department 
is to treat it as a medium sized department. So, the Director will be placed on 
GS. 13. 

12.206 In the cadrewise statement given to me by the department, there are 
one post of Joint Director ·described as " post of Assistant Director upgraded to 
that of Joint Director and permitted to continue till the present incumbent 
continues", Qne post of a Deputy Director, one post of a Senior Assistant 
Director and two posts of Assistant Directors,~the last mentioned 1 plus 2 
being on the same pay scale. In the draft recruitment rules, there is no post of 
Joint Director shown, but provision is made for posts of Deputy Director, 
Senior Assistant Director and Assistant Director. The mode. of recruitment and 
qualification for both the posts of Senior Assistant Director and Assistant 
Director are the same. · 

12.207 It therefore follows that the administrative needs of the department 
W?uld be met by providing only three .levels at the top namely, those of 
Director, Deputy Director and Assistant Director, increasing or decreasing the 
number of posts in each of the second and third levels according to exigencies. 

_12.208 Following the usual pattern, I allocate GS_. 11 to the post of Deputy 
Director and GS. 10 to the ·posts of Senior Assistant Director and Assistant 
Director. 

12.209 So far as the teaching staff at junior colleges are concerned, as I 
have already indicated, the Principal will be on GS. 11 and Lecturer on 
GS. 10. · 

12.21~ So far as the Instructors in Physical Education are conce~ned, .the 
appropnate scale as already indicated would be GS. 7 for a holder of a degree 
in physical education. · 

12.211 The rest of the posts are all common categories. 



DEPARTMENT OF CoLLEGIATE, EDUCATION 

12:212 T?is department controls or deals Vlih 22 Go~ernrnent Colleges and' 
about 200 Atded Colleges. It is classified by me as a heavy department. 

12.213 The Director will. go on GS. 14. The Deputy Director will go on 
GS. 11 and the Assistant.Director on GS. 10. 

12:214 Rega.rding teaching staff in colleges, as already indicated, Lectur<'rs 
and Readers will form one cadre and go into GS. 11. Professors on sd•~ction 
grade as ~ell as ordinary Professors will form one cadre and go into GS. 12. 
GS. 13 Vvtll be allocated to the cadre of P~;incipals when it is created as 
suggested by me in Chapter Five. 

· 12.215 . Regarding Demonstrators, government have taken a decision that 
the cadre should stand abolished and that there will be no further recruitment 
to it. At the same time it has been decided that those who acquire the degree 
of M.Sc. will be added to the cadre of Lecturers but those who do not acquire 
such a degree will remain as Demonstrators till they . retire. When a 
Demonstrator becomes a Lecturer he .will, of course, go on GS. 11 but if he 
remains a Demonstrator he will be placed on GS .. 7. , 

12.216 The pay scales for the P,Osts of Physical Instructors and Librarians 
have been allocated on the lines already suggested i.e., on the ba~is of 
qualification. · 

' I 'l I ' 

12.217 I am not allocating any scales to the part-time lecturers and readers, 
leaving it to be fixed by the government on contract basis. · 

12'.218 The rest are co~mon posts. 

DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL. EDUCATION 
' ' 

12.219 This is a heavy department. So the' Di'rector will go on GS. 14, 
Joint Director on GS. 13, Deputy Director on GS. ll and Assistant Director 
on GS. 10 .. 

12.220 So far as the rest of the administrative staff is co~cerned, it is made 
up of common categories which do not require any special mention. 

12.221 The technical or specialised staff is in the several institutions 
maintained and controlled. by the department. For the purposes of discussion 
the institutions can be conveniently grouped and taken up for consideration in 
the following order : 

J, B. D. T. College of Engineering, Davanagere. 
2.. Sri Krishnarajendra Silver Jubilee Technological Institute,, 

Bangalore (S.K.S.J. T .. I.) 
3, Sri J ayachamarajendra Polytechnic, Bangalore (S.J .P.) 
4·. Men's Polytechnics at Mysore, Mangalore, Bellary and Gulbarga and 
5. Women's Polytechnics at Mangalore, Bangalore and Hubli. 
6. Other Polytechnics. 
7. Junior Technical Schools 
8. G. R. Institute of Secretarial Practice, Bangalore. 
9. School of Arts and Crafts, Davanagere.' 

12.222 At these. institutions, the main and more important staff is the 
teaching ·staff. But a~ ~he institutio_ns in the first six .group~ ~here ar~ c~rtain 
subordinate cadres asststmg the teachmg staff m practwal tmtton conststmg of 
Foremen Instructors and Assistant Instructors. The entry leve is the last. 
mention~d cadre of Assistant Instructors, the qualification for recruitment to 
which is a senior certificate and the present pay scale for which is Rs. 120-240. 
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The other two cadres are promotional with a specification of certain length of 
experience for promotion. Instructors in all institutions are o~ Rs. 175-~50 
but the Foremen are on three different scales; those in Jumor Techmcal 
Schools are on Rs. 175-450, those in B. D. T. College on Rs. 200-45? and those 
in the Polytechnics on Rs. 225-450. It will be seen that the maximum of the 
scales for both the promotional cadres is Rs. 450 and having regard to t~e 
single qualification of a senior certificate prescribed for onl.Y the entry leyel, 1t 
appears to be more logical and administratively convement and suffiment to 
have only one entry cadre and one promotional cadre. I therefore allot GS. 4 
to the Assistant Instructor and GS. 5 to both the Instructor and the Foreman. 

12.223 I shall now proceed to discuss the teaching staff at the different 
institutions. 

12.224 B.D. T. College having regard to the nature of the courses and 
several disciplines in which instruction is imparted should be placed on par 
with medical colleges. The Principal will go on GS. 14. The Professors and 
Assistant Professors are either l\L Es or Master's degree holders in Sciences and 
the post of Professor is promotional to that of the Assistant Professor. The 
Professors will be placed on GS. 13 and the Assistant Professors on GS. 12. 
The Lecturers are required to have at least a Master's degree in non-engineering 
subjects but in the case of engineering subjects the bachelor's degree of~· ~· 
is prescribed. As in the case of Medical Colleges, my opinion and suggestwn IS 

that Lecturers in professional colleges of this stature must possess a master's 
degree in the professional subjects before they can be regarded as competent to 
lecture in those subjects. If, however, the administrative exigencies require_ 
that these posts may be partly made open for promotion to professional men in 
the regular service a minimum service of 6 years must be prescribed as 
necessary for promotion. On this basis, I allot GS. 11 to the cadre of Lecturers. 

12.225 There are two posts in this college which fall outside the normal 
line of recruitment. One is of a Junior Lecturer in Mathematics. It appears 
that this appointment was as a local candidate in respect of a vacancy in the 
post of a lecturer in Geology. Subsequently, however, on 7-1-1974, the 
government passed an order regularising the appointment; as the appointment 
has been so regularised and the incumbent is said to be an l\1. Sc., he is 
allocated GS. 11. The other post is that of a Demonstrator which is also an 
appointment of a local candidate in respect of a vacancy in the post of a 
Lecturer in Chemistry. This appointment also subsequenly was regularised 
by government by an order dated 5-4-1972. As the incumbent, however, is 
only a bachelor's degree holder in science, he is allocated GS. 7 

12.226 There is a post of a Junior Lecturer in Civil Engineering which is 
said to be one filled by deputation of a Junior Engineer from the Public Works 
Department. It is however, a matter for consideration whether it is at all 
neces~ary to have a Junior Engineer deputed to this college for purposes of 
teachmg wh~n there is a regular and fully qualified teaching staff. Actually 
the present meum bent in this post does not appear to be a deputationist but 
a .regular. recruit to the staff of this institution and is only a holder of a 
diploma m Civil Engineering. To him I allocate the appropriate scale GS. 5. 

12:227 . S.K.S.J.T. Institute now conducts only courses in textiles for the 
quahficatwn~ of diploma and degree _ and also a post-graduate qualification. 
~he courses m other crafts \\ hich the institute was running at one time have 
smc~ been aboliahed and instruction is confined to courses of study in 
textiles as stated above. The intake of students is 40 for diploma course, 40 for 
degree cours~ and 10 for post-graduate course. The teaching staff is about 
~ 5 strong With 8 Demonstrators. Because the degree course in textiles 
Js a_IO se.mester course and regarded on par with bachelor's degree in other 
engmeer~ng subjects. it has been suggested that this institute must be treated 
on par With the engineering college for the purposes of determining pay scales .. 
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The opinion that the bachelor's degree in textiles may be of the same standard 
~n~ value _as ~bachelor's degree in other engineering subjects, may not be 
P n to obJectiOn or controversy. But the size of the institute, the student 

s~re!lg~h and the fact that engineering college imparts instruction in more 
d~sCiphnes t_han ?ne are considerations which weigh against the claim for parity 
with an engmeermg college. 

12.228 To the Principal, I allocate GS. 13. The Professors as well as the 
pos_t·graduate professor are all holders of master's degree in the subject in 
Whi?h they teach. The appropriate scale for them is therefore GS. 12· As 
Assistant Professors are in the lower cadre from which promotions are made 
to that of the Professor, I place them on the next scale GS. II. There is a 
post of a Resea~ch Assistant \Vho is expected to assist directly the post· graduate f 

professor. He Is also a holder of a master's degree. I therefore allocate to 
that po~t the same scale GS. II. Lecturers are holders of bachelor's degrees. · 
They will go on GS. 10. Demonstrators who are diploma holders will go on 
GS.,5. 

12.229 S.J. Polytechnic at Bangalore is the largest Polytechnic in the State 
an~ conducts several courses of study. It has a Principal and a Vice Principal . 
whiCh are both promotional posts. Having regard to the size of the instittue · 
I place the Principal on GS.l3 and the Vice Principal on GS.12. Next in order 
are ~eads of Sections who are either holders ofbache.Ior's degrees in engineering 
or d1_plomas in engineering with the specification of a longer experience as 
qual~fication in the latter event ; as I have already pointed out earlier, the 
spe?Ification of a shorter experience in connection with a higher qualifi· 
catwn and longer experience in connection with a lower qualification is 
e~pressive of administrative opinion or judgment that the two qualifications 
With the respective periods of experience specified in connection with them are 
treated as equivalent. To the Heads of Sections I allocate GS.ll. Lecturers 
in Engineering Subjects are holders of bachelor's degree in engmeering and in 
other subjects master's degree holders in arts and sciences. They will be 
placed on GS.10. The Assistant Lecturers who are holders of diplomas 
will go onGS.5. 

12.230 In the next category of the four larger polytechnics at Mysore, 
Mangalore, Gulbarga and Bellary for Men the pattern is more or less common. 
The Principal is placed on GS.12 and the Heads of Sections on GS.ll. The 
position in the case of Lecturers varies with the subjects. In engineering 
subjects degree holders are appointed as Lecturers and diploma holders as 
Assistant Lecturers. In non engineering subjects there are only Lecturers but 
no Assistant Lecturers. The Lecturers are either M.As. or M.Scs. In Secret
arial Practice, Senior Lecturers are required to be holders of a Master's degreEi 
in Commerce (M.C"om) but both the Lecturer and Assistant Lecturer are 
required to have the bachelor's degree B.Com only. In typewriting and 
shorthand, tLere are only Assistant Lecturers who either have a Diploma i~ 
Secretarial Practice which includes these subjects in its syllabi or hig~er · 
certificates or proficiency certificates in typewriting and shorthand. . Hav~ng 
regard to these various qualifications, I place the Lecturers in engmeeri~g 
subjects and non·engineering subjects and the Senior Lecturer in Secretar~al 
Practice on GS.10. Both the Lecturer and Assistant Lecturer in Secretarial 
Practice will be allotted GS. 7. The Assistant Lecturers in engineering subjects 
as well as typewriting and shorthand will be allocated GS.5. 

12.231 In Women's Polytechnics also the pattern is similar. The Pri~cipal 
will go on GS.12, Head of the Section on GS.ll and the Lecturer and Assist~nt 
Lecturer according to the pattern suggested in the previous paragraph, with 
the following differences : The Lecturer in Library Science is only a B.P .Ed. or 
the holder of a post·graduate degree or diploma in L~brary Science. ~he 
proper scale for him is GS. 7. The Lecturer in Costume Designs _and Dre~s Makmg 
who is also a holder of a degree and a short post·graduate diploma IS placed 
on GS.7. 
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12.232 In other Polytechnics there is no Principal. The seniormost Head 
of the Section functions as Principal. He as well as the other heads of sections 
are placed on GS.1l. Lectqrers and Assistant Lecturers will be allocated scales 
in the same way as in the case of the polytechnics dealt with above. The only 
point to be noted is that in one or two polytechnics, the Assistant Lecturer in 
Kannada typewriting is also said to be a degree holder in Kannada but as the 
ruling qualification :s typewriting and shorthand which is in more senses than 
one is of the same level as or more or less equivalent to English typewriting 
and shorthand, he should also be placed on the same scale viz.GS.5 

12.233 Junior Technical Schools are small institutions and cannot be placed 
at a level higher than that of a high school. The Principal therefore will have 
to be and is placed on GS.10. Among Lecturers, the only person who has a 
post-P.U.C. professional degree is a Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering. 
Having regard to his qualifications and the fact that he is engaged in teaching 
work, the appropriate scale for him also would be GS. 10 and he should be placed 
on that scale. It appears to me possible,- and the government may examine this 
position, - that the position of the Principal and Lecturer in Mechanical 
Engineering can be combined in a single person without any difficulty. In the 
unlikely event of necessity being felt for two such positions one of the 
Principal and the other of Lecturer in Engineering, the allocation of the same 
scale GS.10 to both of them is inevitable. 

12.234 Lecturers in subjects other than engineering are holders of general 
degrees with a preference stated in favour of those possessing the B.Ed. degree 
also. Likewise, the Assistant Lecturer in Hindi is a holder of a general degree 
with Hindi as optional subjeJt or one who possesses qualifications in Hindi 
which are equivalent to a degree. Hence the said Lecturers in non-engineering 
subjects as well as the Assistant Lecturer in Hindi are placed on GS. 7. The 
Assistant Lecturers in engineering subjects who are all holders of diplomas are 
placed on GS. 5. 

12.235 G. R. Institute of Secretarial Practice has a Principal who is also 
Head of a Section holding a Masters degree in Commerce. I place him on 
GS. 11. Lecturers in Commerce, English and Secretarial Practice who have 
qualifications of Master's degree level are placed on GS. 10. The Assistant 
Lecturers in Secretarial Practice as well as Typewritina and Shorthand vvho are 
diploma holders are placed on GS. 5. 

0 

12.236 The School of Arts and Crafts at Davanagere imparts instruction in 
various fine arts. Although the general qualification prescribed appears to be 
small, greater value is attached to qualification in fine arts or commercial arts 
and the competence and experience of the person concerned. Keeping this 
special circumstance in view, I allocate to the Principal GS. 11 and to the Head 
of the Section GS. 10 and to the Lecturers GS. 7. ' 

. 12.237 _This. cor1_1pletes the discussion of the special superior te-;hnical staff 
m the various mst1tutions. 

12.238 The other cadres in the department which are common need not be 
dillcnssed. 

LAW CoLLEGE 

. 12.239 T~ough lavv course is a professional course, the Law College itself in 
Its present Size and with its existing educational activities cannot be placed on 
~ar with Medical or Engineering Coll~ges. The Principal is therefore placed on 
GS. 13 and the full time Professors on GS. IZ. I do not alli:lcate any pay scale 
for part time Professors and Lecturers, but leave it to the Government to fix 
tlleir remuneration on contract basis. 

12.240 The rest of the staff calls for no discussion. 
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DEPARTMENT .OF AGRICULTURE 

~2.24~ This is a very h:avy department. Hence the top positions of Director, 
Jomt Dnector, Deputy Director, and Assistant Director are placed on GS. 15, 
GS. 13~ GS., 11 ~nd GS. 10 respectively. An Accounts Assistant who is a person 
belongmg to th_Is department and not a deputationist from Accounts Depart
ment and who IS now treated as of the same status as Assistant Director will 
also be placed on GS. 10. 

1~.242 The next grade of professional men in this department is that of 
Agncultur.al Officers who are all at present on the existing scale of Rs. 300-700. 
These Agncultural Officers are deployed in various sections and at various 
levels. of the dep~rt_rnent. Prin?ipally they fall into five groups: (1) those who 
functiOn a.s Spemabsts o! :r~chmc~l Assistants. at district level offifleS, (2) those 
who functiOn as Sub-DIVISIOn Soil ConservatiOn Officers, {3) those who are in 
cha~g~ of Soil Testing Lab_or~tories, __ (4) those in charge of Training Schools or 
Trammg Farms or other similar trammg centres and (5) those who are in 
charg_e of Crop Development Schemes. Out of these, those in group (1) who 
constitute the largest number do not exercise any administrative supervision 
over subordinates. The responsibility of those in other groups is undoubtedly 
larger and they also exercise administrative supervision. The description of 
their functions given by 'the department and gatherable from job description 
forms also leads to the conclusion that those in groups (2) to (5) should be 
regarded as of a grade higher than those in the first group. It is not, however, 
possible for me to determine whether in posting men to these groups of the 
higher grade any particular attention has been paid to seniority or other 
considerations sufficient to justify the allocation of such superior work to them. 
So the only decision that I could take in the matter for purposes of making 
appropriate recommendations is that all these agricultural officers should at 
the time of first implementation of this report be placed on GS. 9 which is the 
scale appropriate to the professional graduates at entry level and that the 
government in consultation with the department should take steps to create a 
promotional cadre next above them to receive the four groups of superior posts 
mentioned :above and then proceed to make promotions on the basis o.f 
seniority-cum-merit or selection such as may be decided upon as desirable or 
expedient. After such promotional cadre has been created, GS. 10 may be 
allocated to it and the promotees thereto placed on the said scale. 

12.243 Next below· them is the entry level of agricultural graduates viz. 
the cadre of Assistant Agricultural Officers/Agricultural Extension Officers. 
Some of the men now in service are old licentiates. As the course of study 
leading to such a license w~s discontinued long _ag?, those in servic~ have put 
in more than 10 years' servwe. . On the same prmm pie as I have appbed to the 
entry level in the department of Health and Family Planning, I am placing 
both the old licentiate as well as the graduate on the sane entry scale of GS.9. 
I am told that even in the case of promotees from the lower level of Gram~ 
sevaks, a distinction is made on the basis whether they had already acquired 
a degree in agriculture or only diplom~ in agricuJture. This distinct!on also 
disappears and the ~hole cadre o~ Assistant Agricultural Officers/ Agricultural 
Extension Officers Will have the smgle scale GS.9. 

12.244 Below them at the field level or village level are three categories of 
posts. The first is the ~ie.Id Assistant who .is an S.S.L.C. with 6 ~onths' 
training on SoiJ·Conservat~on now placed on the scale of R~. 100-220, With the 
cadre of Agricultural Assistants on Rs. 130-290 as promotwnal theret~. The 
third is the cadre of Gram Sevaks on Rs. 120-240 who are S.S.L.C. with two 
years special departmental training. The ultimate objective to be served by 
the combined efforts of these three cadres and the level at which they function 
indicate that the .interests of administration as well as the public will be best 
served by combining all these into a single cadre. The detailed discussions 
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which I had with the departmental as well as educational authorities who have 
had much experience in administration as well as the progress made in agricul
tural research have also led me to the same conclusion. They are of the 
opinion that these categories really belong to a single implementational cadre 
and function more or less as conduit pipes or contact men between the 
professional men with knowledge and training of latest progress made in 
research and the actual farmers for whose bznefit the research had been 
conducted. The amalgamation, however, must be accompanied by the impar
tinu of further training to Field Assistants and Agricultural Assistants to bring 
it ~n level ~ ith the higher and longer training imparted to Gram Sevaks. 
According to the opinion and estimate of the departmental authorities, the 
existing training facilities available at the department would be sufficient to 
meet this need in a reasonably short period. When the cadres are so combi
ned and converted into a single implementational cadre of village level workers, 
the further suggestion made by the departmental authorities is that promotio
nal opportunities for this cadre may be provided to the extent of 25% of the 
next higher cadre of Agricultural Extension Officer/Assistant Agricultural 
Officers upon the condition of their taking the one year higher technical 
training course conducted by the departmental training centres. I accept all 
these suggestions backed as they are by experience of actual working and place 
all these three cadres on GS.4 and suggest that steps be taken for providing 
further training as indicated above. 

12.245 The post called Chief Artist-cum-Audio Visual Specialist is one which 
carries supervisory functions as the incumbent is the head of a section; he is 
therefore placed on GS.8. Senior Artist-cum-Photographer which is a promo~ 
tiona! post to an Artist as also the Artist are both placed on GS.6. The Audio 
Visual Operator whose certificate is a post l\liddle School one is placed on GS.3. 

12.246 Assistant Draughtsman and Tracer are both placed on GS.4. The 
post of Cartographer is clubbed with that of Draughtsman and both are placed 
on GS.5. 

12.247 There is a Librarian who is placed on Rs. 21i0-500 and a Library 
Assistant who is now on Rs. 130-290. The Librarian's post is said to be 
promotional to that of the Library Assistant and the Library Assistant's post 
is said to be. filled by promotion from ministerial cadres; the department also 
says that the qualifications proposed for direct recruitment to the posts of 
Library Assistant would be S.S.L.C. plus a diploma in Library Science. As I 
have already stated, diploma in Library Science is a post-P.U.C. course of two 
years' duration. When steps are taken to prescribe qualifications for this 
category of posts on the lines suggested by me in paragraph 5·84, scales may 
be allocated as suggested by me. At present, all that can be done is that if 
the Library Assistant is of the grade of a First Division Clerk he may be placed 
on GS.6 and the post of the Librarian which is said to be promotional to it on 
GS.7. . . 

12.248 The rest of the posts are common posts and do not require any 
special reference. . 

DEPARTMENT oF ANIMAL HusBANDRY 

12.249 Thi~ is a yery heavy department. The Director will be placed on GS. 
15 ~nd the Jomt D_uector on GS. 13. There are four Deputy Directors called 

. Regwnal ~~p~ty Directors each in charge of a division co-terminous with a 
revenue d1v1swn. They have to be equated with and redesignated Joint. Direc
tors and placed on GS. 13. The persons to be placed in these posts should, of 
course, be first selected on basis of seniority. · ' · 

12.250 The next post logically should have been designated Deputy 
Director but the department uses the nomenclature Senior Assistant Director.· 
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I suggest that the designa~ion be changed to Deputy Director. This will have to 
be place~ on GS. II. In this cate~ory will also be included certain special 
posts designated : 

(1) Development Officer tKey Village Boheme), 
(2) Deve.lopment Officer (Sheep), 
(3) Project Officer (Intensive Cattle Development Scheme, Bangalore 

and Dharwar), 
(4) Deputy Director, Administration (Drought Prone Area Pro

gramme), 
(5) Deputy Director (Rinderpest Eradication Scheme, Bangalore), 
(6) Superintendent, Large Scale Sheep Breeding Farm, Challakere. 

The Department informs me that the Senior Assistant Directors (to be desio-na
ted Deputy Directors) are district level officers in charge of districts. Altogether 
there are 26 such officers. Of t.hese, 18 are in charge of districts other than 
Bijapur. At Bijapur, there are two such officers one equivalent to the position 
of district head in other districts and the other designated Senior Assistant 
Director, Spearhead Team working under the Deputy Director, D.P. A.P.; the 
remaining 6 are in charge of 6 institutions, viz., (l) Civil Station Hospital, 
Bangalore, (2) District Livestock Farm, Koila, South Kanara District, (3) Cattle 
Breeding Station, Ajjampur, Chikkamagalur District, (4) Combineu Sheep and 
Cattle Farm, K urikuppi, Bellary District, (5) Central Puultry Farm at 
Hessarghatta, Bangalore District and (6) Composite Livestock. Farm and 
Research Station, Hessarghatta, Bangalore District. On the footing that they 
are district level officers according to the understanuing of the department, 
all these must be placed on GS. 11, the weight of work and responsibility in 
respect of the institutions being regarded as equated to the responsibilities of 
a district level officer. Special mention, ho;rever, has to be made with respect 
to the Senior Assistant Director, Spearhead Team who is working under the 
Deputy Director, D. P. A. P. at Bijapur because both of them will be on the 
same scale GS. 11. Should the department feel that this may lead to some 
embarrassment in administration, it will be open to the department to post an 
Assistant Director there and withdraw the Deputy Director on GS. 11 either to 
the head office or to some other D.P. A. P. if introduced in some other diBtrict. 

12.251 The other three officers working under the Deputy Director, D.P. 
A. P. at Bijapur are the Officer-in-charge of the Bull Centre, Project l\ianager 
of the Service Centre and the Farm Superintendent, Ram Multiplication Centre 
who are all on the present scale of Rs. 400-950. They should be eq uatcd to 
Assistant Directors and placed on GS. 10. 

12.252 There are several officers variously designated who are of the status 
of Assistant Directors now placed on the present scale of Rs. 300-700. All of 
them will be placed on the scale appropriate to the Assistant Directors namely 
GS. 10. 

12.253 Special mention, however, should be made of two posts also placed 
on the present scale of Rs. 300--700 namely those of Bio-Chemist and Nutriticn 
Chemist. Both these are entry level posts for post-graduates in Chemistry. 
They must be placed an.d I place them on GS. 9. 

12.254 The professional graduates at entry level occupy va;rious pests 
variously designated (but who may be referred to by the common name Veteri
nary Assistant Surgeons or Extension Officer, Animal Husbandry) are all, now 
on the present scale of Rs. 275-550. They will go on GS. 9. If there are any 
old diploma holders in Veterinary Science, no discrimination will be made 
against them but they will also be placed on GS. 9 on the same principle as I 
have applied in the case of licentiates in the departments of Health and 
Family Planning, Indian Medicine and Agriculture. _ --
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12.255 Kext below these, the field staff consists of Veterinary at~d Livestock 
Inspectors, Grade II Junior and Senior and Grade I with a promotiOnal cadre 
called Veterinary and Livestock Supervisors. The Inspectors are 0~1 th!ee 
diffaent scales Rs. 100-220. Rs. 130-290 and Rs. 160-350. The quahficatwn 
for direct rt>cruitment at the bottom is S. S. L. C. plus one year's training. 
There is no rrason to have these three different categories in them and the 
dt'partnH'nt also agrees to amalgamating these three into one cadre .. So I 
sugg<'st the combination of all these cadres into on'\ cadre call_ed Vetennary 
and Livestock Inspectors and place them on GS. 4. 1 he promotiOnal cadre of 
Supervisors will be placed on GS. 5. 

12.256 Then there are some cadres relating to Dairy Farms. At the t~p 
there is the Superintende,nt of Government Dairies now on Rs. 300- 700 (It 
appears that a recent ehange in the nomenclature has re~ulted ;n the cxpressi?n 
'Government Dairies' being subsJituted by the expressiOn 'Government l\lllk 
Supply ScJieme'). He is of the level of Assistant Director and wil~ be ylaced on 
GS. 10. Below him there are two cadres one on Rs. 200-450 wh1ch ts promo
tional to the entry cadre which is on Rs. 150-350. The former is placed on 
GS. 8 and the latter on GS. 6. I only wish to point out that the designations 
applied to the promotional cadre namely Dairy Super visor, Dairy Extension 
Officer, Dairy Extension Assistant Officer, Dairy Extension Assistant, Manager 
(Dairy) and Dairy Assistant should all be discarded and one single nomenclature 
expresRive of the "work should be attached to this cadre. On the reasons last set 
out, the post of Dairy Extension Officer, Rural Dairy Extension Scheme now 
on Rs. 300-700 will be placed on GS. 10 and Dairy Supervisor under the said 
scheme now· on Rs. 200-450 will be placed on GS. 8. Likewise, the lower 
cadre is given two names Dairy Assistant and Milk Collection Supervisor; I make 
a similar suggestion in this regard also. 

12.257 Compounders who are now on Grades I and II of Rs. 80-145 and 
Rs. 90-200 will both be placed on the same scale GS. 4. 

12.258 The other cadres or posts in this department do not call for any 
special mention. 

INDO DANISH PROJECT 

12.259 This project though originally started with Danish collaboration has 
since been taken over by the government and is proposed to be worked as a 
separate department. Its headquarters are at Hessarghatta and it also operates 
three sub-stations. The range of operational activity and the strength of its 
staff lead to the condusion that as a department it can be classified as a medium 
sized department. The Director of the department therefore has to be and is 
placed on GS. 13. The next important post in the department is of a Superin
tendent in charge of Progeny Testing. Having regard to the object of the 
department of improving the breeds of cattle from the point of view of their 
milk yielding capacity, this post appears to be the key post on the proper 
qualifications and functioning of the incumbent of which the success of the 
scheme depends. The departmental mformation furnished to me reg~J.rding 
this ~ost is that in the first instance it is proposed to be filled up by direct 
recru1_tment (the post has been vacant for over a year now) of a graduate in 
Vetermary Science with special training in progeny testing and experience of 
three years. It is also stated that a post graduate qualification is preferred. 
I therefore assess the level of this post at that of a Deputy Director and allocate 
to it GS. ll. 

12.260 Of the remaining posts, a good number are filled by deputation from 
the d_epartments of Animal Husbandry and Agriculture. As to the other posts, 
appomtments to them were all made by the Danish Collaborators without there 
heing ~n_y recruitment rules promulgated by the Government. Hence in 
deter~mmg the pay scales appropriate to them, the normal qualifications 
prescnbed for recruitment to corresponding posts in other departments of the 
government have been kept in view. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE 

J 2.261 In my ~ssessment this department is a heavy department. The top 
le':"els t~erefore Will be two _of top management comprising the Director and the 
Jomt Dnector and two of middle management comprisin()" the Deputy Director 
and the Assistant Director and the next level below th~m should he the entry 
level. j 

12.262 There is in this department considerable proliferation of staff, -partly 
because of the stage . by _stage expansion of the department which originally 
started as a small sectiOn m charge of: ornamental gardens in Bangalore and 
Mysore and was later entrusted with development of seed farms or model farms 
at different centres in the State, and partly because while entrustin" to this 
department the several schemes for development the allocation of staff \Yas done 
sometimes schemewise ·and sometimes even· cropwise., I have gathered from 
discussions with the departmental authorities as well as. those at secretariat 
level and persons with both scientific and administrative experience that not 
only is there a necessity to establish better organisational co-ordination but aldo 
that there has been continuous thinking at secretariat level for a reoraanisation 
of the department. The rationalisation of pay scales that I am propo~ing based 
upon job valuation and levels of responsibility takes note of all these lines of 
thinking and will also assist th~ process of simplifying and strengthening the 
structure. 

12.263 The Director at the top level, of course, will be placed on GS. 11 and 
the two Joint Directors functioning at headquarters will go on GS. 13. There 
are six permanent and five temporary posts of Deputy Directors; four of them 
are at headquarters, four in regions roughly corresponding to revenue divisionfl 
and the remaining in charge of special schemes or large sized farms. These 
posts will go on GS. II. 

12.264 The next level correponding to that of the Assistant Director is made 
up of differently designated posts like District Horticultural Officer, Senior 
Assistant Director of Horticulture, Seed Testing and Seed Certification Officer, 
Special Officer etc. Their total number is 25 permanent and .11 temporary. My 
considered view is that 19 District Horticultural Officers in charge of the 19 Dis
tricts of the State and 3 other officers namely Special Officer dealing with Grapes, 
Special Officer dealing with Horticultural Societies and the Seed Te,;ting and 
Certification Officer could alone be properly placed in the Grade of Assistant 
Director .. I, of course expect that in accordance with normal administrative 
practice, the District Officers will be required to control and co-ordinate all 
departmental work and schemes in their respective districts. They will be 
placed on GS. 10. Before assigning the same, the government shoultl first 
select 22 out of this total group of 36 officers on the basis of seniority-cum-merit 
or selection for occupying the 22 posts of Assistant Directors. The remaining 
13 posts by whatever designation called will get into the entry scale GS. 9. 

13.265 Along with the last mentioned 13, all officers whether called 
Assistant Directors of Horticulture or Assistant Horticultural Officers and now 
on the present scales of either Rs. 300-700 or Rs. 275·550 or Rs. 250-500 will 
be placed on GS. 9. The post of Special Officer at Nandi Hills also comes 
within this level and is, therefore, placed on the same scale, GS. 9. 

12.266 There is a post designated Assistant Director of Horticulture, 
Landscape. This is placed on. the present scale of Rs. _350-900 wh~ch ~is 
promotional to the post of Asststant Landscape Officer who lB on Rs. 17o-4o0. 
The latter is a diploma holder and will therefore go on GS. 5. For the 
promotional post the appropriate s?ale woul~ be GS. 9. ~ecently anot~ICr P?St 
ha.s been sanctioned destgnated Asststant Dnector of Horticulture (Engmeermg 
and Cold Storage) on Rs. 350-900. No definite rules appear to have been 
framed in that regard. But the department informs me tha.t the qualification 
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for t.he post is a degree in Engineering. The appropriate scale for this 
post is also GS. 9. 

I2. :267 In the field staff, the only cadres which may be rega.rded as poming 
within the direct line of horticulture are; (I) Horticultural Assistants Grades 
III and II (orirrinally the Assistant Horticultural Officer was Grade I in relation 
to these cadre~ and (2) Head _Gardener and ~ardene~. The. Horticultural 
Assistant Grade Ill, -also sometimes called the Field Assistant -Is an S.S.L.C. 
sho is required t.o unrlf'rgo the l\Iali tra!ning course of ~bout one year. He is now 
on Rs. I00-220. The Horticultural Assistant Gra.de I IS placed on Rs. 130-290 
and hf' is also requird to undergo the same Mali training course with 
however on<' differpnce that the general educational qualifiction in his case is 
said to be P.U.C. There is no diff0rence between the work turned out by either 
of them; the emphasis being on the training orient.ed to the obje?t of the 
department, anything more than the general educatwnal level of h1gh . school 
standard .appears to be unncessary. I therefore suggest the amalgamatwn of 
these cadres into one and allocate to the combined cadre the new scale GS. 4. 
The Gardener will go on GS. I and the Head Gardener on GS. 2. 

I2.268 Then there are various men with mechanical qualifications who are 
also described as Horticultural Assistants with the nature of their work indicated 
or described in brackets. So far as these posts are concerned, the allocation of 
scales will be on the basis whether the qualification is oft he stand'ard of a Junior 
Certificate or a Senior Certificate or a Diploma. 

I2.269 The remaining cadres are ministerial or common cadres. 

DEPART:MENT OF FISHERIES 

12.270 This is a heavy department. The scale of the Director which was 
originally Rs. 1000--1500 has recently been upgraded to Rs. 1300--1800 with 
effect from 22-3-1975. According to the principles already stated by me, this 
post is placed on GS. 14. The Joint Director will go on GS. 13. Qtiite recently 
in the month of July 1975, the government have sanctioned the creation of a 
new posts called Project Co-ordinator, l\Ialpe and Honavar with headquarters 
at Udipi in the scale of a Joint Director. Naturally this new post will also be 
allocated GS. 13. There are 7 Deputy Directors, 2 at headquarters, one in 
North Kanara District in charge of the Indo-Norwegian project, one in South 
Kanara District, one in charge of the Bangalore Zone, one in charge of 
the Bellary Zone and another in charge of the Bhadra Project. All of them 
will be placed on GS. II. Of the Assistant Directors, 14 were recently upgraded 
as Senior A~sistant Directors in charge of 14 districts (excluding South Kanara, 
~orth Kanara, Coorg, Bidar and Chikmagalur); it appears to me the remaining, 
five should also be brought up to this level because all of them are officers in 
charge of districts. Hence, the 14 posts of Senior Assistant Directors and 5 
posts of Assistant Directors at the head of the districts making a total 
of 19 posts at the head of the districts will all be placed on the scale 
appropriate to Assistant Directors viz. GS. 10; I suggest that they 
may be called by a single designation Assistant Directors. The remaining 
26 Assistant Directors of Fisheries together with the post of Assistant Superin
tendents of Fisheries, Fisheries Extension Officers, Research Assistants, 
Inspectors of Fisheries, Hydrologist and Soil Chemist will all be placed on GS. 
9. One .circu~stance which must be noted in this connection is that at present 
t~c quahficati?n of all these officers is an ordinary degree in Zoology. The 
h1gh(•r professiOnal degree of B.F.Sc. (Bachelor of Fisheries Science) was start<'d 
on_Jy in 1969--70 and the first batch came out last year, out of whom five are 
s:JJd to have ~een recruited into this department as local candidates. But the 
government m t~e. year 1974 on the advice of the Official Pay Committee 
enhanced the ongmal scale of Rs. 175--450 applied to them to the higher scale 
of R3. 275-550, one of the reasons for it being that in future only B.F.Sc's will 
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be recruited. I have taken this matter into ~onsideration in assigninrt GS. 9 
to these cadres and treating them as equivalPnts of cadres filled by prof~s~ional 
graduates. . 

T
.12.2

1
71 M~rine Diesel Engineer, Meehanical Driver, 'l'indal Sc·nior and 

mda. Jumor who_are all diploma holders are placed on GS. 5. Farm 
Super~Isors and Senwr Field Assistants w bicb are posts promotional to that 
of Assistant Inspec~or are plac,~d on GS. 5; tlw Assistant JnRprct.r>r rf Fislwri••s, 
Sub_Inspector of Fisheries and Yard Offic,•r who are all S.S.L.C.'s with an in-
servi~e training course of about 9 months ar" placwd on GS. 4. . 

· 12.272 Refrigeration Mcchani~ is also a diploma hold<'r and he is th<'rt>foro 
placed on GS. 5. So also the Mcdtanical Instruetur who is a diploma holdPr is 
placed on GS. 5. 

' ' 
12.273. Master Fisherman who has to undPrgo a tra.inin"' course of 0 monthR 

to one year is placed on GS. 4. The Coraele lVIaker who ~ only a p<•rson with 
experience is placed on GS 3. 

12.274 Manure Operatives, Petty Ya.rd Officcr,-who are the actual .opera
tional level carrying higher responsibility-are placed on GS. 3. The Statistical 
Surveyor who does both field work and clerical work is placed on GS. 3. 

12.275. Fieldman, Laboratory Attender, Attender, Demonstration Maistry, 
Daffedar, Muslin Curer are all placed on GS. 2. Fisherir>s Watcher and Fisher
man who should ordinarily have got into GS. 1 are placed on GS. 2 in view 
of the strain and risk involved. 

12.276 The Government Fisheries Schools have since been transferred to 
the Department of Public Instruction. The allocation of l;lCales to the teaching 
staff has been made on the same pattern as in thl' case of teaching institutions 
controlled by the department of Public Instruction. 

FOREST DEPARTM~;NT 

12.277 This is a very heavy department. There are three posts of Chief 
Conservators at the top, t"'o of which are encadred in the Indian Forest Service. 
In the next three levels viz. Conservator, Deputy Conservator and Assistant 
Conservator, there are officers belonging to the said all India Service as well 
as to the State Services. 

12.278 In the course of rationalisation, grading of the posts and the 
allocation of pay scales to them has been done with reference to the situation in 
the State and the nature of the work and responsibility attaching thereto and 
the pay scales are of course intended to apply to State Services. 

12.279. Having regard to the fact that the dPpartment is a very heavy one, 
the first four posts are graded respectively into Grade XV, Grade XIII, Grade Xl 
and Grade X. Hence, the Chief Conservator will get into GS. 15, Conservator 
into GS. 13, Deputy Conservator into GS. 11 and the Assistant Conservator 
into GS. 10. 

12.280 The next category of staff is that of Rangers. They are at present 
on two grades I and II carrying the present scales of Rs. 275-550 and 
Rs. 160-350 respect;vely. Grade I is promotional to Grade II and the qualifica
tion for direct recruitment to Grade II is P.U.C. followed by a two years' course 
of departmental training. The nature of ~he work done by RangP;rs _in both the 
grades is the same. Both the representatives of the cadre associatiOns as well 
as the departmental authorities are agreed that there is a case for merging 
these two grades into a single cadre. I accept the sugg?stion. Taking into 
account not merely the qualification but also the risk involvPd in working in 
forest areas, I allocate to the combined cadre GS. 8. 
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12.281. Foresters who are now on Rs. 100-220 and Game Supervisors and 
Elephant Jamedars who arc now on ns. 90-200 do work which is substantially 
of the same level. H ere also taking into account the risk factor, I allocate to 
these three GS . 4. F orest Surv,~yors who are also on two grades Grade I and 
II are similarly combi ned into a single cadre and allocated GS. 5 . Forest 
Guards and Gam e Watchers are, on similar considerations, placed on GS. 2. 

12.282 Twent y-one Draughtsmen are classified as Grade II and t here is a single 
post of Draughtsman Grade I. Though the latter is described as promotional, 
the job description forms disclose t hat the work done by him is no different from 
the work c,lone by Draughtsman in Grade II. In fact the actual work done by 
Draugbtsrnan Grade II is described as the same as that done by Draugbtsman 
Grade I. I therefore allocate to both of them a single scale GS. 4. 

12.283 There are certain post s like Overseer (Mechanical, Civil} , Foreman, 
Carpentry Instructor and Carpent ry Foreman etc., the incumbents in which have 
be~n transferred to the Forest Industries Corporatian from L-4- 1975 together with 
the plant and other equipment. Bot h for the reason t hat the proposals in this 
r eport are recommended to be given eff<~ ct to f:J;om 1-1-1975 and also for the 
reason that t h e department has requ ested t h at scales m ay he a llotted to these 
posts also on the gronnd that though the personnel h as b ee n transferr ed the 
posts have been retained in the cadre str ength to accommodate the personnel 
in the event of their cqming baek to the departm ent, scales have been allotted 
to t~em · as . sJ;lo:wn in the supplem ent in accordance with the oonsiderations 
rclev.ant to qualification, n ature of work etc. 

12.284 There is an isolat ed post of Forest Chemist. H e is a B.Sc. in 
Agricultnre. He is allocat ed GS. 9. 

12-.285 The ·other p osts are common posts. 

SERICULTURE 

12.286 Though the si.lk indust ry which this department serves is of impor
tance, the ext ent of its present activities does not permit of its being classified 
above the level of a medium sized d epartment. I ther efore classify it as a 
m edium sized dep artm ent . The Direct or will therefore b e placed on GS. 13 and 
the Deputy Director on GS. 11 a nd the Assistant Director on GS. 10. There is 
a post desi gnated Joint Di-rector placed on a scale differ ent from the existing 21 
scales viz. R s. 740-11 50 ; the incumbent is said to b e in ch arge of what is 
described as a Crash programme. But as I h ave already stated, the second 
level . officer in a m cdiu·m sized department could only be of the status of a 
Deputy Directo·r in accordance with the general pattern evolved by me. H ence 
t h e Joint Director is also placed b n GS. Il with the suggestion that the post 
may be r edesignated Deputy Dir ector. ' 

12.287 The Sericnltu ra l Assistant who exercises some supervisory functions 
is placed on GS. 8 . The Senior Sericultural Inspector as well as the Sericultu
ral Inspector though placed on 'two differ ent scales at present are engaged in 
work which is more or less of the sam e weight or level. The incumbents are 
science graduates. So I p lace both t he Senior Sericultural Inspector as well as 
the Sericultural Inspector on GS. 6. Likewise, t he Sericultura l Dem onst rators 
and Sericultnra l Operatives wh ose qualification, training and nature of work 
are more or less of the same level or weight are t ogether placed on the same 
scale v1z. GS. 4. 

12.288 The other categories d o not call for any special mention. 

P uBLIC W oRKS D EPARTMENT 

12.289 Two senior officers of this department arc now working on posts 
which cannot clearly be r egarded as posts -falling within the regular :::adres 
of this department. One such post is that of Special Secretary al so 
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called Engineer-in-Chief, the full designation of which · is .Engineer-in
Chief and Spec:ba.l Secretary, Public Works and Electricity Departments. The 
said post is included within the cadre str ength of the Se.cretariat. The 
other is t hat of Administ rator, Malaprabha and Ghataprabha _Projects which 
originally was being looked after by an officer · of the revenue department of the 
status of Divisional Commissioner. Both. the posts are on the scale of 
Rs. 2500-2750 which corresponds to our Grade .XV. They will ~ontinue on the 
said scale. 

12.290 The department is undoubtedly a very heavy .department. There 
are several posts of Chief Engineers but the Chief Engineer (Communications & 
Buildings) , besides m atters relating to the sa id subjects; ~ look.s after staff 
matte rs , co-ordination and ot her questions incidental to general administration 
of the entire department. I have been informed that a proposal to separate 
the work of this department into three distinct units namely (I) Com.m unica
tions and Buildings (2) Irrigation and (3) Public H ealth Engineering is under 
active consideration of government and is likely to be given effect to in the 
very near future. 

12 .291 I therefore allot GS.l5 for t he present only to the Chief Engineer 
(Communications & Buildings) and suggest that whe n th e three units as afore
said arc brought into being the Chief Eng;neer in charge of each one of those 
should be placed on GS. 15. 

12.292 The rest of the Chief Engineers will be on GS.l4 . 

12.293 The next two levels below these are those of SuperinteuJ.iug Engineers 
and ExecutiYe Eugineers. I place them on GS.l3 and GS.ll respectively . . 

12.294 The next level is that of Assistant Engineers. Because there is a large 
number of Assistant Engineers, proposalB appear to have been made to the 
government by the department to upgrade some posts out of this cadre and give 
them a higher salary redesignating the same .as Deputy Engine_ers. The 
government accepting the proposal made an order on 12-8-1975 upgrading 108 
posts out of Assistant Engineers in Division I to the cadre of Deputy Engineers. 
There is, however, no noticeable defference or any difference at all, between the 
weight of work or nature of responsibility in the two cadres. I therefore allocate 
a single scale GS.IO to all post s of Assistant Engineers inclusive of the 108 posts 
proposed to be upgraded· 

12.295 Below them are Junior Engineers who are graduates in Engineering. 
Here again, 680 posts were separat ed for purposes of grant ing a higher scale called 

. selection grade . For the same reason as stated above, I allocate to Junior 
Engineers (gr aduates) who are in Division No. I whether on ordinary grade or 
selection grade the same scale GS.9 which is the appropriate entry scale for 
professional graduates. 

12.296 Junior Engineers who are diploma holders will naturally go on GS.5 
(Junior Engineers in Division No. 2). Junior Engineers in both the divisions are 
deployed at various places in the department. Although during the course of 
discussions with cadre associations the d iploma holders asserted that the nature 
of their work is the same as that turned out by graduate Junior Engineers or at 
any rate there is no noticeable difference between the two, the . contention of the 
graduates that their services are utilised for superior type· of work for which 
they have acquired competence by their higher qualifications appears to be more 
acceptable. The said position is also borne out by the information furnished to 
me by the department to the effect that the graduates are invariably engaged in 
intrica te designs, R .C.C. works and preparation of plans and estimates in large 
projects and their execution. 

12.'297 It will be seen tha t the existing hierarchy neceRsitates the allocation of 
three scales for what may be re.garded a.s top management level and three scales 
for the middle management level and in my opinion this · is the maximum limit 
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consistent with administrative efficiency and effectiveness of supervision into 
which the number of levels could be split up. 

12.!:98 Next below them are Draughtsmen, Tracers, Blue Printers. Draughts
men being diploma holders will naturally go on GS·5. Then there are the 
promotional posts of Head Draughtsman now divided into grades I and II. It 
appears to me that two grades are unnecessary. Having regard to the additional 
supervisory functions allotted ·to the Head Draughtsman, I allot to both the 
Grade I and II the same scale GS.S. 

12.299 The cadre of Tracers is made up of both S.S.L.Cs. and non
S.S.L.Cs. But it is now proposed no longer t.o recruit non-S.S.L.Cs. The 
emphasis naturally must be on the nature of the work and the skill acquired 
therefN by going through the prescribed departmental training course. There 
is also the circumstance that having bec:>n in the department for a number of 
years, whatever difference in competence attributable to different levels in 
general education would get neutralised or eliminated. It would therefore be 
fair to allocate a single scale to all of them. That scale will be GS.4. 

12.300 The work of the Blue Printers is clearly of a lower order and mostly 
mere routine work. The proposal which I am told is under consideration for 
prescribing the general qualification of S.S.L.C. as a minimum for this cadre 
appears to me to be dispnportionate and unnecessary. I allocate to the said 
Blue Printers GS.2. 

12.301 There is a post <::alled Daroga. Upon enquiry I understand it is 
equivalent to the post of a First Division Clerk and recruitment thereto used 
to be from graduates. I am further informed that the only post of that name 
in this department las been vacant for some .time and it is proposed to be 
abolished. 

12.302 There was till recently a separate section of Architects. There was 
also a proposal to prepare a separate set of recruitment rules for them. I have 
been informed that the said proposal is dropped and that the work done by the 
section will be integrated with the work of the office of the Chief Engineer 
(Communications and BuildingR) and that in the event of any necessity for 
superior arehitectural advice, government may resort to private consultants. 
At, howevn, the Chief Architect retired subsequent to the 1st of January 1975, 
from which date this Report is recommenJed to be given effect to, I allocate to 
the post of Chief Architect GS.l4. Deputy Chief Architect and Deputy Architect 
are posts respectively equivalent to those of Superintending Engineer and 
Executive Engineer; they will therefore be placed on GS.l3 and GS.ll 
respectively. The clenior Assistant Architect and Junior Assistant ArchiteQt 
will be together placed on GS.lO. Architectural Draughtsman who have degree 
qualification of more or less the same level as that of a bachelor of engineering 
will be placed on GS.9. 

12.303 At the Krishnaraja Sagar there is an Engineering Research Station 
which is run and controlled by this department. The Director is of the status of 
Superintending Engineer and will therefore go on GS. 13. The Research Officer is 
of the status of Executive Engineer and will go on GS. 11. The Assitant Research 
Office~ as well as the ChPmical Engineer will be placed on GS. 10. At the Station 
there IS also a Mathematical and Statistical Assistant who is a post graduate. He 
will be placed on GS. 9. 

12.?04 Th_e post of Chemical Engineer is promotional to the post of Assistant 
ChemiCal Engmeer. The Assistant Chemical Engineer is a new cadre so designated 
from Februar71974 assimilating therein the posts of graduate Assistant Chemist, 
~esearch Ass!stant and Laboratory Assistant; recruitment rules simultaneously 
Issued p~escnbe t~at they should be either B.Es. in Chemical Engineering or 
l\1: Sc. w1t~ ~hem1stry a~ a major subject or a bachelor's degree holders in science, 
w1th provi~IOn for specified periods of experience of working in an engineering 
laboratory 1D the case of M. Scs. and B. Scs. Taking into account the content of 
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the qualification now prescribed and length of service of those already in service, 
I allocate to the post of Assistant Chemical Engineer GS. 9. Junior Chemist 
who is a holder of a bachelor's degree- in science will be placed on GS. 6. 

12.305 The rest of the categories do not require any special mention. 

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIES AND COMMERCE 

12.306 This is a heavy department. At the top we have two posts of a Director 
and Additional Director both en cad red in I.A.S. They are persons on I.A.S. Selection 
Grade Rs- 2000-2250. If a person in State service is posted then he should go on 
GS.14. 

12.307 The Joint Directors who are now on the scale of Rs. 1000-1500will be 
placed on GS. 13. Deputy Directors together with equivalent positions of Chief 
Planning Officer, Fruit Preservation Expert and Metallurgist who are now on the 
scale of Rs. 700-1100 will be placed on GS. 11. . · 

12-308 Assistant Directors together with thll equivalent posts of Information 
Officer and Research Assistant who are now in the scale of Rs. 350-900 will be 
placed onGS. 10. 

12.309 Then we have several units working in different parts of the State. 
In regard to them we can recognise certain hierarchical streams. 

12.310 So far as the Unit~ or Centres are concerned, the main operational 
staff consists of technical men who are either holders of postS. S. L. C. diplomas, 
or junior or senior certificates. The other staff is either ministerial consisting of 
mostly Accounts Clerks or First Division Clerks and Class IV Servants like Peons, 
Watchmen and in some cases Guards. 

12.311 In the scheme of the new scales, a literate person inclusive of a person 
who has read upto middle school standard with a particular skill whether 
acquired by experience before or after service or by taking a small course of 
training before or after service are to be placed in GS. 2. Junior Certificate level 
would include those who have undergone a training after Middle School which may 
be regarded as conferring competence which is almost equivalent to competence 
acquired by securing a Junior Certificate and all persons in the said level will 
be placed on GS. 3. Holders of Senior Certificates i.e. post S. S. L. C. certi
ficates which are of a duration of about 2 years or so are to be placed on GS. 4. 
Diploma holders are to be placed on GS. 5. 

12.312 A general principle which can be applied to a majority of cases is that 
in units or centres of this nature GS. 3 and GS. 4 may be regarded as those 
appropriate to operational or subordinate posts and GS. 5 may be regarded as 
appropriate to a supervisory post from which a certain amount of subordinate 
supervision is exercised over or in respect of those in operational posts. But 
unless one is eligible to GS. 5 on the basis of his qualification viz. a diploma, 
the said scale can be assigned as for or on account of supervisory responsibility 
attaching to the post only if he exercises supervision over or in respect of 5 or 
more persons including therein not merely technical staff but also ministerial 
and subordinate staff. Where, however, the strength of a unit or centre is less 
than 6 inclusive of the head of the unit and the head of the unit does not become 
eligible toGS. 5 by reason of his ed11cational qualification, even the supervisory 
functions if exercised will not entitle him to a scale higher than GS. 4. Another 
exception to this would be where the head of the centre is a person promoted 
from diploma holders and now placed on a scale higher than Rs. 175-450. In 
the case of such a person the supervisory responsibility will entitle him to the 
higher scale GS. 8-

12.313 It is on the basis of these general principles that scales have to be 
allocated to the posts in the various Units or Centres of this department. 
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12.314 The first institution to be taken up will be the Chamarajendra 
'Technical Institute, l\Iysore. There is a Principal_who i~ eguivalen~ to a Deputy 
Director on the scale of Rs. 700-llOO, and a Vwe Pnnc1pal eqmvalent to an 
Assistant Director on the scale of Rs. 350-900; these posts will be assigned 
respect.i\·ely new scales GS. 11 and GS. 10. Then there are two cadres--one of 
Instructors who are promotees from diploma holders on scale _of Rs. 175-450. 
This cadre will be assigned the GS. 5. The next <'adre of Assistant Instructors 
is made up of persons who are holding junior certificates and are now placed 
on the scale of Rs- 100-220; they will be assigned GS. 3. 

12.315 Then there are what are called Artisan Training Institutes (A.T.I.'s). 
The Superintendents of these Institutes are persons promoted from diploma 
holders now on the scale of Rs. 275-550. They will be placed on GS.8. Under 
him we have an Assistant Superintendent or Instructor which post is promotional 
to a Junior Instructor. A Junior In8tructor is a Junior Certificate holder now on 
the scale of Rs. 100-220 and he will be placed on GS.3. The promotional posts 
of Instructor or Assistant Superintendent who is now on Rs. 175-450 will be 
placed on GS.5. Another post called Mechanic is only National Trade Certificate 
holder. He will be placed on GS 4. 

12.316 In Model Carpentry and Smithy Centres the Superintendent is a 
promotee from diploma holders and is now on the scale of Rs. 275-550; he has to 
be placed on GS.8. The Supervisor or Instructor who is a diploma holder on the 
scale of Rs. 17 5-450 will be placed on GS .5. The skilled Carpenter and Black
smith who are on Rs. 100-220~ Fitt.er-cum-Welder and Helper who are on 
Rs.90-200 and Carpenter, Helper who is on Rs. 80-145 and who are all Junior 
Certificate holders will have to be placed on GS. 3. The next post of a Fitter who 
is only an eighth standard man with experience and now on Rs. 80-145 will be 
placed on GS. 2. 

12.317 The Common Facility Centres and Precision Instruments and General 
Purpose Workshops have a common pattern. The head is a Foreman promoted 
from diploma holders and is now on the scale of Rs 275-550; he will have to· be 
placed on GS.8. Among Shop Assistants diploma holders are on Rs. 175-450 and 
Junior Certificate holders on Rs. 120-240. They will be placed on GS.5 and GS.3 
respectively; on principle the cadre should be split up into two or the rules should 
be amended by prescribing any one of these qualifications. The next post of a 
Helper who is an eighth standard person with experience and on the scale 
Rs.80-145 will be placed on GS. 2. 

12.318 The common Facility Centre for Leather at Ba.ngalore has a Foreman 
who is an S.S.L.C. with 1! years training at Madras and is now on the scale of Rs. 
175-450 and Machine Operator who is said to have read upto S.S.L.C. with 9 
months' training at Madras on the scale of Rs. 90-200. The latter has to be 
placed on GS.3. The former because he exercises supervision over a staff of 5 
will have to be placed on GS.5. 

12.319 The Small Scale Industries Centres have a Foreman who is a diploma 
holder on Rs. 175-450; he will be placed on GS.5. Under him are Instructors and 
l\fec~~nics who if diploma holders now get the scale Rs. 17 5-450 and if junior 
certJfJCate holders get Rs. 120-240; they will be placed respectively on GS. 5 
and 3. The cadre should be split up into two. 

12.320 _Coir Mechanised Units have an official by the name Manager who is an 
S.S.L.~. WJth adv~nced training in Coir work and who is now on scale Rs.I75-450. 
Accord~ng to partwulars in the job description form he has to impart training to 
the trame.es and un_dertake tours to collect the cocoanut husk and do propaganda 
w~rk, he Js responsible for the 9mooth and efficient working of the unit. So he 
Will be placed on GS.5. The rest of the staff is ministerial. 

12·321 Ther~ is a Dolls and Toys Centre at Belgaum and it is headed by an 
Inst~uctor who 1s an S.S.L.C. with one year's course in preparing dolls and toys 
a_nd IS a pro!Dotee now on Rs. 160-350; having regard for the supervisory func· 
twns attachmg to the post he will be placed on GS.5. So also the Artist attached 
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to this centre v.ho is an S.S.L.C. and has undergone 5 years course at the C. T. I. 
l\Iy~<ore ,but no~ placed on the lower scale of Rs. 120-240 will have to be placed on 
GS.5. 'I he As~Jstant Inst!uctor w~o is only of middle school level and has under
gone one year s course m HandiCrafts now on the scale of Hs. 90-200. He will 
be placed O?- GS.3. A Lady Assistant who is placed on Hs. !J0-200 scale who has 
read upto eighth standard and the recruitment is described as direct recruit
ment by th~ head of t~e institute. She can be placed only on GS.2 assuming 
that she might have pwked up some experience in the line. 

12.3~2 There is a Pineapple Fibre Centre at Mudbidri. Formerly it was a 
Central Governm~nt Institution. It has since been taken over by the Stnte 
Government a~d Its management made over to the State Handicrnft Develop
ment Co~porat10~ .. There appe_ar to be no cadre and recruitment rules appli
cable to It presc.nbmg a~y partw~lar ~ualifications. Hence, I have to proceed 
only ~m _the basis of the mformat10n given by the members of the staff in the job 
descri~tiOn form~ ?o~pleted by them and on the assumption that the level of 
educatiOnal quahfwat10n and competence now possessed by them will in all 
probability be adhered to if and when recruitment rules are framed for this 
Centre. The head of the Centre is called a Supervisor and is now on Rs. 175-450. 
He holds a post-graduate degree and has an extensive experience and exercises 
supervision over the staff being a person in overall charge of the centre. He 
will have to be placed on GS.8. The Artist (Technical) is an S.S.L.C. and has 
taken 3 higher Art Certificates and is now on Rs. 175-450. I assess the compe. 
tence represented by it as falling within Grade VI. I therefore place him on 
GS-6. The posts going by the name of Master Weaver, Master Dyer, Skilled 
Weaver, Dyers and Weavers who are all Junior certificate holders but the first 
two of them are placed on Rs. 100-220 and the next two on Rs. 90-200 deserve in 
my opinion GS.3 because they are all Junior certificate holders. The Jobber on 
Rs. 80-145 and Spinner on Hs. 65-95 are both eighth standard persons with 
experience. They will be placed on GS.2. 

12.323 The Handloom Designing and Training Centre at Bangalore is headed 
by a Superintendent on scale Rs. 275-550; it is seen that he is a promotee from a 
District Weaving Supervisor with 5 years experience; the District Weaving Super
visor is a holder of a B.Sc. Textile Degree; as the said degree is regarded by me 
as a professional degree and the Superintendent is a promotee with at least 5 
years experience in the cadre of District Weaving Supervisors and if he is directly 
recruited the qualification is B.Sc. textiles, I place the Superintendent on GS. 10. 
The Designer and Supervisor which are both promotional posts and the Printing 
Assistant who is a diploma holder all of whom are now on Rs. 175-450 will be 
placed on GS. 5. _The Mechanic who is on Rs. 175-450 but !s only a holder of a 
senior certficate will be placed on GS. 4. So also the Weavmg Demonstrator who 
is a senior certificate holder but now on Rs. 90-200 will get into GS. 4. Expert 
Weaver is promoted from a Weaver. The Weaver as well as Carpenter are eighth 
standard persons with experience who are on Rs. 80-145. These two will be 
placed on GS. 2 and the promotional post _of E~pert We~ver wh? is no"Y on 
Rs. 90-200 will be placed on GS. 3. The wmder IS only a literate With expenence 
and now on scale of Rs. 65-95. He should be placed on GS. 2. 

12.324 The Wool Spinning Centre at Kolar is looked after by an official called a 
Manager on Rs. 175-450. It is a promotioll;al p_ost from p_ersons hold}ng seni~r 
certificates; he will be placed on GS. 5. Likewise, Weavmg Supervisor who IS 
also called Technical Assistant, (Production) is promotional to a Demonstrator who 
is a senior certificate holder. The Weaving Supervisor who is now on Rs. 175-450 
will therefore be placed on GS. 5. The Yarn Inspector redesignated Instructor is 
an S.S.L.C. with certificate or diploma but placed on the scale of Rs. 120-240; I 
equate him to a Senior _certific~te holder and pl~ce. him on. GS.4. The Wool 
Clipper redesignated Weavmg Ass1s~ant an~ the Sp~nnmg ~ss1stant are both on 
Rs. 65-95, but having regard for their techmcal expenence will be placed on GS. 2. 
There is then a Gardener who is looking after the garden attached to the Centre 
and is now on Rs. 65-95; he will be placed on GS. I. 
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J 2.325 The Wool Processing Plant at Ranibennur is managed by a~ official 
called Technical Organiser on Rs. 275-550. This post may be filled either by 
promotion from Demonstrators who a~e ~enio~ certificate holders o~ by directly 
recruited persons who are graduates m Textile Technology. Havmg regard to 
the qualification prescribed for direct recruitment and to the fact. th~t he exer
cises supervisory functions, he will have to .be place? on GS. 9 whiCh IS the en.try 
scale for a professional graduate. Techmcal Assistant as well as l\I.echamc~l 
Assistant who are promoted from Demonstrators who are holders of seniOr certi
ficates but now placed on the lower scale of Rs. 120-240 will be placed on GS. 5. 

12.326 The Pile Carpetting Centre at Gulbarga has only two persons working-
one is an Instructor who is either promoted from an Assistant Instructor and if 
directly recruited should be an S.S.L.C. with 5 years experience and is now on the 
scale of Rs. 175-450. He will be placed on GS. 4. The Assistant Instructor who 
is an eighth standard person with five years experience and now on Rs. 100-220 
will be placed on GS. 3. 

12.327 The Artistic Glass Ware Centre at Nagamangala has been abolished. 

12.328 We have then certain streams with their own respective hierarchy. 

12.329 In the first stream there is a Lady Weaving Supervisor on Rs. 120-240. 
She is an S.S.L.C. with a Diploma in Tailoring which is a two years course. She 
will be placed on GS. 4- Lady Weaving Demonstrator and Lady Mat Weaving 
Demonstrator who are both eighth standard persons with experience and now on 
the scaleRs. 80-145 will be placed on GS- 2. So also the Cloth Printing Demon
strator who is an eighth standard person with experience and now on Rs. 80-145 
will be placed on the same GS. 2. There is then a single post called Superin
tendent, Sthree Samaja who is a holder of a degree in Home Science and is now 
on the scale of Rs. 275-550. There is a suggestion by the department that this 
post should be equated to that of an Assistant Director. But having regard to 
the extellt of the activity and nature of functions attaching to this post and to 
the fact that in the mofussil areas much of the work is attended to either by the 
posts described above or by the officers and officials of the Development Depart
ment, I consider that the proper scale for this post is GS. 8 and allot the same 
to it-

12·330 The Bee Keeping stream has at its head two persons called the 
Apiarist at Bangalore and the Apiculture Development Officer at Mercara. They 
are said to attend to two zones into which the State is divided. They are 
promotional to the posts of bee keeping organizers or Technical Assistant-cum
Instructor who are graduates with training. As the posts are promotional to 
graduate cadres and carry what may be described as more or less state level 
~upervi~ory functions_and charged with the responsibility of developing or 
Improvmg bee culture m the State, I accept the susgestion of the department 
that they should be equated to :.the post of Assistant Directors and place both 
the posts on GS. 10. The other two posts mentioned above namely Bee Keeping 
Organisers and Technical Assistant-cum-Instructor will be placed on the scale 
appropriate to graduates viz. GS. 6. Senior Demonstrators as well as Bee 
Keeping Demonstrators and Bee Men who are both S.S.L.Cs with training will 
be plac~d on GS. 4 although under the existing scheme the former is said to be 
promotiOnal to the latter, because besides the qualification the nature of work 
also appears to be the same. The Attender who is on R~. 80-145 and the Apiary 
Man a~d Bee Mazdur who are literate persons with training and are exposed to 
some mk and now on Rs. 65-95 will all be placed on GS. 2. 

1_2.3~1 In the stream of Quality Marking Scheme, the Senior Inspector 
~hiCh Is promotional to the Inspector (who is a degree holder with training) and 
IS now on the s~ale of Rs. 275-550 will be placed on GS. 8. The Inspector who as 
already stated Is~ degree holder with training in Wood Seasoning and now placed 
on Rs .. 200-45? will be pl~ced on the scale appropriate to graduates viz. GS.6. The 
Techmcal Assistant who IS on Rs. 175-450 is a promotee from the cadre of Junior 
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Instructors of pa~ticular crafts in the C.T.I. The said Junior Instructors who are 
on Rs. 100-22~ Will be placed on US. 3. The Technical Assistant who is now on 
Rs. 1 !5-450 Will be placed on GS. 5. The Compiling Assistant who if direct.Jy 
recrmt~~. s~onld be a.degree hold~r and~~<? may also be promoted from the cadre 
of II Dn IS IOn Clerk~ lS really 11- F1rst DIVISion Clerk and is now on the scale of 
Rs. 130-290. He will be placed on US. 6. 

12.332 The Rural Industries Project has an Industries Promotional Officer on 
Rs. 275-~50. .There are no rules relatin~ to this but the department says that 
the post lS eqmv~lent to that of a Supenntendent, A.T.I. Accepting this state
men~, I J?lace this ~ost on GS. 8. The Extension Officer is a direct recruit. The 
qualificatiOn prescnb~d is a diploma in engineering or a general degree in Science 
(P.C.M.) or a degree Ill Commerce. He is now on the scale Rs. 175-450. I inter
pret the prescription of qualification as indicative of the fact that the competence 
required is that of a d \ploma standard. I therefore place the post on GS. 5. 

12.3~3 Fina!IY ill: the g~neral line we have at the top the District Weaving 
Superv1sor who 1f he IS a textile graduate is placed on Rs. 27 5-550 and if a promotee 
non-graduate placed on Rs. 175-450. The promotion is from Demonstrators 
who are senior certificate holders and the promotees are required to have at 
least 5 years experience in that cadre before promotion. As the qualification for 
direct recruitment is a Textiles degree, the prescription of a minimum experience 
for promotion from a cadre directly recruited with a smaller qualification, the 
normal inference should be that the rule equates the lower qualification with the 
experience with the comptence represented by the higher qualification prescribed for 
direct recruitment. I do not see therefore any justification for giving two scales. 
I place both of them on GS. 9 which is the appropriate entry scale for professional 
graduates. Demonstrators who as already stated are senior certificate holders now 
on Rs. 90-200 will be placed on GS. 4. The Industrial Supervisors and Extension 
Officers who are directly recruited with a diploma in Mechanical Engineering or 
a general degree will for the reasons already stated be placed on GS. 5. 

12.334 The other posts which are either ministerial or purely helpers are 
Class IV persons and no specific mention is necessary. 

12.335 There are two posts one of Chargeman including Turner of the Common 
facilities Centre at Bidar and a helper at the same centre; according to the cadre 
statement furnished by the department, these are being remunerated by the 
consolidated payment of Rs. 150 and Rs. 75 per month respectively: The 
position is not quite clear. They may either be persons in the position of part
time workers or daily wage earners. So, I do not allocate any scale to them. 

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING 

1~.336 The department having regard to its extent of operation will have to 
be treated as a heavy department. Hence, though at present an I:A.S. Officer 
on the senior scale is usually posted as the head of the department, m the event 
of a State Service officer being posted, he must he allocated GS.l4· Joint Directors 
will be on GS.13. The Deputy Directors will be on GS. 11 and Assistant 
Directors on GS . .10. 

12.337 There are in this department Employment Officers who .are no": placed 
on Rs. 275-550 which is much below the scale now allotted to Assistant ~I rectors 
which is Rs. 400-950. Actually they are grll:duates. who are. r.ecrmte? by 
competitive examination c~:mducted by ~he Pubhc ServiCe Comm,1ssw~ whiCh Is 
the same as the one prescnbed for recrmtme~t to the posts. of. fahsildars and 
Headmasters. The Employment Offic?rs are .m charge of Dis.tr!~t. Employm~nt 
Exchanges and have fairly extensive dut~es and responsibih~Ies mcludw.g 
inspection of establishments, study o~ o~cupat1w~al trends, pdrel?arahtwn an

1
d pubh-

ation of periodical reports and statistics re atmg to tren s m t e emp oyment 
c ket He is also the Secretary on the District Committee of Employment. 
fna~y ~pinion therefore he should be treated on par with Assistant Directors 
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who are placed on the Tahsildar 's scale and I allocat e to him GS. 10 . An officen 
under him called the Assist ant Employment Officer is only a gradua te now or 
t he scale of Rs . 160-350 will be a lloca ted GS. 6. 

12.338 The department runs two categories of training institutions called the 
Industrial Training Institutes and Industrial T raining Cent res . There is one 
Industrial Training Institute a t Bangalore which is larger t han the others and has 
been always t reated as an institution of higher level than institutions of the same 
name in the mofussil. The I. T . I. in Bangalore has at its top two officers a 
Principal who is on par with Deputy Director and a Vice Principal who is on par 
with Assistant Director . They wi ll be allocated respectively GS. 11 and GS. 10. 
The principals of other l.T .l's and I.T.C's who are now equated to Vice Principal 
of the Bangalore I. T . I. will be placed on G ' .10. 

12.339 The t eaching staff is of three categories designated Foreman Instructors 
Supervisory Instructors and Craft I nstru ctors. Craft Instructors are persons 
either holding a diploma or a post ' .S .L-C . Xat ional Trade Cer tificate. They are 
both no~ on the scale of R s . 175-450. This appears to be the result of a decision 
of the High Court which took the \iew that because t he two qualifications have 
been for purposes of recruitment treated as equiva lent by reason of opinion of t he 
Central Governm ent accepted by the tate Government that National Trade 
Certificate is eq uivalent to a Diploma issued by institutions in the State ; prior to 
the said decision, the certificate holders had been placed on the scale of Rs. 120-
240. The said declaration of equivalence has since been withdrawn, in my opinion 
rightly. Although both diploma holders and certificate holders in t his case have 
t he minimum general educational qualification of S.S.L.C. , diploma course is a 
longer course of 3 years as against the certificate course of two years. Having 
regard to the principles formulated for purposes of grading of posts in government 
service, there is no alternative but to place the diploma. holders on GS-5 and 
certificate holders on GS.4. But steps should be taken by government to split 
the cadre and designate certificate holders as Assistant Craft Instructors and 
Diploma holders as Craft Instructors and allocate to the certificat e holders work 
of lesser responsibility. I t has also been stated before me that the position is 
a lready such because whereas a diploma holder is generally required to impart 
instruction in 2 to 3 subjects, very often 3 subjects, the certificate holders 
generally do so in respect of on ly one subject. However, t he matt er may be 
investigat ed and the department may make a clear allocation of responsibilities 
between the two . The Supervisory Instructors now on Rs. 200-450 is a post 
promotional to Craft Instructors. In addition to imparting instruction he is 
required to supervise the work of Craft I nstructors upto four in number. He will 
be allocated therefore GS. 7. The next higher post of Foreman Inst ructor which 
is promotional and now on the scale of Rs. 275-550 will be placed on GS. 8. 
The others are common cadres and n o separate explan at ory notes are necessa ry. 

D E PARTMENT OF P RINTING AND STATIONERY 

12.340 Before deciding upon the allocation of scales to the sta ff in t ills 
department , it is necessary t o make certain general observations. The bulk of 
the staff is technical staff attending to various processes anterior or prepar at ory 
to printing and then actual printino- . In pr inting, there are two main modes or 
methods commonly called lett er pri~ting process and offset p rint ing process. In 
the former, the two ca tegories are mono and lino. F or both types have to be 
first cast, blocks etc., have t o be prepared and then t hey are comp osed before 
the actual printing process can start. The composing in letter printing is d one 
either manually or mechanically. In offset print ing, photography is used. 

12.341 In the case of most of the operational technical staff particula rly a t 
the entry level , emphasis so far as qualifications are concerned is more on 
technical experience than on general ~ducation. Hence t he general educati on al 
qua lification expect ed of almost all f)f them is no higher than Middle School 
stand ard. The additional and more important qu alification expect ed of tht:m 
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is actual experience generally in private printing presses and actual recruitment 
is preceded by a test administered by the depa rtment which is referred t o in the 
rules and all papers sent to me as a trade test. 

12.342 The technical staff is grouped into and works in difff.rent sections each 
section attending to a particular process; the designations allotted are generally 
descriptive of the pror.ess. The general pattern noticed is that the staff is divided 
into five levels ·; if 'X' is taken to be a designation descriptive of the process, 
we have at the bottom a worker called Assistant 'X' and above him in the order 
stated are 'X' , Senior 'X', ·Overseer 'X' (inclusive of sometimes a designation 
of Foreman or Senior Foreman) and a Supervisor 'X'. Actually it is seen that 
the first three leYels are operational levels and the other two levels may be 
regarded as supervisory levels. 

12.3!3 The idea behind the practice of having these several levels appears 
to be to give the impression involving obviously some measure of psychological 
satisfaction of increasing or enlarging opportunities for promotion. I use the 
words 'impression' and 'psychological satisfaction' advisedly because in actual 
event it is seen that the difference between the scales is so small and very often 
what is described as promotion is merely transfer from one category to another 
category both carrying the same scale. If the nature of the work turned out at 
the operational level is scrutinised, there appears to be little or no difference 
whatever between the work turned out by an Assistant 'X' , 'X' and Senior 'X'; 
nevertheless Senior 'X' may be credited with a better or improved skill acquired 
by virtue of longer experience on the job, which also appea rs to be the reason 
for treating the senior position as promotional to the lower position . Likewise in 
the supervisory levels, the positions going by the designation of Foreman , Senior 
Foreman and Overseer disclose little or no difference either in the extent or 
weight of supervisory responsibility or in the case of qu alifications prescribed 
for direct recruitment to that level. 

.12.344 Hence it would appear that there need be only two operational levels 
and two supervisory levels which would meet all""the exigencies of administration 
as well as t he principle underlying the construction of the scales by me of suiting 
the pay scales to the levels of proficienf"y and difficulty attaching to jobs or 
positions, as a part of the process of meeting which the scales themselves have 
been enlarged , expanded or extended. 

12.345 There is another matter which should be borne in mind while dealing 
with this staff. As already observed , at the lowest oper ational level, the general 
educational qualification is no higher than Middle School and the emphasis is 
all on the competence acquired by actual experience in the same type of work 
tested and accepted as sufficient by the administration of what is called a trade 
t est. If normal considera tions applied in other departments are applied here 
also , the scale properly allot able to the lowest operational level could only be 
GS. 2. But the special considerations that arise in the case of the Printing 
Press is the difference made by the working conditions. Apart from the fact 
that working hours for a week are more than those prescribed in other depart
ments, the nature of the work it~elf is such that it involves greater physical 
strain, perhaps some mental fatigue also and hazards to health, the last of 
which is to some extent capable of being mitigated by taking precautions pres
cribed under the relevant provisions of the law. 

12.346 H aving regard to these special considerations , I am of the opinion 
that the proper scale which should , in fairness be applied to the lowest opera
tional level is GS. 3. In certain cases which I shall point out as I go on, ' the 
lowest operational level which is the entry level may it self, having regar.d to 
the nature of the work and skill and effort r equired, deserve the allocation of 
GS.4. 

12.347 For the next higher operati\mal level the scale would be GS.4. The 
supervisory levels can comfortably and without unfairness be a llotted GS.5 and 
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s depending upon the level and the extent of supervisory responsibility. Where 
t.hl' extent. and weight of such supervi :i.-n is not of such level as to deserve GS.5 
such level may berroperly allocated:.:: .. !. 

12.348 I shall now proceed to speciti.e al b·.~til'H of scales to different cadres 
or posts in this department. 

12.349 As this department has been classified by me as a heavy department 
the Director \Yill be a llottt>d GS.14. The Senior Deputy Director (who may be 
re-designatt>d as Joint Director) will be allotted GS 13 and the Deputy 
Directors GS. 11. Among the Assistant Directors, one is separately dt>signated 
as Stock Verification Officer. Perhaps it may be better to stick to one dt>signa
tion and leave it to the department to allocate diff<'rent items of work to the 
several Assistant Directors. The Assistant Directors will be allotted GS.10· 

12.350 Type casting is the first Process anterior to manual composing for 
letter printing process. The Assistant Type Caster on the present scale of 
Rs. 80-145 and the Type Caster on the present scale of Rs. 9;)-200 must both be 
given the same scale GS.3. A worker by name Stereo Type Caster, I am informed, 
is now working as an ordinary Caster because the use of the stereo equipment 
has been discontinued. He too will be placed on GS.3. There is also a Furnace 
Attender in this section who is on Rs. 80-145 and he will be placed on GS.2. 
The Head Type Caster who is now on the scale of Rs. 1'20-240 will be allotted 
GS.4. 

12.351 In :Mechanical composition of mono type letter printing, an operation 
called the mono operation is the first in order of tiuw, in which by mechanical 
process paper spools are punched; these spools are later utilised n the mecha-i 
nical process of mono casting, which is also simultaneously mechanical compo
sing. The Mono Operator who is on the present sc.ale of Rs. 175-450 will be 
placed in the higher operational scale GS.4. The Supervisor of the section who 
is now on Rs. 200-4!)0 will be placed on GS.5. The Assistant Mono Caster who 
is on Rs.80-145 and the Mono Caster on Rs. 90·200 will both be placed on GS.3 
The Head l\Iono Caster who is on Rs. 120-240 will be placed on the operational 
scale GS.4. 

12.352 Linu operation is a complete prvcess of both casting and composing. 
Here also we have an Operator and a :\'lechanic, both on the present scale of 
Rs. 175-450; both of them will be placed on GS. 4. The Supervisor of the Section 
will be placed on new GS. 5. 

12.353 The Composing Section EO called is the section which does manual 
composing for letter press. The Junior Compositor now on Ps. 80-145 and the 
Compositor who is now on Rs. 90-200 will both be placed on GS. 3. The Senior 
Compositor who is now on Rs. 160-350 will be placed on GS. 4. The Foreman 
now on Rs. 175-450 and the Senior Foreman and Overseer both on the present 
scale of Rs. 200-450, will all be placed on the same GS. 5. The next higher 
post of Supervisor who is on Rs. 225-450 will be placed on GS. 8. 

12.354 Assistant Process Plate Maker who is on Rs. R0-145, Process Plate 
Maker who is on Rs. 90-200 and Assistants Offset Plate Maker who is on 
Rs. 90-200 and the Offset Plate Maker who is on Rs. 100--220, will all be placed 
on GS. 3. There is also a Senior Offset Plate maker who i> on Ib. 160-350. 
He will be placed on GS. 4. Assistant Plate Grainer on Its. ~0-1·~5 and the 
Plate Grainer who is on Rs. 90-200 will both be placed on G.l. ;;. The Plate 
Engraver on Rs. 100-220 viii also Lc placed on GS. 3. The Engr,tver and 
Mounter which is a promotional post now on Rs. 175-450 will be placed on 
GS. 4. But the Artist and the Artist and Fine Etcher who are bath on lls.175-450 
will be placed on GS. 6 because the qualification of S.S.L.C. plus a diploma from 
the School of Arts is higher. 

12.355 The process mentioned in the last preceding paragraph i~ r<'ally block 
making. It is preceded by a processing of the plate in which the categories of 
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workers are: Assistant Process Opreator who is on Rs. 120-240 and a Proc!'ss 
Operator who is on Rs. 175-450. Both of them will be placed on GS. 4. There 
is also a Dark Room Assistant who is on Rs. 90-200. He will he placed on 
GS. 3. 

12:356 We now come to the actual printing process. In letter printing, th<' 
catgories of workers are the Assistant Machine Minder, Machine1\linder, Senior 
Machine Minder, Foreman, Overseer and Supervisor. In offset printing th<' 
categories are Assistant Offset Printer, Assistant Offset Machine l\Iinder, Offset 
Printer and Offset Machine Minder, Senior Offset Printer. The Assistant Machin<' 
Minder who is on Rs. 80-1-15, Machine Minder, Assistant Offset Printer and 
Assistant· Offset Machin.e Minder who are all on Rs. 90-200 and the Offset 
Printer and Offset Machine Minder who are on Rs. 100-220 will all he 
placed on GS. 3. The Senior Machine Minder who is on Rs. 160-350 and the 
Senior Offset Printer who is . on Rs. 175-450 will both be placed on GS. 4. 
For3man v.ho is on Rs. 175-450 and Overseer who is on Rs. 200-450 will both 
be placed on GS. 5. The Supervisor on Rs. 225-450 will be placed on GS. 8. 

12.357 Sections which do work which is mostly subsequent to printing or 
sometimes ancillary thereto are the sections of Proof Readers, Binders, Packers 
and Counters. 

12.358 The entry cadre in Proof Reading Section is that of Junior Proof 
Examiner whose qualification for re~ruitment is S.S L.C. and passing of a proof 
reading examination and the trade test applied by the department. He is now 
on Rs. 90-200 and he will be placed on GS. 4. For the next higher post of SPnior 
Proof Examiner, the qualification for direct recruitment is a degree and passing 
the higher proof reading examination and getting through the departmental 
trade test. He is no\v on Rs. 130-290. He will be placed on GS. 6. Above 
them there are two Deputy Chief Examiners and above them two Chief 
Examiners. So far as the Deputy Chief Examiners are concerned, who are on 
Rs. 175-450, their work does not seem to be different in nature, content or 
difficulty from that of the Senior Proof Examiners. They are also, t4erefore, 
placed on GS. 6. The Chief Proof Examiners who exercise supervision will be 
placed on GS. 8. 

12.359 For Binders, Packers and Counters, the recruiting ground seems to be 
the cadre of Class IV employees. A Junior Packer and Junior Counter who are 
on Rs. 65-95, Senior Packer and Senior Uounter who are on Rs. 80-145 are all 
persons who do practically the same type of work, although the curious position 
prevails whereby a Counter is said to be promotional to Pacl;er though both are 
on the same pay scale and a Senior Counter is said to be promotional both to a 
Counter as well as a Senior Packer, the second of whom is on the same scale. 
I think they should all be placed on GS. 2, and I do so. The process of binding, 
however, appears to require not only some training and experience but also skill. 
But there is no difference between the work or the skill of either the Assistant 
Binder or the Binder. Hence both the Assistant Binder who is now on Rs. 
80-145 and Binder who is on Rs. 90-200 will be placed on GS. 3. The Senior 
Binder who is on Rs. 160-350 which is a promotional post will be placed on 
GS. 4. The Foreman of the Binding Section who is now on Rs. 175-450 will be 
placed on GS. 5.. ' 

12.360 Then there are positions which partake of ministerial character 
with Second Division Clerk and Second Div"sion Computor who are both on 
Rs. 90-200, First Division Clerk and First Division Computor who are on 
Rs. 130-290, Works Clerk on Rs. 160-350 and HeadComputoron Rs. 175-450. 
The Second Division Clerk and Second Division Computor should be placed on 
GS. 4. The First Division Clerk and the First Division Computor as well as the 
Works Clerk should all be placed on GS. 6. The Head Computor, however, who 
is now on Rs. 175-450 does not from the description of his work in the Depart
mental Manual appear to do what may be clearly regarded as work superior to 
that of the work turned out by the First Division Computor. The fact that he is 
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required sometinws to scrutinise or check registrrs or stat.cmcnts doeR not mean 
that he is doing any mperYisory work because sueh items of work arc cl('arly 
not supt>rYisory. HPnCt', he also should be plaeed on GS. 6· 

12.361 There is in this department a separate section of Rubber Stamp 
)[akers. The employees there are of two categories - Assistant Rubber Stamp 
Casters on Rs. 80-145 and Rubber Stamp Casters on Rs. 90-200. The nature of 
work, qualification etc., are the same for both and they will be placed on GS.3. 

12-362 For the maintenance of machines and effecting necessary periodical 
repairs, there is a section of Mechanics. In this section there are an Assistant 
~Iechanic on Rs. 90-200 and a l\Iechanic on Rs. 100-220, Fitter and Turner on 
Rs. 80-145 and a higher grade Fitter and Turner on Rs. 90-200. They should all 
be placed on GS.3. 

12.363 In the Dharwar Branch Press there is a solitary post called l\Iechanic 
Upgraded on the present scale of Rs. 175-450. There is no one under him called 
)lechanic or Assistant Mechanic but he is said to be in charge of the general 
workshop attached to the Branch Press. From the description of his regular 
work as a l\Iechanic it does not appear to be any different from the work done by 
)[echanics either in the l\Iain Press at Bangalore or other Branch Presses at 
Gulbarga or l\Iercara. I found some difficulty in reconciling this situation with 
the fact that he alone among the l\Iechanics is placed on the higher scale of 
Rs. 175-450. Upon further discussion with and a clarification received from the 
-departmental authorities, the reason for making this difference would appear to 
be the fact that he is exercising some manner of supervision in or over the work
shop and that he has larger responsibility of maintenance of all the machines iu 
the Branch Press without the benefit of any guidance or direction from a higher 
supervising authority. In the proposed amendments to the recruitment rules, 
there is a proposal to treat this as a post promotional to that of Mechanics, In 
consideration of all these, I place him on GS.4. 

12.364 There is an Electrician in the main press who is a holder of a diploma 
·in elect·~ical engineering and now on the scale of Rs. 175-450. He should be 
placed on GS.5. At the same press there'are also two higher posts of Mechanical 
Overseer on Rs. 200-450 and a Mechanical Supervisor on Rs. 225-450. The 
former will be placed on GS. 5 and the latter on GS. 8. 

12.365 The miscellaneous categories are Assistant Gate Keeper who is a 
direct recruit from ex-servicemen on Rs. 65-95, and a Gate Keeper which is a 
promotional post now on Rs. 80-145. They will be placed respectively on GS. 1 
and GS. 2. A Time Keeper, the qualification for .direct recruitment to which is 
S.S.L.C. and who is now on Rs. 90-200 will be placed on GS. 3. The 'Chief Time 
Keeper "Who is a promotee and who is now on Rs. 160-350 will be placed on GS. 5. 
The Assistant Carpenter who is on Rs. 80-145 and who works in the Stationery 
Department preparing boxes for despatch will be placed on GS, 2. The Carpen
ter now on Rs. 90-200,' however, does superior items of work such as preparing 
designs, mounts, repairing furniture, preparing new furniture etc. He will be 
placed ori GS: 3. The Progress Recorder who is a person transferred from second 
division cadre and a Machine Reviser who is treated as equivalent to a Junior 
Proof Examiner who are both on Rs. 90-200 will be placed on'GS._4. • 

. . ' 
FACTORIES AND BOILERS 

12.366 I classify this as a medium sized department. Hence the Chief 
Inspector of Factorie~ and Boilers will be placed on GS. 13. The Deputy Chie~ 
InHpector of Boilers and Deputy Chief Inspector of Factories are both placed on 
GS. II. The Senior Inspector of Factories and Senior Inspector of Boilers are 
of the status of Assistant Directors of Departments and as such are placed on 
GS. 10. The Inspector of Boilers and Inspector ofFactories are both engineerin" 
graduates and will therefore go on the scale appropriate to them viz. GS. 9. Th~ 
Assistant Inspector of Factories and Assistant Inspector, of Boilers are diploma 
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holders and will goo~ the scale appropriate to them viz. GS. 5. There is a Senior 
Inspec~ress of Factones who occupies a position equivalent to that of an Assis
tant Dnector. Hence, she is placed on GS. 10. That officer specially looks after 
the welfare. of women labourers in factories and is assisted hy two other women 
officers d~8Ign.ated Inspe~tress of Factories and Assistant Inspectress of Factories. 
The qualificatiOn prescribed by the recruitmen~ rules for the Inspectress is a 
degree plus a post graduate diploma in Social Welf<tre. There are no rules in 
respect o~ ~he posi~ion of the Assistant Inspectress. Although in the annexure 
to t~e .ong.n~al rep~1es to the questio~naire the .depar.tment mentioned degree in 
law Ill additiOn to a general degree 10 connectiOn with this post, in the state
ment~ later furnished, at the time I interviewed the heads of departments, no 
mentiOn of any such law qualification· is made. It would also be incongrnoue 
with the· existing pi'escrip~ion in the recruitment rules regarding the position of 
the Inspectress of Factones. Having regard to the nature of the work and the 
qualification considered sufficient by the rules, I consider the fairest allocation 
to be to place both the Inspectress as well as the Assistant Ins pee tress on the 
same scale GS. 7. I therefore allocate the said scale to both of them. 

12.367 The rest of the posts do not call for any special mention. 

LABOUR DEPARTMENT 

12.368 I classify this department as a medium sized department. The 
Commissioner of Labour who is the head of the departml'nt is now an I. A.S. 
officer on senior scale or selection grade. Having regard for t.he size of t4c 
department, the post which for some time was designated Joint Labour 
Commissioner and later Additional Labour Commissioner should be regarded as 
of the level of a Deputy Labour Commissioner and allo~ated GS.11. I place 
the Deputy Labour Commissioners, three of whom are in charge of the three 
regions, Bangalore, Hassan and Belgaum on GS.ll . and the Assistant Labour 
Commissioners who are in charge of divisions under them on GS.10. Labour 
Officer who is in charge of a sub division roughly equal to a revenue district 
will be placed on GS.8. There is not much difference between the work done 
by a Senior Labour Inspector and a Labour Inspector. The qualification for 
direct recruitment for Senior Inspector being a degree, I place both the Senior 
and the ordinary Labour Inspector on GS. 6. There is a Sub Editor of a Labour 
Journal who is also a graduate. The type of editing work he docs 
not seem to be different from or more onerous than that of an oroi1~,ary First 
Division Clerk and he is therefore placed on GS. 6. The qualifiuation of the 
W clfare ·organiscr is S.S.L.C. He is. called .upon todo some field Work also. lie 
is therefore placed on GS.4. 

12.369 Other categories do not call for any special mention. 

: DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND GEOLOGY 

12.370 I classify this as a heavy department. Th.e Director will, therefore, 
be placed on GS.14. 

12.371 At present there is no post of a Joint ,Director. B.ut in the proposal 
for re-orrranisation .of the department, · there IS a suggestiOn to create two 
posts of Joint Directors,. one to be in charge of the Northern Circle of the State 
and the other of the Southern Circ]J. If and when such post~ a~e creatcd1 
they may be placed on GS.13. /.1 : · , , 

12.372 There are three Deputy Directors, all working: 'at· headquart'e'n;,. 
one in charge of administration, another with plan schemes s:nd the third with 
around water survey. They may all be placed on GS.ll. . . 

~. 12.373 In the field, the stream of Geologists is. headed lly_'five S~~i',''r 
G eulogists in charge of five Div:isions, the, cxte~t .of which ae'iord~ng to, tho 
mineral wealth of the area vanes from ,;3 to,-4;dJstpcts .. ; It, appc,arp t~ ~>c froi~. 
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the point of view of tht' nature of work and weight of responsibility these posts 
must be equated with those of Deputy dir<>ctors. I, therefore, place these 
posts of fivt' Senior Geologists on GS.ll. 

12.374 The post of Geologist is partlY: filled by direct recruitme.nt of holders 
of )laster's deO"ree and partly by promotiOn from the cadre of Asststant Geolo
gists. Tht' Assistant Geologist is als? required to hold a Master'~ degree. I, 
therefore, place the Assistant Geologtsts on GS.9 and the promotiOnal posts of 
Geologists on GS.10. 

12.375 The next stream is that of Geo-Physicists in which we have a Geo
Physicist and Assistant Geo-Physicists, the former being promotional to the 
latter. The qualification for the entry cadre is )laster's . d.egrce. Hence 
Assistant Geo-Physicists are placed on GS.9 and the Geo-Physictsts on GS.10. 

12.376 In the mininO' stream, three posts are shown in the cadrewise state
ment, viz. those of Mi';;ing Engineer, Mining Assistant and a l\lining Foreman. 
The )lining Assistant does exploration work and the Foreman attends to actual 
mininO' process. The qualification for recruitment to both the cadres is a diploma. 
Norm~lly the appropriate scale would be GS.5, but having regard for a. ?ertain 
degree of risk involved in the work, I place them on GS.6. The pos1t10n of 
Mining Engineer is a little peculiar. From the information furnished by the 
department it appears that, on suggestion made by the department with respect 
to the incumbent of the post of l\lining Assistant proceeding largely if not solely 
upon the considerations peculiar to the incumbant including his having put in 10 
years of service, the government passed an order on 6th December 1974 upgrading 
the post of Mining Assistant, describing the same as the post of l\lining Assistant 
held by the incumbent by name, to that of a l\Iining Engineer. The legal effect of 
this order would be that the post of Mining Assistant (there was only one post by 
that name) got converted into what is described as the upgraded post of Mining 
Engineer with the result the old post of l\Iining Assistant must be deemed to have 
disappeared in the eye of the law. However, the department reports that the 
incumbent of that post was placed in independent charge of the upgraded post of 
Mining Engineer on 9th l\Iay 1975. In view of the legal position as aforesaid, 
I regard the present incumbent as having occupied the upgraded post even from 
the 1st of January 1975, the date on which this Report is recommenqed to be 
given effect to and place him on GS.s as from that date. The re-ojganisation 
proposals indicate that there will be a position designated Mining Assistant in 
the future also. If the proposals are given effect to, the only legal way to do 
the same would be to create afresh necessary number of posts designated Mining · 
Assistants; if and when the same is done the said posts as already indicated 
will be placed on GS. 6. 

12.377 There is a single isolated post of a Mineral Technologist. The qualifica
tions and experience prescribed and the importance of the work expected to be 
done viz. dressing of ore etc., justifies the placement of the post on GS.lO and I 
place it on the said scale. 

12.378 In the drilling stream, the top man is Chief Drilling Engineer, which is 
promotional to the next post of Drilling Engineer. It is equal to another post 
designated Technical Assitant to the Chief Drilling Engineer; both the said last 
mPntioned posts are promotional to the post of Assistant Drilling Engineer which 
is also promotional to two other cadres designated Junior Engineer and Driller. 
The Driller is required to hold a Diploma in Mechanical Engineering. The Junior 
Engineer may be either promotional to Driller or if directly recruited shoY.ld be a 
holder of a degree in Mechanical Engineering. So far as the Driller is concerned, 
his qualification and nature of his work indicate his appropriate scale to be GS.6. 
But the qualification prescribed for direct recruitment to the post of Junior 
Engineer being an Engineering degree the appropriate scale should be GS.9. It is 
seen that the nature of the work done both by the Junior Engineer as well as 
Assistant Drilling Engineer is the same viz., supervision of drilling operations. 
The only proper way, therefore, in which allocation of scales may be fairly made 
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is that whi~e a Drill~r .should ?e placed on GS.6, both the Junior Engineer as 
well as Assistant Dnlhng Engi.neer should be placed on GS.9. This might disturb 
t~e present ~han.nel ?f promotiOn but that is one of the imperatives of rationaliRa
tiOn. ~n this. footm~, the next higher post of Drilling Engineer as well as 
~ec~mcal ~ssistant Will be placed on GS.10. The highest post of Chief Drilling 
Engmeer will be on GS.ll. 

. 12.379 T~e Driller is assisted by an Assistant Driller; 50 per cent of the cadre 
IS filled by direct recruitment from among S.S.L.C's who have had experience 
of 900 metres of actual drilling; though on the basis of qualification and skill and 
effort the proper scale would be GS.4, the considerations relatina to risk involved 
justify ~he plac~men~ of this !;lost on GS.5 ,and 1 pl.ace it accordingly. The Helper 
below him who IS a hterate With one years experience normally entitled to be 
placed on GS.2 will on consideration of the risk involved be placed on GS.:l. 

12.380 The next stream is of Chemists. There are at headquarters a Chief 
Chemist, two Chemists and some Assistant Chemists ; the rest of the Assistant 
Chemists are working in the field. The entry level is that of the Assistant 
Chemist who is a holder of a Master's degree in Chemistry. There are 10 such 
posts. Two posts of Chemists at headquarters are promotional to the cadre of 
Assistant Chemists. There is, however, no difference noticeable between the 
nature of the work of the Assistant Chemist and the Chemist. I, therefore, place 
both the Assistant Chemist and the Chemist on the scale appropriate to Master's 
degree holder in GS.9. The promotional post of Chief Chemist will be placed 
on GS.IO. 

1z.381 The last stream which requires consideration is that of survey staff. 
At the bottom we have a Supervisior and an Assistant Draughtsman both of 
whom are diploma holders. Both of them are, therefore, placed on GS.!). The 
promotional posts of Head Draughtsman and Survey Officer who exercise 
surpervisory functions al8o are placed on GS·8. 

12.382 At the Stores there are two posts apparently ~exercising supervisory 
functions, one called Stores Officer (Gazetted) and the other called as Stores 
Superintendent. According to my assessment both positions are equivalent to 
that of ministerial superintendent, the appropriate scale for whom is GS.8. I am, 
therefore, placing both of them on the said scale. If the administration considers 
that two such posts are unnecessary in the Stores, the work may be got done by 
a single officer and the other deployed elsewhere for such supervisory functions of 
equivalent nature as may be found necessary. 

12.383 The rest of the categories do not call for special mention or discussion. 

DEPARTMENT OF MINING EDUCATION 

12.384 Though callea a department, this is only a teaching institution on par 
with a Polytechnic. Though there is a post of Director and another post of 
Deputy Director-cum-Principal, the order of the government creating this 
department provides that only one of the two posts will be filled but not both. The 
status of the post is that of a Principal of the Polytechnic. So whether there is a 
Director or a Deputy Director-cu~-Princ!pal, the post has to be assessed as on 
par with Principal of a Polytechmc. It Is, therefore, placed on GS.12. To the 
other posts on the teaching staff, s.cales have. been allocated. on t~e same pa~.tern 
as is done in the case of Polytecbmcs accordmg to the qualificatiOns prescribed. 
Non-teaching posts are common posts which do not. call for any discussion. Only 
the error in the Recruitment Rules should be pomted out. For the post of a 
Librarian, the qualificati~n P.rescribed. is S.S.L.C .. p~us a Diplo~a in L i~rary 
Science. For the Diploma m Library Science, the mmimui.n educatiOnal qualtfica
tion for admission is P.U.C. and not S.S.L.C. In allocatmg, therefore, GS.6 to 
this post, I presume that a Diploma in Librar~ Science will be imisted upon for 
recruitment which would mean that the. recruit woul~ ha~e first p~ssed P. U.C. 
examination and then gone through the Diploma Course m Library Science. 
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DEPARTMENT oF PoRTS 

12.385 The State Port Officer who is the h~ad of this department has 
recrntly been re-designated Director of Port-; and Inland Water Transport. 
Thr Scrretary to the Government dealing with this department has also told 
me about the expansion of the activities of this department now under contem
plation particularly in the matter of exploiting or profitable w~Hking of inland 
waterways. There are 19 minor ports which this department controls of which 
Karwar, Honavar, Ankola and Coondapur are the most important. The head 
of the department is stationed at Kar\Var. From the nature and extent of the 
activitil's and the expansion under contemplation, this department has to be 
classified as a hf·avy dl'partment. Hence, the head of the department is placed 
on GS. 14. 

12.386 The next line of officers in the administration are Port Officers one 
of whom is at Karwar and the other at Coondapur; the latter looks after the 
Honavar port also. They are of the level of Deputy Directors and are, 
therefore, placed on GS. 11. 

12.387 There are five Port Conservators, one at the headquarters office of 
the department and one at each of the four important ports mentioned above. 
These -posts are promotional to the next cadre of Deputy Conservators who are 
graduates with certain special experience. They are assisted by Assistant 
Port Conservators whose qualification is S. S. L. C. Considering the qualifi
cations and the nature of work, I place the Assistant Port Conservators on 
GS. 4, Deputy Port Conservators on GS. 6 and the Port Conservators on GS. 8. 

12.388 The subordinate staff in the main administrative stream consists of 
(I) Light Keeper and Signaller {2) Light Keepers {3) Assistant Light Keeper 
(4) Seamen and Wharfmen. Seamen and Wharfmen are at present on the 
the lowest scale of Rs. 65-95. Unlike others on the same scale, the Seamen 
and Wharfmen are expected to engage in more difficult and sometimrs hazar
dous items of work like swimming, climbing ropes and masts. I, therefore, 
place them on GS. 2. The Light Keeper and Assistant Light Keeper are both 
expected to have passed the seventh standard and to undergo a trade test 
administered by the department on matters pertaining to the nature of their 
work. Of the two, the work of the Light Keeper is superior and the Assistant· 
works under his guidance. Hence, while placing the Assistant Light Keeper 
on GS. 2, I place the Light Keeper on GS. 3. The Light Keeper-cum-signaller 
has to undergo in addition a course of study in :Morse Code Signalling · and 
acquire proficiency therein. I therefore place him .on GS. 4 .. These higher 
scales than would have been normally appropriate to these posts are allocated 
taking into consideration the arduous nature of the work and a certain amount 
of risk involved in it. 

_ 12.389 The Marine Engineering stream of this department is headed by the 
Marine Engineer. His qualifications, considering the length of the course of 
study involved and the nature of the subjects learnt, as well as his practical 
experience justify his placement on GS. 13, which it would be noticed is . the 
scale appropriate to the position of a Joint Director of a heavy department 
with which this post may reasonably be equated. The Junior Engineer under 
him will be placed on GS. 9 which is the appropriate scale for the corresponding 
position in the Public Works Department. The Mechanical Supervisor, :Marine 
Mechanic and Operator Grade I as well as the Operator Front End (Pay Loader) 
hold a diploma or an equivalent qualification. They will be placed .on GS. 5. 
The Asaistant Operator Front End (Pay Loader) as well as the Electric:ian who 
are seni~>r certificate holders will be placed on GS. 4. On the floating craft 
thPie are Drivers and Sarangs. Drivers are described as Grade II and Grade III 
apparently because to the designation of the Operator is annexed the expression 
Grade I. They are junior certificate holders for which the appropriate scale 
in normal circumstancEs would beGS. 3 but. taking into account the nature ·of 

\ ·' 
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~he ;ork and the ~lement of risk, I place Driver Grade II on GS. 4 and Driver 
T~a e III

1 
who ah~Jsts him on GS. 3. Sarangs are also junior certificate holders. 

S 
ey wor c on t e deck. On the same considerations as above, I place·the 

arang Grade II on GS. 4 and Sarang Grade III on GS. 3. 

12.390 In the Civil Engineering stream we have the Port Encrineer who is of 
the same status as. an Executive Bngineer in the Public Works Department. 

_~therefore place h1m on GS. 11 (I should, however, point out that tho provision 
m the recrmtment rules for deputation of an Assistant Encrineer from tho Public 
Works pepartment to this post appears to be inaccurate). The J u 1~ior EngincPr, 
Supervisor, Draughtsman and Tracer are placed respectively on GS. 9, GS. 5, 
GS. 5. and GS. 4. according tn their qualifications on the same lines as I have 
done in the Public Works Department. 

12.391 There ·is a stream of cadres working on Ferries. For this entire 
stream there are no recruitment rules. Hence, I am proccPding tJ allocate 
scales on the nature of the work and the qualifications surr<rrsted by the depart-

t . t>b 
men as necessary or reqmred. The official who actually plies a ferry and 
attends to all details of its working is called Assistant Ferries Inspector. At 
only one ferry namely that of Dhannur Thangadagi in Gulbarga District the 
official is called a Deputy Ferries Inspector. There is no difference between 
the work turned out by the two, and certain items of work like survey of other 
ferries in the villages mentioned in the job description form of this official 
appear to be items of work more appropriate to the next higher post of Ferries 
Inspector. The Ferries Inspector is a degree holtler whereas an Assistant and 
the Deputy are holders of S.S.L.C. I therefore place the Assistant Ferries 
Inspector aB well as the Deputy Ferries Inspector on GS.4 and the Inspector 
on GS.6. The Ferries Officer who exercises supervision and also functions as 
the gazetted assistant to the head of the department in regard to inland 
water transport is placed on GS.S. 

12.392 The' Technical Cell dealing with or expected ;to deal with inland 
water transport functioning directly under the head of the department has an 
officer called Economist in charge of it. There are no recruitment rules concer
ning the said post. It appears, however, that for sometime a Deputy Director 
of the Bureau of Economics and .Statistics had been deputed to work as an 
Economist but be has since returned to the parent department. At present 
the post is vacant. My suggestion is that the best course would he to resort to 
deputation from the Bureau of Economics and Statistics of nn officer preferably 
of the status of Deruty Director. 

12.393 There. is a section of Hydrographic Survey of Inland Waterways also 
functioning directly under the head of the department. Two special posts are 
mentioned in that connection. They are Assistant Hydrographic Surveyor and 
a Junior Hydrographic Surveyor. The rules prescribe the qualifications for 
the first post but make no mention of the second post. Both the posts arc now 
vaJant. Among the various alternative qualifications prescribed for the fi!st 
post one is a degree in Civil Engineering with five years experience as a ~lUIIOr 
Engineer and three years experience in h~drographic survey .. 0~ this basis a~J 
on the basis of the nature of the work mvolved and cons1dermg that he IS 

expected to work under the Port Engineer, I place the Assistant Hydrographic 
Surveyor on GS.10. Consequently, the Junior Hydrographic Surveyor (who_, I 
expect, would be an engineering graduate) may be placed on GS.9 on par with 
the Junior Engineer in the Civil Engineering Section. 

12.394, Finally, ;there is the Pilot Project relating to Tun~abha~ra Left 
Bank Canal Navirration. No rules have been promulgated nor 1s the mforma
tion furnished by"' the department sufficient ?r clear for ascertai~ing ~he qua:lifi
cations considered appropriate and suffiment for the posts m thiS scctwn. 
Apparently because the project was started as a pilot project, the posts have 
be(m sanctioned as temporary posts and are perhaps renewable and actually 
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renew{'d. In the absence of rules, th<' various posts in this section are filled 
h> men drawn from other sections of the department. In thrse circumstances, 
r"nm unable to assrss the posts and allocate pay scales to them. When recruit
nwnt rules prescribing the appropriate qualifications are framed, the govern
nwnt may procerd to allocate scales to thrm out of the 15 General Scalrs on 
the principles of grading and valuation rlaborated in this Rep~rt: So far as 
the dl'partmental men now manning these posts are concerned, It _Is eno11gh to 
~ay that they will carry the salaries respectively allocated to them m the prece
ding paragraphs dealing with this department. 

12.395 As in the case of other departments, I am not dealing specially with 
the common categories of posts. 

ELECTRICAL INSPECTORATE 

12.396 This department is obviously intend<'d to assist the govern!llent in 
the exercise of its statutory control in respect of generation, distributiOn and 
supply of electrical energy. The Karnataka Electricity Board is really in the 
position of a licensee subject to the statutory control exercisable over it by the 
government. It appears to me therefore incongruous that post in this depart
ment should be filled by deputation from the staff of the Electricity Board. 
The practice has also led to some confusion or mixing up of ideas, probably 
quite inadvertant, in the matter of pay scales also. At one time, in the course 
of collection of information, the department sent me a paper containing details 
of the staff position and the pay scales in which the scales mentioned were _all 
Stat{' scales. But at the time of the discussions on 29-7-1975, the informat10n 
furnished in Pro forma I made mention of some scales which are not State scales. 
Further, the copy of the cadre and recruitment rules of 1959 furnished to me 
contained some State scales of 1970 and some scales of the Electricity Board. 
As I have already mentioned in paragraph 12.23 above, I am not making any 
allocation of pay scales in respect of personnel received on deputation from 
other than government departments like the Electricity Board, Accountant 
General's office etc. 

12.397 For the purpose of this report, I am proceeding on the basis of th_e 
particulars relating to this department given on page 136 of the Mysore Civil 
Services (Revised Pay) Rules, 1970 ; the pay scales mentioned on that page are 
all State scales and it must be taken that by force of the said order the scales 
which got allotted to different cadres in this department are the State scales 
and no other. The table relating to this department set out in the supplement 
to this Chapter will set out therefore the existing pay scales given on the said 
page of the Pay Revision Rules and the corresponding general scales allocated 
by me on job valuation. It will be seen that so far as the technical staff is 
concerned, the pattern is the one followed in Public Works Department. 
Accordingly, the Electrical Inspector to the government is of the level of a 
Superintending Engineer of Public Works Department. The Deputy Electrical 
lnsp_e~tor to Gover.nment (who is described as Executive Engineer in th~ Pay 
RevJBI?n Order) 1s ~f the level of an Executive Engineer. The Ass1sta:nt 
Electr~cal Inspector IS of the level of an Assistant Engineer. The Jumor 
Electnca_l Inspector is allocated the scale of a graduate Junior engineer by me 
because m an . I_nspectorate only degree holders should be appointed even to 
the lowest positlOn of an Inspector and not a diploma holder which is suggested 
as an alternative qualification for direct recruitment in the rules. There are 
three grades of Mechanics. I place all the three of them on the same scale 
GS. 3. Among the cadres now placed on the lowest scale there is a cadre 
called Helper. which aJcording to my assessement is a cadre which is entitled 
to the next higher scale viz. GS. 2 and I allot the same to him. 

12.398 Other categories are common categories. 

12.399 Before leaving this department, I repeat that in respect of the 
personnel deputed from the Karnataka Electricity Board, I am not making any 
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allocation of pay scales for the reasons already stated. I should also add that the 
mention of pay scales other than the regular 8tate scales in the recruitment rules 
should in propriety be omitted. 

TowN PLANNING 

12.400 At present this is a medium sized department. I therefore place the 
Director on GS. 13, Deputy Director on GS. 11 and the Assistant Director on 
GS. 10. For the same reason the post of Joint Director created on 11th January 
1976 will also be treated as of the level of Deputy Director and placed on GS. 11. 

12.401 The next cadre in the main stream is that of Junior Town Planners 
(they are apparently called juniors because the Deputy Director is also sometimes 
designated as Town Planning Officer). That is the entry grade. Among the 
alternative qualifications prescribed, the clearly identifiable qualification is that 
of a degree in Uivil Engineering. On that footing this position is equivalent to 
that of a Junior Engineer in the Public Works :Oepartment. Hence, this cadre 
is placed on GS. 9. The Geographer is a post fo:r which there are no specific rules 
for recruitment. Recruitment, however, has been made of a holder of a master's 
degree in Geography. The appropriate scale for him, therefore, would beGS. 9 
and I allocate the same to him. The Statistician is said to be a person deputed 
from the Bureau of Economics and Statistics. Though the present scale as set 
out in the cadrewise statement is not clearly equivalent to the scale of any specific 
cadre in the stream of Statisticians in the Bureau, considering the nature of the 
work expected, I think that the correct level for deputation is that of a Senior 
Statistical Assistant on GS. 8. 

12.402 The Town Planning Supervisor and Draughtsman are diploma holders 
and are therefore placed on GS. 5. The post of Instructor in Drawing and Model 
Making is filled by transfer of a Draughtsman. Hence that post also will be placed 
on. GS. 5. 

12.403 Investigator is a position equivalent to that of a First Division Clerk. 
That post will therefore be placed on GS. 6. 

12.404 Assistant Draughtsman and Tracer are persons with a qualification of 
the standard of senior certificate. They are placed on GS. 4. Blue Printer will 
go on GS. 2. 

12.405 Recently a spearate section called Traffic Cell has been sanctioned for 
creation to study the flow of traffic in Bangalore from the point of view of town 
planning. That is to be manned by a Senior Research Officer, an Assistant 
Engineer and a Research Assistant. The first and the third are to be got down 
by deputation from the Bureau of Economics and Statistics and the second from 
the Public Works Department. At present all these posts are said to be vacant· 
The Senior Research Officer appears to be a post, the deputation to which may 
be from the level of Assistant Director of the Bureau and the Research Assistant 
from the level of Senior Statistical Assistant of the Bureau which means they 
will be place~ respe.ctively on GS. 10 and GS. 8. The pr~per .scale ~or th8 
Assistant Engmeer w1ll, of course, beGS. 10. Another post m th1s Cell1s that 
of a Model Maker which from the information supplied appears to be equivalent 
to that of a Draughtsman with a diploma. That post will be placed on GS. 5. 

12.406 Rest of the posts are common categories. 

ExcisE DEPARTMENT 

12.407 This is very heavy department. It is headed by the Excis<J 
Commissioner who is an I.A.S. officer on super time scale. The Deputy Commis
sioner of Excise (Enforcement) is also an I. A. S. officer on senior scale. The 
said officer as well as the Deputy Commissioners of the Revenue Department 
who at district level exercise powers appropriate to Excise Department are both 
according to my assessment officers in the level of Joint Director of a very heavy 
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department (the senior I.A.S. scale on which they recei\ e salary corresponds 
roughly to our GS. 13). Next below them are Superintendents of Excise who 
must be regarded as occupying positions equiYalent t o that of Deputy Director 
of a department. They will be placed on GS. 11. The ne:rt lenl of Deputy 
Superintendents of Excise naturally get equated t o t he l en~I of A.ssi~ta.nt 
Directors of Departments and will therefore be placed on GS. 10. The Inspector 
of Excise (Senior) is promotional to the next post of Inspect or of Exc-ise (Junior) 
the direct recruitment to which is from graduates; both are in cha r ~e of range-S 
corresponding roughly to one or two revenue taluks; there is searct>ly any 
noticeable difference between the nature of work done by the Senior Insp~nor 
and the Junior. I therefore place both of them on GS. 8 . The Sub Inspeetor 
whose qualification is S.S.L.C. and who is now on the scale of Rs. 90--200 will 
be placed on GS: 4: 

12.408 Excise Guards though now placed on the lowest scale of R s. 65-95 
should in my opinion be placed cin GS. 2 taking into account certain amount of 
risk involved in their work. 

12.409 Other categories designated Tree Marker, Laskers, Grogging Coolies 
will, however, remain on GS . I. · 

12.410 Ten posts of Prosecuting Inspectors are sanctioned for this depart
ment and according to rules these posts are to be filled by direct recruitment 
of Legal Practitioners of at least five years standing. For the said ten posts, on 
a consideration of the quaUfications prescribed for recruitment and the nature 
of the work expected of them, I consider GS. 10 to be the appropriate scale and 
allocate the same to the said posts. For the obvious reason that these t en 
posts are inadequate for attending to all prosecutions launched, I understand 
prosecution work is also very often entrusted to persons holding the post · of 
Excise Inspectors in the department. I want to make it clear that GS. 10 is 
allocated by me only to the ten posts of Prosecuting Inspectors recruited as 
aforesaid . . Where, however, the Excise Inspector is required to attend to 
prosecution work, he will carry his own salary as Excise Inspector i .e. GS. 8. 

12.411 Rest of the categories do not require any special mention: 

CoMMERCIAL T.AXES DEP.ARTMENT 

12.412 This is a very heavy department . 1'he post of the Commissioner of 
Commercial Taxes who is the head of the department is now · occupied by an 
officer of the Indian Administrative Service on super time scale (which 
corresponds to our Grade XV). The Deputy Commissioner of Commercial 
Taxes will be placed on GS. 13. 

12.413 The Assistant Commissioner of Commercial Taxes is placed on GS . II. 
The Assistant Commissioners of Commercial Taxes are also functioning as 
appellate authorities. 

12.414 Below them are the assessing a_!lt]l~ri.t,ies na.mely the C~ere-ial 
Tax Officer and the Assistant Commercia] Tax Officer . The latter deals w-ith 
cases involving a turnover between Rs . 75,000 and Rs. I ,00 ,000 . The C-ommer
cial Tax Officer I am told generally deals -with the cases of a bout 500 dealers. 
The claims made before me by the cadre associations which to some extent 
receive the support from the thinking of the departmental officers also is that 
t he Assistant Commercial Tax Officer must be placed on par with a Tahsildar 
and the Commercial Tax Officer on par with the Assistant Commissioner i.e. 
they should be placed respectively on K.A .S . Class II Scale and the K . A.S. 
Class I Junior Scale.Except for the fact that direct recruitnient to the posts of 
Assistant Commercial Tax Officers . . and Commercial Tax Officers is through 
competitive examinations which are the same as those held for Class II K .A.S . 
post s and Class I K.A.S. Junior posts, I do not see any substance in the claim. 
If the nature of the work and responsibility are taken into .a_ccount, the work 
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of the Assistant Commercial Tax Officer bears no comparison with the diversified 
and he~vy wo:k of a Tahsildar, nor can the Commercial Tax Officrr's work bear 
com~anson With that of either an Assistant Commissioner or a l\Iunsiff or 
Magistrat~. The work of Assessment though described as quasi judicial because 
t~~ assessmg officers are empowered to take decisisons which affect the rights of 
Citizens, th~ number of.statutes they deal with, the type of questions that 
nor~ally anse, though Important from the point of view of the exchequer which 
re?eives the taxes, do not in my opinion justify the equations claimed as afore
said. 

12.415 I therefore place the Commercial Tax Officer on GS. 10 and the 
Assistant Commercial Tax Officer on GS.8. 

12.416 Commercial Tax Inspectors if directly recruited are graduates. They 
are therefore placed on GS. 6. There is a post of a Receptionist which is now 
equated to that of the Inspector. That post is also allocated GS. 6 but with the 
observati.on that it would apply only if it is filled by transfer of either a 
Commermal Tax Inspector or a First Division Clerk. 

12.417 In the course of the representations made by the Cadre Associations 
reference was made to a post designated Sub Inspector of Commercial Taxes. 
Both the recruitment rules as VI ell as the cadre wise statement indicate that it 
is a post included in the cadre of S~d Division Clerks and that a Second 
Division Clerk is generally so called when he functions as an assistant to the 
Inspector during raids particularly at check posts. His scale therefore will be 
thP same as that of a Second Division Clerk which is GS. 4. 

12.418 The rest of the categories do not call for any special mention. 

MoToR VEHICLES DEPARTMENT 

12.419 This is a heavy department and its head the Transport Commissioner 
is an I. A. S. officer on senior scale. The Deputy Transport Commissioner as well 
as the Secretary ofthe State Transport Authority (which post has recently been 
upgraded) are both placed on GS. 11. The Planning Officer, who also functions 
as the Headquarters Assistant to the Transport Commissioner, is a post which 
can be filled by transfer of Regional Transport Officer. Both of them who 
occupy a position equivalent to that of an Assistant Director are therefore 
placed on GS. 10. The Regional Transport Officers function at district level. 
In heavier districts like Bangalore, Dharwar, South Kanara, Shimoga, Belgaum 
and Mysore they are assisted by Assistant Regional Transport Officers. They 
are required to possess at least a diploma in Mechanical or Automobile Engineer
ing. Having regard to the qualification as well as the nature of the work 
expected of them, they aie plaeed on GS. 8. The Assistant Transport Commis
sioner is a member of the same cadre as that of Assistant Regional Transport 
Officer and will therefore be placed on the same GS. 8. The next cadre in the 
main stream is that of Motor Vehicles Inspectors who are required to be holders 
of a diploma in Automobile Engineering. They are placed on GS. 5. 

12.420 This department like the Excise Department being an Enforcement 
Department has to attend to prosecution for contraventions of the statutes which 
the department enforces. The prosecutions us(ld to be conducted by departmental 
men of the level of Motor Vehicles Inspectorrl. In 1969 the government, accepting 
the proposal of the department, sanctioned the creation of a separate cadre of 19 
posts of Prosecuting Inspectors and pending the promulgation of necessary rules 
for recruitment thereto permitted the newly created posts to be held either by 
Motor Vehicles Inspectors or First Division Clerks with a minimum service ?f 5 
years with the stipulation that thEI arrangement would be purely temporary wtth
out conferring any rights on the persons so temporarily appointed to put forwa~d 
any claim to hold or continue in the postR. In the draft rules for recruitment still 
pending finalisation, provision is made for direct recruitment to a certain extent 
from among legal pntctitioners with at least two years standing at the bar and for 
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promotion t{) the rest of the cadre from First Division Clerks. On the question 
whether for such pro~?tion possession of a degr~~ in law should or should not be 
insisted upon the opmwn of persons and authont1es concerned does not, as far as 
I have been ~ble to rrather, appear to be unanimous or finally crystallised. From 
the point of view oi"efficient working especially in the matter of prosecution w~ich 
is a very vital link in the process of enforcement of the l~w, there could be . httle 
doubt that competence acquired not only by legal educatwn but actual practice at 
the bar is an essential requirement. Both from the point of view of departmental 
workino- as well as general administrative convenience, a very satisfactory arrange
ment w~uld be to fill the posts of the prosecuting staff in this department by 
deputation from the regular professional department viz. Directorate of Public 
Prosecution. Even if specialised information of the department or departmental 
experience is regarded as essential for effective ~unctioning, I am clearly o~ ~he 
opinion that the proper and the correct recrmtment source should be pract1smg 
members of the legal profession. From the point of view of allocation of scales 
also, qualification for recruitment is one of the relevant factors. Taking into 
account all these considerations, I make the following allocation of pay scales:
If the post of Prosecuting Inspector is to be filled by recruitment from practising 
members of the bar, the recruit may be placed on GS. 10; in the case of promotion 
to the cadre from any of the other appropriate cadres of the department, the 
promotee also may be placed on GS. 10 provided that the rules prescribe the 
possession of a law degree and a certain mininum period of experience in the 
department of not less than 5 years; if, however, a member of any other cadre of 
the department is drafted for prosecution work, he should not be regarded as part 
of the regular cadre of Prosecuting Inspectors of the qualifications aforesaid and 
he will carry the same salary as he does as a member of the cadre from which he 
is drafted for such work. 

12.421 There is one post of Law Officer and another of Assistant Law 
Officer who function at the Commissioner's office. According to the previous 
practice of the department, these were filled by either lawyers or retired judicial 
officers. In the proposed rules for recruitment provision is made for direct 
recruitment from practising lawyers. If such recruitment is resorted to, the 
Assistant Law Officer may be placed on GS. 10 and the Law Officer on GS. 11. I 
need hardly add that these scales will be applicable in the case of promotion 
or transfer from other cadres only if it is subject to the condition that the 
person so transferred or promoted possesses a degree in· law and has had a 
minimum experience in his original cadre of not less than 5 years. 

12.422 The rest of the categories are either filled by deputation from other 
departments or are of such nature as to require no special mention or discussion 
excepting the so called Treasury Guard. From the information available in 
the papers sent by the department as well as the job description forms, the 
said Guards do not appear to be either armed or have had training in using fire 
arms or capable of doing, or called upon to do any special type of work which 
an ordinary Peon or Dalayat cannot do. So, I place these men called Treasury 
Guards on GS. 1. If, however, regular Guard Duty men or armed escorts are 
found necessary, the department may indent upon temporary deputation of 
Armed Police Constables. 

CO-OPERATION DEPARTMENT 

1~.4ZJ This is a he~;tVY deJ.>artment. The head of the department designated 
Reg1strar of Co-operative SoCieties is now an officer of the Indian Administrative 
Se~vice on. selection grade (corresponding roughly to our Grade XIV). Of the 11 
Jomt Reg1strars, one is an officer of the Indian Administrative Service on senior 
scale. The other ten are departmental men. They are placed on GS. 13. Deputy 
Regi8trar and the Deputy Chief Auditor who is also of the status of the Deputy 
Registrar are both placed on GS. 11. The Assistant Regisrar will be on GS. 10. 
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r."t4; 4 There are ~wo str~ams of inspecting or controlling officers, namely, the 
au. I s re~m and the mspect10n stream. At the head of each there are first a 
Jomt ~egistra! an~ a Deputr Reg~str~r. Corresponding to the Assistant Registrar 
?n the mspect10n side there Is. a Distrwt Co-opertive Audit Officer. As his status 

, ~~ithe same as th~t of the_ As~Istant ~egistra!, h~ is placed on GS. 10. Under the 
d officer there IS the DistriCt Auditor whwh IS a promotional post in respect of 

~he low_er ca:dres. He is placed on GS. 8. There is no corresponding post on the 
mspectwn side. 

1~.425 In both the streams at the bottom there is a Junior Auditor and a 
Jum~r Inspector who are holders of S.S.L.C. This cadre is abolished and 
recruitment thereto was stopped somewhere about 1969. There are at present 
only_ 30 s~ch ~ unior Auditors or Inspectors in the department. Above them, on 
the msi_>ectwn side, there is an Inspector and a Senior Inspector, the latter being 
promotional to the former; on the audit side there is a Senior Auditor and a 
Senior Grade Auditor, the latter being promotional to the former. At the entry 
stage they are graduates. There is no essential difference in the nature of their 
work; the only thing that can be vointed out is that as a person grows in seniority 
he is entrusted with larger responsibilities like auniting or inspecting larger 
societies etc. On the same principle as I have applied to First Division Clerks 
and Senior Assistants, these cadres must be merged and placed on the same scale. 
So, the Senior Auditor and Senior Grade Auditor on the audit side and the 
Inspector and the Senior Inspector on the inspection side are together placed on 
GS.6. So far as the Junior Auditor and Junior Inspector are concerned, in the 
ordinary course, the proper placement for them would be GS. 4. But as the 
cadre has been abolished and recruitment stopped in 1969, taking into account 
the service experience of the few that still remain and following the same 
principle as I have applied in the case of Second Grade Stenographers, I think 
these 30 men should also be placed on GS. 6. 

12.426 Then there are a few isolated posts. 

12.4'27 In the erstwhile Madras State, for work in connection with Dairy 
Co-operatives, there was a post called Dairy Assistant who is a diploma holder. 
With a view to provide a promotional post for him, a higher post designated 
Dairy Officer was created in this State. At present there is only one person 
holding the position of Dairy Assistant ond pending regular promotion he is 
reported to have been placed in independent charge of the promotional position 
of Dairy Officer. The department has informed me that with the retirement of 
this person, the cadre will come to an end. So, as a Dairy Assistant I allocate 
to him GS. 5 but in respect of the promotional post, GS. 8. 

12.428. There are two posts designated Lady Organisers which came from 
erstwhile Coorg State. The information furnished by the department discloses 
that they were doing the same work as that of Co-operative Inspectors. It is 
reported that the posts are now vacant and they are proposed to be abolished. 
If, however, the vacancies occurred subsequent to 1st January 1975, an 
allocation has to be made in respect of the same. I therefore allocate to these 
posts the same scale as the one allocated to Inspectors namely, GS. 6. 

12.429 There are 12 posts designated R. B. I. Supervisors. They originally 
formed part of the staff of the Industries Department which was dealing with 
Co-operatives of Weavers. When the said Co-operatives were transferred to 
the control of the Co-operation Department, the incumbents in the posts also 
got transferred to the same department. At the time they were so transferred, 
they were promoted as R.B.I. Supervisors in the Industries Department from 
the cadre of Weaving Demonstrators. In the Co-operation Department, 
however, they are doing work whic~ is ~imilar to_ that ofCo·?pe~ative Inspe?tor~. 
In the Industries Department, District. W eavmg Supe!VISO~ s post W~lCh IS 

promotional to Weaving Demons~rators lS a post to w_hiCh. dJrect recru~tment 
is required to be made from texttle graduates. The situatiOn therefore IS that 
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thrse 12 persons who are now functioning as R. B. I. Supervisors in the Co
op(·rntion Depatnwut hold a position to which there is no corresponding position 
in thL' Inrlustries Dt•plnhncnt. In this view, the most suitable action to be 
taken would bt> not to trPa.t thPse p ~rsons as dt"pntationists from the Industries 
Departnl\•nt but as rt'gularlv induett'd in the service of the Co-operation 
D.•partment. by one of th·~ ·known modes of recruitment viz. transfer and 
allocate to them a pay scale which is appropriate to the work they are doing 
in the Co-operation Departm~nt. That work as already indicated is of the 
same nature as that of a Co-opNative Impretor. I therefore allocate to them 
GS. 6. 

12.430 The other posts are common posts. 

l\IARKETING DEPARTMENT 

12.431 Till quite recently, this department was also administered by the 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies functioning ex-o.fficio as the Chief Marketing 
Officer. It has now been separated and constituted into an independent depart
ment. I am also informed that simultaneously with the extensive development 
activities undertaken in the field of agriculture and food production, the activities 
of this department also are exp~cted to be expanded. 

1:?.432 In view of the above, I classify this department as a heavy department. 
The Chief Marketing Officer is now an officer of the Indian Administrative Service 
on senior scale which may if exigencies of administration so require include I.A.S. 
selection grade also. · 

12.433 The Joint Marketing Officer is in t'ne position of a Joint Director of a 
heavy department. Hence, according to the general pattern I place him on GS. 
13. There is a post designated Economist which under existing hierarchical 
pattern is treated as on par with a Joint Director. Hence the said post also is 
placed GS. 13. · 

12.434 The next level corresponding to the level of a Deputy Director comprises 
the posts of Deputy Chief :Marketing Officer, Key Marketing Superintendents and 
Chief Auditors- All these will go on GS. 11. 

12.435 Posts of the level of Assistant Director are Senior Marketing Officer 
:\larketing Officer (Betelnut Grading), District Marketing Officers, Key Marketing 
Superintendents, Senior Market Superintendents and Special Auditors. All these 
will be placed on GS. 10. 

12.436 The next level corresponding to the position of a Ministerial Superinten
dents takes in the posts of District Auditor and Supervisory Officer. They will 
be placed on GS. 8. The departmental posts in the main stream corresponding to 
the position of a First Division Cleark are : Grading Assistants, Senior Marketing 
Ins~ectors, Senior Marketing Superintendents, Assistant Marketing Superintendent, 
Jumor Marketing Superintendent, Marketing Inspectors. They will all be placed 
on GS. 6. 

12.437 The Secretaries of Agricultural Produce Marketing Committees are 
departmental men appointed as such for effective exercise of statutory control. 
The position of the Secretary is placed by the department at four levels according 
to the level of responsibility related to the turnover and income of the different 
Marketing Committees. For the said purpose the department has indicated to me 
that the Marketing Committees are divided into four categories ; (1) Those with 
an income of more than Rs. 6 lakhs per year ; there are. it is said, 21 such 
Committees ; (2) Those with an income between Rs. 3-6 lakhs per year ; there 
are, it is stated, 13 such Committees ; (3) Those with an income between Rs. 1-3 
lakhs ; there are, it is said, 43 such Committees and (4) Those with an income 
below Rs. 1/- lakh per year ; there are, it is said, 26 such Committees. Consi
dering the weight of work and level of responsibility, I place the Secretary of the 
first category of Committees on GS. 11 ; the Secretary of the second category of 
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C_ommittees on GS. 10; the Secretary of the third catPgory of Committees on GS. 
8, and the. Secretary o~ the fourth ca~egory of Committees on GS. 6. In larger of 
the Committees, there IS also a practice of. appointing an Assistant Secretnry. I 
suggest a Secr~tary on GS. 11 may be given the assistance of an Assistant 
Sec!etary on either ~S. 10 or GS. 8, a Secretary on GS. 10 may be given the 
assJst.ance of an Assistant S.ecretary on either GS. 8 or GS. 6 and a Secretary on 
GS .. 8, should any such assistance at all be necessary for him, may be given the 
assistance of an Assistant Secretary on GS. 6. 

12.438 In the case of other categories, scales are allotted according to the 
general pattern. 

12.439 I would only add a few words about the situation likely to arise when 
the c?ntemplated extension of the activities of this department takes place. As 
m.entiOned in the course of the discussion in previous Chapters particularly Chapter 
~Ive, :"en and als? the earlier portions of thi~ ~hapter, the largest possible expan
SIOn will not reqmre more than four admmistrative levels at the top. If the 
work of the department should require the posting of an AdminiEtrative Officer 
at divisional level (corresponding roughly to the revenue divisions) all that ned 
be done is to increase the number of Joint Directors on GS. 13 : the increase in 
work will justify in that event the placing of officers on GS. 11 at district level 
and those on GS. 10 at either sub-division level or taluk level. So far as the 
ministerial or subordinate staff is concerned, there is no difficulty in increasing 
the number without increasing the levels or cadres. With the increase in the 
number of Marketing Committees, there would naturally be an increase in the 
number of Secretaries of appropriate level. Such a situation exists even at 
present because the number of Secretaries shown in the cadre strength is lower 
than the number of Marketing Committees of different categories furnished to 
me by the department. For the purpose of my present allocation, I am proceed
ing upon the basis of the existing pay scales applied to them. The additional 
number of posts that may be necessary in each level of 1\Iarketing Committees 
will have to be hereafter created and placed on appropriate pay scales. For 
example the number of Secretaries now placed on GS. 1 I are only 7 as shown in 
the cadrewise statement but the number of Marketing Committees with an 
income of more than Rs. 6 lakhs per year is said to be 21. I am allocating GS. 11 
only to the existing 7 posts. The additional posts necessary v·iz. 14 will have 
to be hereafter created and GS. 11 can be applied only to such persons as arc 
posted to the additional posts after the said posts have been created. 

DEPARTMENT OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

12.440 The head of this department viz. The Controller of Weights and 
Measures was a position held ex-officio by the Registrar of Co-operative Societies 
in his capacity as the Chief Marketing Officer. Now that Marketing has been 
separated into an independent department, I take it that the head of that depart
ment, the Chief Marketing Officer now functions as the e.c-o fficio Controller of 
Weights and Measures. 

12.441 The Joint Controller of this department is therefore placed on GS 13. 
The Deputy Controller is placed on GS. 11. Both the Senior Assistant Controller 
and the Assistant Controller are together placed on GS. 10. So far as the Senior 
Inspector and Inspectors are concerned, there is little or no difference between 
the nature of their work or extent of their activities or responsibilities. Regard 
being had for the qualifications prescribed for recruitment as Inspector, I consider 
that the fairest and most logical placement would be to allocate the same scale 
GS. 6 to both the Senior Inspector and Inspectors. 

12.442 There is a 1\faistry on Rs. 120-240 which cadre I am told is going to be 
abolished when the incumbent retires. There are 82 Manual Assistants of whom 
those who have passed S.S.L.C. examination are placed on Rs. 90-200 and those 
who have not done so on Rs. 80-145. The work done by all these is of the same 
nature. Those who have not passed S.S.L.C. are said to have put in a service of 
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up to 17 years. Considering these circumstances, I place the Maistry as well as 
all the 82 l\Ianual Assistants on GS. 4. 

12.443 The rest are common posts. 

INFORMATION AN.D PuBLICITY 

12.444 Having regard to the present extent of its activities and strength of 
staff, this department has to be classified as a medium sized department. Hence 
the Director has to be placed and is placed on GS. 13. There are at present two 
Joint Directors on the same salary scale as is applied to the Director but in the 
cadrewise statement these posts are shown as temporary posts. As I have already 
obsPrved, the second level in a medium sized department coulu only be a Deputy 
Director. I therefore place both these posts of Joint Directors and th!l three 
posts of Deputy Directors on the same scale appropriate to the said position 
namely, GS. ll. 

12.445 There are certain special features of this department which distinguish 
it from other regular administrative departments of the Government. In the 
first place, except perhaps at the very top levels of Director and Deputy Director, 
there is scarcely any such function as may be clearly and logically looked upon 
as administrative supervision. The activities of the department are mostly either 
journalistic or artistic or cultural in their character, in respect of which the 
several categories of functioaaries function almost as independent functionaries 
within their field of activity ; at the highest it may be said that in a group one 
or two persons may operate as co-ordinators more on account of personal qualities 
or capabilities than on the basis of any superiority attributable to the relative 
position of cadres. The second feature is that more than half the levels counting 
from the top are filled by promotion and at the entry level the educational quali· 
fications prescribed are not very high. It is perhaps inherent in the nature of the 
work that the competence to perform it efficiently is attributable more to personal 
talent than to any degree or diploma secured by the individual concerned. It is 
perhaps for the same reason that almost every prescription of qualification includes 
stipulation of a certain period of experience in the type of work expected of the 
recruit in the cadre to which he is being recruited. These circumstances, make 
it difficult to fit the different levels of cadres in this department into the regular 
levels based on weight of responsibility, nature of work and qualifications as in 
the case of other regular administrative departments. The safest course, there
fore, would be to start at the bottom of each stream, examine the qualifications 
and nature of work and then proceed upwards along the promotional ladders. 

12.446 In the main stream which may be broadly described as general admini
strative stream headed by the Director and Deputy Directors already referred to, 
the bottom or entry levels are District Publicity Officer/Publicity Assistant; 
Information Assistant with the next promotional cadre of District Information 
and Publicity Officer. Although one is described as promotional to the other, the 
qualification for direct recruitment in both the cases is a degree in journalism plus 
some experience, the length of which is two years for the lower cadre and three 
years for the higher cadre. Considering in addition to the degree the experience 
and special nature of the work, I consider the most appropriate scale for the lowest 
cadre of District Publicity Officer to beGS 7 and allocate the same to it. The next 
higher cadre of District Information and Publicity Officer, is therefore placed on 
GS.S. Out of the 19 such District Information and Publicity Officers, four at 
divisional headquarters of Bangalore, Mysore, Belgaum and Gulbarga are placed 
at a step higher than the other district Officers. From the general nature of the 
work turned out by them or expected of them I am unable to find any difference 
between the two. It is, however, stated in the job description forms that the 
four officers at divisional headquarters are expected to co·ordinate the work of 
the department in the districts forming part of the division and also attend certain 
meetings held at divisional headquarters. The cadre equated to that of District 
lnform'ation and Publicity Officers is that of Assistant Directors and the cadre 
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equated to such. officers at divisional headquarters is designated Senior Assistant 
D1rec_tor. Havmg regard to the existing relativities in the department which, I 
take 1_t, ~re ba(Jked ~Y. t~e departmental experience and a certain degree of 
supenonty at the _dlvlsiOnal headquarters, I place the Senior Assi8tant Director 
and the four Distnct _Information:and Publicity Officers at divisional headquarters 
on GS-10 and the Assistant Director· together with the District Information 
and Publicity Officers at other district headquarters on GS.8. 

12.447 I have already referred to the fact that the position of Information 
Assistant is the same as that of the District Publicity Officer/Publicity Assistant. 
Some of such Information Assistants work at the State Information Centres at 
Mangalore, Hubli and Mysore and certain others at New Delhi. They are placed 
on GS. 7. on par with the District Publicity Assistant. Correspvnding to' the next 
higher post of District Information and Publicity Officer/Assistant Director, we 
have a post called Assistant Director at the State Information Centres at Manga
lore, Hubli and Mysore and a post designated Assistant Information Officer at 
the State Information Centre at New Delhi. Both these I place on GS.8 which 
is the scale allocated to the Assistant Director and District Information and 
Publicity Officer. Corresponding to the Senior A8sistant Director there is an 
officer designated Information Officer. He will be placed on the scale already 
allotted to Senior Assistant Director namely GS. 10· 

12.448 The next stream for consideration is the one dealing with publications. 
At the bottom we have the Translator-cum-Proof Reader, Assistant Editor and a 
Kannada Reporter-cum-Sub Editor (which post I am told is being abolished). 
They are all Graduates with some experience and there is no noticeable difference 
in their work nor is it possible to place it on par with the work of the Sub 
Editor and Editor who are above them. I therefore place the Translator-cum· 
Proof Reader, Assistant Editor, Kannada Reporter-cum-Sub Editor on GS-6, the 
Sub Editor on GS.8 and the Editor (of Janapada; Pancbayat Raj) on GS.10. 

12.449 · In the Commercial publicity stream, we have an Artist at the bottom 
whose qualification is a diploma in fine arts which is a five years' course after 
S.S.L.C. I place him as well as another Artist designated as Artist Senior on GS-6. 
The Commercial Publicity Officer who is now placed on par with Senior Assistant 
Director i~ placed on GS.IO; 

12.450 In the Song and Drama stream, the Drama Artist is an S. S. L. C. 
with 3 years' experience and he is placed on GS.5, the Assistant Producer and 
Script Writer who are both graduates with experience on GS.8 and the Song and 
Drama Officer (who is on par with the Senior Assistant Director) on GS. 10. 

12.451 In the Rural Broadcasting stream, the Radio Engineer is placed on 
GS.10, Assistant Radio Engineer, Chief Organiser Radio Rural Forum and the 
Technical Assistant on GS.8, Radio Supervisor on GS.5, Radio Mechanic on 
GS.4, Mechanical Assistant on GS.3 and the Battery Peon on GS.l. 

12.45..: In the Audio Visual stream, the Assistant Director (A.V.) is placed on 
GS-8, Projectionist-cum-Technician on GS.5, Projectionist and Cine Operator on 
GS.3. With reference to the last post, it should be mentioned that the Operator's 
certificate course is a post-middle school course and not a post-S.S.L.C. course 
as the rules seem to suggest. 

12.453 While dealing with the Photo and Filma stream, it must be pointed 
out that there is no separate educational course for still photography but only 
a post-S. S. L. C. three years' diploma in Cinematography. So, in the case 
of still Photographers, the competence is measured by their technical proficiency 
plus whatever educational qualification might have been prescribed as necessary. 
Bearing this in mind and considering the nature of the work, the Photo and 
Films Officer and Assistant Producer (Photo and Films) are both placed on 
GS-10, Photographer and Technical Store Keeper on GS. 5, Process-cum-Retouch-
ing Assistant on GS. 4 and the Process Attender on GS.2. · 
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12.454 There is a Chief Reporter which is a p~st promot!onal. to a Steno~rapher. 
There is another post designat~d Research Ass.Istant whiCh IS promotiOnal to 
Publicity Assistant. Considermg the l'romotwnal level, I place both of them 
on US. 8. 

12.455 Other common or ministerial posts do not call for any special mention. 

FILM UNIT 

12.456 The separate existence of this unit was recommended against by the 
preyious Pay Commission. I w~s als_o giv.en to understand _during discus~i?ns 
with the Home Secretary deahng w1th this department that In all probabthty 
the unit will be merged with the Information and Publicity Department. Even 
otherwise, the only post that requires mention is that of the Director, the 
rest of the posts being mere ministerial posts. I am placing that post on par 
with the Deputy Director of the Information and Publicity Department and 
allocate GS.JI to it. 

DEPARTMENT OF TouRISM 

12.457 This is a medium sized department. Hence, the Director is placed on 
GS. 13 and the Deputy Director on GS. II. Of the remaining two cadres 
peculiar to this department, the lower cadre of Assistant Tourist Officer/ 
Tourist Assistant is to be filled by direct recruitment of graduates in history 
with certain special knowledge, although there are no regular rules for recruit
ment. I allocate GS. 6 to it. The next higher cadre is the promotional cadre 
of Tourist Development Officer /Tourist Officer. I Place it on GS. 8. 

12.458 The rest of the posts"' do not call for any special mention except one 
namely that of Projectionist. This post is on par with a similar post in the 
department of Information and Publicity. It is therefore placed on the same 
scale namely, GS. 3· 

SociAL WELFARE 

12.459 This is a heavy department. The Director is an I. A. S. officer on 
senior scale. Two posts of Joint Directors were created on 13th August 1975, 
one to be in charge of Economic Schemes and the other to be in charge of 
other Social Welfare Schemes. They will be placed on GS. 13. The 
Deputy Directors and Administrator of Landless People Project who is of the 
level of a Deputy Director will be placed on GS. 11. The Assistant Directors 
and the following posts which are of the same level viz., Special Officer for 
Scheduled and other Tribes, Deputy Administrator of Landless People Project 
District Social Welfare Officer will be placed on GS. 10. The Assistant Administ
rator, Landless People Project who is of the level of a ministerial superintendent 
will be placed on GS. 8. The Inspecting Assistant is a post interchangeable 
with a ministerial superintendent and is thus placed on GS. 8. The Tribal 
Welfare Inspector as well as Social Welfare Inspectors are posts interchangeable 
with that of a first division clerk. So they are placed on GS. 6. 

12.460 Then there are certain Institutions or Centres run by the department. 
The first among them are two occupational Institutes for Women, one at 
Gauribidanur and the other at Bijapur. The Principal of each of these is a post-· 
graduate in Home Science and also looks after the attached hostel. The 
appropriate scale for them is GS. 10 and I allocate the same to them. Under 
the Principal there is a Chieflnstructor/Instructress in Stenography, Instructor/ 
Instructress in tailoring and Assistant Instructor/Instructress in Stenography. 
The last mentioned two are post S. S. L. C. diploma holders. They are placed on 
GS. 5· The Chief Instructor/Instructress will be placed on GS. 7. 

12.461 The next set of Institutions are Women Welfare Centres. The staff 
pattern here consists of alSenior Women Welfare Organiser at district level, Women 
Welfare Organiser in mofussil centres and a conductress. So far as the first two 
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are concerned, the department has made it clear that the job responsibilities 
?.f both are the same al!d that 20 posts of Senior Women Organisers are created 
JUst. to ~reate promotiOnal ave~ue to the Woman Welfare Organisers'. The 

guahficatwns also are the same vtz., S. S. L. C. plus a Diploma in tailoring which 
Is. a 10 months' course. So both of them are placed on GS. 4, and the Conductress 
will go on GS.l. 

12,.462. The Tailoring Tarining Centres also have an Instructress with the same 
quahficatwns as above. She will also be placed on GS. 4. 

12.463 At the Tailoring Production Centres, besides an Instructress with the 
same qualification as above, there is a Chief Cutter and an Assistant Cutter. The 
lnst~uctr~ss will of course go on GS. 4 for the reasons already stated. The 
quahficatwn for both Chief Cutter and Assistant Cutter is a Junior Certificate but 
the ~hief Cutter's position is either promotional and in the event of direct 
recrmtment a longer period of experience viz., five years is prescribed. Hence 
the Assistant Cutter will be placed on GS.3 and Chief Cutter on GS. 4. 

12.464 There are 141 Ashram Schools at each of which there are n Teacher, a 
Cook and a Servant. The Teacher is of the standard of Primary School Teachers 
and is therefore placed on GS.4, Cook will go on GS.2 and Servant on GS.l. 

12.465 There are two types of Craft Centres, one dealing with Coir work and 
the other with Lacquer work. The Instructors at those Centres are S.S.L.C. with 
Diploma in their respective Crafts. They are placed on GS.5. 

12.466 The Instructor in Bamboo and Rattan Craft is not a post S.S.L.C. 
diploma holder and appears to be only a junior certificate holder. It is, not, 
therefore, possible to act upon the suggestions of the department that he should 
be placed on par with other Instructors. I place this Instructor on GS.3 which 
is appropriate to his qualification and work. The Instructor in Carpentry is now 
on a fixed salary of Rs. 80/-. As I have done in the case of similar posts in 
other departments, I make no allocation regarding this post. 

12.467 Then there are the Hostels. Apart from the ministerial subordinate 
staff which do not require any discussion, we have a Junior Hostel Superinten
dent and a Senior Hostel Superintedent also called Senior Warden. The rules, 
however, provide only for the Junior Hostel Superintendent whose qualifications 
are VII standard or experience or S.S.L.C. with a Teacher's certificate. The 
Department informs me that because these Superintendents are expected to 
impart some instructions also, the Policy has been to recruit only S.S.L.C. with 
Teacher's Certificate. The so called Senior Wardens is a position not known to 
the Recruitment Rules. But it has been vaguely mentioned that the same is 
promotional to the cadre of Hostel Superintendents. In view of the fact that 
there is no difference in the nature of work turned out by them I place both of 
them on GS.4. There are, however, 39 posts of Senior Wardens of Hostels who 
are trained graduates (BA., BEd.) and are expected to coach the inmates of the 
Hostels for taking the S.S.L.C. examination. Those 39 will be placed on 
GS.7. 

12.468 Other posts do not require any special mention or discuRsion except 
two posts of Bee-men. A-ccording to the information furnished, one of them is 
clearly an S.S.L.C. with training in Bee Keepi~g; ~s to the ot~er answers are 
conflicting but it is clear that he also has had trammg m Bee-Keepmg. They are 
both expected to work in tribal areas and guide the tribals in adopting more 
modern methods of Bee-Keeping and honey collection. The department says 
that it is proposed to amend the rules by prescribing minim~m qualification 
of S.S.L.C. and training in Bee-Keeping to be taken at the Industries Departmen.t. 
Considering these circumstances, I place these two Bee-men on GS.4 as done m 
the Industries Department. 
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WOMEN AND CHILDREN'S WELFARE 

12.469 This is a new name given to the previou~ly existing. department called 
Probation and Aftercare Services. Before the settmg up of this department, the 
old department was directed by the Director ~f Social Welfare Department 
functioning as ex-officio Chief Inspector of Certified Schools also. ~t p~esent, 
a separate Director is appointed to the new department. The !!aid Duec~or 
is an I. AS. officer on senior scale. The department both from the pomt 
of view of its objectives and the extent of its activities must be regarded as a 
heavy department. So in the event of an officer of the State Services being 
a£pointed as pirector, he will b~ placed on GS.l4. The~e are two Deput_y 
Duectors, one 111 charge ·of Women s Welfare and the other m charge of w~at IS 

called Social Defence. Both of them will be placed on GS.11. The Assistant 
Directors as well as the Special Officer, Special Nutrition Programme will be 
placed on GS.I 0. 

12.470 As already stated, the work of this department is of great value to the 
society because it is specially required to look after the welfare of juvenile 
offenders and victims of social evils like prostitutiQn. Recently, the teaching 
institutions specially set up for the benefit of physically handicapped run by the 
Department of Public Inst-ruction have been made over to this department. 

12.471 In relation to the principal work of this department, the key positions 
are those of Probation Officers. According to the Recruitment Rules promul
gated in 1966 there are only two grades of Probation Officers, Grade I and Grade 
II. But an additional intermediate grade not governed by the rules now exists 
in this department. The First Grade Probation Officers (both men and women) 
are now on the present scale of Rs. 275-550. Those of the second grade are on 
the present scale of Rs. 175-450. The Intermediate Grade or position is given the 
present scale of Rs. 200-450. From the disposition of staff in the department, I 
find that Grade I Probation Officers are placed in charge of larger institutions 
like Certified Schools in places like Bellary, Shimoga etc., and State Homes at 
places like Mysore, Bellary, Hubli, Gulbarga and Mangalore. Grade II Probation 
Officers are generally in charge of Remand Homes, District Shelters, Reception 
Centres etc., and also function as second line men in larger Institutions in which 
case they are some times called Case Workers. The officers in the Intermediate 
Grade are found to be placed in charge of 8 Certified Schools, those at Bangalore, 
:Mysore, Davanagere, Gulbarga, Bagalkot, Hassan, Khanapur and Hubli. They 
also work as Assistant Inspectors of Certified Schools and Inspector of Special 
Nutrition Programme. 

12.472 For the Probation Officer in First Grade qualifications prescribed for 
direct recruitment are a degree plus a two years' post-graduate Diploma Course 
(since called a Degree Course in some places) in Social Sciences, Criminology or 
Social Correctional Administration. But for the direct recruitment to the Second 
Grade, only a degree is prescribed, with preference expreased in favour of the 
said post-graduate course. I am informed, however, that even the Second Grade 
Officers are required to take these courses after entry into service and may be 
sent to Institutions outside the State. At present, however, these courses of 
study are available at both Bangalore and Karnatak Universities. I have no 
doubt that the department will take advantage of the same. 

12.473 In my opinion, the nature of the work of this class of officers is such 
that it cannot be satisfactorily or efficiently carried out by the holder of an 
ordinary general degree. The a hove mentioned post-graduate course in subjects 
specially relevant to the work of this department viz., Criminology, Special 
Correctional Administration, Psychology etc., is quite essential. Hence it is my 
suggestion that even at the entry level of Second Grade Probation Officers, these 
poste-graduate qualifications must be prescribed and those in service who do not 
po8sess this qualification must be required to acquire the same within a reasonable 
period as there is already a programme of sending persons in service for such 
special courses. I do not think i.t will be difficult to comply with this suggestion. 
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I would !l'lso add ~hat the department itself should institute a special training 
~~urpe tu:?tly onented to ~he special problems met with in this State even after 

e ro a 10n Officers acqmre the post-graduate course or in addition to the same. 

~2.474 It is against this background of special nature of the work and diffi
cu ~y attendant on it and the suggestion of specially strengthening the qualifi-
catwns and courses of traiJ1ing that I proceed to allocate scales of pay to 
these posts. · 

12.4~5 [t appears to me that from the point of view of administrative 
?onvemence no advantage is gained by creating the intermediate grade which 
m the absence of regular rules is now said to be filled by promotion from Grade 
II Officer.s. I, ther.efore, ~malgamate the regular Grade II Cadre and this 
In~e:me~1ate Cadre mt.? a smgle cadre and allocate to it GS. 9, which in my 
opmwn, 1s the appropnate scale for the same. The promotional post of Grade 
I Probation Officer will, therefore, carry GS. 10. 

12.476 In the next cadres of this stream we have Deputy Superintendents who 
are .eguivalent to First Division Clerks and below them a category comprising the 
pos1t10ns of House Father, House Mother, Matrons and Assistant Matrons. 
Recruitment to the latter category is from holders of S.S.L.C. with knowledge of 
such. subject as nursing, tailoring, embroidery etc. They are also responsible for 
lookmg after the inmates of these institutions. Considering the qualifications 
and the nature of their work, I place them on GS. 4. The Deputy Superintendents 
which is promotional to the said category will be placed on GS. 6. 

12.477 At the Industrial and Agricultural Settlement at Bijapur and at the 
Certified School at Bellary there is a post of J amedar or Chief Guard. These 
posts came to the department from the erstwhile States of Bombay and Madras. 

· But [ am informed that the department, far from entertaining any idea of 
abolishing the same, has an intention of having these posts or posts similar to the 
same in larger institutions. There are in this State posts of Havaldar and Super
visors which from the point of view of work they perform are scarcely distin
guishable from that of Jamedar or Chief Guard. I therefore place all these on 
GS. 3. The lowest category of Guards, Caretakers, Gateman and Attenders will 
be placed on GS. 2. 

12.478 Another stream of cadres in this department is found in the teaching 
institutions run by it. Instruction is imparted in these teaching institutions both 
general up to Primary School standard as well as in Crafts. These institutions 
are attached to Certified Schools and State Homes. In the academic or general 
branch we have Teachers and Head Mas.ters. Teachers are now placed on the 
same scales as those applied to Primary School Teachers. I place all of them on 
the same scale as I have applied to other Primary School Teachers viz. GS. 4. 
The Head Masters in my opinion cannot be of a level higher than that of Head 
Masters of Primary Schools, a new cadre the creation of which I have already 
recommended. Without any rules specially applicable to the position of Head 
Master the department has been recruiting persons with B.A., and B.Ed. degrees 
and in one of the Job Description Forms an opinion is expressed that rules when 
framed should prescribe these qualifications as compulsory. I am unable to 
appreciate the necessity for any such qualification which is appropriate only to a 
High School. The schools run by the Department are clearly and admittedly 
schools of Primary School standard. Hence, the positions of the Head Master 
should be equated to that of a Head Master of a Primary School. I, therefore, 
allocate to this post the scale I have suggested for such Head Master viz., GS. 6. 

12.479 In the Craft Section, we have an Assistant Instructor who is a Junior 
Certificate holder and Instructor who is a Senior Certificate holder and a Chief 
instructor placed in charge of an Institution without there being any rules 
in regard to it. On the basis of the qualifications I allocate GS. 3 to ~he 
Assistant Instructor and GS. 4 to the Instructor. Though there are no spec1fic 
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rules in regard to the position· o! th~ Chief Instructor,. ta~ini into a~count 
that he exerrisrs some supervisiOn Ill respect of the mst1tut10n at wh1ch he 
works, I place him on GS. 5. 

12.480 There is an isolated post designated as Psychiatric and Social 
Worker in the staff of the Certified School at Bangalore. At present the post 
is vacant. In the propos<'d Recruitment Rules, the suggestion is that the said 
post is <'ither promotional to the Probation Officer Grade II with ~ post-graduate 
qualification mentionrd above or that in the eyent of direct recruitiD:ent .the 
recruit must have a general degree plus the sa1d post graduate quahficatwn. 
If these qualifications are insisted upon and prescribed as I expect, the appro
priate scale for this post ·would be GS. 9. 

12.481 The Institutions transferred from the Department of Public Instruc
tion to this department on 1-4-1974 are the schools for the blind and the deaf 
at Mysore, Gulbarga and Hubli. The schools in l\1ysore and Gulbarga impart 
general instruction also and have a teaching staff on the pattern of High 
Schools. · But the School at Hu bli is only a Craft School. The Superintendent 
of the Hubli School is, therefore, placed on GS. 6 and the Superintendent of 
other schools is placed on par with Head Masters of a. High School and therefore 
allocated GS. 10. The scales to the other teaching staff are allocated on the 
pattern adopted in the Department of Public Instruction. Special mention has, 
however, to be made of three posts viz. Braille Teachers, Braille Compositors, and 
Braille Proof Reader and Transcriber. In the case of Braille 'reachers a post 
)liddle School Certificate in Braille is required. But for a. Compositor such a 
certificate even with a. lower general education is considered sufficient. I, there
fore, place the Compositor on GS. 3 and Teacher on GS. 4. Regarding the Proof 
Reader and Transcriber, they are interchangeable with the graduate assistants 
and therefore placed on GS. 7. 

12.!82 Another special post to be mentioned is that of a Speech Pathologist 
and Audiologist. There are no rules regarding this post. But the recruitment 
has been of a. M.Sc. in Speech and Hearing. Considering the qualification, I place 
him on GS. 9. 

SuRVEY AND SETTLEMENT 

12.483 This IS a heavy department and the post of Director is filled by an 
LA.S. Officer on senior scale. The staff pattern is well set. The Joint 
Director will go on GS. 13. The Technical AsRistants to the Director, Survey 
Officer, C. T .S. Bangalore and Principal of the Survey and Settlement Training 
Institute at Mysore are all posts of the level of the Deputy Director. They 
are, therefore, placed on GS. 11. The Superintendent of Land Records is in 
charge of at least two districts excepting in Bangalore where he controls three 
districts. Considering his work and the extent of the territory he controls, I 
think he should also be regarded as of the same level as a Deputy Director. I 
therefore place him also on GS. 11. The Headquarters Assistant is a. post filled 
by deputation from K.A.S. Class I Junior Scale Officer. Accordingly, it will be 
placed on GS. 11. The Assistant Superintendent of Land Records is in charge of 
a revenue sub-division. He is of the level of Assistant Director and therefore will 
be placed on GS. 10. The Sub-Assistant Superintendent is the seniormost 
ministerial officer in the office of the Assistant Superintendent and deputises for 
him during his absence and controls and supervises the work of the entire staff. 
At offices in higher level he functions as the head of a section. He is t.herefore 
placed on GS. 8. The Head Supervisors who work in City Survey are of the same 
level and will therefore be placed on GS. 8. Supervisors and Mapping Supervisors 
are also placed on GS. 8. The former controls the work of ten Surveyors 
in the field. There are three Mapping Supervisors who among themselves 
control the work {Jf 40 Mappers and Assistant Mappers. The fact that the Sub 
Assistant Superintendent also reviews the work of a Supervisor need not in my 
opinion make any difference to the allocation because such supervision must be 
regarded as on behalf of the Assistant Supe1intendent himself. 
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. l2.4B4 .. F:irst Division Surve,rors, First Division Mappers are all equivalents of 
Fust DIVISIOn Clerks .ai_l~ Will therefore be placed on GS. 6. Second Division 
Surve~ors and Second DIVISion Mappers are equivalents of Second Division Clerks 
and Will therefo1e be placed on GS. 4. 

12.485 In the Litho Press there are two Head Pressmen and under them 12 
Wheelers and Stone Polishers. The latter post is said to be promotional to that 
of a Peon but is now on the same scale as that of a Peon. I place the Wheelers 
and Stone Polisheis on GS. 2 and the Head Pressman on GS. 3. 

12.486 At the Tr~ining Institute at l\Iysore the Principal as already stated will 
be on GS. 11. There ~s an Instruct~r and an Assistant Instructor which posts are 
now filled by deputatiOn of a Supermtendent of Land Records and an Assistant 
Superintendent respectively. I have already placed the Superintendent on GS. 11. 
From the point of view of imparting instructions to the Second Division Surveyors 
who are the principal class required to undergo training at this institute, it 
appears to me one level of Instructors manned by Asoistant Superintendents on 
deputation might be sufficient. In that event there will be only two levels at the 
Institute viz. the Principal on GS. 11 and the Instructors on GS. lO. 

12.487 Bandh Peons who are now on the lowest scale represented before me 
that there is something about their work which is superior to that of a Peon and 
that they should be placed on the next higher scale. The information gathered 
by me during discussions with the departmental officers does not justify this 
claim. I therefore place the Bandh Peons on GS.l. 

12.488 The rest of the posts are common. 

REGISTRATION AND STAMPS 

12.489 The post of the head of this department designated Inspector General 
of Hegistration and Commissioner of Stamps is filled ex-officio by the Director of 
Survey, Settlement and Land Records. The functions of the Registrars at the 
District are discharged by the Deputy Commissioners of the district. The 
Inspector of Stamps is a post filled by deputat.ion of Assistant Commissioners. 
It is therefore placed on GS.ll. T'wo Headquarters Assistants to the Head of 
the Department (one of them called Additional) are promotional to the Head
quarters Assistants at district level. At the district level there are at present 
two grades, five persons of higher grade functioning at 5 districts regarded as 
heavy districts and 14 in the second grade in the remaining 14 districts. On an 
examination of the work at the districts, I am unable to see any ground for 
making this distinction. I therefore place the Headquarters Assistants at district 
level on GS.10 and the Headquarters Assistants to the Head of the Department 
on GS.11. r / 

12.490 As in the case of the Headquarters Assistants, so in the case of the Sub 
Registrars who are now divided into three ~ateg?ries, the first function}ng. at 
district headquarters, the second and the thud m other offices, an exammat10n 
and aesessment of the work and responsibility furnishes no ground for making this 
distinction. I therefore place all of them on GS.8. 

12.491 The rest are common posts. 

ENDOWMENTS 

12.492 This is a medium sized department. The head of the department is 
designated Commissioner for Religious and Ch.aritable. ~ndow.ments .. Though ~he 
post is now occupied by an officer of the Indmn Admmistrative Servwe on semor 
scale the post is not encadred in the I.A.S. quota. I therefore allocat.e GS.13 to 
the post of the head of the departl~e~t. The. Headqu~r~ers Assistant ~o the 
Commissioner the Assistant CommiSSioner, Hmdu Rehg10us and Char1table 
Endowments ~t Mangalore, Kollegal and Bellary and the Secretary of the S~i Yedi
yur Siddalingeshwara Swamy Temple are posts of the level of a Deputy Director· 
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They are placed on GS. 11. The following posts ~hich ar~ of the level of ~ssistant 
Director are placed on GS.IO, viz., (1) SpeCial Tahs1ldar for Muzrai ~o.rk, 
Corporation Area, Bangalore, (2) Gazetted Manager, Karn~taka State Chanties, 
Tirumala, (3) l\Iuzrai Assistant to the Deputy Commissioner, Bangalore and 
l\Iysore, (4) Executive Officer of the Malai 1\Iahadeshwara Temple at Kollegal, 
(5) Executive Officer of Sri Srikanteshwara Temple at Nanjangud. 

12.493 The First Grade Inspector, Travelling Auditor, Receptionist and 
Peshkar are equivalents of First Division Clerk and are therefore placed on GS.6. 
The same designations in Grade II are equivalents of Second Division Clerks and 
are therefore placed on GS.4. 

12.494 The posts of Charity Commissioner and Assistant Charity Commissioner 
are filled by deputation of a District Judge and Civil Judge respectively. They 
will, of course, carry their salaries. 

12.495 At Mysore there is the Maharaja's Sanskrit College, the Agama Section 
of which is under the control of this department. Having regard for the qualifica
tions and the subjects in which instruction is imparted, the Professor is placed on 
GS.12 and the Assistant Profe~sor on GS.11. 

12.496 At Melkote there is a Sanskrit College where there are four grades of 
teachers-Senior Pandits, other Pandits, Prabhandha Teachers and English 
Teachers. Although there are four categories, the qualification prescribed for 
them are all equivalents of an M.A. degree. I see therefore no reason to make any 
distinction between one category of teachers and another category of teachers. 
The status or level of the College, however, does not appear to be higher than 
that of a Junior College. I therefore place all these categories of teachers whose 
qualifications, are of the standard of an M.A. degree on GS.10. There is no post of 
a Principal at present, but the seniormost Pandit is asked to function as the 
Principal and is being paid some additional pay or allowance. The correct thing 
in my opinion is to have a separate cadre of Principal. When the same is done, 
the Principal should be placed on GS .11. If, however, only a Pandit is asked to 
work as Principal, there cannot be any change in the scale. 

12.497 At the office of the Commissioner, there is a Senior Agama Pandit and 
a Junior Agama Pandit who are expected to tender advice on matters governed by 
Agama Shastras. The entry level is that of the Junior Pandit, the senior being 
promotional to the same. As these do not do any teaching work, the Junior 
Pandit will be placed on the appropriate entry scale of GS.9. The promotional 
post will carry GS.IO. 

12.498 The rest of the posts are common categories. 

ARCHAEOLOGY AND MUSEUMS 

12.499 This is a medium sized department. The Director is therefore placed 
on GS.13. The Assistant to the Director and Assistant Engineer are placed on 
GS.10. The Registration Officer functions under the Antiquities and Art Treasures 
Act of 1972 and is in charge of two districts. He is therefore placed on GS.IO. 

12.500 There are the following posts which are either not covered by existing 
rules or the recruitment to which under the existing rules is from graduates with 
certain specified experience. In the draft rules now proposed, a Master's degree 
with Ancient Indian History, Indo logy etc., as special subjects are proposed to be 
prescribed. I have no doubt that the proposal for prescribing such higher quali
fications of a master's degree standard and special niformation in Ancient Indian 
History, Indology etc., is quite essential for efficient working in these posts. On 
that basis, the proper scale for these posts would be GS.9. The question then arises 
what should be done with respect to the existing incumbents in these posts. On exa
mining their job description forms, I find that excepting the Epigraphist who has 
put in seven years service, rest of them have put in service of ten years or much 
more. One post of Research Assistant is vacant and also one post of Technical 
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Assistant is vacant. The other posts which are now occupied nre: Con.qcrvntion 
Assistant, Archaeological Assistant, two categories of Cur<l tors and Surveyor. 
Considering the length of service, I am of opinion tltnt though the qnalific,ttions 
on which they hnrl been originally recrnitP.rl were lower than :\lnster'H degree 
standard, they m<ty also be fairly plac<'d on GS.9. I therefore place :•ll these poBts 
on GS. 9 with the specioc suggestion that recruitmr·nt to vacant posts should be 
only of post grndut\tes. 

12.501 The A1 tist ns well ns the Dranghtsman ;ue required to h.1ve a post 
S.S.L.C. diploma in Fine Arts or diploma in Drawing and Pninting which conl<l 
be fairly placed within Group VI of the qualifications. I therefore place th<'nl on 
GS.6. 

!:.!.502 The l<'ilm Operator, the Film Photographers Grade I and ll :ll"e placed 
on GS.5. The Assist:mt Photographer as wdl as the Carpenter will go on G~.!l. 

12.()03 The Ch•·mical Assistant, Guide Instructor, Uallery Assist:~nt, Guide 
Lecturer, Assistant Curator who arc all graduates will go on US.Ii. Explorer and 
Mechanic who are S.S.L.C·'s with some period of exp<'rience ar<' pl:~ced on GS.4. 

12.504 Butler is placed on GS.2. 

12.505 The other posts are common posts. 

ARCHIVES 

12.506 This is a new department and when started the head of it was designa
ted Special Officer and was appointed on contract ba~is on a consolidated pay. 
The various posts in the department were filled by deputation either from the 
Secretariat or from the Karnataka Administrative Service or from the Department 
of Collegiate Education. The Special Officer has made several proposals which have 
ultimat.ely taken the shape of draft rules of recruitment. On a study of those rules 
and the det;tiled information prepared and furnished by the Special Officer, the 
following allocation of scales is made: 

i2.507 I classify the department as a medium sized department. The head of 
the department will therefore be placed on GS.13. His deputy designated the 
Deputy Director will be phced on GS.11. 

12.508 Five streams of cadres can be identified in this departm<'nt viz., 
(1) Archivist (2) Heprographist (3) Library (4) Binrlny and (5) Hecords. 

12.509 According to the proposals. the post no1v called the D<'pnty 
Director will be the Head of the Archivists' ~tream under the Director. The post 
now designated Assistant Speci,,J Officl'r as well as another post designate-d 
Archivist will be the next ],vel. Thereafter there is to be an Assistant Archivist 
Grade I and II. lt appenrs to me, however, that two levds of Archivists arc 
sufficient for the work of tlw department, tlw two grad<'s of Assistmtt Archivist>! 
(togc•thn with the posts of Section Officers which is propoS<'d to bn convntcd 
into a pf'st of Assistnnt Archivist) b<·ing combiJwd into on<> grad<· of As-<istant 
Archivists which will bP the Pntry lc·vd nnd the two posts of Archivists mentio
ned abow constituting the next higher level. Thn qualificationR proposecl for thl' 
entry level which I think arc appropriate arP of the lcvl'l of a 1\Jastl'r's <lc•greP. 
Hence the !'ntry lPvel should be plact•d on GS. 9 and the promotional on (i::\.10. 
If direct recrnitm<'nt for the high"r level is al;o proposvd, I sug~··st th!\t thP 
qualification should not be the same as prescrib<·d for the l'ntry level hut must be' 
of a higher st«ndard whether by way of knowlNlge or special study or a ~<pecial 
course in Archives after taking the mastPr's degree. 

12.510 Tlw stream of R.l'prograpbists is really tlw stream of vhotograpberR 
with particular lmowl.,dge of photogr,1phy of records including mino filming. 
The lowest catPgory of Photo L<tboratory As~ist.cnt is rer1nire<l to IJ;lV<· pasoC'd 
S.S.L.C. and had exp<'riPncc• of at least 3 y<'ars in phot0grnpl1y. He will be 
placed on GS.4. The next higher post of Assistant Heprographist is one the 
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recruit to IYhich is required to have special knowledge in micro filming besidrs 
d I d t . I l"fi t" 1 of S S L C I therefore place photoomphy an genPra c uca .wna qua I ca JOI · · · · . d A . 

Limo~ GS.5. Then there arc two promotional posts propo~ed callc · ss1stant 
Rl·prographist Class Il and Rcprograpbist, the latter.bemg the head of the 
section. For these posts I allocate GS.S and GS.10 respccttvely. 

12.511 In the Library stream, there is a Library Assistant who i~ required to 
have a post graduate diploma in Library Science ~nd _the. nex~ promoti_o~al post of 
Librarian who is the head of the section who, unhke m bbranes contanung b~oks 
only, is also required to have a speciallmowledg? of _records and documentatiOn. 
I place the Library Assistant on GS. 7 and the L1brar1an on GS.10. 

12.512 In the Bindery there is a Binder Grade I and Binder Grade II: As in 
the case of the Printing Press, I_place_the~ on ~8.4. and GS.3 respectn:ely. A 
Foreman is proposed to be appomted m this sectiOn. At present there IS none. 
If and when that post is created, the same may be placed on GS.5. 

12.513 In the Records Section, there is an Assistant and a Senior _Assistant 
who are equivalents of the posts of same designation in the Srcretanat. They 
will both be placed on GS.6. 

12.514 As the department is at present manned by persons taken on 
deputation from other departments which admittedly and professedly _is a 
temporary arrangement pending the creation of. regular cadres as _afo.resaJd, I 
recommend that so long as the arrangement contmues, the deputatwmsts will 
carry the pay allocated to them in their respective parent departments. 

12.515 The other posts do not call for any discussion. 

DIRECTORATE OF LANGUAGES AND DEVELOPMENT OF KANNADA 

12.516 This is a medium sized departmeiJt. Hence, the Director will be 
placed on GS. 13 and the Deputy Director on GS. 11 and the Assistant Director 
on GS. 10. Research Officer, in my opinion, is of the same level as that of an 
Assistant Director. So he also will be placed on GS. 10. 

12.517 The next level of special cadres of this department consists of Senior 
Translators and Junior Translators. The Senior Translator in Kannada is 
required to be the holder of a master's degree with Kannada as special subject. 
But a single post of a Senior Translator in other languages, Hindi, Marathi, Tamil, 
Urdu and Telugu is only a promot,ional post. Junior Translators are ordinary 
degree holders. In the course of the discussions with the head of the department 
and the Secretary, the opinion expressed to me was that for efficient working of 
the department all Translators should be holders of master's degrees and that the 
rarlre of Junior Translators manned by holders of ordinary bachelor's degrees 
may be abolished. As a first step it was suggested that Junior Translators can 
be transferred to other departments to posts equivalent to those of First Division 
Clerks where they will have promotional chances, retaining only the experienced 
graduates in the single cadre of Translators to be continued in the department. 
I therefore place the Senior Translators on GS. 9 and Junior Translators with 
lo years service also on G.S. 9 and suggest that the remaining Junior Translators 
be placed on GS. 6 and transf!lrred to other departments. 

12.518 In the Government Printing Press there are two categories of 
Translators-Assistant Translators and Translators. Although in his answers to 
the questionnaire the Director of the Printing Press was averse to amalgamating 
the Translators at the Press with the main stream of Translators in the Directorate 
of Languages, he withdrew his objection in the course of the discussion and agreed 
that adding the Translators in the Press to the main stream of Translators in the 
Directorate of Launguages would be to the advantage of the Translators. I 
therefore place the Translators at the Press and Assistant Translators of I 0 years 
experience on GS. 9 and the remaining Assistant Translators on GS. 6 with the 
recommendation that they may be absorbed in equivalent cadres in the same or 
other departments. 
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12-519 Others are common categories. 

GAZETTEEH 

~2.520. This must be regarded as a unit. Hence the appropriate scale for the 
Chief Editor would be GS. 11. The Editor and Senior Editor may be torrether 
placed on GS. 10. The Investigator is a graduate who does plenty of spad; work 
m the matter of collecting information. He is therefore placed on GS. 8. 

12.521 The others are common categories. 

TEXT BooKs 

12.522 The Director of this department also deals with the State Education 
Research nureau in addition to work in connection with the preparation and 
publication of text books. I therefore classify this department as a heavy 
department. The Director will be placed on GS. 14, the Joint Director on GS. 13 
and the Deputy Directors on GS. 11. Text Books Officer, Senior Assistant 
Director (Art Section), Accounts Officer, Assistant Director, Assistant Superinten
dent (Technical) are all of the level of Assistant Directors. So, all these posts 
are placed on GS. 10. The Assistant Accounts Officer (Printers Costino) and 
Administrative Assistants are posts of the level of ministerial superinte~dent. 
They are placed on GS. 8. Academic Assistant is a post which can be filled by 
transfer of a graduate trained teacher from high school and the Librarian is a 
B. Lib. Sc. They are both placed on GS. 7· The Chief Cost Accountant and 
Senior Cost Accountant I find on an examination of their qualification and work 
are posts equivalent to those of a First Division Clerk. They are therefore placed 
on GS. 6. 

12.523 Other posts in the administrative branch do not call for any discussion. 

12-524 In the Industrial Branch, the staff is of the pattern of the Government 
Printing Press. Therefore, in allocating pay scales to them I have followed the 
same . pattern as has been applied to the Government Pre8s. Only one po!!t 
requires special mention. There is one Proof Reader now on Rs. 80-145 whereas 
the remaining 12 Proof Readers as in the case of the Government Press are ou 
Rs. !J0-200. The reason for making this distinction is not clearly ascert-ainable 
from the papers furnished to me. The job description form signed by this 
individual makes no mention of his educational qualifkttions nor the longth of 
his service. Indeed practically the entire form is left blank; the only portion 
filled is a brief description of his duties; his immediate supervisor bas not signed 
the form and the head of the department has simply affixed his signature without 
making any comment. I am unable therefore to place him on par with the other 
Proof Headers. There is therefore no alternative for me but to infer th<tt he does 
not pos3ess the minimum qualification necessary to occupy the post as a Proof 
Reader and that it is in recognition of this fact that the department itself ha~ 
placed him on a lower scale. I therefore allocate to him G1:\. 2. 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

12.525 Excluding the ministerial and common posts, the main stream of this 
department consists of the State Librarian, Deputy Librari:m or Chief Librarian, 
Head of a 'l'e•~hnical SectionjLecturer, Technical Assistant, Librarian and Library 
Assistant. The qualification . for di~ect. recrui~ment to t~e post of Library 
Assistant is a post P.U.C. certificate m L1brary SCience. For other posts a general 
degree and a post grad~ate library qu~lification is prescribed with different periods 
of experience stated w1th re~pect to d1ffcrent posts. 

12.526 I placed the Library Assistant on GS.6, the Librarian and Technical 
Assistant on GS.7, Head of the Technical Section/Lecturer on GS.B, Deputy 
Librarian/Chief Librarian on GS.10. and the State Librarian on GS.1l. 

1" 5•>7 The posts of Librarian taken over from the Public Library, Hassan 
whi~h the department equates to that of the Librarian of the department is placed 
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on GS.7· and Library Assist,mt similarly taken over who is equated to the post 
of the s,:me name in the department is placed on GS.6. 

12.528 The other posts do not call for any specific mention. 

STATE AccouJ.Ts DEPARfMENT 

12.529 This is a heavy dep<lrtment. Hence, the Controller of State Accounts 
who is the head of the department will be placed on GS.l4. 

12.5:;0 One special fen ture of this department is th<lt most of~he seni_or posts are 
utilised for deputation to other departments. Thus.. all t~e sJX Sem?r Dcput_y 
Controllers are on deputation to other departments hkc Public InstructiOn, Public 
Works, Health and Family Planning, Agriculture and also to otl1er than 
Government departments (described as foreign service) ; out of ~he 21 Deputy 
Controllers, only one works at the office and the rest are on deputat.Jon. OL1t of 84 
Assistant Controllers, only 17 are in the department. 

12.531 From what is stated above, it becomes clear that for the actual top 
administration of this department, one post of a Deputy Contro~ler at headquart~rs 
is considered adequate. I find it therefore difficult to accept e1ther the suggestiOn 
that it is neces~ary to have two categories of Deputy Controller~, few of ,th~m 
on a hi<>her scale and the rest on a lower scale or the suggestiOn that Senwr 
Deputy" Controllers may be regarded as of the same level as Joint Directors of a 
heavy department. 

12.532 On an examination of the work and responsibilities it appears to me 
that both the Senior Deputy Controller as well as the Deputy Controller are 
of the same level as Deputy Directors of Departments. I therefore place them 
on GS.1l. 

12.533 Assistant Controllers on the pattern of other departments are placed 
on GS.lO and the Accounts Superintendents will go on GS.S. 

12.534 The rest of the posts in this department are common categories and do 
not call for discussion. There is, however, one matter on which I wish to record my 
views for the bt•nefit of the government because of the proposal now under active 
contemplation both of the Central Government and the State Governments of 
relieving the Accountant General of the work of accounts and transferring the 
sam.· to the State Accounts Department. 

12.535 Among the Assistnnt Controllers, 9 are in charge of 9 circles of the 
State each circle comprising about two districts. Each of these such Assistant 
Controllers in charge of a circle is in charge of local funds audit and has under 
him 4-6 S~perintendents and 20-30 ministerial staff. Considering the fact that 
the operatwns conducted by this officer are in one sense key operations of the 
department and also considering the importance of this level, the government 
may examine the desirability of upgrading these 9 posts to the level of Deputy 
Controllns and in the course of restructuring and expansion of the department 
in the wake of the further responsibilities sought to be transferred to it as stated 
above, there will be scope for expanding the cadre of Deputy Controllers and also 
for deploying Assistant Controllers not only at office level but also at field level 
to be in charge of portions of circles like a district, which will be good training 
ground before deputing them to other departments. 

TR!i:ASURIES 

12.536 This is also a heavy department. Hence, the Director of Treasuries 
will be placed on GS.14. The Deputy Director of Treasuries as well as the Treasury 
O~cer at the State Huzur Treasury are now regarded as of the level of Deputy 
Directors. I place them on GS.ll. I am also of the opinion that the District 
Treasury Officers who are now placed at a step below the last mentioned officers 
should also having regard for their work and responsibility be placed on par with 
the Deputy Directors. Hence, I place the District Treasury Officers also on GS.ll. 
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12.537 ~ssistant Direc~or of Treasuries and Superintendent of Stamps will be 
placed on GS.IO. GS.10 Will also be _allocated to the following posts: As~istant 
Treas~ry_ Officer, Gazetted Supenutendent at the of!ice of the Divisional 
CommJsswner, Ban galore and Special Officer at the Treasury Twining Institute. 

12.538 Senior Head Accountants, Head Accountants (includinrr Treasurer at 
the ~ffice of the Superintendent of Stamps) and the Deputy AecountantsfTreasury 
~hens~edars, _ Stamp Head Clerks, Assistant Treasuries at the ollice of the 
Supermtendent of Stamps will all be placed on GS.8 because the nature of the 
work and responsibility attaching to these various posts is in my opinion of the 
same level. 

12.539 Gullars assist cashiers. They are in the position of Attenders. I place 
them on GS.2. 

12.540. There is a separate section of Pressman in this departnwnt. The lowest 
category ~s that of a Pressman who is an eighth standar,l person with experience. 
I place hnn on GS. 2. The next promotional category of Counters will be ph•ced 
on GS. 3 and their Foreman on GS. 5. 

1:2.541 The rest of the categories are common categories. 

BUREAU OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 

12.542 This is also a heavy department. Hence, the Director will be on OS. u, 
Joint Director on GS. 13, Deputy Director on GS. 11 and the Assistant Director 
on GS. 10. 

12.543 Of the Statistical Assistants, Junior Statistical Assistants are directly 
recruited from graduates and are therefore placed dn GS. 6. Senior St;ttistical 
Assistants which is the next higher post is filled both by promotion as well as by 
direct recruitment. They are placed on GS. 8 because each one of them supervises 
5 or more men. Enumerators are of the level of second division clerks and are 
placed on GS. 4-. 

12.544 There are two posts of Artist-cum-Draughtsman junior and senior. 
There i~ no difference between the nature of the work of the~e two categories. 
Taking their qualifications into consideration, I place both of them on the same 
seale GS. 6. 

12.545 Other posts do not call for discussion. 

CoMPUTER CENTRE 

12.546 Although the Centre functions only at Bangalore .vith one compact 
office, having regard to the sophisticated nature of the work and its utility aR a 
servree organisation to all deputments, 1 place the Manager who is in the 
position of the Director on GS. 14. (At present he is on deputation from 
Railways and is on fixed pay). The Deputy Director will be placed on G:-:5. 11. 

14.547 Apart from office administration, there are two principal str:eams, the 
second bein<r sub-divided into smaller streams. The first and the most important 
stream is h~aded by the Syst<·m Manager and l>elow him th<·re are the Syst"m 
Analyst, Senior Programmer and Junior Programme~ .. Th_e most important p~rt
of the work is done by this stream. The entr:y: pos1t10n IS tha~ of the J un.wr 
Pro<rrammer. Althouo·h in the proposed recrUitment rules vanous altPrnatJve 
edu~ational qualificati~ns are prescr!bcd li~e a ?egrec in Physics or l\Iathemat~cs 
or Statistics or a bachelor's drgrce rn cngmecrmg or te_chnology, tl~c c~S!>nttal 
feature of this post is that pr?gramming_ war~ rt>qu_nes a _certam personal 
aptitude and talent. The educatwnal_ quahfieatwn will furn1sh on~y. a ba!•k
ground of mental training or skill wh1c.h can be developed h~ tr~m.mg ~nd 
special aptitude and talent. The ess!'ntlal part of the work cons1sts m Jd~ntt_fy
in<r and detPrminin<r tl1e componconts of the work taken up for comput<onsatwn 
and determining th~ mutual relationship or sequence of steps to be taken for 
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effective operation. Having looked into the nature of the work myself with the 
nssistance of the Manager of the Centre, I assess the post at the level of Grade 
IX and allocate GS. 9 to it. The Senior Programmer which is a promotional 
post will be placed on GS. 10, System Analyst on GS. 11 and Systrm Manager 
(who is in effect in the position of a Joint Director) on GS. 13. 

12.548 The other stream called the Operation stream is headed by the 
Operationall\Ianager who is of the level of Deputy Director. He is placed on 
GS. 11. He controls three subsidiary strPams of Console Operators, Input 
Operators and Controls. · The Console Operators are in two cadres, the entry 
cadre being the Junior Console Operator and the actual operator of the machine 
being the Senior Console Operator. The junior, though a holder of S. S. L. C., 
has to undergo training and is required to have at least two years' experiE.'nce. 
I place him therefore on GS. 6 and the Senior Console Operator on GS. 9. In 
the other two streams, the lowest cadres ar,, the Punch Operators and Verifiers 
and Input Clerks. There is no difference noticeable between the work of these 
persons; I do not see therefore any reason to have two categories of Operators 
Senior Punch Operators and Verifiers and Junior Punch Operators and Verifiers. 
Their work is equivalent to that of the work of Typists with the further advantage 
of considerable reduction in strain by the use of electrical energy for working the 
machines. I place all these on GS. 4. The Supervisor (Inputs) and the Assistant 
Manager (Controls) notwithstanding the impression given by their names do not 
exercise any superior type of supervision but in actual effect work at a lower 
level than the Assistant Manager (Inputs). I therefore place the Supervi~or 
(Inputs) and the Assistant Manager (Controls) on GS. 6 and the As~istant Manager 
(Inputs) on GS. 8. 

12.549 Regarding other categories, no special mention is necessary -except in 
one respect. This department also like the Archives when it was first started 
was worked with the staff deputed principally from the Bureau of Economics and 
Statistics. The special cadres which I have discussed above are the cadres the 
creation of which has been sanctioned by the government and the rules for 
recruitment are under consideration. So far as the deputation posts are concerned, 
a make the same suggestion as I did in the case of Archives namely, because the 
Irrangement is temporary and will come to an end when the regular cadres of the 
department are set to work, the deputationists will carry the salary I have 
allocated to them in the parent departments. 

FooD AND CIVIL SUPPLIES 

12.550 This is a heavy department. Its Director and one of its Joint Directors 
are officers of the Indian Administrative Service. The Joint Direutorfrom the State 
Services is placed on GS. 13. The Chief Accounts Officer is a person deputect from 
the State Accounts Department of the level of Deputy Controller. He is placed 
on GS. 11. The following posts which are now filled by officers of the Karnataka 
Administrative Service on Class I junior scale are also placed on GS. 11:- (1) 
Assistant Directors (2) Assistant Commissioners (Food Depots) (3) Food Assist
ants to the Deputy Commissioners (4) Range officers of Informal Rationing Areas 
and (5) Headquartors Assistants to the Joint Directors. 

12.551 Accounts Officer is an Assistant Controller of the State Accounts 
Department deputed to this department. He will be on GS. 10. Similarly, Paddy 
Specialist is deputed from the Department of Agriculture and is of the level of 
an Assistant Director and is therefore placed on GS. 10. Tahsildar, Special 
Tahsildar, Godown Superintendent, Supply Officers/Manager Grade I are all posts 
which can be filled by the transfer of a Tahsildar. They are also therefore placed 
on GS. l 0. The Senior Marketing Officer is a person deputed from the Marketing 
Department of the level of an Assistant Director. He is therefore placed on GS. 10. 

12.552 The post of the Public Relations Officer which is filled by deputation 
from the DE.'partment of Information and Publicity was till lOth July 197 5 occupied 
by a person whose equivalent position in the Department of Information and 
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Publicity has been allocated GS. 8. With effect from 11th July 1(175 because the 
incumbent got promoted in the parent department, the post has been upgraded 
to the level of GS. 10. In the relevant Government Order it is also found statHd 
that the activities and responsibilities of the post have expanded, which may a!Ho 
be one of the reasons for upgradation. In these circumstances, the post will carry 
salary on GS. 8 from lst January 1975 to lOth July 1975 and GS. 10 from 11th 
July 1975 onwards; I should, however, add that the department should come 
to a. definite opinion as to the level of the officer from the Department of Infor
matw~ and P~blicity which they consider to be proper and necessary and decide 
accordmgly whiCh of the general scales would be appropriate to the same. 

12.553 The following posts are of the level of Ministerial Superintendent or 
Deputy Tahsildar and are therefore placed on GS. 8. ~Iana(J'ers at Joint Directors' 
Offi?es, Junior. Managers, Managers and Deputy Managers, Paddy Purchase 
Assistants, Semor Godown Keeper, Sheristedar, Accounts Superintendent, Deputy 
Tahsildar . 

. 1?·?54 Food Inspectors, Junior Godown Keepers are equivalents of First 
DJV1S10n Clerks and are therefore placed on GS. 6. Assistant Food Inspectors are 
of the level of Second Division Clerks and are therefore placed on GS. 4. 

12.555 There are seven posts of Fumigators which are now said to be vacant. 
There are also no recruitment rules pertaining to the same. From the designa
tion it. appears that they are persons of the level of Helpers. But because the 
process of fumigation may involve some risk or hazard to health, I place tht1m 
on GS, 2· 

12.556 In the Civil Supplies wing of this department, the post of the Deputy · 
Director was downgraded to that of an Assistant DirP-ctor with effect from 
21st July 1975. But in either event the post is one capable of being occupied 
by an offi,cer of the Karnataka Administrative Service on Class I junior scale. 
So, irrespective of the apparent downgrading, the post will be placed on GS. 11 
consistent with the pattern evolved by me. 

12.557 There is no need to have three grades of Inspectors in Civil Supplies 
called First Grade Inspector, Second Grade Inspector and A~sistant Insp~ctor. All 
of them do the same type of work and the minimum qualification i~ a general 
degree. So all these are placed on GS. 6. 

12.558 The rest of the posts are common posts. 

CoMMUNITY OR RURAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

12.559 The ultimate direction of this department is in the hands of the 
Commissioner for Development functioning at the Secretariat. The Revenue 
Divisional Commissioners function as Joint Development Commissioners and 
Revenue Deputy Commissioners function as Deputy Development Commissioners 
in the districts. At headquarters, there are two posts of Deputy Development 
Commissioners and one post of Co-ordinator which must be placed on GS. 13. 
Among District Development Assistants, four of them are designated as Senior 
District. Development Assistants and function at divisional level as the assistants 
of the Divisional Development Commissioners. I place them also on GS. 13. 
District Development Assistants who aAsist the Dtputy Development Commis· 
sioner in the districts, Assistant Development Commissioners functioning at 
headquarters a.nd Special Officer, Nutrition are all placed on GS. 11. District Pancha
yat and Youth Services Officers who are now on two different scales are all placed 
on GS. 10. The Block Development Officer is placed on GS. 10· Extension Officers in 
Agriculture, Rural Engineering and Animal Husbandry are persons deputed from 
the departments of Agriculture, Public Works and Animal Husbandry. They will 
bring with them their scale GS. 9. Co·operative Extension Officer wbo is the 
equivalent of a Co-operative Inspector is placed on GS. 6. Extension Officer, 
Panchayat and Mukhya Sevikas are promotional posts to Gram SevakR and 
Grama Sevikas. They are placed on GS. 6 and the Grama Sevaks and Gram 
Sevikas on GS. 4. 
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12.560 The other posts are common posts. 

12.561 At the Administrative Training Institute, Mysore, the Director is an 
l.A.:-:1. Offir~r on Senior ~ca]e. I place the Joint Director on GS. 13. Out of the 5 
.-\ssistant DiHctors functioning at the Institute, two are filled by dfputation of 
District Development Assistants one by deputation of ICA.S. Class I Junior Reale 
Officer, one is an Assistant Controller of State Accounts and the other is an Assistant 
Reaistrar of Co-operative Societies. The first three will carry their scale GS.11. The 
last mentioned two will rarry their scale of GS.10. 

12.562 There is a Cine Operator at the Institute who, besides his work as such 
also attends to audio visual aids and the vehicles of the Instit.ute· He is therdore 
placed on GS.4. 

12.563 Rural f)cvelopment Training Centres for training Grama Sevakas must 
be taken to be of tLe l<.:vel of a junior college· The Principal therefore is placed 
on GS-11. The Chief Instructress in Home Science wing is a post promotional to 
Assistant Instructress. The latter is promotional to 1Uukhya Stvikas. I, therefore, 
place the Assistant Instructress on GS. 7 and the Chief Instructress on GS 10. 

12.564 In the Drought Prone Area Programme Authority at Bijapur the Director 
is placed on GS.13, Credit Planning Officer and Progress Evaluation Officer on 
GS 11. Accounts Officer is a Deputy Controller of Accounts on deputation and he 
will be placed on G.S.ll. 

12.565 In the Drought Prone Area Programme Authority at 
Bellary, Kolar and Belgaum the top man is a Project Officer. 
GS.1I. 

Chitradurga, 
I place him on 

12.566 In the Pilot Intensive Rural Employment Project in Harihar the 
Director is placed on GS.13. 

CoMMAND AREA DEVELOPMENT 

12.567 In the Command Area Development Scheme, there are three units (i) 
Kaveri Basin Projects (ii) Malaprabha and Ghataprabha Projects and (iii) Tunga
hbadra and Upper Krishna Projects. The post of the Adrr.inistrator in Kaveri 
Basin Projects and in Tungabhadra and UpiJer Krishna Projects are encadred in the 
quota of the I. A.B. and ofricers on super time scale are posted. The Adminis
trator of the l\Jalaprabha and Ghataprabha Projects as already stated by me is a 
Chief Engineer of the Public Works DPpartment promoted by selection and 
placed on the scale of Rs. 2,500·2, 750 I repeat what I have alteady stated that 
he will continue on GS.15. 

12.568 Deputy Administrator in Kaveri Basin Projects and 'l'ungabhadra and 
UppL·r Krishna Project carry the same scale Rs. 400-950 but the Deputy Adminis
trator in the ~Ialaprabha and Ghataprabha Project is placed on the highcr scale of 
Hs. 700-1,100. In my opinion, these three posts are of the same status and should 
},con the same scale. On an asse3sment made by me, I consider that the proper 
scaJt, for them is GS.ll and allocate the same to them. 

12.569 There is a Statistical Officer in Malaprabha and GhataprabLa Projects 
who is a Joint Diredor of the Bureau of Economics and Statistics on deputation. 
!!e naturally carrie~ his scale GS.13. The Government may consider whether the 
df•putation to this post, of a Deputy Director of tbe Bureau of Economics and 
Htatistics on GS.II will not serve the purpose. 

12.570 The rest of the posts belong to common categories-

PLANNING DEPARTMENT AT THE SECRETARIAT 

12.571 For more effective monitoring and implementation of schemes under the 
five Year Plans, the Planning Department has been restructured. The Develop· 
ment Commissioner is to be given the assistance of five Directors, one Economic 
Advisvr; besides, one of his Joint Secretaries will assist him in the matter of plan 
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co-ordination. The five Directors are to be in-charge of the subjects of {1) 
Perspective Planning (2) Manpower and Employment (3) Plan Monitoring and 
Information (4) Project Formulation (5) Evaluation. As under the proposals each 
of the Director is to be on the scale of Rs. 1,300-1,600. The Economic Advis~r 
who is to be in direct charge of District Regional Planning is also required to 
associate himself with all the other five units in a conbultative capacity. The 
scale sanctioned for that position is Rs. 1600-1800 but the present incumbent is 
on a fixed pay of Rs. 2,000 on contract basis. 

12.572 Having regard for the high qualifications prescribed for these posts 
and the nature of the work expected of them, I place the Directors on GS.13 and 
the Economic Adviser on GS.14. The Economic Adviser is also to be assisted by 
a Research Officer who I have been informed is to be of the level of a Lecturer of 
a Senior College. He will therefore be placed on GS.11. 

12.573 The supporting staff for all these units will be common Secretariat staff. 
Therefore, the allocation of pay scales to them requires no special discussion. 

12.574 Although the order setting up the above scheme· was made by 
the government in January 1974, recruitment to the posts appears to be still 
pending and the cadrewise position as on 1st March 1975 furnished to me reflects 
the lilXisting position. The Joint Secretary to Government in the Planning Depart
ment is designated Ex-officio Director of Project Formulation, Evaluation and 
Manpower· He is an Officer of the Indian Administrative Service on senior scale. 
The Deputy Director, Administration is an Under Secretary functioning as such Ex
officio. The Joint Director who is shown on the existing pay scale of Rs. 700-
1,100 is placed on GS.13. Deputy Directors and Assistant Directors, Senior 
'Investigators and Investigator are persons deputed from the Bureau of Economics 
and Statistics of the level of Deputy Director, Assistant Director, Senior Statis
tical Assistant and Junior Statistical Assistant respectively. They will therefore 
carry their respective scales allotted to them namely, GS.ll, GS.10, GS.s and 
GS.6. 

12.575 The other posts are common posts. 

SMALL SAVINGS AND STATE LOTTERY 

12.576 Though this is now separately designated as Directorate, it virtually 
functions as a unit of the Finance Department. 

12.577 At present, according to the cadrewise statement, Joint Secretary of 
the Finance Department, an officer on the senior I.A.S. ecale is the Director and 
an officer on the senior K.A.S. scale is called the Joint Director. The Finance 
Secretary to the Government has informed me that in actual event the Joint 
Director functions effectively as the Director and that it is also proposed to 
redesignate the Joint Director as the Director of this Department and Ex-officio · 
Deputy Secretary to Government on senior K.A.S. Class I senior scale. At present 
the same officer functions as the Ex-officio Director of State Lottery. I therefore 
treat the post now designated Joint Director of the Directorate of Small Savings 
as the Director of the said Directorate and Ex-officio Director of State Lottery 
and allot t.o it GS. 13. Regarding the Small Savings Officer, I accept the Finance 
Secretary's opinion that the responsibilities place him on the level of a Deputy 
Director of a department. I place him on GS. 11 and suggest that the post may 
be redesignated Deputy Director of this combined dE.'partment of Small Savings 
and Lottery. The Assistant Small Savings Officers, four of whom function at 
divisional headquarters and one at Bangalore are all equated to the level of 
Assistant Directors and placed on GS. 10. The Publicity Assistant is placed 
on GS. 8. 

12.578 At the field level there is a Development Officer Grade I and Develop
ment Officer Grade II, both of whom function under the control of the Deputy 
Commissioner of the district. There are no recruitment rules but recruits are all 
from among graduates. I see no reason for having two grades. So Development 
Officers of both the grades will be placed on GS. 6. 
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12.579 In the Lottery Section there is an Accounts Officer which is_ proposed to 
be filled by deputation from the State Accounts Department ; assessmg the le~el 
of this post, I allocate to it GS. 8 which I have allocted to an Accounts Superin
tendent in the State Accounts Department. 

12.580 The rest are common posts. 

INSURANCE 

12.581 The post of the Director is now occupied by an officer ofth? Karnat.aka 
Administrative Service on Class I senior scale. The department IS a medlUm 
sized department. For both the reasons the post of the. Direct?r is placed on 
GS. 13. The Deputy Director will be on GS. 11 and Assistant Director on GS. 10. 

12.582 The only special post to be considered in this department is that of the 
Actuary. At present, though the scale indicated in the cadre wise statement is 
the same as that of the Director, the post is filled by a person appointed on 
contract on a fixed pay equivalent to the starting pay of the scale. . The opinion 
within the department, apparently not shared by the government, IS that the 
Actuary and the Director should not be placed on par and in the draft amend
ments to recruitment rules proposed by the drpartment the post of the Actuary 
is sought to be placed within the pool from which promotion can be made to the 
post of the Director. From one point of view the Acutary may be regarded as 
an Adviser to the Director and therefore of equivalent status and from another 
point of view he may be regarded as one of the superior officrrs of the department 
but not of the same status as that of the director. In all the circumstances of 
the case, the latter appears to me to be preferable. I therefore place the Actuary 
on GS. 11. 

12.583 The rest of the posts belong to common categories and do not call for 
any discussion. The claim of the representatives of the employees of this depart
ment that the department must be placed on par with the Life Insurance Corpo· 
ration of India and that consequently a separate set of pay scales as in vogue in 
the said C:orporation should be applied cannot, of course, be accepted for the 
simple reason that the department is undoubtedly a department of the State 
Government and the essential nature of the work turned out by the ministerial 
staff cannot be regarded as to any extent different from or more onerous than the 
work done by similar staff in other departments. 

STORES PURCHASE DEPARTMENT 

12.584 The post of the Director is en cad red in the quota of the Indian Admini
strative Service and is to be occupied by an officer on the senior scale. The Assistant 
Director (Administration) is an officer of the Karnataka Administrative Service 
on Class I junior scale. He will be placed on GS. ll. The t\ssistant Director 
(Tec~nical) is an Assistant Engineer deputed from the Public Works Department. 
He wtll carry the scale GS. 10. The rest are common categories. 

SANDALWOOD OIL FACTORIES 

12.585 The Director whose position is that of a Joint Director of Industries 
and Commerce or of an officer of the Karnataka Administrative Service Senior 
Scale is placed on GS. 13. The Assistant Director (Finance) is a post which can 
be filled b~ deputation of an Assistant Controller of the State Accounts Depart
ment and IS therefore placed on GS. 10. The Assistant Director (Sales) will also 
be placed on GS. 10. The Sales Manager and Office Manager are placed on GS. 8. 
The rest are common posts. 

SILK INDUSTRIES 

12.586 The post of the Director is equivalent to that of the Director of 
Sericulture. I place him on GS. 13. The rest are common posts. 
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Y OUTR SERVICES 

12.587 This is a medium sized department and therefore ~he Director is placed 
o~ GS. 13. The _Special Officer, Karnataka Development Corps and Deputy 
Duector of. Trammg !l're placed on GS. 11. The Assistant Director, Specia.l 
~fficer, Natwnal Se~vlCe ~cheme and Editor, Youth Journal are all placed on 
GS. 10. The Sub Ed1tor will be on GS. 8. So also the Mana«er Ravindra Kala
~shetra will be placed on GS. 8. The Electrician is now a p~rs~n j:(Ot by deputa
tw~ from the Karnataka Electricity Board. So I do not allocate any scale to him. 
It lS proposed that direct recruitment to this post should bs of a holder of a 
bachelor's degree in engineering with electricity as ~pecial p,ubje .. t.. If such a 
recruitment is made, the post will be placed on GS. 9. 

12.588 A post designated Sound Supervisor is classified as a Class IV post and 
placed on the present lowest scale of Rs. 65-95. But the name indicates that the 
work in the post requires some simple skill. On that assumption I place this 
post on GS. 2. 

12.589 The rest of the posts are common posts. 

NATIONAL CADET CoRPS 

12.590 The top officers in this organisation are Defence Service Personnel and 
I need not say anything about their salary. The Administrative Officer is a post 
filled by the transfer of an Under Secretary. His scale will, of course, be GS. 11. 
The Accounts Officer is a person deputed from the State Accounts Department 
and is of the status of an Assistant Controller. Hie scale will therefore be 
GS. 10. 

12.591 There are two posts of Instructors one in aeromodelling and the other 
in ship modelling. Apart from the general educational level of high school 
standard, these are required to have had special experience in such modelling and 
ability to impart instructions as to the details of the same. I therefore assess 
them as falling within Grade V and allocate to them GS. 5. 

12.592 Rest of the staff is ministerial staff and will therefore have allocated to 
them the pay scales allocated to similar categories in other departments of the· 
government. The representatives of the staff when they appeared before me 
stressed that unlike the ministerial staff in ordinary departments of the govern
ment, they have to acquaint themselves with the rules anJ regulations of the 
different defence units and that therefore there is sufficient reason to allocate to 
them higher scales. It is also stated tb.at all clerks are on the lines of the pra
ctice in the Central Secretariat required to know typing also. 

12.593 'l'he second argument becomes unavailable in view of the recommenda
tion I have already made in that regard. The clear answer to the first 11rgument 
is that every clerk or other ministerial official in different departments is expected 
to acquaint himself with tbe statutory provisions and rules and regulations ~peci
ally applicable to the said department, the extent of the knowledge or acq~ainta
nce with the details expected being commensurate with the level occupwd by 
him. I do not therefore find sufficient justification to allocate higher pay ~cales 
to the ministerial staff of this organisation. 

FLYING TRAINING SCHOOL 

12.594 The top posts are those of the Chief Flying Instructor and Chief Aircr~ft 
Maintenance Engineer which may be filled either by direct recruitment or promotwn 
from the next level of Assistant Flying Instructor and Assistant Aircraft Mainte
nance Engineer. In the case of the second level, under the existing pattern, two 
scales with a small difference are prescribed depending upon the number of hours 
of flying experience a~d the number of certificates secured by the ~ppo_intee. The 
continuance of such d1fference appears to be unnecessary because m e1ther of the 
two cases now in vogue there is always the higher authority who takes the respon
sibility. On the basis of the qualification and experience required, I allocate 
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GS. 13 to the Chief Flying Instructor and Chief Aircra!t Maint~nance Eng~neer and 
GS. 11 to the Assistant Flying Instructor a~d. Assi~tant Aucra~t Mamtena~ce 
EnginePr. At present, the post. of the ~rmClpal IS h~ld by either th~ Chief 
Flying Instructor or the Chief Aucraft Ma.mtenance E~gmeer upon selectiOn for 
appointment as PrincipaL But no separate pay scale I~ allocated_ to the post of 
the Principal which under the existing arrangement carnes a special pay. O~ce 
it is seen that the post of the Principal is a superior ~ost, t~~ holder_ of whiCh 
exercises overall control over the entire establishment m additiOn to his work as 
an instructor or Encrineer as the case may be, it is necessary to allocate a 
separate higher seal~ to the same. The appropriate scale in my opinion is 
GS. 14. 

12.595 The Skilled Mechanic whose qualifications are of the standard of a 
diploma in engineering is placed on GS. 5 and the semi-skilled mechanic whose 
qualifications are of the standa-rd of a senior certificate is placed on GS- 4. 

12.596 The Aircraft Hands have to possess qualific.ttions of the standard of a 
junior certificate and are therefore placed on GS. 3. The Aircraft Helper who is 
now placed on the lowest scale has to be and regard being had for the experience 
and skill expected of him, is placed on GS. 2. 

12.597 For the posts of the Time Keeper as well as Assistant Time Keeper 
which are now on two different scales, the qualifications are of the level of those 
required of a Second Division Clerk. There is also not much difference or any 
noticeable difference between their duties. I therefore consider that they should 
both be placed on GS. 4. 

12.598 The rest are ordinary posts. 

SoLDIERs', SAILORS' AND AIR MENS' BoARD 

12.599 The principal task of this Board is to assist in the re-employment and 
rehabilitation of ex-servicemen and generally to look after their welfare. There 
ie a Board at the State level and others in district level each with a Secretary of 
its own. At both places the Boards are assisted by a small ministerial staff. 
Besides, there are Welfare Organisers who work in the field. 

12.600 The post of the Secretaries are expected ordinarily to be filled by 
employing retired officers of the Defence Services in which case t.he maximum 
salary (inclusive of pension) payable to them is determined by Rule 313 (b) of 
the Karnataka Civil Services Rules at the substantive pay drawn by the 
appointee before his retirement. Though the maximum is so fixed, a valuation 
or grading of the post by me is necessary to assist the government to determine 
the_same subject to the said maximum limit. Considering the nature of the 
dut1ee and extent of activities, I am of opinion that the position of the Secretary 
of the State Board is of the level of Grade XI and that of the Secretaries of a· 
District Board is of the level of Grade X. The appropriate scales therefore would 
beGS. 11 and GS. 10 respectively. 

12.601 On similar considerations, I place the position of Welfare Organiser at 
Grade V with the corresponding pay scale GS. 5. 

12.602 The rest are ordinary ministerial posts. 

PuBLic SERVICE CoMMISSION 

12.603 The post of Secretary is encadred in the quota of the Indian Admini
~trative Ser_vice and is held by an officer on senior scale. The Deputy Secretary 
IS on par with the Deputy Secretary at the Secretariate and is therefore placed on 
GS. 13. The Assistant Secretary is on par with the Under Secretary at the 
Secretariat and is therefore placed on GS. 11. 

12.604 The rest of the posts are common ministerial posts. 
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VIGILANCE CoMMissiON 
1 ~·110: The Vigilance Commissioner is a tenure post The rest of the posts 

alre de d?Y deputation from other departments and are of the kind and character 
a rea y Jscussed .. 

QUASI JUDICIAL TRIBUNALS 

· 12.606 Until the Karnataka Appellate Tribunal Ordinance 1975 (Ordinance 22 
of 1975) was promulgated on the eighth of December 1975 which came into force 
on 1st of J~nuary 1976 by a Notification, there were six Tribunals functioning in 
th~ State mz., (I) the Revenue Appellate Tribunal (2) Co-operative Appellate 
Tnbun~l (3) _Sales Tax Appellate Tribunal (4) Transport Appellate Tribunal (5) 
Industnal Tnbunals and {6) Labour Courts. Under the Ordinance the first three 
have been amalgamated into a single Tribunal to be called ' The Karnataka 
Appellate Tribunal'. 

12.607 The Transport Appellate Tribunal, the Industrial Tribunal and the 
Labour Courts continue their separate existence. The presiding officer of each one 
of these is~ Di~t~ict ~udge whose pay scale has already been fixed by me. The 
other staff Is mm1stenal staff of common categories. . 

12.608 Regarding the first three Tribunals before the Ordinance, the position 
was as follows ; . 

12.609 The Revenue Appellate Tribunal was presided over by a Revenue 
Divisional Commissioner functioning as its Chairman and the Members were 
officers of the Indian Administrative Service of the rank of the Deputy Commis
sioners of Districts and District Judges. All of them carried their own 
salary. The secretary of the Tribunal was an officer of the Karnataka Admini
strative Service of class I Junior Scale (the corresponding new scale is GS. 11)• 
Assistant Secretaries are Tahsildars deputed to function as such (the corres
ponding new scale would be GS. 10). The rest is ministerial staff. 

12.1HO The Co-operative Appellate Tribunal was presided over by a District 
Judge as its Chairman and the members were a Joint Registrar of Co-operative 
Societies and a non-official Member on a. fixed salary on contract. The Secretary 
was an Assistant Registrar of Co-operative Societies deputed to function as such. 
The other staff is ministerial. 

12.611 The Sales Tax Appellate Tribunal was presided over by a District 
Judge as a Chairman and its Members were a Deputy Commissioner of Commercial 
Taxes and a Chartered Accountant (non-official) on a fixed pay. A Commercial 
Tax Officer was deputed to work as State Representative before the Tribunal and 
an Assistant Commercial Tax Officer functioned as its Secretary. The other staff 
is ministerial. 

12.612 The new Tribunal, the Karnataka Appellate Tribunal now constituted 
will be presided over by a Revenue Divisional Commissioner deputed to function 
as its Chairman and is to consist of five other Members nearly half of whom are 
to be District Judges and the others Deputy Commissioners. Matters are to be 
heard by Benches. A Bench hearing a matter relating to Department of Co
operation is to consist of a District Judge and an officer of the rank of Joint 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies. The matters relating. to the Department of 
Commercial Taxes are to be heard by a Bench consisting of a District Judge, a 
Deputy Commissioner of Commercial Taxes and a Chartered Accountant (apparently 
a non-official). There is no specific reference in the Ordina nee to the constitution 
of a Bench specially for Revenue matters; the position is apparently governed by 
the general provision of Sub-section (1) of Section 6 to the effect that a Bench 
should consist of at least two Members of which one shall be a District Judge. 

12.613 As the salary of the non-official Member Chartered Accountant has 
necessarily to be fixed either by contract or by rules yet to be made, all that I can 
say on, that matter is that regard may be had for the level of salaries 
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of other Members of the Tribunal. So far as the Chairman and Deputy 
Commissioners are concerned, the posts are encadred in the State quota of Ind~an 
Administrative Service. The District Judges will be on GS.l4. The J omt 
Registrar of the Co·operation Department and the Deputy CommisRioner of the 
Commercial Taxes Department both have already been allocated GS.l3. Naturally 
they will carry their salaries when they are deputed to function as Members of 
the Tribunal. The position of the Chairman is a superior one and the indi
cation or inference available in the Ordinance particularly, Section 6, Sub-Section 
(1) and (3), is that in Benches of which the Chairman is not a Member the 
District Judge would naturally be the senior or presiding member. In this view, 
each of the l\Iembers carrying his own salary allocated to him in his parent 
department will not result in any incongruity. 

12.614 So far as the administrative or ministerial staff is concerned, the 
allocation of pay scales calls for no specific discussion. It is enough to say that 
the Secretary of the Tribunal should be on GS. 11 and the As8istant Secretary 
whether a promotee from ministerial ranks or a Tahsildar deputed from the 
Revenue Department should be on GS. 10. 

KARNATAKA BHAVAN, NEW DELHI 

12.615 There are two sections in this establishment. One Special Commis
sioner and the other called Special Cell. 

12.616 The Special Commissioner is an officer of the Indian Administrative 
Service. The Asistant Special Commissioner (Liaison) who is in the Special Cell 
and the Assistant Special Commissioner-cum-Manager in the main section are 
officers of the Karnataka Administrative Service of Ulass I Junior scale. They 
will both be placed on GS. II. Engineer-cum-Assistant Manager is an Assistant 
Engineer of the Public Works Department or of equal status and therefore will be 
placed on GS. 10. 

12. 17 To the rest of the ministerial and subordinate staff salaries are paid on 
Central Government scales as revised pursuant to the recommendation of the 
Third Central Pay Commission. They have also been given the benefit of sl1h· 
sequent revisions of dearness allowance by the Central Government. It appears to 
me that consistent with the prestige of the State, the staff who are really servants 
of the State Government should also be remunerated on pay scales prevalent in 
the State for equivalents or comparable cadres. I am, therefore, allocating the 
pay scales to the staff at the Karnataka Bhavan on the same lines as I have done 
in the case of government servants in this State. 

12.618 Stenographers Grade I and Grade U, Accountant, House Keepers, 
First Division Clerk-cum-Typist, Junior Stenographers and Steward will all be 
place_d on GS. 6. Typists, Lower Division Clerk-cum-Typist, Receptionist, 
Cashier and Store Keeper will be placed on GS. 4. Electrician and Plumber will 
be placed on GS. 3. Scooter Messenger, Drivers, Cooks and Lift Attender will 
be placed on GS.2. Peons, Home Orderly, Messenger, Bearers, Attenders, Room 
Boys Grade I and Grade II, Kitchen Mates, Gardeners Senion and Junior, 
Sweepers and Watchman will be placed on GS. 1. 
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1. OFFICE OF THE ADVOCATE GENERAL 
(para 12.47) 

Existing Recommended 
Scales of Scales of 

Sl. Pay Pay 
No. Designation 

(Min.-Ma.,;.) as. (Min.-Max.) 
No,. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1. Administrative Officer 400- 950 10 750-1450 
2. Assistant Administrative Officer 300- 700 8 600-1240 
3. Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 
4. Selection Grade StenogTapher 250-500 8 600-1240 
5. First Division Clerk 160- 350 6 440- 900 
6. Indexer 160- 350 6 440- 900 
7. Stenographer 160- 350 6 440-900 
8. Librarian 160- 350 7 460-1000 
9. Accountant 130- 290 6 440- 900 

10. Second Division Clerk 90-200 4 300- 600-Extn. -700 
11. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

. 12. Kannada Typist 90-200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
13. Assistant Librarian 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.--700 
14. Duplicator Operator 80- 145 2 280- 420 
15. Library Assistant 80- 145 2 280- 420 
16. Attender 80- 145 2 280- 420 
17. Dafledar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
18. Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 
19. Cycle Orderly 65- 95 1 250- 350 
20. Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
21., Sweeper 65- 95 1 250- 350 

l. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

(para 12.241) 

Sl. 
No. Design(J)tion 

1 2 

1. Director 
2. Joint Director 
3. Chief Accounts Officer 
4. Deputy Conservator of Forests 

and Forestry Specialist 
5. Deputy Conservator of Forests 
6. Deputy Director 

· 7. Principals, Rural Development 
Training Centres 

8. Assistant Director 

P.C.R.-23 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales o,f 
Pay 

(Min.-Max.) as. (Min.-Max.) 
NCA. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1300-1800 15 2500-2750 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
800-1250 11 900-1750 
700-1100 11 900-1750 

700-1100 11 900-1750 
700-1100 11 900-1750 

700-1100 } 11 
400- 950 

900-1750 

400- 950 10 750-1450 
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1 2 

9. Assistant Director of Agriculture 
(Engineering) 

3 4 

Rs. 

400- 950 10 

5 

Rs. 

750-1450 

10. Lady Training Officers at the 
Farmers' Training and Educa
tion Centre. 

400- 950 10 750--1450 

11. Accounts Assistant 
12. Deputy Director of Statistics 
13. Agricultural Officer 
14. Instructors in Co-operation and 

Panchayat. 
15. Chief Artist-cum-Audio Visual 

Specialist 
16. Assistant Statistician (Farm 

Management Scheme) 
17. fustructor, Animal Husbandry and 

Veterinary Services 
18. Administrative Assistant 
19. Assistant Accounts Officer (Soil 

Conservation) 1 Assistant 
Accounts Officer 

20. Personal Assistant to Director 
21. Assistant Agricultural Officer 1 

Agricultural Extension Officer 

22. Manager 
23. Librarian 
24. Sek:ction Grade Stenographer 
25. Chief Instructress of Rural Deve-

lopment Training Centre 
26. Superintendent Grade I 
27. Instructor in Social Education 
28. Senior Statistical Assistant 
29. Senior Artist-cum-Photographer 
30. Agricultural Meteorological Asst. 
31. Superintendent Grade II 
32. Operator in Audio Visual Aids 
33. Draughtsman 
34. Assistant Instructress at Rural 

Development Training Centre. 
35. Instructor in Public Health 
36. Off-set Press Operator 
37. Junior Statistical Assistant 
38. Senior Computor 
39. Artist 
40. First Division Clerk 
41. Cartographer 
42. Library Assistant 
43. Stenographer Grade I 
44. Agricultural Assistant 
45. Mechanic 
46. Audio Visual Operator (Project 

Operator). 
47. Assistant Draughtsman 

400- 950 10 
400- 950 II 
300- 700 9 
300- 700 10 

750-1450 
900-1750 
660-1300 
750-1450 

300-700 8 600-1240 

300- 700 10 750-1450 

300- 700 10 750---1450 

275- 550 8 
275- 55-J 8 

600-1240 
600-1240 

275- 550 8 
275- 550") 

(Graduates) L
9 250- 500 r 

(for others) J 
250- 500 8 
250- 500 7 
250- 500 8 
250- 450 10 

600--1240 

660-1300 

(1961 Scale) 
200- 450 
175- 450 
175- 450 
175- 450 
175- 450 
175- 450 
175- 450 
175- 450 
175- 450 

160- 350 
160- 350 
130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
120- 240 
120- 240 

120- 240 
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600-1240 
460-1000 
600-1240 
750-·1450 

8 600-1240 
7 460--1000 
8 600-1240 
6 440- 900 
8 600-1240 
6 440- 900 
4 '300- 600-Extn.-700 
5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
7 460-1000 

4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.~700 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 
5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

4 300- 600-Extn.-700 



1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
48. Gramasevak 

Gramasevak (For Graduates 
working at present as personal 

120- 240 1 4 
130- 290 5 300- 600-Extn.-700 

to them). · 
49. Drill-cum-camp Officer 
50. Veterinary Livestock Inspector 
51. Assistant Offset Press Operator 
52. Tracer 
53. Field Assistant 
54. Second Division Clerk 
55. Junior Computor 
56. Stenographer Grade II 
57. Typist 
58. Language Typist 
59. Clerk-cum-Typist 
60. Laboratory Assistant 
61. Carpenter-cum-Smith 
62. Attender 
63. Mutchi 
64. Jamedar 
65. Daffedar 
66. Van, Jeep, Motor Truck Driver 
67. Labor.atory Attender 
68. Peon 
69. Mukadam 
70. Malies (Gardener) 
71. Survey Lask.er 
72. Kamdar 
73. Bullockman 
74. Cook and Assistant Cook 
75. Scavenger 
76. Watchman 
77. Coumber 
78. Spraying Attender 
79. Mechanic Attender 
80. Maistry 
81. Demonstration Maistry 
82. Lorry a<nd Jeep Cleaner 

100- 220 
100- 220 
100- 220 
100- 220 
100- 220 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90-200 
90- 200 

- 90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 

4. 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

"1 
1 
1 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280-- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
280- 420 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 

3. DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND VETERINARY 
SERVICES 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

1. Director 

Designation 

2 

2. Joint Director 

(para 12.249) 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-MIIQ).) GS. (Min.-MIIQ).) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1300-1800 15 2500-2750 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
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l 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

3. Development Officer (Key Village 700-1100 11 900-1750 
Sch'eme). 

4. Development Officer (Sh'eep) 
5. Regional Deputy Dir~ctor 
6. Project Officer, Intensive Cattle 

Development Schem'e, Bangalore 
Dharwar. 

700-1100 11 900-1750 
700-1100 13 1450-2000 
700-1100 11 900-1750 

7. Deputy Director, Rinderpest 700-1100 ll 
Eradication Scheme, Bangalore. 

8. D'eputy Director (Administration) 700-1100 11 
Drought Prone Area Project, 
Bijapur. 

9. Superintendent, Large Scale Sheep 700-1100 11 
Breeding Farm, Challakere. 

10. Agricultural Officer (Forage), 400- 950 10 
Large Scale Sheep Breeding _ 
Farm, Challakere. 

11. Officer-in-charge, Bull Centre, 400- 950 10 
Bijapur. 

12. Financial Assistant, 400- 950 10 
Head Quarters. 

13. Deputy Director (Statistics) 400- 950 11 
14. Project Manager, ServiC'e Centre, 400- 950 10 

Bijapur. 
15. Technical Assistant to the Joint 400- 950 10 

Director (Dairy) Head Office. _ 
16. Farm Superintendent, Ram Multi- 400- 950 10 

plication Centre, Bijapur. 
17. Senior Assistant Director 400- 950 11 
18. Assistant Director 300- 700 10 
19. Technical Assistant toihe Director l 
20. Technical Assistant to the Deputy 

Director, Drought Prone Area 
Project. 

21. Project Officer (I.P.D.P.) 
22. Proj'ect Officer (W.F .P. Poultry 

Feeds). 
23. Project Officer (A.N.P.) 
24. Assistant Poultry Nutritionist 
25. Assistant Poultry Geneticist 
26. Geneticist, Sire Evaluation Cell I 
27. Cattle Developm'ent Officer L 

3
00-

700 10 (I.C.D.S.). r 
28. Fodder Development Officer 

(l.C.D.S.). 
29. Fodder Development Officer 

(Head Office). 
30. Propaganda-cum-Exhibition 

Officer (I.C.D.S.) 
31. OffiC'er-in-charge (C.S.C.C.) 
32. Officer-in-charge (Training of 

Personnel in A.I. Technique). 

33. Regional Research Officer J 
34. Piggery Development Officer 

{Head Office) . 
35. Disease Investigation Officer 
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900-1750 

900-1750 

900-1750 

750-1450 

750-1450 

750-1450 

900-1750 
750-1450 

750-1450 

750-1450 

900-1750 
750-1450 

750-1450 



1 2 
' 

3 4 

Rs. 
36. Assistant Disease In~stigation 

Officer. II 
37. Bacteriological Assistant 
38. Parasitelogist ' 

~ 300- 700 10 

I 
39. Officer-in.charge (Medical 

Stores). . 1 
40. Dairy Extension Officer (R.D.E.S.) I 
4L Superintend'ent (S. and W.D.S.). 
42. Superintendent, Deoni Cattle 

Farm, Bidar. 
43, Superintendent, (S. B .F.) 
44. Unit Manager, Village Producers 

Co-operative Society. 
45 .. Farm Manager, R.M.C., Bijapur 
46. Assistant Director, Wool Centre 
47, Assistant Director, Calf Rearing 

Centre. 
48, Assistant Director, Spear Head 

Team. -

49. Sheep Breeding Officer 
50. Veterinary Officer 
51. Assistant Rinderpest Officer I 

I 52. Senior Instructors (Animal 
Husbandry), R.D.T.Cs. 

53. Bio Chemist 
J 

300- 700 9 

54. Nutrition Chemist 
55. Superintendents (Government 

Dairies). 

300- 700 9 
300- 700 10 

56. Field Offirer (Statistics) 3GO- 700 10 
57. Assistant Director, Mobile Veteri- 3~ 700 10 

nary Clinic. 
58. Assistant Director (Statistics) 
59. Headquarters Assistant to the 

Director. 
60. veterinary Assistant Surgeon I 
61. Additional Veterinary Assistant I 

Surgeon. I 
62. Reserve Additional Veterinary I 

· Assistant Surgeon. I 
63. Meat Inspector I 
64. Assistant Manager I 
65. Assistan~ Project Officer I 

300- 700 10 
275- 550 8 

66. Teclmical Assistant I 
67. Manager-cum-Extension Offtoec I. 
68. Pig Production Officer .. I 
69. Manager, Calf Rearins Cntre I 
70. Instructor (Junior) ~ 27S- 550 
71. Veterinary Assistant Surseon, I 

Service Centre. I 
72. Veterinarian I 
73. Agricultural Officer, Ram Multi-. I 

plication Centre., I 
74. Extension Officer, (Animal I 

Husbandry). · I 
75. Junior Engineer (Dairy) I 
76. Technical Assistant I 
77. Farm Manager I 
78. Agricultural Officer J 
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5 

Rs. 

750-1450 

9 

660-1300 
660-1300 
750-1450 

750-1450 
750-1450 

750-1450 
600-1240 

660-1300 



I 2 

79. Manager 
80. Accounts Superintendent 
81. Office Manager 
82. Audit Superintendent 
83. Selection Gcade Stenographer 
84. Accountant 
85. Administrative Officer 
86. Superintendent Grade I 
87. Office Manager l 

3 

Rs. 
250- 500 
250- 500 
250-500 
250- 500 
250- 500 
250-500 
250- 500 

88. Accountant ~200- 450 
89. Office Superintendent 
90. Head Clerk 
91. Veterinary and Livestock Super

visor 
92. Assistant to the Superintendent 
93. Manager, Bull Calf Rearing 

Centre, Birur. 
94. Poultry Supervisor 
95. Assistant Superintendent 
96. Sheep lnspectt>r 

I 
J 
I 

~ 200-450 

97. Incubation Supervisor J 
98. Dairy Supervisor I 
99. Dairy Extension Officer I 
100. Dairy Extension. Assistant Officer I 
101. Dairy Extension Assistant ~ 200- 450 
102. Manager (Dairy) J 
103. Dairy Assistant 
104. Super~tende~t Grade ll } 175_ 450 
105. Plannmg Assistant 
106. Personal Assistant l 
107. Office Assistant ~ 

175
_ 

450 
108. Head Accountant 1 
109. Accountant J 
IlO. Senior Statistical Assistant 175- 450 
Ill. Mechanical Assistant (Boiler) / 

112. Mc~~nical Assistant (Electri- f 
175

_ 

450 
113. Mechanical Assistant (General) 
114. Dairy Mechanic (Senior) 
115. Supervisor (P.W.D.) J 
116. Artist I 
117. Artist-cum-Photographer ~ 

175 
__ 450 

118. Graduate Assistant (Wool 1 
Analysis Laboratory). ) 

119. Projectionist 175- 450 
120. Vererinary and Livestock I 

Inspector Grade I. 
1
1 

121. Laborat<Jry Assistant 
122. Manager, Cattle Breeding I 

Stati(ti, Tegur. 1 
123. Manager, Economic Cattle ~ 160- 350 

Farm, Birur/Hebbanaghatta. I 
124. Manager, Basur Sub-Station I 
125. Assistant Manager, Cattle Breed- I 

ing Statioo, Ajjampur. I 
126. Sheep Supervisor I 
127. Laboratory Technician l· J 
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4 

8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

8 

5 

8 

6 

6 

8 

5 

6 

5 

4 

5 

Rs. 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 

600-1240 

400--750--Extn.-850 

600-1240 

440- 900 

440- 900 

600-1240 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

440- 900 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

300- 600-Extn.-700 



1 2 

128. Dairy Assistant 
129. Milk Collection Supervisor 
130. Mechanic (Higher Grade) 

131. Electrician-cum-Mechanic 
132: Technical Supervisor (Wool 

Analysis Laboratory) 
133. Projectionist-cum-Mechanic 

3 

Rs. 

~ 160- 350 

160- 350 

160- 350 
160- 350 

4 

134. Senior Veterinary and Live-stock 

160- 350 

130- 290 
Inspector (Grade II) 

135. First Division Clerk 
136. Accountant 
137. Store Keeper 
138. Audit Clerk 
139. Accounts Clerk 
140. Head Clerk 
141. Head Accountant 
142. Cashier 

143. Junior Statistical Assistant 
144. Stenographers 
145. Skilled Attendant (Boiler) 
146. Skilled Attendant (Electrical) 
147. Agricultural Assistant Grade I 

148. Technical Assistant (Wool 
Analysis Laboratory) 

149. Veterinary and Livestock 
Inspector Grade II 

150. Laboratory Assistant 
151. Inseminator 
152. Kaval Ranger 
153. Veterinary and Livestock 

I nspeetor-cum-Milk 
ReeO'rder. 

154. Dairy Assistant and 
Demonstrator. 

155. Insemination Assistant 
156. Veterinary and Livestock 

Inspector-cum-Sheep 
Demonstrator 

157. Poultry Assistant 
158. At1ender-cum-Veteri'oary 

Livestock Inspector. 
159. Field Assistant 
160. Agricultural Overseer 
161. Fieldman 
162. Agricultural Fieldman 
163. Agricultural Assistant 

Grade II. 
164. Agricultural Assistant 

Grade III 
165. Carpenter Higher Grade 

166. Compounder Grade I 
167. Senior Compounder 
168. Stockman-cum-Compounder 
169. Laboratory Attendant 

l 
I 

r--,~ 

l 
I 

I 

130- 290 
130- 290 
13Q- 290 
13Q- 290 
13Q- 290 

120- 240 

lloo- 220 

I / 
I 

J 
10Q- 220 

1 9Q- 200 

J 
183 

s 
Rs. 

6 440- 900 

4 300- 60Q-Extn.-700 

5 40Q- 750-Extn.-850 
4 300- 60Q-Extn.-700 

5 40Q- 75Q-Extn.--850 

4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

6 44Q- 900 

6 
6 
4 
4 
4 

4 

4 

2 

4 

44Q- 900 
440-- 900 
30Q- 60Q-Extn.-700 
30Q- 60Q-Extn.-700 
300-- 60Q-Extn.-700 

30Q- 60Q-Extn.-700 

300-- 60Q-Extn.-700 

280- 420 

30Q- 600-Extn.-700 



2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
170. Second Division Clerk I 
171. Store Keeper 

I 172. Second Division Clerk-cum-
Laboratory Assistant I 173. Clerk-cum-Store Keeper 

174. Accountant r 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
175. Store Keeper-cum-Clerk I 176. Second Division Clerk-cum-

Store Keeper 

I 177. 'I'ypist-cum-Clerk 
178. Clerk-cum-Typist J 
179. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
180. Skilled Attendant (Mechanical) { 
181. Mechanic-Lower Grade J 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

182. Propagandist-cum-Artist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
183. Spinner } 90- 200 2 280- 420 
184. Weaver 
185. Compounder Grade II 80:- 145 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
186. Laboratory Attendant } 80- 145 2 280- 420 
187. Dresser 
188. Milk Recorder 80- 145 2 280- 420 
189. Salesman 80- 145 2 280- 420 
I 90. Mechanic 80- 145 2 280- 420 
191. Smith I 
192. Blacksmith I 

193. Carpenter Lower Grade I 
194. Carpenter-cum-Smith 

I 195. Sergeant 
196. Riding Boy ~ 80- 145 2 280- 420 
197. Driver. 
198. Tractor Driver I 199. Jeep Driver 
200. Truck Driver 

I 201. Mutchi 
202. J amedar J 
203. Laboratory Atrender 65-95 2 280- 420 
204. Packer 65-95 2 280- 420 
205. Peon 65-95 I 250- 350 
206. Attendant 65-95 1 250- 350 
207. Laboratory Attendant 65-95 2 280- 420 
208. Dairyman I 
209. Flockman I 
210. Mukadam I 
211. Grazier I 
212. Gowli I 
213. Shepherd 1 
214. Cleaner I 
215. Syce r 65- 95 1 250- 350 
2 I 6. Cleaning Boy or Saddler I 
217. Gurkha Watchman I 
218. Watchman I 
219. Cattleman I 
220. 010wkidar I 
221. Thoti 

II 222. Sweeper 
223. Calf Boy J 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
224. Bull Care Taker I 
225. Bull Attendant 
226. Poultry Attendant 

' 227. Poultry Labourer I 
228. Messenger I 
229. Plyer }- 65-95 1 250-350 
230. Mali I 
231. Cycle Orderly I 
232. Dog Boy I 
233. Helper I 
234. Laboratory Peon I 
235. Poultry Fieldman I 
236. Master Flayer I 
237. Mukadam Dairy Man j 
238. Fitte>1:-cum-Welder 65- 95 2 280- 420 

239. Milker } 65-95 1 250- 350 
240. Cleaner-cum-Saddler 

241. Cook 65-95 2 280- 420 

242. Jamedar Gowli I 
243. Van Attendant I 
244. Labourer I 
245. Field Assistant I 
246. Boiler Attendant I 
247. Dairy Boy I 
248. Dair.y Attendant I 
249. Peon-cum-Watchman I 
250. Shepherd-cum-Grazier I 
251. Store Attendant I 
252. Kamadar I 
253. Woman Labourer I 
254. Laskar I 
255. Delivery Boy I 
256. Care Taker f Apiary Man 

r 
65- 95 1 250- 350 

257. Garden Cooly 
258. Assistant Head Cooly I 
259. Garden H!)ad Cooly 
260. Sheep Grazier 
261. Cultivation Cooly I 
262. Bullock Cartman I 
263. WashermanfMilk Man I 
264. Workshop BoyjScavenger I 
265. Bullockman-cum-Cowi.ng Mate I 
266. Office Peon/Farrier I 
267. Office Night Watchman 1 
268. Breeding Bull Care Taker I 
269. Stall Cleaner ;worker I 
270. Attendant-cum-Messenger · j . 
271. Blacksmith 65- 95 2 280- 420 

272. Shearing Maistry 
} 65- 95 1 250- 350 

273. Maistry 

P.C.R.-24 185 



4. DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND MUSEUMS 

(para 12.499) 

Existing Recommended 
Scales of Scales of 

Sf. De.vignation Pay Pay 
No. 

(11/in.·M a.r.) GS. (Jfin.·llfa,r.) 
No1. 

I 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
I. Director of Archaeology and 1000--1500 13 1450-2000 

Museum. 
2. Assistant Engineer 350- 900 10 750--1450 
3. Registration Officer 350-- 900 10 750--1450 
4. Assistant to the Director of 300- 700 10 750--1450 

Archaeology. 

l 
5. Conse-rvation Assistant 275- 550 9 660--1300 
6. Conservation Assistant (Chemical) 275- 550 9 660-1300 
7. Technical A•;sistant 275- 550 9 660-1300 
8. Archaeological Assistant 250- 500 9 660-1300 l-9. Epigraphist 250- 500 9 660--1300 

I 10. Curator 250- 500 9 660-1300 
11. Curator 225- 450 9 660-1300 I. 
12. Surveyor 175- 450 9 660-1300 J 13. Artist 175- 450 6 440- 900 
14. Film Operator 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
15. Foreman 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
16. Photographer Grade-l 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
17. Architectural Assistant 160- 350 6 440- 900 
18. Photographer Grade-II 160- 350 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
19. Draughtsman 160- 350 6 440- 900 
20. Research Assistant 160- 350 9 660-1300 
21. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440-- 900 
22. Clerk-cum-Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
23. Chemical Assistant 130- 290 6 440- 900 
24. Guide Instructor 130- 290 6 440- 900 
25. Gallery Assistant 130- 290 6 440- 900 
26. Guide Lecturer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
27. Assistant Curator 130- 290 6 440- ~00 
28. Carpenter 100- 220 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

. 29. Assistant Photographer 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
30. Typist• 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
31. Clerk-cum-Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 32. Explorer 90- 200 4 300- 600-ExtJn.-700 33 .. Mechanic 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
34. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 35. Attender 80- 145 2 280- 420 
36. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
37. Jeep Driver .80- 145 2 280- 420 38. Butler 65- 95 2 280- 420, 
39. Class IV Employee 65- 95 I 250- 350 

*See para 12.500. 
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S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE ARCHIVES 

(para 12 . 506) 

l:l •. 
No. Desiyno;tion 

E;cisting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommeudcd 
Scales uJ 

Pay 

(illin.-M~c.) as. (Jlin.-lllaa:.) 
No.. --=-------------------·-

2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1. Special Officer (redesignated as 1500 p.m. 13 1450-2000 

Director). Consolidated pa')' 
2. Deputy Director of Archives 800-1250 II 900--1750 I 
3. Assistant Special Officer 400- 950 10 750---1450 

I 4. Librarian 400- 950 10 750-1450 
5. Archivist (Category A) 400- 950 10 750--1450 

I 6. Reprographist and Scientific 400- 950 10 750-1450 
Officer. 

I 7. Section Officer 300- 700 9 660-1300 
8. Assistant Archivist Grade-l 300- 700 9 660-1300 ~ * 
9. Assistant R:eprographist Grade-l 300- 700 8 600-1240 

I 10. Assistant Archivist Gradc-ll 250- 500 9 660-1300 
II. Senior Assistant 250- 500 6 440- 900 

I 12. Assistant Reprographist 200- 450 5 400- 750 
(Grade-H) -Extn.-R50 I 

13. Library Assistant 200- 450 7 460-1000 J 
14. Assistant 160- 350 6 440- 900 
15. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
16. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
17. Photo Laboratory Assistant 120- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
18. Junior Assistant 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
19. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300-- 600-Extn.--700 
20. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
21. Binder Grade-l 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
22. Binder Grade-ll. 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
23. Attender 80- 145 2 280- 420 
24. Peon-cum-Dustry Bearer 65- 95 250-- 350 

*See para 12.514. 

6. DEPARTMENT OF COLLEGIATE EDUCATION 

(para 12. 212) 

Existing Reco-mmended 
Scales of Scales of 

Sl. Designation Pay Pay 

No. 
(Min.-M(J;I:.) as. (Min.-llfax.) 

No. 

2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1. Director 1300-1800 14 2000-2500 
2. Professor (Sckction Grade) 1000-1500 12 1300-1900 
3. Chief Accounts Officer 700-IIOO II 900-1750 

4. Professor 500-1000 12 1300-1900 

5. Deputy Director 400- 950 11 900-1750 
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1 2 

6. Accounts Assistant · 
7. Accounts Officer (Tciple Benefit 

Scheme). 
8. Reader 
9. Part time Reader 

10. Lecturers (including Lecturers 
in Hindi and Music). 

\1. Assistant Director 
\2. Demonstrator fTutor 

13. Senior Librarian 
14. Manager 
~5. Accounts Superintendent 
16. Selection Grade Stenographer 
17. Physical Culture Instructor

Selection Grade 
Grade I 
Grade 11 
Grado Ill 

18. Superintendent . 
I9. Librarian 
20. Stenographer Grade-l 

21. Part time Lecturer in Mercantile 
Law 

22. Laboratory Assistant 
23. First Division Cferk 
24. Library Technical Assistant 
25. Mechanic 
26. PharmacistJCompounder 
27. Carpenter 
28. Second Division Clerk 
29. Typist 
30. Clerk-cum-Typist 
31. Attender fJamedar fMutchif 

Daffedar 
32. Driver 
33. Fieldman 
34. Peons and other Class-IV 

*See para 12.217. 

3 4 

Rs. 
400-950 IO 

400- 950 IO 

400- 950 11 

5 

Rs. 

750-I450 
750--I450 

900-I750 
400 (Fixed) } No recommcn- * 
200 (Fixed) dation 
300- 700 II 900-I750 

300- 700 IO 
250- 500 II 

(for M.Scs.) 
200- 450 7 

(for others) 
250- 500 7 
250-- 500 8 
250- 500 8 
250- 500 8 

250-- 500 ' 
225- 450 ( 7 
I75-- 450 ) 

750-I450 
900-I750 

460-IOOO 

460-IOOO 
600-I240 
600-1240 
600-I240 

460--IOOO 

I20-- 240 5 
200- 450 8 

400-- 750--Extn.-850 
600--1240 

I75- 450 7 
175- 450 6 

460-1000 
440-- 900 

(Non-clerical 
scale) 

150 (Fixed) No recommen- * 

130-- 290 
130- 290 

90-- 200 
90-- 200 
90-- 200 
90-- 200 
90-- 200 
90-- 200 
90-- 200 
80-- 145 

80-- 145 
65- 95 
65- 95 
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dation 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
3 300- 500--Extn.-550 
4 300- 600--Fxtn.-700 
:J 280-- 420 
-1- 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
2 280-- 420 

2 280-- 420 
1 250- 350 
1 250-- 350 



Sl. 
No. 

l 

7. COMMAND AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

(para U. 567) 

Designation 

2 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Reccnnmended 
Scale.~ of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 s 
(i) KA VERI BASIN PROJECTS 

Rs. Rs. 
1. Administrator Encadred in I.A.S. 
2. Deputy Administrator 400- 950 11 900-1750 
3. Gazetted Manager 300- 700 10 750-1450 
4. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
5. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
6. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
7. Typist 90- 200 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
8. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
9. Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 

(ii} MALAPRABHA AND GHATAPRABHA PROJECTS 
I. Administrator 2500-2750 15 2500-2750 
2. Deputy Administrator 700-llOO II 900-1750 
3. Joint Director (Statistics) 700-llOO 13 1450-2000 
4. Gazetted Manager 300- 700 10 750-1450 
5. Planning Officer 300- 700 10 750-1450 
6. Deputy Tahsildar 225- 450 8 600--1240 
7. Accountant 225- 450 8 600-1240 
8. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
9. First Grade Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 

10. Forest Guards 100- 220 4 300- 600--Extn.--700 
ll. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
12. Second Grade Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Exln.-700 
13. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
14. 1.\':on 65- 95 1 250- 350 
15. Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 

(iii) TUNGABHADRA AND UPPER KRISHNA PROJECTS 
I. Administrator Encadred in I. A. S. 
2. Deputy Administrator 400- 950 11 900-1750 
3. Gazetted Manager 300- 700 10 750-1450 
4. Assistant Project Manager II 300- 700 10 750-1450 
5. District Auditors 275- 550 8 600-1240 
6. Inspection Accountant 250- 500 8 600-1240 
7. Deputy Tahsildar 225- 450 8 600-1240 
8. Sheristedar 225- 450 8 600-1240 
9. Auditors 130- 290 6 440- 900 

10. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
11. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
12. Co-operative Inspector 120- 240 6 440- 900 
13. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
14. Clerk-cum-Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
15. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
16. Mechanic 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
17. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
18. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
19. Peon 65- 95 I 250- 350 
20. Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
21. Cleaner 65- 95 1 250- 350 
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8. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCIAL TAXES 

(para 12.412) 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

De>'ignation 

2 

E:cisting 
Scales of 

Pay 

RecomrncndeJ 
Scales oj 

Pay 

(Min.-llla.v.) GS. (lllin.-illa.'l:.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

I. Commissioner of Commercial Encadred in l.A.S. 
Taxes. 

2. Deputy Commissioner of 
Commercial Taxes. 

3. Assistant Commissioner of 
Commercial Taxes. 

4. Commercial Tax Officer 
5. Deputy Director of Statistics 

IOOO-I500 13 I450-2000 

700-1100 11 900-I750 

6. Assistant Commercial Tax Officer 

400- 950 
400- 950 
275- 550 
275- 550 
275- 550 
250- 500 
175- 450 
I75- 450 
175- 450 
130- 290 
130- 290 

10 
11 
8 
8 
ll 
8 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
4 
4 
6 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
I 
1 
I 

750--1450 
900-I750 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440-- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 

7. Manager Grade I ~ 
8. Gazetted Manager 
9. Accounts Superintendent 

10. Commercial Tax Inspector 
II. Manager Grade II 
12. Recciptionist 
13. First Division Clerk 
14. Stenographer 
15. Second Division Clerk 
16. Commercial Tax Sub--Inspector 

90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 17. Junior Stenographer 

18. Typist 
19. Telephone Operator 
20. Bill Collector 
21. Allender 
22. Daffedar 
23. Drive!" 
24. Lift Attendee 
25. Constable 
26. Peon 
27. Watchman 
28. Sweeper-cum-Scavenger 
29. Accounts Officer 

30. Section Oflicer 

31. Selection Grade Auditor 

•see para 12.23. 

90- 200 
90- 200 
80- 145 
80- I45 
80- 145 
80-:- 145 
80- I45 
80- I45 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 

590- 900 
(Central Scale) 

590- 900 
(Central Sclae 

590- 900 
(O!ntral Scale) 

JgO 

l 

300-- 600--Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
300- 600-Extn.-7\10 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 

r No Recommendation* 
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Sl. 
No. 

9. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

(para 12. 559) 

De,-ignation 

2 

Existing 
Settles of 

Pay 

Recommendetl 
Scalt?., oJ 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 -------------------.. --·-·-·· 
(i) COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

1. Development Commissioner and 
Commissioner for Agricultural 
Production and Special Secre-
tary for Agricultural Production 
and Secretary Plahning. 

Rs. Rs. 
Encadred in I. A. S. 

2. Deputy Development Commis- 1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
sioner and Ex -Officio Deputy 
Secretary to Government 
(Administration and Pro· 
gramme). 

3. Deputy Development Commis- 1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
sioner and Ex-Officio Deputy 
Secretary to Government 
(Special Schemes). 

4. Co-ordi-nator 
5. Senior Accounts Officer 
6. Senior District Development 

Assistant 

1000-1500 13 
800-1250 11 
700-1100 11 

1450-2000 
900-1750 
900-1750 

7. Gazetted Assistant to the Divi- 700-1100 13 1450-2000 
sional Commission·ers (Deve-

lopment). 
8. Assistant Development Commis

sioner. 
400- 950 

9. Special Officer (Nutrition) 
10. District Developm~nt Assistant 
11. District Panchayat and Youth 

Services Officer 
12. Accounts Officer 
13. Section Officer 
14. District Panchayat and Youth 

Services Officer. 
15. Block Development Officer 
16. Extension Officer (Agriculture) 

400- 950 
400- 950 
400- 950 

400- 950 
300-700 
300- 700 

300- 700 
275- 550 } 
250- 500 

17. Extension Officer (Rural Engi- 275- 550 
neering) (Engineering Graduates) 

11 900-1750 

11 900-1750 
11 900-1750 
10 750-1450 

10 750-1450 
8 600-1240 

10 750-1450 

10 750--1450 

9 660-1300 

9 660-1300 

. ' 

18. Extension Officer (Rural 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
Engineering) (Engineering 
Diploma Holders). 

19. Extension Officer (Animal Hus- 275- 550 
bandry). 

20. Accounts Superintendent 
21. Superintendent 
22. Taluk Sheristedar 
23. Manager 

250- 500 
225- 450 
225- 450 
175- 450 
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9 660-1300 

8 600--124(1 
8 600--1240 
8 600-1240 
6 440- 900 



2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
24. Stenographer 160-- 350 6 440-- 900 
25. First Division Cl~:rk 130-- 290 6 440-- 900 

26. Auditor 130-- 290 6 440-- 900 
27. Extension Officer (Co-operation) 130-- 290 6 440-- 900 
28. Extension Officer (Panchayat) 130-- 290 6 440-- 900 
29. Social Education Organiser 130- 290 6 440-- 900 
30. Mukhya Sevikas 130-- 290 6 440-- 900 
31. Gramasevak 130-- 290} 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 

120- 240 
32. Progress Assistant 130-- 290 6 440-- 900 
33. Gramasevika 120-- 240 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
34. Second Division Clerk 90-- 200 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
35. Typist 90-- 200 4 300-- 600- Extn. -700 
36. Ddver 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
37. Class IV 65- 95 I 250-- 350 

(ii) ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINING INSTITUTE, MYSORE 

38. Director 
39. Joint Director 
40. Assistant Director 
41. Assistant Director (Community 

Development and Panchayati 
Raj ; ReVI:nue and General 
Administration). 

42. Assistant Director (Accounts) 
43. Assistant Director (Co-operation) 
44 Manager 
45. Artist 
46. Libradan 
47. Reporter 
48. Stenographer 
49. First Division Clerk 
50. Accountant 
51. Junior Statistical Assistant 
52. Cine Operator 
53. Second Division Clerk 
54. Junior Stenographer 
55. Jamedar 
56. Roneo Operator 
57. Driver. 
58. Mali 
59. Peon 

Encadred in I.A.S. 
1000--1500 13 1450--2000 
700--IIOO II 900--1750 
400- 950 II 900--1750 

400-- 950 10 750--1450 
300-- 700 10 750--1450 
225- 450 8 600--1240 
225- 450 6 440-- 900 
175- 450 7 460-1000 
160-- 350 6 440-- 900 
130-- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440-- 900 
130-- 290 6 440- 900 
130-- 290 6 440-- 900 
120-- 240 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
90-- 200 4 300--- 600-Extn.-700 
90-- 200 6 440-- 900 
80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
80-- 145 1 250-- 350 
65- 95 1 250-- 350 

60. Part time Professor 

(iii) RURAL 

Rs. 100 p.m. No Recommendation 

DEVELOPMENT TRAINING CENTRES 
61. Principal 
62. Principal 

?OO--IIOO } II 900-1750 
400-- 950 

(iv) HOME SCIENCE WING 
63. Chief Instructress 250-- 450 10 750-1450 

(Old Scale) 
64. Assistant Instructress 140-- 320 7 460--1000 

(Old Scale) 

(v) DROUGHT PRONE AREA PROJECT, BIJAPUR 
65. Director 1000--1500 13 1450--2000 
66. Accounts Officer 700--IIOO II 900--1750 
67. Credit Planning Officer 700--IIOO II 900--1750 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
68. Progress Evaluation Officer 700-1100 11 900-1750 
69. Office Manager 175- 450 6 440- 900 
70. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
71. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
72. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
73. Driver· 80- 145 2 280- 420 
74. Pl:on 65- 95 1 250- 350 

(vi) DROUGHT PRONE AREA PROGRAMME, CffiTRADURGA, 
BELGAUM, KOLAR AND DHARWAR 

75. Project Officer 700-1100 11 900-1750 
7 6. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
77. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
78. Driver 80- 145 2 280-420 

(vii) PILOT INTENSIVE RURAL EMPLOYMENT PROJECT, 
HARIHAR. 

79. Director 1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
80. Assistant Engin'eer 350- 900 10 750-1450 
81. Junior Engineer 275- 550 9 660-1300 
82. First Division Clerk 130-290 6 440-900 
83. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
84. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 

10. GOVERNMENT COMPUTER CENTRE 

(para 12. 546) 

Existing Recommende(l 
Scales of Scales oJ 

Sl. Designation Pay Pay 
No. 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1. Manager 1800 Fixed 14 2000-2500 
2. Senior Prog1ammer 700-1100 10 750--1450 • 
3. Deputy Director 400- 950 11 900-1750 
4. Junior Programmer 300- 700 9 660--1300 • 
5. Accounts Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 
6. Senior Statistical Assistant 175- 450 8 600--1240 
7. Senior Supervisor 175- 450 8 600-1240 
8. Junior Statistical Assistant 130- 290 6 440-- 900 
9. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 

10. First Division Cll:rk 130- 290 6 440-- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

11. Junior Supervisor 
12. Punch' Operator (Senior) 
13. Punch OIJI!rator (Junior) 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
14. Typist 90- 200 4 300- oOO-Extn.-700 
15. Second Division Clerk 90-200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
16. Enum'erator 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
17. Class IV 65- 95 1 250- 350 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

NEW POSTS (NOT YET OPERATED) 

l. Systems Manager 
2. Systems AnalystfOperation 

Manager 
3. Senior Programmer 
4. Assistant Manager (Input) 
5. Junior ProgrammerfSenior Console 

Operator 
6. Assistant Manager (Control)/ 

SuiJI!rvisor (Input) 
7. Junior Console Operator 
8. Electrician-cum-Airconditioning 

Operator 

* Si!e para 12.549 

1000-1500 13 
700-1100 11 

400- 950 10 
400- 950 8 
30a-:- 700 9 

275-550 6 

275- 550 6 
120- 240 4 

I 
I450-2ooo I 
900-17501 

I. 
750-14501 
600-1240 1 * 
660-13001 

I 
440- 9001 

J 
440- 900 * 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

11. DEPARTMENT OF CO-OPERATION 

(para 12.423) 

Sl. 
No. 

De.signation 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales o.f 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (1\fin.-M«x.) 
No. 

2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1. Registrar of Co-operati~ Societies Encadred in I.A.S. 
2. Joint Registrar of Co-operative Encadred in I.A.S. 

Societies (Head Quarters) 
3. Joint Registrars of Co-operative 1000-1500 13 1450-2000 

Societies 
4. Deputy Registrar of Co-operative 700-1100 11 900--1750 

Societies 
5. Deputy Chief Auditor 700-1100 11 900-1750 
6. Executive Engineer 700-1100 11 900--1750 
7. Deputy Controller of State Accounts 700-1100 11 900-1750 
8. Assistant Engineer 350- 900 10 750-1450 
9. Assistant Registrars fSpecial Audi- 300- 700 10 750-1450 

tors /District Co-operative Audit 
Officers /Instructor 

10. Statistician 300- 700 10 750-1450 
11. Dairy Officer 300- 700 8 600-1240 
12. Assistant Director 300- 700 10 750-1450 
13. Junior Engim:er 275- 550 9 660-1300 
14. District Auditoor of Co-operative 275- 550 8 600-1240 

Societies 
15. Technical Assistant 275- 550 9 660-1300 
16. Accounts Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 
17. Senior Inspector ;senior Grade 

Auditor 
200- 450 6 440- 900 
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~1 ____________ 2 ____________ ~3 _____ 4 _____ 5 ___________ _ 

Rs. 
18. Superintendent 200- 450 
19. Head Clerk 175-- 450 
20. Duiry Assistant 175-- 450 
21. Cine Operator 175-- 450 
22. Draughtsman 175-- 450 
23. Jobber 175-- 450 
24. Inspector of Co-opcrati'\\! Societies 1 130- 290 

Senior Auditor 1 Assistant District 
_ Co-operative Officer 

25. Reserve Bank of India Supervisor 
26., First Division Clerk 
27. Stenographer 
28. Mechanical Supervisor 
29. Stcond Diviison Clerk 
30. Junior Inspector 1 Junior Auditor 
31. Clerk-cum-Typist 
32. Typist 
33. Lady Organiser 
34. Jamedar 
35. Daffedar, 
36. Attender/Process 

Naiks/Mu tchi. 
Server I Am ins/ 

37. Driver 
38. Peon 

*sec para 12.429 

130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
130-- 290 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90-- 200 
90-- 200 
90-- 200 
90- 200 
80- 145 
80- 145 

80-- 145 
65-- 95 

Rs. 
8 600--1240 
6 440-- 900 
5 400- 750--Extn.--850 
5 400-- 750-Extn.--850 
5 400- 75Q--Extn.---S50 
5 400- 7 50---Extn. --850 
6 440-- 900 

6 440-- 900 • 
6 440-- 900 
6 44Q-- 900 
4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
4 300-- 600--Extn.--700 
6 440-- 900 
4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
6 440- 900 
2 .. 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280-- 420 

2 280- 420 
1 250-- 350 

12. DEPARTMENT OF DRUGS CONlROL 

(para 12 .150) 

Sl. 
No. 

De;ignation 

2 

1. Drugs Cont'foller 
2. Director, Drugs Testing Labo-

ratory. 
3. Deputy Drugs Controller 
4. Principal, Govcrnment College 

of Pharmacy. 
5. Superi.ntendent (Drugs Testing 

Laboratory). 
6. Reader 
7. Assistant Professor 
8 .. Special Officer 
9. Assistant Drugs Controller 

I 0. Pharmacologist 
11. Pharmacognosist 
12. BactC'fiologist 

E:visting 
Scales of 

Pay 

llec01n 11 wnd eel 
Scales o1 

Pay 

(lll in.-1\J a.v.) GS. ([If in.-lllax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1000--1500 14 2000--2500 
1000--!500 13 1450--2000 

800-1250 11 900--1750 
800-1250 13 1450-2000 

700--1100 11 900-1750 

700-1100 12 1300--1900 
500-1000 12 1300--1900 
500-1000 11 900--1750 
400-- 950 10 750--1450 
350-- 900 10 750--1450 
350-- 900 10 750-1450 
350- 900 10 . 750--1450 
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-~----------2~----------~3~---;4----~5~---------

13. Senior Chemist 
14. Bio-Chemist 
15. Research Chemist 
16. Drugs Inspector 
17. Lecturer (Pharmacy) 
18. Lecturer (Non-Pharmacy) 

(PhysicsjEnglish/Chemistry / 
Methematics/Biology). 

19. Instructor 
20. Veterinarian 
21. Lay S\:cretary 
22. Administrative Assi<ltant 
23. Manager 
24. Accounts Superintendent 
25. Junior Chemist 
26. Demonstrator 
27. Supervisor 
28. Air Conditioning Mechanic 
29. Draughtsman-cum-Artist 
30. Assistant Instructor 
31. Superinrendent Grade II 
32. Statistician 
33. Laboratory Technician (Drugs) 
34. Accountant 
35. Cashier 
36. Record Clerk 
37. Store Keeper 
38. First Division Clerk 
39. Examiner (Advertisements) 
40. Librar.y Assistant 
41. Stenograph'er 
42. Laboratory Technician (S'enior) 
43. Technician 
44. Animal Supervisor 
45. Glass Blower 
46. Junior Stenographer 
47. Typist 
48. Second Division Clerk 
49. Driver 
SO. Laboratory Attendant 
51. Attender 
52. Animal Attendant 
53. Animal Hoooo Keeper 
54. Store Attendant 
55. Plumber 
56. Carpenter 
57. Gardener 
58. Mali 
59. Cycle Orderly 
60. Home Orderly 
61. Peon 
62. S'ervant 
63. Watchman-cum-Sweeper 
64. Watchman 
65. Sweeper 

* see para 12.157 

Rs. 
350- 900 10 
350- 900 10 
350- 900 10 
300-700 9 
275- 550 11 
275- 550 11 

275- 550 11 
275- 550 9 
275- 550 8 
275- 550 8 
250- 500 8 
250- 500 8 
175- 450 9 
175- 450 9 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 9 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 8 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 5 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
100- 220 4 
100-- 220 4 
100- 220 4 
100- 220 4 
90- 200 6 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 2 
65- 95 2 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 
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Rs. 
750-1450 
750-1450 
750-1450 
660-1300 
9o0-175o 1 
900-1750 ~ * 

900-1750 
660-1300 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
660-1300 
660-1300 

J 

• 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400-- 750-Extn.-850 
660-1300 
440- 900 
600--1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

. 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 
250- 350 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 



13. BUREAU OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 

(para 12.542) 

Sl. 
No. 

Designation 

2 

I. Director 
2. Joint Director 
3. Deputy Directors (including 

District Planning Officers). 
4. Assistant Director 
5. Artist-cum-Draughtsman (Senior) 
6. Superintendent Grade I 
7. Senior Statistical Assistant 
8. Superintendent Grade II 
9. Artist-cum-Draughtsman (Junior) 

.10. Junior Statistical Assistant 
11. First Division Clerk 
12. Stenographer 
13. Enumerator 
14. Second Division Clerk 
15. Typist 
16. Punch Operator 
17. Operator 
18. Binder 
19. Attender 
20. Daffedar 
21. Driver 
22. Class IV Servant 
23. Watchman 
----

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scalt!s Qj 

Pay 

(lllin.-Ma.,;.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 

Rs. 
1000--1500 14 
700--1100 13 
400-- 950 11 

300-- 700 10 
250-- 500 6 
200-- 450 8 
175- 450 8 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 6 
130-- 290 6 
130-- 290 6 
130-- 290 6 

90-- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90-- 200 4 
90-- 200 4 
90-- 200 3 
90-- 200 3 
80-- 145 2 
80-- 145 2 
80-- 145 2 
65- 95 I 
65- 95 1 

5 

Rs. 
2000--2500 
1450-2000 
900--1750 

750--1450 
440-- 900 
600--1240 
600--1240 
440- 900 
440-- 900 
440-- 900 
440- 900 
440-- 900 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 600--Extn.-700 
300-- 600--Extn.-700 
300-- 500--Extn.-550 
300-- 500--Extn.-550 
280-- 420 
280-- 420 
280-- 420 
250-- 350 
250-- 350 

14. GOVERNMENT ELECTRICAL INSPECTORATE 

(para 12.396) 

S!. 
Vo. 

I. Electrical 
ment. 

2. Deputy 

Designatiolt 

2 

Inspector to Govern-

Electrical Inspector to 
Government. 

3. Accounts Officer 
4. Assistant Electrical Inspector 
5. Junior Electrical Inspector 

E3Y1sting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 
Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (lllin.-lllax.) 
No. 

3 4 ·5 

Rs. Rs. 

1000--1500 13 1450-2000 

700--1100 11 900--1750 

400-- 950 10 750--1450 
350-- 900 10 750--1450 
275- 550 9 660--1300 
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1 2 3 4 5 
---

Rs. Rs. 
6. Accounts Superintendents (Assis- 250- 500 8 600-1240 

tant Accounts Officer). 
7. Draughtsman I75- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
8. Stenographer 130- 29\) 6 440- 900 
9. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 

10. Assistant Draughtsman 120- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
11. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
12. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
13. Mechanic Grade II -cum-Driver 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
14. Mechanic Grade III -cum· Driver 80- I45 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
15. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
16. Sweeper 65- 95 I 250- 350 
17. Peon 65- 95 I 250- 350 
18. Watchman 65- 95 I 250- 350 
I9. Helper 65- 95 2 280- 420 

15. DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING 

(para 12. 336) 

Sl. 
JYo. 

I 

Designativn 

2 

I. Director of Employment and 
Training and State Appren
ticeship Adviser. 

2. Joint Director of Training 

3. Joint Director of Employment 

4. Deputy Apprenticeship Adviser 
including Principal Grade-I 
and Deputy Director of 
Training. 

5. Deputy Director. of Employment 

E:visting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recom~~tended 

Scales of 
Pay 

(Min.-liiax.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
Encadred in I. A. S. 

IOOO-I500 I3 1450-2000 

IOOO-I500 I3 1450-2000 

700-I100 11 900-1750 

700-1IOO II 900-I750 

6. Asst. Director (Administration) 400- 950 IO 750-I 450 

7. Asst. Director (including Deputy 400- 950 IO 750-I450 
Chief, University Employment 
Information and Guidance 
Bureau). 

8. Asst. Director. (Accounts) 400- 950 IO 750-I450 

9. Principal Grade II/Vice- 350- 900 10 750-I450 
Principal/ Asst. Director 
(Training)/ Asst. Apprentice-
ship Adviser. 

10. Administrative Assistant 300- 700 8 600-I240 

I 1. Employment Officer (including 275- 550 IO 750-1450 
Editor, Career Study Centres). 
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2 

12. Foreman Instructor, including 
Mill Wright and Junior 
Apprenticeship Advisers. 

13. Craft Instructor, Business 
Management. · 

14. Accounts Supdt./ Accounts-cum
Office Superintendent. 

15. Accounts Superintendent 
16. Stenographer Selection Grade 

(Training). 
17. Supervisory Instructors, including 

Senior Technical Asst. and 
Mill Wright. 

18. Superintendent Grade-l 
19. Craft Instructor, including Junior 

Technical Asst. Allied Trade 
Instructor, Drawing and 
Mathematics Instructor and 
Cinema Projector. Operator
cum· Mechanic. 

20. Craft Instructor for stenography 
21. Supdt. Grade-11 including Store 

Superintendent. 
22. Asst. Employment Officer 

(Technical). 
23. Asst. Employment Officer/ Asst. 

Chief University Employment 
Information and Guidance 
Bureau. 

24. Stenographer 
25. First Division Clerk 
26. First Division Clerk (Training) 
27. Stenographer (Training) 
28. Second Division Clerk (Training) 
29. Typist (Training) 
30. Junior Stenographer 
31. Typist 
32. Second Division Clerk (including 

Proof Reader). 
33. Attender 
34. Jamedar 
35. Daffedar 
36. Jamedar (Training) 
37. Dr.iver 
38. Workshop Attender 
39. Peon/Watchman/Sweeper 

(Training). 
40. Peon 

* see para 12.339 

3 4 5 

Rs. 

275- 550 8 
Rs. 

600-1240 

275- 550 7 460-1000 

250- 500 8 600-1240 

250- 500 8 
250- 500 8 

600-1240 
600-1240 

200- 450 7 460-1000 

200- 450 8 600-1240 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

(for Diploma holders) * 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

(for others) 

175- 450 7 
175- 450 6 

460-1000 
440- 900 

175- 450 6 440- 900 

160- 350 6 440- 900 

130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 

80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
65- 95 
65- 95 

65- 95 
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6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
6 440- 900 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 2~0- 420 
2 280- 420 
I 250- 350 

250- 350 



16. DEPARTMENT OF ENDOWMENTS 

(para 12.492) 

Sl. 
No. 

! 

Desi_qnation 

2 

Exi3ting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 
Pay 

(1\lin.-llfa.-r.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1. Commissioner for Religious and IAS/KAS 13 1450-2000 
Charitable Endowments. Senior Scale 

2. Charity Commissioner 1300-1800 14 2000-2500 
3. Assistant Charity (Executive) 700-1100 13 1450-2000 

Commissioner, Bombay area. 
4. Assistant Commissioner, Hindu 400- 950 11 900-1750 

Religious and Charitable 
Endowments Mangalore, 
Kollegal, Bellary. 

5. Secretary, Sri Yediur Sidda- 400- 950 11 900-1750 
Lingeswaraswamy Temple. 

6. Headquarters Assistant to the 400- 950 11 900-1750 
Commissioner. 

7. Assistant Engineer 350- 900 10 750-1450 
8. Gazetted Manager, Karnataka 275- 550 10 750-1450 

State Charities, Thirumala. 
9. Muzarai Asst. to the Deputy 275- 550 10 750-1450 

Commissioner, Bangalore and 
Mysore. 

10. Executive Officer, Malai Maha- 275- 550 10 750-1450 
deswara Temple, KoJlegal. 

11. Gazetted Manager 275-- 550 8 600-1240 
12. Executive Officer, Sri Srikante- 275- 550 10 750-1450 

swaraswamoy Temple, Nanjan-
gud. 

13. Special Tahsildar for Muzrai 275- 550 10 750-1450 
Works, Corporation area, 
Bangalore. 

14. Junior Ehgineer 
(Head Office). 

275- 550 9 660-1300 

15. Professor, Maharaja's Sanskrit 275-550 12 1300-1900 
College, Mysore. 

16. Senior Pandit (Melkote) 
17. Manager (Non-Gazetted) 
18. Accounts Superintendent 
19. Superintendent Grade-11 
20. Agama Pandit (Senior) 
21. Jun;or Engineer, Office of the 

Special Tahsildar for Muzrai 
Works, Bangalore. 

22. Draughtsman 
23. First Division Grades : 

(First Division Clerk/ Accoun
tantJFirst Grade Inspector J 
Travelling Auditor fRecep-
tionistjPe>Jhkar). 

24. Stenographer 

275- 550 10 
250- 500 8 
250- 500 8 
200- 450 8 
175-- 450 10 
175- 450 5 

175- 450 
130- 290 

130- 290 

200 

5 
6 

6 

750-1450 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
750-1450 
400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
440- 900 

440- 900 



2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
25. Assistant Professor 130- 290 II 900--1750 
26. Agama Pandit (1 unior) 130- 290 9 660--1300 
27. Other Pandits (Melkote) 130- 290 10 750--1450 
28. Prabandha Teacher 130- 290 10 750--1450 
29. English Teacher 130- 290 10 750-1450 
30. Second Di.vision Grade~ : 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

(Second Division Clerk/Second 
Grade Inspector/Second 
Grade Auditor/Revenue 
Inspectm/Peshkar ). 

31. Second Grade Typist 90-- 200 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
32. Driver 80-- 145 2 280- 420 
33. Allender, Daffedar, Mutchi 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
34. Peon 65- 95 1 250-- 350 

17. EXCISE DEPARTMENT 

(para 12 . 407) 

Sl. 
No. 

Designation 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Reco-miiWnded 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. __________________ .,,., 

1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
l. Excise Commissioner Encadred in I.A.S. 
2. Deputy Commissioner Encadred in I.A.S 

(Enforcement). 
3. Headquarters Assistant to Excise 400- 950 11 900-1750 

Commissioner. 
4_ Superintendent of ExcisejSpecial 400- 950 11 900--1750 

Officer. 
5. Dcpuly Superintendent of Excise 275- 550 10 750-1450 
6. Office AssistantjManager 275- 550 8 600--1240 
7. Inspector of Excise (Senior) 250- 500 8 600--1240 
8. Prost:cution Inspector 225- 450 10 750-1450* 
9. Senior Clerk 175- 450 6 440- 900 

10. Inspector of Excise (Junior) 160-- 350 8 600--1240 
11. Fi~·st Divi>ion Clerk 130-- 290 6 440- 900 
12. Stenographer (Senior) 130-- 290 6 440-- 900 
13. Sub-Inspector of Excise 90-- 200 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
14. Second Division Clerk 90-- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
15. Typist 90- 200 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
16. Mutchi 80-- 145 2 280- 420 
17. Cask Maistry 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
18. Cooper 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
19. Jamedar 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
20. Daffedar 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
21. Driver 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
22. Guard 65- 95 2 280-- 420 
23. Other Class IV Servants (Peon, 65- 95 I 250-- 350 

Treemarkcr, Lascar and 
Grogging Cooly). 

--·-· --·------·· 
* ~ee para 12.410 
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18. DEPARTMENT OF FACfORIES AND BOILERS 
(para 12. 366) 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

De.<·ignation 

2 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(1\Iin.-l\lax.) GS. (1\Iin.-lllax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 
-----

l. Chief Inspector of Factories and 
Boilers. 

2. Medical lnspoctor of Factories 
3. Deputy Chief Inspector of Boilers 
4. Deputy Chief Inspector of 

Factories. 
5. Senior Inspector of Factories 
6. Senior Inspector of Boilers 
7. Senior Inspectress of Factories 
ll. Inspector of Boilers 
9. Inspector of Factories 

10. Inspectrcss of Factories 
11. Superintendent Grade I 
12. Assistant Inspectrcss of Factories 
13. Assistant Inspector of Factories 
14. Assistant Inspector of Boilers 
15. Superintendent Grade II 
16. Senior Statistical Assistant 
17. First Division Clerk 
18. Stenographer Grade I 
19. Stenographer Grado II 
20. Typist 
21. Second Division Clerk 
22. Clerk-cum· Typist 
23. Peon 

Rs. Rs. 
1000--1500 13 1450--2000 

800--1250 11 
700--1100 11 
700--1100 11 

400-- 950 10 
400-- 950 10 
400-- 950 10 
275- 550 9 
275- 550 9 
275- 550 7 
200-- 450 8 
175- 450 7 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 8 
130-- 290 6 
130-- 290 6 
90-- 200 6 
90-- 200 4 
90-- 200 4 
90-- 200 4 
65- 95 1 

900--1750 
900--1750 
900--1750 

750--1450 
750--1450 
750--1450 
660--1300 
660--1300 
460--1000 
600--1240 
460--1000 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400-- 750--Extn.- 850 
440-- 900 
600--1240 
440-- 900 
440-- 900 
440- 900 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 600--Extn.-700 
300-- 600--Extn.-700 
250-- 350 

19. FILM UNIT 
(para 12. 456) 

Sl. 
No. 

De.;-ignation 

1 2 

l. Director 
2. Section Officer 
3. Stenographer 
4. First Division Clerk 
5. Clerk-cum-Typist 
6. Driver 
7. Dalayat 
8. Pwn-cum-Cycle Orderly 
9. Watchmaa-cum·SWI!eper 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1000-1500 11 900--1750 
275- 550 8 600--1240 
130- 290 6 440-- 900 
130-- 290 6 440-- 900 

90-- 200 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
'dO- 145 2 280-- 420 
65- 95 1 250- 350 
65- 95 1 250- 350 
65- 95 1 250- 350 
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20. DEPARTMENT OF FIRE FORCE 

(para 12.74) 

Sl. 
j\T~ 

De-ignation 

2 

1. Director 

2. Deputy Director 
(Administration) 

3. Chief Fire Officer 

4. Commandant 

5. Di.visiona1 Fire Officer 

6. Chief Instructor 

7. Station Officer 

8. Instructor 

9. Engineering Sub Officer 

10. Manager 

11. Sub Officer 

12. First Division Clerk 

13. Assistant Sub Officer 

14. Demonstrators 

15. Fitter Class I 

16. Leading Fireman 

17. Fireman Driver 

18. Fitter Class II 

19. Electrician 

20. Welder-cum-Tinsmith 

21. Driwr Mechanic 

22. Driver-cum-Mechanic 

23. Painter 

24. Second Division Clerk 

25. Junior Stenographer 

26. Typist 
27. Second Division Clerk-cum-Typist 

28. Te:ephone Operator 

29. Fireman 

30. Fitter Class III 

,31. Carpenter Class III 

32. Cleaner 

33. Da1ayat 

34. Sweeper 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recmnmendt•d 
Scales of 

Pay 

(llfin.·Ma.1:.) GS. (1\Iin.-JIIax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

Encadred in I. P. S. 

Encadred in I.P.S. 

400- 950 11 900-1750 

400- 950 11 900-1750 

275-550 10 750-1450 

275- 550 10 750-1450 

175- 450 8 600-1240 

175- 450 8 600-1240 

175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

175- 450 6 440- 900 

130- 290 6 440- 900 

130- 290 6 440- 900 

120- 240 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

120- 240 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

120- 240 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

100- 220 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

90- 200 2 280- 420 

90- 200 2 280- 420 

90- 200 2 280- 420 

90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

90- 200 2 280- 420 

90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-7oo 

90- 200 6 440- 900 

90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

80- 145 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

80- 145 2 280- 420 

8Q-- 145 2 280- 420 

80- 145 250-- 350 

65- 95 1 250-- 350 

65- 95 250-- 350 
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21. DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES 

(para 12. 270) 

Sl. 
No. 

Designation 

2 

l. Director of Fisheries 
2. Joint Director of Fisheries 
3. Project Co-ordinator for Malpe 

and Honnavar. 
4. Deputy Director of Fish~ies 
5. Special Officer, Fish Seed 

Production, Bhadra Reservoir 
Project. 

6. Special Officer, Projects 
7. Senior Assistant Director 
8. Assistant Director of Fisheries 

(in charge of Districts). 
9. Assistant Directors of Fisheries 

(All other Posts). 
10. Headmaster, GQvernment Fishe

ries High School. 
II. Assistant Superintendent of 

Fisheries/Fisheries Extension 
Officer I Research Assistant f 
Inspector of Fisheries/Fishery 
Inspector /Hydrologist/Soil 
Chemk;t. 

12. Manager Grade I 
13. B. T. Assistant (Selection) 
14. Superintendent (Grade I) 
I 5. Marine Diesel Engineer 
16. Mechanical Driver 
17. Tindal (Senior) 
18. Farm Supervisor 
19. Superintendent (Grade II) 
20 Statisticdl Assistant (Senior) 
21. Graduate AssistantjB. T. Assis-

tant. 
22. Tindal (Junior) 
23. Senior Field Assistant 
24. Physical Training Instructors 

(Dip~omas). 

25. Refrigeration Mechanic 
26. First Di.vision Clerk 
27. Senior Co-operat-ive lnspector 
28. Stenographer 
29. Pandit 
30. Music Teacher 
31. Artist 
32. Workshop Superintendent 
33. Sewing Mistress Grade I 
34. Mechanical Instructor 

E:ri.~ting 

Scales of 
Pay 

Recommrnded 
Scales of 

Pay 

(llfin.·llfa.,;.) GS. (l\1in.·llfax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1000--1500 
1000--1500 
1000--1500 

14 2000-2500 
13 1450--2000 
13 1450--2000 

700--1100 11 
700 1100 11 

700-1100 11 
400-- 950 10 
300- 700 10 

300- 700 9 

275- 550 10 

275- 550 9 

250- 500 8 
250- 500 7 
200- 450 8 
200- 450 5 
200-- 450 5 
200-- 450 5 
175- 450 5 
115- 450 6 
115- 450 8 
175- 450 7 

175- 450 5 
160- 350 5 
160- 350 7 

160-- 350 5 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 7 
130- 290 7 
120- 240 6 
120-- 240 4 
120-- 240 4 
120-- 240 5 

900--1750 
900--1750 

900-1750 
750--1450 
750-1450 

660-1300 

750--1450 

660-1300 

600-1240 
460-1000 
600--1240 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750--Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
440-- 900 
600-1240 
460-1000 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
460-1000 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
460-1000 
460--1000 
440- 900 
300-- 600--Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
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l 2 

35. Master Fisherman 
36. Coracle Maker 
37. Craft Teacher Grade I 
38. Secondary Grade Teachers/ 

Assistant Teachers. 

39. Physical Training Instructors 
40. Assistant Inspector of Fisheries; 

Sub-Inspector of Fisheries/ 
Yard Officer. 

41. Second Division Clerk 
42. Typist 
43. Craft Teacher Grade II 
44. Manual Training Instructor 
45. Drawing Master 
46. Sewing Mistress Grade II 
47. Manure OperativesjPctty Yard 

Officer /Statistical Surveyor. 
48. Field man fLa bora tory Attendcr f 

Attender f Demonstration 
Maistry f Daffedar I Muslin 
Curer. 

49. Driver 
50. Fisherman,/Fishe1·y Watcher 
51. Peon/Watchman 

3 4 

Rs. 
120- 240 4 
120- 240 3 
120- 240 4 
100- 2201 4 
90- 200 

(NonSSLC 
Trained) 

100- 220 4 
90- 200 4 

90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 3 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 3 
80- 145 3 

80-145 2 

80- 145 2 
65- 95 2 
65- 95 1 

5 

Rs. 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 500-Extn.-550 

280- 420 

280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 

.22. GOVERNMENT FLYING TRAINING SCHOOL 

(para 12. 594) 

Sl. 
No. 

De<ignation 

2 

I. Principal 
2. Chief Flying Instructor 
3. Chief Aircraft Maintenance 

Engin~er. 

4. Assistant Flying Instructor 

5. Assistant Aircraft Maintenance 
Engineer 

6. Secretary 
7. Accounts Superintendent 
8. Skilled Mechanic 
9. Stenographer 

10. First Division Clerk 

E:risting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales cJ 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 

Rs. 

No scaje 
1300-1800 
1300-1800 

4 5 

Rs. 

14 2000-2500 
13 1450-2000 
13 1450-2000 

800-1250 } II 
700-1100 

900-1750 

900-1750 

750-1450 
600-1240 

* 

800-1250 } II 
700-1100 
300- 700 10 
250- 500 8 
225- 450 5 
175- 450 6 
130- 290 6 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
440- 900 
440- 900 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1 1. Store K-eeper 130- 290 6 440-- 900 
12. Semi Skilled Mechanic 120- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
1 3. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
14. Time Keeper 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
15. Assistant Store Keep-er 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
16. Assistant Time Keeper 80- 145 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
17. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
18. Air Craft Hand 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
19. Allender 80- 145 2 280- 420 
20. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
21. Cycle Orderly 65- 95 1 250- 350 
22. Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 
23. Air Craft Helper 65- 95 2 280- 420 
24. Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 

*See para 12.594. 

23. DEPARTMENT OF FOOD AND CIVIL SUPPLIES 
(para 12. SSO) 

Sl. 
No. 

Designation 

2 

I. Director 
2. Joint Director 
3. Chief Accounts Officer 
4. Asst. Director/ Asst. Commr. 

(Depots)/Food Assts. to 
Dy. Com mrs ./Range Offic-er 
of Informal Rationing Area; 
Headquarters Asst. to the 
Joint Director. 

5. Accounts Officer 
6. Paddy Specialist 
7. Tahsildar/Special Tahsildar; 

Godown Superintendent. 
8. Senior Marketing Officer 
9. Assistant Statistician 

I 0. Public Relations Officer 
I I. Supply Officer 
I 2. Manager Grade I 
13. Accounts Superintendent 
14. Manager of Joint Directors' Office 
IS. Junior Manager/Manager/Deputy 

Manager. 
16. Paddy Purchase Asst./Senior 

Godown Keeper. 
17. Sheristedar 
18. Deputy Tahsildar 

* See para 12.552 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

RecOmmended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Mil$.) GS. (llfin.-Ma.'C.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
Encadrcd in I. A. S. 

1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
700-1100 11 900-1750 
400- 950 11 900-1750 

400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
300- 700 10 750-1450 

300- 700 10 750-1450 
300- 700 10 750-1450 
275- 550 8 600-1240 * 
275- 550 10 750-1450 
275- 550 10 750-1450 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
225- 450 8 600-1240 
225- 450 8 600-1240 

225- 450 8 600-1240 

225- 450 8 600-1240 
225- 450 8 600-1240 
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19. Food Inspector/Junior Godown 
Keeper. 

20. First Division Clerk 
21. First Division Clerk (State 

Accounts Department). 
22. Stenographer Grade I 
23. Stenographer (State Accounts 

Department). 
24. Assistant Food Inspector 
25. Second Division Clerk 
26. Typist 
27. Fumigator 
28. Head Constable 
29. Constable 
30. Third Division Clerk 
31. Attender/J amedar/Dalfedar / 

Dafter band. 
32. Driver 
33. Class IV Servdnt (inclusive of 

Cycle Orderly, Watchman, 
Stitcher, Shifter, Peon and 
Sweeper). 

3 4 
Rs. 

130- 290 6 

130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 

130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 

90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 2 
90- 200 5 
80- 145 4 
80- 145 4 
80- 145 2 

80- 145 2 
65- 95 1 

1, Deputy Director 
2. First Grade Inspector 
3. Second Grade Insp'ector 
4. Superintendent Grade I 
5. Superintendent Grade II 
6. Assistant Inspector 
7. First Division Clerk 

CIVIL SUPPLIES 
700-1100 11 
250- 500 6 
200- 450 6 
200- 450 8 
175- 450 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 

8. Second Division Clerk 
9. Junior Stenographer 

10. Typist 
11. Allender 
12. Mutchi 
13. Class IV Servant (inclusive of 

Cycle Orderly/Watchman/ 
Peon and Sweeper). 

90- 200 4 
90- 200 6 
90- 200 4 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
65- 95 1 

~.FOREST DEPARTMENT 
(para 12. 277) 

5 
Rs. 

440- 900 

440- 900 
440- 900 

440- 900 
440- 900 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 

280- 420 
250- 350 

900-1750 
440- 900 
<440- 900 
600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 
300- 600 -Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250 -350 

E:cisting Reccnmm:ncl<!d 

S!. Designation 
No. 

2 

1. Chief Conservator 
2. Chief Cono"\:rvator (Non-IFS) 
3. Conservator (Non-IFS) 
4. Deputy Conservator (Non-IFS) 

Scales of Scales of 
Pay Pay 

(llf in.-.M (l3),) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
Encadred in l.F.S. 

1300-1800 15 2500-2750 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
500-1000 II 900-1750 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
5. Financial Assistant to the Chief 400- 950 10 750-1450 

Conservator of Forests. 
6. Asst. Conservator (Non-lFS) 300- 700 10 750-1450 
7. Gazetted Manager 275- 550 8 600-1240 
8. Forest Ranger Grade-I 275- 550 8 600-1240 
9. Veterinary Asst. Surgeon 275- 550 9 660-1300 

(Elephant Establishment). 
10. Forest Chemist 275- 550 9 660-1300 
11. Stenographer (Selection Grade) 250- 500 8 600-1240 
12. Superintendent Grade-l 200- 450 8 600-1240 
13. Superint\:ndent Grade-II 175- 450 6 440-- 900 
14. Forest Surveyor Grade-l 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
15. Draughtsman Grade-l 175- 450 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
16. Photographer-cum-Artist 175- 450 6 440- 900 
17. Stenographer 175- 450 6 440- 900 
18. Operator or Foreman 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
19. Mechanical Overseer 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
20. Civil Overseer 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
21. Skidding Overseer 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
22. Supervisor 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
23. Carpentry Instructor 175- 450 5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 
24. Carpentry Foreman 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
25. Forest Ranger Grade-II 160- 350 8 600-1240 
26. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
27. Stooo-Typist Grade-l 130- 290 6 440- 900 
28. Tractor Driver 120- 240 2 280- 420 
29. Forest Surveyor Grade-II 120- 240 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
30. Draughtsma·n Grade-II 120- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
31. Forester 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
32. Game Supervisor 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
33. Elephant J amedar 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
34. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
35. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
36. Assistant Mechanic 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
37. El'ephant Mahout 80- 145 2 280- 420 
38. Driver of Motor Vans, Cars, Jeeps 80- 145 2 280- 420 

and Lorries. 
39. Attender and Dafterband 80- 145 2 280- 420 
40. Jamedar 80- 145 2 280-420 
41. Naik 80- 145 2 280- 420 
42. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
43. Depot Supervisor 80- 145 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
44. Fireman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
45. Watcher; Plantation/Depot/Beat 65- 95 1 250- 350 

or Revenue Game/Bungalow I 
Nurseries JFire. 
Malies; Couv-:j Plantation/ 
Depot jNursery jWater. 

46. Forest Guard 65- 95 2 280- 420 
47. Game Watcher 65- 95 2 280- 420 
48. Elephant Kothal and Kavad 65- 95 I 250- 350 
49. Cleaner 65- 95 1 250- 350 
50. Peon 65- 95 I 250- 350 
51. Caretaker of Forest Lodge 65- 95 I 250- 350 
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1 2 3 4 5 
----------------------------------~ ----------
52. Asst. Supervisor/Bamboo Super

visor. 
53. Sweeper 

54. Butler 

Its. lts. 
55- 75 2 280- 420 

(Old Scale) 
50- 60 1 

(Old Scale) 
50- 60 2 

(Old Scale) 

250- 350 

280- 420 

25. KARNATAKA GAZETI'EER DEPARTMENT 

(para 12. 520) 

E:visting Recommended 
Scales of Scales of 

Sl. De.lignation Pay Pay 
No. 

(Min.-Maa;.) as. (Min.-Maa;.) 
No. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1. Chief Editor 900-1300 11 900-1750 
2. Editor 300- 700 10 750-1450 
3. Senior Editor 275- 550 10 750-1450 
4. Supl.)rintendent 250- 500 8 600--1240 
5. Investigators 225- 450 8 600-1240 
6. Proof Reader-cum-Assistant 160- 350 6 440- 900 
7. Assistant 160- 350 6 440- 900 
8. Stenographer 160- 350 6 440- 900 
9. Junior Assistant 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

10. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
11. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
12. Peons 65- 95 1 250- 350 
13. Cycle Orderly 65- 95 1 250- 350 
14. Night Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 

26. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES 

(para 12.96) 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

De>ignation 

2 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales cf 

Pay 

(Min.-Maa;.) as. (Min.-Maa;.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1. Director of Health and Family 1300-1800 15 2500---2750 

Planning Services. 
2. Additional Director of Health and 

Family Planning S~~vices. 
3. Joint Director 
4. Deputy Director 
5. Dl!puty Director (Transport) 

P.C.R.-27 

1300-1800 14 2000--2500 

1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

6. Administrative Officer 1000-1500 13 1450-2000 

7. Joint Director (Information) 1000-1500 11 900-1750 

8. Principal, Medical College 1000-1500 14 2000--2500 

9. Deputy Director, Pharmacy 800-1250 11 900-1750 

10. Professor 800-1500 13 1450-2000 

11. Assistant Director (Medical Edu- 800-1500 11 900-1750 

cation). 
12. Surgeon/Superintendent 800-1250 11 900-1750 

13. Chemical Examiner 800-1250 11 900-1750 

14. Assistant Director (Bac!L'!'iology) 800-1250 11 900-1750 

15. Financial Assistant (Deputy 800-1250 11 900-1750 

Controller). 
16. Assistant Director /Technical 800-1250 11 900-1750 

Assistant to the Director. 
17. Health Officer Class I 800-1250 11 900-1750 
18. Su~rintendent of Tuberculosis 800-1250 11 900-1750 

Sanatorium. 
19. Superintendent of Mental Hospital 800-1250 13 1450-2000 
20. Dental Surgeon 700-1100 11 900-1750 
21. Demographer 700-1100 13 1450-2000 
22. Executive Engineer (Family 700-1100 11 900-1750 

Planning). 
23. Deputy Transport Officer 700-1100 11 900-1750 
24. Assistant Director (Transport) 700-1100 11 900-1750 
25. Superintendent of Nursing Services 500-1000 11 900-1750 

(Assistant Director, Nursing). 
26. Assistant Professor 500-1000 12 1300-1900 
27. Assistant Associate Professor 500-1000 12 1300-1900 
28. Medical Officer of Health (FP & 500-1000 10 750-1450 

MCH) and Medical Lecturer-
cum-Demonstrator, HFPTCs. 

29. District Leprosy Officer 500-1000 10 750--1450 
30. Vehicle Administration Controller 500-1000 10 750-1450 
31. MaterialS Manager (Transport) 500-1000 10 750-1450 
32. Principal, College of Nursing 500-1000 11 900--1750 
33. Field Publicity Officer 400- 950 10 750-1450 
34. Statistical Officer (Family Planning) 400- 950 11 900-1750 
35. Accounts Officer (Transport) 400- 950 10 750-1450 
36. Accounts Officer (Family Planning) 400- 950 10 750-1450 
37. Training Officer (Training Unit) 400- 950 9 660-1300 
38. Editor 400- 950 10 750-1450 
39. Lecturer-cum-Registrar 400- 950 11 900-1750 * 40. Muooum Curator-Epidemiologist- 400- 950 10 750-1450 

cum-Bio-Statistician, Resident 
Pathologist 

41. Lecturer in Health Education and 400- 950 9 660-1300 
Family Planning 

42. Lecturer (IJ'emography and Statis- 400- 950 9 660-1300 
tics), PPC 

43. Assistant Administrative Officer 400- 950 11 900-1750 
44. Health Officer Class II-cum-Assis· 400- 950 9 660-1300 

tant Surgeon Class II 
45. Assistant Dental Surgeon 400- 950 9 660-1300 
46. Blood Bank Officer 400- 950 9 660-1300 

*see paca 12.113 
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47. Filaria Officer 
48. Pathologist for Post Graduate 

Courso 
49. Assistant Malariologist 
50. Bio-Chemist 
51. Epidemiologist 
52. Anaesthetist (SDS Sanatorium) 
53. Chief Pharmacist 
54. Senior Chemist and Public Analyst 
55. Assistant Bacteriologist 
56. Senior Entomologist 
51. Physicist 
58. Administrative Officer (Transport) 
59. Technical Officer (Field Studies 

Demonstration Centre) 
60. Assistant to the Assistant Director, 

Health Education and Social 
Scientist 

3 4 

Rs. 
400- 950. 9 
400- 950 10 

400- 950 
400- 950 

9 
9 

400- 950 9 
400- 950 9 
400- 950 10 
400- 950 10 
400- 950 9 
400- 950 10 
400- 950 9 
350- 900 10 
350- 900 9 

350- 900 9 

61. Social Scientist (Family Planning) 350- 900 9 
62. Technical Officer, Student Health 350- 900 9 

Education 
63. Technical Officer (Audio Visual) 350- 900 8 
64. District Nursing Supervisor {Public 350- 900 10 

Hoolth Nurse Instructor {Superin-
tendent of Health Visitors' School 

65. Assistant Chemical Examiner 350- 900 8 
66 Food Analysis 350- 900 8 
67. Nursing Superintendent Grade I 350- 900 10 
68. Health Education Officer 350- 900 9 

(Family Planning). 
69. Social Science Instructor 
70. Health Education Instructor 
71. Planning Officer 
72. Principal, School of Nursing/ 

Asst. Professor, College of 
Nursing{Scnior Clinical 
Nursing Tutor. 

73. Assistant Nutrition Officer 
74. Store Officer (Transport~ 

75. X-Ray Engineer /Refrigerator 
Engineer. 

350- 900 9 
350- 900 9 
350- 900 9 
350- 900 10 

350- 900 9 
350- 900 10 
350- 900 9 

76. Works Manager (Transport) 350- 900 10 
77. Speech Pathologist and Audiologist 350- 900 9 
78. Medical Record Officer 350- 900 8 
79. Purchase Officer (Transport) 350- 900 10 
80. Assistant Engineer, Vaccine 350- 900 10 

Institute, Belgaum 
81. Statistical Officer (Transport) 
82. Technical Assistant 
83. Graduate Pharmacist 
84. Psychiatric Social Worker 
85. Entomologist 
86. Teacher in Child Psychiatry 
87. Psychologist 
88. Assistant Entomologist 

300- 700 10 
300- 700 9 
300- 700 9 
300- 700 9 
300- 700 8 
300- 700 9 
300-700 9 
275- 550 8 
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5 

Rs. 
660-1300 
750-1450 

660-1300 
660-1300 
660-1300 
660-1300 
750-1450 
750-1450 
660-1300 
750-1450 
660-1300 
750-1450 
660-1300 

660-1300 

660-1300 
660-1300 

600-1240 
750-1450 

600-1240 
600-1240 
750-1450 
660-1300 

660-1300 
660-1300 
660-1300 
750-1450 

660-1300 
750-1450 
660-1300 

750-1450 
660-1300 
600-1240 
750-1450 
750-1450 

750-1450 
660-1300 
660-1300 
660-1300 
600-1240 
660-1300 
660-1300 
600-1240 



2 3 4 

Rs. 

89. Assistant Director (Technical) 
Offset Press. 

275- 550 10 

90. Lay Secretaries of Teaching 275- 550 10 

Hospitals and other Hospitals. 
91. Lay Secretary /Gazetted Assistant 
92. Junior Engineer/Surveyor 
93. Statistical Officer 
94. Scientific Assistant 
95. Assistant Instructor (Health 

Supervisor) (Gazetted). 
96. Field Assistant (NCP) (Health 

Supervisor (Gazetted). 
97. Technical Assistant (NSP) (Health 

Supervisor) (Gazetted) 
98. Field Investigator (Communicable 

Diseases). 
99. Health Supervisor (Gazetted) 

Health Education, Malaria and 
Communicable Diseases). 

I 00. District Mass Education and 
Information Officer. 

10!. Nursing Tutor fLecturer, Collegl! 
of Nursing/ Assistant Superin
tendent and Sisters). 

102. Nursing Superintendent-Grade II 
103. Assistant Superintendent, H\!alth 

Visitors' Training School. 
104. Assistant Superintendent (Veteri

nary). 
105. Vehicle Administrative Controller 
I06. Programme Assistant 
I07. Service Engineer 
I08. Assistant Editor (Health Educa

tion). 
I 09. Senior Projectionist 
110. Chief Technician (Vaccine 

Institute). 

275- 550 
275- 550 
275-. 550 
275- 550 
275- 550 

275- 550 

275- 550 

275- 550 

275- 550 

275- 550 

275- 550 

275- 550 
275- 550 

275- 550 

275- 550 
275- 550 
275- 550 
275- 550 

250- 500 
250- 500 

Ill. Manager/Accounts Superi-nten- 250- 500 
dent. 

112. Superintendent (State Accounts 250- 500 
Department). 

113. Stenographer (Selection Grade) 
Il4. Dietician 
115. Junior Chemist 
116. Health Officer Class III-cum

Asst. Surgeon Class III. 

250- 500 
250- 500 
225- 450 
200- 450 

I17. Non-Medical Assistant 200- 450 
Il8. Steward, Central Leprosarium, 200- 450 

Bangalore. 
119. Superintendent (Technical) 
120. Social Worker (Health Education) 
121. Senior Librarian 
122. Home Science Assistant 
123. Health Supervisor (Malaria 

Supervisor). 

200- 450 
200- 450 
200- 450 
200- 450 
200- 450 
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8 
9 
8 
8 
6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

9 

7 

7 
7 

9 

9 
8 
9 
8 

5 
8 

8 

8 

8 
6 
6 
9 

6 
8 

8 
6 
7 
6 
6 

5 

Rs. 

750-1450 

750-1450 

600-1240 
660-1300 
600-1240 
600-1240 
440- 900 

440- 900 

440- 900 

440- 900 

440- 900 

660-1300 

460-1000 

460-1000 
460-1000 

660-1300 

660-1300 
600-1240 
660-1300 
600-1240 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
600-1240 

600-1240 

600-1240 

600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
660-1300 

440- 900 
600-1240 

600-1240 
440- 900 
460-1000 
440- 900 
440- 900 



1 2 3 4 

124. Health Supervisor (Leprosy 
Centre). 

Rs. 

200- 450 

125. Assistant Medical Record Officer 200- 450 
126. Health Supervisor (Para Medical 200- 450 

Assistant). 
127. Health Supervisor (Health 

Education). 
200- 450 

128. Health Supervisor (Assistant Unit 200- 450 
Officer). 

129. Teacher (Health Education) 200- 450 
130. District Extension Educator 200- 450 
131. District Health Educator/District 200- 450 

Family Planning Extension 
Educator. 

6 

5 
6 

6 

6 

7 
9 
9 

132. Health Educator (State Family 200- 450 
Planning Bureau). 

9 

133. District Family Planning Extension 200- 450 
Educator (Female)/Health 

9 

Education Educator. 
134. Health Supervisor (N.S.E.P.) 
135. Superintendent Grade I 
136. Scientific Assistant 
137. Re~earch Assistant 
138. Overseer 
139. Editor 
140. Sub-Editor 
141. Weaving Instructor 
142. Artist-cum-Photographer 
143. Physical Cultural Instructor 
144. Draughtsman 
145. Senior non-Medical Supervisor 
146. Staff Nurse 

200- 450 6 
200- 450 8 
200- 450 6 
200- 450 6 
200- 450 5 
200- 450 6 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 7 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 7 
175- 450 5 

147. Electrician 175- 450') 4 
(for Diploma Holders) L 

120- 240 ( 
(for others) J 

175- 450 6 
175- 450 8 
175- 450 5 

148. Superintendent Grade II 
149. Statistical Assistant 
150. ProjcctionistjProjectionist-cum-

Mechanic. 
151. Artist-cum-Retoucher 175- 450 
152. Lady Health Visitor 175- 450 
153. Librarian 175- 450 
154. Cameraman 175- 450 
155. Supervisor (Electric Laundry) 175- 450 
156. Mechanic Class I 175- 450 
157. Inventory Control Superintendent 175- 450 
158. Auto-Clave Mechanic 175- 450 
159. Electrical Supervisor 175- 450 
160. Etectronic Mechanic 175- 450 
161. Process Operator 175- 450 
162. Senior Mechanic 175- 450 
163. Social Worker (for VD and 160- 350 

College). 
164. Health Visitor (T.B.) 160- 350 
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6 
6 
7 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
6 

4 

5 

Rs. 

440- 900 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
440- 900 

440- 900 

440- 900 

460-1000 
660-1300 
660-1300 

660-1300 

660-1300 

440- 900 
600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
440- 900 
440- 900 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
440- 900 
460-1000 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
460-1000 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

440- 900 
600-1240 
400- 750--Extn.--850 

440- 900 
440- 900 
460-1000 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 

300- 600-Extn.-700 



1 2 

165. B:ock Extension Educator 
(male) (UrbanjRural F. W. 
Centres). 

166. Dental Mechanic 
167. Junior Non-Medical Supervisor 
168. Senior Health Inspector 
169. Physio Therapist .(Leprosy) 
170. Senior Technical Assistant 
171. Master Artisan (Mechanical) 
172. Senior Hospital Pharmacist 
173. Master Artisan (Electrical) 
174. B.C.G. Te<>m Leader 
175. Senior Refractionist 
176. Medical Record Technician 
\77. Senior Laboratory Technician 
\78. Physiotherapist (General) 
179. Radiographer 
180. Junior Hospital Pharmacist 
181. Junior Entomologist (Ento-

mologiCIIl Assistant). 
182. Food Supervisor 
183. Refractionist 
'84. Proof Examiner 
185. Stenowapher Grade I 
186. Steward (Mental Hospital, 

Dharwar). 
I ~7. First Division Clerk 
188. Internal Auditor 
I !!9. Assistant Librarian 
190. Ortho-optist 
191. Optician 
192. Skilled Mechanic 
193. Electrician (Transport) 
194. Pa<rt~man 
195. Skilled Tradesman 
196. Senior Pharmacist 
197. Modellers 
198. Assistant Process Operator 
199. Dental Hygienist 
200. Weaving Instructor 
201. Driver-cum-Mechanic 
202. Weaving Assistant 
203. Craftsman (Health Education) 
204. Senior Microscopist 
205. Supervisor (Stationery) 
206. X-Ray Technician 
207. Junior Laboratory Technician; 

JuniDr Microscopist (Medical 
and Public Health). 

208. Junior Health Inspector 
209. Offset Printer 
210. Family Planning Health 

Assistant. 
211. Basic Health Worker 
212. Blood Bank Technician 

. 213. Malaria Surveillance Inspector 

3 4 

Rs. 

160-- 350 6 

160- 350 4 
160-- 350 4 
160-- 350 4 
160-- 350 4 
.160--- 350 4 
160-- 350 4 
160- 350 6 
160-- 350 4 
160- 350 4 
160-- 350 6 
160-- 350 5 

130-- 290 6 
130-- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 

130--- '290 6 
130- '.90 6 
130-- 290 6 
130-- ?.90 6 
130-- 290 6 

130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 4 
130- 290 4 
130- 290 4 
130-- 290 4 
130- 290 6 
120-- 240 4 
120- 240 4 
120- 240 4 
120-- 240 4 
120-- 240 3 
120-- 240 4 
120- 240 3 
120- 240 4 
100-- 220 4 
100- 220 5 
100- 220 4 

100- 220 4 
100- 220 3 
100- 220 4 

100- 220 4 
100- 220 4 
100- 220 4 

214 

5 

Rs. 
440-- 900 

300-- 600--Extn.-700 
300- 600--Extn.-700 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 600-Extn.-70() 
300- 600--Extn.--700 
440- 900 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 
400- 750--Extn.-850 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440-- 900 
440- 900 

440-- 900 
440-- 900 
440- ooo 
440-- 900 
440- 900 

440- 900 
440-- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300--- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 . 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300--- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600--Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
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214. Pharmacist 
215. Offset Plate Maker 
216. S~cond Division Clerk 
217. Medical Record Clerk-cum-Typist 
218. Typist 
219. Sisters of Charity fNuns 

220. Typist-cum-GJerk 
221. Revenue Inspector 
222. Stenographer Gr.ade II 
223. Store Keeper-cum-Clerk-cum

Typist. 
224. Plumber 

· 225. Lady House Keeper 
226. Needle Work Teacher 
227. Assistant Food Supervisor 
228. Para Medical Worker 
229. B.C.G. Technician 
230. Craft Assistant 
231. Machine Minder 
232. Binder 
233. Compositor 
234. Silk Screen Technician 
235. Artist 
236. ANM/Midwife 
237. Malaria Surveillance Worker 
238. Assistant Offset Printer 
239. Junior Proof Examiner 
240. Vaccinator 
241. Cholera Worker; Auxilary Health 

Worker. 

3 

Rs. 
100- 220 
100- 220 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 

90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 

90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 

242. Boiler Attendant 90- 200 
243. Optical Mechanic 90- 200 
244. Junior Technical Assistant/ Skilled 90- 200 

Ar.tisan. 
245. Junior Mechanic/Semi-Skilled 

Artisan. 
246. Mechanic-cum-driver 
247. Assistant Plate Grainer 
248. Junior Compositor 
249. Assistant Binder 
250. Class Room Attender 
251. Surgical Attender 
252. Laboratory Assistant 
253. Animal Attender 
254. Head Stableman 
255. DaffedarjJam'edar 
256. Conservancy Over~er 
257. Attender 
258. Mutchi 
259. Warper 
260. Instructor (Printing Section) 
261. Driver 
262. Electrician Grade II 
263. Mechanic 

*see para 12.148 
•••• '.:!"1 

90- 200 

90- 200 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
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4 5 

Rs. 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
No Recommen- * 

da.li;on. 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
6 440- 900 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
3 300-- 500-Extn.-550 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
3 300- 550-Extn.-550 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 



2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
264. Pump Mechanic 80- 145 2 280- 420 
265. Wireman 80- 145 2 280- 420 
266. Electric Mechanic 80- 145 2 280- 420 
267. Record Attendant 80- 145 2 280- 420 
268. Semi-Skilled Artisan;Helper-cum- 80- 145 2 280- 420 

Cook. 
269. Dark Room Assistant 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
270. Peon and other Class IV Staff 65- 95 1 250- 350 
271. O.T. Allender. 65- 95 1 250- 350 
272. Nursing Orderly 65- 95 1 250- 350 
273. Ward Attendant 65- 95 1 250- 350 
274. Cleaner 65- 95 I 250- 350 
275. Laboratory Attender 65- 95 2 280- 420 
276. Watch and Ward 65- 95 I 250- 350 
277. Field Worker 65- 95 1 250- 350 
278. Cook 65- 95 2 280- 420 
279. Calf Allender 65- 95 1 250- 350 
280. Dhoby 65- 95 1 250- 350 
281. Gardener 65- 95 I 250- 350 
282. Mazdoor 65- 95 1 250- 350 
283. Bhisty/Water Carrier 65- 95 I 250- 350 
284. Sweeper/Scavenger 65- 95 I 250- 350 
285. Weaver 65- 95 2 280- 420 
286. Lady Visitor 65- 95 I 250- 350 
287. Lift Allender 65- 95 2 280- 420 
288. Barber 65- 95 I 250- 350 
289. Carpenter 65- 95 2 280- 420 
290. Coir Attender 65- 95 I 250- 350 
291. Packer 65- 95 2 280- 420 
292. Tailor 65- 95 2 280- 420 
293. Tinker 65- 95 I 250- 350 
294. Steriliser Operator 65- 95 I 250- 350 
295. Boiler Attender 65- 95 2 280- 420 
296. Gas Plant Operator. 65- 95 2 280- 420 
297. Hydro Electric Operator 65- 95 2 280- 420 
298. Plumber 65- 95 2 280- 420 
299. X-Ray Attender Grade II 65- 95 2 280- 420 
300. Insect ColJector 65- 95 2 280- 420 

27. DEPARTMENT OF HOME GUARDS AND CIVIL DEFEN<.:E 

(para 12. 82) 

Sl. 
No. 

Designation 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Maa;.) GS. (Min.-Maa;.) 
No. 

2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
I. Commandant General, Home Guards Encadred in I. P. S. 

and Ex·Officio Director of Civil 
Defence. 

2. Senior Staff Officer-cum-Deputy Encadred in I.P.S. 
Commandant General, Home 
Guards and Ex-Officio Deputy 
Director of Civil Defence. 
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2 3 4 5 

Rs. 
3. Commandant, Combined Central 740-1300 13 

Home Guards dnd Civil Defence (old Scale) 
Training Institute, Bangalore. 

Rs. 
1450-2000 

4. Accounts Officer, Headquarters 400- 950 10 750-1450 
Office. 

5. Manager 250- 500 8 600-1240 
6. Superintendent Grade II 175- 450 6 440- 900 
7. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
8. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
9. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

10. Second Division Clerk-cum-Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Exln.-700 
II. Junior Stenographer 90- 200 6 440- 900 
12. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Exln.-700 
13. Personal Orderlies to Commandant 

Genernl, Home Guards : 
(I) Head Constable 90- 200 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
(2) Police Constable 80- 145 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

COMBINED HOME GUARDS AND 
CIVIL DEFENCE TRAINING INSTITUTE 

14. Chief Instructor 250- 500 
15. Deputy Chief Instructor 175- 450 
16. Rescue Instructor 175- 450 
17. Fire Fighting Instructor 175- 450 
18. Weapon Training Instructor 175- 450 
19. Instructor (Districts) 175- 450 
20. Demonstrator 120- 240 
21. Assistant Instructor 90- 200 
22. Chief Armourer 90- 200 
23. Fire Engine Driver 90- 200 
24. Sainik 80- 145 
25. Assistant Armourer 80- 145 
26. Carpenter 80- 145 
27. Truck/Van Driver 80- 145 
28. Jeep Driver 80- 145 
29. Motor Cyde Despatch Driver 80- 145 
30. Dalayat 65- 95 
31. Watchman 65- 95 
32. Peon 65- 95 
33. Motor Cleaner 65- 95 
34. Swee~r 65- 95 

CIVIL DEFENCE 
35. Staff Officer-cum-Personal 400- 950 

Assistant to Commandant 
General and Ex-Officio Assistant 
Director of Civil Defence. 

36. lnstmctor (Communication 175- 450 
Service). 

37. Draughtsman 175- 450 
38. Accounts-cum-Establishment 130- 290 

Clerk. 
39. Junior Stenographer 
40. Rescue Vehicle 1 Staff Car I 

Ambulance Driver. 

90-200 
80- 145 

41. Motor Cycle Despatch Rider 80- 145 

42. (I) Head Constable 
(2) Police Constable 

43. Motor Cleaner 

P.C.R.-28 

GUARDS STAFF 
90- 200 
80- 145 
65- 95 
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10 750-1450 
8 600-1240 
8 600-1240 
8 600-1240 
8 600-1240 
8 600-1240 
5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
5 400- 750-Exln.-850 
5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
1 250- 350 
1 250- 350 
1 250- 350 
1 250- 350 
1 250- 350 

11 900-1750 

8 600-1240 

5 400- 750-Exln.-850 
6 440- 900 

6 440- 900 
2 280- 420 

2 280- 420 

5 400- 750-Exln.-i!50 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
1 250- 350 



28. DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE 

(para 12. 261) 

Existing Recommended 
Scales of Scale.~ of 

Sl. Designation 
No. 

Pay Pay 

(lllin.-111 U.'t.) as. (lllin.-1\I ax.) 

2 

I. Dir~ctor 
2. Joint Director 
3. Deputy Director 
4. District Horticultural Officer 
5. Senior Assistant Director/ 

Special Officer, Nandi Hills 
6. Seed Testing and Set."<i 

Certificati'on Officer. 
7. Special Officer, Grapes and 

Special Officer, Horticultural 
Societies. 

8. Accounts Officer 
9. Assistant Director (Landscape) 

10. Assistant Director (Engineering 
Cold Storage). 

I I. Assistant Director and Other 
Class II Officers . 

3 

Rs. 
1300-1800 
1000-1500 
700-IIOO 
400- 950 
400- 950 

400- 950 

400- 950 

400- 950 
350- 900 
350- 900 

300- 700 

No. 
4 5 

Rs. 
14 2000-2500 
13 1450-2000 
II 900-1750 
10 750-1450 
9 660-1300 

10 750-1450 

10 750-1450 

10 750-1450 
9 660-1300 
9 660-1300 

9 660-1300 

12. Headquarters Assistant to 275- 550 8 600-1240 
Director. 

13. Assistant Horticultural Officer 275- 550 l 
(Graduates). \ 9 660-1300 

Assistant Horticultural Officer 250- 500 r 
(Others). j 

14. Selection Grade Stenographer 250- 500 8 600-1240 
15. Superintendent 200- 550 8 600-1240 
16. Superintendent Grade I 200- 450 8 600-1240 
17. Superintendent Grade II 175- 450 6 440- 900 
18. Artist, Lalbagh 175- 450 6 440- 900 
19. Assistant Landscape Officer 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-ll50 

HORTICULTURAL ASSISTANT, GRADE II 
20. Operator, Lalbagh, Bcllara and 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

Cold Storage. 
21. Rcfrig.::ration Supervisors 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

HORTICULTURAL ASSISTANT GRADE II (OTHER POSTS) 
22. Pump Operator 160- 350 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
23. Overseer 130- 290) 
24. Seed Collector 130- 290 1 

25. Plant Disea~;e Inspector 130- 290 L 
4 26. Herbalist 130- 290 

1

, 300- 600-Extn.-700 
27. Plant P.-opagator 130- 290 

1 
28. Foreman i 130- 290 _1 
29. Fiest Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
30. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 

HORTICULTURAL ASSISTANT, GRADE III (FIELD STAFF) 
31. Field Assistant 
32. Village Level Worker ~ 
33. Spraying Attender i ~ 100--220 4 300--600--Extn.--700 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

35. Agricultural Assistant 
36. Deputy Crop Weather Observer 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

34. Daroga } 

37. Kamdar 
38. Label Writer 

HORTICULTURAL ASSISTANT, GRADE III (MECHANICAL SIDE) 
39. Electrician 120- 240 4 300- 600-Ex tn.-700 
40. Pump House Mechanic 1 
41. Mechanic ~ 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
42. Field Mechanic-cum-Blacksmith J 
43. Blacksmith 1 
44. Oil Engine Driver 1 

~ 90- 200 2 280- 420 45. Pump Driver and Pump House 1 
Driver. j 

46. Second Divisiun Clerk 
47. C!e.ck-cunr-Typist or Typist-

cum-Clerk. 
48. Typist 
49. Driver 
50. Carpenter 
51. Carpenter-cum-Gardener 
52. Mason 
53. Blm:: Printer 
54. Laboratory Attender 
55. Head Gardener 
56. Maistry 
57. Jamedar 
58. Attender 
59. Butler 
60. Peon 
61. Gardener I Mali I Cartman 

Bu llockman/Watchman I 
Beldaor JHotel AttenderjWatch 
and WardfCleane.-fGrape 
Pruner !Sea venger I SM:eper I 
Helper fPump House Attender I 
Head Watchman and All other 
Class IV Posts. 

90- 200 
90- 200 

90- 200 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 

4 
4 

4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 
250- 350 

29. DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN SYSTEMS OF MEDICINE AND 
HOMOEOPATHY 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

De.~ignation 

2 

(para 12 .161) 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(lllin.-/1/a."C.) GS. (Min.-1\fax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1. Director of Indian Systems uf 1300-1800 13 1450-2000 

Medicine and Homoeopathy. 
2. Assistant Director of fudian 800-1250 11 900-1750 

Medicine. 
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1 2 -----~3~---4~--~5~---------·--------
Rs. Rs. 

3. Principal 
4. Officer-in-charge, Government 

Central Pharmacy, Bangalore. 
5. Professor 
6. Administrative Officer 
7. Senior Physician 
8. Assistant Professor 
9. Reader (since redesignated as 

Assistant Professor). 
10. Lecturer 
11. Resident Medical Officer 
12. Research Officer 
13. Senior Physician 
14. Senior Unani Physician 
15. Senior Physician (Lady) 
16. Junior Physician (Male and 

Female). 
17. Superintendent 
18. Nursing Superintendent Grade II 
19. Lay Secretary 
20. Junior l]nani Physician Tabeebs 
21. Audit Superintendent/ Accounts 

Superintendent 
22. Junior Unani Physician Tabeebs 
23. Junior Ayur'I\'XIic PhysicianJVaidf 

Assistant Supervisor. 
24. Assistant Surgeon Grade III 
25. Assistant Research Officer 
26. Superintendent Grade I 
27. Junior Lady Physician 
28. Nurse 
29. Superintendent Grade II 
30. Artist-cum-Photographer 
31. Statistical Assistant 
32. Library Assistant 
33. Pharmacist Grade I 
34. Internal Auditor 
35. First Division Clerk 
36. Stenographer Grade I 
37. Pharmacist Grade II 

(Compounder). 
38. Laboratory Technician 
39. X-Ray Technician 
40. Midwife 
41. Typist-cum-Clerk 
42. Second Division Clerk 
43. Stenographer Grade IT 
44. Typist Grade II 
45. Wound Expert 
46. Bone Setter 
47. Surgical Attoender 
48. Attender 
49. Museum Keeper 
50. Anatomy Attender 

.. see para 12.172 

700--1100 13 1450--2000 
700--1100 11 900--1750 

500-1000 
400-- 950 
400- 950 
350- 900 
350- 900 

12 1300-1900 
II 900--17 50 
9 660-1300 

II 900-1750 
II 900-1750 

300-- 700 11 
300- 700 9 
300-- 700 9 
300- 700 9 
300- 700 9 
300- 700 9 
300-- 700 9 

300- 700 9 
275- 550 7 
275- 550 8 
250- 500 9 
250- sao 8 

200- 450 ' 
200- 450 9 

200- 450 9 
200- 450 9 
200- 450 8 
200- 450 9 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 8 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130-- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
100- 220 4 

100- 220 4 
100- 220 5 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 6 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 3 
90- 200 3 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
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900--1750 * 
660-1300 
660--1300 
660--1300 
660-1300 
660-1300 
660-1300 

660-1300 
460-1000 
600-1240 
660-1300 
600-1240 

660-1300 
660-1300 

660-1300 
660-1300 
600-1240 
660-1300 
400-- 750--Extn.-850 
440- 900 
440- 900 
600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600--Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
400- 750--Extn.-850 
300- 600--Extn.-700 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600--Extn.-700 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500--Extn.-550 
300- 500--Extn.-550 
280- 420 
280- 420 
28~ 420 
280- 420 



1 2 3 4 5 

51. Literate Attender 
Rs. Rs. 

80- 145 2 280- 420 
52. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
53. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
54. Animal Keeper 65- 95 1 250- 350 
55. Cook 65- 95 2 280- 420 
56. Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 
57. Ward Boy/Ward Attender 65- 95 1 250- 350 
58. Diet Distributor 65- 95 1 250- 350 
59. Massagist 65- 95 1 250- 350 
60. Ward Ayah 65- 95 1 250- 350 
61. Tboty 65- 95 1 250- 350 
62. Dhoby 65- 95 1 250- 350 
63. Ward Assistant 65- 95 1 250- 350 
64. Cycle Orderly 65- 95 1 250- 350 
65. Gurkha/Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
66. Sweeper 65- 95 1 250- 350 
67. Animal House Attendee 65- 95 1 250- 350 

30. INDO DANISH PROJECT 

(para 12 . 259) 
------··----··------------------

Existing Recommenclecl 
Scales of Scales of 

Sl. Designation Pay Pay 
No. 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

2 3 4 s 
Rs. Rs. 

1. Director 1300-1800 13 1450-2000 
2. Superintendent (progeny testing) 700-1100 II 900-1750 
3. Veterinary Surgeon/Veterinary 300- 700 10 750-1450 

Officer ;superintendent/District 
Officer /Officer-in -charge . 

4. Agricultural Officer. 300- 700 9 660-1300 
5. Veterinary Assistant Surgeon 275- 550 9 660-1300 
6. Assistant Agricultural Officer/ 275- 550 9 660-1300 

Agricultural Demonstrator. 
7. Junior Engineer 275- 550 9 660-1300 
8. Office Manager 250- 500 8 600-1240 
9. Dairy Supervisor 200- 450 8 600-1240 

10. Head Clerk-cum-Accountant 175- 450 6 440- 900 
II. Senior Veterinary and Livestock 160- 350 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

Inspector. 
12. Head Clerk -cum-Accountant/Head 160- 350 6 440- 900 

Clerk. 
13. Laboratory Technician 130- 290 6 440- 900 
14. First Division Clerk/ Accountant 130- 290 6 440- 900 

15. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 

16. Data Compiler 130- 290 6 440- 900 
17. Dairy Assistant/Veterinary Live- 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

stock Inspector /Field Assistant '. 
• 

(Extension)/Laborator.y 
Assistant. 
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1 2 

18. Milk Recording Assistant 
19. Agricultural Fieldman/Ficld Assis

tant (Fodder/Fieldman.) 
20. Mechanic 
21. Fitrer 

3 

Rs. 
100- 220 
100- 220 

90- 200 
90- 200 

22. S~cond Division Ocrk/Store Keeper- 90- 200 
cum-Clerk/Clerk-cum-Typist. 

23. Typist 90- 200 
24. Driver/Tractor Driver/Jeep Driver. 80- 145 
25. Assist..tnt Mechanic 80- 145 
26. Assistant Fitter 80- 145 
27. Smith 80- 145 
28. Jamedar 80- 145 
29. Carpenter 80- 145 
30. Guest House Caretaker 80- 145 
31. Heldman 80- 145 
32. Tractor Driver (for Ploughing 80- 145 

Harvesting etc.,). 

4 

4 
4 

4 
4 
4 

4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

33. Cook 65- 95 2 
34. Milk Recorder 65- 95 2 
35. Laboratory Attendant 65- 95 2 
36. Black Smith 65- 95 2 
37. Peon/MaistryjCleaner/WatchmanJ 65- 95 1 

Field Labourer JDairymanJMilkman/ 
Attendant/BullockmanjBull 
Attendant JGowlijSweeper 1 
Lasker/Calf Boy JBull Caretaker/ 
Ploughman/Permanent Labourer/ 
Van Attendant/Cattle Attendant. 

5 

Rs. 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 

280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 

31. DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIES AND COMMERCE 

(para 12. 306) 

Sl. 
No. 

Designation 

2 

1. Director 
2. Additional Director 
3. Joint Director of Industries 

and Commerce including 
Secretary, Board of Manage
ment for Government Indus
trial concerns. 

4. Joint Director of Industries and 
Commerce and Ex-Officio 
Joint Regis~ra.- of Industrial 
Co-operatives. 

Existing 
Scales of 
Pay 

Recommended 
Scales oif 
Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

Encadred in I. A. S. 
Encadred i.n I.A.S. 

1000-1500 13 1450-2000 

1000--1500 13 1450-2000 
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l 2 

5. Deputy Director of Industries 
and Commerce including 
Principal and Superintendent, 
Chamarajendra Technical 
Institute, Mysore and Deputy 
Director of Industries and 
Commerce and Project Officer, 
Rural Industries Project. 

6. Chief Planning Officer 
7. Fruit Preservati'on Expert 

(Food Technology) 
8. Metallurgist 
9. Joint Director (Statistics) 

10. Deputy Director (Chemical 
Engineering and Plastics) 

11. Deputy Director (Electrical and 
Electronics). 

12. Account£ Officer 
13. Deputy Director (Statistics) 
14. Assistant Director of Industries 

and Commerce including 
Assistant Director (Planning 
and Survey), Assistant 
Di.rector (Technical), Rural 
Industries Projects, Assistant 
Director (Coir), Assistant 
Director (Industrial Raw 
Materials), Coir Development 
Officer and Assistant Direc
tor (Rural Industries Project). 

15. Information Officer 
16. Research Ass·istant 
17. Vice Principal and Assistant 

Superintendent (Crafts) 
Chamarajendra Technical 
Institute, Mysore. 

18. Vice Principal and Assistant 
Superintendent (Arts) 
Chamarajendra Technical 
Institute, Mysore. 

19. Assistoant Director (Statistics) 
20. Apicultural Development Officer, 

Mercara. 
21. Apiarist, Head Office, 

Ban galore. 
22. Personal Assistant to the 

Director. 
23. Technical Organiser, Wool Pw

cessing Plant, Ranibennur. 
24. Superintendent, Stree Samajas 
25. Supe-rintendent, .Handloom De

signing and Training Centre. 
26. Superintendent, Artisan Train

ing Institute. 
27. Superintendent, Model Carpentry 

and Smithy Centre. 

3 

Rs. 
700-1100 11 

700-1100 11 
700-1100 11 

700-1100 11 
700-1100 l3 
700-1100 11 

700-1100 11 

400- 950 10 
400- 950 11 
350- 900 10 

350- 900 10 
350- 900 10 
350- 900 lO 

350- 900 10 

300- 700 10 
300- 700 10 

300- 700 10 

275- 550 8 

275- 550 9 

275- 550 8 
275- 550 10 

275- 550 8 

275- 550 8 
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5 

Rs. 
900-1750 

900-1750 
900-1750 

900-1750 
1450-2000 
900-1750 

900-1750 

750-1450 
900-1750 
750-1450 

750-1450 
750-1450 
750-1450 

750-1450 

750-1450 
750-1450 

750-1450 

600- 1240 

660-1300 

600-1240 
750-1450 

600-1240 

600-1240 



I 2 3 4 

Rs. 
28. Cotton Printing Demonstmtor. 275- 550 9 
29. Fi.rst Grade Inspector (Civil 275- 550 6 

Supplies). 
30. Senior Inspector, Quality Mar- 275- 550 8 

keting Scheme. 
31. Industrial Promotional Officer 275- 550 '8 

of Rural Industries Project. 
32. Foreman Common facility 275- 550 8 

Centre and General Purpose 
Workshop. 

33. Superintendent (Audit) 250- 500 8 
34. Economic Investigator, Rural 250- 500 8 

Industries Projects. 
35. Bee Keeping Organiser 250- 500 6 
36. Technical Assistant-cum-Instructor 250- 500 6 
37. Superintendent (Ministerial), 200- 450 8 

including Accountant, Rural 
Industries Projects and Sales 
Manager, Chamarajendra Technical 
Institute, Mysore. 

38. Manager, Dasara Exhibition 200- 450 8 
Committee, Mysore. 

·w. Second Grade Inspector, Civil 200- 450 6 
Supplies. 

40. Inspector, Quality Marking Scheme 200- 450 6 
41. Senior Instr.uctor, Chamarajendra 175- 450 5 

Technical Institute, Mysore (since 
Re-designated as Instructor) 
(Sandal Wood Carving). 

42. Instructor of Artisan Training 175- 450 5 
Institute. 

43. Industrial Supervisor and Asst. 
Superintendent, Branch Artisan 
Training Institute, Nelamangala. 

44. Extension Officer (Industries) 
45. District Weaving Supervisor 

46. Supervisor, Handloom Designing 
and Training Centre. 

47. Designer, Handloom Designing 
and Training Centre. 

48. Investigator 
49. Supervisor (Smithy), Model 

Carpentry and Smi~hy Centre. 
50. Supervisor (Carpentry), Model 

Carpentry and Smithy Ceiltre. 
51. Mechanic, Artisan Training 

Institute, Channapatna -
(Redesignated as Instructor). 

52. Printing Assistant, Handloom, 
Designing and Training Centre, 
B.mgalore. 

53. Mechanic, Handloom Designing 
and Training Centre, Bangalore. 

175- 450 5 

175- 450 5 
175- 450j 
275- 550 I 

(Textile 
1
r 9 

Graduates) J · · 
175- 450 5 

175-450 5 

175- 450 8 
175- 450 5 

175- 450 5 

175- 450 4 

175- 450 5 

175- 450 4 
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5 

Rs. 
660-1300 
440- 900 

600-1240 

600-1240 

600-1240 

600-1240 
600-1240 

440- 900 
440- 900 
600-1240 

600-1240 

440- 900 

440- 900 
400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

660-1300 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

600-1240 
400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

300- 600-Extn.-700 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

300- 600-Extn.-700 



1 2 3 

Rs. 
54. Weaving Supervisor, Govt. Wool 175- 450 

Spinning Centre, Kolar 
(Redesignated as Technical 
Assistant, Production). 

55. Instructor, Hand Printing Training 175- 450 
Centre, Basavakalyana. " 

56. Technical Assistant, Quality 175- 450 
Marking Scheme. 

57. Instructor, Pile Carpet Centre, 175- 450 
Gulbarga. 

53. Foreman, Leather, Common 
Facility Centre. 

59. Manager, Govt. Wool Spinning 
Centre, Kolar. 

175- 450 

175- 450 

60. Manager, Coir Mechanised Unit 175- 450 
175- 450 
175- 450 

61. Supdt. (Ministerial) Grade II 
62. Internal Auditor, Chamarajendra 

Technical Institute, Mysore. 
63. Librarian 175- 450 
64. Civil Overseer 175- 450 
65. Shop Assistant, Common Facility 175-450 5 

Centre and General Purpose (For Diploma 
Workshop. holders). 

120-240 3 
(for others) 

4 5 

Rs. 
5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 

7 460-1000 
5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 I 

300-500-Extn.-550 I * 
66. Foreman, Mechanical Workshop 175- 450 5 400-750-Extn.-850 

Pratice Centre, Agricultural 
Machinery Centre/Sheet Metal 
and Electro-plating Centres/ 
Repairs to Agricultural Pump-
sets, Oil Engine Centres. 

67. Instructor and Mechanic, 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850\ 
Mechanical Workshop Practice (For Diploma holders) }- * * 
Centres/ Agricultural Machi- 1 
nery CentreJ JSheet Metal 120- 240 3 300- 500-Extn.-550) 
and Electro Plati'llg CentresJ (for others) 
Repairs to Agricultural Pump-
sets and Oil Engine Centres. 

68. Supervisor, Pineapple Fibre 175- 450 8 600-1240 
Centre, Moodabidri. 

69. Artist, Pineapple Centre 175- 450 6 440- 900 
70. Instructor, Dolls and Toys 160- 350 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

making Centre, Bclgaum. 
71. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
72. First "Division Clerk/ Accountant- 130- 290 6 440- 900 

cum-Store Keeper/ Accountant-
cum-Cashier/Compiling Asst. 

73. Junior Auditor (State Accounts 130- 290 6 440- 900 
Department). 

74. Senior Bee Keeping Demonstra- 130- 290 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
tor. 

75. Boiler Mechanic, Chamarajendra 120- 240 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
Technical Institute, Mysore. 

*see para 12.317 
**see para 12.319 
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76. Draughtsman, Chamarajendra 
Technical Institute, Mysore. 

77. Lady Weaving Supervisor. for 
Samajas. 

78. Mechanical Assistant, Wool Pro
cessing Plant, Ranibennur. 

79. Tecbnicdl Assistant, Wool Pro
cessing Plant, Ranihennur. 

80. Yarn Inspector (Redesignated as 
Instructor). 

81. Artist, Dolls and Toys Making 
O:ntre, Belgaum. 

82. Coir Supervisor 
83. Master Craftsman in Soapstone 

Carving. 
84. Assistant Instructor of Artisan 

Tfaining Institute. 
85. Assistant Instructor, Chama

rajendra Technical Institute, 
Mysore. 

86. Skilled. Carpenter, Model Car
pentry and Smithy Centre. 

87. Blacksmith, Model Carpentry 
and Smithy Centre. 

88. Assistant Instructor, Hand 
Printing Training Centre, 
Basavakalyana. 

89. Assistant Instructor in Pile Carpet 
Centre. 

90. Lady Sales Assistant 
91. Operator, Seasoning Kiln Channa

patna (redesignated as Assis
tant Instructor). 

92. Bee Keeping Demonstrator and 
Beeman. 

93. Master Dyer (Technical) Pine
apple Centre. 

94. Master Weaver (Technical) Pine
apple Fibre Centre. 

95. Weaving Demonstrator 
96. Assistant Instructor, Dolls and 

Toys Making O:ntre, Belgaum. 
97. Lady Assistant, Dolls and Toys 

Making Centre, Belgaum. 
98. Machine Operator, Leather. 

Common Facility Centre. 
99. Second Division Clerk/Second 

Division Clerk-cum-Store 
Keeper;Second Division Clerk
cum-TypistfGuide Second 
Division Clerk-cum-Salesman. 

I 00. Typist 
101. Fitter-cum-Welder, Model Car-

, pentry and Smithy Centre. 
102. Dyers and Weavers (Technical) 

Pine Apple Fibre Centre. 

3 

Rs. 
120- 240 

120- 240 

120- 240 

120- 240 

120- 240 

120- 240 

120- 240 
120- 240 

100- 220 

100- 220 

100-- 220 

100-- 220 

100-- 220 

100-- 220 

100-- 220 
100-- 220 

100-- 220 

100-- 220 

100-- 220 

90-- 200 
90-- 200 

90-- 200 

90- 200 

90- 200 

90- 200 
90- 200 

90- 200 
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4 5 

Rs. 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 

5 400- 750--Extn.-850 

5 400- 750--Extn.-850 

4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 

5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 

4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

3 300- 500--Extn. 550 

3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

3 300-- 500-Extn.-550 

3 300-- 500-Extn.-550 

3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
3 300- 500--Extn.-550 

4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 

3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

2 280-- 420 

3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
3 300-- 500-Extn.-550 

3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
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103. Skilled Weaver (Technical), 
Pineapple Fibre Centre, 
Moodabidri. 

104. Expert Weaver, Handloom 
Designing and Training Centre. 

105. Carpentry Helper, Model 
Carpentfy and Smithy 
Centres. 

106. Weaving Demonstrator for 
Samajas. 

107. Cloth Printing Demonstrator. 
108. Lady Mat Weaving Demon

strator for Samajas. 
109. Carpenter, Handloom Design-

ing and T£aining Centre. 
110. Driver 
111. Attendee 
112. Jamedar 
113. Hdper, Common Facility 

Centre and General Purpose 
Workshop. 

114. Fitter 
115. Bee Keeping Attender 
116. Jobber (Technical), Pineapple 

Fibre Centre. 
117. Weaver, Handloom Designing 

and Training ~ntre. 
118. Wool Clipper, Government Wool 

Spinning Centre, Kolar (re
designated as Weaving Assis
tant and Spinning Assistant). 

119.Gardenef, Wool Spinning Centre, 
Kolar. 

120. Cycle Orderly and Scavenger 
121. Hammerman 
122. Apiaryman and Bee Mazdoor 
123. Spinner (Technical), 

Mooda bidri. 
124. Peon, Pineapple Centre 
125. Winder, Handloom Designing 

and Training Centre. 
126. Chargeman including Turner 

of Common Facility Centre, 
Bidar. 

127. Helper, Common Facility Centre 
for Bidriware, Bidar. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

90- 200 3 300- 500-Extp.-550 

80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

80- 145 2 280- 420 

80- 145 2 280-420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 

80- 145 2 280- 420 

80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 

80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 

80- 145 2 280- 420 

65- 95 2 280- 420 

65- 95 250- 350 

65- 95 1 250- 350 
65- 95 1 250- 350 
65- 95 2 280- 420 
65- 95 2 280- 420 

65- 95 1 250- 350 
65- 95 2 280- 420 

150 
(consolidated) l 

~ No Recommendation 
75 1 

(consolidated) J 
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32. DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AND PUBLIOTY 

(para 12.444) 

s;. 
:Yo. 

De.•'ignation 

2 

I. Director 
2. Joint Director 
3. Deputy Director 
4. Radio Enginee-r 
5. Sen:or Assistant Director 
6. Admin'6tratiw Officer 
7. Accounts Officer 
i!. Song and Drama Officer 
9. Editor, Panchayat Raj 

10. Editor, Janapada 
II. Editor, Karnataka Vikas 
12. Editor, Publications 
13. Information Officer 
14. District Infom1ation and 

Publicity Officer 
15. Commercial Publicity Officer 
16. Photo and Films Officer 
17. Assistant Producer (Photo and 

Films). 
18. Assistant Radio Engineers 
19. Assistant Di!"ector (Audio 

Visual). · 
20. Assistant Director (Publications) 
21. Assistant Director 

(State Information O:ntre) 
22. Assistant Director, Mysore 
23. Chief Organiser, Radio Rural 

Forums 
24. District Information and Publicity 

Officer 
25. Sub-Editor. 
26. Research Assistant 
27. Assistant Information Officer 
28. Assistant Producer, Script Writer 

(Song and Drama) 
29. Librarian-cum-Enquiry Officer 
30. Chief Reporter 
31. Technical Assistant 
32. Chief Photographer 
33. Manager and Sup'edntendent 
34. Manager-cum-Accounts Supdt./ 

Accounts Superintendent 
35. Selection Grade Stenographer 
36. Song and Drama Artist 
37. Artist (Senior) 
38. Senior Assistant 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales o'f 

Pay 

(llfin.-1\fa.'V.) as. (1\fin.-llfax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
1000-1500 11 900-1750 
700-1100 '11 900--1750 
700-1100 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 11 900-1750 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750--1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450 

400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450 

300- 700 8 600-1240 
275- 550 8 600-1240 

275- 550 8 600-1240 
275- 550 8 600-1240 

275- 550 8 600-1240 
275- 550 8 600-1240 

275- 550 8 600-1240 

275- 550 8 600-1240 
275- 550 8 600-1240 
275- 550 8 600-1240 
275- 550 8 600-1240 

250- 500 6 440- 900 
275- 550 8 600-1240 
275- 550 8 600-1240 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
250- 500 8 600-1240 

250- 500 8 600-1240 
225- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
225- 450 6 440- 900 
225- 450 6 440- 900 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
39. Sub-Editor-cum-Kannada 200-- 450 

Report~:r 
6 440- 900 

40. Projectionist-cum-Technician 200-- 450 5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 
41. Superintendent Grade-l 200-- 450 8 600-1240 
42. Junior Artist 200 fixed No Recommendation 
43 Folk Musician (Song and Drama) 200 fixed No Recommendation 
44. Publicity Asst. /Information Asst./ 175- 450 7 460-1000 

District Publicity Officer 
45. Asst. Editor, Panchayat Raj 175- 450 6 440- 900 
46. Translator-cum-Proof Reader 175- 450 6 440- 900 
47. Librarian 175- 450 6 440- 900 
48. Photographer 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
49. Technical Store Keep·er 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
50. Artist 175- 450 6 440- 900 
51. Auto Sup·ervisor 175- 450 5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 
52. Superintendent Grade-n 175- 450 6 440- 900 
53. Radio Supervisor 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
54. Sales Assistant 160-- 350 6 440- 900 
55. Process-cum-Retouching Asst. 160-- 350 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
56. First Division Clerk and Store 130-- 290 6 440- 900 

Keeper 
57. Receptionist 130-- 290 6 440- 900 
58. Librarian-cum-Clerk 130-- 290 6 440- 900 
59. English Stenographer 130-- 290 6 440- 900 
60. Kannada Stenographer 130-- 290 6 440- 900 
61. Projectionist 120- 240 3 300-- 500-Extn.-550 
62. Radio Mechanic 120-- 240 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
63. Car.penter 100- 220 3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 
64. Cine Operator 100-- 220 3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 
65. Assistant Kannada Reader 90-- 200 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
66. Kannada Typist (Journalistic 90- 200 4 300- 600--Extn.-?Oo 

cadre). 
67. Art Helper 90-- 200 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
68. Carpenter Grade I 90-- 200 3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 
69. Auto Mechanic 90-- 200 3 300- 500--Extn.-550 
70. Teleprinter Operator 90- 200 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
71. Mechanics 90- 200 3 300- 500--Extn.-550 
72. Second Division Clerk/Clerk-cum- 90- 200 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 

Typist 
73. Kannada Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
74. English Typist 90-- 200 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 

· 75. Mechanical Assistant 90- 200 3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 
76 Carpenter Grade II and Helper 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
77. Driver 80-- 145 2 280---- 420 
78. Attender jDaffedar /Ron eo 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 

Operator 
79. Battery Peon 65- 95 1 250-- 350 
80. Attender 65- 95 I 250- 350 
81. Process Attender 65- 95 2 2llD--- 420 
82. Packer 65- 95 2 280- 420 
83. Cleaner 65- 95 1 250-- 350 
84. Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 
85. Watchman 65- 95 1 250-- 350 
86. Cycle Orderly 65- 95 1 250-- 350 
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33. KARNATAKA GOVERNMENT INSURANCE DEPARTMENT 

(para 12. 581) 

Si. 
No. 

De.; ignation 

2 

I. Director 
2. Actuary 
3. Deputy Director 
4. Assistant Director 
5. Superintendent 
6. Selection Grade Stenographer 
7. &nior Clerk 
8. First Division Clerk 
9. Stenographer 

10. Second Division Clerk 
11. Typist 
12. Telephone Operator 
13. Attender 
14. Driver 
15. Book Binder 
16. Lift Attender 
17. Jamedar 
18. Oass IV 

E:Disting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales o.f 

Pay 

(llfin.-llfa.-r.) OS. (1\fin.-llfax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
1000-1500 11 900-1750 
700-1100 11 900-1750 
350- 900 10 750-1450 
250- 500 8 600- ·1240 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
160- 350 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600---Extn.-700 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
'80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
65- 95 1 250- 350 

34. SUBORDINATE JUDICIARY 

(para 12. 41) 

E:Disting Recommended 
Scales of Scales oif 

Sl. De.,ignation Pay Pay 
No. 

(llfin.-llf ax.) OS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

I. District Judge (District and 1300-1800 14 2000-2500 
Sessions Judge). 

2. Chief Judicial Magistrate 1100-1200 13 1450-2000 
(including Chief Metropolitian 
Magistrall::). 

3. Civil Judge 700-1100 13 1450-2000 
4. Munsiff (including I udicial 400- 950 11 900--1750 

Magistrate, First Class 
Metropolitan Magistrate 
and Munsiff and Judicial 
Mag'.5trate First Class). 
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2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
5. Chief Administrative Officer 275- 550 10 750-1450 
6. Selection Grade Stenographer 250- 500 8 600-1240 
7. Sheristedar 200- 450 8 600-1240 
8. Head Munshi 175- 450 8 600-1240 
9. Cash Clerk 160- 350 6 440- 900 

10. Stenographer Grade I 130- 290 6 440- 900 
II. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
12. Copyist Examiner Grade I 130- 290 6 440- 900 
13. Copyist Examiner Grade II 100- 220 6 440- 900 
14. Stenographer Grade II 90- 200 6 440- 900 
15. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
16. Second Divisi.on Oerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
17. Typist-Copyist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
18. Copyist Grade I 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
19. Bailiffs 90-200 3 300- 500-Extn.-5:50 
20. Attender Grade I 90- 200 2 280- 420 
21. Copyist Grade II 80- 145 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
22. Attender Grade IIfJamedarf 80- 145 2 280- 420 

Record Attender Grade II/ 
Book Binder fDaffcdar f 
DafterbandfMutchi. 

23. Process Server 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
24. Peon (including Sweeper-cum· 65- 95 1 250- 350 

Watchman). 

35. DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR 

(para 12.. 368) 

Sl. 
No. 

Dq~ignation 

2 

1. Commissioner. for Labour 
2. Additional Labour Commissioner 
3. Deputy Labour Commissioner 
4. Assistant Labour Commissioner 
5. Labour Officer 
6. Head Quarters Assistant 
7. Superintendent 
8. Senior Labour Inspector 
9. Statistician 

10. Statistical Assistant 
11. Cine-Operator 
12. Stenographer 
13. Labour Inspector 
14. Sub-Editor 
15. Accountant 
16. First Division Clerk 

E;visting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.·Ma;v.) GS. (Min.-Ma;v.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

Encadred in I.A.S. 
1000-1500 11 900-1750 
700-1100 11 900-1750 
400- 950 10 750--1450 
275- 550 8 600-1240 
275- 550 8 600-1240 
200- 450 8 600-1240 
175- 450 6 440- 900 
175- 450 8 600-1240 
175- 450 8 600-1240 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 6 440- 900 
160- 350 6 440- 900 
160- 350 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
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2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
17. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
18. Co-operative OffiC'er 130- 290 6 440- 900 
19. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
20. Second Grad\! Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
21. Welfare Organiser 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
22. Supervisor 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
23. Junior Field Assistant 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
2-l. Literate Attendcr 80- 145 2 280- 420 
25. J amedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
26. Mutchi 80- 145 2 280- 420 
27. Car Driver and Van Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
28. Stencil Operator 80- 145 2 280- 420 
29. Gardener and Lady Gardener 65- 95 I 250- 350 
30. Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 
31. Cl'eaner 65- 95 1 250- 350 
32. Tailoring Instructor 40/- fixed No Recommendation 
33. Part-time male worker 40/· fixed No Recommendation 

36. DEPARTMENT OF LANGUAGES AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
KANNADA 

Sl. 
No 

Deoignation 

(para 12.516) 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales oif 

Pay 

(1\Iin.-Max.) GS. (Min.-1\Iax.) 
No. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
l. Director of Languages and 1000-1500 13 1450-2000 

Development of Kannada 
2. Deputy Director. of Languages 700-llOO ll 900-1750 
3. Assistant Director of Languages 400- 950 10 750-1450 
4. Administrative Assistant 300- 700 8 600-1240 
5. Research Officers 300- 700 10 750-1450 
6. Senior Translator (Kannada) 250- 500 9 660-1300 
7. Senior Translator (Hindi-Marathi- 250- 500 9 660-1300 

Urdu-Tamil-Telugu) 
8. Personal Assistant to the Director 250- 500 8 600-1240 
9. Personal Assistant to the Chairman 130- 290 6 440- 900 

10. Kannada Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
11. English Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
12. Jun;or Translators (Kannada) 130- 29o 1 
13. Junior Translators (Hindi-Marathi- 130- 290 J 9 660-1300* 

Urdu-Tamil-Telugu) 
14. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
15. Kannada Typists 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
16. English Typists 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
17. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
18. Roneo Operator 80- 145 2 280- 420 
19. Attender 80- 145 2 280- 420 
20. Sweeper /Sea venger 65- 95 1 250- 350 
21. DalayatjWatchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
22. Cycle Orderly 65- 95 1 250- 350 

*See para 12.517. 
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37. GOVERNMENT LAW COLLEGE 

(para U. 239) 

Sl. 
No. 

1. Principal 

Designation 

2 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recom!ll<'ndc<l 
Scales of 

Pay 

(lllin.-Max.) GS. (Min.-.1\Iax.) 
No. 

3 4 

Rs. 

1300-1800 13 

5 

2. Professor (For Law of Contracts) 700-1100 12 

Rs. 

1450-2000 
1300-1900 

3. Part-time Professor 
4. Professor 
5. Part-time Assistant Professor 
6. Manager 
7. Accounts Superintendent 
8. Librarian 
9. Pby.;ical Culture Instructor 

10. Stenographer 
11. First Division Clerk 
12. Second Division Clerk 
13. Typist 
14. Attender 
15. Daffedar 
16. Peons 
17. Watchman 
18. Maid servant 
19. Sweepe>r 
20. Scavenger 

600-fixed No Recommendation 
500-1000 12 1300-1900 
400-fixed 
275- 550 
200- 450 
175- 450 
160- 350 
130- 290 
130- 290 
90- 200 
90- 200 
80- 145 
80- 145 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 

No Recommendation 
8 
"8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
4 
4 
2 
2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

600-1240 
600-1240 
460-1000 
460-1000 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 
250- 350 
2:'0- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 

38. MARKETING DEPARTMENT 

(para 12. 431) 

Sl. 
No. 

De.~ignation 

2 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales cf 

Pay 

(1\lin.-Max.) GS. (lllin.-111a.v.) 
No. 

3 4 

Rs. Rs. 

l. Chief Marketing Officer Ex-Officio Post 
2. Additional Chief Marketing Ofl1ccr Encadred in I.A.S. 
3. Joint Chief Marketing Officer 1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
4. Economist 1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
5. Deputy Chief Marketing Officer 700-1100 II 900-1750 
6. Key Market Superintendent 700-1100 1 I 900-1750 
7. Secretary 700-1100 11 900-1750 
'i!. Ch;ef Auditor 700-1100 11 900-1750 
'l. Headquarters Gazetted Assistant 300- 700 8 600-1240 

It I, Senior Marketing Officer 300- 700 10 750-1450 
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I 2 

II. Marketing Officer (Betelnut 
Grading). 

12. District Marketing Officer 
13. Key Market Superintendent 
14. Senior Market Superintendent 
15. Secretary 
16. Special Auditor 
17. Research Assistant 
18. Secretary 
19. Assistant Secretary 
20. District AuditO£ 
21. Supervisory Officer 
22. Selection Grade Stenographer 
23. Su~rintendent 
24. Grading Assistant 
25. Senior Marketing Inspector 
26. Secreta4"y 
27. Assistant Secretary 
28. Senior Market Superintendent 
29. Grading Inspector 
30. Chemist 
31. Statistician 
32. Head Clerk 
33. Senior Auditor 
34. Accountant 
35. Secretary 
36. Assistant Secretary 
37. Assistant Market Superintendent 
38. Junior Market Superintendent 
39. Grader (Betelnut Grading) 
40. Marketing Inspector 
41. First Division Clerk 
42. Accountant 
43. Senior Auditor 
44. Auditor 
45. Internal Auditor 
46. Compiler 
47. Stenographer 

-48. Grader 
49. Laboratory Assistant 
50. Price R1.:porting Agent 
51. Assistant Compiler 
52. Grading Demonstrator 
53. Second Division Clerk 
54. Typist 
55. Clerk-cum-Typist 
56. Accounts Clerk 
51. Assistant Secretary 
58. Driver 
59, Duplicating Attender 
60. Attender 
61. Dafledar 
62. Peon and Farash 

3 4 

Rs. 

300- 700 10 

300- 700 10 
300- 700 10 
300- 700 10 
300- 700 10 
300- 700 10 
300- 700 10 
275~ 550 8 
275- 550 8 
275- 550 8 
275- 550 8 
250- 500 8 
200- 450 8 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 8 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130-- 290 6 
90- 200 4 
90-- 200 4 
90-- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
80-- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
80-- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
65- 95 1 
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Rs. 

750-1450 

750-1450 
750--1450 
750-1450 
750-1450 
750-1450 
750-1450 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
440-- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
600-1240 
440-- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440-- 900 
440-- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280-- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 



2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

ENGINEERING CELL 

63. Exocutive Engineer 700-1100 11 900-1750 
64. Assistant Engineer 350- 900 10 750-1450 
65. Architect 350- 900 10 750-1450 
66. Junior Engineer 275- 550 9 660--1300 
67. Accounts Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 
68. Manager Grade II 200- 450 8 600--1240 
69. Supervisor 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
70. Draughtsman 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
71. First Division Store-keeper 160- 350 6 440-- 900 
72. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
73. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440-- 900 
74. Tracer 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
75. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
76. Second Division Clerk-cum-Typis~ 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
77. Typist 90- 200 4 300- ~00-Extn.-700 

78. Second Division Store-keeper 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
79. Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 

39. DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND GEOLOGY 

(para 12. 370) 

1;0/, 
No. 

De.~ignation. 

1 2 

1. Director 
2. Deputy Director 
3. Chief Drilling Engineer 
4. Chief Chemist 
5. Senior Geologist 
6. Accounts Officer 
7. Geologist 
8. Mineral Technologist 
9. Chemist 

10. Geophysicist 
11. Drilling Engineer 
12. Technical Assistant to th" Chief 

Drilling Engineer 
13. Mining Engineer 
14. Assistant Drilling Engineer 

E:-cisting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommenclc.J. 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (lllin.-llfax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1300-1800 14 2000-2500 
700-1100 11 900-1750 
700-1100 11 900-1750 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 11 900-1750 
400- 950 10 750-1450 
350- 900 10 750-1450 
350- 900 10 750-1450 
350- 900 9 660-1300 
350- 900 10 750-1450 
350- 900 10 750-1450 
350- 900 10 750-1450 

350- 900 8 600-1240 
300- 700 9 660-1300 

15. Gazetteq Assistant (Head Quarters) 275- 550 8 600-1240 
16. Stores Officer 275- 550 8 600-1240 
17. Survey Officer 275- 550 8 600-1240 
18. Junior Engineer (Civil) 275- 550 9 660-1300 
19. Junior Engineer (Mechanical) 275- 550 9 660-1300 
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2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

20. Assistant Geologist 275- 550 9 660-1300 
21. Head Draughtsman 275- 550 8 600-1240 
22. Driller 250- 500 6 440- 900 
23. Manager 250- 500 8 600-1240 
24. Accounts Superintendent-cum- 250- 500 8 600-1240 

Manager 
25. Acrounts Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 
26. Audit Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 
27. Assistant Chemist 225- 450 9 660-1300 
28. Assistant Geophysicist 225- 450 9 660-1300 
29. Mines Foreman 225- 450 6 440- 900 
30. Superi·iltendent Grade-lljManager 200- 450 8 600-1240 

Grade-II fStorcs Superintendent 
31. Assistant Draughtsman 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
32. Supervisor 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
33. Instrument Reader 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
34. Mechanic 175~ 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

, 35. Stenographer Grade-I 130- 290 6 440- 900 
36. Accountant 130- 290 6 440-- 900 
37. Accounts Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
38. Auditor 130- 290 6 440- 900 
39. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
40. Assistant Driller 130- 290 5 400-- 750-Extn.-850 
41. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
42. Clerk-cum-Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.--700 
43. Junior Stenographer 90- 200 6 440- 900 
44. Kannada Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
45. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
46. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
47. Welder 80- 145 3 300-- 500-Extn.-550 48. Turner 80- 145 3 300-- 500-Extn.-550 49. Helper 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 50. Compressor-Operator 80- 145 3 300- 500--Extn.-550 51. Stores Assistant 80- 145 2 280- 420 
52. Jamedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
53. Attender 80- 145 2 280- 420 54. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
55. Section Cutter 80- 145 2 280-- 420 56. Mutchi 80- 145 2 280-- 420 
57. Peon fLasker !Watchman /Office 65- 95 I 250--- 350 

Order Joy /Cycle Orderly /Cleaner 
Gardener 
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40. DEPARTMENT OF MINING EDUCATION 

(para 12 . 384) 

Sl. 
No. 

Designation 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(llfin.-M ax.) OS. (1\lin.·M ax.) . 

1 2 

1. Director of Mining Education 
2. Deputy Director of Mining 

Education-cum-Principal 
3. Head of Section in Mining 
4. Head of Section in Geology 
5. Senior Lecturer in Boring and 

Drilling 
6. Senior Lecturer in Mine Surveying 
7. Lecturer in Mining 
8. Lecturer in Boring and Drilling 
9. Lecturer in Geology 

10. Lecturer in Mine Surveying 
11. Lecturl!r in Mechanical Engi-

neering. 

No. 

3 4 

Rs. 

13oo-18oo 1 
700-1100 ~ 12 

J 
350- 900 11 
350- 900 11 
300- 700 10 

300- 700 10 
275- 550 10 
275- 550 7 
275- 550 7 
275- 550 10 
275- 550 10 

12. Lecturer in Electrical Engineering 275- 550 10 
275- 550 10 
275- 550 10 

13. Lecturer in Civil Engineering 
14. Lecturer in Science and 

Mathematics 
15. Assistant Lecturer in Mechanical 

Engineering. 
16. Office Superintendent 
17. First Division Clerk/Store-kreper 
18. Librarian 
19. Stenographer 
20. Assistant Workshop Inspector 
21. Mechanic 
22. Laboratory Assistant 

(Boring and DriJling) 
23. Skilled Workman 
24. Second Division Clerk 
25. Typist 
26. A !tender /Helper 
27. Driver 
2R. PeonjWatchmanjSweeper 

Scavenger 
29. Cleaner 

*See para 12.384. 

200- 450 

200- 450 
130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
120- 240 
90- 200 
90- 200 

90- 200 
90- 200 
90- 200 
80- 145 
80- 145 
6S- 95 

55- 75 
(Old Scale) 
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5 

8 
6 
6 
6 
4 
3 
3 

3 
4 
4 
2 
2 
1 

5 

Rs. 

1300-1900 

900-1750 
900-1750 
750-1450 

750-1450 
750-1450 
460--1000 
460-1000 
750-1450 
750-1450 

750-1450 
750-1450 
750-1450 

.. 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440-- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300-- 500-Extn.-550 

300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280-- 420 
250- 350 

250- 350 



41. MOTOR VEmCLES DEPARTMENT 
(para 12.419) 

Existing Reco·mmended 
Scales of Scales of 

Sl. Desig11afion Pay Pay 
No. 

(l\Jin.-11! a.-r.) GS. (lllin.-llfax.) 
No. 

2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

I. Transport Commissioner Encadred in I.A.S. 
2. Deputy Transport Commissiona- 700--1100 11 900-1750 
3 .. Secretary. State Transport 700-1100 11 900-1750 

Authority. 
4. Planning and Development 400- 950 10 750-1450 

Officer and Headquarters 
Assistant to the Transport 
Commissioner. 

5. Financial Assistant to the 400- 950 10 750-1450 
Commissioner of Transport. 

6. Accounts Officer, Regional 400- 950 10 750-1450 
Transport Office, Ban galore. 

7. Regional Transport Officer 400- 950 10 750-1450 
8. Law Officir 400- 950 11 900-1750 
9. Assistant Regional Transport 300-700 8 600-1240 

Officer. 
10. Assistant Transport Commissioner 300- 700 8 600-1240 
II. Assistant Director of Statistics 300- 700 10 750-1450 
12. Assistant Law Officer 300-700 10 750-1450 
13. Assistant Secretary 275- 550 8 600-1240 
14. Headquarters Assistant to 275- 550 8 600-1240 

Regional Transport Officer, 
Bangalore. 

15. Treasury Officer 275- 550 8 600-1240 
16. Tax Officer 275- 550 8 600-1240 
17. Superintendent 250- 500 8 600--1240 
I 8. Accounts Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 
I 9. Head Clerk 175- 450 8 600-1240 
20. Treasury Sheristedar (Chief 175- 450 6 440- 900 

Cashier). 
21. Motor Vehicl'es Inspector 175- 450 5 400- 175-Extn.-850 
22. Prosecuting Inspector 175- 450 10 750-1450* 
23. Senior Statistical Assistant 175- 450 8 600-1240 
24. Accountant 130- 290 6 440- 900 
25. Auditor 130- 290 6 440- 900 
26. Fi4"st Di.vision Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
27. Senior Computor 130- 290 6 440- 900 
28. Senior Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
29. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
30. Shroff 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
31. Record Keeper 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
32. Junior Computor 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
33. Second Grade Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
34. Junior Stenographer 90- 200 6 440- 900 

*See para 12.420. 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
35. Attender 80- 145 2 280- 420 
36. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280-420 
37. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
38. Gollar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
39. Treasury Guard 80- 145 1 250- 350 
40. Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 
41. Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
42. Process Server 65- 95 1 250- 350 
43. Sweeper 65- 95 1 250- 350 
44. Cycle Orderly 65- 95 1 250- 350 

42. NATIONAL CADET CORPS 

Sl. 
No. 

Designation 

(para 12. 590) 

E<»isting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scale~ of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

lAdministraNve Officer 400- 950 11 900-I750 
2. Accounts Officer 400- 950 IO 750-I450 
3. Accounts Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-I240 
4. Manager Grade I 200- 450 8 600-I240 
5. Head Clerk Grade II I75- 450 6 440- 900 
6. Aero-Modelling Instructor-cum- 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

Store Keeper. 
7. Ship Modelling Mechanic/ 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

Instructor. 
8. AccountantjFirst Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
9. Auditor (First Division Clerk) 130-290 6 440- 900 

10. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
II. Second Divisi.on ClerkjStore 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

Keeper. 
12. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
13. Attender 80- I45 2 280- 420 
14. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
15. P\::on 65- 95 1 250- 350 
16. Lascar 65- 95 I 250- 350 
17. Chowkidar 65- 95 I 250- 350 
18. Boat-keeper 65- 95 1 250- 350 
I9. Sweeper 65- 95 I 250- 350 

-----·oo.J·-·---~ -----

..... -
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43. POLICE DEPARTMENI' 

(para 12.52) 

--------=--:-.---:::--·------·---·-----· 
Existing Recommended 
Scales of Scales oj 

.SI. • Designation l'ay Pay 
No. 

(lllin.·Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

EXECUTIVE CIVIL 
l. Inspector General of Police Encadred in I. P. S. 
2. Deputy Inspector General of Police Encadred in I.P.S. 
3. Superintendent of Police/Deputy 500-1000 13 1450-2000 

Commissioner of Police (Non-
I.P.S.). 

4. Deputy Superintendent of Police . 
5. Police Inspector 
6. Sub-Inspector of Police 
7. Assistant Sub-Inspector of Police 
8. Head Constable 
9. Police Constable 

400- 950 11 
275- 550 10 

' 175- 450 8 
130- 290 6 
90- 200 5 
80- 145 4 

EXECUTIVE RESERVE 

900-1750 
750-1450 
600-1240 
440- 900 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
300- 600-Extn -700 

10. Commandant, Mounted/ 500-1000 13 1450-2000 
Dismounted Company Palace 
Guards, Karnataka Armed 
Reserve Police, Mysore 
(Superintendent of Police). 

II. Deputy Superintendent of Police, 400- 950 11 900-1750 
Reserve Class II Assistant 
Commissioner of Police (Reserve). 

12. R~ve Inspector of Police 275- 550 10 
i3. Reserve Sub-Inspector of Police 175- 450 8 
14. Assistant Reserve Sub-Inspector 130- 290 6 

of Police ' 
15. Reserve Head Constable 

. I 6. R~:serve Police Constable 
17. Follower in Mounted/Dismounted 

coys/Police Training College, 
Mysore and Police Training 
School, Cbannapatna. 

90- 200 
80- 145 
65- 95 

5 
4 
1 

750-1450 
600-1240 
440- 900 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
250- 350 

POLICE CENTRAL MOTOR TRANSPORT WORKSHOP, BANGALORE 

18. Reserve Police Inspector, Motor 275- 550 8 600-1240 
Transport Organisation. 

19. Reserve Sub-Inspector, Motor 
, Transport. 

20. Assistant Reserve Sub-Inspector, 
Motor Transport-

(a) Store Keeper 
(b) Electrician 
(c) Motor Vehicle Fitter 
(d) Store Keeper (P.O.L.) 

175- 450 

130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 
130- 290 

240 

5 

4 
3 
3 
4 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 600-Extn.-700 



----·-----
1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
21. Head Constable Mecnamcs-

(a) Electrician 90- 200 2 280- 420 
(b) Motor Vehicle Fitter 90- 200 2 280- 420 
(c) Vulcaniser 90- 200 2 280- 420 
(d) Painter 90-200 2 280- 420 

22. Police Constable Mechanic-

(a) Electrician 80- 145 2 280- 420 
(b) Motor Vehicle Htter, 80- 145 2 280- 420 

Turner, Vulcaniser and 
Welder. 

(c) Blacksmith 80- 145 2 280- 420 
(d) Carpenter 80- 145 2 280- 420 
(e) Upholster \30- 145 2 280- 420 
(f) Painter 80- 145 2 280- 420 
(g) Greaser 80- 145 1 250- 350 
(h) Assistant St<Xe Keeper 80- 145 2 280- 420 

POLICE CENTRAL MOTOR TRANSPORT WORKSHOP, BELGAUM 

23. Police Inspl!ctor Foreman 275- 550 8 600-1240 
24. Poli.ce Sub-Inspector (Technician) 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
25. Store Keeper 130- 290 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
26. Tradesman Class I-

(a) Blacksmith Class. I 130-290 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
(b) Carpenter Class I 130- 290 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
(c) Electrician Class I 130- 290 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
(d) Motor Vehicle Fitter Class I 130- 290 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
(c) Painter Class I 130- 290 3 300- 500-Exfu..-550 
(f) Turner Class I 130- 290 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

27. Tradesman Class II-

(a) Upholster Class II 90- 200 2 280- 420 
(b) Motor Vehicle Fitter 90- 200 2 280- 420 

Class II. 
(c) Bench Fitter Class II 90- 200 2 280- 420 
(d) Electrician Class II 90- 200 2 280- 420 
(e) Tinsmith Class II 90- 200 2 280- 420 
(f) Vulcaniser Class II 90- 200 2 280- 420 
(g) Assistant Turner Class II 90- 200 2 280- 420 
(h) Carpenter Class II 90- 200 2· 280- 420 
(i) Blacksmith Class II 90- 200 2 280- 420 

28. T£adesman Class III-

(a) Upholster Class III \30- 145 2 280- 420 
(b) Electrician Class III 80- 145 2 280- 420 
(c) Tinsmith Class III 80- 145 2 280- 420 
(d) Painter Class III 80- 145 2 280- 420 
(e) Carpenter Class III 80- 145 2 280- 420 
(f) Motor Vehicle Fitter 80- 145 2 280- 420 

Class III. 
(g) Greaser Class III - 80- 145 1 250- 350 
(h) Cleaner Class HI 80- 145 1 250- 350 

29. Class IV-
Assistant Greaser 65- 95 1 250- 350 

POLICE LAUNCH ESTABLISHMENT 
30. Sarang 130- 290 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
31. Launch Driver 120- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
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1 2 

32. Dingi Drivoc 
33. Helmsman 
34. Khalasi 

3 4 

Rs. 

90-- 200 3 
90-- 200 3 
so- 145 2 

5 

Rs. 

300-- 500--Extn.-550 
300-- 500--Extn.-550 
280-- 420 

POLICE BAND ESTABLISHMENT 

35. Band MasterJEnglish Karnatic 
Band. 

36. Assistant Band Master JEnglish 
Kamatic Band. 

37. Musician 
38. Daffedar 

275- 550 8 

175- 450 7 

100-- 220 4 
90-- 200 5 

600--1240 

460--1000 

300-- 600--Extn.-700 
400-- 750--Extn.-850 

KARNATAKA STATE RESERVE POLICE 

39. Commandant 
40. Assistant Commandant 
41. Subedar Major 
42. Subedar 
43. Jamedar 
44. Havilda.- Major 
45. Havildar 
46. Naik 
47. Lance Naik 
48. Reserve Police Constable 

(including Police Constable 
Wireless, Police Constable 
Cleaner and Police Constable 
Bandsman). 

49. Jamedar Follower 
50. Follower (Dhobi, Cook, Barber, 

Sweeper, etc.). 

500--1000 
400-- 950 
275-550 
275- 550 
175- 450 
130-- 290 

90-- 200 
90-- 200 
so- 145 
so- 145 

90-- 200 
so- 145 

13 1450--2000 
11 900--1750 
10 750--1450 
10 750--1450 
8 600--1240 
6 440-- 900 
5 400-- 750--Extn.-'850 
5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 
4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 

3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 
2 280-- 420 

POLICE WIRELESS ESTABLISHMENT 

51. Superintendent of Police 700--1100 13 1450..:....2000 
(Wireless) 

52. Deputy Superintendent of Police 
(Wireless) 

53. Deputy Superintendent 'Of Police 
(Cryptography) 

54. Police Inspector (Wireless) 
55. Sub-Inspector (Wireless) 
56. Senior Radio Mechanic 
57. Assistant Sub-Inspector 

Radio Mechanic. 
58. Assistant Sub-Inspector of Police 

(Wireless) 
59. Assistant Sub-Inspector-Electrician 
60. Head Constable-Wireless 
61. Police Constable-Wireless 

400-- 950 

400-- 950 

300-- 700 
225- 450 
200-- 450 
175- 450 

175- 450 

175- 450 
120-- 240 
90-- 200 

11 900--1750 

11 900--1750 

10 750--1450 
8 600--1240 
6 440-- 900 
6 440-- 900 

6 440-- 900 

6 440-- 900 
5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 
4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 

FORENSIC SCIENCE LABORATORY 
62. Director 
63. Assistant Director 
64. Serelogist (Since redesignated as 

Assistant Director) 

800--1250 13 
400-- 950 10 
400- 950 10 
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-
1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
65. Question-ed Documents Expert 300- 700 9 660-1300 
66. Ballistic Expert 300-700 9 660-1300 
67. Physicist 300- 700 9 660-1300 
68. Toxicologist 300-700 9 660-1300 
69. Photographer 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
70. Photographer (Photographic Section 175- 450 5 400-- 750-Extn.-850 

CID) 
71. Scientific Assistant 160- 350 6 440- 900 
72. Librarian 130- 290 6 440- 900 
73. Assistant Photographer 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
74. Laboratory Attender 80- 145 2 280- 420 

MINISTERIAL ESTABLISHMENT 

75. Public Relations Offic-er 400- 950 10 
76. Financial Assistant to the Inspector 400- 950 10 

General of Police 
77. Gazetted Headquarters Assistant 275- 550 8 
78. Chief Report-er (English, Kannada 250- 500 8 

and Marathi) 
79. Manager 250- 500 8 
80. Selection Grade Stenographer 250- 500 8 
81. Superintendent Grade I 200- 450 8 
82. Superintendent Grade 11/Manager 175- 450 6 

of Range Deputy Inspector Gene-
ral of Police Office/Managers of 
District Police Offices. 

83. R-eporter, (English, Kannada, 175- 450 6 
Marathi, Tamil, Urdu-cum-
Hindi, Telugu) 

84. Senior Stenographer 175- 450 } 6 
130- 290 

85. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 
86. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 
87. Junior Srenographer 90- 200 6 
88. Typist (English, Kannada) 90- 200 4 
89. Third Division Clerk 80- 145 4 
90. Jamedar/Daffedar 80- 145 2 
91. Attender 80- 145 2 
92. DalayatfClass IV ;sweeper etc. 65- 95 1 

EXECUTIVE CIVIL 

93. Director, Finger Print Bureau 400- 950 11 
94. Police Inspector, Finger Print 275- 550 10 

Bureau 
95. Woman Sub-Inspector of Police 175- 450 8 
96. Sub-Inspector Photographer 175- 450 5 
97. Sub-Inspector of Police Finger 175- 450 8 

Print Bureau 
98. Woman Head Constable 90- 200 5 
99. Woman Police Constable 80- 145 4 

100. Legal Adviser 
101. Assistant Legal Adviser 
I 02. Senior Auditor 
103. Junior Auditor 

OTHERS IN C.I.D. 

1500 (Fixed) 
600 (Fixed) 

250- 500 8 
-130- 290 6 
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750-1450 
750-1450 

600-1240 
600-1240 

600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
440- 900 

440- 900 

440- 900 

440- 990 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 

-280- 420 
250- 350 

900-1750 
750-1450 

600-1240 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
600-1240 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

No Recommendation 
No Recommendation 
600-1240 
440--- 900 



· OTHERS IN RESEARCH CENTRE 

104. Senior Statistical Assistant 
I 05. Librarjan 

175-- 450 8 600--1240 
175-- 450 7 460--1000 

44. KARNATAKA PORTS DEPARTMENT 
(para 12. 385) 

Si. De,ignation 
.Vo. 

2 

l. State Port Officer (since redesig
nated as Director of Ports and 
Inland Water Transport) 

2. Port Officer 
3. Marine Engineer 
4. Port EngindT 
5. Economist 
6. Assistant Hydrographic Surveyor 
7. Traffic Executive 
8. Ferries Officer 
9. Junior Hydrographic Surveyor 

10. Junior Engineer 
11. Administrative Assistant 
12. Ferries Inspector 
13. Port Conservator 
14. Project Manager 
15. Superintendent Grade-II 
16. Draughtsman 
17. Mechanical Supervisor 
18. Supervisor 
19. Marine Mechanic 
20. Operator Grade-l 
21. Operator (Front End Pay Loader) 
22. Deputy Ferries Inspector 
23. Deputy Port Conservator 
24. Stenographer Grade-l 
25. First Division Clerk 

. 26. First Division Accounts Clerk 
27. First Division Store Keeper 
28. Driver Grade-11 
29. Sarang Grade-11 
30. Electrician 
31. Tracer 
32. Junior Stenographer 
33. Typist 
34. Assistant Port Conservator 
35. Second Division Accounts Clerk 
36. Second Division Store Keeper 
37. Second Division Clerk 
38. Assistant Ferries . Inspector 

*Sec para 12.394. 

Existing Reco-mmended 
Scales of Scales oif 

Pay Pay 

(.lllin.-llfa.,;.) as. (1\fin.-l\Iax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1000--1500 14 2000--2500 

800--1250 11 900-·1750 
800--1250 13 1450--2000 
700--1100 11 900--1750 
400-- 950 ll 900--1750 
350-- 900 10 750-1450 
300- 700 No Recommendation* 
275-- 550 8 600-1240 
275-- 550 9 660-1300 
275-- 550 9 660--1300 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
200-- 450 6 440- 900 
200- 450 8 600-1240 
200-- 450 No Recommendation* 
)75-- 450 6 440-- 900 
175-- 450 5 400-- 750-Extn.-850 
175-- 450 5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 
175-- 450 5 400-- 750--Fxtn.-850 
175-- 450 5 400-- 750-Extn.-850 
175-- 450 5 400-- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 5 400-- 750--Exto.-850 
160-- 350 4 300-- 600--Extn.--700 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440-- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
120- 240 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
120-- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
120-- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
100- 220 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 6 440- 900 
90- 200 4 300-- 600-Extn.--700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90-- 200 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.--700 
90- 200 4 300- 600--Extn.--700 
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2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
39. Traffic Assistant 90- 200 No Recommendation* 
40. Light Keeper and Signallor 80- 145 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
41. Light Keeper 80- 145 3 300-- 500-Extn.-550 
42. Car Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
43. Jeep Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
44. DriVI!r Grade-III (Floating Crafts) 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
45. Driver of Light Vehicle 80- 145 2 280- 420 
46. Attender 80- 145 2 280- 420 
47. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
48. Sarang Grade-III 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
49. Assistant Operator (Front End Pay 80- 145 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

Loader) 
50. Truck Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
51. Assistant Light Keeper 65- 95 2 280- 420 
52. Seaman 65- 95 2 280- 420 
53. Wharfman 65- 95 2 280- 420 
54. Survey Seaman 65- 95 2 280- 420 
55. Class-IV (Peon) 65- 95 I 250- 350 
56. Helper 65- 95 1 250-- 350 
57. Laskar 65- 95 1 250- 35Q 

*See para 12.394. 

45. DEPARTMENT OF PRE-UNIVERSITY EDUCATION 

(para 12. 205) 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

1. Director 

De·ignation 

2 

2. Deputy Director 
3. Senior Assistant Director 
4. Assistant Director 
5. Accounts Assistant 
6. Section Officer 

7. Accounts Superintendent 
8. Senior Assistant 

9. Selection Grade Stenographer 
10. Superintendent 
11. Assistant 
12. Stenographer 
13. First Division Clerk 
14. Junior AssistantfSecond Division 

Clerk 
15. Typist 

E:11isting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommende<l 
Scales of 

Pay 

(1\lin.-Ma.x.) GS. (Min.-Ma.:.) 
No. 

3 4 

Rs. 

1300-1800 13 
800-1250 11 
400- 950 10 
400- 950 10 
400- 950 10 
300-700} 
275- 550 

8 

250- 500 8 
250- 500 } 6 
225- 450 
250- 500 8 
175- 450 6 
160- 350 6 
160- 350 6 
130- 290 6 
90- 200 4 

90- 200 4 
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5 

Rs. 

1450-·2000 
900-1750 
750-1450 
750-1450 
750-1450 

600-1240 

600-1240 

440- 900 

600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300-· 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 



2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

16. Driver 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
11. Attender 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
18. PeonfCycle Orderly/ Watchman 65- 95 1 250-- 350 

GOVERNMENT JUNIOR COLLEGE 
19. Principal 
20. Lectu!\!r 
21. Instructor in Physical Education 
22. Librarian 
23. Second Division Oerk 
24. Oerk-cum-Typist 
25. Attender 
26. PeonfWatchman 

400-- 950 11 900--1750 
300-- 700 10 750--1450 
200-- 450 7 460---1000 
175- 450 7 460--1000 

90-- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90-- 200 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
80-- 145. 2 280-- 420 
65- 95 1 250-- 350 

46. DEPARTMENT OF PRINTING, STATIONERY AND PUBLICATIONS 

(para 12.340) 

Existing Recommended 
Scales of Scale.~ o1 

Sl. De.,ig=tion Pay Pay 
No. 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1. Director 1300--1800 14 2000--2500 
2. Senior Deputy Director 700--1100 13 1450--2000 
3. Deputy Di!\!Ctor 400-- 950 II 900--1750 
4. Assistant Surgeon Grade-II 400-- 950 9 660-1300 

(Medical Officer) 
5. Assistant Director 275- 550 10 750--1450 
6. Stock Verificaticn Officer 275- 550 10 750--1450 
7. Labour Welfare Officer 275- 550 8 600--1240 
8. Selection Grade Stenographer 250-- 500 8 600--1240 
9. Audit Superintendent (Internal 250-- 500 8 600--1240 

Audit Section). 
10. Chief Examiner 225- 450 8 600--1240 
11. Supervisor fManager 225- 450 8 600--1240 
12. Mechanical Supervisor 225- 450 8 600--1240 
13. Superintend~:nt Grade I 200-- 450 8 600--1240 
14. Chief Cost Accountant 200-- 450 8 600-1240 
15. Senior Foreman 200-- 450 5 400-- 750--Extn.- ~50 
16. Translator 200-- 450 9 660--1300* 
17. Lino Supervisor 200-- 450 5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 
18. Mechanical OVI:rseer 200-- 450 5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 
19. Overseer 200-- 450 5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 
20. Superintendent Grade-II 175- 450 6 440-- 900 
21. Deputy Chief Examiner 175- 450 6 440-- 900 
22. Foreman 175- 450 5 400-- 750-Extn.-850 
23. Head Computor 175- 450 6 440-- 900 
24. Process Operator 175- 450 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
25. Artist and Fine Etcher 175- 450 6 440-- 900 
26. Artist 175- 450 6 440-- 900 
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2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
27. Engraver and Mounter 175- 450 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
28. Sl:nior Offset Printer 175- 450 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
29. Lino Mechanic 175- 450 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
30. Lino Operator 175- 450 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
31. Mono Operator 175- 450 4 300- 600-Extn.·-700 
32. Electrician 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
33. Mechanic (Upgraded) 175- 450 4 300- 600---Extn.-700 
34. Supervisor 175- 450 5 400- 750--Extn.-850 
35. Staff Nurse 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
36. Senior Offset Plate Maker 160- 350 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
37. Chief Time Keeper 160- 350 5 400- 750--Extn.-850 
38. Senior Compositor 160- 350 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
39. Senior Machine Minder 160- 350 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
40. Senior Binder 160- 350 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
41. Works Clerk 160- 350 6 440- 900 
42. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
43. First Division Clerk (Internal 130- 290 6 440- 900 

Auditor) 
44. Stenographer Grade-l 130- 290 6 440- 900 
45. Cost Accountant 130- 290 6 440- 900 
46. Senior Proof Examiner 130- 290 6 440- 900 
47. Assistant Translotor 130- 290 9 660-1300* 
48. First Division Computor 130- 290 6 440- 900 
49. Assistant Process Operator 120- 240 4 300- 600-Ex•n.-700 
50. Head Mono Caster 120- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
51. Head Type Caster 120- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
52. Typewriter Mechanic 120- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
53. Offset Printor jOffset Machine 100- 220 3 300-· 500-Extn.-550 

Minder 
54. Engraver 100- 220 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
55. Offset Plate Maker 100- 220 3 300-- 500-Extn.-550 
56. Mechanic 100- 220 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
57. Stereo Type Caster 100- 220 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
58. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
59. Fall Back Pay Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
60. Typist 90- 200 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
61. Junior Proof Examiner 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
62. Second Division Computor 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
63. Assistant Offset Printer f Assistant 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

Offset Machine Minder 
64. Assistant Offset Pia te Maker 9~ 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
65. Proooss Plate Maker 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
66. Assistant Mechanic 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.·-550 
67. Plate Grainer 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
68. Dark Room Assistant 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
69. Type Caster 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
70. Mono Caster 90- 200 3 300- 500-Exta.-550 
71. Machine Reviser 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
12. Progress Recorder 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
73 .. Rubber Stamp Caster 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
74. Carpenter 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
75. Turner (Higher Grado) 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extc..-550 
76. Fitter (Higher Grade) 90- 200 3 300- 500-El!:m.-550 
71. Time Keeper 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

*See para 12.518. 
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- ~--- 5 2 3 .4 

Rs. Rs. 

78. CompositOf 90-- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

79. Machine Mind~:r 9o- 200 3 300-- 500--E>..tn.-550 

80. Binder 90-- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

81. Second Division Time Keeper 90-- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

82. Compound~:r 90- 200 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 

83. Pucker (Senior) 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 

84. Conn ter (Senior) 80- 145 2 280- 420 

85. Assistant Carpenter 80-- 145 2 280- 420 

86. Assistant Plate Maker 80-- 145 3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

87. Assistant Plate Grainer 80- 145 3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

88. Assistant Ty~ Caster 80- 145 3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

89. Assistant Mono Caster 80-- 145 3 300--- 500-Extn.-550 

90. Furnace Attender 80-- 145 2 280--- 420 
91. Assistant Rubber Stamp Caster 80-- 145 3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 

92. Turner (Lower Grade) 80-- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
93. Fitll!r (Lower Grade) 80--- 145 3 300--- 500-Extn.-550 

94. Gate Keeper 80-- 145 2 280--- 420 
95. Junior Compositor (iucluding 80-- 145 3 300--- 500--Extn.-550 

Standing Room Care Taker) 
96. Assistant Machine Minder 80--- 145 3 300-- 500--Extn.-550 
97. Assistant Binder 80-- 145 3 300--- 500-Extn.- 550 
98. Driver (Jeep) 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
99. Allender 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
100. Daffedar 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
101. Jamedar 80-- 145 2 280- 420 
102. Budget Allender 80- 145 2 280-- 420 
103. Lorry Driver 80- 145 2 280-- 420 
104. Packer fPacker and Carrier 65- 95 2 280-- 420 
105. Counter 65- 95 2 280-- 420 
106. Assistant Gate Keeper 65- 95 1 250- 350 
107. Lorry Cleaner 65- 95 1 250--- 350 
108. Night WatchmanJWatchman 65- 95 1 250-- 350 
109. Cycle Stand Watchman 65- 95 1 250-- 350 
110. Gardener 65- 95 1 250- 350 
111. Peon 65- 95 1 250-- 350 
112. Sweeper 65- 95 1 250- 350 
113. Scaveng~:r 65- 95 1 250-- 350 

*See para 12.518. 

47. DEPARTMENT OF PRISONS 

(para 12. 85) 
-----------:::---------

Eanting Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay Sl. 
No. 

De.,ignation 

2 

1. Inspector General 
2. Dl:puty Inspector General 

Scales of 
Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1300---1800 14 2000-2500 
800--1250 13 1450---2000 
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2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

3. Senior Superintendent of Central Jail700-1100 11 900--1750 
4. Superintendent of Central Prisons 400- 950 11 900--1750 
5. Research-cum-Statistical Officer 400- 950 10 750-1450 
6. Assistant Surgeon 400-- 950 9 660-1300 
7. Superintendent of Jails 300- 700 10 750-1450 
8. Assistant Superintendent of Jails 275- 550 10 750-1450 

• and Factory Manager 
9. Technical Assistant 275- 550 10 750--1450 

10. Assistant Agricultural Offie~::r 275- 550 9 660--1300 
11. Audit Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 
12. Accounts Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 
13. Selection Grade Stenographer 250-- 500 8 600--1240 
14. Manager Grade-I 200- 450 8 600--1240 
15. Stock Verifier 200-- 450 8 600-1240 
16. Research Assistant 200-- 450 8 600--1240 
17. Chid Jailor 200- 450 8 600--12-40 
18. Manager ;superintendent Grade II 175- 450 6 440-- 900 

(including Auditor) 
19. Jailor 175- 450 8 600-1240 
20. Instructor Grade-I 175- 450 5 400-- 750-Extn.-850 
21. Press Foreman 175- 450 5 400-- 750-Extn.-850 
22. Matron and Male Nur&e 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
23. Assistant Foreman (Senior 160-- 350 4 300-- 600-Extn.--700 

Compositor, Machine Minder). 
24. Drawing Teacher I60- 350 6 440- 900 
25. First Division Clerk/ Auditor 130-- 290 6 440- 900 

Grade-n 
26. Chief Ward·er 120-- 240 5 400-- 750--Extn.-850 
27. Instructor Grade-n IOO- 220' 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
28. Agricultural Instructor IOO- 220 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
29. Teacher. IOO- 220 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
30. Stenographer Grade-II 90-- 200 6 440- 900 
31. Second Division Clerk 90-- 200 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
32. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
33. Press Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
34. Head Warder 90-- 200 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
35. Compositor 90-- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
36. Binder 90-- 200 3 300- 500--Extn.-550 
37. Compounder 90-- 200 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
38. Drill Instructor 80- I45 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
39. Lorry Driver 80-- I45 2 280-- 420 
40. Staff Car Driver 80- I45 2 280- 420 
41. Tractor Driver-cum-Me'Chanic 80- 145 2 280- 420 
42. Attender and Mutchi 80-- 145 2 280- 420 
43. Warder 80- I45 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
44. Nursing Orderly 80- 145 2 280-- 420 
45. Electric Wireman 65- 95 2 280-- 420 
46. Pump Attender 65- 95 I 250-- 350 
47. Mali 65- 95 I 250- 350 
48. Packer Clerk 65- 95 2 280-- 420 
49. Ward Boy 65- 95 1 250- 350 
50. Peon/Orderly jWatcluuan 65- 95 I 250-- 350 
5 I. Car.! man 65- 95 I 250- 350 
52. Barber and Sweeper 65- 95 1 250-- 350 
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De.,ignafi()n 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay Sl. 
No. 

(lllin.-llfa:r.) GS. (Jlin.-lllax.) 
No. 

I 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

(i) BANGALORE 

I. Director of Pros<!cutions I300-I800 14 2000-2500 

2. Deputy Director 700-IIOO 13 1450-2000 

3. Senior Assistant Public Prose- 400- 950 II 900-1750 

cutor. 
4. Assistant Public Prosecutor 300- 700 10 750-1450 

5. Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 

6. Stenographer 160- 350 6 440- 900 

7. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 

8. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

9. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

IO. Allender 80- 145 2 280- 420 

I I. Class IV (Peon) 65- 95 I 250- 350 

(ii) DHARWAR 

I. Director of Prosecutions 1300-1800 14 2000-2500 
2. Deputy Director of Prosecutions 700-1100 13 1450-2000 
3. Senior Assistant Public Prose· 400- 950 II 900-I750 

cutor 
4. Assistant Public Prosecuto.- 300- 700 10 750-1450 
S. Public Prosecutor and Fixed Fees No Recommendation 

Additional Public Prosecu~or. 
~- Superintendent 200- 450 8 600-1240 
7. Stenographer I60- 350 6 440- 900 
8. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
9. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

10. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
I I. Attender 80- 145 2 280- 420 
I2. Cycle Orderly-cum-Peon; 65- 95 I 250- 350 

Watchman 
13. Dalayat (Peon) 65- 95 I 250- 350 

49. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCI10N 
(para 12 .175) 

Existing Recrnnraended 
Scales of Scale.~ of 

Sl. De.<ignati()n Pay Pay 
No. 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

I 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1. Director 1300-1800 15 2500-2750 
2. Additional Director 1300-lllOO 14 2000-2500 
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2 3 4 s ------------------------
3. Joint Director 1 

Secretary. Examination Board 
4. Director. State Institute 

of Education 
S. Chief Accounts Officer 
6. Deputy Director 
7. Music Adviser 
8. Principal, Govornment College 

of EducationjPhysical Edu
cation 

9. Superintendent, Dance, Drama 
and Music 

I 0. Senior Assistant Director of 
Public Instmction 

I L Educational Officer 
12. Accounts Officer I Assistant 

Controller 
l3. Vice-Principal, College of 

Physical Education 
14. Principal, Post Ckaduate 

Basic Education College 
IS. Associate Director, State 

Institute of Education 
16. Professors, B.Ed. Colleges 
I7. Reader, State Institute of 

Education 
18. Principal, Junior College 
19. Deputy Project Officer 
20. Chief Medical Inspector of 

Schools 
21. Assistant Nutri.tion Officer 
22. Assistant Din:ctor of Public 

Instruction (Technical) 
23. Lecturer, Government College 

of Physical Education 
24. Principal, Sanskrit College 
25. Senior Professor, Sanskrit College 
26. Lecturer, Junior College 
27. State Superintendent of Physical 

Education 
28. District Superintendent of Physical 

Education 
29. Subject Inspector 
30. Statistical Officer 
3 L Counselling Instructor 
32. Inspector (Storage) 
33. Assistant Dircctcr of Public 

Instruction (Commerce) 
34. Gazetted Assistant 
35. Senior Inspector of Drawing 
36. Lecturer, Government Basic 

Training College 

*See para I2. I77. 
tSee para I2.I98. 
t See para I2. I96. 

Rs. Rs. 

1000-1500 13 1450-2000 

I000--1500 I3 I450-2000 * 

800--I2SO II 900-1750 
700-IIOO 1I 900-1750 
700-1IOO II 900-I750 
700--1IOO I3 I450--2000 

400- 950 II 900-1750 

400-- 950 II 900--I750 

400-- 950 I I 
400-- 950 IO 

900-1750 
750--I450 

400-- 950 I2 I300--1900 

400-- 950 I3 I450-2000 

400-- 950 I2 I300--I900 

400-- 950 I2 I300--I900 
400-- 950 II 900--I750 t 

400-- 950 II 
400-- 950 II 
400-- 950 9 

400-- 950 9 
350-- 900 IO 

900--I750 
900--I750 
660--1300 

660--1300 
750--I450 

350-- 900 II 900--I750 t 

13 I450--2000 300-- 700 
300-- 700 I2 
300-- 700 IO 
300-- 700 II 

300-- 700 IO 

300-- 700 IO 
300-- 700 IO 
275-- 550 10 
275-- 550 8 
275-- 550 10 

275-- 550 8 
275-- 550 10 
275-- 550 11 

1300-1900 
750--1450 
900--I750 

750--I450 

750--1450 
750--1450 
750--1450 
600--1240 
750--1450 

600--1240 
750--1450 
900--1750 * 
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I 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

37. Head Master fHead Mistress/ 275- 550 10 750-1450 
Superinrendent fPrincipal of 
Teachers Training Institute 

38. Superintendent, Orientation 275- 550 11 900-1750 
Training CXntre 

39. Lecturer, Government College 275- 550 11 900~1750 
of Education 

40. Lectunx, State Institute of 275- 550 11 900-1750 
Education 

41. Librarian, State Institute of 275- 550 7 460-1000 
Education 

42. Assistant Director of Public 275- 550 7 460-1000 
Instruction. 

43. Assistant Educational Officer 275- 550 10 750--1450 
44. Divisional Superintendent, 275- 550 10 750-1450 

Dance, Drama and Music 
45. District Social Education Officer 275- 550 10 750-1450 
46. 1 unior Research Officer 275- 550 8 600-1240 
47. Junior Professor of Sanskrit 275- 550 11 900--1750 
48. Head Quarters Assistant 275- 550 8 600-1240 
49. Agricultural Instructor, Teachers' 275- 550 9 660-1300 

Training Institute 
50. Chief Agricultural Instructor, 275- 550 9 660-1300 

High School 
51. Secondary School Assistant 250- 500 7 460-1000 

Grade-l. 
52. Secondary School Language 250- 500 7 460-1000 

Assistant Grade-I 
53. Literature Assistant, Sanskrit 250- 500 11 900-1750 

College 
54. Assistant Lecturer, Government 

College of Physical Education 
250- 550 11 900-1750 t 

55. Inspector of Sanskrit Schools 250- 500 10 750-1450 
56. Assistant Lecturer, Graduate Basic 250- 500 11 900-1750 t Training College 
57. Assistant Superintendent of Physical 250- 500 

Education 
7 460-1000 

58. Inspection Superintendent/Manager 250- 500 8 600-1240 
59. Selt:etion Grade Stenographer 250- 500 8 600-1240 60. Artist 250- 500 7 460-1000 
61. Physical Education Director, 25o- 5oo 1 

Government College of 175- 450 )- 7 460-1000 Education. J 62. Assistant Agricultural Instructor, 250- 500 9 660-1300 High School. 
63. Physical Education Teacher 250- 500 

~ Grade I. (Selection Grade) 7 460-1000 
175- 450 ) 

64. Physical Education Teacher 
120- 240 J Grade II (Selection Grade) 4 300-· 600-Extn.-700 
100- 220 

65. Sr. Agricultural Inspector 250- 500 9 660-1300 
li6. Technical Assistant 250- 500 9 660-1300 

*See Para 12.198. 
t See para 12.196. 
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2 

67. Psychologist 
68. Medical Inspector of Schools 
69. Supcrintendoot Grade-l 

70. Graduate Inspeotol! 

71. Librarian, Teachers' Training 
CollegejEducational Research 
Bureau. 

72. Secondary School Asst. Grade-n 

73. Secondary School Language Asst. 
Grade-n 

74. Inspector of Social Education 
75. Visual Education Technician/ 

Film Mechanic. 
76. Craft Organiser 
77. Workshop Mechanic 
78. Planning-cum-Statistical Asst. 
79. Superintendent Grade-II 
80. Craft Teacher Grade-l 

3 4 

Rs. 

275- 550 10 
200- 450 9 
200- 450 8 

25o-5oJ 1 
175- 450 J 7 
130- 290 
175- 450 7 

175- 450 
} 7 130- 290 

175- 450 
} 7 130- 290 

175- 450 7 
175- 450 5 

175- 450 5 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 8 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 5 

(Diploma-holders) 
120- 240 4 

81. Craft Teacher Grade-n 
(Certificate-holders) 

90- 200 3 
160- 350 } 7 
130- 290 

82. Dance/Drama Teachers Grade-l 
Grade-n 

R3. Drawing/ Art Master 
(i) SSLCs. with Art Masters' 

Certificate. 
(ii) SSLCs. with Drawing 

Masters' Certificate. 
84. Drawing/ Art Master (SSLCs. 

with Drawing Teachers' Certi
ficate). 

85. Music Teacher, High School 
Grade-l 
Grade-n 

86. Music Teacher, Primary School 
87. Asst. Professor of Sanskrit 

88. Computor 
89. Deputy Inspector of Schools 
90. Yogasana Instructor 
91. First Division Clerk 
92. Stenographer Grade-l 

t See para 12.198. 
*See para 12.183. 
**See para 12.194. 

160- 35017 

130- 29o 1 

100- 220J 4 

160- 350 t 7 
130- 290 j 
100- 220 4 
130- 290) 

(Untrained) r 11 
175- 450J 
(Trained) 

130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 4 
130;- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
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5 

Rs. 

750-1450 
660-1300 
600-1240 

460-1000 * 

460-1000 

460-1000* 

460-1000 ** 

460-1000 
400- 750-Extn.-85Cl 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
600-1240 
440- 900 
400- 750-Extn.-850 

300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 500-Extn.-550 

460-1000 

460-1000 

300- 600-Extn.-700 

460-1000 

300- 600-Extn.-700 

900-1750 

440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Exfu.-700 
440- 900 
440- 900 



1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
93. Primary School Assistant 

(i) SSLC Trained 100- 220 l 
(ii) SSLC Untrained and Non- 90- 200 

SSLC Trained ~4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
(iii) Non-SSLC Untorained 80- 145 J 
(iv) SSLC Tratned (Selection 120- 240 

Grade). 
94. Bharatha Reader 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
95. Mechanic 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
96. Fieldman and Farm Assistant 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
97. Manual Labour Instructor 90- 200 4 300- 600-Ex.tn.-700 
98. Film Operator 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
99. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
100. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
10 I. Clerk -cum-Typist 90- 200 4 300- fiOO-Extn.-700 
102. DriverjDriver -cum -Operator 80- 145 2 280- 420 
103. JamedarjDaffedar /Laboratory 80- 145 2 280- 420 

Attender I Attender. 
104. Cook 65- 95 2 280- 420 
105. PeonfGard~:ner JScavenger 65- 95 I 250- 350 

·---~-· 

SO. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES 
(para 12.525) 

S/. Designation 
No. 

2 

I. State Librarian 
2. Deputy Librarian/Chief Librarian 
3. Accounts Superintendent 
4. Heads of Technical Sections; 

Lecturer. 
5. Technical Assistant 
6. Manager 
7. Librarian 
8. Superintendent Grade-11 
9. Library Assistant 

I 0. Assistant Librarian 
II. Library Assistant 
12. First Division Clerk 
13. Stenographer Grade-I 
14. Second Division Clerk 
15. Oerk-cum-Typist 
16. Typist 
17. Binder 
18. Driver 
19. AttcnderjDdffedar 
20. Assistant Binder 

Existing Recommended 
Scales of Scales of 

Pay Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 

Rs. 

500-1000 II 
275- 550 10 
250- 500 8 
225- 450 8 

200- 450 7 
200- 450 8 
175- 450 7 
175- 450 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 7 
110- 150 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
65- 95 I 

254 

5 

Rs. 

900-1750 
750-1450 
600-1240 
600-1240 

460-1000 
600-1240 
460-1000 
440- 900 

·- .... - --·~ --

440- 900 
460-1000 l * 
440- 900 s 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280-420 
280- 420 
250- 350 



1 2 

21. Van Clearner 
22. Cycle Orderly 
23. Peon/Watchman 
24. Part Time Posts-

(a) Conductress 2 posts 
(b) Care-taker 35 posts 
(c) Watchman 15 posts 
(d) Sweeper I post 

3 4 

Rs. 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 

35/·1 
25f- I 

5 

Rs. 
1 250-- 350-
1 250-- 350 
1 250-- 350 

25 /'- J (Fixed) No recommendation 
10/-

*Posts of taken over private Libraries. 

51. KARNATAKA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

(para 12. 603) 

Sl. 
No. 

E:Disting 
Scales of 
. ['ay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

1 2 

1. Secretary & Cuntroller of Depart
mental Examinations. 

2. Deputy Secretary 
3. Assistant Secretaries (including 

Assistant Secretary, Depart
m'ental Examinations). 

4. Section Officer (including Private 
Secretary to Chairman). 

5. Senior Assistant 
6. Selection Grade Stenographer 
7. Accountant 
8. Assistant 
9. Stenographer 

10. Junior Assistant 
1 I. Typist 
12. Attendcr 
13. Jamedar 
14. Daffedar 
15. Mutchi 
16. Dalayat 
17. Watchman 
18. Sweeper 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

Encadred in I.A.S. 

1000-1500 13 1450--2000 
400-- 950 11 900--1750 

300- 700 

250-- 500 
250-- 500 
160- 350 
160- 350 
160- 350 
90- 200 
90- 200 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
65- 95 
65- 95 
65- 95 

255 

8 600-1240 

6 440- 900 
8 600-1240 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
2 280- 420 
2 280-- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
1 250- 350 
1 250- 350 
1 250-- 350 



52. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

(para 12.289) 

"sl. De,ignation 
1\' (). 

2 

l. Senior Chief Engineer 
2. Chief Engineer (Communication 

and Buildings). 
3. Other Chief Engineers 
4. Chief Architect to Government 
5. Superintending Engineer 
6. Deputy Chief Architect 
7. Director, Karnataka Engineering 

Research Station. 
8. Chief Accounts Officer 
9. Executive Engineer 

10. Research Officer 
11. Deputy Architect 
12. Joint Director, of Statistics 
13. Special Officer for Hydrology 
14. Senior Assistant Architect 
15. Deputy Engineer 
16. Accounts Officer 
17. Asst. Director of Agriculture 
18. Agricultural Officer 

·19. Statistical Officer 
20. Senior Geologist 
21. Deputy Director of Statistics 
22. Health Officer 
23. Sub-Divisional Soil Conservation 

Officer. 
24. Medical Officer 
25. Assistant Engineer 
26. Geologist 
27. Junior Assistant Architect 
28. Assistant Research Officer 
29. Assistant Director of Statistics 
30. Entomologist 
31. Selection Grade Junior Engineer 

Division-!. 
32. Registrar 
33. Junior Engineer Division-! 
34. Assistant Geologist 
35. Head Draughtsman Grade-l 
36. Chemical Engineer 
37. Assistant Agricultural Officer 

E::cisting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

{Min.-Max.) GS. {Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

2500--2750 15 2500--2750 
1300--1800 IS 2500--2750 

1300--1800 
1300--1800 
1000--1500 
1000--1500 
1000--1500 

700--1100 
700--1100 
700--1100 

• 700--1100 
700--1100 
700--1100 
500--1000 
500--1000 
400-- 950 
400-- 950 
400-- 950 
400-- 950 
400-- 950 
400-- 950 
400-- 950 
400-- 950 

14 2000--2500 
14 2000--2500 
13 1450--2000 
13 1450--2000 
13 1450--2000 

11 900--1750 
11 900--1750 
II 900--1750 
11 900--1750 
13 1450--2000 
11 900--1750 
10 750--1450 
10 750--1450 
10 750--1450 
10 750--1450 
10 750--1450 
11 900--17 50 
II 900--1750 
11 900--1750 
9 660--1300 

10 750--1450 

400-- 950 9 
350-- 900 10 
350-- 900 10 
350-- 900 10 
350-- 900 10 
300-- 700 10 
300-- 700 8 
300-- 700 9 

660--1300 
750--1450 
750--1450 
750--1450 
750--1450 
750--1450 
600--1240 
660--1300 

275-- 550 8 
275-- 550 9 
275-- 550 9 
275-- 550 8 
275-- 550 10 

250-- 500 9 

600--1240 
660--1300 
660--1300 
600--1240 
750--1450 

660--1300 
275-- 550 1 

38. Statistical Draughtsman 
(Non-graduate) 

275-- 550 8 
275-- 550 9 
275-- 550 9 

39. Mathematical and Statistical Asst. 
40 .. Agricultural Overseer 

600--1240 
660--1300 
660--1300 
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1 2 

41. Senior, Operator 
42. Fast Driller 
43. Architectural Draughtsman 
44. Head Draughtsman Orade-ll 
45. Manager Grade-l 
46. Store Manager 
47. Accounts Superintendent 
48. Stenographer (Selection Grade) 
49. Superintendent Grade-l 
50. Stor.es Superintendent 
51. Medical Officer Class-III 
52. Assistant Unit Officer 
53. Junior Engineer Division-II 
54. Assistant Chemical Engineer 
55. Draughtsman 
56. Mechanical Foreman 
57. Shift Engineer 
58. Skilled Cable Jointer 
59. Well Boring Inspector 
60. Electrician 
61. Pump Operator 
62. Senior Statistical Assistant 
63. Heavy Machine Operator 
64. Electrical Supervisor 
65. Mechanical Engineer 
66. Assistant Fast DriJier 
67. Operator 
68. Nurse Grade-l 
69. Well Boring Operator 
70. Section Officer 
71. Assistant Driller 
72. First Division Store Keeper 
73. Foreman 
74. Photographer 
75. Filter Inspector 
76. Senior Health Inspector 
77. Water Analyst 
78. Model Making Artist 
79. Fi,rst Division P.W.D. Clerk 
80. Stenographer 

81. Revenue Surveyor 
82. Daroga 
83. Junior Statistical Assistant 
84. First Division Accmmts Clerk 
85. Revenue Inspector 
86. Assistant Statistician 
87. Junior ChemistfChemist 
88. First Class Wireman and 

Mechanic (Lower Grade) 
89. Electrical Operator 
90. Senior Microscopist 

*See para 12.23. 

P.C.R.-83 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

275- 550 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
275- 550 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
275- 550 9 660-1300 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
200- 450 8 600-1240 
200- 450 8 600-1240 
200- 450 9 660-1300 
200- 450 9 660-1300 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 9 660-1300 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 No Recommendation * 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 8 600-1240 
175- 450 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
175- 450 No Recommendation* 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
160- 350 6 440- 900 
160- 350 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
160- 350 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
160- 350 6 440- 900 . 
160- 350 4 300- 600-Extn.-703 
160- 350 6 440- 900 
160- 350 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290"") 

(Optees ) ~ 6 440- 900 
175- 450 I 

(Non-Optees )j 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 . 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
120- 240 No Recommendation * 

120- 240 5 
120- 240 4 
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I 2 3 4 

Rs. 

91. Meter InspectorjWater Inspector 120- 240 4 
92. Tracer 100- 220) 

93. Tracer Karkoon 
94. Junior Health Insptctor 
95. Basic Health Worker 
96. Malaria Surveillance Inspector 
97. Junior Microscopist 
98. Second Division P.W.D. Clerks 
99. Second Division Store Keeper 

100. Shroff 
101. Blue Printer 
102. Mechanic 
103. Work Inspector 
104. Augur Measurer 
105. Li.ft Mechanic-cnm-Attender 
106. Computor 
107. Time Keeper 
108. Naiks 
109. Transport Superintendent 
IIO. Godown Clerk 
Ill. Measurer 
112. Karkoon-cum-Measurer 
113. Second Division Clerks 

(Accounts) 

(SSLCs.) ~ 4 
90- 200 I 

(Non-SSLCs.) j 
100- 220 4 
100- 220 4 
100- 220. 4 
100- 220 4 
100- 220 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 2 
90- 200 2 
90-200 3 
90- 200 3 
90- 200 3 
90-200 2 
90-200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 2 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 3 
90- 200 3 
90-200 4 

114. Assistant Photographer 90- 200 4 
3 115. Canal KarkoonjGauge Karkoon/ 90- 200 

Sectional Irrigation Karkoon/ 
Canal Inspector. 

116. Compounder 90- 200 
117. Malaria Surveillance Worker 90- 200 
118. Midwife 90- 200 
119. A.N.M.-cum-Midwife 90- 200 
120. Revenue Surveyor Grade II 90- 200 
121. Meter Reader 90- 200 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 

5 

Rs. 

300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600--Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
280- 420 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 500-Extn. -550 
300- 500-Extn.-500 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 

122. First Class Wiremen & Mechanic 90- 200 
123. Photostat O~rator 90- 200 
124. Godown Keeper 90- 200 

No Recommendation* 
2 280- 420 

125. Typist 90- 200 
126. Telephone Operator 90- 200 
127. Attender/Daftari/Mutchi 80- 145 
128. DriverjLorry DriverjTruck Driver/80- 145 

Engine Driver/Van Driver/ 
Driller Truck Driver. 

129. Blue Print Operator Grade-11 
130. Fitter 
131. J amedar 
132. Daffedar 
133. Driver-cum-Mechanic 
134. S.R.R. Driver 
135. Mechanical Driver 

*See para 12.23. 

80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 
80- 145 

25i 

4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 



1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
136. Ex-D.L.B. Maistries 80- 145 2 280- 420 
137. Pump Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
138. Road Insp-ector Grade-l 80- 145 2 280- 420 
139. Welder and TurnerjWelder-cum-

Skilled Mechanic. 
80- 145 2 280- 420 

140. Shift Mechanic 80- 145 2 280- 420 
141. Artisans 80- 145 2 280- 420 
142. Sarang 65- 95 2 280- 420 
143. Gardener/ Assistant Gardener 65- 95 1 250- 350 
144. Carpenter 65- 95 2 280- 420 
145. Cleaner fLorry Cleaner 65- 95 1 250- 350 
146. Maity-cum-Cook/Maity-cum- 65- 95 2 280- 420 

English Cook 
147. Peon/Khalasi/Sectional Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 
148. Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
149. Road Inspector Orade-ll 65- 95 1 250- 350 
150. Attender 65- 95 1 250- 350 
151. Gauge Read-er. 65- 95 1 250- 350 
152. Cook 65- 95 2 280- 420 
153. Waterman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
154. Scavenger 65- 95 1 250- 350 
155. Sweeper 65- 95 1 250- 350 
156. Thoty 65- 95 1 250- 350 
157. Nalamanegar 65- 95 1 250- 350 
158. Blacksmith 65- 95 2 280- 420 
159. Laskar 65- 95 1 250- 350 
160. Messman Khansama 65- 95 2 280- 420 
161. Khalasi 65- 95 1 250- 350 
162. Cycle Orderly 65- 95 1 250- 350 
163. Chowkidar/Bungalow Chowkidar 65- 95 1 250- 350 
164. Plumber 65- 95 2 280- 420 
I65. Sowdies 65- 95 I 250- 350 
I66. Nalasowdi 65- 95 1 250- 350 
167. N aladaft'edar 65- 95 I 250- 350 
168. Telephone Lineman/Lineman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
169. Wireman-cum-Helper 65- 95 1 250- 350 
170. Fireman/S.R.R. Fireman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
171. Oilman/Oil Gangman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
172. Patkaries 65- 95 1 250- 350 
173. Store Mazdoor 65- 95 1 250- 350 
I74. T. B. Maity fMaity 65- 95 1 250- 350 
175. Karkoon 65- 95 I 250- 350 
176. Tindal 65- 95 1 250- 350 
177. Telephone Attender 65- 95 I 250- 350 
178. Time Keeper 65- 95 1 250- 350 
179. Helper/Shift Helper 65- 95 I 250- 350 
1'80. Augur Measurer 65- 95 1 250- 350 
I81. Augur Mukhadum 65- 95 1 250- 350 
182. Rubbish Cartman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
183. Fieldman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
184. Superior Field Worker 65- 95 1 250- 350 
185. Insect Collector 65- 95 2 280- 420 
I 86. Sanitary Maistry 65- 95 1 250- 350 
187. Fitter Mate 65- 95 1 250- 350 
188. Valveman 65- 95 I 250- 350 
189. Electrical Wireman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
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I 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

190. Mason 65- 95 2 280- 420 

191. Surgery Cooly 65- 95 I 250- 350 

I92. Tank Chowkidar 65- 95 I 250- 350 

193. Owwkidar-cum-Cook 65- 95 2 280- 420 
194. Well Boring Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 

I 95. Attendant 65- 95 I 250- 350 
196. Laboratory Allender/ Assistant 65- 95 2 280- 420 
197. Vegt!ta~ian and Non-Vegetarian 65- 95 2 280- 420 

Cook 
198. Vegetarian Cook-cum-Attendtir 65- 95 2 280- 420 
I99. Pump Cleaner 65- 95 I 250- 350 
200. Butler 65- 95 2 280- 420 

53. DEPARTMENT OF REGISTRATION AND STAMPS 
(para 12.489) 

Sl. 
No 

I 

De;.ignation 

2 

Eristing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommeruled 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

I. Inspector General of Registration Ex -Officio Post. 
and Commissioner of Stamps 

2. Registrars of Districts Ex -Officio Posts 
3. Inspector of Stamps 400- 950 11 900-1750 
4. Headquarters Assistant to 400- 950 11 900-1750 

Inspector General of Registration 
and Commissioner of Stamps 

5. Additional Headquarters Assistant 400- 950 11 900-1750 
to Inspector General of Regis-
tration and Commissioner of 
Stamps 

6. Headquarters Assistant to District 
Registrars (Senior Grade). 

7. Headquarters Assistant to 
District Registrars (Junior 
Grade) 

8. Headquarters Sub--Registrar 
(Gazetted) 

9. First Grade Sub-Registrar 
10. Manager of Head Office 
11. Second Grade Sub-Registrar 
12. First Division Clerk 
13. Stenographer 
14. Second Division Clerk 
15. Typist 
16. Second Division Clerk-cum-Typist 
17. Daffedar 
18. Allender and Mutchi 
19. Peon and Watchman 

400- 950 10 750-1450 

300- 700 10 750-1450 

250- 500 8 600-1240 

250- 500 8 600-1240 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
160- 350 8 600-1240 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
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54. REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

(para 12. 34) ' 

Sl. 
No. 

2 

1. Divisional Commissioner 
2. Deputy Commissioner 
3. Special Deputy Commissioner 

and Gazetted Asst. t'O Divi-

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales oJ 

Pay 

(Min.-1\fa."C.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

Bncadred in I.A.S. 
Encadred in I. A. S. 

1000-1500 13 1450-2000 

sional Commissioners (Revenue). 
4. Gazetted Asst. to Divisional 700-1100 13 1450-2000 

Commissioners (Development). 
5. Accounts Officer 

6. Section Officer 

7. Assistant Commissioner, Special 
Assistant Commissioner, Head 
Quarters Assistant to Deputy 
Commissioners, Special Land 
Acquisition Officer. 

800-1200 No recommendation 
(Central Scale) 
500- 900 No recommendation 

(Central Scale) 
400- 950 II 900-1750 

8. Auditor (Upper Division Clerk) 330- 560 ") 

* 
* 

425- 640 I 

(Selection Grade) r No recommendation * 

9. Tahsildar, Special Tahsildar, . 
Gazetted Superintendent, 
Gazeted Manager/Office 
Assistant 

10. Accounts Superintendent 
II. Deputy Tahsildar jRevenue 

Superintendent/Revenue 
Auditor/Bradma Supertn· 
tendent. 

12. Taluk Sheristedar 
13. Head Accountai:lt 
14. Deputy Accountant 

(Central Scales) J 
300- 700 10 

250- 500 
225- 450 

225- 450 
225- 450 
225- 450 

8 
8 

8 
8 
8 

IS. Deputy Accountant/Accountant 175- 450 8 
175- 450 6 16. Stenographer Grade I 

17. First Division Clerk/Revenue 
Inspector <kade I 

18. Auditors (Internal Audit Party) 
19. Surveyor 
20. Second Division ClerkjRevenue 

Inspector Grade II. 
21. Stenographer Grade II 
22. Typist 

*-see para-12.23 
** see para 12.39. 

130- 290 6 

130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
90-200 4 

90- 200 6 
90- 200 4 
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750-1450 

600-1240 
600-1240 

600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
440- 900 
440;- 900 

440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700** 

440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 



I 2 

23. Village Accoootant 

24. Cop'jist 
25. Driver 
26. Daffedar I J amedar IDafterband/ 

Mutchi/ Attender/Daftaris I 
Book Binder 1Havaldars. 

27. Peon/Process Server I Cycle 
Orderly fWatchman/Sweeper 1 
Scavenger/Chowkidar/Farash 

3 4 

Rs. 
90- 2001 

(SSLCs) L 4 
80- 145 r 

(Non-SSLCs) j 
90- 200 4 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 

65- 95 I 

5 

Rs. 

300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 

250- 350 

55. DffiECfORATE OF GOVERNMENT SANDALWOOD OIL FACfORIES 
(para 12.585) 

Sl. De$ignation 
No. 

I 2 

1. Director of Government Sandal 
Wood Oil Factories and 
Government Soap Factory. 

2. Assistant Di.-ector (Finance) 
3. Assistant Director (Sales) 
4. Sales Manager 
5. Office Manager 
6. First Division Oerk 
7. Stenographer 
8. Junior Stenog.-apher 
9. Daffedar 

10. Peon 
11. Watchman 

Existing Recommended 
Scales of Scales of 

Pay Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 

400- 950 10 750-1450 
350- 900 10 750-1450 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
200- 450 8 600-1240 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
90- 200 6 440- 900 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
65- 95 I 250- 350 

56. KARNATAKA GOVERNMENT SECRETARIAT INCLUDING 
GOVERNOR'S SECRETARIAT AND KARNATAKA BHAVAN 

(paras 12.24; 12.29; 12.615) 

Sl. 
No. 

I 

De.signation 

2 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

(i) GOVERNMENT SECRETARIAT 

1. Chief Sec.-etary to Gov.munent 
2. Development Commissioner 
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Encadred in I.A.S. 
Encadred in I.A.S. 



1 2 

3. Revenue Commissioner 
4. Commissioner and Secretary 

to Gowrnment 
5. Engineer-in-Chief and Special 

Secretary to Government, 
Public Works and Electricity 
Department 

f'. Special Secretary, Department 
of Law and Parliamentary 
Affailfs and Chief Electoral 
Officer 

7. Project Co-ordinator India 
population Project and 
Ex -Officio Special Secretary 
to Government, Health and 
Municipal Administration 
Department 

8. Secretaries to Government 
(except Secretary, Law and 
Parliamentary Affairs). 

9. Additional Secretary to 
Government (except Additional 
Secretary, Home Department). 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

Encadred in 1.-A.S. 
Encarded in I.A.S. 

2500-2750 12 2500-2750 

Encadred in I.A.S. 

2500-2750 15 2500-2750 

Encadred an I. A. S. 

Encadred in I.A.S. 

10. Additional Secretary to ' 1600-2000 14 2000-2500 
Govemment, Home Department. 

11. Special Office£ and Ex-Officio 1300-1800 13 1450-2000 
Joint Secretary to Government, 
Food and Forest Department. 

12. Secretary. to Government 
Department of Law and 
Parliamentary Affairs 

13. Additional Seocetary to 
Government, Department of 
Law and Parliamentary 
Affairs 

14. Draftsman and Ex·-Officio 
Joint Secretary to Government, 
Department of Law and 
Parliamentary Affairs 

15. Joint IKaftsman and Ex-Officio 
Joint Secretary to Government, 
Department of Law and 
Parliamentary Affairs 

16. Joint Secretary to Govemment, 
Department of Law and 
Parliamentary Affairs. 

17. Joint Secretary to Gowrnment, 
Planning Department 
(Command Area Development). 

18. Joint Secretaries to Government 
19. Secretary to Chief Minister 
20. Deputy Secretaries to 

Government. 
21. Deputy Secretary to Chief 

Minister. 

1300-1800 15 2500-2750 

1300-1800 14 2000-2500 

1300-1800 14 2000-2500 

1300-1800 14 2000--2500 

1300-1800 14 2000-2500 

1300--1800 13 1450-2000 

Encadred in I. A: S. 
Encadred in I.A.S. 

1000-1500 13 1450-2000 

1200--2000 13 1450-2000 
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2 

22. Special Officer (Planning) 
and Ex-Officio Deputy 
Secretary to Government, 
Planning Department 

23. Special Officer for Land 
Reforms and Ex-Officio 
Deputy Secretary to 
Government, Revenue 
Department 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1000--1500 13 1450--2000 

Encadred i.n I.A.S. 

24. Officer on Special Duty and 
Ex-Officio Deputy Secretary 
to Government, Commerce 

1000--1500 No recommendation * 

and Industries Department 
25. Director, Special Employment 

Programme, Social Welfare 
and Labour Department 

1000--1500 13 1450--2000 

26. Solicitor and Ex-Officio Deputy 800--1250 13 1450--2000 
Secretary to Government, 
Department of Law and 
Parliamentary Affairs 

27. Assistant Draftsman and 500--1000 l 
Ex-Officio UndCT Secretary (JuniO£ Scale) I 
to Government, Department 1000--15001 13 1450--2000 
of Law and Parliamentary (Senior Scale) 
Affairs 

28. Under &!cretary to Government 400-- 950 11 900-1750 
29. Under Secretary to GoVI!rnment, 400-- 950 11 900--1750 

(Opinion)j(Publications) f 6 
(Administration), Department 
of Law and Parliamentary 
Affairs 

30. Under Secretary to Chief 
Minister 

31. Personal Secretary to Chief 
Secretary 

32. Assistant Solicitor and 
Ex·-Officio Under Secretary 
to Government, Department 
of Law and Parliamentary 
Affairs 

33. Deputy Project Co-ordinator 
and Ex-Officio Under 
Secretary to Government, 
Health and Municipal 
Administration Department. 

34. Assistant State Representative, 
Karnata.ka Revenue Appellate 
Tribunal 

35. &!ction Officers 
36. Section Officer (Drafting), 

Department of Law and 
Parliamentary Affairs 

37. Council Assistant 

*see para 12.23 
**see para 12.25 

400-- 950 11 

400-- 950 11 

400-- 950 11 

400-- 950 11 

300-- 700 10 

300-- 700 8 
300-- 700 9 

275- 550 6 
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900--1750 

900-1750 

900--1750 

900--1750 

750--1450 

600-1240 
660--1300 

440-- 990 

** 



2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
38. Cipher Assistant 275- 550 6 440- 900 
39. Senior Assistant 250- 500 6 440- 900 
40. Drafting Assistant 250- 500 9 660-1300 
41. Selection Grade Stenographer 250- 500 8 600-1240 
42. Senior Statistical Assistant 175- 450 8 600-1240 
43. Secnrity Officer 175- 450 8 600-1240 
44. Setter, Multigraph Section 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
45. Assistant 160- 350 6 440- 900 
46. Stenographer 160- 350 6 440- 900 
47. Lift Mechanic 130- 290 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
48. Accountant-cum-I Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
49. Revenue Inspector Grade I 130- 290 6 440-- 900 
SO. Typewriter Mechanic 120- 240 4 300- 600--Extn.-700 
51. Clock Mechanic 120- 240 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
52. Junior Health Inspector 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
53. Junior Assistant 90- 200 4 300- 600--Extn .--790 
54. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
55. Duty Officer 90- 200 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
56. Supervisor 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
57. Telephone operator 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
58. Assistant Typewriter Mechanic 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
59. Dalfudar f Attender fJ amedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
60. Lift Attender 80- 145 2 280-- 420 
61. Driver fDespatch Rider 80- 145 2 280- 420 
62. Assistant Binder 80- 145 2 280- 420 
63. DalayatjWatchmanjSwecperf 65- 95 1 250- 350 

Scavenger 

(ii) MINISTERS' ESTABLISHMENTS 

I. Private Secretaries and other 
staff on the esta blishrn<!nt of 
Ministers 

Scales to be allocated as 
indicated in para 12.26 

(ii·i) HOSPITALITY ORGANISATION 

Rs. Rs. 
1. Supe•rintcndent 300- 700 10 750-1450 
2. Manager, Grade I 250- 500 8 600-1240 
3. Manager, Grade II 200- 450 8 600-1240 
4. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
5. Second Division ClerkjTypistf 

Telephone Operator 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

6. Cook Grade I 90- 200 3 300- 500-Exln.-550 
7. Butler Grade I 90- 200 2 280- 420 
8. Cook Grade IljButler Grade II '80- 145 2 280- 420 
9. Fitter 80- 145 2 280- 420 

10. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
11, Cook Grade III 65- 95 2 280- 420 
12. Turnkey 65- 95 1 250- 350 
13. Waiter ;caretaker jMatey / 65- 95 250- 350 

Masalchy. 
14. DhobyjCieaner (Vehicle)/ 65- 95 250- 350 

DalayatjPeonjFarashj 
Watchman jSwa:per /Scavenger 
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I 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

{iv) PROJECT FORMULATION, EVALUATION AND MANPOWER WING 

I. Additional Si!L'fetary, Planning 
and Ex-Officio Director, 
Project Formulation, 

Encadred in I.A.S. 

Evaluation and Manpower Units. 
13 1450-2000 2. Joint Director Project- 700-1100 

Formulation Unit. 
3. Deputy Director, Evaluation 

and Manpower. 
4. Under Secretary to Government 

and Ex-Ofticio Deputy Director 
\Administration) 

5. A~sistant Director of 
Evaluation and Manpower 

6. Scd;l.ln Officer 
7. Librarian 
8. s~nior Investigator 
9. Stenographe!: 

10. lnYestigator 

400- 950 11 

400- 950 11 

300- 700 10 

300- 700 8 
250- 500 6 
175- 450 8 
160- 350 6 
130- 290 6 

900--1750 

900-1750 

750-1450 

600-12-10 
440- 900 
600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 

11. Computer 
12. Typist 
13. Driver 

90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
80- 145 2 
65- 95 1 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600---Extn.-700 
280- 420 

14. Dalayat 250- 350 

{v) PLANNING WING 

1. Economic Adviser 1600-1800 14 2000-2500 
2. Director, Persp·ective Planning 1300-1600 13 1450-2000 
3. Director, M,mpower and 1300-1600 13 1450-2000 

Employment. 
4. Director, Plan Monitoring and 1300-1600 13 1450-2000 

Information Unit. 
5. Director, Project Formulation 1300-1600 13 1450-2000 
6. Director. Evaluation 1300-1600 13 1450-2000 
7. Research Officer 400- 950 II 900-1750 

(vi) GOVERNOR'S SECRETARIAT 

1. Secn:tary to Governor 
2. ADC to Govemor 
3. Private Secretary to Governor 

Encadred in l.AS. 
1000-1500 No recommendation 
900-1250 No recommendation 

(Personal Scale) 
4. Under Secretary/Under Secn:tary 400- 950 II 900-1750 

and Deputy Controller. 
Governor's Household. 

5. Public Relation Officer 
6. Surgeon to Gowrnor 
7. Section Officer 
8. Personal Assistant 
9. Personal Officer 

10. Senior Assistant f Accountant 
11. House Superintendent 

400- 950 No recommendation 
400- 950 9 660--1300 
300- 700 8 600--1240 
300- 700 8 600-1240 
275- 650 No recommendation 

(1\:rsonal Scale) 
250- 500 6 440-- 900 
250- 500 6 440- 900 

* 
** 

** 

** 

12. Staff Nurse 
13. Stenographer 

175- 450 5 
160- 350 6 
160- 350 6 

400- 750-Extn.-- 850 
440- 900 

14. Assistant 440- 900 . 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
15. Sreward 130- 290 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
16. Compounder 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
17. Horticultural Assistant 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
18. Typist 90- 200 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
J 9. Junior Assistant/Telephone 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

Operator 
20. Head Driver 90- 200 3 300-- 500-Extn.---550 
21. J amedar JDaff..:dar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
22. Personal Attendant to Governor 80- 145 2 280- 420 
23. H~ad Cook 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.--550 
24. Head Butler JButler 80- 145 2 280- 420 
25. Carpenter 80- 145 2 280- 420 
26. Paint..:r-cum-Polisher 80- 145 2 280-- 420 
27. Tailor 80- 145 2 280-- 420 
28. Nursing Orderly (Malej.Female) 65- 95 I 250- 350 
29. Driver JMotor Cyclist 80- 145 2 280- 420 
30. Cpok 65- 95 2 280- 420 
31. Bearer JMasalchy 65- 95 I 250- 350 
32. DalayatjDhobi/KhalasijHead 65- 95 1 250- 350 

Swccp..:r JSweeper f Ayah f 
Barber/Cleaner JMalies. 

* See para 1223. 
** See para 12.29. 

(vii) KARNATAKA BHAVAN, NEW DEL!fl 
\ 

I. Special Commissioner for Encadrcd in I.A.S. 
Karnataka, New Delhi. 

2. Assistant Special Commissioner 400- 950 11 900 -1750 
(Liaison) 

3. Assistant Special Commissioner- 400- 950 11 900 -1750 
cum-Manager 

4. Engin..:er-cum-Assistant Manager 
5. S~enographer Grade I 
6. House Keeper f Accountant 
7. Upper Division Clerk-cum-Typist 
8. Junior Stenograph..:r /Stenographer 

Grade II 
9. Steward 

10. Cashier 
I I. Typist/Lower Division Clerk-cum-

350- 900 
425- 800 
425- 700 
330- 560 
330- 560 

330- 560 
260- 400 
260- 400 

TypistfReceptionistjStore Keeper 
12. Electrician 260- 400 
I 3. Plumber 260- 400 
14. Driver 260- 400 
15. Cook 260- 400 
16. Scooter Mcssengl!r 260- 350 
17. Lift Attender 200- 250 
18. Bearer f Attender JRoom Boy 

Grade 1/Kitch..:n Mate 
19. Gardener Senior/Sweeper 
20. Room Boy Grade IIJWatchmanJ 

PeonJGard..:ner Junior fHome 
Orderly jTelex Messenger 

200- 250 

200- 250 
196- 232 

10 750-I450 
6 440- 900 
6 440-- 900 
6 440- 900 
6 440- 900 

6 440- 900 
4 300- 600--Exln.-700 
4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

3 300- 500--Extn.-550 
3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
2 280- 420 
2 280- 420 
2 280-- 420 
2 280-- 420 
I 250- 350 

250- 350 
250- 350 

-·---------------------------
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57. DEPARTMENT OF SERICULTURE 

(para 12. 286) 

Sl. 
No. 

De.,;gnation 

1 2 

1. Director 
2. Joint Director 
3. Deputy Di!\.'Ctor 
4. Special Officer 
5. Accounts Officer 
6. Assistant Director 
7. Assistant Registrar of Co-operative 

Societies. 
8. Sericulture Assistant 
9. Junior Engineer 

10. Administrative Assistant 
11. Audit Superintendent 
12. Office Superintendent 
13. Senior Statistical Assistant 
14. Senior Sericulture Inspector 
15. Mechanic Grade I 
16. Senior Inspector of Co-operative 

Societies 
17. Supervisor 
18. Audit Clerk 
19. First Division Clerk 
20. Stenographer 
21. Sericulture Inspector 
22. Sericulture Demonstrator 
23. Clerk-cum-Typist 
24. Second Division Clerk 
25. &cc.nd Grade Typist 
26. Compiler 
27. Sericulture Operative 
28. Mechanic Grade II 
29. Van Driver 
30. Daffedar 
31. Attendcr 
32. Peon fWatchman fSweepr:r 
33. Van Cleaner 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (1\fin.-lllax.) 
No. 

3 4 

Rs. 

1000-1500 13 
740-1150 ll 
700-1100 II 
400- 950 10 
400- 950 10 
300- 700 10 
300- 700 10 

275- 550 8 
275- 550 9 
250- 500 8 
250- 500 8 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 8 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 6 

175- 450 5 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
120- 240 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
80- 145 3 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
65- 95 I 
65- 95 1 

5 

Rs. 

1450-2000 
900-1750 
900--1750 
750-1450 
750--1450 
750--1450 
750-1450 

600--1240 
660-1300 
600-1240 
600-1240 
440- 900 
600-1240 
440-- 900 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
440- 900 

400--- 750-Extn.--850 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300-- fiOO-Extn.-700 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
2~0-- 150 
250- 350 
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58. DIRECTORATE OF GOVERNMENT SILK INDUSTRIES 
(para 12. 586) 

Existing Recommended 
Scales of Scales oj 

Pay Pay Sl. Designation 
No. 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1. Director 1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
2. Head Quarters Assistant 300- 700 10 750--1450 
3. Stenographer 175- 450 6 440- 900 
4. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
5. Second Division Clerk 90-200 4 300-· 600-Extn.-700 
6. Typist 90- 200 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
7. Peons 65- 95 1 250- 350 

59. DIRECTORATE OF SMALL SAVINGS AND STATE LOTTERY 
(para 12. 576) 

Sl. 
No. 

De.<lignation 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommend<'rl 
Scales o!f 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1. Director of Small Savings 
2. Joint Director of Small Savings 

and Director, Karnataka State 
Lottery 

Ex-officio post 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 

1. Small Savings Officer and Deputy 
Director, Karnataka State 
Lottery 

4. Assistant Small Savings Officer 
5. Accounts Officer, State Lottery 
6. Publicity Assistant 
7. Superintendent 
8. Senior Assistant 
9. Development Officer Grade-l 

10. Accountant, State Lottery 
11. Assistant 
12. Stenographer 
13. Development Officer Gradc-II 
14. Film Operator 
15. Junior Assistant 
16. Typist 
17. Driv~r 

400- 950 11 

300- 700 10 
300- 700 8 
300- 700 8 

8 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
3 
4 
4 

300- 700 
250- 500 
250- 500 
175- 450 
160- 350 
160- 350 
130- 290 
100- 220 
90- 200 

18. Driver, State Lottery 
19. Attender 
20. Dalayat 

90- 200 
120- 240 ) 

(Selection Grade) ( 2 
80- 145) 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
65- 95 1 
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900-1750 

750-1450 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

280- 420 

280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 



60. DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE 
(para 12. 459) 

-------------------------------~--------------

Sf . 
.'\'o. 

Dr·-ignation 

E.t,istiug 
Scale.• of 

Pay 

Recmnmendcd 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-J!a.'C.) GS. (:Uin.-lllax.) 
No. 

2 3 4 5 
---------------------------

Rs. R;. 
1. Director 
2. Joint Director of Social Welfare 

Encadred in LAS. 
100Q--1500 13 1450-2000 

3. Deputy Director (including 
Administrator, Landless Peoples' 
Project). 

70Q--1100 I I 900-- 1750 

4. Assistant Director 
5. Special Officer for Scheduled and 

other Tribes 
6. Deputy Administrator La·::tdless 

Peoples' Project 
7. Accounts Officer 
8. District Social Wdfare Officer 
9. Assistant Director of Social 

Welfare (Research and Statisti
cal Unit) 

10. Assistant Administrator, Landless 
Peoples' Project 

II. Assistant Agricultural Officer 
12. Principal, Occupational Institute 

for Women 
13. Accounts Superintende::tt 
14. Chid Instructor finstructr'ess in 

Stenography 
15. Project Supervisor 
16. Superintenddnt Grade I (including 

Inspecting Assistants and 
Manager) 

17. Instructor finstructress in Tailoring 
18. Assistant Instructor /Instructress 

in Stenography 
19. Senior Statistical Assistant 
20. Instructor /Instructress in Coir 

Units 

40Q-- 950 
40Q-- 950 

40Q-- 950 

40Q-- 950 
30Q-- 700 
30Q-- 700 

275- 550 

275- 550 
275- 550 

25Q-- 500 
20Q-- 450 

20Q-- 450 
20Q-- 450 

175- 450 
175- 450 

175- 450 
175- 450 

21. Instructor/Instructress in Lacquer- 175- 450 
ware Units 

22.Superintendent Grade-11 (includTng 175- 450 
Jns~cting Assistants) 

23. Senior Wardens of Hostels 
(Graduates with B.Ed.) 

24. Senior Wardens of Hostels 
25. Health Inspector (Senior) 
26. Secretary, Tribal Forest Co

operati~ Society 

175- 450 

130- 290 
160- 350 
13Q-- 290 

27. Women Welfare Organiser (Senior) 130-290 
28. First Division Clerk/Social 130- 290 

We tare Inspector /Tribal Welfare 
Inspector f Accountant. 

270 

10 75Q--1450 
10 75Q--1450 

10 75Q--1450 

10 75Q--1450 
10 75Q--1450 
10 75Q--1450 

8 60Q--1240 

9 66Q--1300 
10 750-1450 

8 600-1240 
7 460-1000 

6 44Q-- 900 
8 60Q--1240 

5 40Q-- 750-Extn.-850 
5 40Q-- 750--i:':xtn.-850 

8 600-1240 
5 40Q-- 75D--Extn.-850 

5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

6 44Q-- 900 

7 46Q--IOOO 

4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
4 300- 60Q--Extn.-700 
6 44Q-- 900 

4 300- 60Q--Extn.-700 
6 44Q-- 900 

' 



2 3 4 5 

Rs. R;. 
29. Accounts CleTk 130- 290 6 440--- 900 
30. Stetnographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
31. Agricullural Inspector 130- 290 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
32. Assistant Instructor J Assistant I20- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

Instructress in Tailoring. 
33. Health Inspector (J l.l'aior) IOO- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
34. Chief Cutter, Tailorilng Production 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

Unit. 
35. Women Welfare Organiser (Junior) 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
36. Teacher S.S.L.C. 90- 2001 

S.S.L.C. (Trained) 100- 200 ~ 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
Selection Grade 120- 240 J 

37. Hostel Superintendent (Junior) 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
38. Tailoring Instructor 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
39. Fieldman 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
40. Second Divisioo ClerkJClcrk-cum- 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

Typist 
41. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
42. Forester 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
43. MidwifeJMaternity H~:alth Assistant 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
44. Compounder 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
45. Craft Instructor (Bamboo and Ratan '80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

Craft) 
46. Craft Inst~uctor (Carpentry) 80 Fixed No Recommendation 
47. Bee-Man 80- 145 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
48. Assistant Cutter 80- 145 3 300- 500-Ext'n.-550 
49. Mutchi 80- 145 2 280- 420 
50. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
51. Helper (Coir Unit) 65- 95 1 250- 350 
52. Cleaner (Vehicles) 65- 95 1 250- 350 
53. DalayatJMasalchiJWatchman/ 65- 95 1 25Q-- 350 

Cycle Orderly 
54. Class IV Servants (Kitchen 65- 95 1 250- 350 

Servants). 
55. Cooks 65- 95 2 280- 420 
56. Conductress 65- 95 1 250- 350 
57. Watchman Rs. 60 No Recommendation 

Consolidated 

61. KARNATAKA STATE SOLDIERS', SAILORS' AND AIRMEN'S 
BOARD 

Sl. 
No, 

1 ' 

I. Secretary 
2. Manager 

De·ignation 

2 

(para 12. 599) 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Rec01nmended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(lllin.-lllax.) GS. (lllin.-llfax.) 
No. 

3 4 

(i) STATE BOARD 

Rs. 
500-1000 II 
250- 500 8 
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5 

Rs. 
900-I750 
600-1240 



1 2 3 4 

Rs. 
3. Assistant-cum-Accountant 160- 350 6 
4. First Division Clerk 
5. Accountant 
6. Stenographer 
7. Typist 
8. Second Division Clerk 
9. Dalayat 

1. Secretary 
2. First Division Clerk 
3. Second Division Clerk 
4. Welfare Organiser 

130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
65- 95 1 

(ii) DISTRICT BOARDS 

400- 950 10 
130- 290 6 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 5 

5. DalayatfWatchmanjMail'y 65- 95 1 

5 

Rs. 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
250- 350 

750-1450 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
250- 350 

62. STATE ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT 

(para 12. 529) 

Existing Recom-mended 
Scales of Scales of 

Sl . De.,-ignation Pay Pay 
.~.Vo. 

(1\Iin.-l\l ax.) GS. (Min.-lllax.) 
No. 

2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1. Controller 1300-1800 14 2000-2500 
2. Senior Deputy Controller 800-1250 11 900-1750 
3. Deputy Controller 700-1100 11 900-1750 
4. Assistant Controller 400-950 10 750-1450 
5. Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-1240 
6. Selection Grade Stenographer 250- 500 8 600-1240 
7. Senior First Division Clerk 160- 350 6 440- 900 
8. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
9. Senior Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 

10. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
11. Junior Stenographer 90- 200 6 440- 900 
12. Second Grade Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
13. Att\!nder fMutchijJamedar/ 80- 145 2 280- 420 

Ddffedar. 
14. PeonjWatchmanfSweeper fCycle 65- 95 1 250-- 350 

Orderly. 
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63. STORES PURCHASE DEPARTMENT 

(para 12. 584) 

Sl. 
N~. 

De .. ignation 

1 2 

1. Director 
2. Assistant Director 

(Administration). 
3. Assistant Director (Technical) 
4. Accounts Superintendent 
5. Superintendent 
6. First Division Clerk 
7. Stenographers 
8. Second Division Clerk 
9. Typist 

10. Attender 
11. Daffedar 
12. Drjver 
13. Peon 

EJ:isting 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommcndl!d 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

Encadred in I.A.S. 
400-- 950 11 900--1750 

350-- 900 10 
250- 500 8 
200-- 450 8 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 

90-- 200 4 
90-- 200 4 
80- 145 2 
80-- 145 2 
80-- 145 2 
65- 95 1 

750--1450 
600-1240 
600--1240 
440-- 900 
440-- 900 
300- 600--Extn.-700 
300-- 600--Extn.-700 
280-- 420 
280- 420 
280-- 420 
250-- 350 

64. DIRECTORATE OF SUGAR 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

1. Director 

2 

2. Assistant Registrar 
3. Superintendent 
4. Stenographer 
5. First Division Clerk 
6. Second Division Clerk 
7. Second Grade Typist 
8. Driver 

· 9. Peon 

P.C.R.-35 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended ' 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Maa;.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

Encad1'cd in lAS. 
300-- 700 10 750--1450 
200-- 450 8 600--1240 
130-- 290 6 440- 900 
130-- 290 6 440-- 900 

90-- 200 4 300-- 600--Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300-- 600-Extn.-700 
80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
65- 95 1 250-- 350 
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65. DEPARTMENT OF SURVEY, SETTLEMENT AND LAND RECORDS 

(para 12. 483) 

Sl. 
No. 

De•ignation 

I 2 

I. Director of Survey, Settlement and 
Land Records 

2. Joint Director of Land Records 
3. Technical Assistant to Director 
4. Survey Officer, City Survey, 

Bangalore 
5. Principal Sur.vey and Settlement 

Training Institute, Mysore 
6. Superintendent of Land Records 

including Enquiry Officer 
7. Headquarters Assistant 
8. Assistant Superintendmt of Land 

Records. 
9. Sub-Assistant Superintendent 

IO. Head Supervisor 
II. Head Clerk 
I2. Supervisor 
13. Mapping Supervisor 
I4. First Division Clerk 
I5. First Division Surveyor 
I6. First Division Mapper 
I7. First Grade Stenographer 
I8. Senior Second Division Surveyor 
I9. Second Division Clerk 
20. Second Division Surveyor 
21. Second Division Mapper 
22. Typist 
23. Clerk-cum-Typist 
24. Dafterband 
25. Jamedar. 
26. Process Server 
27. Driver 
28. Daffedar 
29. Head Pressman 
30. Peon 
31. Bandh Peon 
32. Wheeler and Baller 
33. Scavenger 
34. Watchman 
35. Watchman-cum-Sweeper 
36. Laskar 
37. Gardener 
38. Sweeper 

---· 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Ma:v.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

Encadred in I.A.S. 

IOOO-I500 I3 I450-2000 
700-IIOO II 900-I750 
700-IIOO II 900-I750 

700-IIOO II 900-I750 

400- 950 II 900-I750 

400- 950 II 900-I750 
275- 550 IO 750-I450 

250- 500 8 600-I240 
250- 500 8 600-I240 
I75- 450 6 440- 900 
I75- 450 8 600-I240 
I75- 450 8 600-I240 
I30- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
I20- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90-200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
80- I45 2 280- 420 
80- I45 2 280- 420 
80- I45 2 280- 420 
80- I45 2 280- 420 
80- I45 2 280- 420 
80- I45 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
65- 95 2 280- 420 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
65...:.... 95 I 250- 350 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
65- 95 I- 250- 350 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
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66. DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION 

(para 12. 219) 

Sl. De:ignation 
No. 

I 2 

I. Director. 
2. Joint Director 
3. Principal, S.J. Polytechnic 
4. Professor, Textile Technology, 

S.K.S.J .T. Institute 
5. Principal, B.D.T. Engineering 

College 
6. Professor-Principal S.K.S.J.T. 

Institute 
7. Deputy Director 

8. Professor in Engineering Subjects, 
B.D. T. Engineering College 

9. Professor in Engineering Subjects 
S.K.S.J.T., Institute 

10. Accounts Officer 
II. Principal, Polytechnics, Bellary, 

Gulbarga, Mysore, Mangalore 
and Vice Principal, S.J. Poly
technic, Bangalore 

12. Assistant Professors in different 
branches S.K.S.J.T. Institute 

13. Assistant Professors in different 
subjects, B.D.T. Engineering 
College 

14. Principal, Polytechnic for. women, 
BangalorejMangalorefHubli 

15. Principal, School of Arts and 
Crafts, Davangere 

16. Heads of Sections in different 
Branches in Polytechnics 

17. Heads of Sections, School of Arts 
and Crafts, Davangere 

18. Secretary, Board of Technical 
Examinations 

19. Assistant Director (Technical) 
20. Administration Assistant (Techni

cal) S .J. Palyrechnic 
21. Pdncipal, Junior Technical 

Schools 
22. Assistant Director 

(Administration). 
23. Statistician 
24. U<:turers in different branches, 

S.K.S.J. T. Institute. 

EJJisting Recommended 
Scales of Scales oif 

Pay Pay 

(Min.-M(l(l).) GS. (Min.·Mcro:.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1300--1800 14 2000-2500 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
1000--1500 13 1450-2000 
900--1300 12 1300-1900 

(AICfE Scale) 
800--1250 14 2000-2500 

800-1250 13 1450-2000 

800--1250 11 900-1750 700--11001 
500--1000 13 1450--2000 

500-1000 12 1300-1900 

400-- 950 10 750-1450 
400-- 950 12 1300-1900 

400-- 950 11 900-1750 

400-- 950 12 1300-1900 

400- 950 12 1300-1900 

400-- 950 11 900-1750 

350-- 900 11 900-1750 

350-- 900 10 750-1450 

350- 900 10 750--1450 

350-- 900 10 750-1450 
350- 900 10 750-1450 

350-- 900 10 750-1450 

300- 700 10 750-1450 

300- 700 10 750-1450 
300- 700 10 750-1450 
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2 

25. Lecturer in different branches, 
B.D. T. Engineering College. 

26. Research Assistant 

27. Registrar 
28. Lecturer in Library Science in 

Women's Polytechnics. 
29. Lecturers in Polytechnics 
30. Lecturer in Engineering subject 

in Junior Technical Schools. 
31. Lecturers in other subjects in 

Junior Technical Schools. 

3 4 

Rs. 

300- 700 II 

350- 850 II 
(AICTE Scale) 

275- 550 8 
275- 550 7 

275- 550 10 
275- 550 10 

275- 550 7 

32. Junior Lecturer in Civil Engineer
ing, B.D.T. Engineering College. 

33. Senior Lecturer m Secretarial 
Practice in Polytechnics 

275- 550 5 

275- 550 10 

34. Physical Culture Instructor, 
B.D.T. College 

35. Accounts Superintendent 
36. Workshop Foreman 
37. Lecturer in Costume Design and 

Dress makrng. 
38. Lecturer in Secretarial Practice in 

Polytechnics. 
39. Demonstrator, S.K.S.J.T. Institute. 
40. Junior Lecturer, Mathematics, 

B.D.T. Engineering College. 
41. Workshop Foreman, B.D.T. 

Engineering College. 
42. Assista•nt Lecturers, Polytechnics 
43. Superintendent Grade-l 
44. Workshop Foreman, Junior 

Technical School. 

250- 400 
(UGC Scale) 
250- 500 
225- 450 
200- 450 

200- 450 

7 

8 
5 
7 

7 

200- 450 5 
200- 375 11 

_ (1961 Scale) 
200- 450 5 

200- 450 
200- 450 
175- 450 

5 
8 
5 

5 

Rs. 

900-1750 * 

900-1750 

600-1240 
460-1000 

750-1450 
750-1450 

460-1000 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

750-1450 

460-1000 

600-1240 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
460-1000 

460-1000 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
900-1750 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
600-1240 
400- 750-Extn.-850 

45. Assistant Lectun:!rs, Women's 
Polytechnics. 

175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

46. Lecturer, School of Arts and 
Crafts. 

175- 450 7 460-1000 

47. Instructors, Polytechnics 175- 450 5 
48. Assistant Lecturers in Secretarial 175- 450 7 

Practice at Polytechnics. 
49. Assistant Lecturers in Typewriting 175- 450 5 

and Shorthand, Polytechnics. 
50. Survey Instructor (B.D. T. Engi- I 75- 450 5 

neering College). 
51. Workshop Instructor (B.D.T. 175- 450 5 

Engineering College). 
52. Instructor in Electrical Engineering 175- 450 5 
53. Draughtsman, Mechanical Engi- 175- 450 5 

neering and Electrical Engineering, 
B.D.T. Engineering College. 

54. Assistant L..>cturers in Junior 175- 450 5 
Technical Schools. 

55. Assistant Lecturer in Hindi 175- 450 7 

*See para 12.224. 
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400- 750-Extn.-850 
460-1000 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 

400- 750-Extn.-850 

460-1000 



I 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
56. Superintendent Grade II 175- 450 6 440- 900 
57. Physical Cullum Instructoc 160- 350 7 460-1000 

S.K.S.J. T. Institute. 
58. Demonstrator in Chemistry, B.D.T. 150- 300 7 460-1000 

College. (1961 Scale) 
59. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
60. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
61. Assistant Instructor 120- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
62. Physical Culture Instructor 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
63. MechanicJDark Room Assistant 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
64. Carpenter 90- 200 2 280- 420 
65. Boiler Attendant 90- 200 2 280- 420 
66. Electrician (S.K.S.J.T. Institute) 90- 200 2 280- 420 
67. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
68. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
69. Helper 80- 145 2 280- 420 
70. DriverJAuto Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
71. Attender/J amedar JDaffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
72. Peon/Watchman/Sweeper JCycle 65- 95 1 250- 350 

Orderly 

--··- ·--·--· 

67. DEPARTMENT OF TEXT BOOKS 

(para 12. 522) 

Sl. 
No. 

De.,ignation 

2 

I. Director 
2. Joint Director 
3. Deputy Director, State Educa-

tiona) Reseai"ch Bumau, 
Bangalore 

4. Deputy Director, Literary and 
Cultural Development, 
Ban galore 

5. Text Book Officer 
6. Senior Assistant Directoc (Art 

Section) 
7. Accounts Officer 
8. Assistant Director 
9. Assistant Superintendent 

(Technical) 
10. Assistant Accounts Officer 

(Printers' Costing) 
II. Adminiskative Assistant 
12. Academic Assistant 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

1300-1800 14 2000-2500 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
700-1100 11 900-1750 

700-1100 II 900-1750 

400- 950 10 750-1450 
400- 950 10 750-1450' 

400- 950 10 750-1450 
275- 550 10 750-1450 
275- 550 10 750-;-1450 

275- 550 8 600-1240 

275- 550 8 600-1240 
250- 500 7 460-1000 
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2 3 _4~--~s ________ __ 

13. Manager Grade I 
14. Superintendent 

(Accounts) /(Audit) 
15. S.:lection Grade Stenographer 
16. Artist, State Educational Re

search Bureau 
17. Superintendent Grade If 

Manager Grade II 
I 8. Chief Cost Accountant 
19. Librarian 
20. Senior Cost Accountant 
21. Cost Accountant 
22. StcnographtX Grade I 
23. First Division Oerk 
24. Audit Clerk 
25. Second Division Clerk 
26. Stenographer Grade II 
27. Typist 
28. Driver 
29. Attend ~X fDaffedar 
10. Peon and other Class IV staff 

Rs. 
250- 500 8 
250- 500 8 

250- 500 8 
225- 450 6 

200- 450 8 

200- 450 6 
175- 450 7 
175- 450 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
90-200 4 
90- 200 6 
90- 200 4 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
65- 95 1 

31. Supervisor 
32. Mechanical Supervisor 
33. Senior Foreman 
34. Foreman 
35. Deputy Chief Examiner 

INDUSTRIAL STAFF 

225- 450 ll 
225- 450 8 
200-450 5 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 6 

36. Mechanical Overseer 
37. Electrician (Selection Grade) 
38. Process Camera Operator 
39. Etcher f Artist 
40. Lino Type Operator 
41. Artist 
42. Senior Offset Machine Minder 
43. Folding Machine Operator 
44. Senior Compositor 
45. Senior Machine Minder 
46. Senior Binder 
47. Chief Time Keeper. 
48. First Division Clerk 
49. DespatchtX (First Division) 
50. Computer (First Division) 
51. Senior Proof Examiner f 

Graduate Proof Reader 
52. Sanskrit Proof Examiner 
53. Electrician 
54. Assistant Process Camera 

Operator. 
55. Assistant Artist 
56. Engraver and Mounter 
57. Super-type Caster 
58. Senior Mechanic 
59, Second Division (Industrial) 

Works Clerk. 

175- 450 5 
175- 450 5 
175- 450 4 
175- 450 6 
175- 450 4 
160- 350 6 
160- 350 4 
160- 350 4 
160- 350 4 
160- 350 4 
160- 350 4 
130- 290 5 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 

130- 290 6 
120- 240 5 
120- 240 4 

120- 240 4 
120- 240 4 
120- 240 4 
100- 220 3 
90- 200 4 
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Rs. 
600-1240 
600-1240 

600-1240 
440- 900 

600-1240 

440- 900 
460-1000 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 

600-1240 
600-1240 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
440- 900 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn .-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
400- 900 

440- 900 
400- 750-Extn .-850 
300- 600-Extn.-700 

300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300- 600-Extn.-700 



1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
60. Despatcher (II Division) 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
61. Computor (II Division) 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
62. Proof Examiner 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
63. P4'ogress Recorder 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
64. Mechanic 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
65. Lathe Attendant 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
66. Knife Grinder 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
67. Process Plate Maker 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-55•) 
68. Dark Room Assistant 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
69. Ollset Machine Minder 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.--550 
70. Offse't Plate Grainer 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
71. Wire Stitching Operator. 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
72. Assistant Machine Operator 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
7 3. Cutting Machine Operator 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
7 4. Carpenter 90- 200 3 300-- 500-Extn.-550 
75. Type Caster 90- 200 3 300-- 500---Extn.-550 
76. Compositor 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
77. Machine Minder 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
78. Binder 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.--550 
79. Time Keeper 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
80. Assistant Folding Machine Operator 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
81. Sewing Machine Operator 90- 200 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
82. Proof Reader 80- 145 2 280- 420 
83. Welder 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
84. Assistant Lathe Attendant 80- 145 3 300- 500--Extn.-550 
85. Fitter 80- 145 3 300- 500--Extn.-550 
86. Turner 80- 145 3 300- 500--Extn.-550 
87. Assistant Etcher 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
88. Assistant Offset Machine Minder 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
89. Assistant Offset Plate Grainer 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
90. Furnace Attendant 80- 145 2 280- 420 
91. J uni04' Compositor 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
92. Assistant Machine Minder 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
93. Assistant Binder 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
94. Gate Keeper 80- 145 2 280- 420 
95. Counter/Packer 65- 95 2 280- 420 
96. WatchmanjSweeperjScavenger and 65- 95 1 250-350 

Other Class IV 
97. Supervisor 65- 95 2 280- 420 
98. Cook 65- 95 2 280- 420 
99. Vendor 65- 95 1 250- 350 

68. DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

l. Director 

De.>ignation 

2 

2. Deputy Director 

(para 12. 457) 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recomrnended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
1300--1800 13 1450-2000 
700--1100 11 900--1750 
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1 2 3 4 5 

R~ '. Rs. 
3. Tourist Development Officer/ 275- 550 8 600-I240 

Tourist Officer 
4. Assistant Tourjst Development 175- 450 6 440- 900 

Officer/Tourist Assistant 
5. Superintendent Grade II I75- 450 6 440- 900 
6. Photographer 175- 450 5 400- 750-Exln.-850 
7. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
8. Receptionist 130- 290 6 440- 900 
9. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 

IO. Projectionist 120- 240 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
I I. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
I2. Clerk.cum-Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
I 3. Attcnder 80- I45 2 280- 420 
I4. Driver 80- I45 2 280- 420 
I5. Cleaner 65- 95 1 250- 350 
I 6. Cycle Orderly 65- 95 I 250- 350 
I7. Cook 65- 95 2 280- 420 
I8. Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
I9. Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 

69. DEPARTMENT OF TOWN PLANNING 

(para 12. 400) 

Existing Recommended 
Scales of Scales of 

Sl. De.•ignation Pay Pay 
No. 

(lllin.·Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
I. Director 1300-1800 13 I450-2000 
2. Joint Director 1000-I500 11 900-I750 
3. Deputy Director 700-1100 11 900-1750 
4. Assistant Director 350- 900 10 750-1450 
5. Senior Research Officer 350- 900 10 750-1450 
6. Assistant Engineer 350- 900 10 750-I450 
7. Headquarters Asst. to the Director. 275- 550 8 600-I240 
8. Junior Town Planner 275- 550 9 660-1300 
9. Geographer 275- 550 9 660-1300 

I 0. Statistician 275- 550 8 600-1240 
11. Accounts Superintendent 250- 500 8 600-I240 
I2. Head Draughtsman 250- 500 8 600-I240 
13. Office Superintendent 200- 450 8 600-I240 
I4. Town Planning Supervisor I75- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
15. Research Assistant I75- 450 8 600-I240 
16. Draughtsman 175- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
17. Model Maker I75- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
18. Instructor in Drawing and Model I75- 450 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 

Making. 
I 9. Investigator. I60- 350 6 440- 900 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
' 20. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
21. Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
22. Assistant Draughtsman 120- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.·-700 
23. Tracer 100- 220 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
24. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
25. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
26. Blue Printer 90- 200 2 280- 420 
27. Attend·er 80- 145 2 280- 420 
28. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 
29. Peon 65- 95 I 250- 350 
30. Cycle Orderly 65- 95 1 250- 350 
31. Survey Helper 65- 95 1 250~ 350 
32. Gardener 65- 95 1 250- 350 
33. Sweeper 65- 95 1 250- 350 

70. DEPARTMENT OF TREASURIES 

(para 12. 536) 

!Jl. De.,ignation 
No. 

2 

1. Director of Treasuries 
2. Deputy Director of Treasuries 

including Treasury Offic<!r, 
State Huzur Treasury 

3. District Treasury Officer 
4. Asst. Director of Treasuries/ 

Superintendent of Stamps/ 
Special Officer, Compulsory 
Deposit Scheme 

5. Asst. Treasury Officer, including 
Gazetted Superintendent, Office 
of the Divisional Commissioner, 
Bangalore and Special Officer 
and Chief Instructor, Treasury 
Training 

6. S~:nior Head Accountant 
7. Head Accountant/Treasurer, 

Office of the Superintendent of 
Stamps 

8. Dy. Accountant/Treasury Sheriste
dar/Stamp Head Clerk/ Asst. 
Treasurer, Office of the 
Supe-rintendent of Stamps f 

9. Senior Clerk 
10. First Division Clerk 
11. Stenographer 

E:visting Recommend,!d 
Scales of Scales oj 

Pay Pay 

(lllin.-Max.) as. (Min.-Ma.-v.) 
No. 

3 4 

Rs. 

1000-1500 14 
700-1100 11 

400- 950 11 
400- 950 10 

300- 700 10 

250- 500 8 
225- 450 8 

225- 450 8 

160- 350 6 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 

5 

Rs. 

2000-2500 
900-1750 

900-1750 
750-1450 

750-1450 

600-1240 
600-1240 

600-1240 

440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900. 
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1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
I2. Foreman 130- 290 5 400- 750-Extln.-850 
13. Second Division ClerkfClerk-cum- 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

Typist/Cashier 
300- 600-Extn.-700 14. Typist 90- 200 4 

15. Shroff 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
I6. Gollar 80- I45 2 280- 420 
I 7. Allender including Mutchi and 80- 145 2 280- 420 

Daffedar 
I8. Counter 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
19. Pressman 80- 145 2 280- 420 
20. Peon and Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 
-----~ --------

71. OFFICES OF THE TRIBUNALS 

(para 12. 606) 

St. 
No. 

Designation 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Jlec01nmended 
Scales oj 

Pay 

(Min.-Ma.1:.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

------------------------------------
2 3 4 5 

(i) KARNATAKA REVENUE APPELLATE TRIBUNAL 

1. Secretary 
2. Assistant Secretary 
3. Superintendent 
4. S~lcction Grade Stenographer 
5. Court Superintendent 
6. First Division Clerk 
7. Stenographer 
8. Second Division Clerk 
9. Typist 

10. Attender 
II. Jamedar 
I2. Daffeda£ 
13. Process Server 
I4. Peon 
I 5. Cycle Orderly 
I 6. Watchman 
I7. Sweeper 

Rs. 
400- 950 II 
215- 550 10 
200- 450 8 
250-- 500 8 
200- 450 8 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
80- 145 2 
80- 145 2 
80- I45 2 
80- 145 2 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 I 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 I 

Rs. 
900-I750 
750-1450 
600-1240 
600-1240 
600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 

(ii) KARNATAKA CO-OPERATIVE APPELLATE TRIBUNAL 
I. Secretary 
2. Superintendent 
3. Bench Clerk 
4. First Div.i.ISion Clerk 
5. Stenographoc 
6. Second Division Clerk 
7. Process Server 
8. Daffedar 
9. Peon 

10. Night Watchman 

300- 700 10 
200- 450 8 
200- 450 ll 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 2 
80--; 145 2 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 I 
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750-1450 
600-I240 
600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn .-700 
280- 420 
280- 420 
250- 350 
250- 350 



I 2 3 4 5 

(i·ii) KARNATAKA SALES TAX APPELLATE TRIBUNAL 

Rs. Rs. 

I. .Secretary 275- 550 8 600-1240 
2. Second Grade Manager 175- 450 6 440- 900 
3. First Division Clerk 130- 290 6 440- 900 
4. First Grade Stenogfapber 130- 290 6 440- 900 
5. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
6. Second Grade Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
7. Allender 80- 145 2 280- 420 
8. Daffedar 80- 145 2 280- 420 
9. Peon 65- 95 1 250- 350 

10. Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 

(iv) KARNATAKA STATE TRANSPORT APPELLATE TRIBUNAL 

1. Superintendent 175- 450 6 
2. First Division Clerk 130- 290 ' 6 
3. Stenographer 130- 290 6 
4. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 
5. Typist 90- 200 4 
6. Daffeda£ 80- 145 2 
7. Process. Server 65- 95 1 
8. Peon 65- 95 1 

(v) INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL 

J. Manager 
2. Stenographer 
3. First Di.vision Clerk 
4. Typist-cum-Cl.!rk 
5. Second Division Clerk 
6. Daffedar 
7. Cycle Orderly 
8. Peon 
9. Watchman 

200- 450 8 
130- 290 6 
130- 290 6 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 4 
90- 200 2 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 
65- 95 1 

440- 900 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
250- 350 
250- 350 

600-1240 
440- 900 
440- 900 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
280- 420 
250- 350 
250- 350 
250- 350 

(vi) ADDITIONAL INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL 

I. Stenog£apher 130- 290 6 440- 900 
2. Peon 65- 95 I 250- 3~0 

(vii) LABOUR COURT 

I. First Division Clerk/Head 130- 290 6 440- 900 
Clerk 

2. First Grade Stenographer 130- 290 6 440- 900 
3. Second Grade Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-E1ttn.-700 
4. Second Di.vision Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
~- Peon 65- 95 I 250- 350 
1\. Watchman 65- 95 1 250- 350 

----·· 
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72. STATE VIGILANCE COMMISSION 

(para 12. 695) 

Sl. 
No. 

De.<ignation 

2 

I. Vigilance Commissioner 
2. Director of Vigilance 
3. Spl. Inspector-General of Police 
4. Dy. Director of Vigilance 

(Judicial). 
5. Chief Engineer 
6. Supcrintend~nt of Police 
7. Superintending Engineer 
8. Dy. Director of Vigilance 

(Administration) 
9. Superintendent of Police 

10. Asst. Director of Vigilance 
11. Executive Engineer 
12. Deputy Controller 
13. Headquarters Asst. to Director 

of Vigilance 
14. Dy. Superintendent of Police 
15. Assistant Engineer 
16. Personal Assistant to the 

Vigilance Commissioner. 
17. Legal Asst. to the Vigilance 

Commissioner. 
18. Police Inspector 
19. Office Superintendent 
20. Junior Engineer 
21. Auditor Grade-l 
22. Acoounts Superintendent 
23. Stenographer (Selection Grade) 
24. Auditor Grade-II 
25. Sub-Inspector of Police 
26. Asst. Sub-Inspector of Police 
27. First Division Clerk 
28. Stenographer Grade-l 
29. Head Constable 
30. Second Division Clerk 
31. Second Grade 1'ypis~ 
32. Police Constable 
33. Jamedar 
34. Attender 
35. Driver 
36. Dalayat 
37. Cycle Orderly 
38. Van Cleaner 
39. Watchman 
40. Sweeper 

Kci.<ting 
Sca/e.y of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scalr.~ of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) GS. (Min .-111 ax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

3500 (Tenure Post) 
Encadred in I.A.S. 
En cad red in I. P. S. 

1300-1800 14 2000-2500 

1300-1800 I4 2000-2500 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
1000-1500 13 1450-2000 

Encadred in I. A. S. 

Encadred ill I. P .S. 
700-1100 13 1450-2000 
700-1100 11 900-1750 
700-1100 11 900-1750 
400- 950 11 900-1750 

400- 950 11 900-1750 
350- 900 10 750-1450 
300- 700 8 600-1240 

300- 700 8 600-1240 

275- 550 10 750-1450 
275- 550 8 600-1240 
275- 550 9 660-1300 
250- 500 8 600-1240 
250- sao 8 600-1240 
250- 500 8 600-I240 
225....:. 450 8 600-1240 
175- 450 8 600-1240 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
90- 200 5 400- 750-Extn.-850 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
80- 145 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
65- 95 1 250- 350 
65- 95 1 250- 350 
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73. DEPARTMENT OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

(para 12.440) 

Sl. 
No. 

De.<ignation 

1 2 

I. Controller of Weights and 
Measures. 

2. Joint Contwller 
3. ~puty Controller 
4. Senior Assistant Controller 
5. Assistant Controller 
6. Senior Inspector 
7. Inspoctor 

8. First Division Clerk 
9. Stenographer 

10. Maistry 
11. Second Division Clerk 
12. Second Grade Typist 
13. Clerk-cum-Typist 
14. Manual Assistant 

15. Driver 
16. Attendcr 
17. Watchman 
18. 1\:on 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Reco-mmended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(lllin.-Max.) as. (.'Hin.-lllax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
Ex-Officio post 

1000-1500 13 1450-2000 
700-1100 ll 900-1750 
300- 700 10 750-1450 
275- 550 10 750-1450 
175- 450 6 440- 900 
175- 450 1 

(For Diploma I 
Holders and }-6 440- 900 
Graduates) 

J I60- 350 
(Foc others) 

130- 290 6 440- 900 
130- 290 6 440- 900 
I20- 240 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
90- 20C I 

(For SSLCs) ~ 
80- 145 1 

4 300-600-Extn.-700 

(Foc Non-SSLCs) j 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
80- 145 2 280- 420 
65- 95 I 250- 350 
65- 95 I 250- 350 

74. DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN'S WELFARE 

(para 12. 469) 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

De.,ignation 

\ 

2 

1. Director of Women and 
Chiidren's Welfare and 
Ex-Officio Chief Inspector 
of Certified Schools. 

2. Deputy Director 
3. Assistant Directoc 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Recommended 
Scales of 

Pay 

(Min.-Max.) as. (llfin.-1\lax.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
I.A.SjK.A.S. 14 2000-2500 

Senior Scale 

700-1100 ll 
400- 950 10 
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' 

1 2 

4. Senior Inspector 
5. Special Otliecr, Special 

Nutrition Programme 
6. Speech Pathologist-cum-

Audiologist 
7. Office Manager 
8. Psychiatric Social Worker 
9. Probation Officer Grade I 

10. Superintendent, Blind, Deaf 
and Dumb Institutions 

II. Accounts Superintendent 
12. Sdection Grade Stenographer 
13. Assistant Inspector of 

Certified Schools 
14. Superintendent, Certified 

Schools 

3 4 

Rs. 
400- 950 10 
400- 950 lO 

350-- 900 9 

275- 550 8 
275- 550 9 
'275- 550 10 
275- 550 10 

250-- 500 8 
250- 500 8 
200- 450 9 

200- 450 9 

15. Inspector (Special 200- 450 9 
Nutrition Prog-rammo) 

16. Superintendent Grade II 175- 450 6 
17. Auditor 175- 450 6 
18. Probation Officer Grade II 175- 450 9 
19. Head Master 175- 450 6 
20. Chief Instructor 175- 450 5 
21. Staff Nurse 175- 450 5 
22. Proof Reador fLanguage 175- 450 7 

Teacher /Graduate Assistant/ 
Craft Instructor 

23. Music Teacher 160- 350 7 
24. First·; Division Clerk/ Accountant/ 130- 290 6 

Deputy Superintendent. 
25. Stenographer Grade I 130-- 290 6 
26. Superintendent, School for Blind 130-- 290 6 
27. Workshop Manager/Head Clerk/ 130-- 290 6 

Office Superintendent/Domestic 
Assistant. 

28. Hindi Teacher/Under Graduate 130- 290 7 
AssistantjMusic Teacher 

29. Instructor/Teacher 100- 220 4 
30. Physical Training Instructor; 100-- 220 4 

Special Teacher for. Braille/ 
Craft Instructor ;Music Teacher/ 
Under Graduate Assistant 

31. Typist 90-- 200 4 
32. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 
33. House FatherjMother/Matron 90-- 200 4 
34. Assistant Instructor 90-- 200 3 
35. Assistant Matron 90-- 200 4 
36. Nurs'C/Compounder 90-- 200 4 
37. Jamedar/Chief Guard 90-- 200 3 
38. Braille Compositor 90-- 200 4 
39. Store Keeper/Warden 90-- 200 4 
40. Craft Teacher/Special Teacher, 90-- 200 3 

Knitting, Spinning, Craft Weaving, 
Cane and Bamboo 

5 

Rs. 
750-1450 
750-1450 

660--1300 

600-1240 
660--1300 
750--1450 
750--1450 

600-1240 
600--1240 
660-1300 

660--1300 

660--1300 

440-- 900 
440- 900 
660--1300 
440-- 900 
400- 750-Extn.-·850 
400- 750-Extn.-850 
460-1000 

460--1000 
440- 900 

440- 900 
440- 900 
440-- 900 

460--1000 

300-- 600--Extn.-700 
300- 600--Extn.-700 

300- 600--Extn.-700 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 600--Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 
300-- 600--Extn.-700 
300- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 500--Extn.-550 
300-- 600-Extn.-700 
300-- 600--Extn.-700 
300- 500-Extn.-550 

41. Driver 80-- 145 2 280-- 420 
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I 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

42. Attender 80- 145 2 280- 420 
43. Havildat~/Supervi~or 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 
44. Mutchi 80- I45 2 280-420 
45. Braille Compositor/Tabala 80- 145 3 300- 500-Extn.-550 

Instructor 

46. Guard/Care TakerjGateman 65- 95 2 280- 420 
47. Cook 65- 95 2 280- 420 
48. PeonfFemale Attender ;sweeper f 65- 95 I 250- 350 

Watchman/Cycle Orderly 

75. DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES 

(para 12. 587) 

Sl. 
No. 

Designation 

2 

I. Director of Youth Services and 
Ex·Officio Deputy Secretary 
to Government 

2. Special Officer, Karnataka 
Development. Corps 

3. Deputy Director (Training) 

4. Deputy Director 

5. Assistant Director 

6. Special Officer, National Ser.vice 
Scheme 

7. Editor, Youth Journal 

8. Manager, Ravindra Kalakshetra 

9. Electrician 

IO. Accounts Superintendent 

II. Sub-Editor 

12. Librarian 

13. Srenographer 

I 4. First Divi~ion Clerk/ Accountant/ 
Store Keeper 

Existing 
Scales of 

Pay 

Reconw~ended 

Scales of 
Pay 

(lllin.·Max.) GS. (Min.-Max.) 
No. 

3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

IOOO-I500 13 I450-2000 

700-I100 11 900-1750 

400- 950 II 900-1750 

400- 950 II 900-1750 

300- 700 IO 750-1450 

300- 700 lO 750-I450 

300- 700 lO 750-I450 

300- 700 8 600-1240 

275- 550 9 660-1300 

250- 500 8 600-1240 

175- 450 8 600-I240 

175- 450 7 460-1000 

160- 350 } 6 
130- 290 

440- 900 

130- 290 6 440- 900 
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---
1 2 3 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 

15. Assistant Libro.rian 130- 290 6 440- 900 

16. Warden 130- 290 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

17. Second Division Clerk 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

18. Typist 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 

19. Second Division Clerk/Typist, 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extn.-700 
Ra vindra Kalakshetra 

20. Warden 90- 200 4 300- 600-Extri.-700 

21. Driver 80- 145 2 280- 420 

22. Cook 65- 95 2 280- 420 

23. Dalayat/Caretaker/Helper; 65- 95 250- 350 
Gardener ;watchman 

24. Peon/Maid Servant 65- 95 l 250- 350 

25. Part-time Instructor. 150 (Fixed) No Recommendation 

26. Part-time Cam·eraman 100 (Fixed) No Recommendation 

27. Sound Supervisor, Ravindra 65- 95 2 280- 420 
Kalakshetra 

28. Watchman, Ravindra Kalaksheka 65- 95 I 250- 350 

29. Gate Keeper, Ravindra Kal<tkshetra 180 (Consolidated) No Recommendation 

30. Gardener 180 (Consolidated) No Recommendation 

31. Sweeper , 180 (Consolidated) No Recommendation 

32. Scavenger 180 (Consolidated) No Recommendation 
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Chapter Thirteen 
FITMENT INTO NEW SCALES 

13.1 One of the essential features of a revision of pay scales like that of any 
change is that it has necessarily to be related to a particular date from which 
the same has to be given effect to. Apart from the essentiality of the feature, 
one important reason why such a date is fixed in the case of revision of Pay Scales 
is that such revision is generally made to bring the pay scales in line with the 
real purchasing power of the currency. In adjusting the old scales to the new or in 
fitting exi8ting incumbents in the new!scale, the basic consideration generally 
whould be the re-adjustment of economic value. If the matter stood only at that, 
such re-adjustment could easily be done by a mere addition of a sum of money 
to the existing pay or by multiplying it by a co-efficient so as to bring the new 
pay to a point at which it represents a real purchasing power of the currency 
which the old scale represented when the same was brought into force. Such is 
the background of the practice of granting dearness allowance from time to time 
without revision of pay and also of the suggestion sometimes made to revise pay 
soales by a simple process of merging dearness allowance into the basic pay. An 
additional element, however, is generally put forward and considered namely that 
of giving weightage for length of service put in by the incumbents. The reason 
therefor may be either that they should have some compensation for the longer 
period of service during which their pay might have suffered erosion on account 
of risingprices over a longer period than in the case of others or that during the 
balance of service left to them they may not be able to secure the full benefit of 
the new scales. The process whereby the same is achieved is either to give them 
an additional increment for a certain specified block period of service after 

' placing them in the new scale at a Point corresponding to the total emoluments 
drawn by them or by generally adding a percentage to the total emoluments 
before placing the employees on the new scale. 

13.2 In proceeding in the manner aforesaid, it would appear that attention is 
confined to economic considerations only, the assumption implicit being that the 
unrevised pay scales originally determined represented the economic value of 
work at that time. At any rate, there is neither any indication nor any attempt 
to demonstrate that the revision of pay takes place on the basis of a valua
tion of the work or a fresh valuation thereof at the time of revision. 

13.3 In ti..i present case, however, while rationalising the pay structure. the 
basic principle on which I have proceeded is one of job valuation, the details of 
the process whereof I have already explained in the foregoing Chapters.. Such 
rationalisation has resulted in the establishment of fifteen Grades into wh10h the 
various posts and positions in government service have been graded and the pay 
scales appropriate to these Grades have been determined by placing the ~rades 
between the minimum and maximum remuneration fixed on economic considera
tions. In this process, the relative position of posts as to the existing pay 
structure has been slightly modified or varied. Posts carrying different pay 
scales under the existing structure have got included in one or the other of the 
Grades and allocated one single Scale under the new structure. The ranges ~nd 
rates of increments have beeen varied, ranges being shortened and rates bemg 
enlarged considerably. Any formula. therefore for fitment into the new scales has 
necessarily to take into account all these factors or considerations. 

13.4 In doing so, the first question would be what is the object or purpose 
sought to be served by such a formula. Such an object or purpose, as I ~mder
stand it, could only be to see that the placement of existing i~cu.mbents i!l t~e 
new scale reflects as accurately as may be possible the prm01ple~ apphed m 
revising the pay structure and the result of the application of those prm01ples. 

13.5 Now the basic principle of the present rationalisation is job valuati?n. 
The same has been done by pursuing two processes, the first of fixing the r~latlve 
value of the work in connection with various posts in government serv.iC? _by 
grading them on the basis of qualifications, mental skill and effort, responsibility 
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and working conditions and the second of determining their real ecol_lo!Dio value 
by placing the Grades arrived at by the first _process. betw~en the m1mmu~ a:nd 
maximum remuneration determined on economiC consideratiOns and asoertammg 
the pay scales appropriate to the Grades_. . By this entire process what must be 
taken to have come about is that the ex1stmg pay scale of every post gets moulded 
into the new scale determined for it. 

13.6 With a view to evolve a formula to reach this res'!-lt, I analysed ~he 
existing scales and their relationship with the new scales by takmg the followmg 
steps: 

13.7 An existing scale was taken up and t~e prim:ipal post ?r grou~ of posts 
to which it now applies was ascertained and hsted. I next saw mto whtch of the 
new Grade or Grades the said post or group of posts would. f~ll and thereafter .all 
the posts which are included in the new Grade and the ex1stmg pay scale/s whiCh 
apply to those posts. 

13.8 On repeating this process in relation to some more of the existing scales, 
it was noticed that a relationship between the existing scales and the new sc.al~s 
capable of being put into a common pattern was evident. The reason for this Is 
not far to seek· 

13.9 The previous Pay Commission had done one signal _service to the State 
and the public by reducing the number of pay scales to 27, whiCh the Gov~rnment 
reduced to 21, which 21 are the existing srales. In these scales, the dlfference 
between the bottom of one ~cale and of the next after it especially in the lower 
ranges i not much but very 8mall, and likewise the difference at the top is not 
very large. Consecutive scales taken in groups of 2, 3 or 4 could also be looked 
upon as more or less one continuous scale with a little difference in rates and 
ranges of increment. The new scales now constructed are in effect selected 
portions of one long scale starting with 250 and going up to 2750 with definite 
incremental ranges and rates, the rates in each range being the same, with the 
sole exception of the last increment of Rs. 10/- in GS. 1 which makes no real 
difference to the matter (Please see paragraph 10.13). 

13.10 It has also been mentioned in Chapter Eleven that particular care and 
thought have been devoted in constructing the GS numbers 2, 3, 4 and 6 and 
specially lengthening and extending GS. 4 and taking the total remuneration in 
GS. 6 beyond Rs. I ,000/-, all with a view to see that the competence and the 
growth of skill attributable to the work of the posts falling within the scope of 
these four scales are fully provided for in the construction of the· scales. In 
grading posts also, the existing pattern of the distribution of powers and levels 
of responsibility has been closely followed and the disturbance if any is limited 
to a few equations which got corrected in the process of rationalisation. 

13.11 The result of all this i~ the e~erging of a pattern of relationship between 
the_ old and th~ new scales ~ent10ned m paragraph 13.8 above which came to my 
notice on makmg the _analysis for pur_po~es of evolving a formula for fitment as 
stat~d above. I no~tced that _an. existmg scale.or a group of existing scales now 
applicable to posts mcluded Withm one Gra?e m their overall spread did stand 
closely related to the new GeZI:er~l Scale ap_phcabl~ to that Group in such a way 
that one could see that the existmg scales m relatiOn to the economic conditions 
of 1970 if re-made in relation to economic conditions as in January 1975 would 
with minor modifications come close to the new scales now framed. 

13.12 The principal steps now taken in consideration of the economic 
conditions in January 1975 are firstl:y the li.fting of the minimum from Rs. 65/
to ~s. ~50/-. per ~on.th and of enla~gi~g the mcrements to keep pace with possi
ble nse. m pnces Withm reasonable hmits. So, I equa~ed Rs. 65/- in the existing 
scale with Rs. 250/- and worked my way up comparmg the various incremental 
stages in the existing scales !tnd t_he increment!l'l st~ges as now settled in paragraph 
10.13. It was seen that the basic pay at various !llcremental stages in existing 
scales could be so adjusted into the incremental stages now settled and an adjusted 
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basic pay determined for every one of the incremental stages in the existing scales 
in su.ch a way as to clearly and fully_ reflect the princip~es follow:ed. and applied in 
frammg the new pay structure. The mcremental stages m the ex1stmg scales either 
~ingly or in groups .of 2 _or 3, and at a very few stages in groups of 4, get merged 
mto the consecutive mcremental stages now settled. The grouping becomes 
necessary because the rates of increment now settled are very large when compared 
to the existing rates. 

13.13 As all these above steps or stages in determining the adjusted basic pay 
are not easily capable .of being sta.ted in one terse f?rmul~ and ~s any attempt to 
frame such a formula Is fraught With the danger of 1ts bemg variously interpreted 
or leadin~ to unintended conseque~ce~, I decided that it would be hest for myself 
to examme every one of the ex1stmg scales stage by stage and determine the 
corresponding adjusted basic pay. The Tables so prepared by me are set out in 
the supplement to this Chapter. In placing the different stages of the existing 
scales on the definite incremental stages settled for purposes of new scales, I have 
tried to place them on a consideration of the relative proximity of the existing 
stage to the one or the next above or next below stage in the new range of incre
ments in such a way that. there is some advantage accruing to the employee while 
getting into the new scale and such minor disadvantage as may be apparent is 
wiped out when he moves in the normal course to the next higher stage. The 
process inevitably gives weight to the length of service of the employee also 
because the stage which he occupies in the existing scale reflects the length of his 
service. 

13.14 Besides the 21 scales of 1970 referred to above, the State Government 
have allocated certain new scales recently outside the purview of these 21 scales 
either by combining portions of the existing scales or otherwise. For these I have pre
pared separate Tables and set them out in the supplement to this Chapter. 

13.15 At the Karnataka Bhavan at Delhi, as already stated, the State Govern
ment have applied to the staff in Class III and IV Central Government scales as 
recommended by the Third Central Pay Commission and have also extended to 
them the benefit of Dearness Allowance from time to time given by the Central 
Government to its employees subsequent to the report of the said Commission. 
Naturally therefore, the figures for adjusted basic pay determined by me in respect 
of the State scales cannot be applied to them. So far as those pay scales are 
concerned also, I have prepared separate Tables and set them out in the supple
ment. 

13.16 With reference to the Tables of adjusted basic pay given in the supple
ment to this Chapter, the formula for placement will be the following: 

(1) with reference to a post, first ascertain the existing scale applicable to it and the 
new General Scale allocated to it. 

(2) With reference to each incumbent in the said post (a) ascertain the stage he 
occupies in the existing scale and the basic pay he draws at that stage as on 
1-1-1975. Basic pay as on 1-1-1975 inc!J;des increment, if any, accruing on the 
said date; (b) ascertain the adjusted basic pay corresponding to the basic pay so 
drawn by the incumbent as aforesaid by referring to the Tables set out in the 
Supplement to this Chapter; and (c) place him in the General Scale at the stage 
equal to the adjusted basic pay so ascertained. 

(3) If the adjusted basic pay is below the bottom of the General Scale, he should be 
placed at the bottom of the General Scale. 

(4) If the adjusted basic pay is beyond or more than the maximum of the General 
Scale, place him at the said maximum of the General Scale; the excess should be 
adjusted to G.P.A. and if there is still an excess after such adjustment, the 
excess will be treated as additional G.P.A. and may get adJusted when and if he 
gets promoted to the next higher scale. If the General Scale is either GS.3, or 
GS.4 or GS.5 whose maximum is Rs. 500, 600 or 750 respectively, then he should 
be placed ~t a stage in the extension of the scale equal to or next above the 
adjusted basic pay, and if there is still an excess after reaching the last pomt of 
the extension, the same shall be dealt With as indica ted above. 
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(5) If the exi&ting total emolu.ments as defined. below exceed the total of the adjusted 
basic pay and general purposes allowances m the case of Government servants on 
State scales, or the total of the adjusted basic pay, ge~eral pu.rposes allowances 
and out of State allowances in the case of th~ staff workmg outs1de the State! the 
exce'" will be continued to be paid to the employee concerned a'. Addtt10nal 
G.P.A. and will get adjusted towards or be absorbed by the next mcrement or 
increments as the case may be. Existing total emolume~1ts means the t?tal of 
the existing basic pay, special pay or allowance~ and rtsk allowance, 1f any, 
dearness allowance, house rent allowance and c1ty compensatory . allowance, 
rural allowance, hill allowance nnd other special locality allowances, 1f any 

(6) In the case of persons now placed on UGC scales or AICTE scales, the "ex~sting 
scale" for purposes of clauses (1) and (2) means the 197? State scale appl.lCable 
to the post, had the UGC or AICTE scale not been applted,. and tb.e adJust~d 
basic pay is the adju,ted basic pay correspondmg to the basic pay on the. sa1d 
State scale which the incumbent would have drawn on 1-1-1975 had he contmued 
to draw pay on the said State scale. Fo,· the calculat!on of the "existing total 
emoluments" under clause (5), however, the "existing basic pay" should be the 
same as the basic pay drawn on the UGC or AICTE scale as the case may be. The 
provisions of this clause should also be applied mutatis mutaotdis to cases where 
the old pay scales of 1961 still remain unrevised to the 1970 State scales 

13.17 In regard to the considerations adverted to in paragraph 12 .. 3 in identi
fying the real incumbent in a post, the guide lines would be the followmg : 

13.18 Where two or more cadres are recommended to be combined, no 
difficulty would arise because whatever be the General Scale on which a person 
gets placed he will be placed as on 1-1-1975 at the point represented by the 
adjusted basic pay corresponding to the basic pay on the existing scale whwh he 
was drawing on 1-1-1975. Where a cadre is split up or more specifically posts 
now placed on a single existing scale are divided into two groups placed on two 
different new General Scales, where the grouping is relatable to qualifications or 
other clearly identifiable factors, I have myself indicated the General Scales on 
which the two Groups have to be placed at appropriate places in Chapter Twelve. 
Where a new promotional cadre is proposed to which promot,ions are recommended 
to be made from an existing cadre, for the first implementation I have placed 
all posts in that cadre in the lower scale appropriate to the cadre and promotions 
when made after the creation of the proposed promotional cadre will make the 
promotees eligible to the General Scale proposed for the promotional cadre with 
the benefit of Rule 42B of the Karnataka Civil Services Rules. Where, however, 
the splitting up of cadres is not accompanied by a specific proposal for creation of 
promotional cadre but has the effect of placing some of the posts in the existing 
cadre in a higher gra?e, all persons in the existing ca,dre whether occupying posts 
of the lower or the higher grade shall for the first implementation be placed on 
t~e General Scale applicable to t~e lower grade and the higher grade is to be 
g1ven ~o perso~s, who after bemg ~elected. by the government as suitable for 
occupymg the higher grl!de on the basis of semority or selection as the case may 
be, are formally appointed to such posts; every such person shall be placed on 
the 0eneral Scale applic~ble to t.he higher grade on the date of such formal 
app01~tment .at~ pomt m the h1gher General Scale equivalent to the position 
occupied by hm~ m t~e lower General S?ale already allotted to him and if no such 
correspondence IS available, at a stage m the higher General Scale next above the 
s~age occupied b~ him on that dat~ in th~ l?wer General Scale already allotted to 
him. The p~rtiCular. cases ~ommg ~~~hm the ambit of this paragraph have 
already been discussed m suffiCient detail m the prt>vious Chapter Twelve. 
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SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

TABLES OF ADJUSTED BASIC PAY 

PART I 

STATE SCALES 

The number of scale given at the head of each table is of existing State 
Scales of 1970. The first column gives the basic pay in existing scale and the 
second column the adjusted basic pay as on 1st January 1975. 

Scale (1) Scale (2) 
Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

65 250 80 280 
67} 255 69 

83 285 
86 290 

71} 260 73 
89 295 
92 300 

75 265 
77 270 

95} 310 98 
79 275 
81 280 

101} 320 104 
83 285 107 330 
85 290. 110 340" 

87 J 2:}5 89 
114 355 
118 370 

91 } 
93 300 1:22} 

126 385 

95 310 130} 400 135 
140} 
145 

420 

Scale (3) Scale (4) 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column2 
100 310 
105 320 90} . 300 94 

98 310 110 340 
102 320 115 355 
106 330 120 37o 
110 340 125 385 

130} 400 
135 

115 355 
120 370 

140} 420 
145 
150 440 

125 385 
130} 400 135 

156 ~ 
162 460 
168) 

140} 420 145 
150 440 

174} 480 
180 
190} 500 
200 
210 525 
220 550 

1551 160 460 
165 

1701 176 480 
182 

1881 194 500 
200 
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Scal4 (5) Scale (6) 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 
120 370 130} 400 125 385 135 
130} 
135 400 140} 

148 420 

140} 
145 420 156} 

164 460 

150 440 172} 480 
158} 460 180 
166 190} 500 
174} 480 200 
182 210 1525 
190} 500 220 550 
200 230} 575 210 525 240 
220 550 250} 600 
230} 575 260 
240 275 630 

290 660 

Scale (7) Scale (8) 
Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

160 460 175 480 
170} 480 1851 180 195 500 
190} 500 205. 
200 215 525 
210 525 225} 575 220 550 235 
230} 575 245} 600 240 255 
250} 600 265 J 630 260 275 
275 630 290} 660 
290} 660 305 
305 320 690 
320 690 335} 720 
335} 350 
350 720 

:?70 750 
390 800 

410} 
430 850 

450 900 
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Column 1 
Scale (9) Scale (10) 

Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 
200 500 200 500 
210 525 210 525 
220 550 220 550 
230 575 230 575 
245} 600 245} 
260 260 600 
275 630 275 630 
290} 660 290} 
305 305 660 
320 690 320 690 
335} 
350 720 335} 

350 720 
375 750 370 750 
400 800 390 800 
425 850 410 } 450} 

850 
475 900 430 

450 900 
500 950 
525} 
550 1000 

Scale (11) (Scale 12) 
Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

225} 575 250 600 
235 265} 630 
245} 600 280 
260 295 660 
275 630 310 690 
290} 
305 660 330} 

350 720 

320 690 . 375 750 
340 720 400 800 

360 t 750 425 850 
380 450} 900 400 800 475 
425 850 500 950 
450 900 

(Scale 13) 
Column 1 Column 2 

Scale (14) 
Column 1 Column 2 

275 630 300 660 
300 660 325 690 
325 690 350 720 
350 720 375 750 
375 750 400 800 
400 800 425 850 
425 850 450} 900 
450} 900 475 
475 500 950 
500 950 525} 1000 
525} 1000 550 
550 580} 1060 

610 
640} 1120 
670 
700 1180 
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Scale (15) Scale (16) 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

350 720 400 800 

375 75C 430 850 

400 800 460 900 

425 850 490 950 

450 1 900 520} 1000 
475 550 
500 950 580} 1060 
525} 1000 

610 
550 640 1120 

575} 1060 680} 1180 
600 720 

630 j ll20 
760 1240 

660 800} 1300 
690} 1180 

850 
720 900 1375 

750} 1240 
950 1450 

780 
820 1300 

860} 
900 

1375 

Scale (17) Scale (18) 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

500 950 700 1180 

5301 1000 740} 1240 
560 780 
620 1060 820 1300 
650 ll20 860} 1375 
690} 1180 

900 
730 950 } 
770 1240 - 1000 1450 

810} 
850 1300 1050} 

1100 1525 

900 1375 

950 1 
1000 

1450 

Scale (19) Scale (20) 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

800} 1300 
1000 1450 

840 1050} 
880} 1100 1525 

920 1375 1150 1600 
960 } 
1000 

1450 1200} 
1260 1675 

1050} 1525 1320} 1750 
1100 1380 
1150 1600 1440 1825 

1200} 1675 1500 1900 
1250 
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Soale (21) Additional Scale 
Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

1300} 
1360 1750 740} 

780 12·10 

1420 1825 820 1300 
1480} 
1540 1900 860} 

900 1375 

1600 2000 950 } 
1650} 1000 1450 

1700 2100 
1050} 

1750} llOO 1525 
2200 1800 ll50 1600 

Additional Scale Additional Scale 
Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

800} 1300 1100 1525 
840 1150 1600 
880) 1375 1200 1675 
920 s 
960 } 
1000 1450 

1050} 
1100 1525 

1150 1600 
1200} 
1260 1675 

1320} 
1380 1750 

1440 1825 
1500 1900 

PART II 

CENTRAL SCALES APPLIED AT KAHNATAKA BHAVAN, NEW DELHI 

'l'ables are set out separately for each scale. Column 1 gives the basic pay 
in existing Central scale and Column 2 the adjusted basic pay as on 1st January 
1975. 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

196 } 250 
200 250 

HJ9 203 255 
202 255 206 260 
205 260 210 265 
208 265 214 275 
211 270 218 280 

214} 275 
222 285 

217 226 290 
220 280 230 295 
223 285 234 300 
226 200 238} 310 
229 295 242 
232 300 246 320 

250 330 
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

260 340 260 340 

266} ~66} 355 
272 

355 272 

278} 278} 370 
284 

370 284 

290} 290} 38C 
296 385 296 

302} 302} 400 
308 

400 308 

3141 314} 
320 420 320 420 

326j 326 

334} 440 334} 440 
342 342 

350 460 350} 
358 460 
366 

374} 
382 

480 

390} 
400 

500 

Column I Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

330} 440 425 525 
340 44t1 550 

350} 460 455 575 
360 470} 
370} 485 600 

380 480 
500 630 

392} 
404 500 515} 

530 660 

416 525 545-
428} 560 5 690 
440 550 

580 720 
452} 575 600 750 
464 

620} 476 600 640 800 

488} 630 660} 500 680 850 

515} 660 700 900 
530 

545} 
560 690 
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Column 1 Column 2 
425 525 
440 550 
455 575 
470} 
485 600 

500 630 
515} 
530 660 

545} 
560 690 

580 720 
600 750 
620 J 
640 800 

660} 
680 850 

700} 
725 900 

750} 
775 950 

800 .1000 

Chapter F ourtecn 

OFFICIATING PAY 
14.1 There is ·a payment made which goes by the name of charge allowance. 

Though called an allowance, it is actually in the nature of pa.y and it is so 
understood in the Karnataka Civil Services Rules also. Please see Note 1 to the 
definition of pay given in Hule 8(32). I am therefore taking up this matter for 
consideration in connection with the topic of pay itself in this Chapter. I suggest 
that for clarity and uniformity of nomenclature, the practice of calling this 
payment by the name of charge allowance may be dropped and that the same 
may be hereafter called officiating pay which correctly expresses its real nature. 

14.2 According to Rule 8(31) of Karnataka Oivil Services Rules, a government 
servant is said to officiate in a post when he performs the duties of a post on which 
another person holds a lien. Hence whether a person performs the duties of such 
post either in addition to performing the duties of his own poJt or by being put i.n 
complete ch.arge of such other post, what he does in respect of the other .P?st ~s 
clearly offictation. Nevertheless, Rule 32 appears to suggest that the postt10n IS 

slightly different but actually in my opinion such an inference may not be correct 
to draw because the expression 'to be in char"e of the current duties of a vacant 
post' is more in the nature of a definition for ~nderstanding the application of the 
connected Rules 66-68 than otherwise. The said 32nd Rule reads as follows : 

"ln:-~tt~ad of appointing a government :-:ervant to officiate, it i~ alsu permi:-~ .. ible 
to appo:nt hin1 to be in eh<li'T'ge of the current dutie~ of a vacant po:it. In ~;u,_·h ;L 

ra><' ~ '<'harge allowan<·c' (a<l<litionalpay} iR payable us 'l"'"ifi<·<l in Rnle fi8. 

Note :-'rhe provision::) of thi.-; Uule apply also to rase" wiu.•re a government.~t>rvant bt;ing: 
relievt>tl -f his own appoint.Inent i~ appoint.(•cl l.o he in itHlP.p<'ntknt chnrgt! of a h1g-ht>r nppo1Jtt• 
llH'nt as n tc>mporary nH~asnre." 

14.3 That the said Rule operates as a defining provision giving certain special 
definitions for particular purposes is quite dear from the addition of the. n?te 
because the Hituation contemplated by Lhe note is undoubtedly complete offiuat10n 
in respect of all the duti<'s of a higher post which in the eye of the law mu~t be 
regarded as officiating promotion. The expression promotion apparently ts not 
used for the reason that promotion is a process which must be preceded by an 
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a plication of the mind by the Promoting Authority to t~e sui~abi_lity ?f .the 
p~rson for such promotion whether the basis for such consJdm·atwn IS semon

1
ty

cum-merit or selection. The substance of the matter however cannot be ost 
sight of. 

14.4 The payment for such additional work and also in respec~ of the entire 
work of a higher post are both by the operation of Rule 32 made subJect. to Ru!e ~ 8 
which must be read in connection with Rule 66 also _both commg w1thm 
Chapter V entitled 'Combination of Appoil\tments'· . Accordmg to Rule 66, when 
a government servant is appointed to hold substantively as a temporary_ measu~e 
or to officiate in two or more independent posts at the same t1me, h1s pay IS 

regulated as follows : _ . . 
(a) the highe,;t pay, to whicli lie would be entitled 1f Jus ~ppo1nhnent to one of the 

posts stood alone, may be drawn on account of hio tenure of that post ; 
(b) for each other post lie dral\s such rea,;onable pay in no case exceeding half the 

pr<'sumptivc pay of the post, as government nuy fix. 

14 5 It is clear therefore that the Rule can apply only to what is now described 
as additional charge and never to an independent charge which however is sought 
to be brought in by adding a note to Rule 32. 1 

14.6 Rule 68 which actually fixes the quantum of payment in respect of being 
in-charge of current duties reads as follows : 

"When a government servant is appointed to be iu charge of th; current duties 
of an office in addition to his o1vu dut"es aud tl1e charge cntJnis a substat1t1al 
inc1NLRe of respOibibility and some additional work, he is entitled to additional 
pay (charge allowance) to be fixed by the authority competent to appoint him ns 
RUI'h, not exceeding one-truth of the pay of the office (minimum pay of the post) 

Sanet.ion of gave. nment should be obt<Lined where the in-ch;ngc arrangement is 
propo.,ed to be continued beyond six month"." 

14.7 Now when a person who is actually holding one post substantively is 
required during the absence of a person in his office holding another position of 
the same or higher level to be in additional charge of the current duties of the 
said vacant post, the extent of the additional work and the increase in his res
ponsibilities may vary from case to case. It may be in certain. cases the head of 
the office requires him to attend to only particular matters or urgent matters 
relating to the vacant post or it may be that having rega.rd to administrative 
exigencies a larger part of the work relating to the vacant post is required to be 
attended to. That is the reason why Rule 66 enables the government to remune
rate such work by a reasonable pay m<:>aning thereby pay reasonably adequate 
for the additional work subject to a maximum of half the presumptive pay of the 
post i.e. pay which the person would have got had he been appointed to the post. 
But the discretion of the head of the office in the matter of determininO' the 
quantum of officiating pay is limited to lO% of the minimum pay appropri~te to 
the vacant post. 

14.8 Having regard to the intention of Rule 66 and the actual situation in 
government offices, it appears to me that the above provision in Rule 68 does not 
fully or accurately ~i':'e effect t? the pu~pose of Rule 66. According to Rule 66, 
the quantum of additiOnal pay IS a portiOn of the actual presumptive pay of the 
post i e· the pay which the person would have got had he been appointed to that 
post. In cases of posts of the same level such appointmfmt would be . 
in the nature of transfer. When a person is transferred from post A to 
post B, it is illogical to say that he should start at the bottom of the 
time scale; he has to and does carry with him according to the real effect 
of the rules the pay he is actually drawing on his time scale which as 
already indicated must be regarded as the presumptive pay. If the' additional 
duties are of a higher post the appointment to it is by promotion which takes him 
to a higher pay than his, which ~ig~er pay _is the pre~umptive pay of that higher 
post .. ~ence the percentage which ~s perm1tt~d and directed to be given by Rule 66 
as additiOnal pay must be of the basiC pay whJCh the person asked to do additional 
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work actually draws at the time whe~ he is so directed. I a]Ro think that Rule 
66 cont~mp~ate~ a contingency where the additional payment may, if circum
s~ances JUStify 1t, be as much as 50% .of t~1e presumptive pay. The discretion 
g1ve~ to the head of the office should m fairness be enhanced, My opinion is that 
a fa1r percentage would be 20 and if the head of the office thinks a higher 
pP.rcentage will be justified in particular cases, he may move tht- government. 

14.9. ~s to the minimu?J period entitling a pr>rson to such additional payment 
?f offic1atmg pay, the .requirement of the rule that it must be one month operates 
~~ many cases ~o dep~1ve a person of all remuneration for additional work done by 
him because With a view to save as much credit as pos~ible in his leave account, a 
gover~ment seryant rarely takes a fu.ll month's leave but would generally takfl 
leave m the regwn of 15-19 days takmg advantage of the rule for prefixina and 
suf~ixing the gener~l holidays. That ~uch a situation is not outside the contemp
latiOn of the rules IS clear from exceptiOns I and 2 to Rule 68 where in the case of 
Taluk Sheristedars and officials of the Treasury Department the period is reduced 
to 14 days. In my opinion the same minimum period should be applied to all 
government servants. 

14.10 Coming now to the case of independent charge or situations where a person 
is actually asked to perform all the duties of a higher post (as a temporary measure 
as the note to Rule 32 says) the provision equating it to what is now called 
additional charge is not in my opinion quite fair. In spite of the fact that the 
second paragraph of Rule 68 contemplates that ordinarily the currency of an in
charge arrangement should not exceed 6 months, in a large number of cases on 
account of doubts or difficulties or other situations commonly comprehended by the 
expression of service, such in-charge arrangements and particularly arrangements 
of putting a person in independent charge of a higher post has been continued 
inordinately, which is undoutedly unfair to the persons affected. 

14.11 Having regard to the substance of the matter and the contemplation of 
the law, I have no doubt in my mind that placing a person m independent charge 
of a post hirrher than the one which he occupies shoulrl for the purposes of 
remuneratio; be regarded as on a par with an actual officiating promotion. 
Justice therefore requires that the person so put in independent charge of a higher 
post must be paid pay of stwh higher po~t as if he had been promoted t.o the 
said post on the date on which he is put in independent charge thereof. 

Chapter Jiifteen 

RECOMMENDATIONS ON PAY SCALES 

15.1 I have now completed my discussion rrg:uding pay scales: The con?lu
sions arrived at as a result of the discussion have also been stated m appropr!ate 
places in the foregoinf( chapters. Those conclusions P:xpress my ~e.commendatwns 
regarding the pay scall'S. But for the purpose of certamty and fae1hty ?f re~erence, 
I summarise them in this chapter in the shape of formal recommendatiOns In that 
regard. 

15.2 For the purpose of rationalising the pay structure applicable to employee~ 
of the State Government, all posts in government service shoulrl be graded mto .1 <> 
Grade~ in the manner and on the principlo:s discussed in ChaptPrs Three, Four, F1ve 
and Six and summarised in Chapter Seven. The rationalised pay scales to be 
applied to the said scales are listed at the end of Qhapter El.even as 15 General 
Seales each applying generally to the posts _in the Grade bearmg the same number: 
With reference to the Grades, the allocatiOn of p3.y scales should be as follows· 

General S:'olc No. I shonld be allocated to Grade I 
General Scale No. 2 shoul•l be allocated to Grade II. 
Gf·ncral S•·alc No. 3 ,Jtould be allocaterl to Gra•le TIT. 
Gcneml Scale No. 4.•hould be allocaterl til Grarlc IV. 
General Scale No, 5 should he allocaterl to Gmrle V. 
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G<•ne;a] ~cnle No. () "houl<l he allocate<! to Gra<le YT. 
Gt>I!Ol'nl Sl'ale No. 7 <houlrl he nllorntc<l to Grarlc VII. 
G<'ll<'l'al Reale No. 8 should he allu""''''l to Ur;t~lr VIII. 
General St·nl<• Xo. 9 "hould b<• allocate,! to Gra<lc IX. 
G<'ll<'rnll'c·nlr No. 10 shoul<l be /llloratcrl to Gmrlc X. 
fl<'ll<·ral ~cal<· No. 11 shoul<l be allorall•<l to Gra<le XI. 
Geiwral Seal<' No, I~ sho:tld be alloentr<lio Gra<le XII. 
Gcnt·ral S.·al" No. 13 should be nllol'atcd to Grn<lc XIII. 
Grn<'ral Seale No. 14 should he allocate<! to Grade XIV. 
Grn<•ral Srnl.• No, 15 ,)Ioul<l be allocatcrl to Grade XY. 

15.3 For the reasons and on the principles di11cussed in Chapter Ten, I am not 
recommending any selection grades whether in respect of special or outstanding 
merit or as a device for mitigating the frustration or di11appuintrn~ut can sed or likely 
to be caused by delay in promotion or paucity of prom•Jlional opportunities. I 
recommend that the practice of granting any such scales be discontinued. I also 
recommend that the praet;ce of granting advance increments or special pay either 
on account of acquiring a higher qualification than the one prescribed for the post 
or for passing departmental tests or for auy other reason be discontinued. 

15.4 In Chapter Twelve, 1 have after an examination of all the cadres or posts 
in all the departments of the government gra •. ed all the posts by placing them in 
Grades appro,niate to them and also inriirated the general pay scale to be applied 
to each of them. The result is set out in the Supplement to the said Chapter 
Twelve. I recommend that the geneml pay scales constructed by me be allocated 
t.o the different posts as set out in the said supplement to Chapter Twelve. 
Regarding fitment of individual incumbents in the new general scales, I reco!Ylmend 
that the procedure described in paragraph 13.16 be followed and the incumbent 
placed at the appropriate stage in the new general scale allocated to his post. 
In seleeting the incumbent regard should be had for considerations set out in the 
connected paragraph 1 ~.18. 

15.5 Regarding officiating pay (now called charge allowance) discussed m 
Chapter XIV, I make the following recommen1lations; 

(I) When r govemment. Rnvant is appointP<l to be iu charge oi current duties o( an 
(dfi,~c jn arl1l:t.ion to hi" own dut!e~ enta. l'ng a ~ubstantial increa.-;e of his re~ponsi
hi!it.ic, or <Ollie arl<lit:onal WO"k, tile quantum of offkiating pay to be pa'd to him 
shoul<l he fixed by the autho1ity C' mpetent io appoint l.tim as such at a reasonable 
sum whir·h may ext<'ntl to 20% of the ba;ie pay he is actually d awing at the time 
l1e is >o appointed. lf t)w authority con;id<'r>' a higher sum should be paid as 
officiat.ing p;1y, he muy lllOVf' fne government. to increa~e it to f;Uch sum as 1nay be 
adequatl' >ubjrct to the maximum of 50% of the pre,umptive pay fixed by Rule 
titi(b) of the Kftmatab Civil Scrv:cc; Rule.; 

(2) If u goveinment servant i, rrliev<'d of his own appO.Iltmc•ut and appointed to be 
in indepPlHlent rhargP of n. po,,t hig11er than the one he is then occupying whether 
as a tt~mporaq~ nwasurc or otherwise anrl work" thC'rc·in for 14 dny.;; or more, his pay 
for t.h<· pu 1']'0 ,,. ; 0 f 'Ul' h offici a t'on .<hould be <let onn'ned ac; if he hns been promoter! 
to t}ll~ :-:aid higl~<'l' po~t 

15. G For reasons which are apparent. from t.he discussions relating to fixation 
of the minimum and the G.P.A., recom'llendations contai,;ed in paragraphs 15.1 to 
15.4 should be given effect to as from the 1st day of January 1975. So far as the 
ncommendations iu paragraph 15.5 regarding officiating pay are concerned, it 
will be inappropriate to bring them into force from the same date because the 
relative position of the posts .:night have got varied as a result of rationalisation. 
I therefore recommend that the recommendations in the said paragraph 15-5 may 
he brought into force with effect from such future date as th~ government might 
decide at the time it. takes steps to implement this report. 

15.7 The appli~ation of th_e scales and G.P.A. from 1-:-1975 will involve pay
ment of amounts m exct•ss of what have already been drawn by the :;taff during 
the period. It is therefure necessary t'l mention the Porrect manner of calcula
ting tlJI• said excess. For arriving at the s•1me, the total of the basic pay and 
G.l'.A. on tLe new general scale becoming payable should be first ascertained. 
From the said total anvmnt should be deducted the total emoluments drawn 
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';nd~r the exist~ng st.ructure of p~y ~cales and allowances made up of the follow 
mg Items : 01 Ba.s~c pay (2) Spectal pay (3) Special Allowance (-!) Dearness 
Allowance and ~dditwnal Dearness Allowance (5) Risk Allowance or special pay 
on account of nsk (6) House Rent Allowance (7) City Compen,atory Allow
an?e (8) Ru~al Allowance (9) Hill Allowance (10) \\'ater and b~at Allowance 
paid to the Ltght House Keepers in the Departments of Port.s and Inland Water
~ays. The balance will be the excess. The aforesaid allowances are also taken 
mto account for the obvious reason that they get absorbeu in and substituted 
by the total of the basic pay and G.P.A. ber·oming payable under the new struc
ture. 

Chapter Sixteen 

DEARNESS ALLOWANCE 

16.1 Two points about dearness allowance which have been the subject of 
discussion, controversy and claim and still continue to be so are whether the 
payment of dearness allowance must be automatic on any increase in the cost 
of living of government servants and whether the dearness allowance should be 
linked to cost of living index numbers and if so which category of them. 

16.2 The view or opinion that payment of dearness allowance should be 
aut~matic can only be ~ p~litical opinion,. It cannot be correct from the point 
of VIew of law or const1tutwnallaw. It Is well established that although govern
ment service may originate in a contract, the rights and obligations of a 
government servant after recruitment are governed by law and not by contract. 
That law is either legislation under Article 309 of the Constitution or pending 
legislation, rules made by the Governor under the proviso to the said Article. 
That the powers of a legislature with respect to topics within its legislative 
competence are plenary and may also be exercisP.d in such a way as to give the 
law made by it retrospective or retroactive operation is undoubted. That the 
amplitude of the power of the Governor in making the rules under the proviso 
must also be regarded as the same as of the legislature is the view taken by the 
Supreme ·caurt. Hence any claim by government servants that there is some
thing automatic in the matter of payment of dearness allowance or that it is a 
regular enforceable entitlement or condition of service cannot be correct. Of 
course, political considerations ari~ing out of expediency or exigenci~.s of admini
stration may pursuade a government as they commonly do to pay dearness 
allowance in suitable circumstances. · 

16.3 At present dearness allowance is linked, by a formula which is different 
in different. cases, to the All India Consumer l'rice index Numbers for the work
ing class. There was a time when the idea was mooted and perhaps also put in 
practice in some cases that more appropriate index numbers would be tho~? 
related to the State in question. However, apparently for purposes of some un.t
formity, it has now become almost a universal practice to regard the All lndm 
Consumer Price Index Numbers for working class as t.he proper basis for cal~u
lation of dearness allowance. ·I would only add that because the survey of family 
budgets and the determination of the articles to go into the basket were made or 
decided upon long ago, it is open to doubt whether t.he said index numbers correc
tly represent the real situation. With reference to government s~ryants w.ho 
are quite different from industrial workers and who live in conditiOnS quite 
different from those of such workers, it might F·erbaps be advisable if the govern
ment causes a survey to be made of families of government servants for con~t~ur:· 
ting family budgets with a basket of articles appropriate .to. th~ir mode of hvm~ 
and makes arranoements for constructino the cost of hvml"'" mdex: numbers Ill 

0 0 

their case separately because it is likely to be more satisfactory. 

16.4 After the Report of the Third Central Pay Commission, the procedure of 
acting upon a sliding 12 momhly average holds a strong appe:d. If I may say so 
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with respect, such a sliding average is likely to lead to unsatisfactory or uninten
ded comequences. When the prices are continuously rising, taking into account 
for purposes of average, 11 or 12 months' old lower prices may depress the 
average. When the prices and with them the index numbers fall continuously, 
the 12 monthly average might increase in spite of the f,wt that the actual index 
number is falling, which was the position from January to August 19i 5 .. 

16.5 One important circumstance which must not be lost sight of is that 
barring extraordinary circumstances which we witnessed in 1974, there is a 
seasonal trend to prices especially of food articles which is related to the beha
viour of the monsoon and the movement of the periods for sowing and harvesting. 
Although we generally have two crops khariff and rabi, the conditions relating 
to khariff crop have a more extensive and dominating influence. Their influence 
on the price trends in the case of articles of food is generally noticeable during 
the period from about June up to about November/December. 

16.6 Having regard to these observed facts, it appears to me that for a 
reasonably fair a~~es~ment of price trends, one should take one whole calendar 
year as the basis. lf, however, the question whether and if so how much dear· 
ness allowance should be paid is to be taken up after the entire year has elapsed, 
it might be late or it might cause avoidable suffering. 

16.7 Hence a proper and more satisfactory way would be to regard one whole 
calendar year as a base period for assessment of price trends and review them once 
in half year for purposes of deciding the question of the payment or otherwise of 
dearness allowance. Now the All India Consumer Price Index Numbers are 

, computed as at the end of a calendar month and it takes about 4-5 weeks for their 
publication, So, there is no alternative but to take the number as on the 1st of 
January of any year to be the same as the number published for the immediately 
preceding 31st December. We may take that figure as the base figure. I shall 
hereafter refer to the said index number of 31st December regarded as the figure 
for the immediately succeeding lst January also as the Annual Base. For the first 
half year January to June, index numbers which will be available in July would 
be the said Annual Base and index numbers as on the last days of the months of 
January, February, March, April and May. The average of these figures i.e. the 
total of the said figures divided by six may be taken as the basis for deciding 
whether dearness allowance should be paid during the months of July-December. 
Such an average we shall call Half Yearly Average. The percentage rise or fall of 
this Half Yearly Average over the Annual Base may be made the basis for 
calculation of dearness allowance to be paid in the second Half Year. In the same 
way, the Half Yearly Average for the second half of the year would be 
the average similarly arrived at of the index numbers as at the end of the months 
of June, July, August, September, October and November. The percentage rise 
or fall of this average over the Annual Base will be the basis for deciding 
whether or not dearness allowance should be paid during the first half year of the 
succeeding year January-June. 

16.8 The next question is what relationship the said precentage rise or fall of 
Half Yearly Average should bear to the actual dearness allowance to 
be paid. 

16.9 Now a rise of 4-5 percent in price levels is considered to be evidence of 
prosperity rather than an unhealthy trend called inflation. Indeed the objective 
of all our plans is to achieve at least a 5% growth annually. Prosperity does not 
certainly justify nny claim for payment of dearness allo"iVance because the benefit 
of prosperity will be available to all citizens including the government servants. 
Further, except in the lowest two incremental ranges, I have seen to it that the 
annual increments on basic pay together with the G.P.A. work out to 5-6 per cent 
of the basic pay. G.P.A. itself as may be remembered contains a small cushion 
of about 37G for unspecified expenses which may or may not arise. In the lowest 
two levels the cushion is bound to be much larger because whereas provision has 
been made in the G.P.A. of 10% of the basic pay for house rent, 4% for transport 
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and 3% for medical expenses, the survey of families of Government servants 
discloses that the lowest group spends 8.5% of the total income on house rent 
2.15% for transport '.l.nd 1.65"/o for medical expenses. Hence both the cushion il~ 
the G.P.A. as well as t.he rate of increments are independently or tocrether large 
enough to neutralise an increase of 5% in the cost of living. " 

16.10 A further lise of prices as it approaches 10% may be re()'arded as 
incipient inflation which becomes severe when we reach 15%. Once" we have 
reached 15%, we appJoach a c~isis.positi?n. That is a position not for payment of 
dearness allowance but for takmg Immediate and effective measures for preventing 
further inflation and stabilising prices and any inevitable suffering caused by the 
time lag in such measures taken by the Government becoming fully effective must 
be regarded as a natioral suffering which must be shared by all citizens inculding 
the Government servants who are also citizens. 

16.11 So the range of rise or inflation which deserves payment of dearness 
allowance would be one above 5% going up to the limit of 15%. For this ranae 
my suggestion is that for every 2o/o rise in the Half Yearly Average over the 
Annual Base, one per cent of the basic pay should be paid as dearness 
allowance. 

16.12 The process of determining the Annual Base and percentage rise or fall of 
Half Yearly Average described above must be repeated independently in respect 
of every calendar year. The Annual Base for 1975 will be the index figure as on 
31st December 1974 (which was 326 with 1960 = 100)· The Annual Base for 1976 
will be the All India Consumer Price Index Number as on 31st December 1975. 
Though the basic salary has been determined by me as on lst January 1975, I 
am not suggesting the index figure as on that date to be the permanent base for 
calculating dearness allowance because the basic salary is subject to rise annually 
by the addition of increments and G.P.A. Hence the Annual Base also must move 
with it. 

16.13 According to the schedule given above, the maximum dearness allow
ance which might become payable any time during a year would be 5% of the basic 
pay. I suggest an overall ceiling li111it of 25~~ of the basic pay as the maximum 
dearness allowance payable. If the price situation results in the calculation of 
dearness allowance as per the above schedule going beyond 25% of the basic pay 
it will then be for the Government to consider what action would be appropriate 
in those circumstances. 

16.14 Another ceiling limit I would suggest is that the total of basic pay and 
dearness allowance should not at any time exceed Rs, 2,000 per month. 

16.15 For these reasons, I recommend the following formula for calculation and 
payment of dearness allowanct>: 

(1) (a) Annual Base meam the All India Cons<;mer Price Index Number for working 
class on the 1st of January of the year which will be taken to be the same 
as such number on the immediately preceding 31st December. 

(2) 

(b) Half yearly ave; age means in the case of the first half of a year one sixth of 
the total of the said index numbers as on lot January (Annual Base) and on 
the last dayo of the months of January, February, March, April and 1\Iar, 
and in the case of the second half of a year one sixth of the total of the said 
Index Numbers a> on the last days of the months of June, July, .\ugu;t, 
September, October an~ November. 

(c) Percentage rise or fall of the half yearly average means respectively the 
excess of the said average over the Annual Base or the short-fall of the said 
average below the Annual Base, expressed in terms of a percentage of the 
Annual Base. 

Dearnes& Allowance is to be paid or deduction made from the dearness 
allowa'lce alrearly being paid during every month of a half year in accordance 
with the percentage rise or fall as the case may be of the half yearly average 
of the immediate1y preceding half year as indicated in the following table; 
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(3} 

Percentage rise or fall of half yearly 
average numbec of a half year 

5% 
7% 
9% 

11% 
13% 
15% and above 

Dearness Allowance to be paid or 
deducted during every month of 
the immediately succeeding half 
year 

Nil 
1% of Basic Pay 
2% of Basic Pay 
3% of Basic Pay 
4% of Basic Pay 
5% of Baoic Pay 

Deduction mentioned above is to be made only from Dearness Allowance if 
any already paid and not from the Basic Pay or G.P.A. 

(4) Tb.e quantum of dearneos allowance shall be subject to two cei~ing limits, 
11iz. tb.e total dearne&s allowance shall not exceed 25% of the bastc pay and 
the total of tb.e dearness allowance attd basic pay shall not exceed Rs, 2,000/ 
per montb.. 

16.16 As stated above, in the event of a fall in the half yearly average, 
deduction to be made should be made only from dearness allowance already paid 
and not from either basic pay or G.P.A. As both these have been determined or 
fixed with reference to 1st January 1975 when the annual base as defined above 
i.e. the all India Consumer Price Index Number of Working Class was 326 with 
1960=100, the basic pay should continMe without reduction except in the event 
(which as at present appears to be very unlikely) of the index figure with 1960 
as base going below 250. If that event occurs, the government will no doubt 
examine the position in the light of the circumstances then prevailing and take 
appropriate action. The G.P.A., however, may be reduced in stages as per 
paragraph 16.15 if the index figure with 1960 as base starts falling below 300. 

16.17 I have expressed the formula in terms of the All India Consumer Price 
Index Numbers with 1960 as base because the same is now in vogue for calculating 
dearness allowance. Even if the base year should be altered as is expected, or 
the government acts on the suggestion of constructing separate index numbers for 
government servants, the formula can be worked without any modification, 
because the Annual Base as well as the half yearly average and percentage rise 
can be expressed with reference to the new index figures. 

Chapter Sevent~ 

OTHER ALLOWANCES 
17.1 As indicated in the Second Chapter itself while formulating the broad 

points for consideration, I have throughout proceeded upon the fundamental basis 
that payments by way of allowances are in the nature of compensation for 
expenditure necessarily incidental to or consequential upon government work 
whereas pay is value of the work. It is, in my opinion, the correct and proper 
way to identify the nature of the payments to government servants and to decide 
the need or otherwise for making such payments and should therefore be 
considered as a necessary element in administrative discipline. It is upon the 
application of this test that I propose in this chapter to recommend the payment of 
certain allowances in addition to pay and to discontinue the payment of certain 
other allowances. 

17.2 The nature of the General Purposes Allowance and the purposes which 
it is intended to serve have already been fully and extensively discussed in the 
foregoing chapters. The construction of the scales of basic pay on a valuation 
of jobs on the basis of factors relevant therefor inclusive of working conditions, 
hazards and risks and the scheme for adding G.P·A. thereto as an adjunct to 
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cover certain expenses necessarily incidental to government service common to all 
government servants, cover a field which is now occupied partly by different 
al~owances paid in respect of ~me or oth~r of the purpose.s fully covered by the 
satd scheme. The system of JOb valuatiOn for constructmg the scales of basic 
pay h_as necessarily resulted in a. _payment for risk if any being built into the · 
scale Itself. Hence separate additiOnal payment by way of risk allowance ceases 
to be necessary. Likewise, G.P.A. would ab~orb House Rent Allowance, City 
Compensato!y Allowance, Rural Allowance, Htll Allowance and certain specific 
allowances hke Water Allowance and Boat Allowance to Light House Keepers in 
the Department of Ports. All the said allowances will therefore cease to be 
separately payable with effect from the 1st of January 1975 on which date the 
scales_of pay together with G.P.A. are recommended to be given effect to. That is 
the reason why these allowances are taken into account for computing the exist
ing total emoluments while calculating the excess to be paid for the period subse
quent to 1st January 1975 in paragraph 15.7. 

17·3 As G-P.A. contains a subsidy for house rent, the said subsidy cannot 
naturally co-exist with the allotment of free quarters by the government· In 
cases where therefore free quarters are now being allotted, a deduction will have 
to be made from the G.P.A. Whe~e government allots quarters and collects rent 
therefor by way of deduction from salary, such deduction for the same reason 
will have to be adjusted against the above subsidy for rent included in the 
G. P. A., the proper procedure for which also will be a deduction in lieu of rent 
from the above subsidy for rent included in the G.P.A. In both the cases I 
recommend that the deduction should be of a sum calculated at the rate of 6% 
of the first Rs. I ,000/- of the basic pay and 10% of the basic pay above 
Rs. 1,000/-. I, of course, proceed upon the assumption that the plinth area and 
other amenities of quarters bear reasonable relationship to the level or grade of 
the post occupied by the employee. 

17.4 The allowances which as stated above get' merged in the G.P.A. will 
virtually cease to have a separate existence with effect from l8t January 1975. 
But the recommendations which I shall hereafter make regarding certain other 
allowances need not necessarily be given effect to from the same day. To do so 
might entail unnecessary recalculation in several cases and clear possibility of 
injustice in some cases. The position regarding the deduction from G.P.A. 
recommended in paragraph 17.3 is also similar. I therefore recommend that the 
deduction from G.P.A. as recommended in paragraph 17.3 and the recommenda
tions regarding the other allowances hereinafter dealt with in this chapter may 
be given effect to from such future date as the government may decide at the 
time it takes steps to implement this report. 

17.5 I shall now proceed to deal with the other Allowances. 

17.6 Deputation Allowance : This is one of the allowances which clearly fal~s 
outside.the purview of the principle enunciated above. Deputation normally 1f 
not invariably is to equivalent posts which means that the work in the post 
originally occupied by a person and the work in the post to which he is deputed 
is of the same weight and responsibility. Hence, on account of the nature of 
the work no addition to the pay is called for by way of value of work. . If the 
deputation does not involve any change of residence, it will not entatl any 
expenditure to obey the order of deputation. If the deputation involves a chan~e 
of residence and consequently travelling, such expenditure incidental to travel1s 
necessarily compensated by travelling allowance rules or connected rules. Hence 
there is no basis whatever for claiming deputation allowance on the g~ound that 
by reason of or in consequence of the deputation the person depute? mcurs any 
expenditure which could be reasonably regarded as necessarily i~mdental to .or 
consequential upon government work. Further, government servtce nece~sartly 
involves the obligation to serve in any department of the ~overnment or .many 
part of the te:ritory_ of .t~e State. S?, no person ?an clatm compensatwn ~or 
doing somethmg whtch 1t 1s by law obligatory upon h1m to do. From any pomt 
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of view therefore, the payment of deputation allowance is without support of 
any principle. 

17.7 Where the deputation is to a non-governmental organisation like a 
public sector undertaking or to Rerve under another government, the pay and 
emoluments of the person so deputed are settled by ac?epted ~orms or agreeme~ts 
or conventions. Hence, in such cases also, no questwn ar1ses of the de~utmg 
government being obhged to provide for a payment to the person deputed m the 
nature of deputation allowance. 

17.8 J therefore recommend that the payment of deputation allowance be 
discontinued. 

17.9 Home Orderly Allowance.-This .allo":ance ap~ears t~ be paid n?w to a 
few departmental heads in lieu of the1r bemg prov1ded w1th orderhes from 
Government staff to attend upon such office work as they may be expected to 
do at home. As the officers to whom such allowance is now being paid will be 
in the superior scales GS. Nos. 13, 14 or 15 carrying a substantially large G. P. A, 
I am of opinion that the reason if any existing for payment of such allowance 
disappears with the implementation of this report. The payment of hom~ orderly 
allowance may therefore be discontinued. It is also perhaps _desuable to 
abolish the system of providing government officers with home orderhes. 

17.10 Overtime Allowance.-ln a few departments like Registration and Stamps 
Revenue and Subordinate Judiciary, Copyists or typist copyists are paid a small 
monthly sum of Rs. 15/- by way of overtime allowance if they do outside office 
hours throughout the month copying work in addition to the quota prescribed 
for them. I recommend that this system may be abolished and the payment of 
such overtime allowanc:e discontinued. 

17.11 Non-practising Allowance.-This allowance is now paid to some cate
gories of professional staff in the Department of Health and Family Planning who 
on account of their work as Teachers or Resident Medical Officers are not in a 
position to engage in private practice. Other professional staff, I understand, 
are permitted to engage in private practice subject to certain conditions and 
restrictions. 

17.12 Tht> system of paying non-practising allowance appears to have had its 
origin many years ago during the British regime when on account of the paucity 
of men educated in allopathic system of medicine it appears to have been consi
dered desirable to permit private practice by Government doctors so that the 
public may have the benefit of treatment in the allopathic system. Although 
the object or reason so stated has long ceased to exist, the system has continued 
and has been the subject of much discussion and controversy. If, however, one 
disabuses oneself of all suggestions and counter suggestions thrown up in the course 
of controversy and examines the situation objectively and dispassionately on 
principle, it will be difficult to find any support for this system. 

17.13 For one thing, when a person who has had the benefit of advanced 
university education and who has the choice of engaging in private practice or 
taking up public service makes a choice in favour of public service, he can no longer 
say he still retains the liberty of engaging in private practice notwithstanding the 
fact he has taken up public service on remuneration paid out of public funds. 
In other similar learned professions like the legal profession or the profession 
of Chartered Accountants both of which are governed by autonomous professional 
bodies representative of the general profession, private practice can never co
exist with paid full time employment or service. A lawyer or a Chartered Accoun
tant taking up such service under the government or a private institution is 
prevented by the rules of the disciplinary body from cont.inuing in practice and 
is required to suspend practice. All government servants in all departments are 
prohibited by the rules of conduct from engaging in any work other than govern
ment work without express previous permission of the government, which permis
sion is granted in rare circumstances and never granted for engaging in trade or 
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other occupation which m~litat~s against continuance in government service. 
If a lawyer or a doct<?r m pnva~e practice agrees to work as a standing 
counsel or doc!or on receipt of a re~a~ner, he cannot by the understanding charge 
sepa~ately for Items o~ work or opm10n cover~d _by the retainer. Taking up 
service ~nder th~ publw on pay cannot on prmC!ple be regarded as differE>nt 
fro~? _bemg ret~med by the public for rendering service appropriate to the 
positiOn accordmg to the general pattern followed for rendering such service. 

17 .14. Whichever. way one lo_oks at ~he position, it is impossible to escape the 
?oncl_us10n that _takmg up pubhc serviCe puts an end to the liberty of engaging 
~n pnvate practice. ·Consequently, the basis for claiming or asking for payment 
In th~ ?ature of non-practising allowance necessarily disappears. Further, by the 
defimtwn of allowance already stated, it cannot in any sense be regarded as 
compens.atio!l ~or any expenditure incu~red which can be reasonably regarded as 
necessanly mcidental to or consequential upon government service. 

17.15 I therefore recommend that the payment of non-practising allowance 
be discontinued. 

17.16 Conveyance Allowance.-Conveyance Allowance is now being paid to 
touring officers who maintain conveyances and to officers working within the 
Corporation or cit·y limits who have a large amount of travelling to do within 
5 miles (8 kilometers) from headquarters in connection with their work and 
also to those in charge of two or more institutions located far apart. The 
payment is conditional upon their maiutaining a conveyance whether a motor 
car, motor cycle or a bicycle and is related to the nature or type of the vehicle 
maintained. No such allowance, however, is paid to a person who though similarly 
situated as in the case of the la~t mentioned two cases does not 1paintain a 
vehicle; such a person may perhaps be either using the public transport or may 
be hiring a transport. It is not clear from the rules whether and if so in what 
circumstances he can get paid at least the act.ual expenses incurred by him for 
the travel made exclusively for government work. It is necessary in my opinion 
to make provision for such cases also, besides slightly enhancing the existing 
allowances in connection with vehicles having regard to the increase in the cost of 
maintenance and running the vehicles. 

17.17 On these considerations I recommend that conveyance allowace may be 
paid to officers or officials of the category described a hove at the following rates : 

{1) To tho,e ·vho maintain a motor car Rs. 200-00 p.m. 
{2) To those who maintain a motor cycle or scooter R". 100-00 .. 
(3) To those who maintain a bicycle Rs. :.!0-00 p.m, 
(4) To those who do not maintain any vehicle Rs. 20.00 .. 

but nevertheless belong to one or other 
. of the categories mentioned above 

17.18 Project Allowanre.-This allowance is given to st.affatta?h.ed to proj~cts 
from time to time taken up during the currency of the proJect until Its comple~I~n, 
apparently on the ground that they are obliged to stay in places where amemties 
are meagre or difficult of availment involving or n~cessi~ating ~.aintenanc_e of two 
establishments and incurring other type of expenditure m additiOn to_t~eir norm~! 
expenditure. Among other conditions, it is subject to the conditiOn that It 
should not be paid to staff residing in a cit_y or a talu~ or district he~dquar~ers or 
within a radius of 3 miles thereof. It I:> also demerl to perons m receipt of 
special pay or such allowance as rural allowance or other local allowances. 

17.19 The reasons for payment of such allowances justify i_n my opinion their 
continuance. Among the conditions I do not think that receipt of G.P.A. should 
disentitle a.nyone from receiving the allowanc~ be~ause G.P.A. serves purposes 
which are not necessarily covereJ by the specml c!fcumstances atten~ant .u~on 
working in a project. Regarding the place of resid~nce operatin~ llS a d!sent1t~mg 
factor, the condition in my opinion should be modified mto resi<len~e. m .a city, 
district headquarters or taluk headquarters or town with a muniCipality or a 
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population of not less than 10,000 or within a radius of 10 kilo meters of the same. 
On these conditions I recommend that Project Allowance may be paid at the rate 
of 10% of the basic pay with a maximum of Rs. 100/- per month. If quarters are 
allotted, the recommendation in paragraph 17.3 should apply. 

17.20 Camp Allowance -Geologists who by the nature of their work are 
required to be out of station and moving from place to place and camping at 
different places in difficult terrain, forest areas or out of the way places have 
pressed that they should be paid what is called camp allowance made up of a sum 
for preparation called the preparatory field allowance and a monthly allowance to 
meet the additional expenses of having to move from camp to camp with cooking 
and other establishments following. At present they are given only Daily 
Allowance under the Travelling Allowance rules which is limited to a certain 
number of days and then gets tapered down whereas the period of a camp may 
extend to six months. 

17.21 I think the claim is justified and recommend that Geologists going out 
on camp work should be paid Rs. 75/- as a preparatory allowarce for the tours 
exceeding 5 months at a stretch and a camp allowance of Rs. 75/- p.m. in 
addition to normal Daily Allowance under the Travelling Allowance Rules for the 
entire period of the camp without reduction or tapering down. 

17.22 Claims for payment of allowance partaking of the nature of project 
allowance or camp allowance have also been made on behalf of the Forest 
Department in the case of persons working in what are called Working Plan 
Divisions, Silvicultural Units, Forest Utilisation Unit, Kalinadi Project on the 
ground that though they might be in a position to return to headquarters once in 
or about 3-4 weeks, they are required to be on tour for at least 3 weeks in a 
month continuously and that on certain occasions continuous absence may be for 
longer periods depending upon work load. Though the position is not the same 
as in the said four cases, additional payment by way of allowance is also claimed 
in respect of persons working in cocoa plantation division, Project Tiger (Wild 
Life Unit) and Rubber Plantation Division. l have carefully considered their 
claim but find it a little difficult to place these cases on par with cases where 
project allowance or camp allowance may be reasonably regarded as admissible. 
Further, these are cases in which payment of daily allowance and travelling 
allowance will meet the situation fairly satisfactorily. I do not therefore make 
any recommendation in this regard. 

17.23 Out of StrJte Allowance.-This is a new allowance which I am proposing. 
This has to be paid to State government servants working outside the State. 
Examples are those working in the Karnatak Bhavan at Delhi, the personnel of 
the Information and Publicity Department working at Delhi as well as Goa, the 
personnel of the Endowments Department working in Tirumalai, Srisailam and 
Varanasi. Except in the Karnataka Bhavan the staff in other places is the 
staff of the State Government recruited in the State but sent out to work at 
those places. In Karnatak Bhavan, some staff is locally recruited, may be 
because the staff of this State did not find it sufficiently attractive to go and 
work there or more probably because provision for residential quarters for them 
has not yet been made and Delhi is a place where it is difficult to secure quarters. 
I understand that steps are now being taken to put up such quarters so that the 
staff may be taken from the State to the said establishment. 

17·24 Considering that working in localities outside the State may occasion 
the necessity of maintaining two establishments or meeting additional expenditure 
or difficulty in connection with education of children etc., and the places also 
may be costlier, I think the proper quantum for the allowance would be IO% of 
the basic pay which will be in addition to the G. P.A· 

17.25 I recommend that in the case of all staff working outside the State in 
connection with work of the State government, an out of State allowance 
amounting to 10% of the basic pay be paid with a minimum of Rs. 50/- and a 
maximum of Rs. lOO/- per month. 
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17:26 Uniform_ and Dre~s Allowance:- Free Uniforms are now normally 
provided to certam categones of subordmate staff and to the personnel in such 
depa.rtruents .as Police, Fire Force, Prisons, ,Excise and Forest and also to the 
nursmg staff Ill t~e. D~partmell:t of Health. 'I he nursing staff have pressed that 
the present provisi?n JS ~nsatisfactory. Physical Instructors have pressed that 
they should be provided With an allowance for dress suited for their work whether 
called ~it allowance or ~ress ~llow~nce. I think both the claims are justified. I 
also thmk that a certam umformity must be brought about in this matter and 
some reasonable norms and rates be settled. 

17.27 A reasonable and satisfactory way of dealing with this matter would be 
to ~rovi~e ~or supply of free uniforms with a washing allowance to categories 
fallmg WJthm Grades I to VII and to extend to personnel in higher Grades i.e. 
from Grade VIII upwards the benefit of an initial grant of a reasonable amount, 
repeate~ every five years. ~n the case of ~he latter any further addition by way 
of washmg allowance or mamtenance of krt allowance need not be given because 
the portion of the G. P.A. intended for meeting unspecified expenses which in 
their case is likely to be a sizable amount should in my opinion be sufficient to 
meet the purpose. 

17.28 I therefore make the following recommendations ; 
(1} In the case of staff in the Grades of I to VII wherever uniforms are found 

necessary and prescribed, they should be supplied free and each such peroon 
should be given a washing allowance of Rs. 10/- per month. The nature of the 
cloth to be used, the pattern of the uniform, number of sets to be supplied at a 
time and the periodicity of the supply should be settled by government. I 
suggest, however, that the Government should prescribe certain norms as for 
example similarity of P"ttern and quality of cloth in all enforcement depart
ments, the desirability of using good strong durable handloom or other cloth and 
prescribe a uniform periodicity for repetition of supplies not being shorter than 
two to three years. 

(2) Personnel in Grades VIII upwards in the departments of Police, Fire Force, 
Prisons, Excise and Forest should be given an initial grant of Rs. 1,000/- and a 
repeat grant of t.he •arne amount of Rs. 1,000/- at the end of every five years. 
They need not be given any washing allowance or maintenance allowance. 

(3) In the case of nursing staff in the Grade of VIII upwads in the department of 
Health, each person should be given an initial grant of Rs. 500/. with a repeat 
grant of the same amount of Rs. 500/- at the end of every five years. They need 
not be given any washing or maintenance allowance. 

(i) In the case of Physical Instructors/Te~<chers irrespective of the Grade which they 
may occupy, they should be given an initial grant of Rs. 500/- with a repeat 
grant of the same amount of Rs. 500/- at the end of every five years. No washing 
or maintenance allowance need be paid. 

(5) In the case of staff in the Printing Press, all staff working in the Press in connec
tion with printing and whose work takes them to printing sections should be 
provided with free aprons and footwear, the nature and periodicity being settled 
by the department. 

17.29 For clarification I add that wherever necessary or unless it is f~und to 
be unnecessary, a uniform should include footwear. I am not enumeratmg the 
categories of staff to which this benefit is to be extended because .they are ":'ell 
known categories and it is open to the government from tim~ to time to rev1ew 
the position by adding to the categories or deleting the categories. 

17.30 Medical benefits :-So far as petty medical expenses are concerned, they 
are already provided for in the G.P.A. but the said provision is ina~eq_uate to 
meet cases of serious illnesses requiring hospitalisation and ch!omc 11lnesses 
requiring domiciliary treatment for long periods ; or physical handiCaps. 

17.31 As mentioned earlier in Chapter Nine, the presen~ system of medical 
reimbursement has come in for much criticism and complamp at the hand.s of 
every section of the staff and the same is one of the reasons w~JCh have con~rlbu
ted to the decision of providing for petty medical expenses Ill t~e G.P.A. Itself. 
One other suggestion to which I should now make a refe~ence 18 th!Lt. t~~ rule 
which insists upon taking treatment at government hosp1tals for ehg1b1hty to 
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receive the benefit of reimbursement may work hardship in certain cases and that 
it is reasonable that some liberty should be extended to government ~ervants to 
get themselves treated in private hospitals or nursing homes ~Is~. It 1s of c?urse 
conceded that in such cases where the government servant 1s g1ven the cho1ce of 
going to a private hospital, he cannot reasonably ask for full reimbursement. It 
is also not denied that both serious illnesses as well as chronic ailments are in the 
nature of personal misfortunes, at least a portion of the burden in respect of which· 
must be borne by the individual himself. 

17.32 On these considerations, I make the following recommendations for 
payment of certain medical charges in addition to the G. P. A. in the specified 
cases: 

(1) Where the illness is snch as to require actual hospitalisat'on, if the government 
servant gets himself admitted into any government hospital or medical institution 
run by the government, the treatment should be free of all costs to him inclusive 
of diet or the use or supply of drugs or blood transfusion that may be necessary 
for such treatment which shonlo be supplied by the government. If, however, a 
gove111ment servant is obliged by circumstances to have recourse to private 
ho;;pitals or nursing homes or if be chooses to get himself treated at such private 
institutions, he should be paid a snm of Rs. 25/- for every day of actual 
hospitalisation. 

(2) In the rase of long term domiciliary treatment of tuberculosis, a payment of 
Rs. 50/- p.m. should be made for a period of 12 montho. 

(3) In the case of ch1onic illnesses of diabetes, hypertension including after care 
comequent upon heart attacks, and bronchial asthma, a sum of Rs. 25/- p.m. 
should be paid. 

(4) For full dentures, a sum of Rs. 250/- mig itt be paid once in the course of service. 
Jll.inor dental attention may be had free of cost either at the Dental Hospital of 
the government or dental section of any of the hospitals run by the government. 

(5) For hearing aid a sum of Rs. 300/- should be paid once in the course of service. 

(6) For spectacles, a sum of Rs. 75/- per spectacle (i.e. a pair of lense; prescribed at 
one occasion) for not more than four times during the course of service. 

(7) In the case ·of government servants on any of the Grades I to VII, act~<al 
expenditure incurred for procuring artificial appliances including travelling 
expenses and hospitalisation charges, if any, should be paid. In the case of 
gvvernment servants in higher Grades VIII-XV, half of such total expend:ture 
may be paid. 

Artificial appliances mean : 

(i) prosth.,tic appliances of all kinds for the uppe, and lower limbs 
(ii) spinal braces or spinal supports including spinal belts ; 

(iii) cervical collars of all kinds, such as of plastic, leather or etainless steel with 
leather coverings ; 

(iv) leather and metallic splints devised for correction of deformities and providing 
support for upper limbs ; 

(v) bracerage of all kinds including callipers, knee cage, knock knee and bow le~s 
splint-s made of metal and leather ; and 

(vi) orthopaedic shoes, boots and splints used for correction of deformities of feet and 
legs. 

(8} Where government ambulance is utilised, no charges should be levied in respect 
~f s~ch ~se. 'fravelling if any, Involved in reaching government hospitals or 
mstttutwns for treatment as in-patient should be paid for as if it were travelling 
on duty. 

17-33 I need not add, but say so far clarification, that the benefit ofthe above 
recommendations will continue to be extended to members of the family of the 
government servants as now defind as is being done. 

17.34 For making payments above recommended, certification by any specified 
officer need not be insisted upon. But the head of the department should be 
satisfied about th~ fact of illness or ailment or handicap and the genuineness of 
the claim, fo~ whiCh _purpose he may make such enquiry as he considers expedient 
or necessary w the c1rcumstances of the case and no payment should be made 
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unless he upon being so satisfied sanctions the payment. He may take the assis
tance of any one of his subordinates or unit heads working under him or take 
recourse to such machinery of investigation as he may consider necessary or 
sufficient. 

17.35 The exi8ting rules for granting medical benefits to the government 
servants may be modified or amended to the extent necessary to give effect to the 
recommendations in paragraphs 17 .32, 17.33 and 17 .3-i. In matters not covered by 
the same, 8Uch consequential amendments as may be necl'ssary in the light thereof 
may also be made. 

17.36 Driving licence fee for drivers: Although the possession of an initial 
licence is necessary as part of the qualification for recruitment as Driver, sub
sequent renewal of licence is necessary fot government work; hence payment of 
renewal fee may reasonably be regarded as incidental to government work. I 
therefore recommend that all drivers in government service may be paid the 
renewal fee in respect of the driving licence during the period of their service. 

Residuary: 
17.37 1 have so far dealt with allowances which have been either Rpecified 

in the terms of reference or which I consider are of such a nature as to make it 
appropriate for me to deal with them'in connection with pay structure. 

I 
17.38 I am not dealing with travelling allowance or allowance paid for travel 

not only for the reason that it is not specifically mentioned in the terms of reference 
but also for the reason that it has a well set pattern and the rates for different 
items of allowance are liable to change from time to time. 

17.39 · Against the contingency of the government finding it necessary to prescribe 
any other allowance, I recommend that such prescription must be preceded 
by a factual examination of the need for such payment and a satisfaction that what 
is sought to be compensated for by payment of allowance is in reality an expendi
ture which could be reasonably regarded as nesessarily incidental to or consequen
tial upon government, work. 

All India Services : 
17.40 Although the pay scales of the personnel in Indian Administrative 

Service, Indian Police Service, Indian Forest Service working in t,his State are 
fixed by the Central Government and special pay if any paid to them is determined 
upon principles settled by tlHl Central Government, other allowances are extended 
to .them by the State Government. Hence if the conditions for payment of the 
allowances recommended above exist in their case the government may grant those 
allowances to personnel in such services. In extending the G. P .A. to them, 
however, following further conditions should be observed namely that G.P.A, 
should be calculated only on the basic pay and not on special pay and that the 
receipt of U-P.A. will remove the necessity of paying House Rent Allowancu, 
City Compensatory Allowance, Hural Allowance, Hill Allowance or other . types of 
special locality allowance. Risk allowance, of course, cannot be pa1d for the 
reasons already discus!>ed. 

Certain allowances to be scrutinised : 
17.41 At the ports in the Department of Ports, I find certain allowances be~ng 

allowed which in my opinion require to be scrutinised. As snch f'!rthe:r scrutmy 
appears t.o be necessary, 1 am not making any specific recommP.ndatlo?s ~bout the 
same but only the following suggestion in that regard. During sh1ppmg_ season 
the port duty officials are required to aUend to duties relating to landmg an.d 
shipping activities outside their normal workina hours for the benefit of the pubhc 
who take advantage of water traffic for tra"nsporting their goods.. The depart
ment informs roe that in respect of such work what is called overt1me ~l~owance 
is recovered from the private parties requisitioning the services of such offic!als_and 
paid over to the officials. An allowance called the pilotage allowan~e 1s_ gt~en 
to certain officers said to be for service they are required to render m p1lotmg 
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the ocean guing streamers in different hours of the day. This again is p_rima 
facie a service rendered to the ship owners rather than to the government. Thirdly 
what are called surveys are permitted to be conducted generally by the State 
Port Officer apparently in connection with insurance claims or the like. For such 
services he gets a certain fee. This again is prim1 facie a service rendered to a 
member or members of the public and not to the government. I suggest that the 
"OVernment may examine the position taking legal advice if necessary and decide 
~hether and if 'so on what conditions or what reBtrictions the same may be 
permitted and whether and if so what part of it may be retained by the government 
servant and what part credited to the government. • 

17.42 I also understand that for issuing a post-mortem certificate a certain fee 
is charged on behalf of the government, a portion of which is taken by the doctor 
conducting the post-mortem_examination and only the balance 'credited to the 
aovernment. There may be similar other cases of fees chargeable on behalf of the 
government for services rendered in particular instances to the members of the 
public in which a portion may be retained by the official or officer of the govern
ment rendering the service. I have not been able to collect full information 
about these matters. I suggest that a similar scrutiny and examination of the 
position may be made in regard to all these fees on the lines indicated in the 
preceding paragraph and appropriate action taken, 

Olapter Eighteen 

RETIREMENT BENEFITS 
18.1 Of the three questions formulated in Chapter II for consideration in 

connection with retirement benefits, the first question as to the reasonable 
relationship between the quantum of pay in service and the quantum of pension 
after retirement relates Pxclusively to pl:'rsons who are in service on the date on 
which this report is recommended to be given eli"ect•to namely, 1st January 1975 
and who retire on or subsequent to the said date. The second question as to 
whether the changes in pay structure of persons in service should get reflected in 
the pensions of those who have already retired relates primarily to those who 
have already retired before the said date. The t·hird question whether any benefits 
other than pay extended to those in service should also be extended to pensioners 
relates to both, i.e., all pensioners. 

18.2 It has also been indicated in the same Chapter that retirement benefits or 
benefits extended to Government servants at retirement are pension, gratuity and 
family pension. In respect o! each of these, various contentions and suggestion!! 
have been put forward both by persons who are still in government service and 
those who have already retired. There is, however, little or no difference in the 
nature and content of the suggestions made by the said two classes of persons. 

18.3 It will be convenient to deal with the three questions formulated in the 
order in which they are stated. But before actually taking up the questions for 
detailed·discussion, it is necessary to have a clear idea of the real or substantial 
background of principle or policy on the basis of which retirement benefits are 
extended to persons retiring from government service. It is all the more necessary 
to do so at the present juncture because the difficulties and sufferings brought 
about by the unprecedented rise in prices of essential commodities in recent times 
have persuaded or obliged persons from whom one would normally expect a sedate 
and balanced approach _to problems of life, to formulate and resort to arguments 
and theories not really founded on any principle and to present them as high 
principles, with a view to support their claims for a higher pension which would 
mitigate their difficulties and sufferings. 

18.4 One of the theories so put forward as a principle is that pension is, in 
actual effect, in the nature of a deferred wage. With great respect to the gentlemen 
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who have strenuously put forward this theory, I find it difficult to accept the same. 
The description of pension a~ a defer;ed ~age nece8Rarily involve~ the assumption 
that a Government servant IS not pa1d h1s full wage or salary while in service but 
that a portion of it is retained by the Government, to be paid to him in the shape 
of pension after his retirement. That it is so regarded is obvious from the fact 
that it has been suggested that pension is an immutable entitlement of a retired 
government servant and that by receiving pension he is doincr no more than 
drawing upon a notional deposit of his lying wit,h the government" which is in the 
nature of property protected by fundamental right. Such assumption of a notional 
withholding of. a portion of s~lary actually amounts to suggesting that the 
government havmg fixed a certam sum of money as adequate salary for a parti· 
cular work or category of work did not pay the government servant concerned the 
said amount in full but extracted work from him for inadequate consideration. 
This theory totally destroys or rejects the basis for fixation of salaries of rrovern· 
ment servants propounded and acted upon throughout living memory. N~twith
standing the suggestions made in more recPnt times that salary of government 
servants is very often, if not invariably, a result of the operation of demand and 

-supply in the same way as prices of commodities are determined by demaned and 
supply, the underlying or fundamental idl'a has throughout been that the salary 
paid to a government servant represents adequate payment for real value of the 
work or service ·in economic conditions prevalent at the time the salary was 
fixed. Even the theory of demand and supply merely indicates the factors which 
go into the calculation or fixation of real economic value. It may be that opinions 
may differ on the question whether the value fixed in a given case is adequate 
or not as they do differ even in the case of prices of ('Ommodities. But when a 
person in need of a commodity does pay a particular price demanded by the 
vendor, the price must be regarded as the adequate reonomic price so far as that 
transaction is eoncerned. 

18.5 On principle, therefore, it is not possible to accept the suggestion that 
the salary paid to a government servant at any time is inadequate or that any 
portion of it is withheld. 

18.6 Two arguments have, however, been advanced in support of the theory. 
The first is that it htts very often been stated that private employers may pay 
higher salaries but that the government pays less because government service 
is pensionable and that the prospect of pension makes government service mol'e 
attractiVIJ. Apart from the fact that th<> manner in which the factors of demand 
and supply operate in the ca,~e of a private employer may be quite differrnt 
from the way they may, if at all, be said to do wh ~re government is the Pmployer; 
the argument is virtually thrown overboard by sev<'ral answers givPn to the. first 
question in my General Questionnaire in whirh among factors said to contr1bute 
to contenl ment and satisfaction in Government s•!rvice pensionary or rctire~ent 
benefits are one, with respect to which the said answers point,ed out that pens1?ns 
have ceased to be or can no longer be regarJed as a 'ource of sat1sfactwn 
peculiar to goverr.mcnt service because in recent times, both as a n·s~lt of 
special legislation as well as of the operation of the social forcl'S, several pnvate 
employers particulary companies or corporations also extend pen~ionary b~nefits 
to their servants ; it is not suggested that because of the _existence of such 
pensionary b<'nefits work<>rs are paid or are willing to work for madnquate wages. 

18.7 The second argument is that whe11 the services of a government servant 
are lent either to another government or to an organisation qua~i-_governmental or 
other, the lending government collects from the other a certam sum of money 
expressed as a percentage or fraction of the salary of the Government servant !O 

lent as a contribution towards his pension, the suggestion being that the _percen
tage or proportion so mentioned represents the portion of the salary Withheld. 
The argument fails to take note of or ignores the fundament.al fact t~at one of the 
factors to which pension is invariably related is the length of servJCe; therefore 
when a pl'>rtion of the service in respect of which government is later to pay 
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I 't · 1 'fmate that pension is rendered not to the government but someone e se, I IS eg1. 1 
the said other person who takes the service. should he requir.ed to contribute to the 
proportionate pension relat.ahle to the service rendered to him. 

18.8 Shorn of these or such other considerations which have no rea.l found~tion 
either in principle or in any economic doctrine, t~e real or substantial basis of 
principle for payment of pension appears to be bnefly as follows: 

18.9 An independent person who is not in service eit~er of.a. governmet;lt or of 
any one else and who therefore is free to make use of hi~ abil.Ity, c~paci~Y and 
capabilities for earning m~ney has ~ wide .choice of. engagmg hunself m ddferent 
trades or occupations at different times without bemg accou~table to. anyone. He 
can reject one source of earning money in favour of another If ~e consi.ders that the 
latter is more lucrative than the former and can also engage h1msel~ m mor~ than 
one activity within the ambit of his capabilities and adjust them m relat~o~ to 
the needs necessities or demands of other individuals or to seasonal variatiOns 
and gene;al economic conditions in such a way as to increase his earni~gs and put 
by or save as much as possible for his use either during sickness or durmg old age. 

18.10 Where, however, he takes up service he loses much of this liberty. He 
is obliged to devote his time primarily to the work of his employer whic.h ma.y 
take up most of his time leaving very little time if at all for supplementmg his 
earnings otherwise. He is therefore deprived to some considerable exten.t of the 
opportunities or possibilities of earning more or much more than what IS ne~~ed 
by him and of saving for old age. In the case of government. sr-rvants the positiOn 
is more acute. By rule a government servant is required and expected to devote 
his whole time to government service. He cannot without special permission of 
the government engage himself in any other occupation. Even when rermission 
is granted, it is granted under strict conditions subject always to t.he mvariable 
condition that it does not in any way affect his service under the government 
adversely. Such permission is never granted to engage in any tra~e. He is also 
prohibited from making certain types of investments. 

18.ll The resnlt of all these inhibitions is that when a person is in service of 
another and particularly in government service, his capacity to make provision 
for old age so as to be nble to live comfortably late in his life without being 
obliged to continue to work or engage in any hard work for his livelihood is 
greatly reduced if not in the esse of certain persons totally eliminated. It is this 
reason which in my opinion furnishes the real foundation for the system of pa.ying 
pen5ions. The person in public service not only spends the b?st part of his lifo 
in snch service but also finds himself at the end of such 'service not possessed of 
suffi11ient funds or savings to see him through his old age without much discomfort, 
which he would have been otherwise able to acquire and po~sess had he not 
entered public service and devoted all his time to it. In fairness therefore the 
p_u blic. must be taken to owe him a duty, which the government as its representa
tive discharges, of keeping him in decent and reasonable comfort during his old 
age without his having to face severe deprivation or starvation. It is the 
progressive recognition of the same ethical principle which has taken or extended 
the scheme of pension or retirement benefits to the field of private or non-govern-
mental service also in recent times. . 

18.12 Once this principle is accepted and acted upon as the correct one, it 
follows that the very first matter to be considered under the first question 
formulated above would be the minimum amount of penRion which would be 
necessary in existing economic conditions to keep a pensioner in reasonable 
comfort and to see that he is not below subsistence level. It will be recalled that 
for determinin.g the pay. s~ructure for pers~ms in service, the first step taken by me 
was ~o determme the mm1mum remuneratiOn f)r the person entering government 
service at thfl lowest level. Though the principle thus is the same in both the 
cases, 'Ye should not overlook the essential difference in approach necessitated by 
the obvwus fact that the position, prospects and responsibilities of a young perwn 
entering government service are quite different from the position, prospects and 
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r~main_ing ~esponsi?ilities of a retiring government servant who i>~ at the end of 
his actiVe· ~~f~. Tt IS the combined opPmtion of thcsA relative posit.ions and the 
gene:al prmCiple stated a~ove that le<tds to the accepted position that ftt, all time~ 
pensiOn has been and con~mues to be a portion or percentage of the avern~e 
emolu~ents drawn at retirement and it~ related to i.he length of service put in by 
the retired person. The former stems from the reltttively smaller ambit of the 
need~ and re~ponsibilities of a retired person when compare<! to those of one 
e?termg serv1~e, .and the latter from the extent of deprivation of the opportuni
ties of expandmg or. supplementing on!l's income brought about by the time spPnt 
on government serviCe. 

18_.13 In fixing minimum remuneration for a person entering government 
serviCe at the lowest level and in determinincr the rate of increments and the 
spread a?d rap_idity of ~he scale, attention has been paid to minimum requirpmentg 
of a famlly which startmg with a single person may grow in number to 5 or .6 
persons. While doing so, departing from the common pattern of approach usually 
foll~~ed, I have _ex~mined the position from the point of view of two standard 
families, ?ne co~sJstmg of 4 or 5 members representing approximately 3 ~dult 
consumptiOn umts- one moderately active and two serlent.nry and of a family of 
5 or 6 members representing 4 adult consumption units, 2 mordera.tely active anrl 2 
sedentary. The lowest scale No. 1 ultimately determinPd is Rs. 250-.~-300-10-350. 
It will be reasonable to proced on t.he foot;ing that it will t:.tke at least 10 years for 
the family to reach the full complement of 5 to 6 per~ons. By that time the mean 
of the scale would have been reached at which the basic pay is Rs. 300/- and thl' 
G.P.A. Rs. 60/- making a total remuneration of Rs. 360/- per month. If this amount 
is divided by 5~ being the average of 5 and fl members, the average expenditure 
necessary for a single indvidua.l comes to Rs. 65.50 per month; as the pensioner 
may be expected to retain the responsibility of maintaining at ]past his spouse, 
though the children might be regarded as standing on their own legs, the expendi
ture which the pensioner will have to meet for himself and his spouse will be 
Rs. 131.00 per month. At present if a person in the lo•·;est existing scale of 
Rs. 60-95 retires having ~eached the top of the scale, he gets a p··nsion of Rs. 78 f
Dearness Allowance of Rs. 32.50 making a total of Rs: 110-50. The adjusted basiC 
pay on the new se.otle No. I framed by me corresponding to the existing basic of 
Rs. 95/- is Rs. 310/-. If pension is ca!f'ulated thereon at the present rat11of 30/80 
for full pension, it cot!1e:< to Rs. 116.25. The average of these three figures 131.00, 
110.50 and 116.25 is just over Rj 1!9.00. 

18 14 According to calorie requirements recommended by t~e Nutrition 
Advisory Committee (1958) India, for different age groups the reqmrements of a 
male hetW!ll'll 50 to 59 years are. 2,450 calories per day and of a female 1,~00 
According to the Food and Agricultural Organisation of United Nations Org>misa
tion the calories per day for a male and a female in the same age g:oup are 2300 
and Hl50 respectively. For a couplo, therefore, the average IS nr~und 4000 
calories i.e. 40% of the total calories taken into account by ns for a family of 5 to 
6 members while determining tl1e minimum monthly remuneration for pay scales at 
Rs. 300/-. 

18.15 To complete the picture one should add that the retired pe_rson would 
have received some amount by way of rei in~ment gratuity, and that m ~.he class 
of persons wbo are at the lowest level in government sm:vice, at least one If not two 
of the children miabt have already started' out on mdependcnt employmen_t, 
and that therefore~ in normal circumstances a retired person belonging to the said 
class will not be without some assistance from hi~ children. It is a l~o not beyond 
the pale of probability that barring of course cases of particular mi~fortune3 not 
fully capable of human remerly, a person retiring at the age of !)5. may not. be 
wholly incapable of supplrmenting his pension hy engaging himself m some hght 
occupation. 

18.16 It would appear therefore that Rs. 120/- per month may be a fair 
minimum for pension. 
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18.17 Regarding mnximum also, we might Rpply the principle anal~gous to .the 
one already applied while fixing maximum rPmuneration for a person m se~VICe. 
~linimum tobl rPmuneration determined is Rs. 300/- per month and the maxtmum 
is 3,250/-. The former does not attract in~ome-tax liability. The latter after 
deducting irwome-tax and sur(·harge at the prrs11nt !'ates gets reduce~ t? Rs. 2,316/
per month whi~h is 7.72 times the minimum. Now Rs. 120 mult1phed by 7:72 
comes toRs. 926.40. If that is taken as the post tax figure, the correspondmg 
pretax figure comes to about Rs, 990/- or slight.ly less. 

IS. 18 Tt m1y therefore be reasonable to fix Rs. I ,000/- per month in round 
figure as the maximum for pension. . 

18.19 Now the minimum pension of Hs. 120'- is 40% of the minimum st.art~ng 
remuneration of Rs. 300/- which is the basie pay at the end of I 0 yea:·s of cervtce 
in the lowest srale at which stage it will be remembered we have takc:1 the full 
complement. of an average famify. 

IR.20 Th<' reasonable proportion therefore which pension should bear to 
retiring pay would be 40%. That should be the percentage for full pension. 

18.21 The next question is what should be the length of service necessary to 
entitle a person to earn full pension. 

18.22 OnP of the various suggestions made to me in the course of answers to my 
General Questionnaire \\aR that it might perhaps he nnnecesRa:ry to have a separate 
provi~ion for !f'ngth of service and tJ,at a simple rule which will simplify the 
procedure and reduce delays in computation of pension would be to provide that. 
pension he a certain prescribed pPrcent.age of the retiring pay. Such pay, it is 
pointed out, would automatically reflect the length of service rendered by a person 
less any time suffered by break of service or suspensions or disciplinary proceed
ings f'tc., and that thPr~>fore if we take the last retiring pay we wonld have 
simultaneously taken into account the length of service also. 

18.23 Prima facie, the suggestion appears very attractive because it will 
result in saving of considerable time in the matter of computation of pension. 
Upon deeper reflection, howevPr, it a.ppears that it may defeat the essential 
doctrine that lPngth of service is a very relevant factor in determining pension. 
The suggestion that the last pay will automatically reflect the length of service or 
the difference in length of service between two persons may not always be 
accurate because it is not invariably true that even two persons who join service 
at the same time will always get the same pay at different stages in their service. 
One person who is working in a department where the promotional opportunities 
are less than in the department where the other is working, may have his 
promotion greatly delayed whereas the second person may g10t it earlier. Even 
in the same department, the prospects of promotion will vary from time to time 
depending not only upon the relative strength of two cadres but also upon the 
relative age groups of the persons serving in the two cadres. Secondly, a person 
who joins service at a later stage in life beyond the age of 40 in cases where either 
the .Hules of Recruitment in respect of a higher post or the needs of the prevalent 
policy of the State Government permit such recruitment at such higher age, may 
get the benefit of a higher pension than another person who has spent practically 
the whole of his active life in government service, notwithstanding the fact that 
the former might have hurl the liberty and capacity of putting by some money 
before he enters government service and the latter has been totally deprived of 
such opportunity by having entered service at ·an early a~e. I do not therefore 
consider it deRirable to depart from the normal principle that the amount of 
pension must be relater! to the length of servicP. . 

18.24 Und~r the existing rules, length of service for earning full pension is 
30 years. This apparently proceeds upon the basis that though in the lowest 
grades a person may enter government. service b<>fore the age of 20, recruitment 
to all .;uperior services is of persons in the age group of 20-30 or at an average of 
25 years of age which will give that person a full service of 30 years when he 
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reaches the superannuation age of 55 years. 
persons before me that there is a strong case 
necessary for full pension for various reasons. 

It hJ.s b~en suggested by several 
for reduCing the length of service 

18.25 It is said for example that in the case of certain posts in government 
service the age of recruitment may get postponed to 30 years or more because the 
rules . requ~re ~ither post-grad~ate, resea~ch. or speeialil't qualification, or 
expenence m SCientific, technologwal or profcs8wnal field and that in cert.ain 
cases like for example District Judges recruited directly from the bar or 
Navigators, Marine Engineers, etc., who come into government. service after havin" 
worked in the Mercantile Navy, till after the age of 40 years or even 45. 

0 

18.26 Another aspect that has been emphasised is that whereas the Government 
under Note 1 to Rule 285 of the Karnataka Civil.Services Rules (K.C.S.R.) may 
by an order retire a government servant after he has completed 25 years of 
qualifying service or after he has attained the age of 50, a government servant 
cannot retire voluntarily by giving notice unless he completes 30 years of such 
service. This it is said leads to unfairness or unequal treatment; not only is a. 
person with 30 years of service enabled to earn full pension but a person who 
enters service at the age of ~5 or bter is totally deprived of the liberty of 
voluntary retirement. It is therefore suggested that both the government and 
the government servant should in fairuess be governed by the same rule and that 
if the government is to have the power to retire a government servant on comple
tion of 25 years or 50 years of age, a government servant should also have the 
liberty of voluntarily retiring by notice after completing the same period of 25 
years of service or 50 years of age. While this argument is valid and acceptable 
from the point of view of establishing equality in treatment, the question would 
still remain whether voluntary retirement by a government servant in his personal 
interest or compulsory retirement of a government servant by government in public 
interest should entitle the person so retiring to full pension ; when the government 
retires a person it does so on grounds of inefficiency and when a. government 
servant voluntarily retires he retires with a view to enhance his advantage; 
neither of the circumstances would justify the payment of full pension. At 
present, when the government retires a person after 25 years of service, he would 
get only fJ/6 of the full penRion which is slightly above :l/4. That perhaps indi
cates the measure of pension for premature retirement whether compulsorily at 
the instance of government or voluntarily at the instance of the gov~rnment 
servant. · 

18.27 In the case of pergons who join Sllrvice in consonance with rules of 
recruitment or government policy at ages beyond 30, the matLer for consideration 
is the extent of the depriva~ion of opportunities for earning more and saving. f?r 
old age by the length of penod spent on government service. Persons who JOin 

service at or after the age of 40 are normally selected for such recruitrnel_lt 
because of their experience in professions or industries or scientific research m 
respect of all of which they would hav~ al.ready earned .and p~t by so.ID:e moue~. 
It is only persons who have, spent thelf tune on educatiOn or m ~cqumng quali
fications till they are very nearly 30 years old and who enter servtce between t~e 
age of 30 and 40, some weightage might be given by way of addition to thetr 
service for purposes of pension because they may or may not have been able to 
put by any considerable amount of money. 

18.28 It is also necessary in public interest, that experience and maturity 
gained by a person in service in middle life up to the age of about 50 should be 
available to the public during the rest of his period of normal service i.e. bet~een 
the ages of 50 and 55. To deprive the public of the benefit of sue~ exper!ence 
and permit a government servant to retire earlier and make use of hts expe.rtence 
and the back()'round of reputation furnished by government service for bts own 
benefit and bnevertbeless permit him to earn full pension would undoubtedly be 
highly injurious to public interest. 
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18.29 Hence the formula for relating quantum of pension to length of service 
must take into account all the con~iderations set out above and should be so 
framed as to penmade person:~ to continue in service for the full period up to t~e 
:we of superannuation i.e. 55 years so that t-he public may get the benefit of their 
e~perience and maturity and to di$able prematurely retired or retiring persons 
from securincr full pension Such a formula must permit the earning offull pension 
of 40% of th~ retirin~ pay only by working till the age of superannu~_tt_ion, limit the 
pension relatable to premature retirement to only 30% of the retmng pay and 
must provide for reasonable weightage for the age group of 30-40 years. A formula. 
so conceived and constructed i$ the following : 

18.30 Every completed year of qualifying service (ignoring and leaving out of 
account. portion of a year) should earn a p0nsion of 1!% of the retiring pay 
subj(ct to a maximum of 30% thereof and every year of service after completing 
50 years of age 8hould earn a1~ additional :3~~ of the ret~r!ng pay su?jec~ to a 
maximum of !0% thereof, makmg a total of 40';;, of tile retmng pay whiCh IS the 
full pension. In the case of persons joining after the age of 30, weightage may 
be given by adding to the length of th<'ir actual service the difference between 
their age ut the date of birth immediately preceding the date of recruitment 
and 30 ye<HS subject to a maximum of 8 years each year entitlin)l: them to add 
I!% of the retiring pay to pension. The said weightage may be given where the 
recruitment or entry into government service takes place by reason of the 
provisions of the rules for recruitment or the prevalent policy of the government 
or by reason of the government taking over an institution or organisation in 
circumEtances where the employees of such an institution or organisation are 
deemed to have entered into government service under the law enabling or 
empowering l!uch taking over. 

18.31 It will be seen from the above formula that at the rate of 1!% the 
maximum of 30% provided by it is earned in 2-i years, and it is only 3/4 of the 
full pension. Taking the aver<J.ge age at entry into government service at 25, 
a person would have reached the said 30% by the time he reaches the age of 
50 years or put in 25 years of service; hence if the rule is made uniform for 
b,oth the government and the government servant e11t1bling the former to 
retire compulsorily and the latter to retire voluntarily after putting in 25 years 
of service or reaching the age of 50 years, the person so retiring will get only 3/4 
of the full ~ension. If there i'; no such premature retirement and the person 
continues to serve beyond the age of 50 and up to the age of 55, he will earn 
the balance 10% by rea8on of the provision for additional 2% in respect of 
those years by the formula. Excluding casus of premature retirement and 
considc·ring cases vf complete normalcy, a person who joins service before he 
completes th(! i1gc of 31 will b,, enabled to e<1rn full pension at the superannuation 
age of 55. In the Ca:le of a person joining government service thereafter but before 
he completes 39 years of age, he too will, by virtue of the rule of weightage which 
enables him to add upto S years to his actual service, be enabled to e:trn full 
pension if he works till the age of superannuation. In the case of persons who 
joins service at the age of 40 or subsequently, though they may not be able 
to earn full pension, the extent of the short fall will depend upon the length 
of service put in and the lengthening of such short fall by the later entry into 
goverrment servic:e cannot be regarded as unfair to them because before they 
joined government service they may be expected to have earned and put by some 
money for old age out of their earnings before entering government service. From 
all point.s of view, therefore, this formula appears to me to be one which wili be 
fair and reasonable both from the point of the public servant as well as the 
public whom he serv,·s. 

18.32 Wtat I have referred to above as the retiring pay is no_w described as 
the· average emoluments in the Chapter of Karnataka Civil Services Rules 
(K.C.S. R.S.) dealing with computation of pensions. I use the word 'Pay' 
bc·cause, in my opinion, the b.:u;is for calculating pension should be only pay and 
not any allowances because as I have already pointed out allowances a-ce not 
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payment for work but are in the nature of compensation of additional e11.penditure 
incurred by the government servant which may be regarded as reasonably 
incidental to or consequential upon government service. So what counts for 

, pension should only be pay and officiating pay if any which the retiring 
government servant might have earned. At present under the K.C.S.R.S. the 
average of the pay of the last 12 months of service is taken for computation of 
pension. As we are following the decim<•l currency, it would save much time if 
we resort to only figures which are multiples of 5 or 10 for all purposes of 
calculation. That is one of the reasons why I have provided for increments of 

. 5 and mul.tiples of 5 and also s?gg~sted a p~rcell:tage ~for calculation of pension 
and certam allowances. In th1s VIeW, I thmk 1t Will be better if the retiring 
pay ~or purposes of calculatiol!- is fixed at th~ average of the pay and officiating 
pay 1f any earned by the retmng person durmg the last 10 months of his service. 
I also suggest that if a person reaches the age of superannuation on a day other 
than the la8t day of the month in which it falls his services should stand extended 
to and he should be deemed to have retired on the last day of the said month. 

18.33 As Rs. 120/- per. month has been det?rmined as the minimum pet?-sion 
necessary to keep the penstoner above the subs1stence level, I am of the opmion 
that residual pension remaining after commutation if any allowed should not be 
permitted to go below the said sum of Rs. 120/ ·. I have also noticed from what 
has been stated by pensioners who appeared before me that the commutation 
to the extent of 331% now permissible under the existing rules has resulted 
in much distress no doubt due to the unprecedented inflationary conditions in 
recent times. I therefore think that hereafter commutation should not be 
permitted beyond 20% of the computed pension. As the basic pay as well as 
the rate of pension recommended by me are higher than the levels so far 
prevailing, I do not think that the lower percentage recommended by me for 
commutation would be found inadequate for meeting such demands as a 
pensioner may find himself faced with at the time of his retirement. 

18.34 Two ancillary matters connected with pension are Death-cum
Retirement Gratuity and Family Pension. Under the existing pattern gratuity 
works out at the rate of about half the retiring pay for every completed year of 
service subject to a maximum of 15 times the retiring pay but not exceeding 
Rs. 24,0001-. Out of this, an amount equal to twice the retiring pay is deducted 
subject to a maximum of Rs. 3,600/- as against which family pension is given for 
a specified period after the death of the pensioner subject to a maximum of 
Rs. 150/- per month. The minimum gratuity at present is twice the retiring 
pay. The minimum family pension which was Rs. 30/- has since been enhanced 
toRs. 40/-. From 1.4.1974 onwards ad hoc increases given to pensioners in lieu 
of Dearness Allowance were also extended to family pension with the result at 
present the total of the minimum family pension comes to Rs. 60/- and the tot•l 
of the maximum family pension comes to Rs. 175/-. 

18.35 The general pattern does not in my opinion call for any modifications 
except that the scale for calculating gratuity should in my opinion be related to 
completed years of service and not shorter periods and the practice of applying a 
higher rate to shorter periods early in service and tapering it down la~er should 
be discarded a> illogical. As gratuity in essence is a payment in recognition of loD;g 
loyal service, the rata must be uniform so that the increase in the quantum Ill 

directly related to length of service. The quantum, however, will have to be 
enhanced on the lines similar to those applied to pensions above. 

18-36 the first inevitable basis for enhancement is naturally the enhancement 
in basic pay itself which brings about an enhaneeiJlent in the retiring_ pay. 
Re. 24,000/- now mentioned as maximum is 15 times Rs. 1 ,600/·. The adjusted 
basic corresponding to it is Rs. 2,000/-. ·so the maximum will have to be 
increased toRs. 30,000/-. The minimum may be twice the retiring pay. 
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18.37 The maximum deduction now made from gratuity on account of family 
pension is Rs. 3,600/-. which is twic~ Rs. 1,8~0/-. The ~djusted_basic c?rre~
ponding to Rs. 1,800/- IS Rs. 2,200/-. r~e maximum. family pensiOn W~ICh II! 
Rs. 150/- is a 24th part of the max1m~m deductiOn on account of It from 
gratuity which is Rs. 3,600/-. The appropnate enhancements therefore should 
be Rs. 5,000/- for the deduction and Rs. 200/- per month for family pension. 
The minimum family pension may remain at the present total of Rs. 60/- per 
month which it will be noticed is one half of the minimum pension recommended 
above. 

18.38 For all these reasons, on the first question, I make the following 
recommendations: 

( 1) Pension should be calculated on Retiring Pay and Length of Service in the mn.er 
hereinafter indicated. 

(2) Retiring pay means 1/10 of the total basic pay and officiating pay, if any (excluaive 
of all allowances of any type), earned by a retiring person during or in respect of 
the last 10 months of his service. 

(3) If the date on which a government servant retires whether on superannuation or 
otherwise falls on a day of a month other than the last day of ~he said month, his 
service should stand extended till and he should retire or be deemed to retire on the 
afternoon of the lust day of the said month. 

(4) Just as the governmer..t may compulsorily retire a government oervant by 3 months' 
notice or payment of 3 months' salary in lieu of notice after he has completad 25 
years of service or 50 years of age, a government servant should abo be permitted 
to retire from service voluntarily after completing 25 years of service or 50 years of 
age by giving three months' notice to government. The date fixed or proposed for 
retirement should be the last day of a month. 

(5) Pension shall be computed at the total of two Bums, one calculated at the rate of 
1i per cent of the retiring pay for every completed year of service (portions of a 
year being ignored and left out of account) subject to a maxrmum of 30 per cent of 
the retiring pay, and the other calculated at the rate of an additional 2 per cent of 
the retiring pay for every completed year of service (portions of a year being 
ignored and left out of account) subsequent to his completing 50 years of age 
subject to a maxim 11m of 10 per cent of retiring pay, both together making a total 
not exceeding 40 per cent of the retiring pay. The minimum pension shall be 
Rs. 120/-per month imd the maximum Rs. 1000/-per month. 

(6) In the case of persons recruited after completing the age of 30 years in consonance 
with or pursuant to the rules of recruitment or policy or order of government 
applicable to such recruitment, tlo.ere should be added to their length of actual 
service a period equal to the difference between the age on their dnte of birth 
immediately preceding the date of recruitment and 30 years subject to a maximum 
of 8 years, and an amount calculated at the rate of 1i per cent for every 
completed year so added shall be included in the computation of their pension. 
This provision should apply also to cases of persons who become government 
servants or enter government servwe consequent upon the government taking over 
any institution or ':'r!lanisation when such pe_rsons become government ~ervante by 
reason of any provrsron under the law enabhng or empowering such takrng over. 

(7) No more than 20 per cent of the pension should be permitted to be commuted 
subject to the further condition that the residual pension remaining payable e.fter 
commutation shall in no case be less than Rs. 120/- per month. 

(8) Death-cum-Retirement Gratuity should be calculated at the rate of half the 
retiring pay for every complete~ year of service (portions of a year being ignored 
and left ,out of _account)_, sUbJect to a m~x~mum of 15 times the ,-etiring pay or 
Rs. 30,0CO/- whrchever IS less. The mrnrmum gratuity should be twice the 
retiring pay. 

(9) On account ?f Family ~e.nsion there ~hould be a d_eduction from gratuity of a sum 
e9ual to t:w1ce the rctmng pay s~bJect to a maxrmum of Rs. 5,000/-, as against 
wJuch fa~uly pen>rou should be pard after the death of the pensioner equal to half 
the pensron deternuned for the deceased pensioner subject to a minimum of 
Rs. 60/- per month and a maximum of Rs. 200/- per month. 

(10) Subject to the above recommendations as to the quantum of gratuity and family 
pen•IOn, both these matters wrll contmue to be governed by the existing rules 
applicable to them without prejudice, of course, to the State's power to amend 
rules. 

(11) Suitable amendments should be made to the relevant rules of Karnataka Civil 
Services Rules to give effect to these recommendations. 
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1 8_.39 As already stated, the first question relates exclusively to persons in 
servwe on 1st January 1975 and retiring on or subsequent to the said date. The 
benefit of the recommendations made in the last preceding paragraph will be 
extended to all of them, and pension and gratuity if already determined should be 
recalculated according to these recommendations and additional amounts payable 
to them should be paid. 

18.40 The second question as to whether and if so in what manner changes in 
the pay .structure of persons in service should get reflected in the pension received 
by pens1?ners who have already- retired, arises out of the deep grievance made by 
the penswners before me about what they call vast and unfair disparities between 
the amounts of pension received by persons who have retired at different dates. 

18.41 Their complaint is that after the Re-organisation of States in 1956, the 
pay scales of persons in government service have been revised in 1957, 1961 and 
1970 and pursuant to the recommendations of the last Pay Commission certain 
specified amounts out of the Dearness Allowance have been added to the basic pay 
for purposes of calculating the pension which addition was first made as from 1st 
November 1968 and increased once as from 1st April1971 and once again as from 
1st April1974. These changes or alterations, they complain, have resulted in the 
persons who had retired earlier getting less and those who retired subsequently 
getting a progressively larger amount of pension. They say that this is an unfair 
·situation, and that the only equitable way of rectifying the position is to increase 
the pensions by a larger percentage i11 the case of those who had retired earlier and 
a progressively smaller percentage in the case of those who have retired later so as 
to bring· about some equality. 
· 18.42 When I enquired whether the percentages actually set out by them in 

their memoranda presented to me were based on any particular formula or 
relatable to any principle of keeping pace with the movement of pay scales, 
they frankly told me that they had not thought of any such formula or principle 
and that their suggestions may be regarded as those for some type of ad hoc increa11es 
which will reduce or narrow down the differences. Later, at my suggestion, the 
AsRociation of Pensioners of South Kanara District sent me a tabulated statement 
indicating how the pension of persons who retired on different dates compare 
with each other. It is seen therefrom that at the highest level the pension 
received by a person retiring on or after 1st April 1974 is about 20% above the 
pension received by a person who retired before 1st November 1968, but only 3% 
above the pension received by one who had retired after 1st April1971 but before 
Ist April 1974; at the lowest !eve!, the increase is as much as 240% over the 
pension of a person who had retired before 1st November 1968 and about 25% 
above the pension received by a person retiring after 1st April1971 but before 1st 
April1974. 

18.43 The above percentages are worked out only on the basic pension. In 
cases of persons in receipt of a pension less than Rs. 300/- per month there have 
been from time to time ad hoc increases by varying amounts, those in respect ?f 
pensions of persons who had retired earlier being a little higher than those. In 
respect of persons who had retired later. There has been therefore narrowu~~ 
down of the difference to some considerable extent in the case of persons m 
receipt of pension less than Rs. 300/- per month. The benefit of an unifor~ 
addition of Rs. 10/. as on 1st April1974 and 10% of the pension from 1st April 
1975 has however been extended to all pensioners whether they receive less than 
Rs. 300/- or more t.han Rs. 300/· per month as pension. I have not been able to 
discover however any particular or clear principle underlying these . . ad hoc 
increases. The only thing that can be said is that the govern men~ recogmst.ng ~he 
existence of disparities have tried to reduce the gap as far as pos~1ble by ad]u~tmg 
the figures for ad hoc increases, greater attention, however, havmg been pa1d to 
the case of persons in receipt of smaller amounts of pension. 

18.14 It is, of course, common human nature to get affected by differ~nces ~r 
disparities. If I may say so without offending any sensibilities, there IS .consi
derable truth in the observation commonly made that those who have not Wish to 
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have something and those who have something always desire to have som~thi~g 
more. Added to this there is the great distres~ caused_ by unpre?edente~ nse m 
prices of essential commodities in recent times whwh has given pomt. to a 
dissatisfaction which may even in ordinary cir~umstance~ ~e expected to anse out 
of disparities. But when it comes to a quest10~ of dee1dmg upon what may be 
regarded as a fair solution, one should not permit. oneself to he unduly a~ect~d b;r 
the mere fact of of the existence of distress or omit to take note of the mevitabi
lity of inequalities arising out of circumstances aJ?-d situations or depart from _the 
underlying principle which furnishes the foundatwn for the structure of penswn. 

18.45 As already stated, pensio~ at all ~ime~ h~s been related to ret~ring J?ay 
and length of service. The operation of thts prmcipl_e _n~ed not n_ecessanly bnng 
about equality because even in the case of. person~ JOmmg; servtee on the same 
date, their pay may vary as they progress m serviCe and m the case of. pers~ns 
working in the same cadre at the time of retirement, they _need ~~t retue w1th 
the same pay. The differences in the quantum of p~nsion ansmg out _of the 
differences in the retiring pay whether the persons retue at the sam~ tn~e or 
at different times is a difference which must be taken as natural and mevitable 
and cannot be made the ground for any grievance. If the same logic is 
applied to differences in retiring pay arising out of the fact that the pay 
scales havP. been revised upwards after the retirement of a person, then there 
should be no complaint in such a case also. The question whether there should 
be any difference in the application of logic that way is not capable of an answer 
by way of a mere assertion that every difference is evidence of unfairness or 
injustice and should therefore be eliminated. The touch-stone in my opinion is 
once again the principle which furnishes the basis for the scheme of pension. 

18.4& Once a person retires from service, he comes out of the class of persons 
constituted by those in service and gets into quite a different class altogether. 
The duty of the government towards persons in service is to see that they are 
provided with pay which is adequate value for the work or service rendered by 
them and allowances to compensate them for expenses necessarily incidental to 
or consequential upon such service. The duty of the government towards 
pensioners is to save them against the consequences of their inability while in 
service of either supplementing their income or increasing their income with the 
same freedom and facility as they would have had if they bad not entered 
government service and to see that they are provided with funds in the shape of 
pension which in existing economic conditions is sufficient to place them above 
the subsistence level and in reasonable comfort. 

18.47 One feature which can be recognised as common to both a pay 
structure and a scheme of pensions is the necessity of fixing a minimum relatable 
to a particular state of economic conditions and level of prices. That is what I 
have done while dealing with the first question above. If, in addition, it is 
remembered that though the pensioners are a class different from persons in 
service all pensioners should be re11arded as one class, then it follows that wheD 
a minimum pension is fixed, the said minimum should be applied to the whole 
class of pensioners. In the last analysis, a satiRfactory discharge of Government's 
dut_r t.o p~rsons who have served the pu~lic and ha:ve retir~~ at a la:te stage in 
t~e1r hfe IS clos.ely related to the cha_ng~s m eco~~mlC conditiOns governing the 
h~e of the p_enswner~ .. That duty. wJ!lm my opmwn be _f~lly and ~atisfactorily 
d1scharged 1f the mmimum pension necessary for remammg above subsistence 
level and in reasonable comfort is fixed and enhancements on a reasonable scale 
are made in higher levels of pension subject to a maximum or ceiling dictated by 
ideas of Social Justice. 

18.48 Such minimum, after a discussion of the relevant circumstances leading 
to its determination, bas alre~dy been fixe~ by me at Rs. 120/-per month as from 
lat Janu!l-ry 1975. The doctrme of equahty of treatment as between those in 
service of,_ the Government and those who have retired to the extent considera
tions of rel~vant principles may invoke it and as between one pensioner and 
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an?t~er on the_footi~g.that all pensioner~ belong to the same class will, in my 
opi_mon, be satisfied 1f m the case of extsting pensioners i.e., those who-have 
ret~red on or before 31st December ~9?4, the _minimum pension per mon~h is 
fixe~ at. Rs. 120/- and all persons rece1vmg pensiOn below that figure have their 
penswns enhanced to the said figure. In the case of those in receipt of pension in 
excess of Rs. 120/- per month, a reasonable formula for enhancement consistent 
with the maximum pension of Rs. 1,000/- per month fixed by me in relation to 
the new scales is to enhance the same at the rate of Re. 1/- for every block of 
Rs. 5/- above Rs. 120/- I should make it clear that by pension in these cases I 
mean the total pension received by a pensioner inclusive of ad hoc increases made 
up-to-date. I have set out in the first supplement to this Chapter a table showing 
the total pension received as from 18t April 1975 in the first column and the 
enhanced pension to be given as from 1st January 197 5 in the second column. 

18.49 Regarding gratuity which has already been paid, I do not find any good 
ground to interfere with it or recommend any enhancement. That must be taken 
as a closed mattGr. 

18.50 In the case of family pension, the same principle discussed above makes 
it necessary to apply the same minimum as I have determined in the case of 
persons retiring on and after 1st January 1975 while answering the first question. 
So in the case of heirs or legal representatives of persons who had retired on or 
before 31st December 1974, whether the death of pensioner occurs before or after 
the said date, those in receipt of family pension of less than Rs. 60/- per month 
will have the same enhanced to Rs. 60/- per month and in the case of those in 
receipt of family pension of more than Rs. 60/- per month, their pension will be 
enhanced at the rate of Re. 1/- for every block of Rs. 5/- above Rs. 60/-. I have 
set out in the second supplement to this Chapter, a table showing the total family 
pension inclusive of the enhancement made as from 1st Aprill975 in the first 
column and the enhanced family pension to be paid as from 1st January 1975 in 
the second column. 

18.51 On the second question therefore I make the following recommendations 
relating to government servants who had retired on or before 31st December 
1974. 

(1) The pension of all such persons up to Rs. 120/- per month should stand 
enchanced by such sum as to bring the monthly pension to a total sum of 
Rs. 120/-. Pen,ions in exce"s of Rs. 120/- per month should be enhanced at the 
rate of Re. 1/- for every block of Rs. 5/- above Rs. !~Of-. (Plnse see Table in 
Supplement 1). 

(2) Family pensions up to Ro. 60/- per month should be enhanced by such sum ao 
would bring the total to RR. 60/- peT month. Family pensions in excess of 
Rs. 60/- peT month •hould be enhanced at the rnte of Re. If- for every block of 
Rs. 5/- (Please &ee Table in Supplement 2). 

18.52 On the third question as to whether any benefits other than pay 
extended to those in service whether by way of allowances or otherwise should 
also be extended to the pensioners, the discussion of principle already made 
would clearly indicate that payment of dearness allowance is inevitable in the 
case of pensioners also as in the case of persons in service. 

18.53 Now tbe amount of both pension and the family pension as recommen
ded to be enhanced as aforesaid are determined a3 on Ist January 1975. The 
pay scales also for persons in service have likewi8e been determined as on 1st 
January 1975. Hence both relate to the price levels as at that period. It 
follows therefore that the formula for paymrnt of Dearness Allowance in th~ case 
of pensioners should also be the same as the formula recor_nmended. by me ~~~he 
·case of persons in service. There should, however, be a dlf!~rence .m the ~e1hn~ 
limit. h, the case of pensioners it will be 25% of the basiC pensiOn subject to 
the condition that the basic pension plus Dearness Allowan?e shall not In any 
case exceed Rs. 1 ,000 per month. By basic pension I mean i ~ the case o~ persona 
who bad retired on or before 31st December 1974 the enhanced pens1on reco
mmended by me in parsgraph 18.51 to be given to them as from 1st January 
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1975. In the case of'persons who were in service on 1st Janu~ry 1975 and ":ho 
rl'tire on or subsequent to the said date, the basic pension Will be the pensiOn 
determined for them in the manner recommended in paragraph 18.38 above. 

18.54 As to other allowances given to persons in service they are all all?wances 
intended to compensate them in respect of expenses incurred by them whiCh may 
reasonably be regarded as incidental to or consequential :upon government 
service, no such consideration exists in the case of pensiOners who are not 
rendering any service to the Government and cann?t, therefore! be s_aid to incur 
any expenditure in respect thereof. But there IS one matter m whiCh ~hey are 
entitled to attention and that is their health. There has been a suggestiOn that 
pensioners should be given a small medical allowance like these in active service. 
There is, however, one difference. In the case of those in service the reason for 
payment of medical expensPs is that they have to maintain a certain ~evel of 
health for retaining the necessary level of efficiency to perform their duties. In 
the case of pensioners, however, such consideration does not exist. The relevant 
consideration is once again the Governments's duty of seeing that they are 
enabled to live in reasonable comfort. This I think will be met if the present 
amenity of free treatment in all Government medical institutions is continued. 

18.55 Various other suggestions have been made by pensioners such as 
provision for building schemes like houses or flats for pensioners at low rents or 
loans for this purpose on easy terms etc. It appears to me however, that all these 
claims go beyond the am bit of the principle stated by me. Further, the 
provision for house building loans or house purchase loans n~w existing in favour 
of persons in service is a benefit which survives retirement. 

18.56 On the third question therefore I make the following recommendations: 
(1) All pensioners and all persons in receipt of family pension should be given the 

benefit of the formula for Dearness Allowance recommended for persons in service 
in paragraph 16.15 above subject to the ceiling limit that Dearness Allowance 
shall not exceed 25% of the basic pension or basic fall)ily pension and that the 
basic pension together with Dearness Allowance doe• not in any case exce.ed 
R •• IOOOJ- per month. Basic pension or basic family pension means in the case of 
pfrsons who retired on or before 31st December 1974 and their legal 
representatives enhanced pension or family pension recommended to be paid to them 
as from 1st January 1975 in paragraph 18.51 above, and in the case of per•ons who 
were in se1vice on 1st January 1975 and retired on or after the said date and their 
legal representatives means their pension or family pen,ion determined in accor-
dance with the recommendations contained in paragraph 18.38 above. 

(2) All pensioners shall have the benefit of f1·ee medical treatment in all medical 
institutions of the G.overnment. 

18.57 I have postponed to the last the consideration of the special case put 
forward by retired pensioners who have commuted a portion of their pension in 
accordance with the rules from time to time prevalent, because it is a separate 
case by itself and its consideration earlier would interrupt the discussions of the 
main points involved in the three principal questions already considered and 
disposed off. 

18.58 This special case is that the basis for determining the lumpsum payable 
on commutation is suggestive of the fact t.hat the said lumpsum represents the 
present value of the commuted portion of the pension for a period of about only 
11 years and once the said period has Plapsed, both the government and the 
pensioner must be regarded as having been put back to the original position and 
that therefore there must be there after a restoration of the commuted portion 
of the pension also. It would also appear that the suggestion is not different from 
stating that the commuted amount received is more or less in the nature of a 
loan recoverable by deduction of a certain portion of the pension and that the 
loan gets fully discharged at the end of about 11 years. Although various argu
ments, theories and principles have been put forward in support of the restora
tion of th'l commuted portion of the pension, thf' crux of the matter or the core 
of the case is no more than what has been summarised. 
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. 18.59 A_ consideration of the case necessarily involves a search for a principle• 
1f ~n:>:", whiCh may be regarded as the real foundation for the case. ·By way 0 f 
prmciple,.however, I ~ave not been able to discover anything in all the argu. 
ments w~uch the pensiOners addressed before me. 'fo say that the commuted 
amount Is the pre.sent value. of onlr 11 years of pension and that the same gets 
worked out Withm the .said pem?d of 11 years would necessarily imply tha.; it 
does not get worked out m any penoJ less than 11 years and if it is permissible 
to .say that that 1/11 o.f it get~ worke.cl every year, then, those who put forward 
this case m~st nee~;ssanly admit that 1~ the event of death of a pensioner in a 
shorter penod, h1s legal representatives should be asked- to reimburse to the 
government to the exi ent of the balance not worked out before the death of the 
pensioner. This, however, is not easily admitted or conceded. 

18.60 .It ~ay be pointed. out ~hat the determination of the present value of 
any annuity IS gen~rally o! mvanabl_y expressed as a ce~tain number of years' 
purchase, the multiple bemg determmed on some actuanal calculations or may 
be l!pon an estiJ?ate which the person liable to pay the annuity and the person 
entitled ~o recetve t~e s~me mutual!y agree upo?. Actu~lly it is purchasing from 
the annmty holder hiS nght to receive the annmty and If the purchaser is the 
person liable to pay the annuity, the legal result is a discharge of his liability to 
pay. If So, there can be no question of the revival of the annuity after the 
number of years agreed upon as the reasonable muhiple for purchase expire. 

18.61 There is another more fundamental objection to this claim. The 
pensioner has the choice of either commuting a portion of his pension or not 
doing so. He can ·exercise that choice only once and once he makes 
the choice in favour of commutation, he cannot either in law or in ethics go back 
upon it. It will be seen that he is free to examine which choice will be to his 
advantage. Whatever that advantage may be, it is an advantage personal to 
him and once he makes a choicE' and secures that advantage, he cannot hand 
back that advantage to the government because the said advantage was 
personal and peculiar to him as for example the need to spend for 
education of a son or marriage of a daughter or repay a loan which 
had become due etc. The situation is governed by what is called the 
doctrine of election which operates not only in the field of law but in the field 
of ethics also. It has, however, been said that the doctrine of election should 
not be held against pensioners because every time pay scales are revised in the 
case of persons in service, the government invariably gives them a choice either to 
retain the old scales or opt for the new scales and the fact that they have done so 
at one revision is not said to disentitle them for hav-ing the same choice at another 
revision. But it is not an answer because at any revision the option can be exerci
sed only once and a person who has made a choice in favour of one scale is not 
permitted to go back upon it. When another revision takes place, the choice that 
he is asked to make is quite a new choice. In the case of a pensioner there can in 
the nature of things be only one occasion to make a choice. 

18.62 The suggestion that it is a contract is not, in my opinion, correct or 
accurate. As already pointed out by me, although government service might 
originate in contract, the conditions of service, the rights and obligations etc., of a 
government servant are no longer a matter of contract but of law. It is well known 
that conditions of service are within the legislative competence of the State .under 
Article 309 of the Constitution and such legislation may be even retrospective or 
retroactive in its nature. Even if for purposes of argument one should rega~d t~e 
payment of pension and the process of commutation as contracts, commutatiOn In 

actual effect is in the nature of novation which discharges the previous contract by 
substitution. 

18.63 On any principle, therefore, I find it difficult to accept the case for 
restoration of the commuted portion of the pension by those who have done so. 
I must say in fairness to the members of the Pensioners' Association who appeared 
before me, that when all these principles were discussed with them, the.y to!d me 
frankly that the real and substantial position is one of acute economic distress 
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now caused by the recent inflationary trend~ i~ prices of essen~ial commodities. 
If so, the dist,ress is answered to the extent 1t IS reasonably possible by the fixa
tion of a reasonable minimum. 

18.64 I may also point out in passing that ~n the case o~ perso~s dra':in~ 
pensions below Rs. 300/- per month the ad hoc mcreases from t1me to t1me g1ven 
by the government have more or less restored the commuted porti?n .of the pension. 
In the case of persons who retired between 1-i-58 and 1-1-61, Jt IS seen .that.a 
pensioner whose pension was Rs. 150/- and \\ho commuted Rs. 50/- out of 1t, h1s 
residual pension of Rs. 100/- per month got. enhanced toRs. 122.50 as on 1-ll-1963 
and 1-1-1970, toRs. 1!2.70 as on 1-4-1971, toRs. 157.50 as on 1-4-1974 and to 
Rs. 172.50 as on l-4-1975. In the case of a person retiring between the same dates 
with a pension of Rs. 240/- of which he commuted Rs. 80/-, the enhan?~me~ts took 
the residual pension to Rs.182.50, 202.50,217.50 and 2~1.50; the P?SJtJOn m the 
case of a person retiring between those dates w1th a pensiOn of Rs. 300/
of which he commuted Rs. 100/-, the enhancements have reached a tota~ of 
Rs.287 .50. The position is more or less the same in the case of persons who ret1red 
between 1-ll-1968 and 1-1-1970. In the case of those who retired after 1-4-1971 
the increases are not so large but a substantial portion of the commuted pension 
has got restored. In the case of persons in receipt of more than Rs. 300/-. as 
pension per month, the enhancements are not so large as to make the restoratiOn 
complete or substantial but they are all above the minimum level. With the 
enhancement now recommended both in the minimum (which covers about 50,000 
out of the prt>sent total of 71,000 pensioners) and on a progressive scale in higher 
levels, the position would improve and the said position to the best of my judgment 
repr~sents a satisfootory discharge of the duty which the public owe to retired 
penswners. 

18.65 The claim for restoration of the commuted portion of penswn cannot 
therefore be accepted. 

18.66 Before concluding this Chapter, I shall briefly refer to two matters. 
18 .67 In the course of discussions before me as well as in the answers to the 

General Questionnaire there has been almost an unanimous suggestion that the 
age of superannuation must be enhanced beyond 55 years, some suggesting 58 
yeaTs and some others 60. This may be because in that part of the questionnaire 
relating to retirement benefits, I included a question on the age of superannuation. 
On further consideration I doubt whether the said question may be regarded as 
within the scope of the reference made to me. Even if it should be so, the said 
question is at prese~t influenc.ed or complicated by ?onside~ations of State policy, 
some or most of whwh may not be concerned exclusively w1th services under the 
State. I therefore refrain from expressing any opinion thereon. The formula for 
calculating pension recommended by me will operate without any modification 
even if the superannuation age is enhanced. 

18.68 0~ the matter of computing service which ranks for pension which it is 
well ~no~n IS one of the reasons for dalays in finalisi~g sanctions for payment of 
pen.sJOn, 1t has been ~uggested to me by so~e responsible persons that it would be 
desuable to have a s!mple rule that all servwe inclu~ive of authorised leave paid 
for out of t~e Cons?hdated Fund of the State, excludmg only unauthorised absences 
and breaks Ill serviCe, may be regarded as service for pension. 
The simp~icity of th~ suggestio~ pers.uaded J?le to study the rules in K.C.S.Rs for 
comput~twn of sP.rvJce for p_enswn w1th a v1ew to see whether I could accept the 
suggest.wn an~ recommend 1t to the G?ve~nment. I fi~d that several contingencies 
may anse .w~wh would make the apphcatwn ofthe sa1d simple rule either difficult 
or 1ts amb1t madequa.te.to answer a~l questions arising out of such contingencies. 
I am therefore not makmg any ~pemfic rec?mmendation in that regard but sug est 
to the g?vernment .t~at a com1:mttee of semor experienced officers may be appoi!ted 
to examme the pos1t10n and see whether the matter cannot be exprass d ' · t 

th I 'th I d 6. . . . . ~ e m JUS two or ree rues WI c ear e mtwns, proV!dmg for exceptions · 'fi 
ci!cumstances, also clearly defined, the amplitude of the former bein ~~a:!ne:~l c 
wtde so as to reduce the number of exceptiOns. g Y 
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FIRST SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

PENSION 

The first column gives the total pension received hY:l a 
1-4-1975 and the Second column the ehnanced pensiOn 

Pensioner as from 
recommended to be 

given as from 1-1-1975. (Figures in Rupees) 
' Column 1 Column 2 

Upto 120 120 
121 121 
122 122 
123 123 
124 . 124 
125 126 
126 127 
127 128 
128 129 
129 130 
130 132 
131 133 
132 134 
133 135 
134 136 
135 . 138 
136 139 
137 140 
138 . 141 

·139 142 
140 144 
141 145 
142 146 
143 147 
144 148 
145 150 

. 146 151 
.. · 147 152 

148 153 
149 154 
150 156 
151 157 
152 158 
153 159 
154 160 
155 162 
156 163 
157 164 
158 165 
159 166 
160 168 
161 169 
162 170 
163 171 
164 172 
165 174 
166 175 
167 176 
168 177 
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Column 1 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177. 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188. 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
~10 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 

.Column 2 
178 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 

'228 
229 
230 

. 231 
232 

.. 234 
. 235 
. 236 



Column 1 Column2 Column 1 Column 2 

218 237 276 307 
219 238 277 30i 
220 240 278 301J 
221 241 279 310 
222 242 280 312 
223 243 281 313 
224 244 282 314 
225 246 283 315 
226 247 284 316 
227 248 285 318 
228 249 286 319 
229 250 287 320 
230 252 288 3lU 
231 253 289 322 
232 254 290 324 
233 255 291 325 
234 256 292 326 
235 258 293 327 
236 259 294 328 
237 260 295 830 
238 261 296 331 
239 262 297 132 
240 264 298 333 
241 265 299 334 
242 266 300 336 
243 267 301 337 
244 268 302 338 
245 ~70 303 339 
246 271 304 340 
247 272 305 342 
248 273 306 343 
249 274 307 344 
250 276 308 345 
251 277 309 346 
252 278 310 348 
253 279 311 349 
254 280 312 351 
255 282 313 351 
256 283 314 352 
257 284 315 354, 
258 285 316 355 
259 286 317 356 
260 288 318 357 
261 289 319 358 
262 290 320 360 
263 291 321 361 
264 292 322 362 
265 294 323 363 
266 295 324 364 
267 296 325 366 
268 297 326 367 
269 298 327 368 
270 300 328 369 
271 301 329 370 
272 302 330 372 
273 303 331 373 
274 304 332 374 
275 306 333 375 

3:!0 
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Column 1 · Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 
334 376 392 4411 335 378 393 447 
336 379 39t 448 
337 380 395 45Q 
338 381 396 451 
339 382 39':' 452 
340 384 398 453 
341 385 399 454 
342 386 400 4511 
343 387 \ 401 457 
344 388 402 458 
345 390 403 459 
346 391 404 460 
347 392 405 46i 
348 393 406 463 
349 394 407 464 
350 396 408 465 
351 397 409 466 
352 398 410 468 
353 399 411 469 
354 400 412 470 
355 402 413 471 
356 403 414 472 
357 404 415 474 
358 405 416 475 
359 406 417 476 
360 408 418 477 
361 409 419 478 
362 410 420 480 
363 411 421 481 
364 412 422 482 
365 414 423 483 
366 415 424 484 
367 416 425 486 

,368 417 426 487 
369 418 427 488 
370 420 428 489 
371 421 429 490 
372 422 430 492 
373 423 431 493 
374 424 432 494 
375 426 433 495 
376 427 434 496 
377 428 435 498 
378 429 436 499 
379 430 437 500 
380 432 438 501 
381 433 439 502 
382 434 440 504 
383 435 441 505 
384 436 442 506 
385 438 443 507 
386 439 444 508 
387 440 445 510 
388 441 446 511 
389 442 447 512 
390 444 448 513 
391 445 449 514 
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Column l Column 2 Column J Column 2 

450 516 508 585 
451 517 509 586 
452 518 510 588 
453 519 511 589 
454 520 512 590 
455 522 513 591 
456 523 514 592 
457 524 515 594 
458 525 516 595 
459 526 517 596 
460 528 518 597 
461 529 519 598 
462 530 520 600 
463 531 521 601 
464 532 522 602 
465 534 523 603 
466 535 524 604 
467 536 525 606 
468 537 526 607 
469 538 527 608 
470 540 528 609 
471 541 529 610 
472 542 530 612 
473 543 531 613 
474 544 532 614 
475 546 533 615 
476 547 534 616 
477 548 535 618 
478 549 536 619 
479 550 537 620 
480 552 ~. ; '' 538 621 
481 553 539 622 
482 554 540 624 
483 555 541 625 
484 556 542 626 
485 558 543 627 
486 559 544 628 
487 560 545 630 
488 561 546 631 
489 562 547 632 
490 564 548 633 
491 565 549 634 
492 566 550 636 
493 567 551 637 
494 568 552 638 
495 570 553 639 
496 571 554 640 
497 572 555 642 
498 573 556 643 
499 574 557 644 500 576 558 645 501 577 559 646 502 578 fi60 648 503 579 561 649 504 580 562 650 505 582 563 651 506 583 564 652 507 584 565 654 
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Column 1 Column 2 .Column 1 Column 2 
566 655 624 724 
567 656 ' 625 726 
568 657 626 727 
569 658 627 728 
570 660 628 729 
571 661 629 730 
572 662 630 732 
573 663 631 733 
574 664 632 734 
575 666 633 735 
576 667 634 736 
577 668 635 738 
578 669 636 739 
579 670 637 740 
580 672 638 741 
581 673 639 . 742 
582 674 640 744 

., ' 583 675 641 745 
584 676 642 746 
585 678 643 747 
586 679 644 748 
587 680 645 750 
588 681 646 751 
589 682 647 752 
590 684 648 753 
591 685 649 754 
592 686 650 756 
593 687 651 757 
594 688 652 758 
595 690 653 759 
596 691 654 760 
597 692 655 762 
598 693 656 763 
599 694 657 764 
600 696 658 765 
601 697 659 766 
602 698 660 768 
603 699 661 769 
604 700 662 770 
605 702 663 771 
606 703 664 772 
607 704 665 774 
608 705 666 775 
609 706 667 776 
610 708 668 777 
611 709 669 778 
612 710 670 780 
613 I 711 671 781 
614 712 672 782 
615 714 673 783 
616 715 674 784 
617 716 675 786 
618 717 676 787 
619 718 677 788 
620 720 678 789 
621 721 679 790 
622 722 680 792 
623 723 681 793 
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Column 1 Column :: Column 1 Column 2 

682 794 709 826 
683 795 710 828 
684 796 711 829 
685 798 712 830 
686 799 713 831 
687 800 714 832 
688 801 715 834 
689 802 716 835 
690 804 717 836 
691 805 718 837 
692 806 719 838 
693 807 720 840 
694 868 721 841 
695 810 722 842 
696 811 723 843 
697 812 724 844 
698 813 725 846 
699 814 726 847 
700 816 727 848 
701 817 728 849 
702 818 729 850 
703 819 730 852 
704 820 731 853 
705 822 732 854 
706 823 733 855 
707 824 734 856 
708 825 735 858 

SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

FAMILY PENSION 

The first column gives the total Family Pension received as from 1-4-1975 
and the second column the enhanced Family Pension recommended to be paid as 
from 1-1-1975. (Figures in Rupees) 

Upto 

Column 1 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 

Column 2 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
78 
79 
80 
81 

334 

Column 1 

79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 

Column 2 

82 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
102 
103 
104 



Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 

98 105 137 152 
99 106 138 153 

100 108 139 154 
101 109 140 156 
102 110 141 157 
1oa 111 142 158 
104 112 143 159 
105 114 144 160 
106 115 145 162 
107 116 146 163 
108 117 147 164 
109 us 148 165 
llO 120 149 166 
111 121 150 168 
112 122 151 169 
113 123 152 170 
114 124 153 171 
115 126 154 172 
116 127 155 174 
117 128 156 175 
llS 129 157 176 
ll9 130 158 177 
120 132 159 178 
121 133 160 180 
122 134 161 181 
123 135 162 182 
124 136 163 183 
125 138 164 184 
126 139 165 186 
127 140 166 187 
128 141 167 188 
129 142 168 189 
130 144 169 190 
131 145 170 192 
132 146 171 193 
133 147 172 194 
134 148 173 195 
135 150 171 196 
136 151 175 198 

<-llapter Nineteen 

MEASURES . FOR IMPROVING EFFICIENCY AND 
FOR THE WELFARE OF STAFF 

19•1 As already indicated towards the end of Chapter two, factors which 
contribute to efficiency in the working of government staff are a certain measure 
of contentment and satisfaction brought about by a reasonably adequate scale of 
remuneration, organisational methods and training and schemes for the welfare of 
the staff. The first factor has already been elaborately dealt with in the foregoin_g 
chapters. I shall deal with the remaining factors in this chapter. This, however, IS 
a field already covered by a large body of literature and fairly within the know
ledge and experience of all senior administrators. It will not be necessary, there
fore, to discuss the matter at any great length. I shall confine myself to a brief 
restatement of what may be ri~htly called ancient wisdom which has stood the 
test of generations and new Ideas thrown up and developed by the expanding 
horizon of governmental activity and the complexity of the problems ~hich 
modern governments are called upon to handle. I may also add that the few Ideas 
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which I shall record and suggestions I may make in this chapter in brie~ outline 
are certainly capable of being improved upon by further study and expenence. 

19.2 It may be well to have a clear idea of what we mean by efficiency before 
we try to devise measures for its attainment. Govern~el!-t. work as 
already indicated depends not merel,r. upon ~he .competenc~ of mdividua!s ?ut 
upon co-operative effort and te~~ spint contnbutmg harmomo.usly to.a satisfymg 
image of the totality of the activity for the benefit of the public. Efficiency there
fore may bP regarded as composed of at least two elements. The first or the 
personal element is the tPchnical or professional efficiency of th~ i~dividu~l to 
perform a task with accuracy and speed. The second element which JS of a httle 
higher importance but not always fu_lly recognised is t~e effi~i~ncy of the organi
sation itself as a corporate body denved from a collective spmt or outlook of the 
individuals composing the body properly geared towards the attainment of the 
type of image mentioned above. In connection with the second element, one 
should also m2ntion the value or importance of not only the conduct but also the 
mental attitude of public servants in relation to the public, the examples of which 
are courtesy, consideration, concern for public welfare and a constant undiminish
ed remembrance of the fact that public S<'rvants are indeed and in truth servants 
of the public. 

19.3 Any scheme of training therefore with the object of achiving efficiency 
should endeavour not only to produce a public s<'rvaut whose ability to perform 
his work with clarity and precision may be taken for granted but also to attune 
the public servant to the tasks which he may be called upon to perform in a 
changing society with a capacity to continuously adapt himself and adjust his 
outlook and methods to the new and changing needs, moods and outlook of the 
society l1e serves and also to help him successfully to resist the danger of 
becoming a routine mechanically perfect civil servant or the temptation of losing 
interest in his work and marking time awaiting the day of retirement. 

19.4 When a person with necessary qualifications and the competence repre
sented by the same is appointed to a particular position, the first step is to train 
him how to adapt his competence to the work he would be called upon 
to do because the mere knowledge or information acquired by qualification is in 
itself insufficient. For further progress in service and for acquiring the adaptability 
or adjustment of the type described above, further instalments of active training 
besides continuous training and treatment on the job would be necessary. Hence 
a scheme for training should be made up of a foundation course necessary for all 
departments, a professional course appropriate to individual departments, refresher 
or updating courses at not very long intervals and a provision for guidance and 
correction during actual working. Having regard for the normal structure of 
administration, a foundation course may be necessary at three different levels : 
at the entry level of the ministerial and operational cadres around Grades III or I¥, 
supervisory level around Grade VIII and superior administrative levels around 
Grades-Xand XI. · 

19.5 The foundation course must deal with the general features of life in the 
State which a public servant is expected to serve, including geographical, climatic 
and socio-economic features of the State, and its history and culture. A servant of 
the State must be acquainted with the general flow or stream of life in the State 
before he can work successfully as a public servant. A general broad acquaintance 
with the outstanding features of the Constitution and the legal system, the 
structure ofthe government and distribution of powers, organisation of work in 
departments and such like features must also figure in the foundation course. 

19.6 The professional course must be oriented to the nature of work and 
objectives of the department concerned. It must be such as to enable an individual 

·to perform his current work efficiently in the first instance : it should also try to. 
fit him for higher duties and responsibilities in his department by pointing out the 
ways of developing his capacity for shouldering tl1e same. The question whether 
the said course should be a continuous course to follow immediately upon the 
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~oundati?n co~rse or. may be s_tart~d some time l~tcr after actual. working or be 
Itself spht up mto ddferent penods mterspersed with actual workm(}" are details 
to be worked out in relation to each department. " 

19.7 Refresher or updating courses may be organised at intervals of about five 
years. They may be in the shape of seminars or disvussions or a scheme of 
lectures or a combination of these. The topics or matters to be dealt with in the 
said course should be changes in legislation, regulations and policies, curn·nts of 
social change and thinking, exehange of departmental experience, inter-discipli
nary lectures i.e., an officer of one department lecturing on his speciality to the 
extent it is necessary for the working of another department and lectures by or 
discussions with representative members of the public drawn from professions, 
trades, industry etc., on matters relating to their contact with the department 
and the defects and deficiencies if any observed by them. 

19.8 It is common knowledge that a scheme however well prepared and 
however good it may be on paper will not succeed unless there are proper men 
specially charged with the duty of implementing them. The necessity of such 
persons may be recognised at two different points,--one at the departments them
selves and the other at the training centres. One officer at the dt>partment must 
be placed in charge of and made responsible for the entire training programme 
pertaining to the department. He must not only attend to the selection and 
deputation of persons for training to the centres but also to the process of on-the
job training within the deptmarent and its offices. The other point is the selection 
of proper persons to function as trainers. Mere academicians and theoreticians 
however well informed they may be do not always turn out to be successful 
trainers or teachers. A successful executive or an offieer who has already made 
a mark as a successful administrator or an officer in his field often commands 
better respect. Care should be taken in selecting proper persons to function as 
trainers. 

19.9 Literature relating to training schemes should in my opinion be in three 
different parts. The first part should contain the necessary information and 
instruction to the trainees on points such as the place of training, accommodation 
available there, facilities that will be provided by the government, the books and 
other materials with which they should equip themselves, the length of the course 
etc. The second part should be the actual syllabus opening with a brief state· 
ment of the object of the course and followed by a list of topics to be covered by 
the course and the time allotted for each. The third part must be a brief set of 
instructions to the trainer indicating the level of competence of the trainees to be 
placed under him, the department to which they belong and such other matters 
as may be of assistance to him in devising his techniques or methods of teaching. 

19.10 The next question is whether there should be a single training institute 
for the State or different centres attached to different departments. Experience 
has shown that there is an optimum size consistent with successful working and 
that any expansion of the institute beyond such size is likely to result in laxity 
of control and ineffectiveness of the course of training. I am therefore of the 
opinion that it will be desirable to have a central institute on the lines of the 
existing Administrative Training Institute of the State which will deal with only 
foundation courses for superior staff in Gradt>s X and XI and possibly VIII als~. 
It may also take up responsibility for inter-disciplinary courses and _may 1f 
organisational convenience can be achieved that way be invested with t_he 
general duty of supervision and co-ordination of all training centres. ProfessiO
nal courses in my opinion should be the responsibility of training centres 
organised in each department. The Central Institute should have a skeleton 
staff and the rest of the staff should be found by deputation of competent persons 
from different departments. The teaching staff at the departmental centres must 
be manned by men selected from the department ; for inter-disciplina~y ~our_ses 
men may be deputed from the Central Institute or may be secured by mvttati~n 
issued to other departments. Refresher courses regarding general changes m 
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legislation, policy etc.,. of a very brief duration may be conducted at. t~e qe':ltral 
Institute but refresher courses with particular reference to the mdividual 
departments must be conducted at the training centres of such depa.rtments 
alone. In departments like Agriculture, Animal Husban~ry, Horticulture, 
Fisheries and Forest, the training centres may be located m model farms or 
selected forest areas which furnish a model for the departments. In these 
departments the need for taking research to the field .level f~>r implementat!on 
is of greatest importance. The process may be assisted mther by sendmg 
departmental men to the university for a very brief p~rio~ .of updating courses 
to acquire information of more recent researches or by mvitmg professors of the 
universitv to conduct such courses in the model farms or areas. 

J 

19.11 This, in brief, is the outline of the scheme of trainiQg th~t I haye in 
mind and which I consider is of the utmost importance from the pomt of view of 
increasing efficiency and working of government departments. 

19.12 There are already some training courses organised in the State m some 
of the departments to which I shall now make a brief reference. 

19.13 The Administrative Training Institute for example deals with founda
tion courses for all departments as well as the professional ccurses for the 
Karnataka Administrative Services. It is also looking after the District Training 
Institutes for ministerial staff which are now only four in number located at 
divisional headquarters. I have been informed that the government have in 
mind a programme to extend these centres to all other district headquarters for 
better and more effective training of the ministerial staff. I think it is a good 
idea and recommend that the same may be implemented as expeditiously as 
possible. The Institute also looks after the Village Accountants and Panchayat 
Hecretaries training courses at four centres Kolar, Gajanur, Raichur and Sirsi 
and Rural Development Training Centres at Kudige, Mandya, Gangavathi, 
Dharwar and Bagalkot intended mainly for Gram Sevaks. It has also taken up 
the general as well as refresher courses for Extension Officers, Block Development 
Officers and personnel working in Applied Nutrition and Water Utilisation 
Projects. 

19.14 The existing training courses in the departments are not many and 
those which exist will in my opinion bear a second look or further examination 
from the point of view of improving them and giving them a better orientation 
towards the present day needs of the departments and the growing objectives 
they are called upon to serve. 

19.15 Fairly well organised courses are found in the departments of Public 
Instruction, Health and Family Planning and the Police. 'I' he department of Public 
Instruction runs staff training centres for primary school teachers, a postal-cum
sumi?er course for B. Ed. ~egree and also a research institute devoted to study 
and Improvement of teachmg methods. The department of Health has fairly 
well organised courses for imparting training to the nursing staff and other 
short term courses for other types of para medical staff. The courses for training 
Basic Health Workers at village level seem to require improvement and better 
attention. As I have already mentioned, there appears to be a proposal for devis
ing a multi-purpose course for such personnel and I expect that early steps will be 
taken in that direction. The Police Department conducts fairly good courses of 
training both for the subordinate staff as well as for the officers modelled largely 
upon the recommendations of the Central Committee for training of police person
nel. I suggest, however, that the question of orienting the courses to the needs 
and problems peculiar to this State may be examined and that greater attention 
may be paid to the training of police personnel in the matter of their relation with 
the public and in handling different situations which may arise in such a way that 
the public may come to regard a. police officer or a police man as a friend to be 
depended upon and not a person to be feared. The training courses in the depart
ments of State Accounts, Treasuries, Survey and Settlement, Labour, Factories 
and Boilers, Social Welfare, Commercial Taxes etc., are good so far as they go but 
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are capable of considerable improvement if speciu.l attention and study is devoted 
to the same. 

19.16 Several of the other depart~ents h~ve not developed any special 
courses. The lack of such courses partiCularly m departments like Forest and 
those dealing with agricultural sciences and departments which may be called law 
enforcement departments is in my opinion a serious deficiency which must be made 
good. What is of importance in mJ: ~pinion is the ir_nparting of ~ppropriate training 
to ?ep.artmental per~onnel by dev1smg courses whwh are specially oriented to the 
?bJec.tives of the department and ~o the special situations and problems met with 
m this State and not mere theoretical or post graduate information. There is an 
exte~sive system now· prevalent in the State of deputing personnel to institutions 
outside the State or even abroad and financing education in long urawn post 
graduate courses in universities. On the information which I was in a position 
to collect, it appears that in 1973-74 the total number of persons so deputed 
exceeded 200 including about a dozen persons sent abroad; in 1974-75 the ficrure 
exceeded 300 including more than 20 persons sent abroad; in 1975-76, howe~er, 
the figure has come down to 200 including about 10 or 11 sent abroad. The 
courses for which they are sent out are post graduate courses of 2 or more years 
duration and also include long term training courses abroad. While the orgaisa
tion of specialised departmental training courses, as well as in-service guidance, 
correction and training is the responsibility of the State with a view to raise and 
maintain a high level of efficiency in its working, financing regular educational 
or university courses whether within or outside the State is in my opinion a 
burden which the public cannot in fairness be called upon to bear. Apart from 
the fact that utility of the information so gained from the point of view of 
improving service to the people is a matter for some doubt and certainly not capable 
of a positive assertion of benefit to the public, what is of vital importance is 
organising and conducting training courses oriented to the needs and problems of 
this State. Training in respect of the same can effectively be imparted in this 
State by persons who have experience of situations and problems in this State. 
We have in the State sufficient resources both of men and materials to organise 
training courses in this State itself which will be of greater value to the State. 

19.17 There is considerable scope for improving the training courses in the 
various departments and the departments dealing with agricultural sciences. In 
regard to the latter I have already suggested the setting up of model farms where 
training could be imparted.· The Forest Department runs only a small course for 
Rangers and feels content by deputing n..en to the Institute at Dehradun. The 
forest wealth of this State is of great value and its seasonal and regional peculia
rit es are matters which can be learnt only here and not by deputing men else 
where. From the point of view of economic regeneration and improving the 
resources of the State the proper profitable exploitation of forest wealth is one of 
the vital factors. For example, research for developing improved plantation 
techniques particularly with reference to such timber trees as teak, rosewo?d, 
sandalwood, eucalyptus and soft wood, is a field which I think should receive 
special attention. Rosewood and teakwood are almost as valuable as gold to-day. 
Eucalyptus and soft wood are used extensively for pulp and fibre. So, research 
in.improving these plantations, effecting economies therein, discovery of proper 
chemical manure which will eliminate defects and improve girth and volume are 
all matters to which special attention should be paid. Even in the matter of 
felling trees, the old method of leaving stumps of small length above the gro~nd 
leads to considerable loss of valuable timber. Simple device of digging down mto 
the ground and carefully sawin~·out the stumps is Fure to increase the return by 
sale of timber. The use of devices like cranes, winches, pulleys for purpose~ of 
cutting down trees will save the waste now caused by destruction of surroundmg 
trees and vegetation by the felling down of a huge tree which has to be cut down. 

19.18 In departments like Excise, Weights and Measures, Motor Vehiclee and 
Commercial Taxes, specially devised courses of training related not merely to 
information on the statutes but also the manner of dealing with situations where 
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the personnel of the department•come in c~mtact :nith the public or with the 
courts is in my opinion an absolute necesinty. W1th reference. to the contacts 
with the public, such information as the mann~r of conductmg oneself, legal 
provisions regarding searches, arrests, preparatiOn of '?ah~zars ~tc., should be 
imparted through specially devised training courses .. Likewise, w!th refe.rence to 
contacts with the courts, the importance of preparatiOn of ple~dmgs~ d1~erence 
between evidence and information the difference between mvest1gatwn and 
selecting materials for prosocuti~n are matters on which special training is 
necessary. 

19.19 In such departments as Probation and Aftercare .n~w r~nam~d Depart
mont of Women and Childrens' Welfare, the need for trammg m somology and 
psychological methods is very great. Merely deputing persons to tak~ post 
graduate courses is not sufficient. Here again the nee? to relate the _Jearnmg to 
the problems and situations which <tre met with within the State IS of utmost 
importance. 

19.20 In the Judicial Department, there is as yet no sche1_ne for t~aining raw 
recruits to judicial posts particularly the 1\f unsiffs. The necessity and Importance 
thereof having been realised, provision is now made for training of freshly 
recruited 1\funsiffs in the Rules for Recruitment recently promulgated. The 
Chief Justice informs me that the details of the training scheme will be worked 
out by him and his colleagues on the High Court Bench. I need not therefore 
make any detailed suggestions in that regard. I would only emphasise one point. 
judicial officers as presiding officers of courts also function as administrators of 
those courts and the staff manning them. I think it is important that a scheme 
of training for Munsiffs and Magist,rates should lay stress on the importance of 
judicial officers fully acquainting themselves with details of administration and 
the necessity of their conducting themselves as judges even while functioning as 
administrators and to take administrative decisions with the ~arne detachment 
and impartiality as is necessary in taking judicial decisions. Material is available 
in the several subsidiary rules issued by the High Court as well as the Handbook 
of Administration and Inspection of Subordinate Courts. Practical instruction in 
that direction may be ensured by requiring recruits to spend specified periods in 
the administrative sections of different courts including the High Court besides 
watching judicial proceedings in all the courts. From the point of view of 
administrative training, it appears to me that even the direct recruits as District 
Judges should be required to go through a short course of training with emphasis 
on the practical aspect of it. 

19.21 There may be other instances also where improvement is called for but 
I have listed only a few outstanding positions to focus attention on the great 
need for ?rganisation of training schemes in this State. A fully organised scheme 
in my estimate may cost the State about Rs. 5 crores a year which is just about 
1% of our total revenues. It would be an investment worth making and the 
returns would be of immense value to the administration and the !JUblic. 

19.22 I now come to the second element in effiiciency viz. the collective 
spirit of a body of persons working in a department or office. The ultimate ideal 
is to ensure that every person who joins public service feels that he is joining an 
organisation meant for serving the public and that in the course of his service he 
has a personal contribution to make. Hence training in the real sense must 
extend to the fostering of such an attitude of mind in every entrant into govern
ment service. To a raw recruit there is somethinl!· aweful or forbidding about a 
government office even of a small dimension and he is likely to feel uncomfortable 
for some time. It will be a very good idea if in each office there is one person 
pecially charged with duty of receiving a new entrant and putting him at ease 
as quickly and as comfortably as possible. The value of personal communication 
by the head of a department even to a small man in his department is very often 
forgotten if not actually ignored. It will go a long way to ensure loyalty and 
sincerity of purpose on tl1e part of every entrant into government service if a 
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letter in the nature of 11: pers.onal communication to him signed by the head of 
the departZ?ent w_elcommg him to the department, briefly describing the traditions 
of the service whiCh ~e _is_ joining and t~e ~igh standard of conduct expected of 
each of th~ members _JOimng the service IS delivered to him on the day he 
enters serviCe. A bnef pamphlet setting out the history and objectives of the 
department and the manner of its functioning, a brief organisational chart there 
of and a glossary ?f technical terms normally used in the department may also be 
handed over to h1m by the person receiving him at the department. For some 
day~ .he Z?ay not be able to actually pick up any item of work in the department 
until he IS put through the paces by the receiving person or officer mentioned 
above and by his immediate superiors and colleagues in the section. During the 
c~urse of t~ese daJ:S he may be given every opportunity to get himself acquainted 
With the 1_nstruct10nal manuals of the department, the forms and registers 
used ~herem and the dimensions and details of the particular itmes of work 
~rom time to time assigned to him. Instead of keeping a person for long periods 
rn the sa!lle section, it will expand his horizon of knowledge and also add 
to t~e efficiency of the working of the department if a person is moved from 
sect10_n to s~ction giving him sufficient time in each section to pick up work 
pecuhar to It. In departments which have considerable field work, a well defined 
programme of moving personnel from headquarters to field and field to head 
quarters is also of considerable value because first hand knowledge of how records 
in th~ office are related to the actual facts of working will ensure better under
st~ndmg by the headquarters of the position in the field and tone down or 
ehmate ill-informed criticism which might chill enthusiasm and hamper work in 
the field. 

19.23 What I have called the tradition of a department in the last preceding 
paragraph is not a mere theoretical concept. Although the department is made 
up of men, apart from individual sense of prestige and reputation, there is a clearly 
discernible collective idea of a i)restige and reputation of a depart!llent. I~ is 
common experience to hear that a particular department has a reputation for quiCk 
and accurate work whereas another is slow, sluggish or is incapable of doing 
justice to its work. Public opinion of this character is not an empty matter but a 
correct judgment or assessment of the type of work turned out in government 
offices. Just as an individual, however mediocre or common place may be his 
capacities, does aspire to earn a good name, the collective spirit of the departme~t 
also has a similar collective desire for a good na.me. It is in the last analysis 
the duty and responsibility and the privilege of the head of the department to 
nurture this spirit by proper distribution of work so as to get the best out of 
each person under him and a sympathetic yet firm handling of the staff. _The head 
of the department should not be like a God sitting above the clouds With a club 
in his hand who descends to the earth only when he wishes to use the club 
against any one. He must consider himself one among the workers of the 
department and by his example of probity, punctuality and hard work foster the 
growth of similar qualities in his subordinates. Excessive praise or unduly harsh 
condemnation are both evils which should be a voided like poison. Uniform courte~y, 
a simple word of commendation where it is deserved and an occasional enqmry 
about the welfare and health of the subordinates are pieces of conduct whose 
immense value has to be seen and experienced by actually following that course 
of conduct. 

19.24 This is about all I need say on the question of efficiency and trainin~ 
for the purpose of efficiency. The rest must be l~>ft to be improved upon and 
developed by study and experience on the part of the senior administrators of the 
government. 

WELFARE MEASURES 

19.25 lnsurance.--There are two excellent welfare measures now prevalent in 
the State viz., compulsory insurance and the family benefit fund. I recommend 
that both of them may be continued for the benefit of the employees. The 
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compulsory insurance scheme, however, does not appear to be fully and 
E-ffectively enforced because even now there appears to be a considerable number 
of employees who ought to be but are not yet covered by the scheme. I have 
been informed that steps have been taken to remedy the defect and that for 
the said purpose some offices of the Insurance Department are contem_plated 
to be opened in mofussil centres. I expect therefore that the scheme m the 
near future will fully cover all the employees coming within its purview. The 
only additional suggestion I wish to make is that because average expectancy 
of life which now stands around 50 is expected to go up in the present decade, 
and the percentage of deaths in service is only 0.29 the insurable age may be 
raised from 45 years to 50 years. 

19.26 The family benefit fund entails a payment of Rs. 10/- by each 
employee which is proposed to be collected by deduction from his salary at. the 
time of payment. I think the provision for such contribution is both. socially 
and psychologically good and beneficial because apart from the protectiVe hand 
of the government in working the scheme, a sense of participation by the 
employees themselves in what from their point of view may be rightly regarded 
as a co-operative effort is of value in building up a healthy atmosphere and 
tradition in services. 

19.27 Leave and Travel.-Two other schemes in connection with leave which 
are prevalent are the encashment by surrender of portions of earned leave and 
leave travel concessions. 

19.28 The provision for encashment of leave must in my opinion be so 
worked as not to defeat the purpose of the provision for earned leave which is 
intended to provide the employee with a sufficiently long period of rest and 
recouperation after hard work. If, as is now commonly if not extensively 
the practice, encashment of leave is permitted in conjunction with refusal of 
leavf', the basic purpose of the system of Jeave will be defeated. I therefore 
recommend that encashment should not be permitted in conjunction with 
refusal of leave. A better system would be the following and I recommend the 
same: Encashment of leave should be permitted only in cases where an employee 
goes on earned leave for a minimum period of fifteen days and the period of 
leave permitted to be encasbed may be as much as the leave actually availed 
of subject to a' maximum of one month ; the interval between two occasions of 
such encashment should be at least one year counted from the last day of the 
leave actually availed of and the comml'nccment of the leave taken on the 
next succeeding occasion. 

19.29 Leave Travel concession is now limited to journeys to an employee'!! 
home town. The request by several :r;ersons that this limitation in respect 
of the home town may be removed and the conc3ssion may be extended to 
travel to any place in India appears to be reasonable. Although in majority 
of cases the concession is likely to be availed of either for journey to the borne 
town itself or for sight seeing within short distances, it would be fair to 
make provision for at least one long distance journey to places of interest or 
pilgrimage. Considering all these matters, I recommend that leave Travel 
Concession may be extended in respect of any place in India subject to the 
following conditions: The concession will be limited to the employee, hisfher 
spouse, children and step children wholly dependant on him/her; the maximum 
number of such concessions during the entire period of service should be five 
and the interval between two successive conces~io!!s should be not less than 
four years; the total distance in respect of which fare may be claimed and 
paid should not exceed 2,000 Kms. for each occasion provided that in 
respect of one of them and only once during the period of service the maximum 
may be raised to 5,000 Kms. 

19.30 Two further matters which I would like to touch upon in connection 
with leave are the simplification of the formula for calculation of leave and 
encasbment of leave at credit at the time of retirement or death in service. 
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I think the recent modification in the syst('m of procedure for calculation 
of earned leave by the Central Government may with benefit be copied by the 
State Government. I recommend therefore that earned leave may be calculated 
at the ra~e o.f 31 days for an even year and 30 days for an odd year and 
that credits m the leave account may be made ~o. the exte.nt of 7!days 
at the end of each quarter of an year and. an addrtwnal cred1t of one day 
at the· end of the last quarter of an even year. I also recommend that in 
respe~t of carn~d leave at the credit of the leave account of an employee at 
the t1me of ret~rement, cash. payment may be made at the rate of retiring 
pay as defined In Chapter Eighteen for every 30 days subject to a maximum 
of 120 days and that in the case of death of an employee while in service n 
similar amount similarly calculated and subject to the same maximum be paid 
to the person entitled to receive family pension on his/her death. 

19.31 Loans and Advances on concessional terms.-Loana or advances arc now 
being granted for such purposes as house construction and repairs purchase 
of houses or house sites, purchase of motor cars, motor cycles, s~ooters or 
bicycles. I do not have any special idea to suggest in regard to these except 
only two. There is a complaint that the budget allotment for these advances 
or the bulk of it is utilised for advances made within the ·city of Bangalore 
and that those working in the mofussil are scarcely able to secure the benefit .. 
The suggestion ·that the allotment may be divided district-wise so that. there 
is an equitable distribution of the benefit appears to me to be just and fair 
and I recommend the same for acceptance by the Government. The concessional 
rate of interest may be retained at or around 6% and any enhancement 
thereof either in respect of the whole loan or on a sliding scale related to slaLs 
need not be made. 

19.32 Other matters.-Several other activities like assisting in the formation of 
Co-operative Societies, subsidising cultural activities, sports etc., are matters on 
which no particular suggestion is either necessary or called for from me. These 
matters must be left to sympathetic con8ideration by the government depending 
upon situations and occasions. -

19.33 The teachers have claimed that a concession of free education of their 
children not only at high school level but also at college or university level should 
be extended to them. I do not think the claim is reasonable. EdUI~ational 
assistance is an obligation which government owes not merely to its servants but to 
the entire public. To accept the suggestion and to virtually convert government 
servants into a privileged class in respect of a matter which is an absolute 
necessity of civilised living by the entire population appears to me to be out of 
character with the ideas of social justice. Though it may be slightly beyond the 
purview of a Pay Commission to say that, I venture to suggest that in addition to 
free education up to high school which is now available to all classes of citizens, 
the level of parents' income for eligibility to receive freeships or merit-cum-means 
scholarships for higher education may be raised toRs. 10,000 if not Rs. 12,000 per 
year in the case of all citizens, which would of course include government 
servants who are also citizens. 

19.34 Regarding the provision of residential quarters for government servants, 
the problem is a large one and financial implications are extensive. A phased 
programme, however, based on certain priorities ma.y be und~rtaken. In the 
case of judicial officers or other superior officers who it Is not desirable should. be 
beholden to any private house owner may be provided with quarters suh]eC$ 
to deductions from G.P .A. as already indicated in Chapter Seventeen and for ~he 
said purpose the government may examine the desirability of an organisation hke 
the Housing Board putting up such buildings on a scheme of long term purch~se 
by the g?vern!lle.nt _involving only. annual instalme~ts by w~y of payme!l~ ~htch 
will be milder m Its Impact on pubhc finances and w11l result m the acqmsltton of 
valuable assets by the government. Such quarters when put up may be placed 
in charge of different departments for allot.ment to officers of such departments 
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by the departmental heads themselves instead of concentrating the responsibility 
for allocation in one officer at the districts in respect of all the departments. The 
desirability of putting up hostels at which officers in ~ransit or. com~ng to a place 
on transfer awaiting allotment of quarters or searchmg for residential houses may 
be permitted to stay at concessional rent for short periods not exceeding 2 or 3 
months may be examined. This is an activity which the Employees' Association 
may also undertake either on its own finances or with a small subsidy from the 
government. 

19.35 Finally I will say a few words about the mode of according recognition 
to good work. I must_ confess that I fin_d some difficultJ: in accepting the 
proposition that a pubhc sarv~nt. stan~s. m need of what IS commo~ly ~ailed 
incentive to perform good work m his positiOn when the elementary obhgat10n of 
every public servant is that he should put forth his best. It is stated, however, 
that human nature being what it is, some incentive by way of an award or a 
reward is almost a natural thing to expect. Assuming that this weakness 
in human nature may be recognised as existing, a cash award to government 
servants paid by the government appears t_o me t~ be as out of place as a .sim~lar 
award coming from a member of the pubhc. This may appear to be puntamcal 
but if one looks at the matter on principle, there is no escape from the real 
ethical content of the matter. I would rather prefer the grant of commendatory 
certificates with a citation in the case of outstanding work on such occasions as 
Rajyothsava. 

Chapter Twenty 

LOCAL BODIES AND AIDED INSTITUTIONS 

20.1 There are five categories of local bodies, viz., ( 1) Corporations of 
Bangalore, Mysore and Hubli-Dharwar, (2) City Municipalities, (3) Town 
Municipalities, (4) Taluk Development Boards and (5) Village Panchayats. 
The usual policy of the government with respect to the pay scales of the staff of 
these bodies has been to prescribe a certain minimum and a maximum of the 
scale to be applied to each of the categories of staff. But the prescription has 
been of such a nature as to permit of the application of the pay scales normally 
applied to government servants of comparable eategory. It appears to me that 
because these bodies really represent local government and exercise governmental 
functions of a particular description in respect of defined local areas, it is proper 
and necessary to maintain parity of pay scales between regular government 
servants and employees of these bodies. 

20.2 The top administrative positions which in effect represent the arm of the 
controlling government are now included in a branch or class of State service 
called Karnataka Municipal Administrative Service (vide Section 365. of the 
Karnataka Municipalities Act, 1964). To meet the salaries, allowances, pensions, 
provident fund, gratuity and other expenses in connection with the said service, 
provision is made under Section 367 of the Act for the constitution by the 
government of a fund called the Municipal Administration Establishment Fund, 
to which contributions have to be made by the different local authorities of a 
percentage of their revenues in the manner to be prescribed by the government. 
The principal categories of officers in this class of service are : Municipal 
Commissioners of two grades and Chief Officers of four grades. Municipal· 
Commissioners are normally appointed in respect of local authorfties with a 
normal income of Rs. 15 lakhs or above. Municipal Commissioners of the second 
grade and the ~hief Offi_cers of the first grade are appointed for local authorities 
whose normal mcome Is between Rs. 10 and 15 lakhs; the latter may also 
be appointed to local authorities whose normal income is between Rs. 5 and 10 
lakbs. Chief O~cers of. the second grade are appointed to local authorities 
whose normal mcome Is between Rs. 2! and 5 lakhs, those of the third 
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grade to local authorities whose normal in?~me is between 1 and 2~ Iakhs 
and those of the fourth gr'!'de to !?cal auth?nt1es whose normal income is one 
lakh or_l~ss. F!om the point of vie'Y of weight of. work and responsibility for 
determmmg wh1eh one of the yardstwks adopted by the government in these 
cases is the revenue income of the local authorities. It appears to me that the 
general pattern so evolved may be taken as proper subject to the modification 
that the Chief Officers of the third and the fourth grade may be regarded as of 
the same level. I allocate the following Grades and scales to these officers : _ 
Municipal Commissioner of first grade-Grade XIII GS. 13; Municipal Commis
sioner of second grade-Grade XI-GS. 11 ; Chief Officer of first arade-Grade 
X-GS. 10; Chief Officer of the second grade-Grade VIII-GR. 8; Chief Officers 
of third and fourth grade-Grade VI-GS. 6. 

20.3 · Of the rest of the staff the bulk is represented by the staff in health 
service_s. and the staff in educational institutions maintained by the local 
authorities. In respect of the former government makes a grant of half the salary 
of the Medical Officer and 1/3 of the salary of the rest of the health staff. In 
respect of the latter, government makes a cent per cent grant in respect of the 
salary of teaching staff. In addition .the government makes 50% or 60% of the 
cost of granting Dearness Allowance to all the staff. 

20.4 As already stated, my opinion is that the staff of local authorities also 
must be placed on the same scales as those recommended by me in respect of 
comparable categories of government staff. From the point of view of financial 
burden, it appears to me that Corporations and larger municipalities would be in 
a position to bear the same with the assistance of such grant-in-aid as the 
government may make as aforesaid. Smaller municipalities may experience some 
difficulty but the mitigating circumstances are that the strength of the purely 
ministerial vr subordinate staff not covered by the grant!} is likely to be small. 
I also suggest that the government may consider the advisability of relating the 
percentage grant that they make in respect of payment of dearness allowance to 
the additional expenditure consequent upon the adoption of the pay scaleH as 
recommended by me. 

20.5 So far as the grading of the staff for the purpose of implementing the 
new pay structure is concerned, there is such close similarity between the pattern 
of staff of the local bodies and the structure of the State services that in the case 
of bulk of them of the order of 90-95% there should be no difficulty whatever in 
identifying the equations and placing the staff in appropriate grades. In a few 
cases where deeper investigation may be necessary, the job description form set 
out in Annexe XVII may be got filled by such s~aff before taking a final decision. 
I suggest that this work may be got done by a small committee in the Municipal 
Administration Section at the Secretariat. 

20.6 My recommendations in regard to Taluk Board staff is also the same and 
a similar procedure may be adopted in their case also. It may be noticed that 
bulk of their extension work is attended to by Extension Officers in government 
service and what little st.afl· they have will be of the ministerial or subordinate 
levels. 

20.7 Regarding Village Panchayats, the Village Accountant functions as the 
Ex-officio Secretary in respect of smaller panchayats, whose salary is borne by 
the government and has already been settled by me. In the case of the other 
staff of such panchayats and the entire staff including the Secreta;y_ of larger 
panchayats, I recommend that government may suggest the mmimu~ and 
maximum for their remuneration, consistent with their resources . without 
obliging the~ necessarily to adopt the scales recommended for State Services. 

20.8 Aided Institutions are larcrely teachina. institutions. like Schools and 
Colleges and at village or taluk level; a medical in~titution like a Primary H~alth 
Centre, Dispensary etc. In the teaching institutions, the. m11in stream IS the 
teaching staff. Other staff is either ministerial or subordinate. The st .. df of the 
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medical institutions is of a common pattern. In respec~ of all of them after a 
detailed consideration of the position 1 have already mdwated the Grades and the 
pay scales. I recommend that the same may be applied to them. 

20.9 The Triple Ben_efit Scheme appl!cable to the school teachers which ~as 
been in force for some tune may be contmued. I understand that steps are bemg 
taken if not already implemented to extend the scheme to coll~ge !evel teachers 
also. The scheme being one of considerable value t.o teachers, It will, of course, 
be continued. 

20.10 The only matter which requires mention is the counting of service of 
teachers in aided teaching institutions whether schools or colleges for purp~ses 
of pay fixation as well as pension. In r_esp~ct of Sec?ndary Schools, there IS a 
provision made in Rule 59 of the Grant-m-a1d Code whwh reads as follows: 

" Trnnsfef of teach<•rs from One Aided Institution to another Aide~ Institution: 
When teacJ 1er< already in employment in one Aided Institution are transferred 
to some •ther Aided Institution under tile same l\lauagement, their preVIOUs 
service may' be taken into consideration and their. "alary that w•~s admitted. for 
grant in the previou.< Institution may aJ,o be g.ven to the teachers .. W~en 
Teachers of one Aided Tnstitnt,iou are t1amferred to another A1ded InstitutiOn 
under diffe1·ent Managements, iu the State or outside, tl~eir previous service 
may be taken into consideration and the salary ~di~utted Ill the_ preVIO~S 
in•titution may also be given provided, prcv:ous pernuss!Oll of the D_Ir~ctor Is 
obtained. The o;rector shall give such permission. after . exai~lltlt~g .the 
certificat-e,, as regards the service and the Hdary pa1d Ill the prevwus Inst1tntwn, 
issued by the Inspecting Officers of the District or o;vision concerned. " 

There is a similar parallel provision in respect of Primary Schools. 

20.ll College teachers have requested ill'~ to suggest that the lack of s~ch a 
provision in their case may be made good by the government promulga_tmg a 
similar rule in th<'ir ease also. I recommt>nd that steps may be taken m that 
regard. 

20.12 S(me of the teachers who appeared before me stated that much delay 
is caused by the interpretation of Rule 59 as requiring some sanction or 
permission by the Director in the case of Secondary Schools and the Deputy 
Director in the case of Primary Schools. But as I read the rule it does not seem 
to require or entitle the Director or the Deputy Director· as the case may be to 
decide whether in any case sanction should be accorded or not. Once the fact 
of tlervice in an aided institution is ascertained to be true, the rule obliges the 
Director or Deputy Director to grant the sanction. Hence the operation of the 
rule is only intended for clarification or cPrtification of the fact of a teacher 
having worked for a (•ertain l<'ngth of time in a certain institution. 

20.13 Another aspect in this matter which occurs to me is that the procedure 
in this regard is capable of being greatly simplified. The salary of teachers is now 
paid directly by the department itself. The paying officer is generally the 
Deputy Director of Public Instruction at district level for the Secondary Schools 
and the Assistant Education Officer for Primary Sehools. Salary bills are prepared 
by the institutions or schools and sent to the district office whereupon the 
necessary amount is credited to the bank accounts of various teachers. The 
department generally countersigns these salary bills whereupon they are honoured 
by the Treasury. l\Iy suggestion is that when a teacher leaves one institution, 
the ';llanagement of ~he institution may be required to issue to him a Last P!l'Y 
Certificate as done m the ease of government serv:~,nts together with a service 
cer~ifica~e giving the dates of entry into service an.] of ceasing from service, the 
des1gnat10n of the post held and the nature of work done by him, and that both 
may be countersigned by the Deputy Director or the Assistant Education Officer 
as the case may be and handed over to the teacher concerned to be honoured 
by the next institution whose service he may enter. 

20.14 A similar procedure may also be adopted mutatts mutandis in the case 
of colleges. 
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2?.15 Regardi~g counti.ng service for pension, the matter has already been 
~lanfied b~ a Comgendum Issued by the government in l\Iay 1974 and published 
m the offiCial Gazette, dated 9th May 1974, which for facility of reference I copy 
in entirety below : 

"Education and Youth Services Secretariat" 

Corrigendum 

Grant of ad hoc pen•ion to the aided •chool employees who have retiretl from 1st 
NovembH, 1956 to 31st Match 1963. 

GovERNMENT ORDER No. ED 19 SBS 73 

Please substitute the following for sub pant (ii) i.e. condition Number (ii) in para 
3 of the Government Order No. FD !8 SBS 70, dated 15th July 1971. 

"(ii) They should have put in not less than ten yeaT' aggregate service in any one of 
the aided institutions or in more than one of the a'ded institution•.' 
2. This isHues with the concurrence of Finance Department vide their U.O. 
No. FD (Sp1.)170f74, dated 21st January 1974.'' 

The operation of the same will be further facilitated by the issue of service 
certificates as suggested by me in the last preceding paragraph. 

Chapter Twenty-one 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSALS 

21.1 The salient features of this question which require consideration or 
eluc-idation are normally an estimated calculation of the additional expenditure 
likely to be incurred by the revision of pay scales and allowances, the 
reasonableness of the percentage or portion of the total revenues and receipts of 
the State which would be absorbed by such expenditure, the relative pace of 
growth year by year of such expenditure and such total of revenue and receipts 
and the desirability of eliminating diminution of resources available for develop
mental activities to the extent it is avoidable consistent with considerations of 
social imperatives and equities implicit in maintaining reasonably contented staff 
of necessary strength. 

21.2 The routine or normally accepted method of assessing the financial 
implications consequent upon a revision of pay scales is to work out the difference 
of expenditure calculated at the mid points or the mean points of the existing 
scales and the revised scales. Such a calculation is possible only when the 
revision is of such a character as to be capable of being given effect to by the 
substitution of a single existing scale by a single revised scale. Such a position 
need not always be available. Especially in t.he present revision following upon 
a fresh valuation of work in different posts in government service and a grading 
of such posts, the inevitable result already noticed is that it is not possible 
alwayg to point out an absolute correspondence between one existing scale and 
one new scale. But the procedure for fitment into new scales evolved by me is 
such that whichever may be the new General Scale into which a person gets 
fitted, the particular stage which he will occupy in the new General Scale would 
be the same namely, the adjusted basic pay corresponding to the basic pay which 
he was drawing in the existing scale applicable to him as on the 1st day of 
January 1975. Hence, the following method was adopted for calrulating the 
financial implications of the proposals. 

21.3 With respect to each of the existing scales, the mid point or the mean 
stage thereof was taken as the avarage pay drawn by all the persons on that 
scale and the total expenditure by way of pay ofpersom on that scale was arrived 
at by multiplying the said mean by the total number of persons drawing salary 
on that scale. To this was added the additional amounts paid by way of 
Dearness Allowance and Additional Dearness Allowance. Correspondingly, the 
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expenditure by way of payment of basic pay on ~he new scale was calculat,ed 
by multiplying the adjusted basic correspondmg to _the mea~ _stage of 
the existing scale by the total· number o~ employ~es 1~ the ex1~tmg seal~. 
Thereafter, the G.P.A. becoming payable m connectiOn w1th the adJusted basic 
was separately calculated. 

21.4 On this calculation, the figures arrived at were the following_ : The total 
expenditure on average pay in all the existing scales together w1th Dearness 
Allowance and Additional Dearness Allowance came to Rs. 168.06 ?rores. 
Additional payment by way of payment of basic pay on the new scales (2.e. the 
excess of adjusted basic over the present basic) came to Rs. 16.30 crores and the 
G.P.A. Rs. 36.87 crores. Hence the total additional expenditure would be 
Rs. 53.17 crores. 

21.5 It is seen, however, that though on the calculation made as _above the 
present level of expenditure arrived at is Rs. 168.06 crorcs, accordmg to the 
budget estimates for 1975-76 the said expendit~re was Rs. 144. ?9 c~ores. 
Obviously, the calculation on the basis of mean pomts of the scales mev1tably 
leads to an exaggerated figure for the reason that the distribution ?f .age groups 
can never be such liS to approximate to such an average. N ecessanly therefore, 
we have to make a reasonable abatement in the figure for the present level of 
expenditure arrived at by us. Proceeding on the proportion suggested between 
our calculat(•d figure and the budg<>t estimates, the reasonable abatement from 
the total of Rs. 53.17 crores would be Rs. 7.43 crores. On such abatement the 

·total additional expenditure comes toRs. 45.74 crores or Rs. 46 crores in round 
figures. 

21.6 There are certain further deductions to be made from the said figure for 
arriving at the actual net impact. Firstly. under the proposals in this report, 
special pay and allowances of every kind gets abolished and allowances like house 
rent allowance, city compensatory allowance and rural allowance or other local 
allowances as well as the amount spent by way of medical reimbursement get 
merged in the G.P.A. On this account, on a calculation made at the Secretariat 
of the Pay Commission, a total deduction of Rs. 5 crores has to be made. The 
next deduction is the contribution to be made by each employee at the rate of 
Rs. 10/- per month in respect of the Government Employees' Family Benefit 
Fund; that accounts for Rs. 4.32 crores or Rs. 4 Crores in round figures. There 
is then the scheme of compulsory insurance prevalent in the State, the premia 
collected for which is 10% of the average basic pay. On account of the 
enlargement of the basic pay under the proposals, the receipts on account of 
premium necessarily !(et enhanced; Although on a calculation made for the 
purpose, the additional premia receipts are likely to be of the order of Rs. 10 
crores, considering the possibility of some of the employees being outside the 
purview of the scheme and inadequate enforcement of the scheme, I would reduce 
the estimate toRs. 6 crores, which, in my opinion, is quite reasonable in the 
circumstances. Hence the overall deductions to be made on account of the 
factors related in this paragraphia Rs. 15 crores. 

21.7 The net addition, therefore, on account of pay and G.P.A. is Rs. ai. 
rrores. The additional expenditure consequent upon the enhancement of rates of 
pension is Rs. 1.87 crores on account of pensions and Rs. 0.07 crores on account 
of family pensions making a total of nearly Rs. 2 crores. On account of 
miscellanequs items like special purpose allowances, the amenities like encashment 
of l_eave, !eave !ravel concession etc., (of which, of course, only a very rough 
estimate IS possible) another Rs. 2 crores may be added. 

21.8 H_ence a ~e~sonable estimate of. the overall or total impact of the 
proposalR Is an additiOn of Rs. 35 crores to expenditure. 

21-9 Now, on the norms and principl_es ordinarily followed and applied· in 
constructing the pay scales, the economic value of work which is the correct 
description of salary has necessarily to be related to the purchasing power of the 
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currency at the ~ime or on the date with reference to which the pay scales are 
constructed, subject to t.he overall consider:1tion that the employee of the lowest 
gr~~e secures at least what is commonly called a subsistence wage moving up to a 
mn~J~um wage. If the scal~s are pegged to a particular date and the object of a 
revisiOn as so formulated IS sought to be achieved by making further ad hoc 
pay.ments by way .of or in. the nature of dearness a\lowRnce, the result sought to be 
achieved thereb.y IS n.ot different from or cannot. be different from achieving some 
reasonable relatiOnship between salary and the purchasing power of the currency. 
In the absence of the rationalised pay structure recommended in this report, such 
would have been the alternative before the State Government. The government, 
therefore, acting upon or in the light of social imperatives aiid the equities 
saggested by the economic conditions would have to d'!Cide upon meeting thr 
situation by payments in the nature of dearness allowance. In such an event, 
there could be little doubt that a pattern approximating to what is commonly 
called the Central Government Dearness Allowance formula would have been 
followed. Taking into account only the government servants, such paymrnts 
would have cost the exchequer Rs. 16.48 crores at 12 monthly average ind<'x 
figure of 296 points, an additional Rs. 7.90 crores a·t the average figure of 312 
points and an additional Rs. 3.98 crores at t.he average figure of 320 points 
making a total of Rs. 28.36 crores. 

21.10 It will be seen therefore that the additional expenditur.:> consrqtwnt 
upon giving effect to the scheme of rationalised pay scales propounded in this 
report is not far above the additional expenditure which would have brrn 
otherwise inevitable in the circumstances. The same result achieved by the said 
rationalisation of the pay structure has the additional advantage in at h•ast two 
particulars. Firstly, it removes the existing disparities and differe•lCPS 
generally complained of by government servants and evolves a pa ttcrn of horizon
tal equations which in addition to removing the said dissatisfaction will not only 
simplify salary administration but also impart a stability to the structure of 
services in the State. Secondly, because the pay scales together with G. P.A. 
are so constructed as to repres!lnt the real economic value of the work and 
the rate and ranges of increments arc such as will along with G. P.A. absorb all 
reasonable increases in price levels consistent with our objectives of planning, tlw 
formula for payment of Dearness Allowance after placing thr employers on tlw 
rationalised scales could b~ so.constructrd as t0 avoid all uncxpPcted shocks or 
surprises to the public finances and be capable of being worked out on clearly 
forrseea.blr commitments. 

21.11 The increments as I have already stated work out to a gross in~reasr 
of 4-6 per cent or avrraging 5'/1. annually. As against the same tlwre. is tl.H1 
normal retirement ratio a round n% of the total strrngth of the staff whwh Will 
reduce t.he expenditure from the level of salaries to the lrvrl of pensions. Heuer, 
the overall increase per year may not be beyond the range of 3-4 p<·r cent of 
the expenditure on establishment. A~ against that there is t~P cxprcted 
buoyancy in revenues and other recPipts of the S·tatr.• The S1xth Fwance 
Commission has worked out forecasts for the buoyancy of the revenut's of 
this Statr for 1974-79. The estimates and actuals for the ypars 1972-73, 
1973-74, 1974-75 and 1975-'16 justify the said Pstimate by actually exccPUillg 
the same. According to the budgf•t estimatPs for t.he year 1 975·76 total 
receipts wrre : 

(1) State taxes 
(2) State's "],nrc of central taxes 
(3) Grant-in-aiil from the centre 
(4) Other receipts 

Total 

Rs. 208.05 crore• 
Rs. 72.18 
Rs. 32.61 
R,. 128.31 

The net increase in -establishment expenditure as already ~tatcd above is 
estimat<>d at Rs. 35 crores for a whole year. The lastbudgetkd estimate of Rs. 145 
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crores is the gross figur<' bPforc deducting the receipts on account of family 
heJH·fit fund anu comp11lsory insurane<' pr<'mia. It may thercfo~,J be reaso1_1able 
to state that th<> actual nd. I'Xp<'rHlit.ur·~ on accon11t of <'stabltshment w1ll be 
and may rrasonably be expPct.<>d to continue to be in the region of 30-33% of 
the total rl'ct>ipts. 

21.12 Coming now to the topic of eliminating avoidable dim~nution . of 
resources available for developmental activities, the first 9uest10n wbwh 
necessarily arises is whether the expenditure on establishment estn~ated as. abov:e 
can at all be regarded as to any extent avoidable. From one P?mt of v1ew, 1t 
may be said that it. is quite unavoidable. Another point of v1ew would be to 
assess the priorities. Ideas or opinions about priorities may ani! very often .do 
vary from time to time. But the absolute priority amounting to actual nccess1ty 
of maintaining a reasonably contented staff in sufficient number cannot at a!ly 
time change or be varied. All special schemes of development are necessanly 
matters which are considerably beyond the scope of what may be called normal 
maintenance expenditure. A necessary concomitant of taking up such schemes 
is the inevitability of mobilising resources not yet tapped. Apart from the 
scheme of assistance extended by the Central Government for de~elopmental 
purposes, there is according to economists and expert fi.nanmers. a clear 
poissbility of tapping such additional resources in the sector of agriCultural 
taxation, irrigation rates, exploitation of forest wealth, increasing fees for 
certain services and efficient profitable working of public sector undertakings. 
Recent events have also disclosed the magnitude of resources available even 
in the existing tax structure by taking vigorous steps for collection of outstanding 
dues and arrears, preventing evasion · of taxation and eliminating inefficiency 
and unhealthy trendn in the administration. 

21.13 Another matter which should now be dealt with flows from the well 
accepted proposition that the public who contribute to the administration by 
paying taxes are entitled to not only the efficient functioning and discipline 
on the part of public servants but also financial discipline on the part of the 
administration. The former d!'pends upon training, better organisation and 
handling of staff already discussed in Chapter Nineteen and the latter in 
observing descipline and circumspection in maintaining only so much staff as is 
consistent with efficiency sufficient for the work and eliminating all o~casions 
of unnecessary proliferation of staff. There is already considerable scope for 
effecting economy in strength and a fairly appreciable surplus of staff in different 
departments. On a rough estimate made on the strength of figures furnished by 
the department in answer to the questionnaire issued to the departmental beads, 
it is seen that as many as 9946 posts, have remained vacant for more than one 
year. The bulk of this number is covered by the first six of the existing scales 
which account for mor0 than SO% of the vacant posts. Although the depart
mental representatives in the course of the discussions pleaded that this was 
due to delays in administration or recruitment etc., and restrictions imposed 
on rrcruitment r~Cl'IJ.tly and tried to make out that the filling up of these posts 
was necessary for the working of the departments, it is a little difficult to 
reconcile this claim with the claim made while pleading for higher scales that the 
departments ar0 working efficiently and the staff has contributE-d greatly to 
the reaching of targets etc., set for their work. The overall impression that I 
gather is that at any ra~e in the lower levels there is considerable scope for 
economy and that reducmg the strength of those levels by large percentages 
will not, to any extent, hamper the efficient working of the departments. In 
all probability, a smaller better paid staff, suitably trained and properly 
handled is far mor? likely to help in more efficient working of the departments 
than a large prohferated, uncontrolled and untrained staff most of it not 
knowing what is expected of them ... I have also noticed specially in connection 
with plan schemes or special projects for which special assistance or grants are 
availa blc fro n the centre or international organisation, recruitment of staff 
is made without examining the qnPst.ion whether the existing trained staff 
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can!lot itself be depl~yed for wo_rking those schemes or projects. It my be 
noticed .t~at although m t~e first mstance or for the period of the assistance 
the ~dditional staff recnuted may be paid for from out of the assistance 
rec~I':"ed, at the _end of the period, the staff necessarilr becoml'S an unnecessary 
addttional commitment ~m the ~nances of.the Sbate ~tsel~. For almost every 
type of. Work, We ~ave Ill the . S:bate _quahfi·~d men Ill dtfferent departments, 
professiOnal, techmcal or admimstra·tive. I, therefore, strongly recommend 
that the Sta~e ~overnment may appoint a high levd committee to locate 
surpl~s staff m _d1ffe~ent departments and scr~en all proposals for special 
staff In connectiOn with new plan schemes or proJects and permit recruitment 
only whell: existing personne~ drawn from different departments is inadequate. 
The question whether recrurtment may not be stopped or suspended for a 
period of 1-3 years in certain of the cadres may be seriously examined and 
steps taken to s?e that all departments and offices are properly and adequately 
staffed by movmg surplus from one department to another which is under
staffed and stopping recruitment and reducing cadre strength wherever 
necessary. 

21.14 The discussion in this chapter so far is limited to State Services. So 
far as the assignments of portions or items of revenue and grants-in-aid to local 
bodies and aided institutions are concermd, they are no·t normally regarded 
as forming part of the expenditure on establishment but expenditure on account 
of development or welfare activities obligatory on the the part of the State. 
But as the bulk of the same is utilised for payment of salaries to staff of local 
bodies and aided institutions and a reference to them is also necessary to 
complete the idea of the total financial implications of the proposals made in 
this report, I shall mention the figures in that regard also. They have been 
calculated by following the same procedure as followed in the case of State 
Services. The total additional expenditure on account of basic pay comes to 
Rs. 4.73 crores and the total additional expenditure on account of G. P. A. 
thereon comes to Rs. 11.35 crores making a total of Rs. 16.08 crores for a 
whole year. The factors which go in abatement of the same are the following. 
The estimated number of employees furnished to the Sixth Finance Commission 
was about 72,000. In the absence of full and accurate information, I have for 
the purpose of my calculation taken the figure at 80,500 which is the estimate 
now adopted by the government while calculating the cost of granting dearness 
allowance to this category of staff. Secondly, as in the case of State Services 
so in the case of staff of these bodies or institutions, calculation of expenditure 
on pay based on the mean point of the scales involves an element of exaggera
tion. Thirdly, grant-in-aid in respect of salaries of staff is cent per cent in the 
casa of some institutions based upon a prescribed or stipulated teacher-student 
ratio and only 80-85% in the case of certain other institutions. Taking all 
these factors into consideration, an overall abatement of Rs. 4 crores may be 
made. The additional expenditure on account of enhanced p<ension' is margina~. 
So, Rs. 12 crores per year is a reasonable estimate of the additional expendi
ture consequent upon the implementation of this report. As ~gainst this, t~e 
cost .of making ad hoc payments in the nature of Dearness Allowanee to this 
category of staff as at 12 monthly average figures of 320 comes toRs. 6.5 crores. 

Chapter Twenty-two 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

22.1 As I have dealt with all matters in fair detail in the foregoing chapters, 
there is indeed very little else to say by way of general observations. I shall relate 
briefly in this chapter a few observations which had to be postponed to this stage 
either because they depend upon a full conspectus of the entire structure 
discussed so far or because their insertion in one or other of the previous 
chapters would have interrupted the line of diseussion. 
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Scheme of Gradation : 
22.2 On the principal scheme of job valuation and gradation of posts followed 

by me I wish to say that though the approach is new, there is nothing novel in 
the scheme 1tself. The actual or substantial result stated in the previous chapters 
is really the result of a process of identifying the outstandiug features of the 
existing pattern and presenting them in a definite shape within defined yrontiers, 
eliminating only deviations or departures from the real characteristiCs of the 
existing pattern. The yardsticks of qualifications and the levels of responsibility 
are not new but collected from the existing pattern. What is sought to be 
achieved is to impart a definiteness to all that is good in the existing scheme and 
to bid good bye to whatever may be out of alignment or opposed to the logic of 
the situation. It is my expectation that what is good and beneficial in the 
existing system must be retained and observed and followed as a permanent basis 
for a strong and efficient structure of the services in the State. To achieve the 
said object, all new posts created in future should be fitted into one or the other 
of the 15 Grades and allocated the pay scale appropriate to them. It is with this 
end in view that I have throughout this Report made an attempt to formulate 
principles, devise appropriate procedures and explain every important step taken 
by me in building up the structure. The statement of the principles in 
Chapters Two to Six, the description of the Grades in Chapter Seven and the 
departmentwise cadr·~wise discussion in Chapter Twelve do, I believe, give a 
complete picture_ of the scheme and a study of the same would provide any 
intelligent administrator with sufficient instruction to evaluate and allocate to 
appropriate Grade any new post herl\after created. One matter of which special 
mention should be made in thi~ connection is that the practice sometimes followed 
of creating new posts without first deciding the nature of weight of the work 
expected in it and the qualifications which would be necessary to acquire the 
competence to perform such work but merely indicating that the post may be 
not below or not above the rank of some existing post will have the effect of 
defeating the above object or at any rate making its achievement extremely 
difficult. I would therefore lay special emphasis on the desirability and necessity 
of first deciding upon the grade requisite for a post before sanctionmg the 
creation of such a post. 

22.3 With its source in the basic principles with which we started and with 
the configuration of its features determined by the stream of logic flowing there
from, the pattern which as ultimately emerged is, it will be readily recognised, an 
integrated scheme. every material feature of which is closely related to every 
other with links of logic and mutual relationship. It follows therefore that any 
displacement or disfigurement of any one of t,he details ma.v lead to distortions 
and may even defeat one or more of its purposes, more important among which 
are the elimination to the utmost extent possible of irritants like disparities and 
disproportions and the fostering of a measure of satisfaction, a sense of equal 
participation and unity of purpose in service personnel. Incidentally, it facili
tates mobility of staff as between hcadquart·3rs and field or from one department 
to another department and the smooth working of programmes or projects in 
which two or more departments may have to work together. It may also help 
the implementation of any policy decision to do away with the present mode of 
categorisation of services either as Class I to IV or as gazetted and non-gazetted, 
which has of late come in for much adverse criticism. -
Pay Structure and option : 

22.4 The pay structure, the rules as to fitment and the scheme of allowance's 
evolved and recommended in this Report are such that every one of the 
employees stands to receive thereunder a fairly substantial monetary benefit. 
The fact that the benefit accruing to those in some posts may be smaller than 
the benefit accruing to those in other posts actually indicates that the existing 
pay and emoluments of persons in the first named posts were nearer what was 
!Pgitimatcly the level of remuneration for those posts whereas the existing 
emoluments attaching to the second mentioned posts were much below the 
legitimate remuneration for them. Apart from the said benefit, there is the 
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additional bene~t of a hig~er percentage for claculation of pension in respect 
of enhanced basiC pay whJCh IS of rnor(' permanent value. In this view, it 
appears doubtful whether any one would choose to retain the t,xisting pay scaltJ 
and emoluments rather than take the benefit of the new structure. However 
the Government if so advised may, as is commonly done, give the employees a1; 

option to choose between the old and new scales. I would, however, emphasise that 
the option must be limited to retaining the existing pay scale a 1d allowances 
with the accepted liberty to the Government to vary the allowances and no 
promise of a grant of dearnees allowance otherwise than in accordanee with 
the formula recommended in Chapter Sixteen and should not extend to the 
liberty of choosing the date on which an employee would prefer to come on the new 
scales. Further, the operation of the option would naturally come to an end when 
a person who has made a choice in favour of the existing scale gets promoted to a 
higher post. At the promotional stag~, he can only get into the new scale 
applicable to the promotional position and not oblige the government to embark 
upon an investigation as to what the promotional scale would have been had 
the new pay structure not been brought in·to force. 

Recruitment Rules : 

22._5 The importance of being clear and definite about qualifications 
for the purpose of working the scheme of gradation need not be specially 
emphasised by me. As mentioned more than once in the previous chapters, 
qualifications are a very important contributing factor in deciding the 
Grade into which a post should be fi·tted. I therefore sugg,·st that gn•at 
care should hereafter be taken to see that qualifications appropriate to the 
nature of the work in a post and the level of competence considered necess,uy 

. for it are prescribed in clear u n.ambiguous terms. I make special mention of 
this matter because there are instances as already mentioned in appropriate 
places, where alternative qualifications . are prescribed which represent two 
different distinct levels of competence and are not of substantially of the same 
level of competence. This leads to considerable difficulties. Care niay there
fore be taken to see that wherever alternative qualificatio11S are prescribed, such 
qualifications are substantially of the same nature or represent the same level 
of competence. In some places qualifications which do not exist are prescribed, 
as for example a diploma in carpentry. In some other rul·s, in conjunction 
with a technical qualification, a level of general education is prescribed whieh is 
higher than what is necessary for admission into the said technical course which 
very often leads to an incongruity, or unnecessary complication. In cert-ain 
other rules, experience is prescribed in terms which are either vague or equi vo
cal and difficult of actual application- I therefor·,, suggest that wherever 
experience is considered necessary and is prescribed, the same should be 
described in clear specific understandable terms. In the Fire Force, one of the 
preseription is actual experience of working in a Fire Force. There are very 
few Fire Forces in .the country and the prescription virtually reduces a 
person to acquire experience in the Fire Force working in this State which c_o~ld 
only be either by way of joining the training course or by w~y of some position 
as that of an apprentice. This is a matter for consideration by govem?Jent. 
One suggestion I would make ·is that. the resources of the Training SectiOI~ ~f 
the Fire Force and the Combined Training Centre for Home Guards and _C1_vll 
Defence may be pooled together to run a course of instruction and tramwg 
followed by the grant. of a certificate prescribing a certain minimum ge!1eral 
educational standard of about middle school level for lower cadres and a higher 
certificate course for science graduates in respect of!~igher cadres in the Fire ~orce. 

22-6 Another matter worthy of consideration in respect of the recruitment 
rules is that in the place of the present system of diffc>rent departments of tJ,c 
secretariat dealing with the recruitment rules relating to the departmen~s ~nder 
their control, it is better and clearly advisable to centralise the final1sat10n of 
recruitment rules at one point in the Secretariat. I suggest that the work rnay be 
assigned to a separate cell the staff to which is contributed by the General 
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Administration Department, the L~w _Department and if necessaq the Finance 
Department. In the process of finahsat10n of the rules of any ~artiCular depart
ment, much correspondence and discussio~ will be reduced If ~he hea~ of the 
department or a fully instr~cted rcpres_ent~t1ve ~f t~e departm~nt ~s _requued . to 
sit with the cell at the time of 1inahsat10n. fh1s system Will elu~mate gla_n_ng 
disparities and assist_in. the formuh,-ttion. and impl~r~entation of umf?rm pohc1es 
regarding the prescnptwn of qualificatiOns, conditi~ns for p~omot10n an? the 
stjpulation of percentages for lateral ell:try by_ way of ~Irect .r~crmtr;nent a~ h1gher 
levels in the services on a rational bas1s consistent w1th effiCiency m workmg and 
the relative strength of cadres. 

22.7 The implementation of this Report will entail in its wake fairly ~xtensive 
amendments to the recruitment rules of different departments. For a satisfactory 
completion of this work, I s~ggest that_ the s~me rna~ be refer~ed to the cell 
mentioned above or to a committee of semor officials specially appomted for the 
purpose and the procedure may be on the lines suggested above. As I ?ave indi· 
cated at different places in Chapter Twelve, t~ere are several posts wh1c? are not 
yet covered by any recruitment rules. In gradmg those posts and allocatmg scales 
to them I have placed reliance upon the information furnished by the depart
mental authorities about the qualifications they consider necessary for those posts, 
qualifications possessed by the ~rese~t incumJ:lents and the natur~ of the work 
appertaining to them. Though It will be obviOus therefrom, I w1sh to make a 
clear recommendation that while supplying the deficiency of the absence of rules 
in that regard by framing fresh rules, care may be taken to prescribe qualifica
tions appropriate to or falling within the range of qualifications listed by me -as 
appropriate to the Grade respectively assigned to such posts. 

Training Syllabi : 

22.8 At one time [ had an idea of preparing and setting out in one of the 
annexes to this Report a few model syllabi for training. With this end in view, 
I not only collected as much information as possible about the training courses 
now prevalent in the different departments of the government and also requested 
the heads of departments or senior officers of different departments to prepare 
aRd send me whatever they considered to be a reasonably good syllabus for any 
particular training courses which they considered appropriate for their depart
ment. On a study of all these material, however, I found that any syllabus that 
I may construct may not rightly be regarded as a model because mere theoretical 
perfection will not serve the purpose, the real necessity being the actual 
utilisation of departmental experience for constructing the syllabus which will 
impart traiping directly oriented to the work and objectives of the department. 
I therefore thought that the matter must be left to the government to get the 
syllabi prepared by the different departments on the line~ suggel:'ted by me wi1;h 
such improvements as they may be in a position to suggest. The material 
collected by me which is tabulated and placed in classified files may be consulted 
for the purpose and each dP-partment may prepare its own training manuals. 

Office Manuals and Job Charts: 

22.9 Very few departments have full fledged office manuals. Such manuals as· 
do exist have not been fully or completely brought up to date. The importance 
of office manuals is well known to administrators. I therefore suggest that an 
attempt should now be made to see that every department constr-:1cts a 
depar~me~tal manual containing not merely a history and objectives and 
orgamsat10n of the depart.ment but also detailed instructions regarding the 
n~ture o~ work to be ~arried out. at different levels. and in different posts, the 
distrJ but10n of supervisory functwns and the exerCise of administrative control 
with either chapters or appendices giving information about the statutes and 
regulations governing the work of the department, forms and registers used 
therein and a glossary of technical terms. The information collected for the 
purpose of job valuation, job charts furnished by the departments in reply to the 
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questionnaire and the job description forms got entered by different cadres may 
all be of some use in preparing at least parts of the office manuals. 

Residuary: 

22:10 ~t must _be obvious ~rom the. principles and procedure relating to 
gradmg discussed. mall aspects 1~ the. different chapters that every Grade is 
related to a certam range of quahficatwns and the General Scale relative to it is 
rela~ed to ~ c~rtain point of average consistent with fair play to all persons 
commg w1thm that Grade .. One of the consequences of this, which though 
obvious I consider desirable to state specifically, is that recruitment of a person 
with a qualification above the range or above the qualification within the range 
prescribed for any post coming within that Grade at a point in the scale higher than 
its commencement would be inappropriate and should not be done. If as already 
recommended, special and particular attention is paid to the prescription of 
qualifications for all posts, whenever a post is considered to be of such a level as 
to require a specified higher qualification the post will naturally go into the 
higher Grade relatable to the higher qualification. 

22.11 There is only one more matter which I would like to mention. Every 
attempt ha5 been made to secure a complete list of cadres and posts in different 
departments and to deal with them in Chapter Twelve for purposes of allocating 
scales to them. A vigilant attempt has also been made to keep track of orders 
made by the government after the constitution of this Commission creating new 
posts or upgrading or downgrading some posts and the information so collected 
has been utilised· in Chapter Twelve. Nevertheless, it is not impossible that 
some post or cadre somewhere might have escaped my attention. In such an 
event, my recommendation is that the government may on the principles fully 
elaborated in this Report assess the level of the same and place it in the Grade 
and General Scale appropriate to it. 

Chapter Twenty-three 
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Sri G. H. Shankara Rao, the work at the Secretariat of the Pay Commission has 
been so distributed that the course of events in one section did not hold up or 
hamper the work of another section and even the inevitable delays or time lags 
in the matter of collecting information from the various department~ of 
the government did not operate to add any avoidable delay to the actual t1.me 
for the completion of the work. Special mention must be made of the sectiOn 
dealing with job valuation and gradation of posts presided over by Sri G .S. Kanekal 
and the section dealing with economic surveys and statistical studies. presided 
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available with the Pay Research Cell of the Secretariat which was made over to 
me for the work of the Commission has also been of considerable value to me. 
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interruption and the entire work could be completed within a period of no more 
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23.3 Heads of Departments were good enough to appoil!-t at my request 
Liaison Officers in their respective departments charged. with .t~e duty of 
furnishing all information to me and assisting me in every deta1l pertammg to ~he 
staff of their departments. Such liaison officers have ext~n~ed full co-operatiOn 
and rendPred considerable assistance to me. In certam mstances, Heads of 
Departments or Rome one or other of the senior officers of the de~artment have 
willingly come over to my office to discuss particular problems and given me what
rver assistance I stood in need of. I thank all of them. 

23.4 In the course of the discussions they had with me, the Hea~s of Depa.rt
ments and their aides and assistants have been good enough to furmsh me With 
information classified and tabulated in the way requested by me ~~d also ~o 
amplify it by personal discussions. Secretaries to Government participated m 
discussions relating to departments under their respective control, and offered 
valuable comments. I am grateful to them, 

23.5 Learned and experienced gentlemen in different fields of work like 
rducation, administration, economics, science, industry, etc., whose names are 
given in Annex - XXII were good enough to respond to my invitation and find 
time to come to me and give me the benefit of their mature experience and 
learning which imparted clarity and confidence to my line of thinking. I am 
very deeply grateful to them. I must also acknowledge my indebtPdness to 
the learning and study of the authors of the reports and publications listed 
in Annex XXV. ' 

23.6 I have defPrred to the last refereneo to the discussions I have had 
with represrntativcs of nearly 200 cadre associations and pensioners because 
I have a special word to say about them. They have not only scrupulously 
observed the time sehedule prepared for the discussions but also exhibited a 
commendable SC'n,.e of logic, understanding and accommodation while discussing 
or offering their comments on the> different ideas I had put to them in connection 
with the principles for gradation and the construction of the pay structure, 
pensions, etc. They have also maintained a very pleasant atmosphere of 
frien~liness and have been free and frank in the expression of their views 
and m placing before me their problems and difficulties, all of which have 
helped me acquire a clear insight into the real problems affecting their positions. 
To say that I am grateful to them would be an under-statement. I count 
these discussions among the major compensations in this tedious and laborious 
task of constructing the pay scales for the State Services. 

23.7 In conclusion, I offer my compliments and good wishes to all my 
bret?ren iJ?- public service. and reco~d t~e. hope that by extending courtesy and 
consideratiOn to the public, by mamtawmg a healthy concern for their welfare 
and by dev?tion to their work_, ~hey ~vill ear~ the good will of the public which, 
I can sa-y With complete conviCtiOn, IS a species of wealth more enduring and 
far more valuable than any pay scale or scheme of emoluments could ever be. 

Bangalore, Sd. 
Dated : 8th l\Iarch 197 G A. NARAYANA PAI · 
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ANNE X-I 

GOVERNMENT OF KARNATAKA 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT 

G. o. No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74, dated 13th August 1971. 

Subject.-Karnataka Pay Commission-Appointment of-

PREAMBLE: 

The last general pay revision of State Go,·ernment employees was effected in 1970. Since 
then, Government have increased the Dearness Allowance on several occasions, with a view 
to mitigate the hardship caused to employee' by the rising prices. There have also been 11 
number of representations from service associations as well as individual Government 
servants, relating to pay and allowance and other conditions of service. It has, therefore 
become necessary to rationalise the pay structure. The setting up of a Pay Commission with 
this objective in view, had been indicated in the Finance Minister's Budget Speech, while 
presenting the Budget Estimates for 1974-75. 

ORDER No- FD 4 SRP (3} 74, BANGALORE, DATED 13TH AuGUsT 1974 

Government are pleased to constitute a One-man Pay Commission, and to appoint 
Shri A. Narayana Pai, Retired Chief Justice of the High Court of Karnataka, as the One-man 
Pay Commission. 

2. The terms of reference of the Pay Commission will be as follows: 
A To review the existing pay structure of the employees of State Government, Local 

Bodies and Aided Institutions, taking into account. 
ti) The present economic conditions and financial capacity of the State; and 

(ii) The need to implement the Fifth Five-Year Plan, and maintain an adequate 
tempo of development, including social services, so as to benefit all sections of 
society to the maximum extent possible; 

B. To suggest rationalisation of the pay structure among the different Depart111ents of 
Government. 

C. To suggest the criteria for fixation of pay, if new scales of pay are evolved; 
D. To study the existing structure of the Dearne"s Allowance, City Compensatory 

Allowance, House Rent Allowance, Special l'ay, Deputation Allowance, Project Allowance, 
Foreign Service Allowance and Medical Attendance Benefits, and recommend suitable 
changes; 

E. To study the existing pattern of pensionary benefits and recommend suitable 
changes; 

F. To suggest incentive' for improvement of productivity and efficiency of work of 
Government employees, including provision of amenities; and 

G. Such other matters as the Commission may deem appropriate. 

3. The Commission may make its recommendations as expeditiously as possible. 

To 

By Order and in the Name of the Governor of Karnataka. 

T. R. 8ATIRH CHANDRAN, 
Financial Commissioner and Secretary to 

Government, Finance Department. 

The Accountant General, Karnataka, Bangalore. 
The Secretaries to Government. 
The Deputy Secretaries/Under Secretaries to Govemment. 
The Divisional Commissioners/Deputy Commissioners. 
The Heads of Departments 
The Compiler, Karnataka Gazette 
The Weekly Gazette. 
Press Table. 
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ANNEX-II (i) 

KARNATAKA PAY COMMISSION 
'ii""r!.l'ii o:l~::i~ ~OOJ;,eii 

P!ettse furnish the fo!lowinq partin1tlars tt!ong with each 
copy of your reply to the questionnaire 

o:l_;l'li>_.;;S~~ Ol~13r:i (';)o:lo., w::i,dr:i o:l,,;oo.r.>or:io ;:l_;,;o:lo t!r.><l~ ik o:loooel~ .:lo:ldiill~o .. 
r:ioooo:lo!.lt. ~Ndf\~o 

1. Name and address (personfnuionfservice association/organisation) 
0. illl'ldo o:lo'li'1, .:llr.l;;i (o:l6tjl'lo<;l>j~eo>;,l'loo;i'fl'lo1.J 
2. If unionfa,sociation, kindly g;ve the strength of membership and date of formation . 
.:>. l'lco;i>j~o;t":,. ef\d.,d l'lt:::l'l

6
d ;;ioro

6 
;;So3'1, e:>r:id d!il~roo elN<Jo'ii. 

3. The name of the central orgnnisat;on-federation, if any, to wuich your union/ 
association is affiliated.. 

3. Ol<=io., 1ico;i>j1io1,o:loo ><ooo.r.>e~iw;,f\doo:l i!eod.; .,;lozy!.l~f~1Zdeiiil<>l• o:lJd~O;>r:id.r.> '"'ld.,d, e:>r:id lll1ido. 

4. If peroon, please give occupation or profession. 
11. o:l6to:lJ;:f\d..,d, wd.r.>6 eii e:~l;lw;, old~. 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
i:l.;l'lil .. o:l\1 

PART A 
t;>~ r1 " tJ , 

General Considerations 
N.>o:lJd~6 .:lU!i>tliillo 

(F0r the terms of reference of the Pay Commission vleasc see Annex A). 
(o:l~:!l~ ~OOJ;,el1d ;:lO!lee.l<>l~ol!lii\1 !J~0 ·•'ii" e:>~o!Jol;lo:i~o, ~e13) 

R<gard being had for the vast literature in the shape of reports of several Pay 
Commissions, Jllease state briefly your co11'idered vie vs on the following matters or question•;

!. The following are among the factors said to contribute to satisfaction or contentment 
in Government service. Place arrange them according to your personal idea as to their 
relativ'e importance in the order of such importance: 

(1) Sense of status or importance as Government servant; 
(2) Security of tenure ; 
(3) Confidence of regular payment of a known remuneration; 
(-!) Pe11Sionnry or retirement benefits; ' 
(5) Appropriateness of remunera,tion to the nature and importance of work; 
(6) Appropriateneos of remuneration to educational qualifications; 
(7) Reasonable parity of remuneration with comparable positions in tue same or 

other departments of the State Government; 
(8) Reason•hle puity of remuneration with comparable positions in other employment 

occupations or profession~; 
(9) Adequacy of total emoluments from the point of a reasonably comfortable 

living of a normal family; 
(10) Promotion~! opportunities or prospects, 

e:>~~~ o:l::!l~ ~OO.r.>eriiili o:ldOd.r.>;:)Wilr:i e:>;:J;>d ~oo:!l ;;l;;jo~ iio:loOl~, ik o:l:>Jot:3 <lle9r:i .:loiilo:loii\1 e:>l;lw• ill.;l!l.,iill 
e~Ol!lo (';)o:lo., w!5i)d~o3 e:~~;:r.>_;o:loo:l~J... 1ioaeo::w;,i\ ,;111'lJe'i!•f\ .:l~oe:-

1. l'l8ilf'"O ~:o:lo:lo~doo:ldM :!ld~~o:l'~o~ e:>l;lil• l'l>lr.ll;li>~;l;Jo, Ol:1:!:.J:Eododo alelleJod e:>o~iill~ ik oioooel~ 
~ol'Jri9o ~~oo:l. (';);;!:>., d,/j_,ojo~ ik .:loiilo:loii.,;~ .::.iiil..,d ;;loU..,~ o:lo153_. Ol:1Zo~~o wo:.Jod~1, ~~o'ii_;;loo>of\ ld.r.>!.!~. 

(0) ;;i8i>r0 ~~d~ ,:;;, ;;jo:lJd~d e:>QWi> o:loa53~d i:l0!;5;J ~-
~;:~ w '1' , 

(-'l ~ew.>oiQ@ t;lr:i_;~; 

(a) OlOrilj_, l'lo!;l;>;:i~o:lo Olo:lo.:lJ:!i ~oo;,o:lod t.:~0 t;ldo:l~; 
(II) .:l~_;O~ ~l;lw;, (';);;jd~ IJ'le.l!jj6iilio; 

(:II) l!;>roJrd ~_.d.r.>i:l ;:1;>3'1, oioa53_. ~.oS;>r<ornWilf\ 'll'ii, l'lo!;lilo:l~; 

(~) .:lt:lil6a5r$ii9~ 3~0 1io!;li>o:l~; 
(Z.) c.~, 1illi>rdd ~Node (;OQWil tjed d~d <;eJ;>:>j;itJO ~o:lJd~ No> ;:iii\1 l:io!;lilo:l~ojo!J o:loofi ,:;;,;;j0 $· 

M l;l M ~ 6 ' 

(c:J) ~3d of.'~o. wd.r.>6eii e:~l;lw;, o:l.,,;_,ri<.i~o:lo ~o:lJd;:i N.>.,~rill ;;io!;liloi~o:lo~ roool!, N.>o:lo6~; 
fl !..Odo ,:;;,;:IJd~6 ~o!.JJot.:~ N.>t;r.)dr.o>~f\ c:lo:lo._Oo:lood ~eo:l~ ;:itb~e.lo de'i!i)i'\oo:l M.lo Wille.l!!i ri9 

i:'J~ ~ :!· iJ 'tl . ~ ' 
(00) o:ldr.le;;j_.!@ e:>o:l'i!i)l!l;ir;lo e:>l;lw• l'lol;li>o:l6<lri11o. 
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11. What, in your opinion, would, b~ a ~easonable minimum wag_e for the lowest category 
of servants of the State Government, takmg mto account the prevatlmg ecououuc conditions 
in the State, general level of incomes and Per Capita income in the State and the fiuancinl 
resources of the State Government and its commitments in the Fifth Five Year Plnn and 
other social services? Please indicate briefly reasons in support of your opinion. 

JI. C<>t::6d l:ld6d ~!i)F"ii ~.,Ma, e::ol;:;~i:lJ<ol6d l::lt:l~od,)d ;:;~OlJ;);;j6 o:lou., ;;:b<l~ o~:::6d :;~~-.. ~c~od,) ;;:b:!l. 
c;,:::6 l:l5~F"dd ~!i)F"ii l:loo:l<'i~., ~111io ;;lo<l<., &Jd~o:Jo i:lou!w.a.rii o.1r.>e:::~ .So<lt. <;3d m.Ss.~ii 1leoll1~' r.:rj, l:llr.lF"d~ 
i:l~<>l:lz3ee~d olu!., -"~111i<'i;,"' l1i:lo<JA. o~e::. l:lo~F"dd ii<O't .SI1F"d <O"iidd ii<oo:l. ole31'l~ ;o.s, ~~~o:JJdO 
~6o:J;,w.l\ <Wl.j,ddeii;,? <Ji>l'o, ~~i:l~...lo:J;,·;:;;:;,. ;:i.So(j)F"I:loi:l e~droo:lol~ .. l:lo!e<::iw~n MAl. "' M 

III. What, according to your ideas of social justice and socio-economic conditions in 
the State, should be the maximum remuneration for State Government employees? 

III. l:li:lJ<::o:d~ i>l6t mi:lJ<ol6~o:Jo rJrt" <Je<:lUl.J~~oMoi:l G!.eo:Jod, ~o:!ood .So3~ o~:::,o <:ijl:l~ mi:lJ<~d 
o:lo:!~ ~@F"ii Al"'!o:Jool:J._ 11.So<o~. o~:::,d l:le~F"O ffoliidM lir.>tlo:JJdee~d ~36Qii l:lo!;l~.S~ wlt,ddeiio? 

IV. What are your views on "Equal pay for equal work"? Can it be worked out in 
practice? If so, how or how best? 

IV. u;:li:lJ<ol ~w::~, l:li:lJ<ol i:le:!ol" worJodd rJrt <Ji>l'o, ~~o::s:>;o:JJ~eol;,? <;d;, 8~o::loF"m(jl6ol? m(jl,wd.,tl 
alert o:l;,:!~ willl., o:lo~rt? " 

PARTB 
2iJi>Ti ( ,:;£)" 

Pay Scales 
i:le:!ol !!_..em 

. V. Do you consider the existing scales of pay (please see Annex B) for different 
categories of posts nuder the State Government reasonable or adequate ? Have you noticed 
any defects deficiencies, disparities or anomalies which require to be rectified? Please 
suggest broad lines on which the scales of pay may be rationalised or improved. If you 
have any specific suggestions to make as to any puticular category or categories of 
State Government employees and their pay scales, please do so in clear terms. 

v. · c;,e::6 l:l~F"dd~<:l o:JwQ i>li1F"I11i alod.,l1ort 5!/\doi:l ole:!ol ~eroll19o :1\~ii_.o:lodo ~r;iw~ <::io::lJ;lF"i:lJolodJ 
<oe~ ~wl:low~ ? ("~" ~<;l;,rJoQo:lol;,~ ~e!a) ~dd~ l:lOi:l!al:lrJalJ~dor;i o::lJ;l~de d~ei\1111iJ, ol~ ;;l$11w, 
!:'1l;;:l;>al11io ii;,od;,6~d~l11i~ "~~~d' <oo:l"rt iio13o&Jol:id~;,? o:le<l<:l ~e~o:J'ol'~ l:l.S;,<::inirt~o::$"i/ er;i~ 
l:lJQ;lOI:l;,;;J rJrt" <oo:l;,., l:l~u!~l11i<:l;,. ~ ~w.n w.SOA.. ~::.:, l:l5~F"O <O"iidd o:JJ<~de <JOF"ilj_, .SI1F"d ~r;iw~ 
i:l11F"I19 rJrj, ;;j~:!~ l::li:ld ole:!<:l ~ero\od,) rJrt" <oe~ ~~13wo:J;,;:J;,;;:l <JOF"ilj_, ~u!~l1.,e~dd.r.~ <;d., tl !:'~11~<:l~ 
d~Jo:!J% ~t,otw.n !OA.O. 

VI (1) Do you think it is desirable and if so, it is possible or practicable to categorise 
or grade the several posts or positions in different departments of the State Government 
on the basis of nature of work, its value to administration or utility to the public, levels 
of responsibility, educational qualifications or training required, with a view to reducu 
the number of pay scales ? If so, please suggest a practical method of grad mg. 

vI. (O) o:le:!ol l!...1eroll11i l:lo~6od,)<;l"._ iica~, -::iJ<GJi:S d~"t,o:!Jod ~~l:ld ::laM <::I, ~130:!d t::~.~t,o:!Jod !:'d J 
o:loai:!~ er;iw. m.SF"~iiort ~dd wo:iod,);,5 $ ::o:w.l.lOl oo:Jo ;;J;,W o:J~ aiF"~ ~r;iwOl ~dli65 :!dde!-<;~l1;;11'lJ~ w ~ • Q w 6 ~ 

11.So<JA. o~::.: l:l5~F"dd wwQ <;00l~l11i0ol e~eii a5;,d 111i;:b ~r;iwOl ;:;~ <:ll19<:lJ i:lnF"eiiMJ~do ~r;iw~ ~eroleeo 

i M Q "1, ~ "1, 

;::,~d' ~<lie ~eod,)o:lod;, !il~wl:low~? w~l\d tl, ~do ~~~oo;>F";:;~'"' ~e? Willld o !!.eroeiiOI:lJ;j rJrt !IOloJJF":!i ;:;~Gl,~o 
Q '1-'t. QM ':..' n 

<::!d., !o.1r.lodolil. ~ll!h. 

In particular : 
(a) Can Class IV employees be divided into two broad categories: skilled and 

unskilled ? If so, who could be said to be skilled ? If not, how otherwise? 
(b) Can all clerical grades be regarded as substantially one routine grade ? 

Is tl.!ere any appreciable or demonstrable difference between the nature of work 
or normal duties of Second Division Clerks (Junior Assistants), First Division Clerks 
(Assistants) and Senior Assistants in different departments of Government or as between 
the Secretariat and other offices ? 

(c) Can the officers be divided into 3 or 4 categories and if so on what basis or what 
considerations ? 

(ii) ~~~e i>li1F"d <O"iiddol'• !i;,~~ ;;:l;,32. ~ii;,l:l~ .worJ .wd13J ;::~e.> .SI1F"I11!~ woi1CI::$waiode ? w~nd., tl 
o::lJ;ld<;l;,~ ii"l:lutlodo !itlo:JJrJaiJdJ? "~~. ~ol, i:lJ<I1F"~eol" ? 

( ~) .w~ !l~dii~ol o:li1F"Tiliol" rJaiJi:lJ!i,rt tootle ;:;~.SJ<<:l .SI1F"w~/\ <::!Onr;l;:lw<Zode ? l:llr.lF"dd ~ 
M et.leMii~ ,~o:J;> o:lnF"cs no.SJ<I:l o (~r;iw. a<feod,) l:lWilo:loiid) ~~de.>~o:J;> o;nF"d 11".sr.~d 

(::$Wilod,)?d") i>lo<l~ 11oeo:JJ l:l~o:Joiid ~~l:lo ::$ o~<::io!> ~r;i~ wJ<i:S;J;)eJJ !i3F"o;,l11i~ oo.;;..:de 
11i>l"~a5F"w.d ~r;i~~ ooOf"::rl w~d .s ~ l:lwdcd:>~? WilrlJ., l:lll!W<l~o:J,o!> • .So~~ <;!d c::.r~de 

'"1J • ' M. "'-;;! • fi:! ~ 711!' l:le~F"O <;eJil~l11i~ d~l:li:lJ<~i:l 11Jo:lJ<I:lJd d~l:ld l:l,d~o:id~ ~r;iw.l ...,~. J.r.~u;, ''"'• i:l 
!:'de i:l_,~dw.d o:l6:o~61:lwdcd:>e? 

(11) ~Q~Mii<:l;,.._ a !:'qiw. v i:li1F"Iili~ w~n~&JaiJd ? Wilrt w!;l~ll~~~dtl o:Js..S ~Q~dd oloe~ ~~ 
WOldE'iiM oloed w!;lOl/\:rlwalJdJ ? -
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(2) H pay scales should broadly conform to the p~l~c!p.le of uniformit;v in the scales 
of pay for posts wit.h comparable duties and responst~Ihtte~, could yanatJOns be made 
on any special considerations ? If so, on what constderatwns and m what manner,
different scales or additional pay ? 

(!l) ;;ii:ls;:<:$ &:!IF"i:lrili<:$~ ~:!1~ t:;;J.lm orili<:$~ .W.,ood~i:l ab~ lillrt ;;i;;ls;:;:$ o:le:!l<:$ !I.Je~lilldde5~ .:lot.l 
:!1:!1 i:l<:$~ too:! !.li!bt;.>dtl o1~""'~e" O>!>ill "~~drno~o ~~liliO i:l6~;,"6 ;;i i:l.r.:~wo5~~e ? w.lrt i:l.r.:~~o;,od 

(;:j io( Q,l J ~ iJ M .._.t~ -J ,..ol,.J". -J 
om.S t~;,drniili~ed-O>O>Q ~er:llili d.r.>~d~oile ~qj;;J.l ill!.!.,;:$ o:le:!l~d d.r.>.:d~w.;e_o:Js;:,., Oe~"""'i>( w 6a;l6lll 
;;S~~!J;:6.)~. 

In particular : . . . . 
(a) Should there be a difference between pu~ely admmtstrattve or executiVe posts 

and posts requiring technical or professional qualifications ? 
(b) Should the acquisition of a higher ed~cational quali~cation b:>; itself .or in itself 

justify a higher scale or advance increment wJt.hout there bemg a notiCeable tmprovement 
in quality or quantum of work turned out by the employee ? 

O>!leil!o:l•n : 
(5) «e.S~ e:;~~:!l e:;qjw;, w~o:J~f"Ol;;J.lF"o55 o5~~..,1ili::::l ;;l~;;!~~ a;lO~/~ t;qj;;J.l ;;lu~ ;;io!.loQ;;J.ld ~o5F"~Iili~ 

dee•li~.S ab~.,rt<J~ ;;l6~6;;iw:Jde~? 
(~) ~5d<:$~ ;;ls;:~~;;l ~~;;id iiorni:l~!.l,.d::::i e:;qj;;J.l i:l.Ji:ls.rnd~ om~~e Jii:l;,t:lOJ;5F" ;;i;,ljl'ildli "'ldOd..,d.r.> 

ill!.!.,<:$ ;Jt;.>6o5F"~:::l;,;:$)" .W.,ooo;,;;l;:$~ wot.l I!<Hirn o:s.c:!j::lod ill!.!.,<:$ o:le:!l<:$ ~e~:m;:l~.., e:;qjw~ ;;l~;,oii~ t.l~! 
o:J;,;:l~.. illr.>o~~d~ t:r.l6o:J;,;;i;;l~.,:!lo:le? 

VII. What are your views on the following matters ? ·-
(1) Should the time scales of pay be reasonably long or should there be telescoping 

scales (a reasonable portir-n at the top of the lower scale being equated to a like length at 
the bottom of the next higher scale) OR could both be employed in different situations 
and if so in which situations ? 

(2) Should the rate of increments be same, rising or falling ? 

(3) Should there be efficiency bars or no ? 

(4) Should there be intermediate selection scales in cases of long delay in promotions 
due to lack of vacancies ? OR could the situations be met by one or more of the methods 
indicated in (1) to (3) above? 

(5) Which is the better way of rewarding particularly or specially good work-advance 
increment or lump sum award ? 

(6) lf an advance increment may be given for good work, can an increment be 
for slackness ? 

(7) Should there be special selection grade/grades for outstanding merit ? 
VII. 6! ;;l~~o~ ille~d O>Ol!o:J;,Jili w~n <;><>$~ e~~o:J~o:le<:$~? 

stopped 

(O) iiil05 o:le:!l<:$ !l.Je~ii~~~ ;o;;;,~Ol!t, Oeijl>f";;J.lMde~e? ~qjo:.;, i:ld;;i.,d ?;l<>ii~s ;o;;;,o5~0:mJ ~e~li~d~e4? 
(«line:! !l.Je~:m ~.r.>~::J~ ;;: .. ~ .. ?;l;,iio:l<:$~ ... O:;,~oO<:$ ill!.!,.<:$ !I.Je~;, ~do!jld ~~ ... e ?;l<)ii~. ;;i>ls.5o;;i;,;;lo!d~e'd~) 
e~ ~~Kii<:$~ ... fjetl ~etl >;O>..,o:le~ii<J~ w9;;ifje! ?- ;:1;,3'- a;~l\d.., tl e ;;IO>..,<Se~ii'IT.l~~ ? 

(!l) o:le:!l<:$ !.l~! dd~ t.oo~e Oe!o:J;,o;,nd~e!e, ill!ilt~dfje~e e:;qj;;J.l 'dt:a<S;,::Js;:ii~~d~e~e ? 

(a.) e:;~ii~~~ oa~;;ltl.r.>eQ~ "'ld~e!e de~o:le ? 

(V) =O ;o;;;,.,;:ld l::li,Tolold ;;l~.r.>~& i:l~e<:$ .. -M illti!ts•~ z,eao:J.,.,i:l ;;iod2;!F"Ii~ ~!;i,w<>Oe<:$ :>:~a~ ~5.e~ 
(!l.Je~) "'ld~e~e? eqj;;J.l ;;idO ;;i<o .. o:le~;;l;:$~ .. o:l;,e~ l!il~.t>d (O) Ood (:l.)d i:1tlM mllloiiliO 
;;i.r.>!.!.tJd om~~e O.r.>i:ld::::l i:lOo5M!Jo5v~e ? M 

(:II) wa~i:l~ ~~;;id t.Jrt
0 

O>b'tw<>l\ elj:!;;J.l O>!leil!;;J.ln :.Ja5~i:ls.<:$ <oe~~o$ w:!l_.o$;, ooljl'il<:$ o:Js.~~-
~~o!.!:!lw.d ile:!l<:$ !.l~! O>e~.,~~.r.>e l::lqj;;J.l i:l5iioiJ<;! o:l.r.>~d t.Jo5~<>$,r.,;:$~ ? 

(l) w~i:l~ ~~;;id !Jrtn ;;l~;,o!d:!l o:le:!l;:$ !J~! 4.r.>~:Ji!bmdtl ~~li O>Q~<:$ ;;l,r.,t:adtl t.ood;, o:le:!l<:$ t.l~! 
o:J•<:$~... O>~;;i!.lo5,~e ? 

(Z.) ~,_Qi>drol o!r.>eii6~mn w!leil! oea:m ,:~ail• rt.JetJ" ~qj;;J.l rte~li~~~ "'ldde~e? 

Special Pay 
O>!le<l:i o:le:!l<:$ 

VIII. If posts are to be or can be graded and scales of pay fixed accordingly, will 
there be any justificatiotl for continuing the practice of attaching Special Pay to any 
post? 

VIII. ab~..,lili<:$~ ... .Sii<li'IT.ln >lolit:a;;ide5;> ~tjlw.> O>oii~liwo5~do ;;l;,:!l'- e:;d50<:$~1i~row<>n o:le3<:$ !I.Je~iili<:$;,.., 
O>iiOi:ls;:~:jea~ e:;qj;;J.l <olio i:ls.~wo5~d~ .:lot;.>dtl o:J,r.,~~e abel ~ O><'!eil! ole:!l;:l;;l<:$;, :O:eO.tJ 
~d<:$;,.., ;;l~~od~ i:10.t>bo~~ wd;,;;l i:ld !o:l;) W:!l ole;:!;, ? " " 

Q • 

If it is to be continued, (a) What are the considerations for determining the posts to 
which special pay may be attached ? . 

(b) Should it be a fixed sum or on a time scale ? 
ed;:$~,. ;:j,~od~;;lO.tJd.r.>o~~ t.lddeo;,dtl (li) O>!leil! o:le3;:$<>$;:$;>" .W.,o(:)dfjel!';)d o5;,~..,iili~ o:Js;:~~ wO!Jodolo,. 

<o~., o:>~;;i;,w;>li i:!Obe0;;1:!15• O>illo;l~ii'IT.l~ ? 

( ~) ~c~ ~.ooco O>b., :!1 o:l.r.>:!l~mnddede ~tjl;;J.l e<>Od ~e~o:Jv~dde~e ? 
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PART C 
2th'rt ( ( rt' J 

Dearness Allowance 
ao!.!., ~a. 

IX .What are your views ou dearness allowance as an effective device for protection 
~f real Income of salaried emp.loyees against rise in prices ? Does the present structure 
m the State afford such protectiOn adequately or effectively ? Is it reasonable to claim 
complete neutralisation of rise in cost of living ? (For the existing rates of Dearness 
Allowance please see Annex-C). 

IX. ~~li<J o:>DM !;l;;l;)limw;,ll, ;l>liidd w;);>;i_..>Jii oidi:l~oloiol;)~ dS>:ie.>;) a;)!.! ~~ ol~ i:l0('J;)i:l;)8il0 
W<:';)OO;) wo!J !J~\ OJ/;)._ !;l~o:r.>_;ooool:ol;) ? tl<l!:16d o:J_;~..,a a;)!.!_,~:!l600;);) ;>;i;:l;)i:JF"ii~ i:!Dr~~~oi;)~•O:;:l;),m ~~~tl~e? 
!Moiol olvl.,o~ ae.>dr.>~doi:l <llvl.,li~• aii,o;;! o;ir.lr-.F' o::!Dooild ~o.oM~~~od;) ~~,;1;)~0;) 00;);)~;;le ? (~11 "ld;);:! 
:!;)!.!_,~a.o tidlili e.Jrtn "li" <::>~;)!Joi:j:li:l;;l;)"' ~~~). 

X. What are your views on merging dearness allowance with basic pay? 
X. a;)!.!~36<:!~"' <:!~e.> ;;l~a;;ltl.moort .>le':l~olrt.m!l';>;i;);;i .>l<l!OO;)d:(l 100::;,. ~~w;v:;:l;)li<Jeolo ? 

XI. Some persons take the view that enh<tncement in dearness allowance activates 
further rise in prices and defeats its purpose. Do y'lu agree? Can you suggest any alternative 
system reasonably free from such defects ? 

XL a;)!.!"~a6o:lolo"' <ll!.!.,~do;;! ~~lili.m <Jlvl;).,~~ ;;<oa'?. "ltiOoti wtl., e!lol .>J;;le.>Wollio~do wodo '~.J;:Ido 
e~~ooo o:J~;;;l_.tl. l'le~ <::>tiol".,. t..~wcil? !;loqj tlJ'ileOllf1'1'oti ;;i;);)~;;::r;,ti ~etl d.mo:Jd <:IOmtl.meo:r.>cjoi:l~"'eN.ldd.m 
l'le~ 1:1-m~ ~!J~tl<l ? 

XII. Can yon suggest a reasonable forecast as to whether the level of prices of 
essential commoditie; may be expected to be stabilised and if so the level at wuich they 
are likely to be stabilised taking a specific level of price as datum line ? 

XII. elia6 0::;>:1"-rw ~~li<J ;:!;)!.!"'~ t..od;) OJOF"'t ddti i:l;)!.l"d~ w.> ~;)~1\ l'l).l::Jal;)CJO)O !.lrtn OOJ;)~ 
i:l;)volJ'il..,lli~ ~J<>r3!Jil5od ? ~.r.>r3!Jil5omtitl, oo~~mdtlJ<>odo ~~:;:l;) ;oo;<i. ;:l;)!.l_,oiol;)"' ~~dmll!.ll,boao 
~dOOv) oo~o:l oio!iJd~ ~dwilll Ol~!Jil5:do .:;,ado aleli!J~O<l ? 

Other Allowances 
"lad ~a.li<J;) 

XIII. Do you consider that the existing rates of House Rent Allowance and City 
Compensatory Allowance are realistic or reasonable ? If not, please suggest what you 
consider would be reasonable basis for fixation ? Can they be merged in dearness allowance, 
and if so how and on what basis ? (The existing rates of these allowances are shown in 
Annex-D). · 

XIII. ~li ~J'ilr3;)~doi:l ;:!;)~ tJ;>f3rt ~a, ;;i)a'?. ollid o:JDmd ~:!l,li\1;) W;);>;i_.wii ~[llm OO;)~!tl~;:r;,nol 
~ootio t;l~w>:io.! etl<l ? mi'~.JOd tl <::>~li<Jol;) l'li:j:IF'D;>;ioi:!O Ole~ 00;);)~olod' !,'ldo:l;>;ioi:l ~t;lildi:lolJ"' !OiiJ::ltl<l ? 
~~r19olJ-. ao!.!:~a6dr.>oortM w;!olM'I';>;i!J~otl~ ? ::l&olrtJ'il<~>;>;ie.Jil5Jt;;ildtl, .;oil!J"i:l'~rt i:loa'?. oo~oid.mo:!d~ 
we':leolrtJ'il<~>;>;i!Jil5od;) ? (~li bao~doi:l ~a,lili ddliliolo, "OlY" !;l;;lo!Joi:j:lo~ g~ae.ldlltl). 

XIV. What are your sugge.,tions regarding the condition' of eligibility for and 
quantum of the following allowances ? 

(1) Conveyance allowance 
(2) Project allowance 
(3) Non-practising allowance 
(4) Uniform allowance 
(5) Locality (Hill) allowance 
(6) Risk allowance 
(7) Charge allowance 

XIV. ~ ;:l;);)OIJol ~3.1i<~>rt ~il5;;5 <:loa"- fil~61i9 o:J_;:i:lr.l~.ili ::lil! :dot:l2 cjr.l:i:l ;:!d!"-liJil> .. illOld:j:dodJ 

OJ!~ """tl:lio~eo ? 
(0) 
(.!l) 
(:l.) 
(II) 
(31) 
(~) 
(Z-) 

mil5ol ~a, 
o:r.>_;~a~ 1;$~6 
m;>;~n <:!..,~ ;;lt!;>;id !Jrtn ~36 
;>;ii:lo~:ll ... _; ~3. 
;>;!., 9 (flO) ~r, 
!;l;:r.,o:jo ~ 3

1 
o:l_;!;ldd ~3. 

PARTD 
Q&lrt "CiY" 

Amenities and Incentives 
~eoooF'Mo o:loa., o:J_;!.!~eodnw 

XV. (a) What, in your view, ar~ t_he incentives,. amenities and otbe~ we/faf: 
conducive to efficiency and productivtty of work m. Gover~ment. serviCe as· 
what is your opinion about the effecttveness of the ex1stmg mcenttves such · 

(i) reimburseme"t of medical expenses; 
(ii) leave entitlements and leave travel conces.ions; 
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(iii) canteen facilities; 
(iv) Government employees' Welfare Fund; 
(v) encashment of earned leave; 
(vi) advances for purchase of house, vehicles, etc.; 

(vii) encouragement to form co-operative societies. 
(b) Do you co 1~sider that the Government employees as a class . are afforded. better 

amenities and incentives as compared with the employees of private and pubhc sector 
undertakings? 

(C) Have yon any further suggestion• ? 
xv. (5) ;::e<>F"O <'l~o:l:J:l~)2 t:l~~ o:l~:!l<, e<>~F"o:li''i,o:!<:b~ c:l!.!.,1:lv~ t..df\1.> d.lill3~o:l ?-;;"'!J!Iro~F"rt~l~. 

o:l.;t!.r.let:l!lrtl!~ o:l~3~ "l3d a~ t'il .,.,ro~F"5.;o:l~rtl!~ ;::i!lu<>Oomrt~~o;~ot:l~ Ole~ !jli>w~wo<> • w!leO!lw"n 
61rt tll.> 3 t:IOd~o:! ~61 o:!~~ot:lo$ ~ ,t!Jiled5rtl! ;o;;<>QF"!I~:J:l~ 1:lot.Jo1jld0 Olo:l~. t'l~<:l~OO~o:l:o$~ ? 

.;1 C;:l ("'' ;.J M ...-

(Cl) o:l
0 
d

6 
~~oo~ o:lul., ;:!;;j~~ 3~o2!> f.lill3~~d~; 

(.!>) dtl>.l ill!l~.rtl!~ o:l~3<, 01)3;) i!l;W<>1:l ;o;;"'!Je.n;l6 ; 

(a.) eroi:!w.lt:l rt.lll ~e.Jl;l6 : . 

(~) ;::e;,;o ffol!ldt:l !l~,rn OlO; 
(111) rt'll~.>d ol!:J:l~~~ ;;jrto~ i!l("Q~. i:!oo:l!;~.>~.lil~~~~m; 
(0.) ~~. W<>illi'i, o:!~~o::~;,d~~rtl! .0oeomn mvrtli~· 
(Z.) ;::i55;,d ;::o<;l>rtlio$~ ... o!!;::v~ ;:lr.>_;e::l;),..i!l; 

(.0) m;::n <::!,3~ ;::e.,;o erod o:l~ ;::~;;; rtl! c;s"'!J!It:lo.Jl>ot:l~ c:l.Jl>e01:l~<>n ;::uilF"O ffol!ldorl c:l!.! <$ ~!I:J:loF" 
.... :JI 6 Q r.:J 

lil!;;j~ ... <::!o3'2. ;:J,t!.liled5rt9;;j~... t..dM~f\t:lOO,od~ !jli>w;::~wo<> ? 

(rl) '""~~ ~Nildd.lil c:l!!.,~ ;::Jl>!!i!::JOO~~wOil ? 

PARTE 
!.ihlli H ~" 

Terminal Benefits 
Olo:ld!~ ;;;"e.Jl;l,rt9~ 

XVI. (a) What are your considered views on the following matters connected with 
terminal benefits: 

(il age limit for superannuation; 
(ii) scale of pension and gratuity; 

(ii:) quantum of maximum and minimum pension a.nd gratuity; 
(iv) qualifying service; 
(V) material benefito after superannuation; 

(Vi) adequacy of family pension. 
(b) Would yon suggest liberalisation pension rules so as to ensure early finalisation 

of pension cases? 
(c) Do you consider that pensioners should be compensated for increase in cost of living? 

If so, what are your suggestions? · 
XVI. (!I) Olo:!0 !~ ~e.Jl;l6rt'll~ ;::ot.loQI.>do~ 61 o:l~~ot:l;;j wiii!:J:l~rtl! t.l~0 Olo:l~,. wUlild~O:!l t'l~o:Jil_;o:loo:l~o$~? 

(o) Ol<::!d!~~ o:!OO.Iilew~!; 
(.!>) Olo:!0!~o:le3<$ <::!~3~~ wi:!o<>o$d t:ld; 
(a.) Ol<::!.~o:l~3;i <::!~3e, w>lOiJ(':jd dOliillw o:!~~e, rtO'i o::l.;o:!~£"Q; 
(~) t'liEF"::l;)Oiloo~!l ;<leo:l: 
(1!1) Ol<::!.~o:l~ tlo$o3t:l <::!6 d,aeoo~ -;;"e.Jl;l6rt9~; 
<""l !l~!.l~ow o:leao$t:l o:::om;o:J~~; 

(.0) Olo:l"~ o:le3;;j~ t'ld<llt, ~~rt~ "l36QF"W<>rl~olo~ ~e~~Jl>li~m Olold~ Ol:J:l~ol~rtl!o$~,. "lc:l""'iill'l, 1:ld9~Jl>~l$ 
~~!ot:l~ t;r.lw;::~wOil? 

(rt) Oli:i,~ o:le3<$rl'llM ~eo:!;$ o:lul t:l!l e!UO!J<>d c:lul <;lo;j;$~ a~o2!) ~Jl>i3~e~od~ Oll~ ljlilw1:l~wo<>? w.>f\t:l~o 
u t;tM td "1, .., 

"' !J~0 Olo:l~., ;!j.Jl>uJ~rtlle;;j~? 

PART F 
!jli> li •• ul' . 

Residuary 
~w!>il!, 

XVII. If there is any other matter you consider relevant to the terms llfreference to the 
Commission, kindly state it and your views thereon as also any suggestions you may have for 
simplification and expedition such as, rounding off of percentages, computation of periods of 
service for pension, etc., fixing definite dates such as the fi,·st • nd the last date of a calendar 
month for incremental stages in pay scales, termination of probation, placemento in new 
scales or promotional scales, superannuation, etc. 

XVII. l!~!oo~ o:JO:!>ee.JN"ilo<!lrt'll" ~1:lort3W<>t:l~clot:l~ Ole~ !jli>w;::~o:l "lad wO!l~o:leNilt:ld.Jl> "lt:i., o tlt:i;;j~ .. 
;:i•:!l'l. C=' t.l~ Olo:l~., tl~'!fo),~o:l;:l~.. ;>;i.Jl)!.l~.>O. ~),?cl :>:e!lt!ilW<>O;;j~""' ~ffilF"o~~. i:lOo:l!F"i!~~t:l~. Olo:ld!J o:lea;;j 
;:;,~~m~~ ;::o1JoQd~ ;<;eWil<::!Q:J:l~;;j~ ... el50wil5~~d~. ;jea;;j!!_;ernrt9~ !Ji3!oo~ i!loartl! !J~ 5il~elocao< !ort9~ 
iir.>t:le.J~cdJ o:l~ae, 51:!~ ro~~mdd.Jl>om Ol:!>.,a t:l;;jo:!~~ OlQF"Oi!~~d>, i:lr.>.;~e~o$ ~~&"-oo~. <Z.r.>i! o:le:!lo$ !!.;ern 
00,~ ... t'lQW<> !Jl3!oo~ o:lea;;j l!!.;er\lrt<J;;j~~ d.Jl>ti~o:l <=l~a~ Olo:l.~ o:leao$d ~o"l:l.ll>Oil!cdJ;;j~ "l;;jr.>~ ;::di!M'il~<:l 
;::;~3:?. .!e~~Jl>~,l!~<=l i!ol.lo1jld)2 '""~~ eNildd.lil ;>;l.Jl)ul~rt~t:l., d t'l~rt9(':jJil""' t:l~w!.lt, !'ll~.>O. 
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PREAMBLE: 

ANNEX-A 

GOVERIU!IEKT OF KARKATAKA 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT 

G.O. No. FD 4 SRP(3) 74, dated 13th August 1974 

Subject : Karnataka Pay Commission-Appointment of-

•, 

The last general pay revision of State Government employees was effected in 1970. Sjnoe 
.then Government have increased the Dearness Allowance on several occasions with a· view to 
mitigate the hardship caused to employees by rising prices. There have also been a numbet 
of representation• from service associations as well as individual Government servants, 
relating to pay. and allowance and other conditions of service. It hae, therefore, become 
neceosary to rationalise the pay structure. The setting up of a Pay Commission witb. this 
objective in view, bad been indicated in the Finance Mini>ter's Budget Speech,. while 
presenting the Budget Estimates for 1974-75. 

ORDER No. FD 4 SRP (3) 7i, BANGALORE, DATED, 13TH AuGUST 1974. 

Government are pleased to conotitute a One-man Pay Commission, and to appoint Shri 
A. Narayana Pai, Retired Chief Juotice of tb.e High Court of Karnataka, as the One-man Pay 

. Commission. · 

2. The terms of reference of the Pay Commi•sion will be as follows : 
A. To review the existing pay structure of the employees of State Gllvemmeri£, Local 

Bodies and Aided Institutions, taking into account : · 
(i) the present economic conditions and financial cal'acity of the State; and 

(ii) t.he need to implement the Fifth Five-Year Plan, and maintain an adequate tempo 
of development, including social services, so as to benefit all •ections of society 
to the maximum extent possible; 

B. To suggest the rationalisation of the pay structure among the different'D~partments 
of Government; 

C. To suggeot the criteria for fixation of pay, if new scales of pay are evolved; 
. D. To study the existing structure of tb.e Dearness Allowance, City Compensatory 

Allowance, House Reno Allowance, Special P.>y, Deputation Allowance, Proj?ct Allowance, 
Foreign Service Allowance and Me:lical Attendance Benefits, n.nd recommend su1table chan .. ; 

E. To study the existing pattern of pensionary benefits and recommend suitable changta; 
F. To suggest incentives for improvement of productivity and efficiency of ·work of 

Government employees, ;110luding provision of amentties ; and 
G. Such other matters as the Commission may deem appropriate. 

3. · The Commis<ion may make its recommendations as expeditiously as possible. 

By Order and in the name of the Governor of Karnataka, 
T. R. SATISH CHANDRAN, 

Financial CommiBsioner and Secretary to Gooernmenl, 

Fin2nce Department. 
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ANNEX-B 

[See Question v] . 

Existing Scales of Pay (Excluding Dearness and other allowances) 
1. Rs. 65-2-95 
2. Rs. 80-3-110-4-130-5-145 
3. Rs. 90-4-110-5-170._EB-6-200 
4. Rs. 100-5-150-6-180-EB-10-220 
5. Rs. 120-5-150-8-190-EB-10-240 
6. Rs. 13C'-5--140-8-18C-EB-10-260-15--2.90 
7. Rs. 160-10-260-EB-15-350 
8. Rs. 175-10-275--15--350-EB-20-450 
9. Rs. 200-10-230-15-350-25--150-EB-25-550 

10. Rs. 200-10-230-15-350-EB-20-450 
11. Rs. 225-10-245--15-320-EB-20-!00-2~!50 
12. Rs. 250-15-310-20-350-EB-25-500 
13. Rs. 275-25-375-EB-25--550 
14. Rs. 300-25-550-EB-30-700 
15. Rs. 350-25-600-30-780-EB-40-900 
16. Rs. -!00-30-640-EB-40-800-50-950 
17 .Rs. 500-30-650-4C-850-EB-50-1000 
18. Rs. 700--40-900-50-1100 
19. Rs. 800-40-1000-50-1250 
20. Rs. 1000-50-1200-60-1500 
21. Rs. 1300-60-1600-50-1800 

e;,r;l~!.lor;l "£" 

(V o:bt~ <Me~) 

11.;1111!. o:le3r:l t_;e£'(}119~ (3o!.l..,!il~, ;;So3~ '"l3d t;l:3
6

71ro! "m:3o) 

0. d~. Ul-.2>-<31 

.2>. d~. oo_a-OOO-V-01l.0-'1-<WM 

a.. M. oO-V-000_31-0LO-'"lt:l_l_.2>00 

V. O.ti>. CJOO~OMO_l-0Cl0-'"lt:l_CJ0_.2J.2JO 

M. d.r... 0.2>0-31-0310-Ci-Oo0-'"lt:l--Cl0-.2>VO 

l. d.r... oao-31-0VO--Ci-ooo_..,t:l-CJO-----'l0-031-YO 

Z.. d~. 0<.0-CJ0-.2>0.0-'"lt:l-031--aMO 

Ci. d~. OL31_00--!lZ.M-031-1l.310-'"l~.2>0-VMO 

•. o~ . .2>00- OO--'ao_031-a.M0---'111-V310_ '"l!!l-!lL-311110 

00. d.r.> • .2>00-00_~0-031-UIO-'"l~-V310 
00. d.r...- !l!l31-00-.WM-031-ll!l0-'"l~.2>0-VOO-!l31-3100 
0-'· d~. -'1110-031-1l.00-.2>0-MIO-'"l~!l31-3100 

oa.. d.r.>. -'L)!.._-'31-1l.Z.31-'"l!!l-!l)!.._3100 

r:N. d.r.>. a00--'31--311110-'"l~ao-z.oo 
OM. d.r.>. a.M0--'31-Io.00-1l.O-WO-'"l!!I-VO-o00 

00.. d.r.>. V00-1l.O-O.VO-'"l~V0-000-MO-o310 
OL. d.r.>. 3100-1l.O--Ul0-V0--0310-'"lt:I-M0-0,000 

00. d~. Z.OO-VO-oOO-M0-0,000 

Of. d.r... C100-V0-0,000-MO-O,!l310 

.2>0. d.r... 0,000-M0-0,.2>00-l0-0,3100 

!)C). d.r... 0,1l.OO-l0-0,l00-310-'-0,Ci00 
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ANNEX-O 
[See QuESTION IX] 

Existing rates of Dearness allowance (Cols 3 + 5) admissible to State Government employees 

sz. 
No. 

1 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

16. 

17. 
18. 

19. 

Pay Range 

2 ____ _ 

Rs. 
Below 85 
85 to 89 
90 to 109 
110 to 149 

150 to 209 
210 to 399 
400 to 449 

450 to 499 
500 to 542 
M3 to 575 
576 to 58i 
585 to 999 
1000 to 1019 
1020 to 1090 
1091 to 1249* 

1250 to 1272 

1272.50 
1273 to 1286 

-
-... 
-
... 

1286.50 to 2249 ... 

Total D.A. a1on 
1-4-1973 

... 

3 

Rs. 
100 
112 
113 
139 

163 
196 
210 
214 

233 to 191 
190 

- 189 to 181 
180 

179 to 160 
160 

-

... 

160 

159 to 115 

114 
113.50 to 100 

100 

Total add!. D.A. 
sanctioned during 

the period from 
2-4-1973 to 

31-3-1974 

4 

Rs. 
21 1 
24 1 
23 

24 J 
24 I 

:~ I 
:~ f' 30 

27 to 3 

I 

J 

Additional D.A. 
in Col. 4 refixed 

on percentage 
basis witlt effect 
from 1-4-1974 

5 

12 per cent of pay 
and D.A.(i.e., 
Columns 2 & 3) 
subject to a 
minimum of 
Rs. 21 P.M. 

9% of pay and 
DA (i.e., Colms. 
2 & 3) subject 
to a minimum 
of Rs. 36 P.M. 
and maximum 
Rs. 81 P.M. 

*Subject to margi
nal adjustment so 
that pay, DA, in 
column 3 and 
addi tio11al D A on 
percentage basis 
does not exceed 
Rs. 1310 P.M. 

(157, 155, 153, 151 
etc.) 

(113.50, 112.50, 
111.50 etc.) 

Nole: 1-D.A. as shown in column No. 3 counts for calculation of pension and gratuity in 
cases arising on or after 1st April 1974. . 

2-A portion of the DA in Col. No. 3 counts for purposes of calculating HRA, CCA, 
TA, as shown below:-

Pay Range 

1 2 

Rs. 
1. Below 90 
2. 90 and above but below llO 
3. 110 and above but below 150 
4. 150 and above but below 210 
5. 210 and above but below 400 
6. 400 and above but below 1000 
7. 1,000 and above but below 1,100 
8. 1,100 and above but upto 1,800 
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Portion of D.A. counting for 
HRA,OOA,TA 

3 

Rs. 
47 
60 
70 
90 

110 
120 
100 
60 
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o-11-z.a d o d;, 
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000 
OO.!J 
ooa 
oa.-

oo.a 
OR 
.!JOO 
.!lOll 

.!Ja140od o.-o 
Of"O 

OOf" Ood 000 
000 

oz..- ood 00.0 
00.0 

00.0 

-'-11-Z.a 0 0 d 
ao-a-z.11d 

~;;iQoj~~ ;;i~o~Ci>d 

!..!.31_, a!!.Lc;:l ;;j~lo!oJ!jj!l, 

!Ill 
ao 
ao 
ao 
ao 
p..o 

.!IZ. eod a 

. .. 

Nil~.~~ ~oernd~c;:l a!q,c;:l !!;,~ 
!il<l,o:lc;:l;,ol o-'!1-<lOZ.II Ood 
!!1~5to.lw.ld~ ~Qi>dd ;;l;>ed 
~IM;;/l .. o:l13"d 

1 !ortorl .!10 d.r.l, rtli !l<lo:d. o;);)!rt 
t..lio:l!.ll., o:le;;!lc;:l ;;i;,;;!l~ ~It· 

1- !jj;;!l,d !!le!lto.l 0.!1 (~odtl 
J !::lo!lrn .!l ;;j~;;!l~ a). 

1 !ortOM!:.. d.r.l. rtli !l<l ~ :l;,M 

I 
o:l;,!l'l. !ortort oo d.r.l.rN rtolll. 
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L 3;,1o!'"'!jj36d !!le!lto.l • (tlodtl 
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J 
• Ol~! a!.foloci>~M t..lii:il.ll., 
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00.. O,.!IMO Ood O,.!JZ..!Id ;;itlrt OMf" Ood OOM (OML, OMM, OMa, OMO, ~:5;160) 
OZ.. 0 ,.!JZ..!I,MO 0011 
00. O,.!IZ.a Ood O,.!it!!:..d ;;itlrl ooa.MO Ood 000 (OOa.MO, OO.!I.MO, OOO.MO 

Of". 0 ,.!lt!f" )liO Ood .!J ,.!JIIf"d o:~tlrt 000 
~:5;1.0). 

"fl."" 
0 

>< 

" tl 

"" 
o. 
.!1. 

a: 
II. 

M. 

!:... 

z.. 
t!. 

o. o-'11-Clf"<.'ll dod;, !::ll";iw.l ~ :!d;,Wi>oo~ <:l;;i.,~d•71~;;i;;id <:lo:i"-t o:le3c;:l o:$;,;3~ Wi:itli)c;:lrtli;l;,~ d;j• 
· a;;,8;>w.lrt t:~o8ro ao~ :!r.>~OM~;;i :!~!.!'"'!jj36o:lc;:l;,~ o:!Ortro\:;i~~~C;> . 

.!J. t:~o!lro ad~c;:l 3;>!.!'"'!jj3
6
d t..odollo:lc;:l~~· ~ l!lirt ;:!.foleO,.do~ ;;io~ !Ji>M !jj:!l6, c;:lrtd o:!Oa;;,d !;l36 ;;i;,:!~ 

o:i.)oo~ro !jj36 rtlii'l;,~ de, ;;i,J;)~w.lrt o:!Ortro\;<i~rtoo;!)d;,. 

o:l~:!lc;:l wi>,'l,. 

M. 

f"O W.fol; 813;;!;> 

f"O ;;1;,3~ t!d8-folo al!o!.,c;:l t:>odtl 

000 ;;i;,3~ t:~d8Jil; i!l!!;c;:l !::lodd 

CM:: ;;i;,;!~ tldiiJil, alt!.,c;:l t:~odd 

.!JOO ;;i;>3<. tldlf.r.l0 a::q,c;:l t:~odd 

1100 ;;i~~J t:~de.fol; al"t,c;:l C:lodd 

,OOC ;;i;>~J t:>dl!-folo al!o!.,c;:l C:lOdd 

0,000 ;;i;>3<. ~::llfJil; al"t,d t:~ol:ltl 

P.C.R.-47 

coot~, e13o:l;> 

OMOll,ll~ 

.!J:'lOll, 1113;;!;> 
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ANNEX-D 

(See QUESTION XIII) 

Existing rates of H.R.A. and C.C.A. admissible to State Government Employees 

HousE RENT ALLOWANCE. 

A. Bangalore 
Urban Agglomeration 

Pay Range 

Below Rs. 100 
Rs. 100-619 

Rs. 620 and 
above 

B. Bagalkot, Belgaum-Urban Agglo- Below Rs. 620 
meration, Beliary, Bbadravati-
Urban Agglomeration, Bidar, Rs. 620 and 
Bijupur, Chitradurga, tDavana- above 
gere, Gadag-Betgeri, Gulbarga, 
Has•an, Hospet, Hubli-Dharwar, 
K.G.F.-Urban Agglomeration; 
Mandya, Mangalore-Urban Agglo-
meration, Myoore, Raichur, 
Shimoga, Tumkur. 

C. Places with a population of Below R&. 620 
25,000 and above. 

Basavakalyan, Chintamani, 
Chickballapur, Chamarajanagar, 
Channapatna, Chickmagalur, 
D a u d e I i , Doddaballapur, 
Gaugavati, Gokak, Guledgud, 
Haveri, Harihar, Ilkal, Jam
khandi, Kolar, Kollegal, Karwar, 
Koppal, Nippani, Ranibennur, 
Rabkavi-Banhatti, Ramanaga
ram, Sagar, Sirsi, Udipi, Yadgir, 

Rs. 620 and 
above 
but below 
Rs. 635. 

Rate 

Rs. 15 P.M. 
15 per cent of pay subject to a 

minimum of Rs. 20 P.M. and 
maximum of Rs. 90 P.M. 

10 per cent of pay subject to a 
minimum of Rs.. 90 and. 
maximum of Rs. 250 P.M. 

T percent of pay subject to a 
minimum of Rs. 10. 

5 per cent of pay subject to a 
minimum of· Rs. 46.45 and 
maximum of Rs. 100 P.M. 

3 per cent of pay subject_ to a 
minimum of Rs. 3 P.M. 

Rs. 635 pay 

CITY COMPENSATORY ALLOWANCE 

I Bangalore Urban Agglomeration 

II Bellary, Belgaum-Urban Agglo
meration, Bhadravathi Urban 
Agglomeration, Bijapur, Davana
gere, Gulbarga, Hubli-Dbarwar, 
K,G.F .-Urban Agglomerat:on, 
Mangalore-Urban Agglomeration, 
Mysore, Shimoga. 

Below Rs. 250 

Rs. 250 and 
above but not 
exceeding Rs. 
700 

7l per. cent of pay subject to 
minimum of Rs. 6 and 
maximum of Rs. 15 P.M. 

6 per cent of pay subject to 
minimum of Rs. 15 and 
maximum of Rs. 30 P.M .. 

Above Rs. 700 Rs. 730 pay 
but below 
Rs. 730 

Upto Rs. 700 

Above Rs. 700 
but below 
R •. 720. 
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ANNEX-II (ii) 

KARNATAKA PAYCOMMISSION 
IIN.>rl.lll ~e:!!iS l:l~~eli 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO LOCAL BODIES AND AIDED INSTITUTIONS 
").~@ l'lo~,.li'.i ~1!1'- ~@ ~e._l!l l'lo~,.li'.i llllh <:l.JUol.,iSol~ 

1. (a) Please give the following particulars relating to each . category of post. in ,your 
Organisation :-

(i) Designation of the post ; 
(ii) Number of posts-permanent and temporary ; 

(iii) Scale of Pay ; 
(iv) Special Pay/Allowance, if any ; 
(v) Brief description of duties and responsibilities of the post ; 

(vi) Mode of appointment and qualifications. ·, 
(b) What are the retirement benefits admissible to the Employees in your Organisation ? 

o (II) d~~!.l;> ~i:l~ l'lo~ ~~iS ~ .. ~~~ o:ilird <5il~ ~ l'lollloQ.I>do:! e. 49M :Jo:idli9t:S~ .. 4~ca :-• IJ &q,M=-' ""b 

(Cl) <5iltl., ~ all'ld~ ; 
(!I) .s~~ oo~ l'lo~,- moo~o ;:s;,l!l~ :r.><!S~. ~e ; 
(1<.) ~elliS ~e~ ; 
('!.': <:llleiil!~el!li'ifl,il!l6, ~tle <'Qd.,d 
(M). <5iltl.,@ ·el!lro:i61i9 i:lo:!!~ .. ts~l>lO>., Oli'.i l'lo!<:l .. ::>o:id~ ; 

(!:.) ~ei:l~lid ::ll;r.liS ~~ e.Sr:!lill~ ; 

(~) ;o~., l'loll,.oo~t< ff.llldM tl.lildoo~~o:i <Oi:lu-\ ~<:Jr,i6M~ ~~ ? 

2. Please indicate for each of the last three years : 
(a) The total expenditure incurred on account of salary and allowances for the 

employees; 
(b) The total amount of grant that is being received from Government in respect of 

the existing staff ; 
(c) The total expenditure incurred in excess of the grant received from Government· 

and the sources from which it is now being met. 
!1. e. 49M O:V!~odli~. lx>oO;i o:i~d~ i:liil!rli~~ e;S<~o:Jo~bo:io:! :Jo:idli9;S~ ~~ : 

(e) ff.llidd ~e:!!;S i:l~:!!'- l,i:!!
6
1i9 <O:J~:!!_.w~n i:ltx>~d t.l.l'l, ~t,; .. ; · 

(~) e.nooi:l .~>:J..,oO!Tiln l'le;,rdood <:lchloo-\doi:l ei'iotJ;,;Sd t.l.lt. il~lJe.llio ; · 

(li) l:ie;,rdOod <:l"'ooo~-\d~i:l e;;l~m;;l!0o3 ill!!.,~c:ls.Jn i:lt.c~d !..l.l1J ~u!., o:!.ol!l'- a;;,~ i:lt.c.~>d ill!!.,iS 
~t,;,.'~ omo:i o:i~t:.:Ood tl~d~~~do ? · . 

3. (a) Do you think that· the pay structure applicable to employees in government 
departments should be extended to the employees of your Organisation also.? Alternatively, 
do you favour having a separate pay structure for your employees ? If so, please &uggest suitable 
pay structure. 

(b) If you think that an upward ·revision ··of the scales of pay for your employees 
is justifiable, please suggest the posts or categories of posts for which such revision is necessary 
and the basis on wnich it can be effected. .· · • · . · · : . 

(c) How do you propose to raise the resources necessary to meet the additional 
expenditure if your suggestions for upward revision of scales of pay are accepted ? 

a.. (II) l:ie••o OQer.>~lill~;;l ff.ledM e;S4ooow.n"o:i ~el!l;;l o:i6oii,oo";;l~ .. <Ool~ l'loi,oo~ ff.l~dM~ eiS.,o:J~I'l 
:j~~o~ ~oi~ er;~m.J~i:l~ ? a;;,n$lOd., d, <Oi:l~ ;;i"liidO~ ~.J:!,eliw.d i:lei!I;S o:i

6
olll,. o:lod:jtde ? m;,mdd, l'l~tt, 

o::le:!;;l o:i6o:i1. ~iS~ .. li~!!.l>. 

( ~) ~i:l~ ff.llidd i:lei!I;S ~~rnn9c::l:a,_ OQ;S~.. ill!!.,l:i~o:io:! i:lOi\OI'l~~do No>6oo"l:io:i~.,l!l~od~ <Oi:l)._ 
er;li:l•.Jc:l~o::o>ntt, d <:lOiliwdl:ll eo:ii!!l6:Jdoi:l m~~lilli'i~ .. ol"l!l'- .s"d.,nll o:iliF"Ii9;;l~.. ol":!'- ooJ<>o:i M<:ld~ l:l~li9;;l~ .. 
i::!Oiil!60ii:J<5iltlolJ~d;;l~ .. ~!!.1>. 

(li) i:le:!!;;l li.Jernlill;;l~ .. w~o:ioM~~oo:io:! i:lOi\O~de4olJ ~i:l~ .~:i<:Jillli9i'io .. eon~lic:;•b~mdd, l:l 
~!!6iS ~t,;,.o:i;S:a,_ ollx>l:i<:J~ ~lil!l6~d l'lo<:l~<:Jiill;;l~ .. ale~ i:lt!oo"~<:lO ? . • · ··· 

4. What are your views on the system of grant-in-ail extended by Government to your 
Organisation ? . . . · 

v, ~. l:io:>io~ l'l~••d~ 4~r3o!_.dool lia;;,ooJ<>;;lom;;ld <:ld.,!oo~ :J!h ~o:i~., e~•,ll:l~i:le;S~ ?. . . 
5. What are the incentives and amenities. if any, provided"~ the employees of your 

Organisation ? Have you any suggestions to make in this behalf? · · · · · 
M, ~;::!~ ~o:!l oo~· ff.l&tio~ t.dn.~>d i:l.Jt!.r.>edlili9~ o:i•:!!'- ~lioooF"Ii9~ oo~~ ? e. lio:Jot;ld~ <Oi:l• 

li<:J~K~eNo>dd~ OQ;:l~~e ? · · M "' 
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ANNEX-II (iii) 

KARNATAKA PAY COMMISSION 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS 
Ple~tse furnish your views on the Que•tionu~ire ~tnnexod an•l on. the. following adLlitional 

matter. or questions : 

I. Ple~se furnish : 

PART A 

General 

: . (a) in the form enclosed details relating to each category of posts borne on the 
establishment of your Department as on 1st April 1974 ; and 

(b\ au organisation.al chart of the Departmen.t indicating the levels of responsibilities, 
prepared w1th referen.ce to the orders in force. 

II. (a) Trace the growth of staff in each category of posts in. your Department with 
effect from 1st April 1951 by giv;ng the scales of pay an.d the number of posts under each 
category from 1961 to 1974 both under Plan and Non-Plan expenditure. While explaining 
the growth under Plan expenditure, give also the details under individual schemes. 

(b) To what exten.t do you attribute the increase in the n.umber of posts (i) to 
nor!'llal growth and (ii) to appointment of adition.al staff due to new duties and responsibilities 
asstgned to your Department? Indicate the norms adopted by you for fixing normal annual 
growth of work in your Department, · 

· (c) Try to correlate the growth of developmental activities and expenditure in your 
Department and th& growth of staff. 

. III. (a) Is there any scope for curhilment of Non-Plan expenditure in your Department 
Without substantially affecting the efficiency and execution of scheme• in your Department ? 

(b) Do you think that there i& scope for having fewer but better paid staff in your 
Department without affecting tbe efficiency and execution of works in your Department ? 

(c) Are there any yardsticks in your Department for ca.lculating the requirements 
of s~aff in various categories ? If so, do you consider that these yardsticks are realistic and 
racttcable ? Have you any alternative suggestion. for as•essing the workload in your 
Department and for fixing the number of employees required ? 

IV. Are there any overlapping schemes or functions of your Department vis-a-vis those· 
of other Departments ? If so, furnish the details of such schemes functions as also the 
Departments to which they pertain. Are these inevitable ? If so, what principles are adopted 
for appointing ~tall' in the Departments for such schemes ? 

V. Indicate the number of posts in each category which have remained vacant 
for a period of over one year and reasom therefor. Explain why thc•e posts could not be 
abolished without affecting the effici~ncy of the Department. 

PARTB 

Pay Scales 

VI. While answering Question No. V in Part-B of the annexe·l Questionnaire, furnish 
further information with •pecial reference to your Department on the following : 

(i) Have you noticed any inadequaciestanomalies in the exioting pay scales of anY 
category or class of posts in your Department ? If so, 

(a) please list out the reasons why you consider them to be inadequatefanomalons 
and offer your suggestions to set them right ; and 

(b) what principles would you suggest for applying the scales recommended by you 
to the existing personnel ? 

(ii) The pay scales of Govern~en.t employees were hbt r~vi~ed in 1970 on the 
recommendation of the Mysore Pay Commtsswn, 1966-68 (Tukol Commtsswn). Smce then--

posta ? 
(a) has there been any further revision of the scales of pay of any category of 

(b) If so, indicate the categories of such posts and the circumstances which led to 
the &ubsequent revision. 

Furnish copies of relevant Government Or:le". 
(iii) Are there any scales of pay attached to any of_ the posts i~ your Department 

which are personal to any indivi<'ual holdmg posts i':' co~mon w1th others wtth d1fferent sc~Jes 
of pay ? Does existence of such scales create any d1spar1ty ? If so, what are your suggestwns 
to remedy the same ? 
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(iv) Do you think that the scales of pay of any category of posts in :rour J?epartment 
are inadequat.e compared to those in other Departments although the. qu~ldicatwns, dut1es 
and responsibilities nre similar ? If so, give your views on how to ratiOnalise them. 

VII .. Indicate with reference to the existing levels of responsibilities in. your Departm~nt 
the promotional opportunities in each separate promotional unit of your Department. Furnish 
the foll<'wing data in this behalf:- · 

(i) Categories of staff and the ratio of. lower to higher grade for which promotions 
are made ; 

(ii) Levels and extent of direct recruitment in relation to each category ; 
(iii) Average time taken for promotion from lower to higher category ; 
(iv) Selection grades or Selection time scale provided as an alternative to regu Ia 

promotion ; 
(v)· Ratio of ministerial to Gazetted/Executive posts for purposes of promotioh 

to GazettedjExecutive posts. 

YIIL Do you consider that the promotional opportunities available to various lower 
categories in your Department are adequate ? If not, what are the reasons therefor? .Has 
lack of promotional opportunities resulted in marked discontent among lower staff ? In 
particular, examine whether the following are some of the rea&ons for Jack of such 
opportunities :- · · 

(a) greater proportion of direct recuritment at higher levels ; 
(b) frequent modifications of staffing pattern at higher levels. 

!.: 

1~. Indicate the number of emplo,vees in your Department stagnating at the maximum 
of then scales fer more than four years giving reasons for such stagnatiOn and your suggestwns 
to remedy the same. 

X. Has there been any noticeable or appreciable migartion of any category categories 
of staff from your Department to other employment or any such migration or attempts at such 
migration to other Departments of the State Government ? If so, what may be in your opinion 
the motivating cause for it ? 

Special Pay 
XI. Please give a list of posts in your Department to which Special Pay is attached 

the Special pay attached to each such post and the time scale of pay of the incumbent. 

PARTC 

Allowances 
XII. Have you noticed any unnecessary or excessive travelling by the Officers or other 

.>taft' members of your Department ? Please give in tabular form year-wise for·three year• 
1971-72, 1972-73 and 1973-74 under the categories of Officers and others, the total number e>f 
such personnel, total number of them who have travelled, total amount drawn by them by way 
of T.A., D.A., etc., for travelling, other total emoluments (Pay+ Allowances) drawn by them 
anc:l the percentage which the former is of the latter. 

XIII. Regarding medical reimbursement paid out in your Department please furnish in 
tabular form year-wise for three years 1971-72, 1972-1973 and !973-197-1 the following 
particulars separately for officers and others : 

(i) Total number of personnel 
(ii) Total number who have drawn medical reimbursement. 

(iii) Total amount so drawn 
(iv) Total emoluments (Pay+Allowances) 
(v) Percentage which (iii) is of (iv) 

PARTD 

Amenities and Incentives 

XIV. What are the e~isting incentives for impr~vement of prodnctivit:>; and efficiency 0 f 
the work of the employees 111 your Department ? Indicate the extent to winch such incentive 
have contributed to the improvement, What changes do you suggest in the scale of such 
incentives ? Would you also suggest additional incentives, if any ? 

PARTE 

Terminal BeneOts 
XV. Have there been any cases in_ your Department of. inordinate delays in settlement 

and payment of penswn and other termlllal benefits ? What Is the normal time taken ? Have 
you any suggestions for reducing the time and avoiding delays ? 
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FORM 

(See QUESTION I) 

1. · Designation of the post and class .................. 
2, Number of posts : 

3. Number of posts vacant over one yea· in this 
~. Scale of pay 

category 

5. Special allowance (Conveyance Allowance , 
Travelling Allowance, etc). ' 

ixed 

6. Reasons for grant of Special pay, eto., and authority 

7. Mode of recruitment-
(!) Direct Recruitment:

(a) Percentage 
(b) Minimum qualification 
(c) Other qualificasionsfexperience 
(d) Period of probation 

(2) By promotion:
(a) Percentage 
(li) Qualifications 

8. Promotional opportunities to higher posts 
9. Job responsibilities 

............ 

............ 

ANNEX-II (iv) 

KARNATAKA PAY COMMISSION 

Permanent 

SPJWIAL QUESTIONNAtRE TO SECRETARIES TO GovERNMENT 

Temporary 

I. In the lil!ht o_f or ag~inst the backg~ound of the princ!ples or postulates underlying 
the ~ener?-1 Questwnn~tre, particularly QuestiOn No. VI therem, please suggest a rational 
classification or groupmg of the several departments of the Government, their relative impor
tance from t_he J?Oint of view of their value to the administration and utility to the public 
and a categorisatiOn of the pests of officers in each department on the basis of levels of 
responsibility, territorial or functional jurisdiction or range of power and financial powers .. 

In particular-
(!) Could the grouping of departments be on such criteria as; 

(a) basic governmental functions like administr.1tion, executive and judicial, law and 
order, taxation and revenue; 

(b) basic human needs of food, clothing, housing nnd health; 
(c) superior human needs of education, culture, art, recreation and entertainment; 
(d) public works, communications, transport; 
(e) industries and power; 
(f) agriculture and connected matters, irrigation, forests, flood control and weather 

forecasting, etc.,; 
(g) purely social and developmental activities ? 

· (2) While determining the relative importance of department,, which element ia more 
determinative-value to the administration as contributing to the strength and efficiency of 
the general structure of governance n utility to the public as contributing to convenience 
and for comfort in the life of the public? 

(3) Is it not possible to grade the officers in each department (irreopective of designa
tions or nomenclature) into not more than 3 or 4. grades on the ba,,is of levels of responsibility 
etc., so as to furnish a broad but just and reasonable baRis for equation of grades as between 
the several departments ? If so, please indicate the grades in each department and list the 
posts in each grade, 

(In answering this question, you will please indicate briefly but clearly your main 
line of reasoning). 

II, Is it possible in your view to establish a broad parity in the pay ,cales for technical 
and non-technical services under Government? If your answer is in the nagative, plea•e 
indicate the principles on which different pay scales for technical and non-technical services 
should be determined. 
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III. A pay structure should have a cert.tin measure of permanance and it seems necessary 
that it should be related to a reasonably stable level of prices likely to be reached . in the not 
distant future. Please indicate with reasons the price level or the base-year wh1ch should 
govern th_e revision of pay scales. 

IV. Do you think that it i, possible to lay down rational yardsticks for fixing the staff 
pattern in the departments of Government? If so, please att~mpt to correlate the growth of 
normal and developmental acti":ities with t~e !!rowth of. staff Ill departments. Is. there any 
scope, in your view, for reductiOn of the ex1stmg staff m the departments at variOus levels 
without affecting adversely the efficiency and the execution of the programmes? 

V. (a) Having regard to the need for maintaining adequate tempo of development and 
provision for social services for the benefit of all sectwns of soc1ety what percentage of the 
total expenditure of Government can reasonably be set apart for payment of emoluments to 
Government employees ? ·Please give reasons. 

(b) Against the background of the present financial position of the State and its 
likely trends in the near future do you think that-

(i) it will be possible to meet the increase in expenditure on account of revision of 
emoluments of Government employees without having to curtail the develop
mental expenditure of the State? 

(ii) there is scope for curtailment of non-plan expenditure on a scale which will be 
commensurate with the increase in expenditure on account of revision of pay 
scales? 

(c) If neither (i) nor (ii) is feasible, can you indicate the sources from which the 
extra cost involved in the. revision of pay scales, dearness allowance, etc, 
could be met ? 

ANNEX-Ill 

Letter No, KPC/G-1-F/74 dated the 19th October 1974 from the Secretary, Pay Commission 
to the Associations _of the employees. 

Subject: Questionnaire issued by the Karnataka Pay Commission. 

The. Government of Karnataka have constituted a Pay Commission and have appointed 
Shri A. Narayana Pai, Retired Chief Justice of High Court of Karnataka as the Pay Commission. 

2. According to the tetms of reference, among other things, the Commission is required 
to review the existing pay structure of the employees of State Government, Local Bodies and 
Aided Institutions and also suggest rationalisation of the pay structure among different 
Departments of Government. In this task, the Commission is anxious to avail itself of the 
views of a, many interested persons as possible. With this object in view, the Commission has 
drawn up a Questionnaire covering most of the items included in the terms of reference of the 
Commission. A copy of the Questionnaire is appended. 

3. While your personal reactions to the matter and what may be described as purely 
personal views will undoubtedly constitute good material for moulding the ultimate recommen
dations of the Commission, I am desired by the Commission to add that the application by you 
of a higher impersonal standard of approach to the consideration of the questions from the 
point of view of the general good of the e11tire body of the Government servants and the 
Pnblic they serve will add value to your answers. 

4. I am to request you to be so good a. to furnish your valuable replies to the various 
points raised in the questionnaire by 30th November 1974 or earlier if possible. 

ANNEX- IV 

Letter No. KPCfG-1-E/74 dated the 19th October 1974 from Shri A. Narayana Pai, 
Pay Commission to individual members of the Public. 

Be~ng desirous of _having thebene~t o~ your matu_re exp_erience, I have ·taken_ the liberty 
of sendmg you herewith a Questwnua1re m connectwn wtth the proposal to ratwualise the 
pay-_structure of State servi~es, with a reque~t to let me have your views on the same. 1 
reahse, you may not perhaps mterest yourself In the smaller details. Nevertheless your 
opinion on the larger issues or principles and the broad approach to be made to the {natter 
will be of great value to my work. 

I shall be grateful if you conld kindly send me your replies.by about th.e end ·of November 
l9U. 
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ANNEX-V 

Letter N•.. KPC;G-1/74 dated the 19th October 197! from Shri A. Narayana Pai, 
Pay Commission to the Secretaries to Government. 

In inviting _your co-operation and assistan?e for evolving the best po•siblo pay structure 
for State serv1ces, I offer you my compliments and a couple of observations on the 
Questionnaire. 

With a view to have the benefit of different approaches to the matter, besides one 
General Questiomwire intended generoJly for all, one is addressed to departmental heads and 
another opecially to you, tbe Secretaries to Government. The heads of departments will send 
you o'!e set of their answers to the Questionnaire sent to them, on which you will please 
offer your comments. 

From each of you Secretarie.>, I request considered views both on the General 
Questionnaire and tbe one specially meant for you inviting what may be regarded as an 
overall picture. 

It appears to me that your answers to the first two questions in the Special Questionnair~ 
and Quostion No. VI in the Gene1al Questionnaire will receive clarity, firmness and added 
value if all the Secretaries could, after individual study and consideration, meet and hold a 
general discussion. I commend this ide" for your consideration. 

Your answers may please be made available to me before 15th December, 1974 or earlier 
if possible. 

ANNEX-VI 

Official Memorandum No. FD 4 SRP (3) 7! d·\ted the 19th October, 1974 from Govern•no11t 
in the Finance Department to the Secretaries to G·cvernment and Heads of Departments. 

Subject : Procedure to be followed for submitting Memorandum/Representations/Replies 
to the questionnaire to the Pay Commission. 

Government ·have appointed a One-Man Pay Commission under G.O. No. FD 4 SRP (3) 7-l, 
dated 13th August, 1974 to review the pay structure etc., of the State employees. In the 
conduct of its business the Pay Commission may have to call for information and documents 
from the departments of Government and also invite official witnesses to tender evidence 
before it. The Commission may also like to obtain views of the Secretaries to Government, 
Heads of Departments and other officers of Government in regard to the various aspects of its 
terms of reference. It is also considered necessary to prescribe a procedure for furn:shing 
replies by the Heads of Departments to the Commission. With a view to enabling the 
Departments to supply factual information etc.; to the Commission and also with a view 
to providing individual Government employee• the fullest scope to express their per.onal 
views on tbe items placed before the commission, tbe following instruc&ions are issued for 
guidance : · 

1.1 The Departments may furnish to the Commission factual information and other 
documents that may be required by the Commission. 

1.2 The Secretaries to Government may express to the Commi•sion their personal views 
formed in the light of their knowledge .and experience. 

1.3 Other Secretariat Officers ie., Additional Secretaries/Special Secrctarios[Joint 
Deputy or Under Secretaries as well as Heads of Departments may also give evidence orally 
or in w ·iting to the Commission on matters coming within their spheres of work. 

1.4 Individual Government servants may submit Memoranda etc., to the Commission in 
their individual capacity, provided that individual grievances are not submit&ed to the 
Commission. 

1.5 Government servants may appear before the Commission on behalf of Service 
Associations with which they are connected. 

2. The procedure to be followed for furnishing replies to the questionnaire will be as 
follows: 
· 2.1 The Heads of Departments may· send in their offi~ial capacity their repliesfremarks 
to the Questionnaire to the concerned Secretaries to Government who will arrange to forward 
such replies along with theic comments to tbe Secretary of the Pay Commission. 

2.2 The Secretaries to Government and Head' of Departments may send their rep~ie~ to 
tbe Questionnaire in their personal capacity directly to the Secretary of the Pay CommiSSIOn. 
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23. The Subordinate Officers of various Derart~euts wi~l !'o doubt have an opportunity 
of making their representations through their Servwe Assoc1at~ons. However,_ such of them 

· · h · 1· t t' Pa C mmiss1on may do so dnectly to the as are desirous of seud1ug t en rep 1es o .ne Y o . 
Secretary to the Pay Commission. 

3. The Secretaries to Government and Heads of Departments are also requested to extend 
their co-operation to the Pay Commission in its work. 

ANNEX-VII 

Letter No. KPC/Gl/-G/74 dated tbe 19th October 1974 from. the Secretary, Pay 
Commission to the Deputy Commissioners of all Districts. 

Subject : Questionnaire to Local Bodies and Aided Institutions isoued by the Karnataka 
Pay Commission. 

0•1e of the itemo in the te,ms of reference to the Pay Commission relates to the review 
of tbe existing pay structure not. only of t~e e_mployees o~ State Government but al"o. of the 
employees of local Bodies and A1ded Inst1tut10ns. Certam part1culars as also the v~ews of 
the Local Bodies and Aided Institutions in respect of the1r employees would be reqUired by 
the Commission to enable it to examine their cases. A special Questionnaire dealing with 
these matters has been prepated and 12 copies of the Questionnaire are sent herewith, One 
copy each of the Questionnai1 e with the covering letter signed by me may please be sent to-

Two Taluk Development Boards 
Two Municipalities 
Two Village Panchayats 
Two Aided Educational Institutions and 
Two Aided Medical Institutions 

which in your opinion, are representative Local Bodies/Aided Institutions. The correct 
address of the concerned Local Bodies/ A :ded Institutions may kindly be filled in the lettet 
before despatch. 

Kindly send me a list of the Local Bodies/Aided Institutions to which you have sent 
the letter so that we can correspond directly in future. 

Copies of the letter may please be arranged to be despatched by 25th October 1974, as 
these Institutions are expected to send their replies to the Secretary to the Pay Commiosion 
by 30th November 1974. 

ANNEX-Vlll 

Letter No. KPC/G---1-G/7! dated the 19th October 1974 from the Secretary, Pay 
Commission to the Div:sional Commissioners. 

Subject : Questionnaire to Local Bodies and Aided J nstitntions issued by the Karnataka 
Pay Commission. 

I ~In_ directed to enclose her~with a copy of the letter addressed to the Deputy 
Comm!ssJoner., on the above subJect, and to reqneot you kindly to forward the replies 
received from the Deputy Commissioners of your Division with your comments to the Pay 
Commission by 15th December, 1974. 

ENCLOSURE TO ANNEX-VIII 

Letter No. KPC/G-1(74 dated the 19th October 19H from the Secretary, Pay Commission 
to the Deputy Commissioners. 

Suhject : Questionnaire to local Bodies and Aided Institutions issued by the Karnataka 
Pay Commission. 

The Gov~rnment of Karnatak~ have const.ituted a Pay Commission and appointed Sri A. 
Narayana Pa1, Ret ~red Ch1ef Justice of the lhgh Court of Karnataka as the Pay Commission. 

U~d~r th.e terms o£ reference to the Pay Commission, the Commission is required to review 
the ex1otmg pay structure not only of ~he ~mployee's of State Government but abo of the 
employees of Local Bod1es and A1ded InstitUtiOns and make suitable recommendations. Some 
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factual particulars about the number of posts salary scale eto of the emplo k' · I · · . t , ., yees wor tng In 
your . nst1tut1?n are required by the Commi~sion to examine their eases. Besides, the 
C~m~toolon desues to have the benefit of your v1ews on eertai n aspects of the uestion of 
retvs!on of pay scales. of the employe?s of Local ~odieo and. Aided Institutioni For this 
purpose,. the Comm1sSIO~ has d~s1gned a QuestiOnnaire to the Local bodies and Aided 
ImtltUtlons. I am enelos.m~ herewith a copy of the Que,tionnaire as also a copy of the terms 
of reference of the Commission . 

. ram desired by t~e Commission to request you to to be so good as to furni"h your 
replies to the Questionnaire so as to reach the Secretary to the Pay Commission by 30th 
November 1974 or earlier if poosible. 

Your kind co-operati•m in this regard will be very much valued. 

ANNEX-IX 
Letter No, KPCfG-1/74 dated the 19th October 1974 from the Secretary, Pay Commission 

to the Tahsildars. 

Subject : Questionnaires issued by the Karnataka Pay Commission-Publication of 
. The Karnataka Pay Commission has issued a general questionnaire as well as a questionna
Ire to Local Bodi~s and. Aided In.stitut!ons for eliciting views of intereated persons. While 
these questwnnanes will be published m the Kamataka Gazette for general information in 
due eour~e, the Commission desires tha~ copies of the. questionnaires should also be kept in 
the Tahs1l Offices for reference. Aceordmgly two cop1es of each of the general questionnaire 
and the questionnaire to Local Bodies and Aided Institutions are enclosed. They may please 
be made available to general public for reference. 

2. The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged and action taken intimated. 

ANNEX-X 

Press Note No. KPC/G-1/74 dated the 2nd November 1974 issued by the Pay Commission. 
The Karnataka Pay Commission has issued Questionna•res which have been published in 

the Karnataka Gazette dated 31st October 1974 for general information, Copies of the 
Questionnaires have also been kept in all the Offices of Tahsildars in the State for reference. 

Correspondence intended for the Pay Commission may be addressed to the Secretary, 
Karnataka Pay Commission, Seshadri Road, Bangalore-560001. 

ANNEX-XI 

Press Note No. KPC/G1-F/74 dated the 29th November 1974 issued by the Pay 
Commission. 

The present time limit prescribed for furnishing replies to the questionnaire issued by 
the Karnataka Pay Commission, expires on 30th November 1974. The representatives of the 
Karnataka State Government Employees Association, who met the Commission on 28th 
November 19H have sought an extension of the time limit by another month. S•m1lar 
representations have also been made to the Commission by some other Associations and 
Individuals seeking extension of the time for sending in their replies, In c~nsid.erati.on. of the 
above, therefore, the Commission is pleased to grant an extension of the sa1d t1me.ln~ut upto 
31st December 1974 in the ca~e of Local Bodies and Aided Institutions, AosociatiOns and 
Individuals only. The time limit prescribed for furnishing replies by the Government 
Departments. howeve~ rem":ins u!lchanged.. ~he ~ommission ~nrthe.r hopes that all those 
interested w11l send 1n their rephes well within th1s extended time hm1t. 

ANNEX-XII 

Letter No. KPCfG 1-D/74 dated the 29th November 1974 from the Secretary • Pay 
Commission to the Heads of Departments. 

Subject : Discnbsions with regard to information required by the Commission. 
Ref: (i) This office letter No, KPC/G1/D/74 dated 19-10-1974 regarding replies and 

questionnaires issued by the Commission. 
(ii) This office letter No. KPC/Gl/D/74 dated 8-11-1974 regarding nomination of 

liaison officers. 
lam sure you have by now taken action to finali.se your replies to the Commission's 

Questionnaire to Heads of Departments and also to nonnnate an officer of yo~r d~partment 
for work connected with the Commission as requested in this office letter cited (n) above. 
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I request you to kindly intimate immediately the name,. designation and telephone number 
etc., of the officer nominated if not already done. . 

2. Pending receipt of replies to tile above questionnaire in responoe to this ?ffice letter 
cited (i) above, the Commisssion has desired this office to undertake detailed_ stndtes rel~tmg 

·to the conditions of service and the job responsibilities of the various c_ategones of posts Jll all 
the Departments. For this purpose, information on the followmg spectfic ttems, among otilers 
is urgently required-

(i) ·An Organisational chart of your department showing separately the organisation 
in the Headquarters's office and the other Subordlllate offices under your 
control, 

(ii) Cadre & Recruitment Rules for the various posts in your department, up-to-date, 
incorporating all amendments, if any, notified as on this date. 

(iii)- Nature of duties attached to the posts. 
(iv) Powers exercised by and responsibilities entrusted to the different levels of 

officers. 
(v) Territorial jurisdiction. or nature and extent of other charge of the· officers. 

With a view, therefore, to collect and collate all information required for the above 
study, it is now proposed to invite the liaison Pfficers on specified dates which will be intim-. 
ated separately, commencing from the first week of December 1974 for discussions with the 
concerned officers of the Commission. 

3. Meanwhile, I sh,tll be grateful if you could kindly ensure that your liaison officer 
gets himself ready for the above di,cussions with all information required for the purpose as 
above, together with all records relevant to the information required above in particular, 
and tilat indicated in the questionnaire to the Heads of Departments. The liaison officer 
may in particular be instructed that while going over for the above discu"'ion, he may bring 
along wit-h him, up-to-date copies of the Cadre & Recruitment Rules of your Department and 
the Manual or otiler orders laying down the duties and responsibilities of the various 
categories of posts in your department. 

4. I would also request you to kindly ensure that all information,. orders ~tc., to be 
made available during discussion as above, are duly vested by you in person to see that the 
same are accurate, upto-date and complete in all respects. 

ANNEX XIII 

Government Order No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74, Bangalore, dated the 21st December 1974. 

Subject: Karnataka Pay Commission- Inclusion of the question relating to the 
pay - structure etc., of the staff of the Karuataka Public Service Commission 
within the purview of the -

READ: 
I. 
2. 

ORDER NO. FD 4 SRP (3) U, BANGALORE, DATED THE 21ST DECEMBER 1974. 

G. 0. No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74, dated 13th August 1974. 

Letter No. Adm. 1011/U- 75/ PSC, dated 27th November 1974, 
Secretary, Karnataka Public Service Commisbion, Bangalore. 

from the 

PREAMBLE: 
In Government 01der cited at (1) above, One-Man Pay - Commission has been 

constituted with the terms of references a' detailed thereunder. The Secretary, Karnataka 
Public Service Commission, Ban galore has now requested the Govemment to include the 
question relating to tile pay - structure etc., of the Officers and the staff of tile Karnataka 
Public 8ervice Commission within the purview of the Pay Commission. 

ORDER 

Government are pleased to accept the proposal of the Secretary, Karnataka Public 
Service Commission, Bangalore. The Pay Commission is requested to include questions 
relating to the pay- structure etc., of the Officers and the Staff of tile Karnataka Public 
Service Commission also within the purview of their recommendations. 
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PREFACE 

This is a brief report on Household Consumer Expenditure of Karnataks 

Government Employees which has been ~onducted in pursuance of the direction of 

the Karnataka Pay Commission. The report is published in full as directed by 

the Pay Commission because, in addition to information made use of by the 

Commission, the report. gives a picture of the general socio-economic position of 

the Government employees which may be of interest to the general public. It has 

been planned and prepared in the Statistical Cell of the Pay Commission by Sbri 

G.H. Shankara Rao, Deputy Director of Statistics. In its preparation Sriyuts: 

M.R. Rajagopal, R.A. Shankararadhya, H.J. Shivaramegowda and B.V. Raja· 

gopal, Senior Statistical Assistants, assisted him. 

2. The field work of the survey was conducted by the investigators of the 

Bureau of Economics and Statistics. The District Statistical Officers were a~o 

closely associated with the field work. The filled in schedules of the survey were 

processed in the Government Computer Centre. 

3. We desire to express our grateful thanks to Shriyuts: P. P. Prabhu, 

Director, Bureau of Economics and Statistics and R. Parthasarathy, Manager, 

Government Computer Centre for the prompt and active assistance extended by 

them at various stages of this survey. 

Ban galore, 

September 15, 1975. 
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REPORT OF THE STATISTICAL CELL TO THE PAY COMMISSION 
ON THE SURVEY OF 

HOUSEHOLD CONSUMER EXPENDITURE 

OF 

KARNATAKA GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1. An analysis of the family budget data provides valuable information on various socio
economic facets of life by throwing light on the standard of living of people, their spending 
pattern on necessities, comforts etc. To measure the impact of general economic conditions 
on the level.of living of several sections of population, consumer price indices are being 
worked out at the State as well as Central levels. At present consumer price indices are being 
worked out for the following sections of population : 

(i) consumer price indices for working class (industrial workers); 
(ii) consumer price indices for urban non-manual employees ; 

(iii) consumer price indices for Agricultural labourers. 
Data on consumption pattern of the above groups are collected through the family budget 
enquiries conducted long back and are being made use of for construction of index numbers· 
Consumer price indices for working class are being worked out for ten industrial centres 
namely : Bellary, Bhadravathi, Davangere, Hassan, Harihar, Mysore, Mandya in Karnataka 
based on the family budget enquiries conducted in the year 1935-36 ; the family budget 
enquiries were conducted in Gulbarga, Man galore and Bangalore Centres in the year 1943-44, 
1958-59 and 1960 respectively. Consumer price indices for urban non-manual employees are 
being worked out for 4 centres viz., Bangalore, Mangalore, Hubli-Dharwar and Gulbarga 
with 1960 as the base. Similarly, the consumer price indices for Agricultural Labourers in 
the State are being worked out with 1960-61 as the base. · 

1.2. No data on consumption pattern were available in respect of the employees of 
Government of Karnataka. The Karnataka Pay Commission, set up by the Government in 
1974, soon after entering upon its duties found it necessary to have up-to-date data about the 
normal consumption pattern, economic status, family consumption, dependency ratio and the 
average income and expenditure under variqus categories of Government employees working 
at the State and the District level offices. Accordingly, an ad hoc survey was conducted in all 
the 19 district headquarters of the State-· 

(i) to collect relevant information on consumption pattern of the Government employees 
belonging to different pay ranges to measure their standard of living ; and 

(ii) to ascertam the relationship of general nature between total consumer expenditure 
and its components. 

2. METHOD 

2.1. Altogether; there were about 2.B4 lakh Government employees in the State at the end 
of June 1974, out of whom 5000 employees were selected for the survey. In order to bring 
within the purview or the survey a cross section of Government employees within different 
basic pay ranges it was decided to group them into the following four categories : 

Group 

J 
II 

III 
IV 

Basic pay range 

Rs. 
65-109 

110-149 
150-720 

721-1800 

Basic pay and D. A. Employee> 
as on 1-12-1974 selected 

Rs. 
200-266 1624 
299-346 1790 

373-1035 1510 
1036-1981 76 

2.2. The number of employees in each group were allocated in proportion to the number of 
employees in that group. The survey was conducted in all the nineteen district headquarters 
of the State. The field work consisted of collecting the data in a schedule of enquiry 
(Appendix) in respect of selected Government employees, households of eleven major 
departments selected purposively as they covered more than BO per cent of the total number 
of employees in the State. The departments selected were : 

1, Agriculture 
2, Commercial Taxes 
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3. Community Development 
4. Co-operation 
5. Edncatiou 
6. Jndicial 
7. Police-
S. Public Health and Family Plannillg 
9. Public Works 

10. Revenue 
11. Goverument Secretariat 

The number of employees to be covered in each diRtrict. headquarters (Tables 1 and") w 
decided on the basis of number of employees w~rking in the districtfdepartmen tfpay~ ran;: 
group (m proportiOn to the total strength). Th1s method had to be adopted since with th 
available time, it was difficult to prepare !l sampling frame in respect of each dep~rtment a~ 
the district level. However, the ultimate selection of employees in different categories 
within the department was made by following the random sampling method. The details 
regarding the number of employees selected under the Survey and the number who respouded 
were as follows : 

Group Number Percentage Number responded 
selected -----------------'Males Females Total 

I 1624 32.6 1495 129 1624 
II 1790 35.9 135!) 433 1788 

Ill 1510 30.1 1309 191 1500 
IV 76 1.4 67 3 70 

----------------------------------
TOTAL: 5000 100.0 4246 756 4982 

2.3 Out of 5000 employees selected information was collected from 4994 employees, 
4982 schedules containing this information were accepted for analysis. Non
response was thus negligible and was mainly due to the .difficulties encountered by the field 
staff in co•1tactirlg the officers. at the higher level. . 

2.4 Out of ti1e total number llf employees selected, 4226 (85%) were males and 756 (15% 
were females, and about 72 per cent held Class III posts and 24 per cent held Class IV posts.) 
About 5 per cent of the employees selected held Gazetted posts. Their distribution is given 
below: 

Post held 

Class I 
Class II 
Class Ill 
Class IV 

Distribution of employees selected 
by Class of post held 

Total: 

No. of 
employees 

104 
136 

3560 
1182 

4982 

Percentage 

2. I 
2.7 

71.5 
23.7 

100.0 

Note: Distribution of employees according to Cla;s of post held aud scales of pay is 
given in Tables 3 and 4. 

3 ORGANISATION OF THE SURVEY 

3.1 The success of any large scale sample survey depends on the quality and integrity of the 
interviewers, who collect basic data from selected households. Accuracy of the data collected 
and the co-operation of the households in obtaining the required information are greatly 
influenced by the ability and tact of the interviewer. Hence, the agency of Bureau of Econo
mics and Statistics, Government of Karnataka, Ballgalore was selected by the Commission f~r 
taking up this survey. The Director, Bureau of Economics and Statistics employed, for t~1s 
study,_ candidates with a Bachelor'sfMaster's Degree in Economics or Statislics and possessing 
expenence in the field work relating to the socio-economic surveys like the Natwnal Bam!•lc 
Survey. 'l:'he total strength of the field staff employed for collection of data was 72, exclmhng 
the supervisors. The District Statistical Officers in the districts were made respons•ble for 
supervision of field work. All of them were given inte1isive training at two centres namely; 
Bangalore and Dharwar on different aspects of the survey work and on the ochedulc of enquny 
to be used, 
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3.2 The design of the survey and the schedule of enquiry for collection of data on house
hold income and expenditure were settled during the dis~ussions betw~en the Secretary to the 
Pay Commission and the Director, Bur~au of EconomiCs and StatistiCs. The schedule of 
enquiry and the instructions to field staff were printed in English. 

3.3 The field staff were instructed to collect the data by approaciling the officials in th_eir 
offices. Sufficient time was allowed to tile informants to go through tile sc~edule of ~nqu1~y 
and furnish the information. The field staff were also instructed to do the pnn:ary editmg 111 

the field before the schedules were filled in. The scrutiny of the filled in schedules was care
fuily attended to by the staff of the Statistical Cell of the i'ay Commission. It was felt that 
processing of the data would be quicker and more accurate, if it was done on the Computer 
and therefore, the scrutinised filled iu schedules were passed on to the Government Computer 
Centre. 

4 CoNCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 

4.1 The more important concepts employed and the definitions adopted in the survey are 
discussed in the following paragraphs: 
Household: 

4.2 Household is the ultimate unit for the purpose of sampling. It is defined as the enti1·e 
group of persons who commonly live together and take their meals from a common kitchen, 
unless the exigencies of work prevent them from doing so. A single person is treated as_ a 
household provided he/she maintains a kitchen. A household of a Government employee whwh 
has been residing in a district headquarter for less than six months is rejected. Similarly, an 
employee on medical leave, earned leave and on long leave is rejected. 

Household size: 

4.3 The size of the household is given by the number of persons who stayed in the house
hold and participated in the common kitchen. 

Reference period : 

4.4 The reference period for the data collected was the calendar month and the year 
preceding the date of survey, and the rates of various commodities adopted were for the 
month, immediately preceding th~ month of survey. A fixed one year reference period has 
been adopted for collection of dat" relating to household income from other sources (other 

-than salary- income from 1 and, building etc.,) and this relates to the agricultural year 
1973-74. The data collected on consumer expenditure on selected items refer to the average 
household consumer expenditure per month for the calendar year 1974. The field work of 
the survey was carried out during the period of one month commencing from 15th January 
1975. 

Gross income : 

4.5 The gross income of the employee's household is defined as the earnings of all the 
earning members in the household during the reference period of 12 months preceding the 
date of survey. Incomes from salary, income from land, building, agriculture, rents, 
interests, dividends etc., received by all the earning members of the household are included 
in this. 

Household consumer expenditure: 

4.6 Household consumer expenditure comprises all expenditure incurred by the household 
during the reference period exclusively towards its non-productive purposes. It includes 
expenditure_ on cereals, pulses, oils, milk and milk products, fruits, sugar, jaggery, meat, 
fish, egg, spices and condiments, beverages etc; fuel and light; clothing and footwear; 
house rent; house repairs and t~xes ; education; medicine ; conveyance; entertainments, 
festiVals and ceremomes; and miscellaneous current expenditures. 

~.7 Expenditure data on. the above items were collected for different reference periods, 
whiCh seemed most appropnate some for a day, some for a week, some for a month and· some 
for a year: preceding the date of enquiry. Generally, purchases of items like clothing and 
footwea~ will be m~de once or twwe a year. Expenditure on house repairs, annual taxes and 
ceremonies Will be mcurred once a year. All_ these expenditures were later converted to a 
common reference perwd of one month precedmg the month of enquiry. 
per capita expenditure : · 

4.8 The per _capitCI expenditure is arrived at by taking the household consumption 
expenditure Juring the 30 days of the reference month divided by the number of members 
in the house~ol~. The estimates given in this report are presented by broad groups of items 
of consumptiOn In respect of four groups of employees' households with different basic pay 
ranges already stated. 
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5. HousEHOLD CHARACTERISTICs 

5.1 _As sta.ted earlier, th~ purpose of this report is to analyse the pattern of consumer 
expenditure m the compositiOn of Government employees in terms of the socio-economic 
characteristics, such as, the size of the hous~hold, income, etc. For a better understanding 
of the pattern of expenditure, the socio-economic characteristics of the household serve as 
the. necessarY: backgroun~. . An attempt is made in the following paragraphs to analyse the 
sociO-economic charactenstws and to study whether there are significant differences in them 
between the employees in different pay ranges. 

Household size : 

5.2 In 4982 households of Government employees selected the total number of persons 
enumerated were. 31,238. The average size of t)lc household, for a!l groups of employees 
taken together, IS found. to be 6.3. The average s1ze of the household 1n respect of employees 
m the lowest pay group IS also worked out to be 6.3 and that of employees in the highest 
pay group is 5.7. The average size of the household for the country as a whole based on the 
1971 Census, is 5.3 and for the State of Karnataka it is 6.0. 

Average number of persons per household by groups 

Pay group 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

All groups: 

Number of 
households 

1624 
1788 
1500 

70 

4982 

Number of 
persons 

10193 
11100 
9549 
396 

31238 

Average size of 
the household 

6.3 
62 
6.4 
5.7 

6.3 

5.3 With a view to getting some information on the structure of the househ0lds, the 
distribution of households according to size is also pre~~nted below. It is found that as 
much ··s 59 per cent of the households in the sample have six or more persons; on an average, 
per household and 17 per cent had five members on an average. Nearly 24 per cent of the 
households had, on an average, four persons or less per household. 

Size of the 
household 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 and above 

Total : 

Distribution of households by size 

Number of 
households 

135 
144 
342 
568 
846 

2917 

4982 

Number of dependents living away from the household: 

Percentage to 
total 

2.7 
2.9 
6.8 

11.4 
17.0 
59.2 

100.0 

5.4 Besides the above, information is collected on the number of dependents living away 
from the household, since it is possible that some dependents of the Government employee 
may be living away either because of prosecuting higher studies or due to old age or for 
some other reasons. Such households are 904 in number and the number of such dependents 
is 2225. The dependency ratio is 1 : 2.5. The average amount spent per dependent is 
Rs. 35.10. The details regarding the number of dependents living away and the average 
amount spent per dependent for different categories of employees are g;ven in Table 7. 

Number of Students in a Household: 

5.5 Out of a total of 31238 persons enumerated, it i. found that 9402 are students. 
On an average, there ~re about 25 student.• on~ of 100 persons in the lowest group of employees 
while this proportion Is about 38 and 4,4 m tne. th1~d and the fourth groups re>pect•vely. 
The proportion of students reported to be studymg lD school•fcolleges shows a clear tendency 
to increase with the increase in income (Table 8). 

Ownership of living house and plinth area : 

5.6 With a view to studying the housing situation among Governme~t employees informa
tion was collected on some important charactenst1cs of the employees family, such as the 
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· · d t' 'I ble The plinth area of the dwell-owner•htp of the dwelhng hou•e and accommo a. ton avat " · h I · 
d d II. d u d fo get1era.l purr>oses sue as s eepmg, ing house is a.U area require for we mg a.n s~ r 

d k t h Store rooms, bath rooms, latrines, sitting, dining. This aslo includes area un er ' c ens, 
verandahs and corridors. 

5. 7 It may be seen that a. bout 24- per cent •1f the employees are. found to be li
1
vdin!l in ownd 

· · · d h Tl p oportton of househo s 111 rente houses and 60 per cent are hvmg 111 rente ouses. 1e r 
quarters and rent free quarters i• about 16 per cent. 

Ownership of dwelling house Average plinth area per household 

Dwelling No. of house- Percent- Pay No. of house- Plinth 

house holds age groups holds area 
(sq.ft,) 

Own 1176 23.6 I 1624 379.28 

Rented 2995 60.2 II 1788 538.30 

Rented 322 6.4 Ill 1500 742.45 

quarters 
Rent free 457 9.2 IV 70 1~82.80 

quarterl 
Others 32 0.6 --------------- -----

Total: 4982 100.0 All Groups: 4982 Ml.20 

5.8 The average plinth area per household iu respect of employees in all the g.oups put 
together is 561.20 sq.ft. The lowest paid employee has an area of 379.28 sq.ft. and the 
highest had 1482.80 sq.ft. The average plinth area of the employeo.'s in the second and third 
groups is found to be 538.30 sq.ft. and 742.45 sq.ft. respectively. 

Location of dwellin~ houses : 

5.9 A• an indicitor of the location of the dwelling of the Government employee• in rela
tion to the general layout of the c1ty or town, information was collect·ed, on the distance 
of dwelling from places of direct concern to the family's life- and living, such as, the place 
of work, educational institutions, markets, hospitals, railway station, bus stand and recrea
tion centres. The places from which the distance.; are indicated are those, which are actually 
frequented by the family and not necesoarily the nearest. The table given below shows, in 
respect of each centre, the percentage of families, whose dwellings are within one Kilometre 
one to three kilometres, three to five kilometres and five or more Kilometres from the places 
of concern. 

Percentage number of households with distances to important places from the place 
of residence 

Less than 1-3 3-5 More than 
Distance from 1 K.M. K.Ms. K.Ms. 5 KMs 

Place of work 28.4 34.0 17.0 20.6 
School 65.3 28.7 3.9 2.1 
College 18.2 16.4 24.3 11.1 
}larket 26.9 44.7 19.5 8.9 
Hospital 25.3 40.0 23.4 11.3 
Railway station 10.0 28.5 31.1 30.4 
Bus stand 16.1 37.0 25.4 21.5 
Recreation centres 35.1 44.6 12.9 7.4 

5.10 As the Government employee is necessarily <o make a daily visit to the place of 
earning livelihood, the most important place of concern. is the place of work. It is seen, 
that _a small. proportion of employees' dwellings constituting only 28 per cent are located 
wtthtn one kilometre. 51 per cent of the employees' dwellings are located. at a. distance of 
1 to 5 ktlometres. About 21 per cent are located at a distance more than 5 kilometres. 

5.11 Among the other places of interest, schools are of vital daily concern to the 
Government employees m urban area as most families have· school going children. It is 
gratifying to note that mostly children do not have· to go a. long way for a school the 
proportion of such h>luseholds being 65.3 per cent. About 29 per cent of the household~ were 
found to be sending thier children to schools at a distance of 1-3 kilometres. In contrast, 
it is seen that only 18 p_er cent of the dwellings -of the employees-have been located within a. 
distauce of less than a ktlometre and a majority of employees live more than a kilometre away 
from the uearest coliege; The proportion of employee. living at a distance of 1-3 kilometres 
wah 46.4 per cent. 2i per cent of employees were liying 3-5 kilometres away from the 
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near~st collPge. A majority of the employees' 
1-5 k1lometres away from the nearest market 
concern. ' 

hou•eholds have been located at n distance of 
hospital, railway station, and other places of 

Vehicles owned and mode of journey to place of work: 

5.12. Information is also collected on the type of vehicles owned by the Government 
ela~loy;es and the mod? o~ trau~port adopted by them for movement from their residence to 
{; I .e 0 h work, as they llJdlCate m a way the level of living of employee;. The tnb!e 8 given 

e ow s O\V the types of vehicles owned and the mode of transport to place of work. 

Vehicles owned Mode of journey to place of work 
Type of 
vehicle 

Car 
Motor cycle and 

Scooter 
Bicycle 
No vehicle 

Total ... 

No. of 
households 

37 
213 

1712 
3020 

4982 

Percentage 

0.74 
4.28 

34.36 
60.62 

100.00 

Mode of 
journey by 

Walk 
Bicycle 
Bus 
Motor cycle. 

Scooter etc. 
Car 
Auto 
Others 

Total 

No. of Percent.age 
households 

2052 41.19 
1463 29.37 
1247 25.03 
158 3.17 

24 0.48 
11 0.22 
27 0.54 

-·---
4982 100.00 

5.13., It i~ observed that ne~rly 61 per cent of the employees do not own any vehicle. Of 
the ve_hwles md:cated above, biCycles appear to be relatively more numerous, 31 per cent 
own biCycles and only 4 per cent own Motor cycles, Scooters etc . 

. 5.14. More than 41 per cent of employees attend the office by walk; 29 per cent use 
b•cycles; 25 per cent go by bus and others who attend the office using vehicles namely, 
Motor Cycle, Scooter,, Auto, Car etc., constitute le"s than 5 per cent. 

Income: 

5.15. Income is the single most important quantifiable indicator of economio denlopment 
of a household. Therefore, an attempt is made here to compare the composition of income 
among employees in different pay ranges, Besides the income from salaries, data on income 
from land, building and others were collected from every household selected. Other •ourceo 
of income included income from rent, interest, dividends and income of other members of 
the household from wages. salaries, enterprises such as milk vending, maintenance of taxis 
etc. 

5.16. From the income derived from salary of the selected employee, all contribution• 
towards insurance, provident fund, income tax and other rMoveries towards advances t.~~en 
were all deducted and the net salary drawn during the month was arrived at. From the 
estimates of income of all other members of the family, the expenditure actually incurred 
during the reference year to derive the income frum several •ources was deducted. The net 
salary drawn pluo the net income from all other sources viz .. land, building and others 
gives the aggregate net income of the household. It may be pointed out here l.hat the inoome 
of the household of the selected employee related to the month preceding the month of 
enquiry, that is the salary for December 1974 drawn on t.t January 1975 and the income 
from other sources was first taken for the reference year 1973-74 and the average per month 
was worked out. 

5.17. Before taking up the discussion of the incomes of employees of different categories, 
it is appropriate to discuss the composition of the sample number of householda under study 
according to income from several sources. The distribution is as follows: 

Income from 

Salary only 
Other sources* 
Other earnerq 

Households according to sources of income 

Households 

2251 
1246 
1485 

Percentage 

45.2 
25.0 
29.8 

Total. •• --------·------~-----100.0 4982 

*Other sources include income from land, building etc. 

5.18. The income per hou,ehold from different sources .for household• with different pay 
ranges is given below : 
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Income by sources 
(in Rupees) 

Group 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

All Groups ... 

Expenditure: 

Salary 

221.83 
303.77 
478.92 
955.74 

338.95 

Income from 

Ot.her sources 

175.63 
265.88 
250.70 
305.73 

------
All sources 

318.92 
472.72 
640.68 

1195.51 
-----·-- --------

235.38 483.93 

5.19. Consumer expenditure depends upon a large number of factors, such as, income, 
occupations pursued by the households, education, etc, Household size is also an important 
factor which affects houbehold con;umption. The following table gives the per capita 
expenditure on ail commodities for household.; with dffierent sizes. The per household 
expenditure for the households of all groups of employees taken as a whole works out to 
Rs. 608.23 and the per capita expenditure is Rs. 97.05. The per capita expenditure increased 
from Rs. 111.44 for a household having more than six member& to Rs. 273.51 for a household 
with a single member. Thus, the per capita expenditure shows a clear tendency to fall w:ith 
the increasing size of the household and this trend is seen in all grouj)s of employees With 
different incomes (Table 15). 

Monthly consumer expenditure by size of the household 

Size of the Number of Expenditure per Per capita 
household households household expenditure 

Rs. Rs. 
1 135 273.51 273.51 
2 144 404.88 202.44 
3 342 504.15 168.05 
4 568 546.07 136.52 
5 846 569.07 113.81 
6 and above 2947 668.63 111.44 

·-------------
Total ... 4982 608.23 97.05 

6. PATTERN OF CoNsUMER ExPENDITURE 
6.1. The main object of this study is a comparison of the pattern of consumer expenditure 

in respect of Governmevt employees in different .pay ranges. The pattern and the value of 
consumer expenditure for a period of 30 days is divided into nine broad groups of items for 
the purpose of discussion. The broad groups of items of consumption are: (i) Food, 
(ii) Fuel and Lighting, (iii) Clothing and Footwear, (iv) House Rent, (v) Education, 
(vi) Medicine, (vii) Transport, (viii) Entertainments, Festivals and Ceremonies and 
(ix) Miscellaneous. It is propo•ed to analyse the average per household consumer expenditure 
per month on each of these nine groups using the important characteri•tics namely, the 
average per capita income per month after dealing with the expenditure on all groups of 
items taken together. Discussion is cent1·ed round this factor only because of the close inter
dependence of other factors with this. 

Expenditure on all items: 
6.2 The estimates of average monthly household consumer expenditure on all items of 

consumption and average monthly per capita income in reRpect of employees in different pay 
ranges are presented below : 

Consumer expenditure and income per month 
(in Rupees) 

Per household Per capita Excess expenditure 
-------------- over income in 

Group Consumer Income 
expenditure 

Consumer Income percentage 
expenditure 

I ~54.79 318.92 72.46 50.62 42Ai0 
II 600.44 474.72 96.72 76.57 26.48 

Ill 753.36 640.68 118.54 100.11 17.59 
IV 1251.17 1195.54 221.17 209.74 4.65 

-----------------------------------
All Groups : 608.23 483.93 97.05 76.81 25.69 
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6.3 The average.per household expenditure per month on all goods and services is estimated 
to b.e Rs. 60~.23 m respect of all groups of employees taken together. The average per 
cap~ta expenditure per month 1s Rs. 97.05, whicu works out to Us. 116!.60 per annum •nHI 
Rs. 3.23 per day. 

6.4 The. average per h?usehold expendi~ure per LiOUtb on ~II goods and services for the 
lowest paid employees, Ill Group I 1s estimated at Rs. 454.79. The average per capita 
expenditure per month is Rs. 72.46 wuich works out to. Rs. 869.52 per annum and Rs. 2.42 per 
day. The average per cap~ta expenditure per mouth 111 respect of employees in the second 
third and fourth groups are respectively Rs. 96.72, Rs. 118.54 and Rs. 221.17. ' 

6.:J The average expenditure per month per household on all goods and services is estimated 
at Rs. 608.23 for all groups of employees taken together as against the average income of 
about Rs. 484. The per capita expenditure is estimated to be Rs. 97, while the per capita income 
is about Rs. 77. Expenditure* is found to exceed income by about ~6 per cent for all the groups 
of employees. It 1s also seen that the magmtude of excess expenditure over income dccren•ed 
as the income of the employees inc~eased. The excess expenditure over income in respect 
of the lowest group of employees 1s about 43 per cent and that of employees in the highest 
group is only about 5 per cent. It is a well established fact observed in all househol<l sample 
surveys that the reported consumer expenditure exceeds the family income. Tuis bias may 
be due to various f~ctors nam.el;y, errors in the answers given by ~he respondents in the survey 
and due to multiplier& and diVIsors used to convert the expen·hture to a commm period of 
one month: There is always a tendency to report more expenditure and less incoma. In 
addition, the survey data of this nature are always subject to sampling errors. Having 
regard to all these factors, it is for the Commission to consider what inferences may fairly 
and reasonably be drawn from the general pattern disclosed by the survey. 

6.6 The pattern of consumption in respect of employees by broad groups of items of 
expenditure are given in the following table : 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Pattern of consumption expenditure on different itell's 

Percentage to total expenditure 
----------------------

Items Group Group Group Group All 

I II III IV 1roups 

Food 61.1! 56.53 53.15 13.16 56.00 
Fuel and Lighting 7.22 7.01 6.73 5.72 6.92 
Clothing and Foot-wear 7.80 8.23 8.39 9.93 8.24 
House Rent 8.52 10.02 11.80 14.27 10.44 
Education 1.81 3.13 4.22 6.26 3.30 
Medicine 1.65 1.82 1.75 1.69 1.75 
Entertainments; Festivals and Ceremonies 3.80 4.24 4.36 4.24 4.18 
Transport 2.18 2.96 3.69 8.22 3.20 
Miscellaneous 5.88 6.06 5.91 6.51 5.97 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Note : The pattern of consumption expenditure on different items by districts is given 
in tables No. 18.1 to 18.5. 

* This does not mean that fn every sample household in every group of employee~ the 
consumer expenditure is more than income ; it is so only at aggregate level, that '"• for 
all the households taken together in each of these groups of ~mployees. . There are many 
households for which income is .more than consumer. exp~nd1ture and v~ce-ver~a. There 
are also a few households for WhiCh consumer expenditure 1s about the same as mcome. 

Expenditure on Food : 

6 7 .Food is the most important need of a person. He spends on other items only when 
thi~ basic need has been more or less provided for. He may spend more and more on food a, 
his income rises. Bnt the percentage ~as a decreasing trend. L~vel of expenditure on foods 
therefore, may he taken as a broad indicator of ecouom1c prospenty. 

6.8. A study of the pattern of consumption reveals. that a substantial portion of ~he total 
enditure is spent on food items only. The proportiOn of expenditure on food constituted fH\ 

exp t (R 310 64 per household) of the total expenditure for all groups of employees put 
rer ~:~r ~·he Jo~est income group has spent Rs. 278 per household• per month ~~~ food and 
t~~e highest group has spent Rs. MO. The middle two groups spend Rs. 339 and Rs. ~?O hpe~ 
month respectively. The per capita• expenditure per month for the lowest and the Ig es 

* The per household and per capita expenditure per month are given in Tables 16 and 17. 
Expenditure on House Rent: 
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groups works out to Rs. 4-1.30 and Rs. 95.46 reopectively. That i,, the lowest paid employee 
spends only Rs. 1.47 per day on food, wh!le the highest paid employ_eo spends Rs. 3.18 per day. 
For the middle two groups the per cap•ta expendtture per month IS R». 54.68 and Rs. 63.00. 
Expressed as a percentage of total consumer expenditure, the expcnditur< on food has been 
the lowest, 4.3 percept, for the highcot income group and highest, 61 per cent, for the lowest 
group. For the second group it is 56.5 per cent and 53 per cent for the third group. That 
means, the proportion of expenditure on ~ood declined as the income increased. 

6.9. Housing is one of the basic needs of human life. It affords protection against the 
rigors of nature and ensure. privucy for human life. The condition of housing greatly 
influence• a man's health and well being. The way the people are housed may be regarded 
as the level of living of the community. The unsatisfactory conditiott under which an 
employee is housed will, therefore, have a telling effect on hio comforts and efficiency. 

6.10, The share <•f expenditure on house rent by the employees of all groups is of the 
order of 10.4-l per cent, which is found next to food in the order of priorities. The average 
expenditure per month per household on house rent is Rs. 63.50 (per capita Rs. 10.13). The 
average expenditure per month per household on house rent in the lowest group is. Rs. 38.75 
and in the highest group it i' Rs. 178.49. For the employees in the second and third groups 
the average expenditure is Rs. 60.14 and Rs. 88.88 respectively. The expenditure on house 
rent, as a proportion of total expenditure, increased with the rise ill income. These figures 
are deceptively low since it is found that the imputed rent f•>r the owner occupied houses, 
and rent free quarters i.; low. Added to thi,, the re11t paid by the employees in the rented 
quarters is taken at the rate of 10 per cent of their salary. Quite a sizable number of 
employees are reported to be living ill own houses, rent free quarters and in rented quarters, 
their number being 1955 or 39.2 per cent of the sample. Employees living in rent free 
quarters alone account to 9.2 per cent of the sample. The representation of these cateoories 
of employees is comparatively more since out of the three departments whose employees 
enjoy this benefit namely, Police, Prison& and Health and Family Planning, two have been 
selected in the sample. Hence, these aspects have brought down the proportion of expendi
ture on house rent. 

Expenditure on Clothing and foot-wear: 

6.11 Among the items of consumption in non-food group, clothing is also an important 
item of consumption. Like food, a minimum of clothing is an essential requirement of 
a person. While collecting information on clothing, it was felt desirable to include the 
expenditure on foot-wear also since every Government employee, whatever may be the class 
of post he bolos, wears foot-wear during all the seasons of the year. The need for clothing 
and foot-wear depends upon the climatic conditions and the society in which he moves. 
Purchases of these two items will be made once or twice a year. All such purchases that 
were made during the reference year were taken into account and the average values per 
month of these purchases were struck during the course of-the survey. 

6.12. It may be seen from the table given earlier that, the share of expenditure on 
clothing and foot-wear in the total expenditure is of the order of 8.24 per cent. The average 
expenditure per household per month is Rs, 50.09 and the per capita expenditure per mouth 
is Rs. 7.99. The percentage expenditure on this citem increased as the income increased. 
It was 7.89 per cent for the lowest paid employee and 9.H3 per cent for ~he highest paid. 
For the m1ddle two groups the percentages were 8. 23 and 8.39. The lowest tncome group has 
spent Rs. 35.48 per household on an average per mouth, while the highest group has spent 
Ro. 12i.27. That is, the lowest paid employee s-pends Rs. 67.52 per person in a year, while 
the highest paid employee spends Rs. 262.62. 
Fuel and Lighting: 

6.13. It is seen from·:the pattern of ~ons~mption the expenditure on Fuel and Lighting 
occupies the fourth place m the order of prtortttes, next to food, House rent and Clothing 
and Foot-wear. The percentage expeniiture on Fuel and Lighting is 6.92 per cent of the 
total expenditure for all groups. The per capita expenditure per month is Rs. 6. 72. The 
per capito expenditure generally increases with income, but the proportion of expenditure 
decreases with the increase in income. The per capita expenditure per month for the lowest 
group is R>: 5.23, while it is for t~e highest ~roup Rs. 12.65. From this, it may be said that 
as income tncrcase~ the smaller ts th~ re~attve per cent of the total expenditure spent on 
this item. Expenditure on fuel and hghtmg has followed the same pattern as that of food. 
Expenditure on Transport : 

6.H The level of expenditure on transport indicates in a ·way ·the level of living of the 
employees. For long distance travel most people in urban areas, !nc~uding the people of 
poorer class, use bus servtees. In the day-to-day -movements wtth•n the city or town 
employees use different modes of transport de_pe~dini upon their economic po.,ition and the 
availability of varwu" types of transport facth ttes. 
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6.15 The share of expenditure on transport is 3.2 per cent of the tntal expenditure for 
all groups of employees in gener~l. '!.'he average expenditure per household per month works. 
out toRs. 19.4!l and the per capita expen:hture ts Rs. 3.10. The per cap1ta expenditure on 
transport increases with income and in terms of p•·rcentages also the proportion of expenditure 
increases with income. The average monthly consumer expenditure increased from Rs. 9.90 
(Rs. 1.58 per person) for a household in the lowest pay group to Rs. 102.87 (Rs. 18.18 per 
person) for a household in the highest pay group. Expressed as a percentage of the totnl 
expenditure, the expenditure on this item increased from 2.18 per cent to 8.22 percent 
respectively, 
Expenditure on education, medicine, entertainment, festivals, and cerelllonies nml 
miscellaneous items : 

6.16 It is seen earlier that the proportion of expenditure on Food, Fuel unJ Lighting 
generally decreatles as the total expendit.ure increases. It reve<>ls that as illcome increases 
the smaller is the relative rercentage to total expenditure spent on food, fuel and lighting 
Contrary to this, the relative percentage expenditure on all other items (except medicine) 
clothing and foot-wear, house rent, education. entertainment, festivals and ceremonies and 
miscellaneous items increases as income rises. That io, the expondi ture on non-food items 
shows a tendency opposite to food items. 

Consumer expenditure on selected food items: 

6.17 The pattern of consumer expenditure by broad groups of item• has heon :loa It with in 
the earlier paragraphs. The consumer expenditure on some of tlto selected food item< which 
are important is discussed here to illustrate the difference in the consumption patterns of 
food items between the employees with different incomes. The items selected for the purpose 
are : (1) Cereals, (2) Pubes, (3) Edible Oih and (4) Milk au:! Milk Products. Eacu item is 
studied in relation to the total expenditure on food. The aim is to .-tudy whether there 
exists any difference in the consumer expenditure pattern on each of these items between 
employees with different incomes. 

6.18 In a study like this, an analysis of food consumption constitu.te.s ·•n e.ssential part, 
as food is the most elementary human need and its qualitative and qu,.ntitative aspect afftwts 
the general health of an individual. An attempt is also, therefore, made to J>rcscnt an 
analysis of the quantitative data on food consumption. The data on food consumption have 
been collected by interview method, as in the case of expenditure, in respect of the preceding 
month of enquiry, that is, December 1974. 

6.19 The table given below gives the proportion of expenditure on the above i tem.s 111 
relation to the total expenditure on food. 

Per capita expenditure on selected items of food 
(in Rupees) 

Milk & 
Group Cereals Pulses Edible Milk Others Total 

oils products 

I 24.81 3.36 3.66 3.72 8.75 44.30 
(56.0) (7.6) (8.1!) (8.4) (19.8) (lOO.O) 

II 26.59 !.43 5.18 6.31 12.17 54.!i8 
(48.6) (8.1) (9.5) ( 11.5) (22.3) (100.0) 

III 27.43 5.18 6.31 8.55 15.f>0 63.00 
(43.5) (8.2) ( 10.1) ( 13.6) (24.1i) (100.0) 

IV 30.78 8.03 10.64 16.49 29.5;! 95.46 
(32.2) (8.4) (11.2) (17.3) (30.9) (100.0) 

All: 26,31 4.36 5.08 6.29 12.31 fi4.35 
( 48.4) (8.0) (9.4) (11.6) (22.6) (100.0) 

Note :-Figure' in brackets denote the percentage of expenditure on individual item< to 
total expenditure on food. 

Cereals: 
6.20 Among the various items of con mmption, cerealb form the most common and .,,sent; a) 

commoditieo of consumption. Cereals include Rice, Wheat, Jowar, Ragi and Small millet'· 
They are rich in starch and are fairly concentrated sources of energy. Traditionally, cereal• 
have formed the main stay of the diet for a major;ty of the households. It is, therefore, 
necessary to find out at any given level of income the conoumption of cereals is higher or 
lower. From the above table it is seen that the per capita expenditure on cereal" is Rs. 2!.81 
per month in the low income group and the pe• capita expenditure for the highe.,t income 
group is Rs. 30.78. The consumption of cereals has increased as the income increa,ed. But 
the proportion of expenditure on thi, item declined with increasing income. It is 56 pe~ cent 
o~ the t~tal expenditure on food in the lowest income group as agaimt 32 per cent In th_e 
h•ghest mcome group. The reason for this could be that there were relatively le" opportulll· 
ties for the employees in the low income group to spend on other items a; they hav• tnor• 
months to be fed with limited incomes. 
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6.21 A study of the composition of cerrais forming food. of the house~olds of variuos 
categories of employees reveals that Rice is the staple food gram of consumptiOn at all_levels 
of income. Ragi ranks next in the order of its quantity consumed for the employees In the 
lowest income group and this is followed by Jowar. Wheat oc~uptes the last p~ace. In the 
higher income group• wheat occupies the second place, next to Rtce. The per captta consump
tion of cereals per month for all groups of employees as a whole works out to 11.89 Kgs, 
costing Rs. 26.31 (i.e., Rs. 2.21 per Kg,). That means, on an average 393 grams of cereals are 
consumed by an individual (Tables 19 and 20). 

Pulses: 
6.22 Pulses provide proteins which. serve as the building material ~or the human body. 

The per capita expenditure on pulses IS Rs. 3.36 per month for the low Income group and for 
the highest group it is Rs. 8.03. Wh_en express~d as percentage of total expenditure on food 
the per capota expenditure on pulses mcreases wtth the mcome. 

6. 23 Among pulses, Tur or Togari is the most popular item of consumption. The per 
capita consumption of pulses per month on all groups of employees ts 1.24 Kgs. It ltas coated 
Rs. 4.36 per month (Rs. 3.52 per Kg.). The per capita consumption per day is 41 gms. 

Edible Oils : 
6.24 Consumption of oils is a cou.centrat~d source of energy. The per capita expenditure 

for this item is significantly higher tn the htgh mcome groups than Ill the low mcome group. 
The per capita expenditure is Rs. 3.66 per month in the lower group while it is Rs. 10.64 in 
the highest income group. Groundnut oil is predominantly used by all categories of employees. 
The per capita consumption of edible oils is 0.54 Kgs., per month costing Rs. 5.08 per month 
(Rs. 9.22 per kilogram). 

Milk and Milk Products: 
6.25 Expenditure on this item tended to rise with the level of income. The average 

expenditure per month per member on this item is higher, as should be expected, in the high 
income levels than in the low income levels. The average per capita expenditure per month 
works out toRs. 3-72 in the low income group and Rs. 16.49 in the highest income group. 
Nearly one sixth of the expenditure on food is spent on milk and milk products only by the 
highest income group, while it is one twelfth in the lowest income group. The consumption 
of milk and its products per person for a month is 3. 70 Kgs., the cost of which is Rs. 6.29 
The price of one kilogram of miik and its products works ont to Rs. 1. 70. 

6.26 Of the food items taken here, milk and milk products are relatively more sensitive to 
income changes as seen in the higher income groups. A similar trend is noticed in the expen
Jiture on other food items also. Thus, it is evident that preference of consumers shifts to 
\Jetter types of food with the rise in the income levels. The relative importance of items 
like cereals diminishes and more of substantial food items are consumed. 

Comparison of the quantity of consumption of selected food items with 

the balanced diet schedule : 

6.27 In the following table a comparison of the quantity of consumption of some of the 
selected food items is also made with that of the balanced diet schedule (vegetarian) reco
mmended by the Indian Council of Medical Research in 1968. The average per capita 

recommendation is worked out by taking into account all the recommendations made by the 
Council in respect of adults and children (Table 20). 

Quantity of consumption of selected food items per day 

(in grams) 

ICMR As per the survey 
Items recom .. 

menda- Group Group Group Group All 
tion* I II Ill IV Groups 

Cereals 369 392 397 400 418 393 
Pulses 68 30 42 49 70 41 
Milk 231 70 123 168 330 123 
Fats and Oils 35 13 18 20 34 18 

• Dietarr Allowa':'ces for Indians: Table 23, Special report Series No. 60 (1968), Indian 
Council of Medical Research. 

6.28 It is se~n that the average per c~pita consumption of pulses, milk and oils is not 
adequate. at all mcome levels except the high.est income group, when compared to the reco
mmendatiOns of _the I.C.M.R. But, consumptton of cereals seems to be more in respect of 
employees at allmcome levels, 
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APPENDIX 

KARNATAKA PAY COMMISSION 
SURVEY OF HOUSEHOLD CONSUMER EXPENDITURE OF 

KARNATAKA GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 

Group Code: 

(Identification particulars and Basic information of the Household) 

1. Serial No. 
2. District 

3. Name, Designation and Sex 
4. Marital Status 
5. Department 
6. Class 

7. Scale of pay 
S. Net salary drawn (R&.) 
9. Gross salary drawn 

(i} Basic Pay (Including Special Pay) 
(ii) D. A .. 

(iii) A. D. a: 
(iv) H. R. A. 
(v) C. C. A. 

(vi) Others·· 

10. Deductions (Rs.) 
(i) K. G. I. D. 

(ii) L. I. C. 
(iii) G. P. F. 
(iv) H. B. A./H. P. A 
(v) Vehicle Advance. 

(vi) Income Tax 
(vii) Other recoveries 

(viii) Total deductions 
11. Other Sources of Income (Rs.) 

(i) Land Income 

(ii) Building 

(ii1) Others 

(iv) TOTAL 

Expenditure 
Net Income 
Income 
Expenditure 
Net Income 
Income 
Expenditure 
Net Income 
Income 
Expenditure 
Net Income 

12. Di.,tance between the residence and. 
(i) The place of work 

(ii) School 
(iii) College 
(iv) Market 
(v) Hospital 

(vi) Railway Station 
(vii) Bus Stand 

(viii) Recreation Centre 
13. Living House 
14. Plinth area of the House (Sq, feet) 
15. Maintaining any Vehicle 
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16. Mode of jourhey t.o place of wor. 

17. No. of dependents: 
(i) Male 

(ii) Female 
(iii) Children 
(iv) TOTAL 

18. No. of dependents living away 
19. Amount sent to dependents living away 
20. No. of earning members in the family 
21. Total income of the family per month 
22. Average monthly expenditure of the family 

23. No. of children attending: 
(i) School 

(ii) College 

Rs. 

Rs. 
Rs. 

Signature of the Field Worker with Designation. 

Ident.ilication particulars and Basic information of Household 

CODE LIST 

Sl. No. 

I. Bangalore 
2. Belgaum 
3. Bellary 
4. Bidar 
5. Bijapur 
6. Chickmagalur 
7. Chitradurga 
8. Coorg 
9. Dharwar 

10. Gulbarga 
II. Hassan 
12. Kolar 
13. Mandya 
14. Mysore 
15. North Kanara 
16. Raichur 
17. Shimoga • 
18. South Kanara 
19. Tumkur 

2. Districts 

4. Marital Status 

Code No. 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Sl. No. Marital Status Code No. 

1. Married 01 
2. Un-married 02 

----~ --------------~--------~----------~--

Sl. No. Department 

1. Agriculture 
2. Commercial Taxes 
3. Community Development 
4. Co-operation 
5. Education 
6. Judicial 
7. Police 
8: Public Health and Family 

Planning 
!L Public Works Department 

10. Revenue 
I i"." Secretariat 

5. Departments 
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6. Class of Employees 

--~No. Class 

1. Class I 
2. Class II 
3. Class III 
4. Class IV 

7. Scale of Pay 

Sl. No. Scale of Pay 

Rs. 
1. 65-95 
2. 80-145 
3. 90-200 
4. 100-220 
5. 120-240 
6. 130-290 
7. 160-350 
8. 175-450 
9. 200-450 

10. 200-550 
11. 225-450 
12. 250-500 
13. 275-550 
14. 300-700 
15. 350---900 
16. 400-950 
17. 500---1000 
18. 700-llOO 
19. 800-1250 
20. 1000-1500 
21. 1300-1800 

12. Distance between residence to other places 

Sl. No. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Sl. No. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Si. No. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Distance 

Less than 1 Km. 
Between 1 and 3 Kms. 
Between 3 and 5 Kms. 
Between 5 and 8 Kms. 
Above 8 Kms. 

13. Living house 

Own 
Rented 

Type 

Rented quarters 
Rent free quarters 
Others 

15. Vehicle 

Type 

Car 
Motor Cycle/Scooter 
Cycle 
No Vehicle 
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Code No. 

01 
02 
03 
04 

Code No. 

. Code No. 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 

Code No. 

01 
. 02 

03 
04 
05 

Code No. 

01 
02 
03 
04 

01 
02 
OS 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 



St. No. 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Walk 
Cycle 
Bus 

16. Mode of Journey to place of work 

Type 

Motor Cycle/Scooter 
Autoriksha 
Car 
Others (Specify) 

HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
1974 

Household Schedule 

Code No. 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

St. No. Item Unit 
Average expenditure per month 

I 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
II. 
12. 

13. 
H. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 

30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 

35. 
36. 

Quantity 

2 3 4 

I. FooD GROUP' 
(a) Cereah 

Rice 
Wheat & its Products 

Kg 

Jowar 
Ragi 
Others 
Total -

(b) Pulses 
Gram (split grain) Kg 
Tur 

" Green gram 
" Black gram 
" Others 

Total 

(c) Oils 
Grounduut Oil Kg 
Coconut Oil 

" Vanaspathi 
" Others 
" Total .. 

(d) Other food articles 
Vegetables X 
Coconut No, 
Sugar Kg. 
Jaggery .. 
Milk & Milk products Ltrs. 
Ghee Kg, 
Meat and Fish 

" Egg No. 
Spices & Condiments X X 
Beverages X X 
Total X X 

Total (a+ h+c+d) X X 

II. FUEL AND LIGHTING GROUP 
Firewood and Charcoal X X 

Kerosene X X 

Electricity Charges X X 

Gas X X 

Total X X 

III. CLOTHING AND FooTWEAR GRoup 

Gents X X 

La die• . .. X X 
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37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 

41. 

42. 
43. 
44. 

45. 
46. 
47. 

48. 

49. 
50. 

51. 

52. 
53. 
5l. 
55. 
56. 
57. 

58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 

63. 
64. 
65. 

66. 
67. 

2 3 4 

Children X X 
Others X X 
Footwear X X 
Total X X 

IV. HousE RENT GRoup 
House rent per monthfmonthly 

rental value 
X X 

House repairs X X 
Water Charges X X 
Total X X 

v. EDUCATION GROUP 
Books and Journals X X 
Newspaper and Periodicals ... X X 
Other Expenses (School/College fees, .•• X X 

Stationery etc.,) 
Total X X 

VI. Mii:DICAL EXPENS~S GROUP 
Amount reimbursed X X 
Amount spent over and above the X ·x 

reimbursement 
Total X X 

VII. TRANSPORT GROUP 
Bus Charges X X 
Auto charges X X 
Motor Cycle/Cycle charges. X .X 
Car expenses X X 
Railway charges X X 
Total X X 

VIII. EXPENSES ON ENTERTAINMENTS, FESTIVALS AND 
Cinema/Drama X X 
Sports X X 
Festivals X X 
Ceremonies (Birth, Death etc.,) X X 
Total X X 

IX. MISCELLANEOUS GROUP 
Toilet and cosmetics X 

Postage and Stationery X 

Personal expenditure excluding 
drinks 

Utility articles 
Total 

I. 
II. 

III. 
TV. 
v. 

VI. 
VII. 

Vlii. 

IX. 

X 

X 

X 

SUMMARY TABLE 

Group 

Food 
Fuel and Lighting 
Clothing and Footwear 
House Rent 
Education 
Medical expenses 
Transport 
Expenses on entertainments, 
festivals and ceremonies. 

Miscellaneous 

Tot,al 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4.. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
11.1. 

11.2. 

11.3. 

11.4o. 

11.5. 

11.6. 

11.7. 

TABLES 

Distribution of employees selected iu various Di,tricts by groups 
Number of employees selected in various ·lepartments in tlte State 
Distribution of sample employees according to class of post held 
Distribution of sample employees according to scales of pay 
Distribution of sample employees households according to number 
of dependents. 
Distribut-,on of sample employees' households according to size 
Number of dependents living away and average amount sent to them 
per month per person, 
Distr;bution of students attctHling schoolfcollege 
Distribution of sample employees' Households according to owner
ship of living house. 
Plinth area according to size of hou,ehold 
Distribution of sample employees according to distance between 
the residence and place of work. 
Distribution of sample employees according to distance between 
residence and school. 
Distribution of •ample employees according to distance between 

residence and college. 
Di>tribution of sample employees according to distance between 
residence and market. 
Distribut'on of sample employees according to distance between 
residen!!e and hospital. 
Distribution of sample employees according to distance between 
residence and railway station. 

Distribution of sample employees according to distance between 
residence and bus &tand. 

U.S. Distribution of sample empbyees according to di.tance between 
residence and recreation centre. 

12. Distribution of sample employees according to type of vehicle 
owned. 

13. 

14. 
15. 

16. 

17. 

18.1. 

18.2. 

18.3. 

18.4.. 

18.5. 

19. 

20. 

Distribution of sample employees according to mode of journey to 
place of work. 
Average income per person per month by sources 
Monthly consumer expenditure (Value m Rupees) per household 
for households with different sizes. 
Monthly consumer expenditure (Value 1n Rupees) per household 
by broad groups of i terns. 

I . 
Monthly consumer expend1ture (Value 1n Rupees) per person 
by broad groups of items. 
Percentage of monthly consumer expenditure to total consumer 
expenditure by broad groups of items and by districts- Group-1 
Percentage of monthly consumer expenditure to total consumer 
expenditure by broad groups of items and by •iistricts- Group-11 
Percentage of. monthly consumer expenditure to total consumer 
expenditure by broad groups of items and by districts- Group-III 
Percentage of monthly consumer expenditure to total consumer 
expenditure by broad groups of items and by districts- Group-IV 
Percentage of monthly consumer expenditure to total consumer 
expenditure by broad groups of items and by districts- All Groups 

Value and quantity of consumption of selected food items per 
person per month by groups. 
Balanced diet schedule (vegetarian) prescribed by the Indian 
Council of Medical Research in 1968. (A comparison of some 
important food items with the survey results). 
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TABLE No. 1 

Distribution of employees selected in variou. districts by groups 

81. District Group I Group II Group III Group IV All 
No. Headquarters (Rs. 65-109) (Rs. 110-14-9) (Rs. 150-720) (Rs. 721-1800) Groups 

I. Bangalore 581 640 54-7 20 1788 

2. Belgaum 69 76 61 5 211 

3 Bellary 51 56 47 2 156 

4. Bidar 30· 33 27 2 92 

5. Bijapur 52 57 49 3 161 

6. Chiclrmaga!ur 31 34 27 2 94 

7. Chitradurga 4-6 51 4-4 2 143 

8. Mercara 24 27 22 2 75 

9. Dharwar 155 171 144 8 478 

10. Gulbarga 72 79 68 2 221 

11. Hassan 37 41 35 2 115 

12. Kolar 50 55 47 2 154 

13. Mandya 44 49 40 2 • 135 

14. Mysore 157 173 144 8 482 

15. Karwar 29 32 27 2 90 

16. Raichur 43 47 40 2 132 

17. Shimoga 59 65 55 3 1.82 

·18. Mangalore 64 71 58 5 198 

19. Tnmkur 30 33 28 2 93 

TOTAL 1624 1790 1510 76 5000 
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TABLE No.2 

Number of Employees selected in various departments in the State 

Name of the Department 

81. Basic No. of No. of Agricul- Commer- Community Co-ope- Educa- Judi- Police Public Public Reve- Secre-
No. pay Employees Employees ture cia! Development ration tion cia! Health Works nue tariat 

range selected responded* Taxes & Family 
Group Planning 

I. 1 1624 1624 88 54 20 39 - 609 69 282 14-9 213 85 16 

"'" 2. II 1790 1790 99 57 24 42 689 76 306 154 231 98 14 0 
~ 

3. III 1510 1510 80 49 15 37 589 60 243 H5 204 74 14 

4. IV 76 70 3 3 1 21 9 7 8 11 2 5 

Total: 5000 4994 270 163 59 119 1908 2H 838 456 659 259 49 

* Out of 4994 employees responded only 4982 are taken up for analysis. 



TABLE No.3 
Distribution of sample employees according to class of post held 

Sl. Group 
Claso of post held 

No. I II UI IV Total 

1 I 524 1100 1624 
2 II 1706 82 1788 
3 III 34 136 1330 1500 
4 IV 70 70 

All Groups 104 136 3560 1182 4982 

TABLE No.4 
Distribution of sample employees according to scales of pay 

·-
Sl. Scale of pay Group Group Group Group Total 
No. I II III IV 

1 Rs. 65- 95 689 687 
2 Rs. 80- 145 619 123 742 
3 Rs. 90- 200 309 1047 73 1429 
4 Rs. 100- 220 9 279 40 328 
5 R •. 120- 240 156 194 350 
6 Rs. 130- 290 183 373 556 
7 Rs, 160- 350 26 26 
8 Rs. 175- 450 340 340 
9 Rs. 200- 450 91 91 

10 Rs. 200- 550 2 2 
11 Rs. 225- 450 30 30 
12 Rs. 250- 500 55 55 
13 Rs. 275- 550 158 158 
14 Rs. 300- 700 51 51 
15 Rs. 350- 900 19 6 25 
16 Rs. 409- 950 33 12 45 
17 Rs. 500-1000 11 5 16 
18 Rs. 700-1100 4 20 24 
19 Rs. 800-1250 8 8 
20 Rs. 1000-1500 14 14 
21 Rs. 1300-1800 5 5 

Total 1624 1788 1500 70 4982 

TABLE No. 5 
Distribution of sample employees' households according to number of dependents 

Sl. Group No. of No. of Total Average size 
No. employees dependents persons of the family 

1. I 1624 8569 10193 6.3 
2. II 1788 9312 11100 6.2 
3. III 1500 8049 9549 6.4 
4. IV 70 327 396 5.7 

All Group•: 4982 26256 31238 6.3 

TABLE No.6 
Distribution of sample employees' households according to size 

Size of the Household 
Sl. Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 and above Total 
No. 

1. I 43 50 103 191 297 940 1624 
2. II 46 60 150 218 286 1028 1788 
3. III 45 34 84 145 247 945 1500 
4. IV 1- 5 14 16 34 70 

All Groups: 135 144 342 568 846 2947 4982 
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Sl. 
No. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Sl. 
No. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Sl. 
No. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Sl. 
No. 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

TABLE No. 7 
Number of dependents living away and average amount sent to them per mo~_h_p_e_r _Pe_r_so_n_ 

Number of Average 

Group 
Number of 
households dependents amount 

living away (Rs.) 

182 470 20.27 
I 29.45 354 890 11 47.00 

III .. 352 832 
98.48 

IV 16 33 ---
AIT'Groups: 904 2225 35.10 

TABLE No.8 
Distribution of students attending School/College 

Students attending Total Number of 

Group ------------------- No. of students for 

School College Total persons 100 persons 

I 2313 203 25Hi 10193 25 

n· 2579 52:3• 3102 11100 28 

nr 27'97 810 3607 9549 38 

IV" 106 71 177 396 44 

All Groups: 7795 1607 9402··· 31238 30 
-~-.. 

fABLE No. "1i 
Distribution of sample employees' ~~seholds ac~~rdlng to ownership of living house 

Gro11J? Own Rented Re~ted Rent free Others Total 
qu;;rters quarters 

I 439 908· 8Q 187 10 162:4 
II 381 1134.- .Si! 180 11· 1788 
III 347 912 14Q 90 11 1500 
IV 9 U· 2() 70 _______________________ .....__ ____ 

All Groups: 1176 2995 .. 32::! 451 32 4982 

TABLE No. )9 
Plinth ar~ &006rding to &ize ~~ household 

Area in square feet 

Size of the household Average 
Group plinth 

1 2 3 4 5 Gaod area per 
above household 

I 350.53 316.12 329.79 365.92 351.H 400.99 379.28 
II 271.52 424 .47 536.56 545.2!) 480.47 571.76 538.30 
Ill 393.93 581•32 702 .. 96 715.97 762.84 767.08 742.45 
IV 2000.00 1240.00 1934.71 1479.75 1318.65 1482.80 

All Groups: 350.30 423.88 525.44 f>62.76 536.41 588.54 561.20 

TABLE No. 11.1 

Distribution of sample employees according to distance between the residence and place of work 

Distance in Kilometres 
Sl. Group --------------------------
No. Number Less 1 to 3 

than 1 
3 to 5 5 to 8 Above 8 Total 

1. I 420 565 275 208 156 1624 
2. Il 529 615 307 177 160 1788 
3. III 439 494 254 174 139 1500_ 
4. IV 29 16 9 6 10 70.: 

All Groups: 1417 16SO :845 565 
.. · 

465 
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TABLE No. 11.2 
Distribution of sample employees aooording to distance between the residence and school 

81. Group 
Distance in Kilometres 

No. Number .. Less 1 to .3 ... 3 to 5 .. .5 to 8 Above 8 . Total 
than 1 

1. I 1098 451 47 24 4 1624 
2. II 1190 492 69 27 10 1788 
3. III 91.5 465 78 31 11 1500 
4. IV 47 21 1 1 70 

All Groups: 3250 1429 195 83 25 4982 

TABLE No. 11.3 
Distribution of sample employees according to distance betweeen the residence and college 

Sl. 
Distance in Kilometres 

Group 
No. Number Less 1 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 8 above 8 Total 

than 1 
1._ 1 255 744 430 134 61 1624 
2. II 345 820 436 128 59 1788 
3. III 289 708 334 124 45 1500 
4. IV 18 36 12 4 '10 

All Groups: 907 2308 1212 390 165 4982 

TABLE No. 11.4 
Distribution ol sample employees according to distance between the residence and market 

Distance in Kilometres 
81. Group 
No. Number Less 1 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 8 Above 8 Total 

than 1 

I. I '399 735 333 111 46 1624 
2. II 503 796 342 112 35 1788 
3. ---. ----- 111 417 663 283 95 42 1500 
4. 

81. 
No. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

IV· 19 31 15 5 .... 70 

: All Groups : 1338 2275 973 323 123 4982 

TABLE No. 11.5 
Distribution of sample employees according to distance betw-een the residence and hospital 

Distance in Kilom.etres 

Group Less 1 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 8 Above 8 Total 
Number than 1 

I 38S 651 384 . '' 5~ 1624 
II 472 710 416 38 1788 
III- 382 603 346 43 1500 
IV 19 25 21 70 

A 1\ Groups : 1259 1989 1167 427 i40 49e2 

TABLE No. 11.6 
Distribution of sample employees ace or ding to distance between the residence and railway station :: 

Distaace in Ki-l.ometres 

81. Group Less 1 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 8 Above 8 Total 
No. Number than 1 

1. I 154 454 508 290 218 1624 
2. II 189 527 557 300 215 1788 
3. III 146 417 464 286 187 1500 
4. IV 8 19 20 9 14 70 

All Groups : 497 1417 1549 885 634 4982 
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TABLE No. 11.7 

Distribution or sample employees according to distance between the residence and bus stand 

Distance in Kilometres 
81. Group --
No. Number Less 1 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 8 Above 8 Total 

than 1 

1. I 237 597 424 225 141 1624 

2. II 297 654 475 245 117 1788 

3. III 254 566 354 224 102 1500 

4. IV 14 27 15 7 7 70 

All Groups: 802 1844 1268 701 367 4982 

TABLE No. 11.8 

Distribution or sample employees according to distance between the residence and 
recreation centre 

Distance in Kilometres 
Sl. Group 
No. Number Less 1 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 8 Above 8 Total 

than 1 

1. I 522 739 240 88 35 1624 
2. II 667 787 216 86 32 1788 
3. III 532 661 180 93 34 1500 
4. IV 27 32 10 1 70 

-----
All Groups : 1748 2219 646 268 101 4982 

TABLE No. 12 
Distribution or sample employees according to type or vehicle owned 

Type of vehicles 

SJ. Group Car Motor Cycle/ Bicycle No Total 
No. Number Scooter Vehicle 

1. I f\17 1007 1624 
2. II 34 598 1156 1788 
3. III -u 168 491 827 1500 
4. IV 23 11 6 30 70 

All Groups : 37 213 1712 3020 4982 

TABLE No. 13 

Distribution of sample employees according to mode of journey to place of work 
Mode of journey 

81. Group Walk Bicycle Bus Motor Cycle/ Auto Car Others Total 
No. --Number Scooter 

1. I 741 558 317 2 1 5 1624 
2, II 752 510 497 11 5 13 1788 
3. III 534 393 422 137 3 6 5 1500 
4. IV 25 2 11 8 2 18 4 70 

All Groups:- 2052 H63 1247 158 11 24 27 4982 
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TABLE No. 15 

.Monthly consumer expenditure per household for households with dUierent sizes 

(in Rupees) 

81. Group Average expenditure per !l'onth for households with different Expeudi-
No. Number s1zes ture per 

household 
I 2 3 4 5 6 and above 

1. I 223.95 317.90 371.16 385.54 418.36 507.38 454.79 
2. II 280.59 365.97 494.63 538.28 557.22 669.08 600.44 
3. III 301.02 601.47 652.70 697.72 727.85 804.43 753.30 
4. IV 841.00 1034.20 1286.71 1127.38 1338.76 1251.17 

All Groups: 273.51 404.88 504.15 546,07 569.07 668.63 608.23 

TABLE No. 16 

Monthly consumer expenditure (value In Rs.) per household by broad groups of items 

(in Rupees) 

81. ltemb Group Group Group Group 
No. I II III IV All Groups 

1. Food 278.05 339.44 400.39 540.04 340.64 
2. Fuel and Lighting 32.83 42.09 50.71 71.57 42.09 
3. Clothing and Footwear 35.48 49.45 63.19 124.27 50.09 
4. Honbe rent 38.75 60.14 88.88 178.19 63.50 
5. Education 8.22 18.77 31.77 78.37 20.09 
6. Medical e!l:penses 7.48 10.94 13.17 21.20 10.63 
7. Expenses on Entertainments, 17.30 25.45 32.88 53.07 25.42 

Festivals and Ceremonies 
8. Transport 9.90 17.79 27.80 102.87 19.44 
9. Miscellaneous 26.78 36.37 44.57 81.29 36.33 

Total: 454.79 600.44 753.36 1251.17 608.23 

TABLE No. 17 

Monthly consumer expenditure (value in Rupees) per person by broad groups of items 

(in Rupees) 

Group Group Group Group All 
81. No. Items I II III IV Groups 

1 Food 44,30 54.68 63.00 95.46 54.35 
2. Fuel and Lighting 5.23 6.78 7.98 12.65 6.72 
3. Clothing and Footwear 5,65 7.96 9.94 21.97 7.99 
4. House rent 6.17 9.69 13.98 31.55 10.13 
5. Education 1.31 3.02 5.00 13.85 3.21 
6. Medical expenses 1.19 1.76 2.07 3.75 1.70 
7. Expenses on Entertainments, 2.76 4.10 5.17 9.38 4.06 

Festivals and Ceremonies 

8. Transport 1.58 2.87 4.37 18.18 3.10 
9. Miscellaneous 4.27 5.86 7.03 14.38 5.79 

Total : 72.46 96.72 118.54 221.17 . 97.05 
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TABLE No. 18.i 
Percentage of monthly consumer expenditure to total consumer expenditure by 

broad groups of Items 
GROUP I 

Name of the Centre* 
St. ·-----
No. Item Banga- Bel- Bellary Bidar Bijapur Chick- Chitra-

lore gaum magalur durga. 

1. Food 59.10 58.32 65.02 l66.24 62.14 58.85 65.0 
2. Fuel and Lighting 7.92 6.80ii ")5.37 5.65 i5.25 6.79 9.06 
3. Clothing and Footwear .6.74 9.00 6.93 8.84 9.04 9.12 8.15 
4. House Rent 10.36 7.94 6.81 5.75 7.16 9.78 8.89 
5. Education 1.98 1.28 1.71 1.50 1.97 1.39 1.49 
6. Medical Expenses 1.56 1.74 0.96 1.93 1.54 3.48 1.27 
7. Expenses on Entertainments 

and Festivals 3.50 3.55 5.03 3.64 5.73 2.87 2.H 
8. Transport 2.80 2.41 2.01 1.90 1.55 1.46 0.22 
9. Miscellaneous (i.04 8.96 6.16 4.55 5.62 6.26 3.44 

Total: 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Total consumer 

expenditure in Rs. 486.70 350.89 438.42 476.77 418.06 414.77 393.06 

*Centres represent only the district headquarters 

TABLE No. 18.1 (Continued) 

Name of the Centre* 
Sl. ---
No. Item Mercara Dhar- Gnlbar- Hassan Kolar Mandy a Mysore 

war ga 

I, Food 64.85 65.24 57.17 64.64 63.62 64.46 61.16 
2. Fuel and Lighting 5:46 6.22 6.22 7.02 8.65 8.39 7.49 
3. Clothing and Footwear 6.70 7.94 9.99 8.01 8.03 8.57 8.12 
4. House Rent 11.02 7.75 6.38 6.24 8.84 7.99 7.54 
5. Education 1.50 1.49 2.69 2.08 1.32 1.07 1.64 
6. Medical Expenses 0.33 1. 74 2.16 1.86 0.81 1.32 1.98 
7. Expenses on Entertainments 

and Festivals 1.35 2.42 5.79 3.47 3.58 2.57 5.64 
8. Transport 1.88 1.62 2.14 1.63 0.84 0.00 1.73 
9.· Mise ell an eons 6.91 5.58 7.46 5.05 4.31 5.63 4.70 

Total: 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer 
expenditure i'l Rs. 299.75 {19.72 493.56 382.68 373.62 402.66 492.34 

*Centres represent only the district headquarters 

TABLE No. 18.1 (Continued) 

Name of the Centre* 
SL · Item Kar- Rai- Shi- Manga- Tum- All the 
No, war chur moga lore kur Centres 

1. Food 67.07 63.77 60.60 60.89 63.29 61.14 
2. Fuel and Lighting 4.48 5.78 7.91 5.97 9.44 7.22 
3. Clothing and Footwear 7.76 9.24 9.73 8.50 6.73 7.80 
4. House Rent . 8.93 5.78 6.93 6.07 7.19 8.52 
5, Education 1.97 1.79 1.44 2.32 0.92 1.81 
6. Medical expenses · · · · · · 1.63 1.92 . 0.71 2.28 0.98 1.65 
7. Expenses on Entertainments and 2.37 4.16 4.63 3.21 2.97 3.80 

Festivals 
8. Transport 1.28 2.18 1.77 3.79 1.04 2.18 
9. Miscellaneous 4.51 5.38 6.28 6.97 7.44 5.88 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Total consumer 

expenditure in Rs. 370.59 444.37 488.58 604.05 315.80 454.79 

*Centres represnt only the district headquarters 
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TABLE No. 18.2 

Percentage of monthly consumer expenditure to total consumer expenditure by 
broad groups of Items 

GROUP II 

Name of the Centre* 

8\, Item Banga- Bel- Bel- Biilar Bija- Chick- Chitra-
No. lore gaum lary pur magalur durga 

1. Food 52.69 59.22 62.75 62.38 59.61 56.87 62.50 

2. Fuel and Lighting 7.29 7.12 5.65 5.88 5.28 6.70 9.50 

3. Clothing and Footwear 7.35 8.40 8.09 9.23 10.58 10.22 7.57 

4. HotJse Rent 12.13 8.46 6.90 6.62 8.61 11.47 11.22 

5. Education 3.4.4 2.28 2.47 2.15 2.52 1.97 1.79 

6. Medical expe!>Ses 1. 76 2.18 1.15 2.40 2.70 1.95 1.05 

7. Expenses on Entertain-
ments and Festivals 

4.80 3.65 4.87 4.47 2.70 3.23 2.63 

8, Transport 4.06 2.25 2.32 1.41 2.23 U6 0.28 

9. Miscellaneous 6.48 7.44 5.80 5.46 5.77 6.13 3.46 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Total consumer ---------

expenditure in Rs. 683.96 !67.28 651.89 570.71 500.96 524.97 394.82 

*Centres represent only the district headquarters 

TABLE No. 18.2 (Continued) 

Name of the Centre* 
Sl. 
No. Item Mercara Dhar- Gnl- Hassan Kolar Mandya Mysore 

war barga 

I. Food 61.09 60.25 56.84 56.76 57.65 60.96 57.36 
2. Fuel and Lighting 5.21 6.42 6.04 7.53 8.38 8.65 7.33 
3. Clothing and Footwear 8.56 8.34 9.98 8.58 8.88 8.98 9.00 
4. House Rent 10.83 8.19 7.75 10.96 9.31 9.12 8.85 
5. Education 3.43 3.09 4.19 2.99 2.86 1.93 3.28 
6. Medical expenses 0.56 2.00 2.33 2.15 1.34 1.34 1.93 
7· Expenses on Entertainment.s 2.20 3.05 3.12 4.12 3.67 2.92 5.61 

and Festivals 
8. Transport 3.26 2.36 2.51 1.79 2.56 0.07 2.10 
9, Miscellaneous 4.86 6.30 7.24 5.12 5.35 6.03 4.54 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer expenditure in Rs. 415.63 530.65 665.87 508.21 459.95 459.88 661.73 

•Centres represent only the district headquarters 
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TABLE No. 18.2 (Continuer!) 

Name of the Centre* 
Sl. ' 
No. Item Kar- Rai- Shi- Manga- Tum- All the 

war chur moga lore kur Centres 

I. Food 65.53 59.20 60.11 58.44 57.40 56.53 
2. Fuel and Lighting 4.82 6.33 7.29 6.33 8.53 7.01 
3. Clothing and Footwear 8.00 8.73 8.71 8.75 7.75 8.23 
4. House Rent 9.43 8.05 8.17 6.96 9.88 10.02 
5, Education 2.85 2. 79 2.68 3.09 2.69 3.13 
6. Medical expenses 1.58 2.39 0.84 2.48 1.12 1.82 
7. Expenses on Entertainments 2.37 3.82 4.72 3.27 3.00 4.24 

and Festivals 
8. Transport 1.41 2.94 2.15 3.92 1.83 2.96 
9. Miscellaneous 4.01 5.75 5.33 6.76 7.80 6.06 

Total : 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer 442.38 557.40 631.45 656.76 432.27 600.44 
expenditure in Rs. 

*Centres represent only the district headquarters 

TABLE No. 18.3 

Percentage of monthly consumer expenditure to total consumer expenditure by broad 
groups of items 

GROUP III 

Name of the Centre* 

81. Item Bangal· Bel- Bel- Bidar Bija- Chick- Chitra-
No. ore gaum lary pur magalur durga 

I. Food 49.23 57.32 56.28 59.00 50.55 53.45 59.H 

2. Fuel and Lighting 6.89 6.22 6.60 6.84 5.64 6.62 8.58 

a. Clothing and Footwear 7.60 7.90 8.10 8.88 10.59 10.48 7.61 

!. House Rent H.82 8.83 8.48 7.63 . 11.34 10.51 12.19 

5. Education 4.42 4.29 3.21 4.49 4.27 4. 76 4.17 

6. Medical expenses 1. 70 2.11 1.44 2.07 2.50 2.33 1.39 

7. Expenses on Eentertainmeuts 
and Festivals 4.21 3.73 7.37 3.62 3.61 3.24 2.42 

8. Transport 4.96 3.18 3.14 2.68 3.95 2.71 0.59 

9. Miscellaneous 6.17 6.42 5.38 4.79 7.55 5.90 3.lH 

Total: 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer 837.76 588.97 776.23 863.63 615.92 660.59 598.16 
expenditure in Rs. 

*Centres represent only the district headquarters 
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TABLE No. 18.3 (Continued) 

Name of the Centre* 

Mer· Dhar- Gul· Hassan Kolar Man· Mysore 
81. Item dya 
No. car a war barga 

58.45 56·52 55.87 53.55 55.94 53.20 
1, Food 54.71 

5.35 6.14 5.98 6.91 7.80 8.10 6.82 
2. Fuel and Lighting 

10.05 9.93 9.17 
.3. Clothing and Footwear 9.99 7.99 9.97 9.58 

10.26 10.71 10.33 
4. House Rent 12.15 9.60 7. 76 9.30 

3.55 3.99 4.51 4.85 3.86 3.72 4.19 5, Education 
Medical expenses 1.01 2.13 1.98 1.88 1.19 1.40 1.63 

6. 
7. Expenses on entertain-

6.05 menta and Festivals 2.25 3.38 3.51 4.80 4.53 3.57 

8. Transport 6.20 2.89 2.62 1.27 2.47 0.35 3.60 

9. Miscellaneous 4.79 5.43 7.05 5.54 6.29 6.28 5.01 

Total: 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer 523.41 695.34 810.13 703.17 627.70 657.41 850.63 
expenditure in Rs. 

*Centres represent only the district headquarters 

TABLE No. 18.3 (Continued) 

Name of the Centre* 

81. Item Kar- Rai- 8hi- Mang- Tum· All the 
No. war chur moga lore kur Centres 

I. Food 57.49 54.05 55.93 57.52 56.08 53.15 
2. Fuel and I;i-gliting - · 5.04 6.62 6.82 5.92 8.26 6.73 
3. Clothing and Footwear 8.71 9.40 9.39 7.10 7.79 8.39 
i. House Rent 9.47 9.00 8.87 10.83 11.04 11.80 
5. Education 5.28 3.63 3.83 3.23 4.14 4.22 
6. Medical expenses 2.60 2.38 1.01 1.62 1.01 I. 75 
7. Expenses on Entertainments and 3.26 

Festivals 
7.10 5.44 3.68 3.57 4.36 

8. Transport 2.89 2.46 2.67 3.57 1.61 3.69 
9. Miscellaneous 5.26 5.36 6.04, 6.53 6 50 5.91 

Total: 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total conoumer expenditure in Rs. 587.67 703.23 755.30 646.24 595.50 753.36 

*Centres represent only the district headquarters 
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TABLE No. 18.4 

Percentage of monthly consumer expenditure to total consumer expenditure by broad 
groups of Items 

GROUP IV 

Name of the Centre* 
81. Item 
No. Banga- Bel- Bel- Bidar Bija- Chick- Chitra-

lore gaum lary pur magalur durgn 

I, Food 37.15 47.29 46.82 58.43 41.37 46.16 45.48 
2. Fuel and Lighting 5.85 5.56 4.43 6.56 4.97 6.23 7.50 
3. Clothing and Footwear 8.09 12.13 9.62 9.29 6.15 10.88 9.10 
4. House Rent 19.57 10.31 11.98 11.58 9.74 11.12 12.28 
5. Education 8.33 6.44 4.95 5.86 3.25 2.99 4.96 
6. Medical expenses 1.23 1.07 0.71 0.95 2.29 1.45 0.68 
7. Expenses on Entertain- 3.74 5.73 3.49 0.64 5.54 4.36 4.32 

ments and Festivals 
8. Transport 8.80 5.37 12.26 4.77 21.70 8.92 6.82 
9 Mise ellaneou .. 7.24 6.10 5.74 1.92 4.99 7.89 8.86 

Total : 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer expen- 1299.70 1164-.00 1060.50 785.50 1382.67 1204.50 1099.50 
diture in Rs. 

*Centres represent only the district headquarters 

TABLE No. 18.4 (Continued) 

Name of the Centre* 
Sl. Itelll -
No. Mercara Dharwar Gulbarga Hassan Kolar Mandya Mysore 

1. Food 49.97 44.86 48.96 51.98 46.03 57.31 38.48 

2. Fuel and Lighting 7.47 5.21 6.96 5.23 6.54 5.72 5.20 

3. Clothing and Footwear 11.93 13.31 11.24 14.76 11.59 6.06 ' 12.95 

4. House Rent 17.26 13.35 9.04 12.28 11.17 12.88 12.31 

5. Education 5.73 3.99 7.85 5.23 10.57 6.97 7.16 

6. Medical expenses 0.81 5.57 1.27 1.16 1.06 1.20 1.55 

7. Expenses on Entertain-
menta and Festivals 

2.26 2.80 2.97 3.10 3.40 2.40 5.03 

8. Transport 1.97 5.66 6.07 1.36 2.97 2.40 10.56 

9. Miscellaneous 2.60 5.25 5.64 4.90 6.67 5.06 6.76 

Total : 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer exp·enditure 863.50 1302.33 1178.50 1291.00 1177.50 104,0.00 1491.50 
in Rs. 

*Centres represent only the district headquarters . 
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TABLE No. 18.4 (Continued) 

Name of the Centre * 
Sl. Item 
No. Karwar Raiclmr Shimoga Mangalore. Tumkur All the 

Centres 

I. Food 57.37 48.47 52.15 44.23 32.20 43.16 

2. Fuel and Lighting 7.22 4.36 5.76 4.62 7.39 5.72 

3. Clothing and Footwear 7.27 10.73 7.22 9.33 6.86 9.93 

4. House Rent 10.24 8.47 10.44 13.87 20.83 14.27 

5. Education 5.17 3.45 4.17 2.67 3.98 6.26 

6. Medical expenses 2.93 2.26 1.22 0.85 0.00 1.69 

7. Expenses on Entertain- I. 71 12.26 6.47 5.00 2.43 4.24 
menta and Festivals 

8. Transport 1.22 3.31 6.22 8.69 19.90 8.)!2 

9. Miscellaneous 6.87 6.69 6.35 10.74 6.41 6.51 " 

TOTAL: 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer expendi- 1025.00 1435.00 1366.00 1179.00 1130.50 1251.17 
ture in Rs. 

*Centres represent only the district headquarters 

TABLE No. 18.5 

Percentage!of monthly consumer expenditure to total consumer expenditure by 
broad groups of items 

ALL GROUPS OF EMPLOYEES 

Name of the Centre * 

Sl. Item Banga- Bel- Bel- Bidar Bija- Chick- Chitra-
No. lore gaum lary pur magalur durga 

I. Food 52.55 57.42 60.50 61.87 56.13 55.67 61 32 
2. Fuel and Lighting 7.26 6.65 5.92 6.23 5.39 6.67 8.95 
3. Clot.hing and Footwear 7.32 8.54 7.85 9.00 9.97 10.07 7.79 
4. House Rent 12.90 8.55 7.59 6.94 9.27 10.69 10.99 
5. Education 3.57 2.95 2.62 3.02 3.04 2.85 2.74 
6. Medical expenses 1.68 1.99 1.21 2.12 2.31 2.44 1.23 
7. Expenses on Entertain-

ments and Feetivals 4.25 3.75 5.82 3.83 3.94 3.20 2.55 
8. Transport 4.21 2.77 2.78 2.13 3.62 2.25 0.60 
9. Mi,cellaneons 6.26 7.38 5.71 4.86 6.33 6.16 3.83 

Total: 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer 
expenditure in Rs. 673.78 477.05 623.25 630.06 525.60 542.04 466.17 

* Centres respresent only the district headquarters 
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TABLE No. 18.5 (Continued) 

Name of the Centre * 
Sl. 
No. Item Mercara Dharwar Gulbarga Hassan Kolar Mandya My sore 

I. Food 59,02 60.34 56.67 57.99 57.16 59.87 56.02 
2. Fuel and Lighting 5.44 6.23 6.08 7.08 8.16 8.29 7.10 
3. Clothing and Footwear 8.84 8.26 10.00 9.10 9.21 9.14 9.00 
4. House Rent 11.70 8.77 7.44 9.30 9.62 9.54 9.22 
5. Education 3.16 3.06 4.04 3.61 3.11 2.53 3.37 
6. Medical expenses 0.69 2.09 2.14 1.94 1.14 1.35 1.81 
7. Expenses on Entertain-

ments and Festivals 2.03 3.01 3.92 4.20 3.97 3.06 5.76 
8. Transport 3.95 2.48 2.52 1.53 2.12 0.23 2.88 
9. Miscellaneous 5.17 5.76 7.19 5.25 5.51 5.99 4.84 

Total: 100.00 100.00 - 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer 
expenditure in Rs. 422.11 554.08 658.73 540.49 492.44 507.24 676.07 

* Centres represent only the district headquarters 

TABLE No. 18.5 (Continued) 

Name of the Centre* 

81. Item . Karwar Raichur Shimoga Mangalore Tumkur All the 
No. Centres 

I 

1. ]rood 62.55 58.04 58.47 58.65 . 56.86 56.00 

2. lluel and Lighting 4.93 6.23 7.23 6.06 8.57 6.92 

3. Clothing and Footwear 8.17 9.18 9.15 8.19 7.49 8.24 

4. House Rent 9.36 7.85 8.19 7.97 10.32 10.44 

5. Education 3.64 2.87 2.83 2.88 2.93 3.30 

6. Medic,tJ expenses 2.03 2.26 0.88 2.13 0.99 I. 75 

7. Expenses on Entertain-
___ II\~nts and Festivals 2.67 5.43 5.02. 3.41 3.18 4.18 

8. Transport 1.91 2.58 2.38 3.87 2.53 3.20 

v. Miscellaneous 4.74 5.06 5.85 6.84 7.13 5.97 

"TOTAL: 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Total consumer 
expenditure in Rs. 475.78 578.07 634.00 641.69 458.86 608.23 

* Centres represent only the district headquarters 
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TABLE No. 19 

Value and quantity of consumption of selected food Items per person per month by groups 

Group I Group II Group III Group JV All 

81. Items (Rs. 65-109) (Rs. 110-149) (Rs. 150-720) 721-1800) Groups 
No. ---- ---- -

Quan- Value Quan- Value Quau- Value Quan- Value Quau- Value 
tity tity tity tity tity 
Kgs. Rs. Kgs. Rs. Kgs. Rs. Kgs. Rs. Kgs. Rs. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1. Rice 5.05 12.33 6.07 15.39 6.37 16.40 7.34 19.89 5.84 14.76 

2. Wheat 1.10 2.07 1.38 2.86 1.60 3.44 2.29 5.40 1.37 2.81 

3. Jowar 1.97 3.70 1.69 3.27 1.43 2.82 0. 74 1.52 1.69 3.25 

4. Ragi 1.98 3.59 1.07 1.91 0.88 1.59 0.53 0.92 1.30 2.35 

5. Other Cereals 1.68 3.12 1. 70 3.16 1.71 3.18 1.64 3.05 1.69 3.14 

Total cereals : II. 78 24.81 11.91 26.59 11.99 27.43 12.54 30.78 11.89 26.31 

TABLE No. 19 (Continued) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 

6. Gram 0.13 0.43 0.17 0.54 0.22 0.76 0.37 1.18 0.17 0.58 
7. ~ Tur O.H 1.74 0.54 2.23 0.60 2.52 0.71 3.53 0.53 2.17 
8. Greengram O.ll 0.32 0.15 0.45 0.17 0.52 0.22 0.68 0.14 0.43 
9. Blackgram 0.09 0.28 0.14 0.45 0.16 0.51 0.29 0.87 0.13 0.42 

10. Other pulses 0.21 0.59 0.27 0.76 0.31 0.87 0.53 1. 77 0.27 0.76 

Total pulses : 0.98 3.36 1.27 4.43 1.46 5.18 2.12 8.03 1.24 4.36 

11. Grouudnut oil 0.29 2.40 0.40 3.33 0.48 4.00 0.74 6.5! 0.40 3.27 
12. Coconut oil 0.04 0.65 0.06 0.85 0.07 0.98 0.07 1.21 0.06 0.83 
13. Vanaspathi 0.02 0.25 0.05 0.64 0.08 0.93 0.18 2.42 0.05 0.63 
14. Other oils 0.03 0.36 0.03 0.36 0.04 0.43 0.04 0.47 0.03 0.35 

Total oils: 0.38 3.66 0.51 5.18 0.67 6.3! 1.03 10.64 0.54 5.08 

15. Milk and Milk 2.23 3.72 3.69 6.31 5.03 8.55 9.91 16.49 3.70 6.29 
products 
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TABLE No. 20 

Balanced diet schedule (vegetarian) prescribed by the Indian Council of Medical Research, 
1968. 

(A Comparison of some important food items with the survey results) 
(Grams per day) 

Cereals Pulses Edible oils Milk and Milk-
Group products 

1 2 3 4 

.ddult Men: 

Sedentary work 400 70 35 200 
Moderate work 475 80 40 200 
Heavy work 650 80 50 200 

Adult Women: 
Sedentary work 300 60 30 200 
Moderate work 350 70 35 200 
Heavy work 475 70 40 200 

Boys: 
13-15 years 430 70 35 250 
16-18 years 450 70 45 250 

Girls: 
13-12 years 350 70 35 250 

Pre-school children: 
1-3 years 150 50 20 300 
4-6 years 200 60 25 250 

School children : 
7-9 years 250 70 30 250 
10-12 years 32\l 70 35 250 

-----------------------· ----
Total: 4800 890 455 3000 

Average requirement : 369 68 35 231 
As per survey* 393 41 18 123 

•This refers to the per capita consumption per day in respect of all cateogories of 
employees viewed as a whole. 
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ANNEX-XV 

Letter No. KPC/Al/38/75, dated the 18th January 1975 from the Secretary, i'ay 
Commi"sion to the Associations of employees. 

Sub: 

Ref: 

Personal hearing by the Karnataka Pay Commission. 

G.O.No. FD 4 SRP (3) H, dated the ·13th August, 1974 of the Government of 
Karnataka. 

Shri A. Narayana Pai, One-Man Pay Commission, appointed by Government in their order 
referred to above, proposes to start hearing the representatives of the various Associationo 
and other individuals who have submitted their views in response to the questionnaire ibsued 
earlier by the Commission, with a view to 11iving them an opportunity as requested by them 
to explain their pe>ints !of view in person to the Commission. For this purpose, the 

Day: 

Date: 

Time: 

1975 

A.M./P.M. 

Commission will sit at Bangalore and conduct 
the hearings in his chambers at the address 
indicated on top of this letter. The day, date 
and time fixed by the Commission for 'hearing 
you is indicated in the margin. 

The Commi<sion is of the view that it would assist and ensure fruitful discuss;on if the 
representatives of your Association to be deputed for the above hearing are fully posted witli 
all relevant information and their number is restricted to the barest minimum (not more.than 
three to four). I am accordingly directed to request you to depute the representatives of 
your Association for the hearing •cheduled as above. 

I also request you kindly to acknowledge receipt of this letter and intimate the ':lames 
and other particulars of your members attending the above hearing so as to reach this office 
by the end of this month positively, for making necessary arrangements in advance. 

ANNEX-XVI 

Letter No. KPC/Al/38/75, dated -the -]'8th- ·j'anuaty · 19-75 from the Secretary, Pay 
Commission to the Individuals. 

Sub : Personal hearing by the Karnataka Pay Commission. 

Ref: G.O. No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74, dated the 13th August 1974 of the Government of 
Karnataka. 

Shri A. Narayana Pai, One-Man Pay Commission, appointed by Governm.ent in their order 
referred to above, proposes to start hearing the representatives of the various Associations 
and other individuals who have submitted their views in response to the questionnaire issued 
earlier by the Commission, with a view to giving them a a opportunity as requested by them to 
Day: explain their points of view in person to the Commis.sion. 

Date: 

Time : 

For this purpose, the Commission will sit at Bangalore and 
conduct the hearings in his Chambers at the address indicated 

A.l\1./P.M. on top of this letter. The day, date and time fixed by the 
Commission for hearing you is indicated in the margin. 

I am accordingly directed to request you to meet tlui Commission for the hearing 
scheduled as above. 

I request you kindly to acknowledge receipt of this letter by return for making necessary 
arrangements in advance. 
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ANNEXURE-XVI! 

Letter No. KPC/A/65/75, dated the lOth March 1975 from the Secretary, Pay Commission 
to the Heads of Departments. 

Subject: Job Description Form-Filling up of-by the employees. 

In Government Order No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74, dated the 13th August 1974, the Pay 
Commission has been requested, among others, to review the existing pay structure of the 
employees of the State Government and to suggest rationalisation of the Pay structure 
otmong the different departments of government to enable the Pay Commission to make 
appropriate recommendations to Government in this regard, the Pay Commission desires 
to have straight from the employees correct and complete factual information regarding the 
educational qualifications prescribed in the C & R Rules, the duties and responsibilities laid 
down, the working conditions etc., in respect of each Job (post) in di1fercnt cadres in your 
Department. To enable you to obtain this information from individual employees and to 
furnish the same to the Pay Commission a special Form known as •Job Description Form' has 
been devised. Taking into account the number of posts in respect of which information is 
required so far as your Department is concerned, Forms have been appended, 
Instructions fnr filling up this Form are given w1th the Form itself. 

2. The Form has to be filled lip very carefully and correctly by one employee in respect 
of each category of posts including the Field posts in your Department upto and inclusive of 
the supervisory level (Class II Posts). While selecting the individual employees holding 
posts in different cadre, care may please be taken to select persons who are performing duties 
which are typically representative of the nature of work normally attached to the posts in 
such cadres. If au employee in one category can be posted either to an office job, or a field job, 
or to a job involving touring or not involving touring, please get one form filled by one such 
employee in each of these two alternatives. After the Form has been filled up, the employee 
has to authenticate the same by his signature. He should hand over the filled in Form to his 
immediate supervisor who is required to verify the factual information given by the employee 
and submit the same to you '' ith his remarks. Thereafter, you will have to satisfy yourself 
that the informat'on given is correct to the best of your knowledge and forward the same 
with your remarks to the Secretary to the Pay Commission, on or before 31st March 1975 
positively. 

3. As the Commis3;on desires to have this info1mation within the prescribed time limit, 
I am directed to request you to pay your personal attention to this matter and see that the 
time schedule is strictly adhered to. The individual emyloyee may be allowed a week'• time to 
complete the Form and the immediate Supervisor may be alloU"ed three or four days' time to complete 
his portion of the work. If this is followed, it should be possible to complete the whole process 
and send the in formatirm even before the end of this month. 

4. Before filling up the Form, the individual employee in a particular cadre, say, II 
Division Clerk or a Stenographer, may like to consult a few of his colleagues. There should 
be no objection if he desires to do so. Government have constituted in their Order No. GAD 
7 DSW 69 d.tted 19th October 1972, as amended by Government Order No. GAD 12 DSW 
74, dated 15th November 1974, Departmental Staff Councils for the Depa,-tments of the 
Government. On these Councils there are representatives of the Staff. Jt is understood that 
these representat:ves represent the various cadres. It may, perhaps, be useful if the individual 
employee who is requi•ed to fill up this Form is permitted to take the assistance of one 
or two staff representatives borne on the Departmental Council. This is a suggestion for your 
consideration. The suggestion has been made with a view to ensuring that the employee in a 
particular cadre after taking such assistance as he may require, is in a position to furnish the 
information eorrectly, accurately and ·completely. 

5. I· reque'st you kindly to accord high priority to this matter and see that the information 
required from your Department is furnished on Top-Priority basis, and in any case, not later 
than 31st March 1975. 

While soliciting your _-kind co-operation in this matter, I am to request you kindly t(\ 
acknowledge receipt of this letter, 



ENCLOSURE TO ANNEX-XVIl 

KARNATAKA PAY COMMISSION 

JOB DESCRIPTION FORM 

N. B. : Please read the attached instruction~ carP-fu!ly before filling up this form· 

1. General 
I. Designation/Title of the Job 

(Post) and the cadre 
2. Scale of pay and special pay 

and allowances, if any 
3. Department and Office in 

which the Job exists 
4. Place of work or Head

quarters 

11. Educational Qualill.cation 
5. (i) Indicate the qualifications and training (basic and desirable) prescribed for the 

job under the Cadre and Recruitment Rules in force. 
(ii) Mention physical requirements/standards, if any, prescribed for the job. 

Ill. Duties and Responsibilities 
6. Description of the Job-

( a) In your own words list your duties. 
Indicate wherever possible the percentage of time spent on each duty. 

(li) State the extent of your jurisdiction [i.e., confined to one job or supervision 
over a group of jobs ; area of work (territorial) etc.] 

(c) Has your work any seasonal peculiarities or is it uniform throughout the year ? 
(d) List any machines, equipment, etc., which you are required to operate 

Indicate the percentage of time in operating each. 
7. How long have you been doing your duties in this job ? 
8. What parts of your work are the most difficult to do or the most complex ? Why ? 

Give specific reasons and examples, 
9. State clearly the k1nd and amount of work guida•,ce you receive from supervisors, 

mnnuals or established procedures, 
10. How often and in what way is your work reviewed by your supervisor (s)? 
II. Do you have in the course of your work contacts with other Departments and with 

the general public ? 

IV. Working Conditions 

12 Give a brief and clear description of your working conditions specifically indicating 

(a) the type and nature of indoor or outdoor work ; 
(b) the environmental conditions at the place of work; and 
(c) the nature of risk or hazard to health andfor life, etc. 

Certllleate of the Employee 

I hereby certify that the above an•wers are my own and to the best of my knowledge 
they are accurate and complete. 

Pat .. : 
Signature of the Employee 

Name and Designation 
(In Block Letters) 

CertHicate of Immediate Supervisor 

I hereby certify that the answers given above by this Employee are correct and complete 
as to the facts within my knowledge except as noted here (or in the attached memo), 
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Signature and Designation 
of Immediate Supervisor. 



Opinion of the Head of the Department 

1 Are you satisfied with the factual nccurnry of the stottement of the employe~~ 

2 Do you agree with the commentsfremotrks made by the Immediate Supervisor of the 
emplo~ee ? If not, please ~ndicate specifically, with examples if possible, the reasons for 
such disagreement. What 111 your considered opinion is the correct position? 

Date : Signature of Head• of Department.· 

Ins tructlons for filling up the Job Description Form 
1. This fo~m is use.d to obtain basic information about your Job (Post) which may be 

useful for cvolvn1g a ratiOnal pay scale for your cadre. Therefore. it is important that you 
should fill out the form as clearly, accurately and completely as possible. 

2: As this form will be used by employees holding different types of posts, some of the 
quest10ns may not apply to your Job, If so, skip them and say specifically that they do not 
apply to your Job. If the questions do apply, fill out completely, be specific and illustrate 
your statements with examples. 

3. !his form is to be completed by you in your own words. You may first prepare your 
answers In rough draft on a sheet of paper. When you are sure that your answers are complete 
and accurate, copy them on the form If you need additional space, extra pages may be 
atta~hed but each page should indentify your name and department and bear your signature .. 
It Will be appreciated if the replies are typed. If this is not possible please write as legibly as 
you ca~. Your Supervisor and the Departmental Head will review your Job description to 
?etermm~ the compl.eteness and accuracy of the statement and to clarify or give additioPal 
InformatiOn ?oncermng your duties and responsibilities, It is not open under any ci.rcumstances 
to the Sf!pervuor or the Head of the Department to change the answer as given and certified by you. 
TheY: wlll, however, make their! statements which they think are necessary in the space 
provided. · 

4 Item I : Specify clearly the cadre to which your post belongs as per relevant Cadre 
and Recruitment Rules in force. 

Item 2: Indicate anv amenities you receive such as rent-free housing, subsidised 
food, etc., any cash received in lieu of such amenities or the approximate cash value of such 
amenities if known to you . 

. Ite'"!' 5 (i) : Give details of educational qualifications and training and exp,erie~ce 
prescnbed Ill the Cadre and Recruitmer>t Rules for direct recruitment as well as for promotiOn 
to the post. 

. Item 6 (a): List in your own words and explain your duties in relation to the. ~ubje?ts 
assigned to you. Make your descript;on detailed and clear so that persons unfam1har w1th 
your work ca'l understancl exactly what you do. Do not be reluctant to give specific tasks 
merely because you believe that it is common knowledge that they are part of the dut1es of 
your post. 

Item 6 (b) : If you are actually supervising or directing the work o'f others, indicate 
the number and category of employees whose work you direct and supervise. If you a~e 
supervising indirectly, include employees by number only whom you direct through s~bordl
nate supervisors, (Note that supervision does not mean mere inspection or check•ng or 
verifying work. Mere looking into some work or checking facts or verifying statements. does 
not constitute supervision. Supervision is control and direction of the work of subordmates 
vested by authority.) 

Example of poor and good duty statements 

Poor statement 
1 Assist in handling correspondence 
2 Maintain Claim Registers 

3 Watching disposal of work 

Good statement 
Receive, open, stamp and route incoming mail 
Prepare Registers of all claims showing 

allocation of Budget expenditure and total 
expenditure per month in which claims are 
made. 

Preparation of weekly/monthly arrear list, 
showing the details of cases pending, cases 
received, cases closed and cases undisposed 
at the end of the weekfmonth. 

Item 7 : Indicate completed years of work in the cadre. 
Item 8 : Indicate here parts of your Job which demand the greatest care and thought 

or the most skill or understanding. Which duties would be the most difficult for another 
person taking your place to learn ? State what makes these duties difficult and give one or 
two spec ifio examples. 
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Item 9: Explain th~ help given to you in your work, written or oral. For example, 
•I follow a prescribed procedure set out in 1 he accounting manual' or •I am shown how to 
opHate the equipment' or •I am given a project with instructions as to the general. met.hod• 
but detatls are left to me' or •I work according to the requirements of my professiOnal field 
and I am guided only by general administrative policies set down by my supervtsor' · 

Item 10: Explain whether your work is reviewed in detail or only on overall resu~ts, 
Is it reviewed for the way you do it as well as for what you achieve ? Is it a . personal revtew 
by observation of your work or a review of a written report? Is your work revtewed every day. 
once a week, at periodical intervals or only on completion of a task ? 

Item 11 : Is the contact with other Departments/Public day-to-day or occasional ? 
State the frequency if pos;ible of such contacts, Indicate the number of people on an average 
you meet daily. 

Item 12 (a) : Give dctai I. of touring required to be done and J1c l·Y[>C of work to be 
attended during the tours, Indicate whether work to be done while on tour ts required to b" 
done indoor or outdo<1r, 

. Item 12 (b) : State whether the environmental conditions are adverse and d~sagreeabl.e, 
and tf so, in what way. Do such conditions pef"ist throughout the year or durmg certam 
.seasons only ? 

. It;m 12 (c): Specify whether the risk/hazard is continuous or only occasion~!, 
Ind·cate tf any safety st.andards have been la'd down. State the safety measures taken In 

your orgamsation to iprotect you from such risks or hazards. 

ENCLOSURE TO ANNEX--XVII 
Letter No. KPC'/A/20/75 dat.ed the 22nd August 1975 from the Secrer.ary, Pay Commission 

to the Heads of Departments. 

ihbj~ct: Educational qualifications prescribed for the jobs. 

From the proforma information furnished by the Heads of Departments in Proforma I at 
the t1me of discussions relating to their Departments with the Pay Commission, it has been 
observed that there are a few categories of posts iu a number of departments for which there 
are no RecrUitment Rules in force. In the absence of such rules it has not been posstble for 
the Commission to kno1v the qualifications and other requirements insisted upon by the 
Departme.nts while filling up such posts. However, as you are aware, the educational 
quaJ,ficatwns and training (basic and desirable) and other requirements prescribed for recruit
ment t? such posts, arc among the important factors required to be considered for the. purpose 
of the JOb evaluatwn undertaken by the commission for determinong the approprtate pay 
scales for the posts. In the absence of C & R Rules, the department would have insisted 
upon some qualifications and other requirements as deemed fit, at t.he time of filling up ~f 
these posts. The Commission would like to know these details from the Departments Ill 
reopect of all such cadres for which there are no presc1 ibed C & R Rule>. Even if all posts in 
8 ''Y such cad1 e are vacant, the Commission wou!:l still like to know as to what should be the 
minimum qualifications and other requirements that are necessary, in the opinion of the 
Department, for the due performance of the jobs assigned to such posts. 

. I am accord"ngly enclosing herewith a format (Proforma IV) in which such information in 
resp~ct of posts in your department for which there are no prescribed C & R Rules may be 
furn1sbed to the Commission and request you to kindly furnish the required information in 
tbe above P'·oforma in respect of all such categories of posts in your Department. 

The ~ork of the Commission is in a highly advanced stage, and the Commission is keen to 
complete Its work with utmost expedition, I therefore request you to kindly treat this as 
MOST IMMEDIATE, and ensure that the information in the above Proforma is sent so as to 
reach this office by the end of this month positively. 

PROFORMA-IV 

Quallllcatlons Insisted uponfrequlred for Cadres with no prescribed recruitment rules : 
Department · 

0 

~ 
r:n 

1 

., 
"' , 
5 

2 3 

Total No. 
of posts 

Per. Tem. 

5 6 

"" ::1 

~ .,..., 
..., " ., "' 
0 " .,..., 

........ 
0 

0 z 

7 8 9 10 
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ANNEX-XVIII 

Letter ~o. KPC/A1/8/75 dated 21s~ April 19?5 from the Secretary, Pay Commission to the 
Representatives of selected Local Bod1es regardmg Personal hearing by the Commission. 

Sub: Personal hearing by the Karnataka Pay Commission, 

Ref: Government Order No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74 dated 13th August 1974.. 

Shri A. Narayana Pai, One-man Pay Commission, appionted by Government in their order 
referred to above, has been bearing the Representatives of the various Associatio11s and other 
I,ndivi_du~ls wh? have.submitted their views in respo~se to the.·questionnaire is8 ued by the 
Commission, w1th a v1ew to g.vmg them an opprotnnity to explain their pOints of view in person 
to the Commission. According to the terms of reference, the Commis;ion is required to review 
the existing pay structure of the employees, among others, of Local Bodies and Aided 
Institutions. For this purpose, the Commission had issued a special questionnaire to Local 
Bodies and Aided Institutions which was forwarded to certain selected organisations in 
consultation with the concerned Deputy Commissioners of the different districts and the 
replies of these bodies have since been received from quite a few such local bodies etc., of 
which yours is one. 

The Commission now desires to hear a few well informed representatives of some of the 
Local Bodies and Aided Institutions from the different regions of the State with a view to 
acquaint himself with the problems of these bodies relating to staffing, resources, etc., as 
also have the benefit of the views expressed by them in their replies to the above question
naire on some of these matters. It has, therefore, been decided to invite Representatives 
from each such selected Local Body and Aided Institution of different categories from the 
different regions in the State. I am accordingly directed to request you to make it 
convenient to attend the hearing before the Commission which has been fixed for your 
organisation on Thutsday the 8th May 1975 at A.M./P.M. 

I wish to make it clear that there is no provision with the Commission for meeting the 
expenditure to be incurred by you on account of the journeys to be under taken by yon in 
connection with the above hearing.- I presume there may be no difficulty to meet such 
expenditure if necessary, from the funds of your Organisation· In case sanction of Deputy 
Commissioner or Divisional Commissioner is required for your above journeys and meeting 
the above expenditure from your funds. I am fo~wardin~ a copy of this let~er to the concer
ned Officers with a request to perm1t the same, In the Circumstances explamed above. 

I shall be grateful if you could kindly acknowledge receipt of this letter and intimate 
your convenience for attendi~g the heari11g as above so. as to reach this Office by the end of 
his month positively for mak1ng necessary arrangements Ill advance. " 

ANNEX-XIX 

Letter No. KPC/AI/38/75 dated the 1st 
the Karna taka Pensioners' Association, 
Commission. 

May 1975 from the Secretary, Pay Commission t~ 
Bangalore regarding Personal hearing by the 

Sub: 

Ref: 

Personal heari11g by the Karnataka Pay Commission. 

Government Order No. FD .J. SRP (3) 74, dated 13th August 1974 of the 
Government of Karnataka. 

Shri A. Narayana Pai, Oue-man Pay Commission, appointed by Government in their order 
referred to above, has been hearing the repersentatives of the various Associations and other 
individuals who have submitted their views in response to the questionnaire issued earlier by 

DAY: 

DATE: 

TIME: 

Tuesday 

20th May 1975 

11.00 A.M. 

the Commission, with a view to giving them an opportunity 
as requested by them to explain their points of view in 
person to the Commission. For this purpose, the Commission 
is sitting at Bangalore and conducting the hearings in his 
chambers at the address indicated on top of this letter. 
The day, date and time fixed by the Commission for hearing 

you 1s indicated m the margin. 

The Commission is of the view that it would assist and ensure fruitful discuesion if the 
representatives of your Association to be ~eputed. for the above hearin.g. are fully posted with 
all relevant informations and the number 1s restncted to the barest minimum (not mo~e than 
three to four). I am accordingly directed to request you to depute the representatives of 
your Association for the hearing scheduled as above. 
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I also request you kindly to acknowle~ge receipt of this letter and intimate t~e names and 
other particulars of your members a ttendmg the above hearmg so as t_o reach thts office on or 
before 12th May 1975 positively, for making necessary arrangements m advance. 

I am to add that a number of District and Taluk level rpensioner's Associations which 
are presumably your branch Associati'lns, have also. submitted Memorandum(Replies t? the 
questionnaire issued by the Commtsswn earhe_r. It 1s felt. that your Assoc1at10~ be1ng at 
the State level, may possibly be representmg all these mterests and the vanous . Vte:ws 
expressed by all or any of them. It may not, therefore, be necessary_ for any of ~he ~tst~wt 
and taluk level pensioner's Associations to appear before the Commtsston for hearmg mdtvl
dually. However, if any of them want to attend and urge any pomts, they are welcome to do 
so. i am enclosing hHewith for your ki_ud information a copy. of t~e letter . which !b being 
acordingly addressed to all these AssocJat!ons .. You may also hke to Josue smtable _mstr~c
tions to such of these Associations as are affihated to your State Level orgamsatwn w1th 
a view to apprise them of the position in this behalf. 

ANNEX-XX 

Letter No. KPC/A/20/75 dated the 9th June 1975 from the Secretary, Pay Commission to 
the Secretanes to Government. 

Sub: Discussions with the Pay Commission. 

I enclose herewith a copy of my letter together with a copy of the note enclosed thereto 
addressed to all Heads of Departments on the above subject for your kind information. I also 
enclose an extract of the programme of discussions drawn up for the different departments 
under your control. The Commission requests your presence also along with the concerned 
Heads of Departments during these discussions so as to have the benefit of your views and 
comments on the various suggestions and other points emerging during these discussions. 

It may kindly be noticed from the above programme tbat it may be necessary for you to 
make yourself available for these discussions on the afternoons of and 
I would, therefore, request you to kindly keep yourself free on these dates to participate m 
these discussions. 

Since the programme of discussions is rather tight, I request your kind co-operation in 
ensuring with the concerned Heads of your Departments strict adherence to the same· and for 
th;s purpose arranging your c.ther work suitably. 

I shall be extremely gratefull if you will kindly acknowledge this letter and confirm your 
convenience for the above programme so as to enable me to make necessary arrangements. 

ANNEX-XXI 

Letter No. KPC/A/20/75 dated the 9th June 1975 from the Secretary, Pay Commission to 
the Heads of Departments. 

Sub : Discussions with the Pay Commission. 

Ref: Government Order No. FD 4 SRP (3) 74 dated 13th August 1974 

Shri A. Narayana Pai, One-Man Pay Commission, appointed by Government in their order 
referred to above, having concluded the heuings of the Service ·Associations, Individuals 
etc., has now proposed to take up discussions with the departmental off.;cers. For this purpos; 
he desires to meet both the . Secretary to Government and the Head of the Department con
cerned at one and the same t1me so as to be able to r;et the benefit of the final views of the 
department on the various issues referred t<• him by Go.vernment for his consideration. 

A programme of discussions has accordingly been drawn up starting from 20th June 1975. 
The meetings have been arranged only in the afternoons of each day so as to enable both the 

Day: 

Date: 

Time: 

Commission and the Departmental Officers to 
attend to their other items of work at other 
times. I am indicating in the margin the day, 
date and time fixed by the Commission for 
discussions with you relating to your Depart

ment. The meeting will take place in the 
Chambers of the Commission at the address 

indicated on tbe top of this letter. I am also intimating the programme to the concerned 
Secretary to Goverum~ut separately. I request you to kindly keep yourself free for the above 
discussions and make 1t conveUlent to go over to th1s office and meet the Commission at the 
time scheduled as above. 
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• With ll. view to make the discussions purposeful, J enclose herewith a short note on the 
points on which the Commissio~ desires to have your views a.P.d sugge.stions 'i'l, particul\1~.. .lt 
would be extre~ely helpful 1~ you could gather all th~ I!lformatwn au d other pa~ticula.rs 
mentwned therein for furmshlng, tbe same to the Commission at the time of discussion and 
also formulate your views and suggestions on the points raised "therein.'· · . 
~ - • ' ' ' 0 ' :. •• ' • ' • ' • • • - ' • ' ' I f • '-( '' ' I ' • ' ' ' ' • ' 

Since. the. progra~me drawn up for these discussions is rat4er tight, I.am .tp request your 
co-operatJOnin ensunng stnct adherence to the programme as fixed for your Departme11t and 
for the said purpose arranging your other work suitably. • ·· , · · . · .... 

~. I ' -

· "1 request· you to kindly acknowledge receipt of this letter and confirm·· your conveuiol,LCQ 
fo• the' above meeting so as to e.nable me to make necessary arrangeme:nt .• in ~trlvanne. ,, . . ... 

ENCLOSURE TO ANNEX-:XXI 

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION WITH THE HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS ANV 
SECRETARIES TO GOVERNMENT 

I. · Replies t~. questionnaires and factual information 
. ~ 

.. (1) The P_:y··commission had called for certain factual information from the different 
departments imd also solici~ed replies to the General Questionnaire and · tbe Special 
Questionnaire.S meant for Secretaries and Heads of Departments. While these have been 
received· from a number of Officers, they are still due from•some others. Those still due may 
please be sent in advance of the discussions as already reque&ted. . . . . ; ,. 

. .-, .. . .... 
(2) The information relating to the cadres, such as designations, scales of pay etc., was 

asked for as on 1-4-1974. One more year has since elapsed and it is felt necessary to have 
the latest information as on 1-3-1975 incorporating changes if any effected subsequ·ent to 
1-4.t974. Further, the Departments have generally furnished the Cadre and Recruitment 
.Rules as originally notified, together with subseq,uent. ~tmendments which are in !lumber. 
Si)lce .. the amendments are not incorporated in the original. Rules,. gr~at difficulty. 'is be)ng 
exp~rienced in getting at the correct position in scrutinising the job description forms. TIJ"~ 
lleads·of Departlllents may, therefore, kindly furnish the following inthe annexed proforma~ 
.t{l tll.e·Commis,<;ion at the time.of discussions: " · 

(i) A statemei,t showing the cadre position as on 1-3-i975 in respect of all thei cadres 
· in their departments in Proforma I, duly· attested. · 

(ii) An updated copy of the Recruitment Rules prescribed for the vari<>us cadres in 
their departments incorporating all amendments issued upto ·I-3-1975, 
iluly ·attested;· 

(iii) A. stat.ement showing the special pay: other ·allowances ana 
·attached to the different. posts in their depMtmeilts' in 
attested. " ·· · ... ·. · 

any other-· bencfi·ts 
Proforma ·n, c!!'lif 

., . . 
(3) Information about the training courses conducted by the department·\Vas c.;ll"d 

for in this office. letter No. KPC/A/65f75 dated 30th April .1975. · If .the. same .. IJas not already 
been furnished, it may kindly be 'furnished at the time of discussions, . · · 

II... Job' Evaiuation : 

During their meetings with. the Piy "commi'ssion "the -~Jpresentatives of many Cadre 
Associations complained of and urged for the removal of wbat they regard as unfair 
dispa:r'ties in pay scales,. aHowances etc., as bet~~en categories of emRloy~es discharging 

·substantially-the same kmd of work and r.espons1bii1ty. Tbe prmcipal obJeCtive of the terms 
of reference to the Pay Commission is Rationalisation ofthe pay struc·ture of State servicest 
The basic idea 'of pay is the val tie in terms of mo1iey of the_C...Ql].tribution which a Governme.n. 
servant makes to administration by devoting his whole time to··a giv.en ·category of work with 
definable duties and responsibilities attached to it. Sue~ being ~he. case the only way of 
dealing with this matter appears to be to formulate a s1ngle prinCiple or formula for au 
objective valuation of all jobs and positions on the basis of considerations which are relevant 
for such valuation viz, the educational qualifications and training if any prescribed for the 
job, the mental skill and effort necessary for perfor.ming the duties and functio.ns of;th~ job, 
responsibility attachi'Ig tl).ereto whether n.on-superv1sory or Supervisory ~nd workmg conditions 
including hazards and risks, and by assess1ng the degrees. of difficulty. In each_ one of .these 
factors. The result of such a gradation operatmg along With the ne~ess~ty of fixmg a minimum 
and maximum for remuneration is most likely to lead to a fan pwtnre of board bands of 
horizontal equation and vertical differentials, each band getting a scale appropri~te to its 
work, ultimately resulting in removal of most If not all d1spant1es and d1stortwns now 
prevalent or complained of. 
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The Departments are aware that the Commission has obtained from them releyant 
information in the specially desi'!ned job Description Form for purposes of Valuatton of JObs. 
The process of evaluation may result: 

(i) in the merger of two or more scales or levels of responsibility; 
(ii) in certain posts in a grade being placed in a higher band cf scale or vice versa; and 

(iii) in the e.limination of special pays and some kinds of allowances, 

The Heads of Departments and Secretaries may kindly easure that these job description 
forms are sent in advance in respect of all categories of posts in their Departments, and 
indicate their reaction to the above process of valuation of jobs with particular reference to 
the posts in different cadres including Class I and II posts in their departments. It would 
be of assistance to the Commission if they could indicate their considered views on the 
existing equation of posts with posts carrying comparable duties and responsibilities in other 
Departments. A list of such equations in Proforma III may please be handed over to the 
Pay Commission at the time of discussion. 

III Pay Seal-. : 
Stagnation or lack of reasonable promotional opportunities are seen especially in the 

lower ranks. The present practice is to mitigate the hardships caused by them by providing 
selection time •cales and selection grades. There is a suggestion to meet this situation in a 
different manner by extending the scale itself for a short period of 4 to 5 years, beyond the 
maximum which will have been reached within a period of 15 years after satisfactory 
completion of probation. The Heads of Departments may kindly consider this suggestion 
with particular reference to the cadres in their departments and point out during discussions 
the practical difficulties, if any, that may be encountered if the suggestions were to be 
adopted. 

IV Allowance• : 
(I) H.R.A. and C.C.A. are avail .. ble at present to a section of Government employees 

stationed iJo. urban area. It is stated that a large number of employees working in smaller 
towns and rural areas are deprived of these benefits. There is a suggestion that an equitable 
procedure in extending such benefits would be to evolve a. suitable pattern of a consolidated 
allowance relatable to what may be regarded as expenses incidental to or consequential on 
Government service and make it available to every one irrespective of the place at which he 
is working. The feasibility of this suggestion may also kindly be considered by the Heads o( 
Depa;tments in. the light of their own experience with particular reference to their 
departments and suggestions if any made during the discussion. 

(2) There have also claims made by Associations and individuals for enhancement of 
the scales of certain allowances (like Kit allowance, Uniform allowance, Washing allowance 
etc.,) available to them at present and for grant of certain new allowances. The considered 
view o£ the Heads of Departments and Secretaries and their suggestions (which may be 
indicated in column 9 of Proforma II) will be of much assistence to the Commission. 

V Special Point• : 
A list of additional special points in respect of your Department proposed to be di11cussed 

is also appendedjbeing sent separately. 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

Cadre. 

2 

Class. 

3 

PROFORMA-I 

Cadre position an on 1st March 1975 

No. of posts 

Perma- Tempo-
nent. rary. 

Scales of 
pay 

(in full) 

5 

426 

No. of posts 
remaining 
vacant for 

over 1 year a. 
on 1.3. 75 

6 

MODE OF RECRUITMENT 

PR=by promotion only. 
DR=by direct recruit. 

ment only. 
PR=both by PR and DR. 

+DR 
O=by other means. 

7 



Sl. 
No. 

1 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

PROFORMA- IT 

Special Pall, Allowances and other ben eli is attached to the cadre as on u; Jlllarch 1975 

Suggestions 
Other benefits 

Reasons and/ if any for 
Other such as rent revision in 

allowances free quarters, or conditions quantum, Scale for grant of Desig- Spl. free Uni- scale condi-Spl. pay/ nation. 
(Min. -Max.) Pay. Name Rate forms etc., tions, etc., 

of with Scales allowances of the Special 

2 3 

Allow.ance periodicity 
etc., if any. 

5 6 

PROFORMA- III 

Suggested Equation of Class I & II Posts 

Departments : 

and other 
benefits· allowances 

and other 
benefits 

7 8 

THIS DEPARTMENT OTHER DEPARTMENTS 

Cadre Scale ( 1970) DEPART- Cadre Scale (1970) 
(Post) Class MENT (Post) Class---

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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ANNEX-XXll 
LJSi OF.lNVrTEES\'WITR WHOM. THE PXY cm.rM:issrbN' HELD DISCUSSIONS 

Sriyuths : 
I.·· Abraham Varghese, . · 

· Deputy Superintendent o.t Police (Training), 
Bangalore. -. · 

2. Dr. Arakeri, H. R., 
Vice-Chan~ellor, Agricultural University, 
Banga!o.re. 

3. . Asvathanarayan, G., 
Additional Secretary to Govetnment, 
Planning Department, Bangalore. 

4. Bala;ubramanyam, K ., 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Adviser to Government on Land Reforms and 
State Revenues, Government of Karnataka, 
Bangalore. 

Balasubramanian, V., 
Deputy Commissioner, Bangalore District, 
Bangalore, 

Betkerur, B. N., 
Administrative Officer, 
Health and Family Planning Services, 
Bangalore. 

Bharath, N. S., 
Retired Joint Secretary to Government, 
Finance Department, Government of 'Karnataka, 
Bangalore. 

8. Bhat,'P. 8., 
··Regtmai";- Htgh· Court--·lif·Kamata-ka, 

Bangalore. 
--··- ---- -----

9,, Dayal, _ ;· 
Admini;trative Staff College, 
Consulting and Applied Research Division, 
Government of India, Hyderabad, 

10. Desai, G. R., 
Distl'ict Judge, Bangalore, 

II. Deve Gowda, A. C., 
Retired Director of Public Instruction, 
Government of Karnataka, Bangalore. 

12, Dwarakinath, R., 
Director of Agriculture, 
Bangalore, 

13. Dr. Gopal, M. H., 
Retired Professor of Economics 
University of Mysore, Mysore. 

H. Gopal, H. V., 
Deput-y Registrar, 
High Court of Karnataka, Bangalore, 

15. Janardhana Pai, 
DivisiOnal Manager, 
Life Insurance Corporation of India, 
Bangalore. 

16. Lakshman Rau, N., 
Administrator, 
Corporation of the City of Bangalore, 
Ban galore. 

17. Melkote, A. 8., 
Director, 
Administrative Training Institute, 
Mysore. 
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18. Murthy, K. S. N., 
Commissioner for Industries and Commerce 
and Secretary to Governfnen't,: Bangalore;' ' ·. 

19. Nagarkatti, K. N., 
Retired I. C. S. Officer, 
Bangalore. 

20. Dr. Narasimhaiah, H., _ 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

Vice-Chancellor, Bangalore University, 
Bangalore. 

Narasimha Ran, N., 
Commissioner for Health and 
Municipal Administration and 
Secretary to Government, Banga!ore. 

Nayak~ P. R., 
Managing·Director, Karnataka Power 
Corporation, Bangalore. 

Prof. I;'andurangi, K: T ., 
Head of the Department of Sanskrit, 
Bangalore University, Bangalore. 

Parthasarathy,.R., · 
Manager, Government Computer Centre, 
Bangalore. 

Prabhu, P. P., 
Director, Bureau of Economics and 
Statistics, .. Bangalore, 

Ramaswamy, M. L., · 
Joint Draftsman and. Ex-Officio Joint ·, 
Secretany- to Government, Department of 
Law and Parliamentary Affans, Bangalore. 

Ramamurthr; B. N., 
Director, Printing; Stationery and 
Public'it tions, Ba ngal<>re. 

Vidwan Ranganatha Sharma, N., 
Sanskrit. College, Bangalore. 

' 
Rao, G . .V. K., 

Chief, Secretary to G)vernment of Kar~ataka,, 
Bangalore. · . : · · 

( ' 
Satishchandran, T. R., 

Financial Commissioner and Secretary to 
Government, Bangalore. 

' 
Dr,· Sharma, N. A., 

Joint Director, Institute for Social and 
Economic Change, Banga!ore. 

Sri Rama, M. A., 
Retired Director of Printing, Stationeq 

, and ,Publications, Bangalore, 

33. Surendranath, K. P., 
Joint Oi,rector of Public Instruction, 
Banga!orr. · 

34. Varadan, S., , . . 
Commissioner for Public 'Works and Electricity 
and, ~ecretary to Government, Banga!ore. 

35. Venkatesh, N. D., 
Secretary to· Government, 
Department of Law and Parliamentary Affairs, 
Bang~ lore: . . . , 

36.- Vasudeva Rao, M., · 
One-Man Commission• for Reorganisation of 
Districts and Taluks: in Karnataka, 
·Bangli!ore. 
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AlfKEX-XXIII 

LIST OF WITNESSES WHO GAVE ORAL EVIDENCE 

ASSOCIATIONS OF EMPLOYEES OF GOVERNMENT 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

Name of the 
Association 

2 

I. Afro - Asian Council of Unani Education, 
Krishnamurthypuram, Mysore. 

2. Assistant Agricultural Officers' Association, 
Ban galore. 

3. Assistant Agricultural Officers' Association, 
Belgaum. 

~- Assistant Agricultural Officers' Association, 
Dharwar. 

5. Assistant Agricultural Officer•' Association, 
Hassan. 

6. Assistant Agricultural Officers' Association, 
Mysore. 

7. Assistant Agricultural Officers' Association, 
Shimoga. 

8. All Mysore Laboratory Technicians 
Association, Bangalore-38. 

9. Association of Agricultural Graduates, 
Mangalore. 

10. Association of All'ricultural Graduates, 
Mysore. 

II. Association of Probation Officers, Jayanagar, 
Ban galore. 
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Represented by 

3 

SriyJ!ths: 

Dr. Syed Mahmood 
(President) 

Dr. J. S. Raman 
(Secretary - General) 

Dr. Syed Khasim 

Nazir Ahmed 
(President) 

Subhaschandra Bose 
(Secretary) 

Hayavadana 
Vasudeva Rao 

C. B. Gudigari 
(President) 

M. V. Deshpande 
(Secretary) 

C. M. Hoolikantimath 
A. V. Naik 

R. L. Sardesai 
(President) 

S. N. Tumbad 

S. V. Prakash 
(Member) 

T. Puttaswamy 
(Member) 

B. N. Dattatri 
(Secretary) 

M. B. Mallappa 

A. M. Anantha Das 
(Secretary) 

G. Basa vanna 
(President) 

K. Rama Rao 
Cha.ndrachuda Sastry 
Krishnaswamy ' 

B. Prathapachandra Shetty 
(President) 

B. A. Srinivasan 
(President, Chikmagalore 
District) 

Sridhar Sb enava 
(Secretary) 

Shamprakash 

B. Kenchiah 
(President) 

K. G. Shivanagendra 
.(Secretary) 

Gurus han tha ppa 
Jayaram 

T. V. Rajasekbar 
(Secretary) 

H. Chandrasekhar 
B. C. Patil 
S. B. Kalaverakkannavar 



----------------------- --. 
1 2 

12. Association of State Accounts De-partment, 
Bangalore 

13. Association of Surveyors, Survey, Settlement 
& Land Records, Belgaum Region, 
Belgaum. 

14. Association of Teachers of Technical Institutions 
S. J. P. Building, Bangalore. 

15. Ban galore City South District Primary School 
Teachers' Association, Bangalore. 

16. Bangalore District Vaccinators' AssociatiOn, 
Bangalore. 

17. B. M. S. College of Engineering Welfare 
Employees' Association, Bangalore. 

18. Bangalore University College Teachers' 
Association, Bangalo:re 

19. Bclguam District Ballllfs and Process Servers' 
Association, Belgaum 

20. Bijapur District Talathis' Association, Bijapur. 

21. Board of Head Masters, Belgaum. 

22. College Teachers' As.ociation, Hassan. 
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D. B. Ramaswamy 
(Secretary) 

V. S. Ramaiah 
Venkataratnam Shetty 

B. M. Malali 
(President) 

K. A. Keshavamurthy 
(President · KSGEA) 

N. A. Deshpande 
B. V. Kulkarni 

B. G. Janardhan 
(President) 

N. S. Jathana 
(Vice-President) 

S. V. Somasekharan 
(Secretary) 

S. M. Gulam Mustafa 

V. Venkateshaiah 
(President) 

Jaishankara 
(Vice-President) 

C. N. Lakshminarayana 
(General Secretary). 

B. C. Rajasekhara 

B. Hanuman Singh 
(President) 

K. A. Keshava Murthy 
(President • KSGEA) 

R. Ramachandriah 
(Vice-President)· 

M. T. Krishnappa 
(Secretary) 

Prof. Y. V. Ramadas 
(President) 

K. G. Chandrappa 
(Vice-President) 

B. C. Vasudeva Rao 
(Secretary) 

L. Aswathanarayana 

K. Dwarakanatb. 
(President) 

B. A. Dayanath 
(Vice-President) 

T. G. Raghavan 

A. N. Thasanga 
(President) 

V. B. Madival 
(Secretary) 

V. S. Patil 
(Pre.,ident) 

C. M. Dodli 
R.N. Walinjkar 

S. G. Hosmath 
(Chairman) 

H. Puttaswamy 
(Secretary) 

G. Purushothaman 
G. Venkateswara Sharma 
N. Jayashankar 
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23. Co-operative Inspectors' Association, Ali Asker 
Road, Ban galore:, 

... 
24. Diploma Pharmacists' Association (Karuataka), 

Bangalore,. 

I::. > •• ' 

25. District Le,vel· Laboratory Technicians' As;ocia
tion, Mandya. 

26. District Veterina.ry, Association, Chitradurga. 

27. Federation of Uriiversity and College Teachers' 
Association, Banga.lore. 

28. Field' Assi~tan'ts ~~d .Agricultural Assistants' 
Associa'tion, · Koppa!. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

. . 

Fisheries Assistant. Superintendents' Associa
tion, Bangalore. 

Fisheries Ministerial Employees' Association, 
Bangalore. 

Forest Ministerial 
Ban galore, 

Service Association, 

Gadag Taluk' Sec6ndary School Head Masters' 
Association,.· Gada g. 

Governm~nt '.Ayurvedic and Unani College 
Graduates' Association, Ashoka Road, Mysore. · 

34. Government Press Employees' Association, 
Bangalore. 

··~32 
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Y. Sreekan.teswar 
(President)· 

S. Allabaksh 
(Vice-President) 

Y .N. Shivananjaiah 
. (Secretaryj 

N. Ramachandra 

D.A. Gundu Rao 
(Vice-President) 

V.M. Bhat 
(General Secretary) 

R. Muralidhara · 

R. Srinivasa 
(President) 

R. Somashekara Sastry 
(Secretary) 

Ramasetty 
Shivalingegowda 

: . . ' ' . . . 
. A. Bheemappa Reddy 

Dr. H. R. Madhava Rao 
Dr. T. K. Raju 

(Members) 

M. Satyanarayana Rao 
( President) 

H. l'uttaswa:my 
N.G. Renuka Frasanna 
G. Purushothama 

N.R. Ghorpade 
(President) 

R.K. Bira;;al 
(General Secretary) 

S. Krishnamurthachar 
R.L:Hulker r 
K.D. Handi 
M.C. Krishna Prasad 

(Pre<ident) 
Salajan 

(Secretary) 
S.M. Shivashankarappa 
B.S. Rajaselfhar 

·K. Achutha 
V. Ramakrishna Yelachithya 
T.H. Puttashamaiah 
K. Krishnan 
l'f¥.emb~~s). 

B.V. Venkataraya 
(Vice-President) 

T.N. Subhana 
(Secretary) 

M.M. Dhalayat 
(Member) 

Dr. M. Mahadeva Shastry 
. ' (President) 

Dr. T. R. Ramaraju 
. (Secretary) 

B.K. Sriramaiah. 
(President) 

S. Venkat Ram 
(Secretary) 

M. Muniram 
C. Rayappa 
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35 Graduate Teachers' Association, Jamkhandi. 

36. Haveri Taluk Primary School Teachers' Associa
tion, Haveri. 

37. Higher Grade Physical Education 
Association, National College, 
S. Kauara. 

38. Horticultural Association, Mysore. 

Teachers' 
Barkur, 

39. Indian Medical Association, Karnataka State 
Branch, Bangalore. 

40. Indian Medicine Practitioners' Association, 
Krishnamurthypuram, Mysore. 

41. Karuaeaka Academic Librarians Associa'tion, 
Dharwar-3. 

i2. Karnataka Administrative Services Association, 
Bangalore. 

43. Karnataka Assistant Geologists' Association, 
Bangalore. 

44. Karnataka As·sociatiou of Clinical Psycholo
gists, Bimgalbre'-2. , 

45. Karnataka B. C. G. Workers' Association, 
Kempegowdli Road', Bangalore-9. 
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Tatasahell Pawadappa Baugi 
(President) 

Murtujasaheb Huseusab 
Kesaratti 

(General Secretary) 

S.C. Gokavi 
(Member) 

K. Govinda Rao 
Narayana Rao 

(Members) 

N. Mahadevappa 
(Director) 

K. Sunder Rai 
(General Secretary) 

O.P. Kushalappa 

Dr. M. Rajasekharappa 
(First Vice-President) 

Dr. B.K. Jayaraj 
(Secretary) 

Dr. B.M. Narayan 
Dr. C.K. Renuka 
Dr. N.K. Srinivasa Murthy 

Dr. J.S. Raman 
(President) 

Dr. M.G.R. Urs 
(Secretary) 

ll.B. Hm\.guud 
(Secretary) 

Stanley Madari Kumar 
V.G. Hiremath 

N.B. P.~otil 
(Secretary) 

S.D. Nayak 
B.N. Betkerur 
N.K. Naik 
C.H. Govind Bhat 
M.G. Halappanavar 
Smt. R. Sathyarthini Sujatha 

Kt·ishna'machari 
(Pre,ideut) 

R. Mndhu 
(Secretary) 

V. Mahesh 
S. N. Ganachari 

Dr. A. Ananda Rao 
(General Secretary) 

Dr. P. Madhu Rao 
Dr. Vinoda N. Murthy 
Dr. P. Kodandaram 
D~:. Padma Embar 

K'. A. Keshava Murthy 
(President-KSGEA) 

T. R. Ambaji Rao 
(Secretary) 

Keshavappa 
G. P. Kyathappa 
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46. Karnataka Commercial Taxes Services' 
Association, Bangalore. 

47. Karnataka Employment and Training Diploma 
Engineers' Association, A•hoka Road, Mysore. 

48. Kamataka Engineering Service Association, 
Bangalore and Mysore Diploma Engineers' 
Service As.;ociation, U.B. Hills, Dharwar. 

49. Karnataka Geo-Technologists' Asoociation, 
Bangalore. 

50. Karnataka Government College Teachers' 
Association, Government Science College, 
Bangalore. 

51. Karnataka Government Secretariat As&ociation, 
Bangalore." 

52.- Karnataka Government Insurance Department 
Employees' Union, Bangalore. 

53. Karnataka Government Motor Drivers' 
Central Ass_oci~tion, Bangalore. 

54. Karnataka Government Secretariat Stenogra
phers' Association, Bangalore. 

[•5. Karnataka Government Secretariat Junior 
Assistants' Association, Bangalore. 
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C. R. Srinivasa Murthy 
(President) 

G. Ramanna 
(Secretary) 

M. Ratnakar Prabhu 
N. Nagaraju 
B. G. Naik 

Gangachannigaiah 
(President) 

Govindarajulu 
T. G. Shivaraj 
K. N. Nagabhnshana Setty 

K. A. Keshava Murthy 
(President-KSGEA) 

R. T. Kulkarni 
(President) 

M. Ramakrishna 
(General Secretary) 

S. N. Sampige 
Kenchaiah 
S. Krishna Murthy 

G. S. Annaiall 
(President) 

G. Nanjundaiall 
(Secretary) · 

S. P. Dharanendran 
G. S. Dore•wamy 

M. A. Sethu Ran 
(President) 

B. H. Hanumanthaiah 
(Secretary) 

T. Sivanna 
V. Siddaramappa 

M. N. Subramanyam 
(President) 

Basheer Ahmed 
(Secretary) 

Mohamed Mustafa 

G. Jagadeesh Reddy 
(President) 

R. N. Deshpande 
(Secretary) 

G. Diwakar Reddy 
M. K. Jagadeesh 

V. C. Krishnaswamy 
(President) 

A. B. Hanumanthaiah 
(Secretary) 

D. N. Ramaiah 
Jafar Sheriff 

S. Munikri.•hnan 
(President) 

Abdul Wajid Zuffari 
· '(Secretary) 
N. Subba Rao 

Raj anna 
(President) 

K. Karnakara Shetty 
(General Secretary) 

T. T. Mahaxudrappa 
B. Srinivasa Naik 
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56. Karnataka Government Secretariat, Typiots' 
Association,_ Bangalore. 

57. Karnataka Government Typists and Stenogra
phers' Association, Bangalore. 

58 Karnataka Graduate Government EmployeeR' 
Association, Udipi, South Kanara. 

59. Karnataka Health and Family Planning 
Services Auxiliary Nurse Midwives/Midwives 
Association, Bangalore. 

60. Karnataka Health and Family Planning Services 
Ministerial Staff Association, Bangalore. 

61. Karnataka Judicial Officers' Association, 
Gandhinagar, Bangalore-9. 

62. Karnataka Labour Inspectors' Association, 
Bangalore. 

63. Karnataka Motor Vehicles Department Emp
loyees' Association, Bangalore. 

64. Karnataka N.C.C. Civilian Employees' Associa
tion, Palace Road,. Bangalore. 

65. Karnataka Official Photographers' Association, 
Department of Information and Publicity, 
Bangalore. · 

66. Karnataka Post-Graduate Medical Association, 
Chickmagalur. 
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H. S. Nagaraja Rao 
(President) 

Z. A. Khan 
(Secretary) 

W. Joseph 

B. R. Jayasimha 
(General Secretary) 

M. Shivaji Rao 
M. Obala Reddy 

C. H. Kochanna Rai 
(President) 

U.N. Ahmed 
(General Secretary) 

B. L. N. Navada 
M.P. Appacb.hu 

D. Sarojini M.trgaret 
· (President) 
K. A, Keshava Murthy 

(President-KSGEA) 
Mary Crastha 
M Shanthappa 

M. Shanthappa 
(President) 

K. A. Keshava Murthy 
(President-KSGEA) 

K. C. Cheluvaraj 
(General Secretary) 

R. G. Desai 
(President) 

K. Gopal Hegde 
(General Secretary) 

Y. M. C. Sharma 

A.S. Sb.ivananda 
(President) 

L.S. Subbujayaram 
(General Secretary) 

M.N. Samartha Ramadas 
K. Sb.anthi Prakash 

B. Siddappa 
(President) 

B.R. Krishnappa 
K. Nanjundaiah 
V. Ramachandra 

T.V. Raghavan 
(President) 

K. Raghavendrachari 
(General Secretary) 

K.C. Ramaiah 
K.P.C. Pillai 

N. Ramaohandriah 
(Vice-President) 

N.H. Dasappa 
(Secretary) 

S.M. Eswarappa 
M.S. Shivakumar 

Dr. N.B. Parvathaiah 
(President) 

Dr. H.D. Chandrappa Gowda 
Dr. B.K. Shadaksharappa 
Dr. R. Lakshmana Rao 
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67. Karnataka Post- Graduate Teachers' Association, 
Banga lore. 

68. Karnataka Public Works Department Assistant 
Engine:rs' Association, Belgaum. 

69. Karnataka Public Works Department Graduate 
Junior Engineers' Association, Post Office 
Road, Baugalore. 

70. Karnataka Radiographers' and X-Ray Te.ohni
cians' Association, Ba)lgalore. 

71. Karnataka Rajya 1\'Iadhyamika Shikshana Sangha, 
Kumta 

72. Karnataka Secretariat Gazetted Officers' 
Association, Bangalore. 

73. Karnataka Sericnltural Operatives' Association, 
Kolar. 

74. Karnataka State Bailiffs and Process Servers' 
Association, Dharwar. 

75. Karnataka State B&sic Health Workers' 
Association, Bangalore. 

76. Karnataka State 
Bangalore-9. 

Chemists' Association, 
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B.N. Nanjundiah 
(President) 

N. Nanjaraj Urs 
(General Secretary) 

Anantharam 
P.S. Thotappa 

S.B. Dandgi 
(President) 

S.N. Khot 
B.G. PuneJrar 
V .S. Havannavar 

S.C. Somashekharappa 
(President) 

N. Channakeshavaiah 
G. Narayanaswamy 
B.H. Belaldavar 

P.R. Nataraj 
(President) 

Syed Wazeed 
(Secretary) 

Dr. C.K. Bangappa 

C.G. Srinivasa Murthy 
V. Babaana 

R.R. Sonde 
(President) 

M.M, Bhat 
(Secretary) 

N.S· Prabhu 

Phim Rao 
(President) 

Mohamed Mustafa 
(Secretary) 

B.P. Patil 
K.H. Krishna Singh 
B.N. Venkat Rao 

K.A. Keshava Murthy 
(President-KSGEA) 

Y. Khalufulla K4a11 
(Secretary) 

M. Ramachandrappa 
S.A. Majid 

B. H. Muddi 
(President) 

N.U. :S::enchallannavar 
S.F. Hugara 

M. Shanthappa 
(President) 

K. A. Keshava Murthy 
(President - KSGEA) 

Dast.hagi~ Sahib 
(Secretary) 

B. K. Krishnappa 

M. S. Srinivasa Murthy 
(Vice-President) 

K. A. Keehava. Murthy 
(President - KSGEA) 

U~ N. Nagaraja Rao 
(General Secretary) 

Smt. Pramuda Knight 
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77. Karnataka State College Teachers' Association, 
Bangalore-2. 

78. Karnataka State Diploma Engineers' Association 
(3 years), Bangalore. 

79. Karnataka State Diploma, Engineers' Association 
(3 years), Mangalore. 

80. Karnataka State Draughtsmen Asociation, 
Rajajinagar, Bangalore. 

81. Karnataka State Educ!'-tion Federation, 
Government Boys' Middle School, 
Sulthanpet, Bangalore. 

82. Karnataka State Employment and Training 
Employees' Association, Hosnr Road, 
Bangalore. 

83. Karnataka, State Excise Staif Association, 
Bangalore. 

'84. Karnataka State Field Assistants' and Agri
cultural Assistants' Association, Badami, 
Bijapur D1strict. 

85. Karnataka State Range Forest Officers' 
Association, Malleswaram, Bangalore. 

86. Karnataka State Forest Protective Staff 
Association, Bangalore, 

87. Karnataka State Goveznment Commercial 
Tax Employees' Association, Shimoga,. 
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Prof. T. Ramesan 
(President) 

N. R. Ja.yaram 
(Secretary) 

B. R. Thandaveswara Ra(l 
Dr. M. N. Gudi 
Ma!likarjuna Rao 

H. S. Shivashankar 
(President) 

T. M. Prabhaiah 
(Secretary) 

Narasimha. Murthy 
B. M. Eswa.rappa 

G. R. Prabhu 
(President) 

K. N. MuchimJ.aya 
(Secretary) 

V. Ramesh Rao 

D. Keshava Murthy 
(General Secretary) 

K. Venkataramanappa 
(Secretary) 

D. R. Murugendrappa 
K. R. Lingappa 

S. Channabasavaiah 
(President) 

K. A. Keshav~~o Murthy 
(President- KSGEA) 

P. S. Sripathy 
A. Ramachandra 

K. B. Byre Gowda 
(President) 

C. M. Puttaswamy 
(Secretary) 

K. Narasimhaia.h 
M. Ahmed Shariff 

K. A. Keshava Murthy 
(President- KSGEA) 

R. K. Birasal 
(General Secretary) 

R. K. Patil 
S. R. Kulkarni 

N. Nagavarma 
(President) 

S. Inayuthulla 
(Secretary) 

A. B. Appanna 
N. Padmanabha. 

K. Kataiah 
(President) 

D. Dyva Shetty 
(Secretary) 

C. Venkateshaiah 

T. D. Venkatappa Gowda 
(President) 

K. A. Keshavamurtby 
(President- KSGEA) 

K. S. Suryanarayana 
L. S. Krishna Murthy. 
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88. Karnataka State Government Employees' Associa~ 
tion (Food & Civil Supplies), Bangalore-1. 

89. Karnataka State Government Employees' 
Association (Food & Civil Supplies) Mohan 
Mansion, Kasturba Road, Bangalore-1. 

90. Karnataka State Government Employees' 
Association, Bangalore. 

91. Karnataka State Government Medical College 
Teachers' Association, Mysore. 

92. Karnataka State Government Medical College and 
Dental College Teachers' Association, 
Bang11lore. · · 

93. K11rnataka State Gramasevaks' and Gramasevikas 
Association, Bangalore. 

94. Karnataka State Health Inspectors' Association, 
Maudya. · 

95. Karnataka State Health Inspectors' Association, 
District Branch, f'louth Kanara, Mangalore. 

96. Karnataka State Hostel Workers' Union, 
Subedarchatram Road, Bangalore. 

97. Karnataka State Kannada Teachers' Council, 
Mysore. 

98. Karna.taka State Motor Vehicles Inspectors' 
Association, "Bangalore. 
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Md. Ismail 
(President) 

B. N. Shetty 
M. Hussain Sheriff 

K. Muniswamy 
(President) 

H. S, Ananda Rao 
. ' S. Ramaswamy 

Chikkarangaiah 

K. A. Keshava Murthy 
(President) 

Revnnna Siddaiah 
(General Secretary) 

P. A. Sripathy 
Rachayya Sivani 

Dr. R. H N. Shenoy 
(President) 

Dr. M. Rama Setty 
(Secretary) 

Dr. S. Krishna Haravey 
Dr. C. N. Singh 
Dr. S. T. Venkataiah 

Dr. B. K. Venkataraman 
(Chairman) 

Dr. M. Y. Rai 
Dr. Nanjappa 
Dr. N. T. Mohan 

Hanumaiah 
(General Secretary) 

B. K. Nagabushanaiah 
S. G. Beeranur 
B. D. Hunagund 

C. Shivalinge Gowda 
(President) 

K. A. Keshava Murthy 
(President-KSGEA) 

K. Narasimha Murthy 
(Secretary) 

A. B. Krishnachar 

K Srinivasa Naik 
(President) 

B. Krishna 
(Secretary) 

Seetharama Shetty 
N. L. Vishakantaiah 

S. Venkataram 
(President) 

P. B. Narayana Rao 
(Secretary) 

S. Manchaiah 
(Vice-President) 

H. Nanje Gowda 
(Secretary) 

H. K. Siddagangaiah 
R. Anantharamu 

I. K. Devaiah 
(President) 

D. Venugopalaiah 
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99. Karnataka State Panchayat Raj and Community 
Development Officers' Association, 
Bangalore. --· 

100. Karnataka State Pharmacists' Association, 
Bangalore. 

101. Karnataka State Primary School Teachers' 
Association,. Bangalore. 

102. Karnataka State Printing Technologists1 Associ-
ation, Bangalore. · 

103. Karnataka State Public 'forks _Department 
Officers' Association, Bangalore. 

104. Karuataka State Public Works Department 
Tracers' Association, K. R. Circle, Bangalore. 

105. Karnataka State Public Work& Department 
Works Inspectors' Association, Belgaum. 

106. Karnataka State Registration 
Department Employee•' 
Bangalore-560010. 

and Stamps 
Association, 

107. Karnataka State Secondary School Head Masters' _ 
Association,_ Dooravaninagar, Bangalore-16. 

108. Karnataka State Secondary Teachers' Association, 
Nrupathunga Road, Bangalore. 
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Guranna V adi 
(President) 

M. R. Narayan 
M. Channaiah 

H. N. Subbarayappa 
(President) 

H. Rama 
(Secretary) 

K. Jayaram Naik 
H. M. Raja Iyengar 

K. A. Keshava Murthy 
(President-KSGEA) 

Q. Umapathi 
· (President) 
K. Bhojaraja Shetty ' 

(General Secretary) 
G. S. Neelakantaiah 

J. S. Venkatram 
· (Vice-President) 
H. M. Anantharam 

(Secretary) 
B. Doreswamy 
Krishnoj i Rao 

Parasiva Murthy 
(Vice-President) 

A. V. Shankar Rao 
(Jt. General Secretary) 

K. Sundar Naik 
H. G. Abdul Hameed 
K. Rudraiah 

B. Rangahanumaiah 
(President) 

R. Prahalad Rao 
(Secretary) - · 

M. N. Shamprasad • I. 
N. Seshagiri Rao 
K. A. Keshava Murthy 

(President KSGEA) 

· V. R. Mutalik 
(Secretary) 

K. A. Keshava Murthy 
(Pre.ident KSGEA) 

R. D. Hampiholli 
H. S. Rangaswamy 

M. H. Macci . 
(Ptesident) _ , , 

P. V. Rangaswamy Nayakar -
A. Soma&undaram 
Rudrappa 

M. A. Srinivasa Iyengar 
(Presi~ent) . 

C. V. Srinivasa Murthy 
(Secretary) 

T. B. Suryanarayana 
C. Gundu Rao 

Smt. B. Padmavathi Vithal Rao 
(President) 

Mallur Ananda Rao 
(General Secretary) 

G. K. Kulkarni 
H. V. Dinesh 
M. N. Satwade 
H. A. Ramaswamy 
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109. Karuataka State Social Welfare Department 
Employees' Association, Bangatore. 

110. Karnataka State Statistical Assistants' Association, 
Bureau of Economics & Statistics, Bangalore. 

111. Karuataka State Survey, Settl~meut & Laud 
Records, Executive Officers' Association, 
Bangalore. 

112. Karnataka State Tuberculoeis Health Visitors' 
As•ociation, Kempegowda Road, Bangalore. 

113. Karnataka State Universities & College :Employees' 
Association, Bangalore. 

114. Kolar District High sc·hoo\ Language Teachers' 
Association, Kolar. 

115. Mappers' (L.R. Draughtsmen) Association, 
Survey, Settlement and Land Records 
Department, Bangalore. 

116. Mass Communication Association, Department 
of Information and Publicity, Bangalon. 

117. Medical College Teachers' Association, Hubli 
Branch, K.M.C. Hoepital, Hubli. 

118. Mines & Geology Employees' Association, 
Bangalore. 

119. Ministerial Staff Association, Directot of 
Technical Edueation, Bangalore. 

120. Ministerial Staff Association, Directorate of 
Health & Family Planning Services, Tumkur. 
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Chinnanarayanaswamy 
(President) 

V. J. Venkataramana 
(General Secretary) 

S.D. Puranik 

G. Basavanna 
(Vice-President) 

K. Feroz Ahmed 
(Genera! Secretary) 

D. K. Parthasarathy 
Alfred Samuel 

N. B. Ramaiah 
(Secretary) 

B. V. Patil 
L. Siddaiah 
K. Srirangarajan 

K. H. Andanaiah 
(President) 

B. Dhasaratha 
(Secretary) 

K. A. Keshava Murthy 
(President - KSGEA) 

D. R. Prabhakar Rao Babu 

B. Gangadhar 
(Vice-President) 

N. T. Dhananjay.a Gowda 
(Secretary General) 

R. S. Rama Rao 

Kastur irangachar 
N.K. Laxman Rao 
(Members) · 

Dasappa 
(Director) 

P. Doddaiah 
(Secretary) 

G. N. Chalageri 
K. V. Lakshminarasimha 

G. Rull.raiah 
(Vice-President) 

K. N. Bengeri 
S. H. Rajan 
K.V. Guruprasad 

Dr. G.R. Chandrasekhar 
Dr. D.V. Sampathkumaran 

N. Gopa.laiah 
(Secretary) 

Ramahanumaiah 
A. Muniswamy 

Thirumal& Roa 
(President) 

Bylananjanappa 
(General Secretary) 

B.V. Kedilaya 
S.M. Gurulingaswamy 

M. Chandrappa 
(President) 

Shivagangachary 
(Secretary) 

A.F. Franklin 
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121. Mysore University Library Science Association, 
Mysore. 1 

122. Mysore Veterinary Compounders' Association, 
Bangalor~. 

123. Mysore State Health Inspectors' Association, 
Seshadri Road, Bangalore. 

124. Mysore State Association for Teachers of Health 
Physical Education and Recreation, 
Bangalote. 

125. Mysore Dairy Technicians' Association, 
Davanagere. 

126. Mysore G.C.I.M. Medical Practitioners' 
Association, Bangalore. 

127. Mysore State Lady Health Visitors' Association, 
Hanumanthanagar.; Bangalore. 

128. Mysore State Language Teachers' 
Association, Government Central Junior 
College, Bangalore. 

'129 .. Mysore State Polytechnic 
Craftsmen Associat;on. 
S. J. P. Building, 
Bangalore. 

130. National Integrated 
Medical Association, · 
Mysore-4. 

131. North Kanara District 
Amins and Process Servers' 
Association, 
North Kanara District. 
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H.A Khan 
(President) 

N.B. Pangannayya 
Md. Khasim 

G.L. Ramaswamy Iyengar 
(President) 

C.K. Kempaiah 
(General Secretary) 

M. Shanthappa 
Kempaiah 

P.M. Rndraradhya 
(President) 

B. Hanumansingh 
(Secretary) 

S.T. Narayan Rao 
N.G. Narayana Murthy 

Dr. G.M. Sivasankar 
(Secretary) 

G·P. Channabasavanna 
S.N. Ramadass 
K. Narayana 

B.K. Nagaraj 
(Secretary) 

S.N. Subba Rao 
Vijaya Kumar Maslekar 
D. V. Sathyanarayana 

K.A. Keshava Murthy 
(President, KSGEA) 

Dr. C.H. Konthikal 
(Secretary) 

·Dr. Y. Veerappa 
Dr. S. M. Shivashankarappa 

K.A. Keshava Murthy 
(President-KSGEA) 

Smt. Chayalakshmi 
(Vice-President) 

Smt. H. Seethamma 
.(Secretary) 

Smt. Thaharabi 

G. S. Adiseshaiah 
(Vice-President) 
N. Ramaiah 
(Secretary) 
K. R. Subrahmanya 
P.R. Srinivasa Sastry 

G. S. Krishna Murthy 
(Pre&ident) 

S. B. Krishna 
(Secretary) 

T. Munivauna 
K. N. Anjaneyalu 

Dr. M· Mahadeva Sastry 
Dr. T. R. Ramaraju 

(Members) 

M. R. Setty 
(President) 
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132. North Kanara District 
Primary School Teachers' 
Association, 
Haliyal. 

133. North Kanara Judicial 
Clerks' Association, 
Karwar. 

134. North Karnataka Homoeopathic 
Association, 
Koppikar Road, Hubli. 

135. North Karnataka Subsidised 
Medical Practitioners' 
Association, 
Chabbi. 

136. Officers' Association, 
Bureau of Economics and 
Statistics, Bangalore. 

137. Panchayat Extension 
Officers' Association, 
Bangalore. 

138. Primary School Teachers' Asoociation, 
Savanur. 

139. PubJ:o Works Department 
Ministerial Staff Association 
(State Unit) Bangalore. 

140. Public Works Department 
Ttacers' Association, 
North Zone, Belgaum. 

141. Public Work• Department 
Tracers' Association, 
Upper Krishna Project, 
Shorapur Taluk. 

142. Secondary School Pb.ysical Education 
Teachers' Association of 
Karnataka, Bangalore. 

143. Sericultural Technical 
Employees' Association, 
Belgaum Region, 
Db.arwar. 

144. Shimoga District Secondary 
School Head Mastero' 
Association, Shimoga. 

145. Shortband Writers' Association, Bangalore. 
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Jaleel Shaikh 
(Member) 

H, B. Sejakar 
(Member) 

Dr. A. M. Bankapur 
Dr. V. Narasimha Murthy 

(Members) 

Dr. N. S. Rattihalli 
(Secretary) 

Revanna Siddaiab. 
(General Secretary-KSGEA) 

Dr. K· H. Bandi 

M.G. Gondi 
(Secretary) 

B. V. S. Rao 
V. Shantb.appa 
M. Mahadevaiab. 

M. Satyanarayana Rao 
(General Secretary) 

S. C. Hiremath 
(Member) 

A. M. Aziz Mirza 
(President) 

P. Shivakumar 
(Secretary) 

Kalaiah 
T. N. Munithopaiah 

V. L. Batakurki 
·(President) 
Torvi 

R. Prahlad Rao 
(Secretary, Karnataka 
State PWD Tracers' 
Association, Bangalore) 

G. P.· Chennabasavanna 
(Vice-President) 

J. Gopal Rao 
(Secretary) 

Revannasiddaiab. 
(General Secretary, KSGEA) 

B. N. Gurumurthy · 
(General Secretary) 

V. S. Luxelty 
(Vice-President) 

D. H. Durugappaiah 
(Secretary) 

C. N. War!ikar 

M. Venkatakri£hna.Jois 
,(Se0retary) 

K. T. Narain 
S. Rams Rao 
K. Shivappa 

M. A. Parthasarathy 
(.!resident) 

E. Krishuamurthy 
(Secretary) 
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146. South Kanara Bhasba Pandith Sangha, Canara High 
School, Mangaloro. 

147. South Kauara District Fine Arts & Craft Teachers' 
Association, Karkala. 

148. South Kanara Forest Guards' Association, Puttur,. 
South Kanara District .• 

149. South Kanara District Physical Education 
Teachers' Association, Mangalore. 

150. State Level Village Accountants' Association, 
Bangalore. 

151. Staff Association, C.P.C .. Polytechnic, 1\'Iysore. 

152. Staff Association, J unioJl Technical School, 
Mangalore. 

153. Stores Purchase Department Employees' 
Association, Bangalore. 

154. State Account• Department Association, 
Hosayallapur, Dharwar. 

155. Survey, Settlement and Land Records Ministerial 
Officers' Association, Bangalore. 

156. Sri Krishnarajendra Silver Jubilee Old Boys' 
As<~ociation, Bangalore. 

157. Teachers' Association, Sri Jayachamaraj endra 
Government Sanskrit College, Bangalore. 

158. Teachers' Asso.ciation, Junior College, Bangarpet, 
Kolar District. 

159. Teachers' Association,B. V. S. Polytechnic, 
Bagalkot. 

160. Teachers' Association, Government Polytechnic 
for Women, Mangalore. 
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B. A. Pai 
(President) 

J. Srinivasa Bhat 
(Secretary) 

K. Dhamodar Aithal 

K. Srinivasa Rao 
(President) 

D. C. Marathe 

M. Ramesh. Rao 
P. Krishnappa 

(Members) 

I. A. Kairanna 
(Secretary) 

T. N. Shathrugna 
N. Srikanthaiah 

N. G. Thippaiah Reddy 
(President) 

B. S. Sridhararaja Urs 
(Secretary) 

K. Krishnappa 

H. C. Nagaraju 
(Secretary) 

H. R. S. Setty 

B. C. Chinnappa 
(President) 

G. M. Viswanathaswamy 
(Secretary) 

Smt. A. Premalatha 
Smt. B. N. Vathsala 

A. R. Jadhav 
(General Secretary) 

C. K. Chandrashekara Dixit 
(President) 

Anjanappa 
(Secretary) 

K. G. Ramaiah 
L. Shankara NarayanaAcb.ar 

V. S. Venkatram 
(President) 

B. V. Munilakshmaiah 
(Secretary) 

Prof. B. Basavaraj 
C. R. Chalapathi 

T. R. Vilochana Sharma 
(President) 

N. B. Lingadevaru 
(Secretary) · 

S. V. Beema Batta 
K. M. Basappa 

K. S. Sathyanarayana 
S. Dattu Rao 
S. Shankaranarayan Bairy 
Ramaswamy 

(Members) 

R. Subramanian 
, (Secretary) 

H. R. Shanthakumara Shetty 
(President) 

W. K. Sharma 
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161. Teacherb' Association, Sanskrit College, Melkote 

162. Teachers' Association, Maharajas High School, 
Mysore. 

163. Technical Staff Association, Departme'lt of 
Information and Publicity, Bangalore. 

164. The M_vsore Physico Therapists(Phy•ical 
Therapists) Association, Bangalore. 

165. Trained Kannada Graduates Samithi, Bangalore. 

166. Trained Nurses' Association of India, Victoria 
Hospital, Bangalore. 

167. Treasury Cadre Officials' Association, Bangalore, 

168. Treasury Cadre Officials' Association, Bijapur. 

169. Treasury Cadre Officials' Association District 
Branch, Shimoga. 

170. Veterinary Graduates' Association, Dharwar, 

171, Veterinary Science Club, Haveri, 

172. Veterinary and Live-stock Inspectors' Association, 
Hebbal, Bangalore. 

. , 
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Jaggu Narasimhachar 
M. I. Narasimha Iyengar 

(Members) 

C.G. Venkataramana Setty 
(Member) 

M. Narasimha Murthy 
(Member) 

H. Yeshwant Rao 
(President) 

B.N. Mallanna 
(Secretary) 

N. Muniappa 
N. Nirmalananda 

D.S. Sabhapathy Naidu 
(Genera! Secretary) 

H.R. Narasimhan 
T.V. Sreeni vasacharya 
V. Vasudeva 

Basavaraju 
(Secretary) 

M.S.R. Marulasiddappa 
N.B. Lingadevaru 
H.G. Sadashiva Aradhya 

Mother Colman 
(President) 

Smt. K.A. Saramma. 
(Secretary) 

C.P.B. Kurup 
B. Bala.krishna 

R.N. Hallur 
(!?resident) 

K.N. Kini 
(Additional Joint Secretary) 

C.V. Na.gappa. 
Chandrasekhar Dix1t 

V.S. Katti 
(President) 

P. Govinda Rao 

K.N. Kini 
(President) 

K.A. Keshava Murthy 
(President-KSGEA) 

T.L. Vasudeva Rao 

Dr. N.S. Dronavar 
(President) 

K.A. Keshava Murthy 
(President-KSGEA) 

Dr. B.S. Kulkarni 
(Secretary) 

Dr. K.R. Alur 

Dr. A.G. Hiremath. 
Dr. M.M. Billali 
Dr. S.K. Deshpande 
Dr. T.N. Muttalli 

(Members) 

S.A. Swamidas 
(President) 

K.S. Himakaran 
(General Secretary) 

N. Annappa 
A. Vasudev 
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173. Vet~~inary and Live-stock Inepectors' Association, 
BiJapur. 

174, Veterinary and Livestock Inspectors' 
Association, Dharwar. 

175. Veterinary Association, Bangalore. 
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C.S. Meti 
(Secretary) 

S.V. Salimath 

M.V. Talavani 
(Secretary) 

M.T. Shetti 
N.V. Kulkarni. 

Dr. R.D. Nanjaiah 
(President) 

Dr. G.M. Srikantaiah 
(Secretary) 

Dr. B. Nagaraj 

ASSOCIATIONS OF EMPLOYEES OF LOCAL BODIES 

Sl. Name of the 
No. Association 
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1. Aided Secondary Schools Non-Teaching Staff 
Association, Mangalore. 

2. Association of Non-Teaching Staff of Taken 
Over Talnk Board High Schools, Srinivaspnr, 
Kolar District. 

3. Corporation Revenue Executive Aooociation 
Bangalore. 

4. Karnataka State Private College Non-Teaching 
Staff ASRociation, Bangalore. 

5. Taluk Development Board Physicians Association, 
Vidyaranyapuram, Mysore. 

6. University Private College Class IV Employees' 
Association, Bangalore. 

Represented by 
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D. N. Kulkarni 
(President) 

S.T. Kunder 
(Secretary) 

M. Bhaskar Rao 
M.G. Mutalik Desai 
M. Vemanna 

(Secretary) 

R.B. Naujuudappa 
(President) 

B.G. Venkataswamy 
(Secretary) 

B. Mahadevaiah 
L. Parthasarathy 
R.S. Rama Rao 

(General Secretary) 
M.S. Madhava Murthy 
K. Raghunathachar 
Dr. T.R. Ramaraju 

(Secretary) 
Dr. K. Sathyanarayana Sastry 
Dr. T. Sathyanarayana Sastry 

(Members) 
A Thammaiah 

(President) 
V. Shamanna 

(Secretary) 

Individual Representatives or Local Bodies 

7. Chairman, Village Panchayat, Kamalapur, 
Gulbarga Diotrict. 

8. Chief Officer, City Municipal Council, 
Humnabad, Bidar District. 

9. Head Master, Siddaganga High School, Tumknr. 
10. Physical Director and Convenor, Malnad 

Engineering College, Hassan. 
11. President, City Municipal Council, Gadag 

Betgeri, Gadag. 
12. Tah.ildar and Administrator, Town Municipal 

·Council, Virajpet. 
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Rukmayya 

Iqbal Hussmi 

B.N. Manjunath 
I .K. Babu Shetty 

K.M. Kanvi 

B. Srinivasa Murthy 



ASSOCIATIONS OF PENSIONERS 

SI. 
No. 

1 

Name of the Association 

2 

Represented by 

3 
.------------------·-------·---

1. Bangalore District Pensioners' Association, 
Malleswaram, Banga]ore. 

2. Jayanagar Pensioners' Association, 
Bangalore. 

3. Karnataka State Pensioners' Association, 
Kumara Park West, Bangalore. 

4. Mandya District Pensioners' Association, 
Mandy a. 

5. Mysore South Pensioners' Association, 
Vidyaranyapuram, Mysore-8. 

6. Pensioners' Association, Chitradurga. 

7. South Kanara District Pensioners' Association, 
Mangalore: 

8. South Kanara Retired Teachers' Assoc'ation, 
Coondapur. 

OT EIER WITNESSES 

T. R. V. Aradhya 
(President) 

G. Padmaji Rao 
(President) 

B. N. Purushotham 
(Secretary) 

C. R. Seshadri 
S. Venkatasubbaiya 

B. Suryanarayana Rao 
(President) 

B. Subba Rao 
(Secretary) 

H. S, Narayana Rao 
A. N. Anantharamaiah 
Hanumantha Rao, K. 

N. Ananthachar 
(President) 

M. R. Venkatasnbba Sastry 
(Secretary) 

N. S. Ramanna 
(Vice-President) 

T. Seshacharya 

B. Lingappayya 
(Secretary) 

U. Bhavani Shankar Rao 
(President) 

K. Janardhana Hebbar 
(Secretary) 

S. Mukund Rao 

Sl. No. Name of the Witness 
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Sriyuths: 

1. Aarons, L.C., Marine Engineer, Ports Department, Karwar. 

2. Baoavalingappa, B. and Viswanatha Raj Urs, Section Officers, Karnataka 
Government Secretariat, Bangalore. 

3. Drs. Bangappa, c. K. and Shankar Raj, D. Department of Health and 
Family Planning Services, Bangulore. 

4. Bhat, Geo-physicist, Mines and Geology Department, Bangalore 

6. Chandrashekar& Dambe, Speech Pathologist and Audiologist,. Bangalore. 

6. Chtkkavenkappa, N. Senior Marketing Officer, Government Cocoon Market, 
Vijayapura, Bangalore District. 

7. Ganapathy, S. and Annama!ai, N. Typewriter Mechanics, Karna·taka 
Government Secretariat, Bangalore. 

8. Gopa!aswamy, R. Clay Modelling Instructor, Babic Training Centre, 
Vidyanagar, Ban galore. 
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1 

9. 

10. 

Jayadevappa, K. Craft Instructor, 

Jayaram ~nd. Srinivasaprasad, 
Bangalore. 

2 

Pre-:Vocational Tra,ning Centre, Koppal. 

V. Photographers, Police Department, 

11. Kodandarama Naidn, N. Babu Setty, K. Narasimha Murthy, N. Narasimha 
Gowda and Ashok Savanur, Architectural Draftsmen, Chief ·Architect's· 
Office, Banga!ore. 

12. Lakke Gowda, H. S. Director, Forensic Science Laboratory, Bangalore. 

13. Mohamed Mustafa and Rajappa, C. Section Officers, Kannataka Government 
Secretariat, Bangalore. 

14. Muni,wamy, D.V. Lecturer, Sri Krishnarajendra Silver Jubilee Technological 
Institute, Bangalore. 

15. Nagabhushana, K. Mechanic, Ran•lloom ·Designing and Training ··Centre, 
Department of Industries and Commeroe, Bangalore. 

16. Nagaraja Rao, D. N. Librarian, National Institute of Engineering, 'Mysore. 

17. Nagaraja Rao, P.V. and Nagaraj, M. Receptionists, Karnataka Government 
Secretariat, Bangalore. 

18. Nanlappa, K.R. Libraian, Medical College, Mysore. 

19. Nair, P.N. Smt. Celine Misquith, Neela Pujari, Smt. Carmel Mary; Nursing 
Staff, Government Hospitals, Mangalore. 

20. Rajagopala Rao, J. Second Division Clerk, Executive Engineer's Office, 
Mercara. 

21. Raghuvir Rao, L. Biradar Patil, K. S. Shi~aswamy, K. C. Entomoiogists, 
Communicable Diseases Investigation and Training Centre, ·Mandya. 

22. Ramaswamy, S. ;Retired Range Forest Officer, Bangalore, 

23 Ramachandra and Javaraiah, B. · Insect Collectors, Communicable .Diseases 
Investigation-cum -Traning Centre, Maridya. 

24. Ramayya Shetty, R.A. and Chikkegowda, K.B. Translator, Gazette Branch, 
Translation Cell, Printing, Stationery and Publications Department, 
Bangalore. 

25. Ranganathachar, T. and Krishna Murthy C.R. Public Health Institute, 
Bangalore. 

26. Rangaswamy, P.R. Rabindra Jetty, J.B. and Rajanna, .Compositors, 
Department of Printing, Stationery and Publications, Bangalore 

27. Raidurg, Krishnamnrthy R. Ramcsh G V. and Lakshmana Singh. B.S., Senior 
Examiners, Nadakarni, 13.M. Deputy Chief Examiner, and Narayanaswamy, 
Junior Examiner, .Proof Branch, Department of Printing, Stationery and 
Publications, 13angalore. 

28. Rudrappa, ·N. Forest Chemist,'Forest Department, Bangalore. 

29. Dr. Sathyanarayana Setty, D. M. Surgeon, K.C. General Hospital, Bangalore. 

30. Sawkar, R.H. Ali Khan, ·M.A. Gaekwad, R:L, Chandrasekhar, H. 
Geologists, Mines and,Geology Department, Ba11galore. , 

· 31. Shanakaranarayana Rao, S• and. Ramakrishna, N. B.H.S Junior College, 
Bangalore. 

32. Siddarama Setty, H. S. Sripadaraja, C. D'!ppiah, . V. N. Draughtsmen, 
Chief Engineer's Office (MI. & P.H.E,)., Public WorksJDepa~:bment, 
Bangalore. 

33. Somanuavar, S. V. and Palakshaiah, Junior Translators, Directorate of 
Languages and Development of Kannada, Bangalore. 

34. Sorab, G.V. and Krishna Murthy, L.S. Police (Wireless) Department, 
Bangalore. 

35. Srinivas, N.G. and Vasu, ·B.K. Senior Translators, Directorate of Languages 
and Development of Kannada, Bangalore. 
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1 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

2 

Srinivasan, T. Charles Dorai, Gabriel, Shambnlingaiah, Printing, Stationery 
and Publications Department, Bangalore. 

Subbe Gowda, H.B. Assistant to the Assistant Director (Sogia)Scientist), 
Bureau of Health Education and Social Health, Bangalore. · · 

Smt. Sumangali, B-P. Principal, Occupational Institute for Women, 
Gauribidanur. 

Smt. Sumithra, S., Smt. Sulabha H. Kulkarni and Smt. Suriyajan, Junior 
Translators, Minority Languages, Directorate of Languages and Development 
of Kannada, Bangalore. 

Smt. Susheela, H. S., Planning Officer, Health and Family Planning Services, 
Ban galore. 

Thimmappa Setty, A.G., Tavane, N. G. and Sathyaprakash, Juinor Engineers, 
Public Works Department, Bangalore. 

42. Dr. Umapathaiah, H.S., Medical Officer, Primary Health Centre, Kyathsandra, 
Tumkur District. 

Sriynths: 

SECRETARIES TO GOVERNMENT, HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS AND 
OTHER OFFICERS 

.J.gricu!ture and A.nima! Husbandry Department : 

l. Venkatesh, S., Secretary to Government, Agriculture and Animal Husbandry 
Department, Bangalore. 

2. Krishnan, T., Director, Indo-Danish Project, Hesaraghatta, Bangalore. 

3. Nanj .. iah, R. D., Director, Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Services, 
Bangalore. 

4. Venkataramaiah, B.P., Director of Agriculture (in-charge), Bangalore. 

5. Yeshwanth Ail, Joint Director of Horticulture, Bangalore. 

Education and Youth Services Department : 

6. Srikantaiah, B. S., Commissioner for Education and Secretary to Government, 
Education and Youth Services Department, Bangalore. 

7. Bagari, N.D., State Libraian, Bangalore. 

8. Balla], K:S., Director of Technical Education, Bangalore. 

9. Basheer Hussain, M., Principal, Government Law College, Bangalore. 

10. Dr. Desikachar, S.V., Director, Karnataka State Archives, Bangalore. · 

11. Hah•ppa, S., Director, Pre-University Education, Bangalore. 

12. Hameed, S.M.A., Director of Collegiate Education, Bangalore. 

13. Iftekar Ismail, Principal, Flying Training School, Bangalore. 

14. Joginder Singh, Director of Youth Services, Bangalore. 

15. Air Cdre. Majumdar, S.K., Director, National Cadet Corps, Bangalore,. 

16. Mallappa, K., Additional Director of Public Instruction (Prim .. ry Education), 
Bangalore. 

17. Manchaiah, S., Director of Text Books, Bangalore. 

18. Dr. Nagaraja Rao, M.S., Director of Archaeology, My&ore. 

19. Papanna, P., Director, School of Mines, Kolar Gold Fields. 

20. Rama Murthy, B.N., Director, Printing, Stationery and Publications, 
Bangalore. 
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21. Srirangaraju, 'H.V., Director of Public Instruction, Bangalore. 

22. Syed Bashee~ Ahmed, Additional Secretary to Government, Education and 
Youth Serv10es Department, Bangalore. 

Finance Department : 

23. Satish Chandran, T.R., Financial Commissioner aud Secretary to Government, 
Finance Department, Bangalore. 

24. Bhat, P.M., Director of Small Savings, Bangalore. 

25. Naik, R.A., Commissioner for Commercial Taxes, Baugalore. 
26. Narasinga Rao Madarkal, Director, Karnataka Government Insurance 

Department, Bangalore, 

27. Salagaonkar, A.L., Director of Trea,nries, Bangalore. 

28. Suhramanyam, R.V., Controller, State Accounts Department, Baugalore. 

Food anil Forest Department : 

29. Padmanabha, P., Secretary to Government, Food and Forest Department 
Bangalo•e. 

30. Arora, J.K., Director, Food and Civil Supplies, Bangalore, 
31. Mavinkurve, G.R., Chief Conservator of Forests, Bangalore. 

General Administration Department : 

32. Sankaranarayanan, M., Additional Secretary to Government, General 
Administration Denartment, Bangalore. 

33. Viswanath, G.V., Secretary to Governor, Bangalore. 
34·. Santhi, S., Special Commibsioner, Karnataka Bhavan, New Delhi. 
35. Agatwal, A.K., Secretary, Karr.ataka Public Service Commission, Bangalore. 
36. Abhishankar, K., Chief Editor, Karnataka Gazetteer, Bangalore. 
37. Venugopal Naidu, V., Director of Vigilance, Banga!ore. 

H.e~lth anil Municipal A~ministration Department: 

38. D'Mello, C.B., Commissioner for Health aud Secretary to Government, Health 
and Municipal Administration Department, Bangalore. 

39. Lakshman Rao, N., Administrator, Bangalore City Corporation, Bangalore. 
40. Dr. Puttaraju Urs, B.V., Director of Health and Family Planning Services, 

Bangalore. 
4J, Rame Gowda, K.S., Director, Town Planning Department, Bangalore. 
42. Dr: Sadashiv Sharma, K. Director of Indian Medicine, Banga!ore. 
43. Dr. Saksena, J.S., Additional Director, Health and Family Planning 

Services, Bangalore. 
44. Shanbhogue, K.N., Drugs Coutrol!c.', Bungalore. 

Home Department : 

45. Hanuman, B. S., Commisoiouer for Home Affairs and Secretary to Government, 
Home Department, Bangalore, 

46. Adirajaiya, G. H., Commissioner for Excise, Bangalore. 
47. Kulkarni, B. G., Director of Information and Publicity, Bangalore, 
48. Col. Kadkol, A. M., Secretary, Soldiers', Sailors, & Airme:ns, Board, Bangalore. 
49, Mal!aiah, C. S., Inspector-General of Prisons, Bangalore. 
50. Mariputtanna, M. D., Director, Department of Tourism, Ban galore, 
51. Rao, C.V.S., Inspector-General of Police, Baugalore. 
52. Raja,ekharaiah, T. G., Special Officer, Fihr, Unit, Bangalore. 
53. Ramanna, K. G., Director, Fire Fo.-ce and Commandant General, Home GU8rds 

and Civil Defence, Bangalore. 
54. Syed Habibuddin Ahmed, Commissiouer for Transport, Bangalore. 

Industries anil Commerce Department: 
55. Veeraraj Urs, M., Commissioner fot Industries and Commerce and Secretary to 

Government, Industries a11d Commerce Department, Bangalore. 
56. Annaiya, G. S., Director, Mines and Geology, Bangalore. 
57. Lingaraj Urs, H. L., Director, Stores Purchase Department, Bangalore. 
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58. 
59. 

69. 
61. 

Mishra, K. K., Director ot Sugar, .Bangaiore, 
Thungappa, B. K., Director, Government Sandal Wood Oil Fact.orles, 

Bangalore. 
Venugopalan Nair, P. G., Director of Sericulture, Bangalore. 
Zafar Saifullah, Director, Industries and Commerce Department, Banga!ore, 

Law and Parliamentary Affair8: 

62. Vettkatesh, N. D., Secretary to Government, Department of Law and Parlia-
mentary Affairs, Bangalore. 

63. Bhat, P. S., Registrar, High Court of Karnataka, Bangalo~e. , 
64. Byra Reddy, R. N., Advocate General, Bangalore. 
65. Kanthi Rao, Deputy Director, Directorate of Languages and Development of 

Kannada, Bangalore. 
66. Keshava Bhat, M., Director, Directorate of Languages and Development of 

Kannada, Bangalore. 

Planning Department : 

67. Dr. Nanjnndappa, D. M., Economic Adviser to Government, Planning Depart
ment, Bangalore. 

68. Asvatha'narayana, G. Joint Secretary to Government, Planning Department, 
Bangalore. 

69. Parthasarathy, R., Manager, Government Computer Centre, Bangalore. 
70. Prabhn, P. P., Director, Bureau of Economics and Statistics, Bangalore. 

Public Works and Electricity Dep1rtmertt ; 

71. Varadan, S., Commiesioner for Public Works •nd Secretary to Government, 
Public Works Department, Bangalore. 

72. :Magdum, I. M., Engineer-in-chief and Special Secretary to Government, Public 
Works Department, Bangalore, 

73. Neelakantappa, S., Chief Engineer, M. I. and P.H.E. (South), Bangalore. 
74. Sunder Naik, K., Chief Engineer (C & B), Bangalore. · 
75. Capt. Kumaran, K.K.S., State Port Officer, Karwar. 

76. Veerabhadraiah, P. V., Electrical Inspector to Government, Bangalore. 

Ret~enue Department : 
77. Rajan, liLA. S., Revenue CommissiotJer and Secret.ary to Government, Revenue 

Department, Baugalore. 
78. Dubashi, l', R., Divisional Commissioner, Belg11um. 
79. Mirani, K. M., Divisional Commissioner, Gulbarga, 
80. Parthasarthy, M. H., Divisional Commissioner, Bangalore. 
81. Samuel Appaji, Divisional Commissioner, Mysore 

82. Srinivasan, G. S., Chairman, Karnataka Revenue Appellate Tribunal, 
Bangawre. 

83. Thippoji Rao, R, Dir~ctor, Survey, Sett!ement and Land Records, Inspector-
General of Regjstratton and Comm1ss10ner for Stamps and Commissioner 
for Religious and Charitable Endowments, Bangalore. 

Rural Development &nd Co-operation Department : 
84. Rupia Naik, Y., Secretary to Government, Rural Development and Co

operation Department, Bangalore. 

85. Jayakumar Anagol, Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Bangalore 

Social Welfare and Labour Department : 

86. Ramakrishnan, T. J., Secretary to Government, Social Welfare and Labour 
Department, Bangalore. 

87. Balakrshnan, A. P., Chief Inspector of Factories and Boilers, Bangalore. 
88. Jayaraj, M., Director of Fisheries, Baugalore. . 

ll9. Kelavadi, R. K., Director, Directorate of Social Welfare, Bangalore. 

90. :Markande Gowda, K. R., Joint Director, Employment and Training, 
Bangalore. 

91. Siddayya Puranik, Commissioner for Labour, Baugalore. 
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I. 
2. 
3. 
4,, 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
H. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 

24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28.' 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38., 
39. 
40. 
41. 

'42. 

43. 
44. 
{5. 

... 46. 
47. 

ANNEx-XXIV 

ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SECRETARIAT OF THE PAY COMMISSION 

Sriyutks : 

T. S. Narayan Rao 
G, S. Kanekal 
A. V. Mirza 
G. H. Shankar a Rao 
B. A. Kulkarni 
V. K. Bandodekar 
L. S. Jagirdar 
R. A. Lodhi Khan 
N. H. Chandramouli 
N. T. Mannur 
B. Vardarajan 
D. Puttaswamy 
M. K. Thimmappaiah 
Sreenivasacharya 
H. J. Shivaramegowda 
M. R. Rajagopal 
R. A. Shankararadhya 
B. V. Rajagopal 
A. V. Ramamurthy 
B. Kendaiah 
T. S. Venkatachalaiah 
B. D. Narayan 
G Krishnaswamy Iyengar 

T. S. Raju 
R, H. Ramachandra Rao 
R. Sathyanarayana Rao 
C. R. Sathyanarayana ~ao 
V. Seshadri 
S. Janarthanan 
B. R. Rangadhama 
T. V. Subramhanya 
R. Ramachandra 
B. R. Lingacharya 
G. Charles Wesley 
K. M. Channaveeraiah 
Yusuff Khan 
R. Dandapani 
B. Basappa 
M. N. Naik 
Ramu 

Syed Abdul Razaak 
Saggaiah 
K. V. Veeraiah 
Swam ina than 
Ghouse Khan 
B. Rajappa 
Govindappa 

Secretary 
Deputy Secretary 
Deputy Secretary upto 20-12-1975 
D'eputy Director of Statistics 
Section Officer upto 30-9-1975 
Section Officer upto 30-9-1975 
Section Officer upto 30-9-1975 
Section Officer upto 30-9-1975 
Accounts Superintendent 
Senior Assistant upto 31-12-1975 
Senior Assistant upto 30-9-1975 

Senior Assistant from 2l-10-19H to 31-12-1975 
Senior Assistant since 7-4-1975 
Senior Assistant from 16-II-1974 to 18-7-1975 
Senior Statistical Assistant upto 30-9-1975 
Senior Statistical Assistant 
Senior Statistical Assistant upto 30--9-1975 
Senior Statistical Assistant upto 30-9-1975 
Assistant upto 31-12-1975 
Assistant upto 30--9-1975 
Assistau t since 9-4-1975 
Assistant since 9-4-1975 
Personal Assistant to the Commission upto 

31-12-1975 
Personal Assistant to the Commission 
Personal Assistant to the Secretary 
Personal Assistant to the Secretary 
Stenographer since 12-12-1974 
Stenographer from 27-2-1975 to 31-12-1975 
Typist 
Typist upto 31-12-1975 
Typist since 22-1-1975 
Typist upto 12-12-1974 
Junior Assistant 
Junior Assistant 
Junior Assistant upto 9-1-'1976 
Driver 
Driver since 23-10--1974 
Daffedar 
Dalayat upto 15-10--1975 
Dalayat 
Dalayat 
Peon since 9-12-1974 
Peon since 22-1-1975 
Watchman from 1-10--1974 to ~2-1975 
w .. tchman from 1-10--1974 to 13-5-1975 
Watchman from II-4-1975 to 1-9-1975 
Watchman since 5-9-1975 
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AliNE X- XXlf 

LIST OF BOOKS AND REPORTS CONSULTED 

1. Ghosh A.B. 

2. Gopal M.H. 

3. Gopal M.H. 

4. Gopalan, C. and 
Narasinga Rao, .8. S. 

5. Joshi, Y.D. 

6 Maxine, E. Me. Divitt aud Sumathi 
' . 

Rajagopal, Mudambi. 

7. Mosher, W.E. Kingsley .• J.D. and 
Glenn Stahl, 0. 

8. Pandurang V. Sukhatme. 

9. "B.ao, V. K. R. V ., Khusro, A..M., 
Hanumantha Rao, C. H., Joshi, 
P. C., Krishnamoorthy, Ajit, K. 
and Dasgupta, K. 

10. Simha, S.L.N. 

11. Tom Lupton and Bowey, A.M. 

Books 

Price Trends and Policies in India 

Basis of Public Salaries, 1946. 

Studie~ in Indian Public Finance 

Dietary Allowances for Indians, National 
Institute of Nutrition, Indian Council Clf 
Medical Research, Hydrabad-7. 

Concept of Consumer Price Index and Dear

ness Allowance. 

Human Nutr"tion- Principles and Appli
cations in India, Prentice Hall of India 
(Pvt.) Ltd., New Delhi, 1973. 

Public Personnel AdminiRtration. 

Feeding Indian's Growing Millions, 1965, 

Inf.iation and India's Economic Crisis 
ln&titute of Economic Growth, Delhi. 

Inflation in India, Institute of Financial 
Management and Research, Madras-1974, 

Wages and Salaries, 1974. 

Reports 

1. Interim Report of the National Commission on Agriculture on some aspects of 
Agricultural Research, Extension and TraiJ!ing, Government of India, Ministry 
of Agriculture- November, 1971. 

2. Report of the First (Central) Pay Commiss10n, 1947 

3. Report of the Second (Central) Pay Commission,- 1959. 

ol. Report of the Dearness Allowance Commission en the question of the grant of Dearness 
Allowance to Central Government Employees in future (The Gajendragadkar 
Commission), 1967, Ministry of Finance, Government of India. 

5. Report of the Third (Central) Pay Commission, 1973. 

6. Report of the Lord Fulton Committee on the Civil Service- Volume I, 1966-68. 

7. Report of the Admin•strative Reforms Commission on Pe~sonnel AdministratioR; 1969. 

8. Report of the Study Team of the Administrative Reforms Commission on Personner
Administration (Study Team headed by Sri R.K. Patil), 

9. Report of the Study Team of the Administrative Reforms Commission on Per&onnel 
Administration (Study Team headed by Sri K.N. Nagarkatti). 

10. Report of the Committee on Drugs Control, Ministry of Health and Family Planning 
Goverment of India, 1966. 

11. Report of the Committee on the Training of Civil Services (The Assheton Committee), 
1944 on the Training of Civil Servant., HMSO. 
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12. Report of the Finance Commission, 1973 (Ma a G t f I d" p n ger, . overnmen o n 1a ress, 
New Delhi), 

13. Report the Committee r·ri Police Training constituted by the Government of India
Volume I. 

14. Report of the Expert Committee on Ho;pital Pharmacies, 1961 under the Chairman-
ship of Dr. Shama Sa,try. 

15. Report of the Mysore Pay Commi,sion, 1966-68. 

16. Report of the Official (Pay) Committee, Government of Mysore, 1970. 

17. Report of the Committee to recommend Measu~es for Improvement of Indian 
Systems of Medicine including Homoeopathi and Naturopathy in the State 
of Karnataka under the Chairmanship A Dr. G. S. Melkote. 

18. Report on Re-organi8ation of Medical Education and Health Services iu 
Mysore State - by Major General S. L. Bhatia. 

Other Publications 

1. All India Services Manual (Second Edition), Ministry of Home Affairs, 
Government of India. 

:!. Directory on Occupational Titles- Volumes I and II- Third Edition, 

United States. Department of Labour (with Supplements)- Volumes I and II. 
3. Finances of the State Govemment, 1974 - 75, Reserve Bank of India Bulleti1t, 

September, i974. 

4. Handbook containing Clarifications etc., on Revised Bay Scale. and Ration
alization of Allowances, 1970, Government of Karuataka, Bangalore, 

5. Labour Manual- Volume Ill, Department of Labour, Government of 

Karnataka, 1967. 

6. National Classificat:on of Occupations- Revised Edition, 1968 (Code 

Structure)- Directorate General of Employrueut and Training, Ministry of 

Labour, Employment and Rehabilitation, Government of India. 
7. Organisation of the Government of Mysore, 1973- Indian Institute of Public 

Administration, Mysore Regional Branch, Bangalore. 
8. Picture of Mysore Budget-1971-72 to 1974-75, Government of Karnataka, 

Bangalore. 

11. Picture of Karnataka Budget· 1975-76, Government of Karnataka, Bangalore. 

10. Reserve Bank of India Bulletins· April 1967, June 1974 and June 1975 

1.ssues. 

II. Services under the S~ate- Indian Law Institute, Karnataka Unit, 1974. 

12. Trends in Revenue and Expenditure of Karnataka, Government of Karnataka, 
1957-58 to 1975-7() Economic Advi .. r's Division, Planning Department, 

Government of Karnataka. 
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